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Foreword

Ill 1968, a Conference on Noise as a Pnb{ic lle;dth Ilazard was organized by tile
Anrerieaa Speech and l-leafing Associatioll. At Ibis conference, ;Ill altenlpl was made to
brhlg together a group of speakers who eoald present snnnnarJes of tile current state of
knowledge ell all aspects of the "noise problem", ranging all tile way fronl fairly technical
treatises to completely eon-teehnical statements of personel opinion. Such a wide-ranging
represenlation was judged Io be necessary for the purpose of that conference, whicb was to
present a broad overview of what "noise po[Iotlon" was all about, to governnlent personnel
and olher intelligent laymen who saw that il was probably goieg to become a hot issoe, and
give at least a few examples of the scientific evidence underlying arguments about just what
effects noise does {lave.

At tiler time it was realized that as the environnrentalist ulovcnlent gathered
nlomentum, a rapid development of public concern could be expected, and so a permanent
Committee of ASHA was established, one of whose charges was to plan another con ference
when it was judged appropriate.

Tile burgeoning of interest in noise in tile intervening 5 years has clearly met, if not
surpassed, our expectations at that time. In tilt: developed areas of tile world, nlillions of
dollars or their equivalent are being spent on surveys of noise levels and exposures, and
increasingly stringent noise regulations are being imposed by all levels of government. And,
although tile measurement of tile effects of noise is nowhere near ;is simple as the
measurement of tile noises themselves, many h_boratories, mostly with federal support, are
engaged in full-time research on the bearing losses, sleep disturbance, speech interference,
alteration of physiological state, and annoyance caused by noise.

Accordingly, in 1971 we began looking for a sponsor for a second conference-one
who would agree, we hoped, to fnnd attendance by a substantial number of researchers
from abroad, so that certain areas of knowledge less intensively studied ill tile USA could be
included in the subject matter. Fortunately, the head of tire newly-created Office of Noise
Abatement end Control (ONAC) of the Environmental Protection Agency, Dr. Alvin F,
Meyer, had need of just snell a conference, as a source material for a dommmnt summarizing
all known criteria that might be used to establish national standards for noise control-that
is, provided that tile Congress passed tile bill, then being duly debated and amended, that
would make such a document necessary. Furthennore, certain PL 480 funds (money that
must be spent ill other countries) were available, wlllch meant lbat tile degree of
participation by foreign scientists might be even greater than we bed hoped, Not only that,
bat the p_lrtieular PL 480 fands in this case were in Jugoslavia, the country that includes
one of the garden spots of the world, Dubrovnik.

On the assumption that our Congress wotdd pass some form of the bill in question
(which it did on October 27, 1972), we forged ahead with phms for our meeting, now
upgraded to an International Congress. With the help of Dr, Grujica _.arkovid, the energetic
President of tile Jugoslavian Medical Association, and Dr. Marie Levi of the University of
Sarajure, a planning meeting was held to whlcb we invited a representative from most of the
comrtries in which noise research was being done (1 say "most" because we could not qtdte
afford to pay for attendees from Japan, Australia, and Soutll Africa because of the distance

I involved, even though considerable research is being done there). At this meeting the formal
agenda was decided on, and tile list of invited participants prepared. It was agreed that we
wmdd try |o limit the Congress content strictly to the effects of noise on health, thereby
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eXctUd]llg dJscu_sJ(JI1S oJ" engillCering aspects of noise rcdtlclkm and COlltrol, descrlplions of
methods for legal control and presentation of viewpoints of special-interest groups, qllere
was some debate about how much |Jme to allot to ptlbli¢ opitlion surveys of annoyance,
some of as conteoding that annoyance, as lneasur(.,d in that nnunlcr, is not a healtll Ii_lzard;It
all in the ordinary sense of the term. llowever, proponents of Ihe WHO definition of
"healthi', in which any deviation from "optinnlm well-belng" is regarded as nndcsirable,
carried the field, and tile fhnd day or the Congress was therefore given over to tile
sociologists.

Despite a series of crises precipitated by governmental red tape originating both ill
Washington and Be/grade, tile Congress was held on May 13-18, 1973 at the Libertas Hotel
in Dubrovnik. We had two major disappointments; one was the f_dlure of oar Russian
invitecs to appear due to tile fact that our official invitations had not been sent early
enough. The other was that the Xerox machine ;It the Libcrtas was out of commission.
However, the general success of the Congress can be gsuged by the fact that the atldicnce
was as large on the final afternoon as at any other time.

A side benefit of tile Congress (or so we hope) was the fommtion of an international
organization consisting of 5 "teams" who will try to accumulate and coordlv,::!- knowledge
about the effects of noise on (1) temporary and pennanent bearing loss; (2) _,-.t,a a:.:dhory
function; (3) speech; (4) sleep; and (5) community reaction, qTlc parent group, or "basic"
team, will attempt to consolidate this knowledge for use by governmental agencies, and will
make plans for tbe next Congress. Although Ihe organization is now alive, its name is still in
question. At tile moment it ix still the "'International Scientific Noise Teams", but the
resulting acronym has a negative connotation that pleases few of us. Other names are being
considered,

I regret that the length of the invited papers made it impracticable to publish at this
time any of the short contributed papers that were presented at file Congress, many of
which were excellent, or the often-lively discussions that followed each sessioo. It is hoped
that these can be included if another printing of the Proccediugs is to be made.

An enterprise of this scope carmot be a success without hard work on file part of many
people. Without doubt the most effort of all wax put forth by Dr. Levi, who managed all the
mechanical details of tile Congress, with the help of his and Dr. _arkovi_'s staff,
particularly, Fclih Vesou.

Official thanks are extended to our sponsoring organizations: The Jugoslavian Medical
Association, The American Speech and Hearing Association, the World Health Organization,
and of course most of all the Office of Noise Abatement and Control.

f
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A PREVIEW OF THE CONGRESS CONTENT

W. Dixon Ward

Hearing Research Laboratory
University of Minnesota

Minneapolis,Minnesota 55455

Although tile story is too long to recount in detail, 1 think that most of ary fellow
participants bere know that we owe our presence in this historic and delightful city of
Dubrovnik nat only to the hard work of Dr. Zarkovlc and Dr. Levi, but also to a series of
lucky coincidences, euhninating in the Noise Control Act of 1972, enacted by tile Congress
of tile USA oil October 27, 1972, Two provisions of this Act arc as follows: (I) The
Environmental Protection Agency sball "within nine months of the date of the eoactnleat
of this Act, develop and publish criteria v,bth respect to noise. Such criteria shall reflect tile
scientific knowledge most useftd ill indicating file kind and extent of all effects on the
public health or welfare which may be expected from differing quantities and qualities of
noise.'" (2) It shall also, 12 nlonths after enactment, "publish inforalatioa oil the levels of
environmental IlOiSe tile attainment and nlaintenance of wldch in defined areas under vat-

ions conditions are requisite to protect the public health and welfare with an adequale
margin of safety."

Because of tile obvious urgency of file charges (;rod in spite of their vuguenans), EPA's
Office of Noise Abatement and Control was willing to subsidize our efforts to get together a
truly international meeting devoted exclusively to the effects of noise on hunlan beaith and
welfare, It seems only fair, therefore, to look a little more closely at tile task they have beea
assi_led,

Now the term criteria, as used by Congress in tile first provision above, consists of a
specified effect or set of effects dlat ;ire set up as some sort of target-generally, a set of
conditio|rs not to be exceeded. "fhese criteria, in general, can be of two different types,
depending on whether they reflect concomitant effects or after-effects of noise. If tbe
Ibrmer, riley may properly be termed "noise criteria"; however, tile latter arc more accu-
rately c;dled "noise exposure criteria" because after-effects depend not only on tile charac-
teristics of the noise but 'also on file duration of exposure of a person to it. I believe that
this distinction is of paramount importance, though legi_ators do not always understand it.

For example, noise criteria could be (a) a certain degree of masking of ordinary speech,
or of radio or television perception; (b) a specified degree of vasoconstriction; (c) a definite
degree of probability of shifting the sleep stage from a deeper to a ligbter level; (d) an
average "comfortable loudness" as judged by some fraction of tile population; or, conceiv-
ably, (a) the point at which aurai pain is felt.

On the other hand, noise exposure criteria could be based on a specified degree of
i temporary or perraaaent threshold shift, or on a certain aalount of hair-cell damage, or on a

tillage in circulatory problems in a specified fraction of the population, or a similar definite
change in any aspect of he.,dth.
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There are, of course, _'crtail) elf gels I]lat may be both COllCOntltantlind residLlal, J%.
decrcmenl ill task perfornunlce-lbal nlosl elusive (If Ibe numy effects of iloise Ibal seem so
obviously real bnt which generally vanish intu thin air when one looks for thenl in the
labonltory.-might serve as _lcrilerioo for eiflrer noise or noise exposure. Tire same holds for
annoyance; we could gnilcrale criteria based oll the arou_l of lhe feeling of annoyance ill a
specified i'ract]on of Ibe indivldua[s concerned by a specific noise, or we Cotlid asc an
expre_ion of integraled annoyance, asdisplayed by conlplainls anti legalaction.

Even ill the latl¢r eases,however, it relnaitls hnportant Io keep tile two lypcs of criteria
scparale, and to try to edtreale Ibe public-and particularly la',vmake_-to tile distinction.
"]']ln latter, naturally, want to regulate noises, bee_nsethey are relatively easy Io measu_,
However, thn meal important effecls no bnlmln health conic not from noise bat from noise
exposure, Noises per ._ are not bazardot_s, sleep-dislurbing, or annoylng_only noise expo-
sores can be. Therefore in flfis symposium our ntteotlon will be focus_sed primarily on noise
exposures: a duration of exposure must usually be hwolved, in addition to the inlensity and
spectrum o._ the noise, when one c;dealates a noise "dose".

Ideally, in order to specify the relation between noises or noise exposur_ and their
effects, what is needed is a scale for reeasefing noise Ihat would result in each noise being
assigneda speeiHc nmober whose magnitude would reflect the relative noxiousness of that
noise. Let us nssnme for tire monlent that such o scalecoal(] be found;silken in science the
units of scales are often named for famous men in the fiald concerned (for example,
newtons of force, watts of power, amperes of current), rile unit of this scale might well be
tile peyser, in honor of one of the early planners in tile noise field, Alfred Peysen A noise
whose rating was 50 peysers would be twice as noxious in all respects as one rated at 25
peysers, live times _s noxious as a 10-peyser noise, half as noxious as a 100-peyser noise, etc.

Furthermore, if noise exposure consisted of the instantaneons value of the noise inte-
grated over time, noise exposure could then be expressed in peyser-tmars, For example, a
man who worked 8 hours in a noise of I0 peysers, went home and cut his lawn for half an
hour in a 40-peyser noise, and then listened to Ids son's music group practicing at 50 pey.,,ers
for 2 hours before retiring for the night would have had a total noise exposure that day of
8 x I0 + )A x 40 + 2 x 50 = 200 peyser-hours. His effective exposure on that day would be
the same as that of another person wbose noise exposure at work consisted of I fl hoursat 20
poysers and negligible the rest of the day, or that of a third man whose work environment
was quiet, but who spent an hour at a rifle range in a 200-peyser noise without wearing any
ear protection. If the size of the "peyser" had been defined in such a way that 100
peyser-hours were the maximum tolerable daily nolse..exposum "dose'", then each of these
three individuals would have experienced twine as much noise as he shonld have, and if this
were continued day after day for many years, then Ire would be expected to show twice ms
much hearing loss as the person exposed to only 100 peyser-bou rs each day.

Unfortullataly, nature has not been so obli#ng as to furnish us with such a scale, nor
indeed has she provided the uniformity of degree of effect that would make such a scale
even possible. That is, a noise that is twice as likely as another to cause a person to awaken
is not twice as annoying nor twice as hazardous to hearing, nor does it produce twice as
much of a change in the circulatory system nor interfere with twice as mtlch speech. In fact,
many noises that are highiy irritating _md Ilence Sllould have a high peyser index may
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produce no efl'_ct on h_adng whatsoever, and so should be rated on that basis as being at
near zero peysers.

Furthermore, it is known that a noise expo_;ure of say I Ilonr ;It 10 peysers will have
quite a different effect on temporary threshold shift measured innnedlately afterward than a
cumulative one-hour exposure again at l0 peysers, hut in wllieh S-rain periods ofnolse :ire
separated by say 30 rain of quiet. Therefore if 'lq's were our criterion, the index of
noxJotlsness would have to Jnclnd¢ soma factor that lakes such hlterlnlttency into account.

I fear, therefore, that the search for a single index of noise exposure as ;ill intlicat_r
that a glver_ criterion effect bus been reached is foredomued to I_dlure, Perhaps I roll
unnecessarily pe_sin,dstlc-or pedusps some first-order approximation such as the concept of
"equal A-weighted energy" with approgriale correction factors will prove to be close
enongb to reality If justify its use in the absence of a tree unlfyblg principle. I know that
we will hear sometbing morn of this concept during the rest of oar symposhln't.

F',iost of us, however, find il difficult enough to cope with the con|plex relations
between noise or noise exposure and our own favorite effect--in my case, for example, TTS.
Tbus a bust of specific questions will come under scrntiny in the some 90 papers that follow
this one, questions whose answers are mostly still debated ratber body, "the followlrlg ara

some that can be expected to appear:
(I) Is hearing above 3000 IIz importanl to tile perception of speech? If so, tinder

what conditions?

(2) What frequency weighting scheme, such as A-welghting and D-weighting, gives
the closest prediction of the speech-maskhlg ability of a noise?

(3) Can there be damage to bearing withmlt a change in sensitivity?
(4) What single exposure (8 Im or less) will just produce a "significant" permanent

threshold shift (PTS)?

(5) What relatively steady-stale exposure, 8 br/day, for many years, will.just produce
Irl'S that exceeds that ascribable to presbyacusis plus sociaeusis?

(6) Is there any way to correct audiometrie data for presbyaeusis-plus-sociaeusis
other ttmn simple (and probably incorrect) subtraction?

(7) Under what conditions does the cqn',fl-energy hypothesis hold for steady expo-
sures?

(8) Can individual difi'erences in susceptibility to PTS be predicted?
(9) Can this susceptibility be changed by drags or diet?
(10) What is the evidence for and against the microtrauma theory as opposed to the

eriticnlqncident hypothesis in the production of PTS?

(1 I) To what extent does it make any sense to speak of a "critic_d intensity" or even a
"critical exposure" for a given ear?

(12) Is a dan*,agedear more susceptible to further damage than a nondamaged one?
(13) In such ease, what is "equal further damage" in the first placE?
(14) Is some aspect of the "ITS produced in a group of listeners a valid index of

average expected PTS after years of exposure to that noise?
(15) If so, which parameter-initltd TTS, recovery time, or what?
(16) To what extent is the auditory hazard from noise enhanced by other noxious

influences such as vibration, fumes, exertion?
5



(17) To what uxlcnt dogs inlernliltency Peduce tile hazard fronl a giV¢ll (clnllldative)

rloise exposure?
( ] 8) 111recoveringfrom TTS, whal noiselevelconslltntes "effectivequiel"?
(19) Is 4000 IIz the place to first look for auditory damage,or are thevery-high

frequencies more susceptible?
(20) Doesinfrasonlc lloise or ultrasoundal Coelnlonly-foundintensitiesposeahazard

to health?
(2]) WhatTirelhc el'feels of repeatedawakenillgS or forcedc]]angesin depthof sleep

everynight (by noiseor by anyoilier agent)?
(22) llow muchdoessimplereactiontilnc to visualslinin]i than,goin noise?
(23) Doessuch a chaEigcpcrslsl at'for exposure(or, under what condillonsdoes il

persisl)?
(24)ll'so,isthereanyevidencedlata perlnaneutchange ini_ll ensae?
(25) Dueschronic,_lrollsldof Ih¢ vegelalivesystemleadIo circulatoryproblems?
(0.6) Does c]ironJc noise oxposnre increase ulent_d problenls?
(27) Is there any evidencein humanslot cllanges in tile adrenalsdue to noise expo-

sure,ascon]nloalyfound in rats'. J Or in ;myof theother slress-r_aclionindicators?
(28) is thereany Wily to measurelhc "fatigue" Ihal many wolkers conlplaJll O['after

noise exposure?
(29) Doeschronicnoise exposureincreasethe incidenceofgaslro-intestinalprobtenrs?
(30) What task performance is adverselyalTecledby noise?
(31) Do workersin high levelsof noiseshowa significantlyhigherabsenteeandillness

record?
(32) To wilat extent do individuals"adapt" to uoise that doestlOtposea hazardto

hearing?
(33) To what exlenl call such "adaptation" be nlaniputaled by propaganda

techniques?
(34) What constitutes a significant increase in complaints about neighborhood noise,

i.e., how much greater than the baseline of chronic complainers must a complaiat level
attain before a practical problem exists?

(35) Is utter silenceseriouslyadvocatedat beingthe "best" acousticenvironment?
I hopethat by our careful considerationof the evidence,answersto at leastsomeof

these questions can be reached and accepted by the majorily of us IleFa.I also hope that we,
at least, can keep from confusing noise and nois_ exposure.

6
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SYSTEMS OF NOISE MEASUREMENT

Karl S. Paarsons
Bolt, Beranekand Newman, Inc.

Los Angeles,California

Probably Ihe alOSlUlllversally used system of noise ereasorenrenl is soeletbing we _dJ
carp/ with tts aJl the thne, onr ears. It's all extremely versatile device lbat era'really measures
sounds over u range of 120 lib and a frequency range from about IS Ilz to 20,000 liz.
However, roy lalk Ioday is not about our ears, nor is it a history of noise ratiegs, but rafrer
a suulmary of tile noise ratings which are currently in use today. Mtlch of tile material wbicll
I will speak on is contained in a Ilandbook of Noise Ratings. This Handbook was prepared
for the National Aeronautics and Space Admirlistmtion, Langley Research Center in
Hampton, Virginia. I had hoped to have copies of this available at this time; however,
preparation delays and printing delays probably will prevent the llandbook from being
available for 6 to 8 moeths.

}lopefillly my talk will prepare you for the kinds of noise ratings end measurements
which will be discussed in relating certain effects of noise to sonre noise measures, l)etails of
the calculation procedures for determining the various noise ratiegs will not be presented
here since there is not enough time. Ratlrer file approach is to snlnnlmizt_ tile vaFiolls classes
of eoise ratiags and provide soma indicatioa of tile type of jobs that rating is supposed Io
do. Some conlparisons will _dso be made among the noise ratings but remember that each
noi_ rating is individualistic and cannot be tmnslated directly to another noise rating except
for ped_aps a particular sound whicb is being measured. To facilitate tile discnsslon of tbe
noise nreasures let us consider tbam in five groups: I) direct measures, 2) calculated
measures. 3) calculated measures for long term exposure (community response measures), 4)
graphical measures, and 5) meast.!res specitically related to Irearing level.

Tile last category is not contained in the llandbook of Noise Ratings which 1 lnca-
tioned earlier. }lowevcr, because of the nature of this meeting it seemed hnportant to briefly
touch on the nomenclature to facilitate the uaderstanding of those sessions concerned with
hearing damage..

Before we di_uss the various eleasnres, let me first mention some of the totals which
will be employed in describing 0re various measures even tbough most of you are familiar
with them, Although there am special urtits for measuring certain aspects of noise, in general
noise is measered in decibels. This is a logarithmic quantity chosen because of tire very large
range of sounds wtdeh people perceive. The deelbel, usually abbreviated (dB), is a measure
of a magnitude of a particular quantity such as sotmd pressure, sound power intensity with
respect to a standard reference wdue. This stand:Jrd reference value is tlsually 20 micro-
newtons per square meter. This is about tim thresbold of hearing for young ears at 1000 Hz.

The other major _tspeet of sound is its frequency content. Tlds is measured in terms of
hertz (llz), formerly called cycles per second. As 1mentioned earlier, the range of heariag is
about 15 Hz to 20,000 Hz. This is really the number of tiaras which sometbing oscillates or
vibrates per second. For an example, the musical pitch "A" is an oscillation of 440 times par
second. A treek passing by may have energy in the vicinity of 200 tlz. Tile high pitcbed
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',rhine of a jet engine would I_-'abou[ 3000 t lz. To further describe it SOulldin Icrm!;or botll
ils level ;rod frequency ¢ontelll the hiller is somelhnes divided inlo vuriotts b;ulds, Such
builds as oclave h;mds ;n'u sotnelJlnesenlployed. Artoclavu band isu l_'eqlleney band whose
Ul_per and lower cutoff l'rcquuucies have u ratio of 2, It ls cbamclcdzcd by hs upper and
lower freqtlency bounds or ils outlier l_qtlcllcy whicll is llle gemnctrie nleun of Ibe upper
and lower bounds. Noiseor sotluds nlay henlu;istned hl lernls of eel;lyebaud Sotlnd pressure
level us shown ill Figur_ l. This is Ihe sound pressnre level which is contained ',vifllbl an
oet_Ive band. Fblcr resobl[ions nluy be nlluJc by ¢nlploying dlirdioclave ballds or oue.iendl-

octave bands or even narrower I_alldS.

DIRECT MEASURES

Tile first nleustlTuis the ovendl sound pressure level or sonlelllnes simply tbe sound

pressurelevelwith vuriousubbreviufionssuch usOASPL or SPL or L orLp.Tileoverall
nleasuru, which is approxinlated by tll_ C-wei,_htedn,:twork of a sound-level meter provides
equalweightforaH frequencycomponentsof thenoise.Itisprimarilyusedby engineers
who need a measure wbich indicuIes the total noise ceergy. Weigllted sound levels are
measuredon sound-levelmetersintermsoffastorslowresponse.These termsrefertothe
speed with which an indicating meter follows the fhlcttlating sound, Tile approximate time
eonstunts of this sunlpIblg procedure arc about 1/10 of a second and I second respectively.

Tile nlos[ co[ninon nnd widely used sound nleaSLl_ in the world is tile A-weighted
sound presstlm level or more simply the A-level. Tiffs meusore is also qnantified in nnits of
dB ulthough a sllortbund technique has been employed to eleminute the r=ecessily for saying
A-level each time u nle;lsurunlent is quoted. This shordland is to consider the unit a dB but
wltb an (A) following tile dB and is usually reud dB (A). It should be emphasized thai dB(A)
is nol an actual unit but rather a shorHland metllod In lell the reader which weighting
network was employed tomukv the nleasLlrenlefl_S. Figure 2 shows a diagram of A weigJlting
along with other weightings whicb we will discuss shortly. Notice thai the low frequencies
in'0 ;itlennated. Tile rcliSOllfor thls is In more closely ;ipproximale tile ',vuy people perceive
sounds. Originally it was designed for sounds of less than 55 dB in levch however, currently
it is nsed for all level sounds.

Tile B-level sound does not discriminate as nluell against the low frequencies. It is
sbowll also on this figure, btlt currently is not widely used. Tile C.level us mentioned earlier
provides ;in indicatlml of tile flat resporlse. Its frequency nmge was somewbat dictated by
the frequency rungc of the ear but origimdly was inlluenced by available instnm|entation,
Esseufiully the C-welghting limits lhe high and low freqnency response, but in spite of this
/imitation it still provides a reasonable measure of overall _ound f,ressure level for most
common noises,

A relatively new uddition to the welgbling levels is the D-level. The weighting netwerk
sllown in Figure 2 used for this meusure is alone complicated than tile earlier ones antl tries
to incorporate more accurately the frequency response of the ear. At:tuully it was originally
developed as a simple approximation o1"perceived noise level PNL which I will discuss later
under calculated measures. Originally the D-level was described us N-level with the differ-
ence between tile D und file N being 7 dB. hi other words if 7 dB is ndded to tile D-level,
one should obtuin appro×imately the perceived noise level of a given sound. Modifications
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to D-level have been suggested by Kryter to _lccotln{for new dala. Mainly they uffect the
low frequency portion of the weigbting.

E-level Ires also bean suggested ;lad is fairly sindlar to the D-level. It wassuggested by
Stevens as an approximation to what he termed perceived level Differences between the
E-weighting and D-weightingarcrel_ltivelysmall At this time, the E-level is not standardized
nor is it availableon any sound level meter.
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Figure2. Frequencyresponzeofvariousweightingfunctions.

GRAPHICALMEASURES

"rhc(two grapMca_measures wllich ',viiibe described today are the noise criterion curves
and the preferred noise criterion curves. Other measures such as Zwiel_er'scalculation of
loudness and some of the community response measures also employ graphicaltechniques,
however they will be discussed later under the calculatedmeasures. The noise criteria curves
shown in Figure 3 were developed to provide a singlemlmber rating for octave band spectra.
They are, mainly employed by architects and engineers to specify the Inaximum noise levels
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pernliUed hi e_lch oct[lye band. hi nSillg then1, the oc[_lVe-btllld speetnnn is plotted and an NC

valne assigned to tile noise, a wdue that corresponds to tile highest NC curve to which tile
spcctranl is anywllere tangent. Thus Ihe NC rating is alillOsl always deterndned by the soLlnd

pressure level at _lsingle octave band frequency. For cxanlple, in Figure 3. an NC rating of
59 characterizes tile noise spectrum. These NC enrves were origin;ally developed for office
spaces; however, they have been used in other nnvironnlcnts such as auditoriums, sotnld

sttldios, rcstaurallts, etc.
Recently the noise criteria curves have been nlOdified both to aecOlnlnod_lte inoro

precisely the new octave band center frequencies and also Io answer the nl_]ny objections
made about the adequacy of the NC curves. Mainly changes are made in the higher and
lower frequencies since spaces designed ill accordance with Ibe prcvions NC ctlrvcs were in
some eases too bissy or too runlb]._, ,. Tile new cun,es are shown in Figure 4. Ilere the
previoasly-nlentioned noise spectrum would have a value of PNC 61 or 2 higher tban the
rating given by the NC curves.

CALCULATED _IEASURES FOR INDIVIDUAL EVENTS

Table [ provides a list of various calculated nleilstlres. For tile most p;Irt, tbese nleaSl,lres
utilize octave- and thlrd-octave-band levels of noise which are employed ill various
calculation schemes to come up with a single number r_lting of that noise. LLs stands for
loudness level "'s" aetbn_ to its ozi_nator. S. S. Stevens from tile United States. who devoted
a good deal of his life relining the techniques lbr predicting tile loudness level of sounds.
Tile schclne is [nlended to provide a level of tile sonlld wbicb is ntnuerically eqn;d ill level In
that of ;i 1000-1tz tone which is judged equal in loudness to the sound beiug rated. The
technique now is a calculation procedure which essentially transforms octave band levels to
a Ioadness qtlanlity called sones that are added up in a parlicniar way and transforlned back

"_ to a decibel-like quantity known as phons.

Another scheme for ualcul;lting loudness level identified as LLz, *'z" lbr Zwickur.
employs graphs and also allows for file upward spread of masking. (the m;Isking of higher
frequencies by low frequencies). This technique uses one-third-octave band data and the
result is intended to represent the level of a one-third-octave band centered at 1000 Hz
judged equally loud to the sound being rated.

PNL or perceived noise level is similar to the loudness level by Stevens except that
noisiness is employed instead of loudness. The units for this measure are PNdB or perceived
noise decibels. Tile numeric_d value w;zsintended to represent tile sound pressure level of _n
octave band of noise at 1000 Hz wldcb would be judged equally noisy to tile souad to be
rated. Equally noisy means Ibat in a comparison of sounds one would just as soon have one
noise _s the other at his home during the d;zy or nigbt.

Stevens continued improving on his loudness level calculation and came tip with a new
rating teelmique callctl perceived level which was simil:_r in concept to the loudness level bat
utilized nlore information and included noisiness as well as loudness judgment tests. The
main difference between perceived level nnd the loudness level and perceived noise level is in
the numerical wdne. This tinle tile levels were lower by approxim_ltely 8 dB than the earlier
loudness level calculation schenle. Also the unils are PLdB for perceived level decibels
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF CALCULATED MEASURES FOR INDIVIDUAL EVENTS

ME?,SURE ASBREVIATION UNI1S PI(OClil}URE

I.oudnessLevel-Slevens LLI Phonl Ushlg l/3 oclaw* band SEL's, luudness index (SI vahles
are det¢lnoncd flonl tahles* *. Tolal loudness SI h I]lcn
delcmlOledby Sf = Smax * F ( _S -Small F = .15

Ihen LLs = 40 + IOIog2 SI

Loudness Level - Zwicket I.Lz Phons Graphical plocedtn¢ using 1/3 octave 0and SPl.'_iinclades
upwald Ipread of IIn_sbhlgeffects

Perceived Noise Level ENL PNdS Using lib octave" band SPL's, nay values (n) arc d_tcl-
mined frurn {=hies_*. The tolal hey value(N¢o$)ix Ihen
delclmined by Nlol • ntll&x _"I_ (_11- nnll:¢), I: = .15

1DenPNL = 40 + 33.22log to (Ntm}

I'_rcei_cd Level PL PLdS Using 1/3 octave or oclav_ b,_d SPL*s, sonc value1(51

;sic delermined f;om tabi_t*% Th_ Iolal sonevalues {St)
[_tilth detulmincd bySI _ Smax + F (_S - Snlax) wh¢Ic
F Ixa function of level and bandwidf,

Ulen PL • 32 + 9 log: SI

Tone Cms_ctcdEcreeived PNLT PNdI_ _ PNLT = PNL + Tone corlection

Noi*¢ Lcwl PNLT
2d I

EffecliveP_tceivcdNoi_ liPNL EPNdS EPNL_IOlol]_ anlEo_( }-13
Level i=() IU

where PNLTI i_ v_tu_ol iih .S _e(_nd sample
n AL

SlnglcNoi_Exposure $ENEL 00 SENEL= 101og{_ anUIog--) _t
Level i=l Io

_,h¢r¢AL i_levelof iIh I _cond sampie
At is lime httctv;Oh¢lwc¢lllanlplCl _n_eeor=ds
n i:*01¢nglitl_r ofcvcrtts

A_ticulatJofiIndex A [ (nlme) AI can be calcllialed fro/n one-third oclavt! band ot octave

h_nddiffcrcncet in ipcechandbackground nol_ h!vclt
whelc t_welghfnE cortecltonis appliedIOeachbaredIo
account fol th_ relative clm{ribution of each band to
_pecctlinlelligibillly

Sp'=¢cOTnl©rfcrenc=Level SI L timnel Sll, Ix the arithlnetic average of tile sound pressure Levels
of the n_ise In the four o¢1_¢ bandl ',vi01 CCnletfrequencies
lying b¢lw_cn 500 and4000 IIz

• D¢lavebanddala lilly beu_edby employingF = .3

_ "rabies arcavailable in"llandlmnk of N[O_ I_.atlng_".
See acknowledgcln_ nt.
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blstead of phons, The sunlnnlt[on procedure for ¢oalbbllag tile octave or fllird-octave contri-
bntlons is more sophisticated and _lecotnltsfor masking ;Isa flnretion of level.

With Ille advent of tliserete freqacnoy conlponents or tones in airemfl Oyover noise it
seemed advisable to add a correction for the presenceof these tones. Perceived noise level
does not _lttmnpl to include flleSeand Iberefore additional calculations were enllfloyed to
aecounl for tile increased iloisilreSS cansed by these tones. Tile tone-corrected perceived
noise level, PNLT, is Ihe current method for applying file corrections. This nretlmd essen-
tially adds a correction to tile final wdue of the perceived noise level depending on Ihe
anlonnl that the fldrd octave band containing the tone exceeds its adjacent Inlnds. A fairly
conrfJlieated procedure is acttlally enlployed utilizing conlputer techniques to determine
wlretber or not a tone exists in a spectrum. This technique essentially determines what tile
noise floor is by reiterative averaging process. Tile technique can be accomplished by band
but is fairly cunll_ersonm and a reasonable approxinlalirel can be made by averaging the two
adjacent bands and subtracting this average froln the band level containing the tone. Tills
difference then is divided by three for frequencies between 500 and 5000 or divided by six
for other freqtleneies and tile result added to the nunlerical value of flm perceived noise
level. Tire linrit of Ihe tone correction is 6.7 for third octave bands between 500 and 5000
and 3.3 for all other third octave bands in tile freqnency range of 100 Hz to I0000 Ilz.

Shree long-duration flyovers appear to Im more amloying or noisier flnm short-duration
flyovers, a duration correolion was applied to the tone-corrected perceived noise level and a
new quantity called effective perceived noise level (EPNL) came into being. Tile method for
applying the duration correction is essentially one whicb integrates or sums the PNLT levels
in half-second periods, This is equivalent to adding 3 dB for fwery doubling ofdnratlon of
the sounds. Currently this nreasure is employed in tire aireraft noise certification procedures
in the United States, The units for the measure are EPNdB.

SF.NEL or single event noise equivalent level is anotber measure of single events-in
particular, individual zlireraft 0yovers. In tbis sense it is similar to effective perceived noise
level, but has no tone correction and employs the A-level weightblg instead of perceived
noise level. Presently its main use is hi conjunction with tile detem_ination of emnmunity
noise eqtdvalent level whicb will he described later.

Moving into the area of speech related noise measurements, we find two main calcu-
lated measures, One which will be mentioned in file following paper is articulation index,
AI. Essentially it is a measure between 0 and I which pnrports to indicate speecll intelligibil-
ity, It is based on the proportion of fire normal speech signal that is available to tile listener.
An articulation index of .6 or greater indicates reasorelbly good intelligibility while levels
less tban ,2 indicate poor intelligibility. The technique used in determining articulation
index is to divide the speecb and sound into 20 bands from 200 Hz to 6100 Hz. The bands
are specially selected sucll that for speech signals each contributes equally to intelligibility,
The value of articulation index is then determined by tile sum in dB of tile differences
between the peak speech levels and tile noise spectra in each of the 20 corresponding bands
relative to an ideal speech to noise ratio of 30 in eacb band. Approximations are available
for determining articulation index from tlrird-oetave and octave band data using appropriate
weighting factors to account for the relative contribution of each band to speecb intelligibil-
ity, Many tests have been conducted using steady state noise to determine the percent of
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varioustypesof speechnrateriulcorrectlyunderstoodforwiriotlslevelsofarticulation
index.

A simplified metllod, useful for engineers to determine approximate effects of noise on
speech, is the speech interference level fSIL). Currently this is an arithmetic average o1'4
bands centered at 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Ilz, although other bands have been suggested.
No measures are made of tile speech but in utilizing tile speecll interference level various
levels of voice are assuolmed snob us "nornutl _', "raised", etc, Graphs can then be made
indicating the distances over whicll speech is reasonably understood. Articulation index
values for these various speech levels charecterized by normal voice, raised voice, etc. have
been about 0.5. More about this matter will be described in the paper by John Webster,

CALCULATED MEASUR.ES FOR MULTIPLE EVENTS

(COMMUNITY RESPONSE MEASURES)

Probably tile biggest proliferation of noise ineasnres exists in tile wwious schemes to
rate community noise, Several of these measnres are in use in tile United States aml other
measures are employed in various countries around tile world. The nreasures discussed here
do not include all those in use today but rather should provide an indication of the various
ways in which community noise is assessed, All of the measures attentpt to relate in seine
fashion to the noise impaet on the eomnlunity. As such, they eventually come to some type
of descriptive meaning for tbe various levels. Table II provides a summary of these measures.
In most eases the units for these measures or ratings are in "dB-like" units. This means that
they are not actually in terms of decibels in the normal sense of the word but they are in
logarithmic quantities which relate somewhat to decibels. Thus for example the measures
would increase by 10 uoits if the level of tire contdbutlng signals went up by 10 dB.

CNR stands for Composite Noise Rating or sometimes Community Noise Rating, It
was one of the earlier attempts to evaluate comnlunity reaction to noise in 1952. The
technique assumes that sounds were measured in octave bands and that tile vahres are
obtained by averaging over a reasonable time interval for critical locations in the commun-
ity. It utilizes a family of curves that ranks file noise level on a scale from A through M,
Thus a noise level rank is determined by plotting the octave band spectra on a set of level
rank curves in a manner similar to that used in determining NC levels described earlier. Tire
level rank thus determined is corrected for:

1) Discrete frequency components
2) Impulsive nature of the sound
3) Repetitiveness of the sound
4) Background noise level in the community
5) Effect of the time of,lay
6) Previous community exposure to the noise

After all, corrections were applied, the fired CNR, is determined as a new letter. The

letters are then converted to various community reaction such as no annoyance, mild
annoyance, mild complaints, strong complaints, threats of legal action, anti vigoroas legal
action, These categories have been changed slightly throughout tile years but remained
essentially the same. Later file CNR was employed for rating aircraft noise and at this thne
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Ihe letters were replaced by dl]-Iike lllU]lbers, The nnnlbers were still derived front tl*e s:nne
level rauk. The schenle _l]so lended to shifl frolB olle which evaluates cotnnlllllJty noise to
one which predicted it on tile basis of aircrafl flyovers. Spechd contours were developed for
landhlgs, takeoffs, and ground run-ups of various types of ;drcraft. The end resuh still
remained lhc s;llne which was to categorize the CNR inlo various conlnlunity responses.

As llletllotls for raliog uirerllft nolse inlproved, it was decided to create fl new ruthrg for
inlpaet of aircraft noise oil colnmttnitJes rather than colltilltndly eh;inge or upda|e tile CNR
ratirlg method. Thns the noise exposure forecast NL:F was born, which employed E, the
effective perceived noise level, as its basis rather than the perceived noise level zlsmentimled
earlier. This measure accounted for both the additional noisiness of discrete frequencies or
tones and the effect of duration. A correction for nighttime operations of I0 dB was still
employed, hi oilier words, for the same aver;co number of aircraft operations per hour, tile
NEF wdue for the uighttime operations would be 10 units higher than for daytime opera-
tions. The NEFs arotmd an airport were lowered in absolute vahle by subtraction of a
const;mt of 88 to avoid con fusion with the previously developed CNR. An example of NEF
contours ;ire shown in Figure 5. The final NEF values were converted to 3 levels of com-
umnity response as follows:

NEF l)eserlption of Commnuity Response

Less Essentially no eomphlints would be expected. Tile noise may, however,
IIi;11130 interfere occasionally with certain activities of tile residents.

30- 40 Residents in the community may coulplnln, perhaps vigorously. Con-
certed group notion is possihle.

Greater hldividual reaetious would likely include repeated, vigormls complaints
than and recourse to legal aclion, Concerted group _etion would be ex-
40 peeted,

LANDING P-;_ TAK EOFF P]

Figure5. Exampleof NEFcontours
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Before going on to lbe next type of community noise rating let us discuss briefly a very
general measure. This is called the equivalent sound level, or Leq. Very simply, this is the
energy average of the noise level (asaally in A-level_l for some specified amount of tin/e, This
measure is osed to allow q'aantification of fiuetuatlng sounds over a long period of time. In
essence it is that nnmerical value of the fluctuating smmd which ]s equivalent in level to a
steady state sound with tile same amount of total energy. If, for exalnple, one bad nsouml
which was 80 dB and it was on for ball an hour and then went down to a level of 40 dB for

half an hour, then the Leq would be the energy average, or 3 dB less than the maxilnum
value. Thus the energy Leq for this sound sample would be 77 dB and not 60 dll as we
might expect if we just averaged the rill levels. Leq is usually approximated by taking several
smnples in time of A-level, then averaging the samples by first dividing by I 0 and taking the
antilng and actually averaging those quantities, then reconverting back to a dB level by
taking the log and multiplying by 10. Since tlris measure is employed in aeversl measures
which will follow, 1 felt it was important to briefly discuss it at this tbne.

One measure which does indeed use this Leq is CNEL or Comnmnity Noise Equivalent
Level. This rating represents tile average noise level on an energy basis determined for a
24-hour period with different weighting factors for noise levels occuring during the day,

evening, and nighttime periods, Essentially, tben, this is an L eq for the day for the 24 hotlr
period but with special weightings of 5 dB and I0 dB respectively to account for the
increased disturbance caused by noise events during the evening (1900-2200) and nighttime

(2200-0700) hours. To facilitate tbese calculations, an hourly noise level or Leq for an hour
is employed and weighting factors are applied directly to tbis measure.

Tbe next group of measures, which includes the Isopsophie index designated as (N)
which is used in France, tile mean annoyance level (0) wllieh is used in Germany, the noise
and number index (NNI) used in England, the noisiness index (NI) used in South Africa, the
total noise load (B) which is used in tile Netherlands, and the weighted equivalent contin-
nous perceived noise level, WECPNI, which was suggested by tile huemational Civil Aviation
Organization are all somewhat similar to the measures of the CNR or CNEL measures
already discussed. They do differ in some detail.

First the isopsophie index: This is a noise rating wbich takes into account the energy
average maximum perceived noise level of aircraft noise and the number of events. Another
French measure, tile classification index (R), is identical in all aspects to tilt isopsophic
index. The big difference between this and other measures is in the handling of nighttime
events. In tile first place, the nigbttime events are broken into early nigbt (2200-0200) and
late night (0200-0600) time periods. The early night period is viewed as tbree times as

significant as tl_e second or hale night time period. Also, the effect of doubling tl!e number of
operations at night is not as great as during the day, since doubling tbe number of opera-
tions increases the nighttinle portion of this measure by less than 2 nnits as opposed to 3
uolts for the normal daytime operations. The measure is used to determine zones for various
types of buildings, The zones include areas where all buildings are prohibited down to levels
for which no building restrictions apply.

Tile mean annoyance level _ is anotber noise rating for aircraft noise impact on a
_1 community. It uses sampled A-level In provide an average noise level for a specified time

i period-for example, day, night or 24 hours. Again, it is similar to CNEL except there is no
nighttime weigbting and a doubling of the number of events increases tbe measure by 4
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units as opposed to 3 units for CNEL, The Q is also employed to designate 4 zones as did
tile previously discussed isopsophie index.

NNI nses the average perceived noise level (averaged on an energy bnsis) in combluation
with the number of aircraft heard within a specific period, Unlike tile previotlsly discussed
measures, this rating incre_scs by 4½ units for a doubling of the mlmber of events. No
distinction is made between d_lytime and nighttbne in the c;dcnlatlon procedure; however,
different levels of NNI are employed in determluing reasmnlblc levels for daytime or night-
time operations. Thus e level of 50 to 60 NNI is assumed to be unreasonable during the
d_lytime whereas an NNI of 30 to 45 is intolerable during the nighttime.

Tl'le total noise lo;Id, II. employs nnlximum A-level and number of aircraft with ap-
propriate weightings for time of day. B was developed to be numerically equal to the
percentage of mean relative nuisance. Tile Dutch authorities have chosen a B rating of 45
which is equivalent to 45% mean rela0vc nuisance score. The main difference ill this
measure from the previous ones is Ihe fact th;It a doubling of the number of events increases
the rating by 6 units rather tbLm 3 for normal energy summations. The number of time
periods for which weightlngs are given is increased Io include 10 different periods during the
24-hour day. with nighttime hours weighted nmch more heavily than other measures. The
noisiness index (NI) used in Solidi Africa is tile energy average noise level based oll a tone
corrected A-level Ibr a 24qlour period. Appropriale weightings _re zpplied for time of day
and also season of the year. Tile tone corrections for A-level are determined from tllird-
octave-band levels before summing to obtain a corrected A-level. The actual tone-correction
procedure is taken from the techniques employed for EPNL or PNLT loire corrections. Two
sets of weightings for day aml nighttime activities are provided for two different groups of
periods; for example, if the day is divided into two periods, there is a 10-db weighting for
nighttime events occuring during tile hours of 2200 and 0700, while if tile day is divided
into three periods, then a weighting of 5 dB for evening Ilours of 1900 to 2200 is employed
and n 10 dB weighting for nighttime evenls occuring between tile hmlrs of 2200 m'_d 700.
Seasonnl corrections are based on the number of hours in a month which the temperature
falls in the range of 20 degrees eenfigrude to 25 degrees centigrade. Tbls is done to provide
more weighting for the situations when tile wimtows are open in the sumruer months.

The weighted equivalent continuous perceived uoisc level, WECPNL is an attempt to
provide a standardized measure for tile impact of aircraft noise on the community. This is
quite similar to the CNEL described earlier but uses tone corrected perceived noise level as
its base for energy averaging rather than A-level. Also, weightings are inchlded for sunsuit of
0re year, and time,,of-day corrections for only two periods relher th;m three three periods
nsed in the CNEL calculation procedure are employed. To provide all indication of the
approximate values ol'the various measures we have discussed in tern'is of mlmber of aircraft
operations per day, see Figure 6, which shows the levels for the various rating techniques,
The figure assumes a flyover noise of II0 PNdB wltb an effective duration of 10 seconds.
Approximations had to be made in certain cases in order ro m_tke this comparison possible.
For example in fire WECPNL and the NEF a flyover of 110 EPNdB instead of II0 PNdfi
was employed. Notice that the lines on tile graph ore not all p_rallel to one another. This is
because the number of operations per day is not always summed in an mlergy fashion for ,,dl
of the measures as discussed eadier. If we are to pick an aver,lge number for CNR of I I0
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this would prey/de an NEF oF approxhnately 35 and :J NNI of 50, an isopsuphi¢ hldex of
92, u Q of 75, total noise load B of 50, a noisiness hides of 70. und a weigbled eqlliValeut
couliRnous perceived noise level of _3. II bus been ussllnled thai I[1¢ Illln|bCr of uircra_'t

oper;ltions per duy tall in Ih_ range of about II) to 20.
"rile rating Sotlnd level or L r is sJlnJler ill nlany rt.'spc¢lS to the origlnal CNR rating

nlelhod, esvutll tbal L ,2qnivalcnt or A-level is usvd Jnslead of level rauk enIves. Correelions

are provided lbr such thhlgt; us the hlllml!;ive nature of Ihc SOlllltl, lbd duralioR of lJle sonlld,
and wbelJler or nol u %rhine or tone is pr_;enl. In _lddilion, ;lllllOll_l corrections ure no[

npplied dlre¢lly to the Lr, oilier corrections ur'J employed to Ibe basic criterion assoclated

',villi L£ to inclllde sut_h effects such :is die Ihnc of day, tile backgronnd noise and pr_vioLis
exposure In Ihe budk_ronlld noise. II" oulave-hand kwt.ls are employed ill thb; pro¢,Jdul_2, u
set of noise rntill_ (NR) CllrVCsurt_ availuble which urc sonlewbal sJulilar to the orlghlal level
rank cLleve_, This ille_L_;llrt2 Js illclndetl iI1 lll_ ISO re¢onnncndaIion on noistt ussessnlent wilh

respect to ¢onllTlunily rcspcnrse.
Boeanse of tile feellng lilal tile vuriulJon of noise levels w;is not alb.'qn_lely ucoounled

for io the io0_sHl'es described above, to parlJenlur for the numlal vari,ltlons observed ill

tl"_l'fk: noise, uootber ffiensllre w:ls developed _:llJed tile lral'fi¢ oolse index, or TN|, ',vbleb

uses L I 0 and 1_,90. These indices rcpresenl tile levels tVllJCll oil Ibe OVePdge were exceeded

1O% nnd 90% of the lime. The dlffercncc between tilt wlhles provides nn indiunfioo of the

variubilily of the sonnd. A¢lually, Ihe TNI as sbawn in Tnble II is thee eqeul to 4 limes

Ibis difference plus lhe background noise level which is represented by L90, In using Ibis

measure as u limit tilt problem exists that for sounds wilb very small varinliou a fairly high

penni/led background level would rcsnll.

An improvement aver lhe TNI developed by Rolfinson of England is tile noise polln-

lion level, or NPL. ]'lie noise pollution levd is a little more sop istiCuled than file truffle
noise index but tries In ue¢oreplisb tile same sort of firing. In Ibis case it uses the energy

mean of Leq of the sound and to Otis is udded the standurd deviation of the noise (noise
lvrel, not lh¢ noise energy) mulllplled by some constant. Typic,'dly the formu]u is as shown

in Table. 11. An approximation of Ibis is provided by formulas utilizing L10 and Lg0; thus,

the noise pollntion level is equal to Leq pins the quantity LI0 - Lo0, Still anolher
approximution is shown in Table 11. Tile hotter approximutions are only velid if the

distribution of noise levels is reasonably normal.

MEASURES RELATED TO ItlEARING LEVEL

Table Ill shows some ubbreviutions thai nee employed in research concerning hooting.

The first is hearing level (HL) in dB, sometimes referred to es "booting loss". Essentially it is

tile level of an individuul's bearing relative to a stur_dardized hearing level determined for

young adult ears, It is the measur_ of bearing threshold. Thus a hearing level of 40 dB wonld

mean tbut tilt person's sensitJvily to sound is 40 dB less than/be slalldurd or average level.

A hearing level o£ - 5 dB wonld mean lhat the person bad hearing of 5 dB better then tile

overage young adult e_lr. Hearing levels are established ot various frequencies usually, starting

at 125 |lz or 250 l-lz and proceeding in octaves and bell-octaves up to 8000 Hz. Hearing level

sometimes refers to the average of the levels at various frequencies. For exemple, bearing

t
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY MEASURES

MEASURI; ABEREVIATION PROCEI) UI_.E

Comnlanhy Noise Eating CNE Originally dclcTmincdf_oln level rank _urws phls corT¢ctions

Presently.

CNR =PNLm, x+C

whelc: PNLmax Isnlaxtmu rn pcrceivednols-_level
C issum of corrections for timc of day.

frequency of fli_h Is.Ands_asor_of
tb¢ year

EPNL
n

Noi_ ExposureI:o:¢ca_t NEi" NE]: = 10 log I_ _nlilog ( ) ÷ 16.67 _ _ntJEog
10

D_ytimc
Evcn[_

EPNL

( n)]-88
I0

NighHimc
Ewnts

where: n is the event nonlbcr
IINL

_:w • andlo_( IO h)
Community Noise Exposure Level CNEL CNEL = 10 log I 24 ]

SENI".L

_w.antIIo_( IO n}
CNEL_ t0log{ 864000 I

Wbc_¢:

w isth_Ki,neord_yweightingfacto¢(I. 3, [O)
h isth_numberofhot_rl(0-23)
n Jl th_ number nf_vents

L©q Leq _ tO log _ o fT antilog AL(t)dt
Equivalent Sound Lcvol

tsopsophic Indt_x N Ndmy =_'ma_ + 101o_ ION - 30

,V, ight a _'_-Lm, x + 6 IogIo (3 n I + n2 - I) - 30

h'd,,y _niph
h'24h°urs=Z0[°gJnnzil°g( '10 )+antiLog( t0 )]

n AL

I: antUog

Mcnn Annoyance Level Q _ 8 t 3.3 log (_I T "Ti ]
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY MEASURES (Continued]

MEASURE ABIIREVIATION PROCEDURE

Noise and Number Index NNI NNI = P_L_r,__÷ IS log N - Bo

n A LT + 113inS(t/tt_) + C + S

n , AL
Total Noi_ Load fi B = 20 log [_2w • ant=log_-J -C

i=1

n EPNLI+ Ta
IVelghled Equivalent WECPNL TNEL = I0 M6 _ lntil°g Io 10 I°'_ t_-
Confinuoua Peroeivcd I=1
Noi_e Level

ECPNL _=TNEL - I fl log

$ ECPNL (D) z
WECPML= 10Jog {_ an/Uog 10 ÷

_. _ntilo 6 ECPNL (N) 2 + 1010 ] +S

Rating,Sound Level Lr Lr • L A + Impulm Noise Correction

Lr • Leq + Fluctuating Nols_ Correction

Traffic Nohe index TNI TNI = 4 (L tO - Lg_ + Lgo - 30

NolJe Pollution Level NPL NPL • Leq + 226 o

I_L • Leq + LI0 -L90

(Lto-Lgo)2 Assuming Normal
Disttibutinn

NPL =tLdO + (LIo" Lg0) + 60
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levelsassociatedwflhspeecharcsometin_cstheaverageofbearinglevelsat500,I000 and
20Q0 Hz.

Afterexposuretosome levelsofnoise,hearingl_vclseiumge.11fischangeisreferredto

asthresholdshift.Itisthcdifferenceintbt:hearingJevelbel'oreandafterexposuretosome
stimulus. The abbrcvlation ']'*l'S or temporary threshold sl_ift is the anlount of sidft that

occurs at a given time after exposure. For example, typically TTS 2 refers to the threshold
shift oceuring 2 minutes after cessation of the noise. If no recovery exists after exposnrc,
the thresholdshiftisconsideredpermanent and is dubbed permanentthresholdshiftFrs.
Sometimes this threshold shift is further deserlhcd as NIPTS or noise induced permanent
threshold shift.

Table lit

SUMMARYOFMEASURESRELATEDTOHEARINGEVALUATION

llearing Level IlL

llearlng Threshold Level IITL

Temporary Threshold ShifI TTSt,

Permuncnt Threshold Shift PTS

Noise Induced Permm_ent Threshold Shift NIPTS

*Subscripl"t" _cfcrsto tingeafterexposuretllresholdwasdetcrlllincd.
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THE EFFECTS OF NOISE ON THE HEARING OF SPEECH

John C, Webster
Naval ElectronicsLaboratory Center

San Diego, California 92152

To cover this subject matter, I will talk about the Articulation hldex or At, and the
Speech Interference Level, or SIL, and in particular the relation between theel. I will show
that the besl octaves to choose in calculathlg tile SIL depend on what Articulation hldex
(AI) you wallt to work at or design for. Anti to rnake this meaningful, l will have to show
you what scores yotl can exf,ect to get on syllable, word, or seatence tests ;it rations
Articelatiort Indices. Beyond this, I will discuss what sort of tests can be used to test
systems or listeners opcrathxg at hlgh.AIs, that is, in relatively quiet eavironn|ents. If this
_ems off tbe subject, 1 will relate these types of tests to arethods of evaluating headng ;lids
and/or different kinds of bearing losses including noise-induced heariag losses.

To talk of these things intelligently, I will bare to spend a little bit of time discussing
the pros and cons of eMcient intelligibility tests. At the first of these conferences (Webster,
1969) I traced the early history of intelligibility testing. 1will not repeat it here, but I would
like to stress a sb|gle distinction triode by the early Bell Tclepbooe Laboratory investigators,
namely, articulation testing as opposed to intelligibility testing. Articulation testing involves
the use of nonsense syllables to determine what single speecl_ sounds, phonemes, distinctive
features, or consonants are misheard. Once any aspect of redundancy or langaage enters
the testing it is no longer articulation but iot,.:Uigibility tbat is being tested. Articulation
testing centers on speecb sounds per se. Intelligibility testing involves both tbe ear aml tbe
brain or involves both speecb sotmds and language.

To summarize very briefly tile problems associated with speech testing, 1mast mentioo
that the construction of speech intelligibility tests varies along two dbnensions-the redun-
dancy and/or vocabulary size of the input stimulus (language) and the constraints or number
of possible choices in the output or response. Within vocabularies of the same size the
relative familiarity of the word mid the number of syllables in a word and tire context
within which it is imbedded influence its intelligibility. The constraints on tile response,
open vs. closed sets. also affect intelligibility scores. Closed set or Modified Rhyme Tests
(MRT) (House et el., 1965; Clarke, 1965; Kreul et el., 1968)and pseudo-closed set rbyme
word tests (Fairbaoks, 1958) are largely replacing the open-set Phonetically Balanced (PB)
(Egan 19,:18) and Spondee tests a_M other multiple choice tests at the present thee. Tile
major reason is the time and effort required to train both talkers and particularly listeners in
the open-set FB-type word test.

This is not the document to trace out in any alore detail the history, tbe rationale, tile
strengths and weaknesses, nor the actual listlags of sylhlbles, words, phrases, or sentences
used this century to evaluate the effects of noise art speakers, listeners, communication
components and systems, etc. Recently, however, Webster (1972) bas compiled 24 lists of
word, phrase, and sentence tests in English. A very goad reference for more details on
intelligibility tests is Clarke, Nixon, and Stuntz (1965) because it has abstracts of over 160
earlier references.
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T;d)l¢ ] shows tim relationship between intelligibiIily scores and Artictflation Index (_1
speci;d feint of speech-to-noise ratio) of many standard speech tests. The generaliz_ltions Io
be made [i'onl Table I lira Ihal tile sllulller tile sthnultts vocabuhffy and/or tile size of tile
response set, or Ihe more rethmd_lnt ill terms of contest, tile higher tile score for ;I given AI
or speech-to-noise ratio.

Table 1

Expected Word or Sentence Scores for Various Arclculation Indices (AI)

A__I PB.__* MRT*','¢ SENT_

0.2 22 54 77

0.3 41 72 92

0.35 50 78 95

0.40 62 86 96

0.50 77 91 98
r

0.60 85 9t,, 98

0.80 92 98 99

*From Kryter and t_hlt.tan(1963)

*_From Webster and Allen (1979)

So far 1 have mentioned only the printed stimulus and response vnriables that ;fffect
intelligibility testing. The talkers, listeners, and the noise environment around them Imve
very large effects on test validity aJld reliability. For ex;mlple, Dmher and O'Neill (1957)
lind 15 ntfive speakers re:ld in 5 different noise levels. When the words and sentm'_ces were
played to listeners at u cmtstant speech-tb-noise differential the speech originally recorded in
noise wns the more intelligible. Pickett (I 956) shows, however, th::t !f vocal effort measured
one meter in trout of tile lips exceeds 78 dB. intelligibility drops.

It should be apparent by now that intelligibility test results require soute interpn':-

ration. It is neither simple nor strnightforward to assess the affects of noise on speech using
word testing methods. It would be udvnnt_lgeous to specify the effects of noise ol_tspeech In

terms of the spectra and level of tile noise and of the speech. Two such physical schemes
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exist-the Articulation Index, AI, and tile Speech Interference Level, SIL. Tile Articulation
lade× or AI assmnes thai there are 20 bands ill the speech spectra belweetl 200 and 6 I00 [tz
that differ in bandwidth such that each band contributes 1/20 of Ibe tot:d articulation. Each
bmld contributes linearly 1o the extent that the speech peak level exceeds the RMS mfise
level by from 0 to 30 dB. The AI is a speci_dized method of specifying the speech-to-noise
ratio, it is a non-dinlenslonal numeric thilt varies from zero to one, but it can be cmlsidered
to be a decihel scale ratlging from zero Io 30 snch that for example an AI o1"0.5 corresponds
to a complex sign;dqo-noise ratio of 15 dB, 0.8 to 24 dB, etc,

"rbe AI was introduced by French and Steinberg (1947), generalized and simplil_ed by
Beranek (I 947a), and refined and validated by Kryter ( 1962_D,1962b), Tile AI was discussed
at tile first Congress of Noise as [i Publlc Ilealth Ilazard by Webster (1969) mid by FhLn_lgan
and Levitt (I 969) in sufficient detail that it will not he belabored further here.

Ahnost simultaneously with the introduction of tile AI, Beranek (1947b) proposed _t
simplified substitute for it, tile Speech Interference Level (Sit.) of nnisc, Tile definition of
SIL is tile [irithmetic average of tile decibel levels in tbrce or four selected octaves. "file
choice of octaves will be discussed later. The SIL is only a nleasnre of noise, and to interfJret
it in terms of permissible distances between talker(s) and listener(s), reference must be made
to a table (Bemnek (1947b)) or a grapll (Botsford (1969), Webster (1969)). An updating,
Nark I[, of the Webster (I 969) graph is shown as Figure 1. It differs from N;irk I unveiled at
the first of these conferences by (1) adding two new physical measures, the four octave
PSIt. (.5/1/214) and the proposed SI-60 weigllting which will be discussed ill more detail
later; (2) appendhlg an AI scale to Ilelf, orient people in tile real meaning of the figure; and
(3) a droopoff in tile eomnmnicating voice level curve to reflect tile fact that at voice levels
above 78 dB intelligibility does not increase as fast with vocal effort as at lesser levels. The
gist of the figure is that for an AI of 0.5 using "normal" vocal effort (65 dl:l at 1 meter)
conversation at 16 feet or 5 meters can take place in noises as high as 50 dB as measured on
the A-weighting network of a sound level meter.

The one aspect of A I that II_s been alluded to by many (see Websler (1965)) but not
fully appreciated is that as the AI and its correlate, word intelllg[bility, increase, th.e inost
hnportant speech frequencies and/or the frequency range of noi_ that masks the speech
most effectively increases from between 800 _md 1000 Hz to between 1700 and 1900 llz.
This of course should be reflected in the octaves choser_ to calculate the SIL, and this
relationship will be developed in the next four fignres.

Figure 2 shows a method of calculating the AI by cotmting tile proportion of dots
bgtwcen the noise spectra and the upper limit of the conversational level speech spectnun.
The example shows how it call be used to specify the AI for a -6 dB per out,we (-3 when
measured ill octaves) noise.

This figure was developed frmn the Cavanaugh et al., (1962) procedure of deriving Al's
from dot patterns spaced in a 30-dB range in tile sluJpe of tile nomlal ina[e speecb spectnlm.
The concentration of dots reflects the relative importance of different frequency bands to
the intelligibility of speech heard in noise. Figures 3, 4, mid 5 show the results of calculating
Al's at 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 for 5 theoretical noises, and show why nnd how the octaves chosen
for SILs should v;iry accordingly.

Note from Fignlre 3 that the spectra hnes cross each other (with about a 2 dB spread)
at 1000 Hz. Since these are all well-behaved, theoretical noises with constant slopes, tile]
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S1-60 35 45 55 65 75 85 95
SIL(LLB) 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

APPBOXAIFORNORMALV01CE _ _,n,_cn,_'^_,_c^nc^

_ 4 _

4: NOI$E-DIST_A_N_C_E_ARE_A N "_ _ _ N
" _c_ WHERE FACE.TO.FACE _ _ _ CO,. _ l

A LEVEL30 40 50 60 70 80 90 i00 Ii0
SIL(4)21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 101
PSIL23 33 43 53 63 73 83 93 103

Figure 1. Necessaryvoice levelsas limited by ambient noisefor selecteddistancesbetween talker and
listenerfor _atisfactoryfac_tr_face communication.Along the abscissaare variousmeasuresof noise, _long
the orrtlltata distance, and theparametersere voice I_el. At levelsabove 50 dB(A) peopleraisetheir voice
level asshown by the "expected" line if communicationsare not vital or by the "communicating" line if
communications ore vital Belowand to the left of the "normal" voice line communicationsare at an AI

levelof 0.5, 08% rantonce]nteRigib]lity.At a shout, communicationsare possibleexceptaboveand to the
right of the "iT possible"arealine•
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felofivo contribution of speech in that band to the At. A series of idealized thermal noBes with ,6 dB/oct

spectra are drawn in 5 dB steps, The number of dots above each noise eontotJr is proportiona_ tO the A) of

conversational 10velspeech in that h_,'el of noise. {After Cavanaugh et el., 1902.



OCTAVE PASS BANDS iN CYCLES PER SECOND
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AI=0.2, T
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crossing poillt at I000 Hz is also the SIL for the octaves centered ;it 500, 1000, and 2000
IIz (.5/I/2 SILl. Note also that file spectre crossa hypothetical lhn: al 1414 llz (.5/U2/4
SILl w0h a spread oi" abuul 9 (I/3 and thal llrc spread at 2000 llz (I/2/4 SILl is abont Ig
dl]. Obviously, dle .5/I/2 SIL is tin: nreasare wllh tile leasl variabilily for Sl)ecil_ing lhe
l,.,vel of diverse-Slrectrunl noises ill an AI of 0,2, which corresponds roughly to l¢;iirbilnks
(1958) Rhyme Test (FI:',T)and/vlodified Rbyale 1'esl (hlRT) scoreofjust over 50%, a I000
word phonetically Balanced (PL:I)word score ofjnst tinder 25%. alld a sentence scoreof just
over 75%.

Interpreling l:igure 4 in the same way, il isevidi.,nl that (l) ill 1000 ]Iz (,5/I/2 SILl the
spread is about I0 d13;(2) ill 1414 IIz (.5/I/2/4 SILl lhe spread ix miriin]al, about 2 dB; and
(3) u! 2008 llz (I/2/4 SILl dl¢ spread is about g dB. II is equally apparenl therefore that
tile .5[I[2/4 SlL shows the least variability in specifying an AI of 0.5 which corresponds to
a PB score just over 75%, an MRT (and FRT) score of about 90%, and a near perfect
sen fence score.

Figure 5 shows tile I/2/4 SIL to be tile least variable in spccifyb]g an AI of 0.8 which
results in near-perfect sucres on all word aud senlence testing materials.

11 should now bc apparem that tile choice of octaves in calculating SIL is directly
related to tlre intelliglbilily required of the system to beevaluatedor to the AI expected of
t11esystem. But just to summarize it Olreemore let us look at Figure 6.

Note for example tbat die slope of A] versns SIL decreases with decreasing SIL levels
as tile spectral slope changes from -I 2 to -6, to 0, to +6 dB per octave. It therefor_ follows
and it is evident From Figure 6 that when these 4 theoretical noises are equated in level to
give an approximately equal AI of 0.2, ;is measured by the .5/1/2 SIL, they am not equal at
AIs of 0.5 or 0.8. When equated by tire ,5/I/2/4 SIL, the noises arc genendly equivalent in
le¢el at an AI of 0.5 bill not at 0.2 nor 0.8. Finally, if equated by the I/2/4 SIL they are
generally equivalent at an AI of 0.8 and not at 0.5 nor 0.2.

Interpolation shows that a 50'_b PB scorn (AI = 0.35) could be about equally well
speelfied, over a large diverse mlmple of noises by an .5/I/2 or a .5/I/2/4 SII.. An AI of
0,35, MRT (FRT) score of 80 and sentence score of 95% has been recommended as tile
minimum acceptable specification for certain military commnnication equipments (see
Webster and Allen, 1972) operating in highly adverse environments, Even lower levels for
acceptance have been suggested for use in the past (see Webster, 1965) and thus lend
credence to using the ,5/I/2 SIL for measuring/he effects of Navy noises. Architects and
others working in quieter environments and requiring higher levels of communication
efficiency naturally prefer Als of 0.5 for which |Ire .5]1/2/4 Sit is l]le least variable
measure. Only the perfectionist would need to design or operate at AI levels of 0.8 and so
there is probably no serious reason for considering tile 1/2/4 SIL for pructical engineers.

Probably tile best validating data concerning tile change of SIL frequency with At are
those of Cluff (1969). C/uff equated the spectra and levels of 112 indnatrial noises to give
one-third octave Als of 0.1.0.2--0.9, and then determined the bandwidth that gave tile
best prediction (least standard diviatiOn) over all noises for (1) an average level in one third

I octave bands--similar to an SIt--(2) an overall or band level--similar to a C-weighted
(but band-limited) sound level meter reading--as well as broadband measures of (3) the

! A-weighting. and (4) the proposed SI-70 weighting. He found as the AI increased from 0.1
to 0,9 the center frequency of the optimum bandwidths increased from 848 to 2264
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OCTAVE PASS B&NDG IN CYCLES PER SECOND
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-O,list, and,6 dB pairoctaveforan AI of 0.5 andconversationallevelspeech.ThezuperimposedSI.60
contourIsaproposedfrequencyweightingnct_vorkfor ovaluctinGthespeechinterferingapzectzof noiseat
AI " 0.5.
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RELATIONBETWEENARTICULATIONINDEX(At)AND
SPEECHINTERFERENCELEVEL(SIL)
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Fi0uros, RelationbetweenArticulationIndex(AI) andSpeechInterferenceLevel(SIL) for4 noiseswith
_actmm level slopesof -12, -0, flat, and+0dB/octave.Threedifferentsetsof octavesere shownfor
calculatingSIL; from loft to right:500, 1000.and 2000 Hz (.5/1/2}; 500. 1000,2000, and4000 Hz
(.5/1/2/4); and1000,2000,and4000 Hz (f/2/4). Theoveralllevelof eachooiseisadjustedtoobtainAI
#evoliof 0.2, 0,5,and0,0,andthenthe$IL isr_leulatadforeachof 3 sotsofoctave;.Thedatapointsatan
AI of 0,10 areactualexperiment01points(00%Fairbenk|RhymeScorol)from glumpp andWebster
(1083J,i,a,,thesearetheSILsfornoisesNo.1,4, 10,and15in theirszudy,

Hz--average--or 709 to 2530--.overall. For the average raeasurc (SlL-type) tile center
frequencies and bandwidfhs were ] ]35 Hz (3.33 octaves) for an AI of 0.2, ]421 Hz (433
octaves) st 0.5 At, anti 1797 Hz (3,33 octaves) for 0.8. These valued con)pare vary well
indeed to those proposed in this paper of 1000, averaged over the dtree octaves 500, 1000,
and 2000 Hz; 1428, averaged over the four octaves 500, ]000, 2000, and 40000 Hz; and
2000, averaged over the thr_e octavos 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz. Cluff also found the
SIL-type measure _ve standard dlviafions varying from 0,3 to 0.9 (ave.-0.54) while the
standard deviation of the A-weighted levels varied front 1.6 to 3.8 with an average of 2.20.*

*CIuff,G. L. ([909), "A comparisonof se]ecmdmethodsof determiningspeechinterference
calculated by fh¢Articulation[adex,"J. AudiloryRes,9.81,88.
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"['h_: intrices unalysls b_ls shown tlnlt the ochlves chl_sen to ¢;llcuhlle un SIL wiry
uccordiug to wil_ll AI tile SIL is trying 1o estimate. Webster (1964_1, 1964bl colrstrllcted u

sul of contours (see I:iglllv 7) for `oredleting Als or SlLs lbul ;ilso showed tile incrc_ising
inl`oortlulee of the high s`oced frt'lltlt'oeius I'_r filereusillg h.,v,..qsof bltu, lllglbility (und AlL II is
stlggesled [llu[ weighting networks for sound b.,vel nlelers collld be built to `oredict AI levels

of 0.2 (SI = 70 dB); 0.5 (SI _ O0 dB); u,ld 0.8 (8| = 50 d li). A gc)od set of noises on whit:h tn

IL'st Ihuse hyl_olbeses tire Ihe 16 noises of I(hmlpl_ _,nd Webster (19fi3).
Calcul;lliOllS lli_ido on Khllnpl 1 and W_.,bsler's 16 noises eqliilletl in levtrl ill Als of 0.2,

0.5. uild 0._, COUllnlring 4 sonnd level weigliihig lielWorks A, SI-70, SI-60, und S1-50, _lnd 3

Ivuy_ ol'c_dClllUlblg SIL, li_nnely ti_iing lilt' .] (ll..l_ives 5oo11000i-3o0o,t11¢4 Dchlves I'roill 500
Io .1000 lind Ibt: 3 O¢I_IVCI [rolll 10[)0 to 400D ure _;llOWUill Tublo 3. The resldls gonenllly

t:onl]rm everything tb;ll Ilu_; jirsl been sluled, nillncly, tllilt al ;i It:eel of intelligibility t:nrrc-

Slmlldlng In 11) 0,2, tile SI-70 lind tile 500 1<)2000 SIL tire file best IIowesi u ;ill(I It) (2) 0.5
lind 0._,, lhe SI-60 und the 500 in 4000 SI L ;ire the besl, nlld (3) 0.,q, Ille S1-50 _illd lbe 1000

tll 4000 _glL iit'e good. A-weighling :llH_i.,ars slilDIIly inferior tO tile proposed SI-60_lntl _iny
Sit. lbut illehlded _00 IIz.

it" tile nlUUill'ucltlrers of sollnd IL.wt iilel_rs ur¢ seriously colrslderlnl weigbtiug llet-
works oilier Iinln A, It. _lnd (3, _111_1-60 sliolild be considered. 11is a,opret:iably boiler llllin A

fur predicling s`oecch intelligibility _li ull AI levels.
I huve shown how lilt: choice of frellllencies for SILs or weightin I nelworks is dep¢lid-

eul oil the lew'l of inlelligibilily 1o be specilled. Now we gel bnck to iniellilibillt7 teslhig.
Whul lesis sbolild be tlsud for v;iriollS levels of AI?

Efl'i¢ieney I]ictofs in tesl design dlctule th;it tile fUllCtional rehltionsllil_ bet,,veell tile
depelldellt _llld ilidt.'`ot'ndl.'nl vilri_lble sholdd be steep und lineur in lhe critical testing regioil.
Ther_.'fore, conslder_ltlof_ should be givel,, to tlslng different lallgttug¢ tesls for dlffereilt

conlolllnJe_ltion cffecliveness arezls. For exanlple, for nlzirgiual conditions, AI = 0.2, closed

set rl',yn'le words (Fuirbunks, 1958; llouse et id+, 196S; Kreul et al., 1968; Griffitbs, 1967;

Cliirke, 1965h which yield scores of ubotll 50%, wollltl ill;lke very t:ft]cient lgsls. If u

listenlilg situ_ltion--roolo or ¢onmlunicutions eqllil_menl-required lideqnate intelligibility,

i.e,, un AI of 0,35, zhen o`oen-sci, 1000-word Pll tests would yield scores close Io 50% _lnd
therefore be effici¢lll iri test design, illthotlgh inefficient ill lerms of crew tr;dnhlg, test

s¢Orillg, ele, Tile use of closed res`oOllSe-set rllyOle words WOllid be on the border llnu Of

ucct'ptubility since tilt, expected scores woilld be urotlnd 75Gb,
At AI levels uround 0.8, no intelligibility test is inherently diffietdi enough Io be ,'in

efficient test. Even I,O0O nonselrsc sylklbles llave ;in intelligibility ofgreuler thlm 90% ul AI

levels of 0,8. To diseriinin_lte belween listening condiiions-comlnuniclilion systems, coirl-

pnnenls, etc,-ui AI leer:Is of 0,8 requirt:s sonleihing inore tlltln il sinl,ole irnelligibility tesl.

Reuction times, <lUUlily jndg/nenls, scores on secondary lesta, or interference t_lsks, sucb

competing messuges, huve been used or suggested. We will huve tilne 1o discuss only nile Of

tlles_ promising up`crouches, n;lloel_ the competing loess;lee p_lrudigol, Tilhnan, Curil,nrt, und
Olsen (1070) show the deeremenl in perfornl:luce oil ii competing nlessilge t_lsk dll¢ merely

to uddblg tile equivulenl of u henring aid betwet:n tile sonnd field und tile listener's cars. The

listener's task wus in recognize ir_ turn one elf 50 phonetically bahu_ced (,°0) words from a

loudspeaker ill one corller el' u Tonnl while contpetiflg sentences Zll It_vels 6 or 18 dB down

were cou',itlg from a Iotidspeaker in the other terrier uheud of the listener, i.e,, tile 2
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Figure 7. Noise rating contours for estimating SILs based on different averaging octaves. Use 51,70 for

estimating the .5/1/2 SIL, = AI of 0.2; the SI.60 for the .5/1/2/4 SIL,., AI of 0.5; arid the SI-50 for the

1/2/4 SIL, " AI of 0.8. The inverse of these contours could be used _s frequency weighting networks in

_ound level meters to measure the speech interfering aspects of noises. The S1.60 is the best compromise
contour,
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Table 2

Cells on the diagonal show the Mean (M). Standard D_vlation (o), and Ran£¢ IR) for 01c dcs[gnated parameters for AI low'is of
{front Icf[ [o right) 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8. Cells ahavc the diagonalshow Ihe physi_l _talislicsfat the 16 Khtmpp andWebster (1963) noises

(AI is aot a factor). The numbers[n Ihe cells(_bovc the di_gon.fl) _¢ptescntthe M, o, andR of Ih¢ dit'fcrcnccdistribution I_lwecn the
p_arnelcrs listedat the Icrt and_cxossthe top,

Wel_litlng Networks SILs

A.'Nlng. S[-70 S[-_O S1.30 3L 4 3H
.51[13 .5111214 1/2/4

B3.1 72.3 52.6 5,6 6.6 3,2 9,8 10.6 I[.6 M

rA'Wtng 3.7 2.8 3,2 2.6 2.1 4.4 3.3 3.2 4.8 a

11.3 8,3 9,7 10.0 1(3.0 14.7 9.3 11,5 15.4 R

S]-70 77_4 66,6 56.9 1.0 2.0 4.2 5.0 6,0 M
,..,.j ._ 2.4 3,1 4.0 2.8 5.8 1.9 3.5 5.8 o

9.0 9,0 11.5 9.5 18.9 8.2 12,7 19.7 R• _1-60 76.5 65.7 55,8 3,3 3,2 4,1 5.0 M
3.0 1.6 2,3 3.2 1.9 1.5 3.2 o

IL0 7.5 10,6 9.7 6.8 6,2 11.5 R

S1-00 79.7 68.9 59.2 6.5 7.4 8.3' M
5.5 3.1 2.6 4,6 2.7 0.9 o

3L 16.5 9.0 7.0 14.5 8.2 $.2 R
.5/1/2 73.0 52.3 52.5 0.8 1.8 M

1.5 1.5 2.7 L7 4.2 o
6.3 6,4 10.4 6,9 13.0 R

4 72,2 61.9 51.6 L0 M
,5]1/2/4 3,0 0.7 1.4 2,2i Q

9.4 4.5 6,6 8.1 R

3H 71.2 60.4 5(}.6 M

I/2/4 5.4 3.2 2,7 o
17.4 10.9 9.4 R



loudspeakers were 45 ° In tile left and Io tile right of the listener's nose. Unaided listening
was (1) binaural; (2) inonaural direct, in which the speech was on the side of the listening
e_]r,and the other ear was occluded with a reuff; and nronaural indirect, in which the speech
was on the side of lhe occluded ear. Aided listening used an artificial head in tlle sound field
will] two hearhlg aids an(JeOllnedtlOllSvia amplifiers and calibrated atlennators In insert
earphones in tlre ears of the remote lislener. Again three ¢ol]dilions were tested-binaural,
n]onallral direct, alld inonauraI indirect,

Four groups of 12 subjects each were tested inclading (]) Ibose classified audio-
logically as normal (averageage 22); (2) with moderate bearing lossesdiagnosedas conduc-
tive (averageage 42); (3) sensor|neural (average age 5 I); and (4) presbyacusic (average age
70). The groups will be indicated by N, C, Sand P, respeclivdy.

All listening was at a level 30 dB above tilt: threshold for spoildee words, 30 dB
Sensatire] Lew:l (SL), ul]der each of the 6 coudltions. Figure 8 shows tile resells, which can
be sunnnadz_d as follows: Corepared Io an earlier reference group of 20 normal hearing
subjects, on the I'B word/sentence conlpetilion task (Norlbweslern University Auditory
Test 2, Carl]art el al., 1963) lhe N and C groups silting in tile sound field (unaided)heard
essentially at reference level; the S and P groups reqnired, on average, a ]4 dB better
word-In-sentence differential Ulan the N and C groups in the sound field; lhe N group
required about tile sam]; incl_aSe in word-to.sclltcnce differential when a hearing aid was
interposed between lhelrl and the sound flek|; thc C group re(ltlired Jill evengreater increase
for tl|e aided conditions, about 18 dB reore; and tile S and P groups, who required a 14 dB
word-to-sentence (W/S) in|pmvereent in lhe unaided ease, required f|irll]er iMprove]cents
which increased as the basic word.to-sentence fW/S) differentia] increased, l_.eslaled, tl]e S
and P groups arc worse off than the N and C groups in lislening to competing speech signals
30 dB above their speechthreshold, whetller listening with or without hearingaids.

These results show boll] a hearing deficiency penalty and on equipment-imposed
penalty when listeuem are placed in compeling message listening conditions. This is bad
news for people incurring noise-ind_Jeedhearing losseswhldl are generally sensor|neural in
nature. No only do they have utorc difficnlly than their normal-hearing cr conduct|rely-
deafened friends in cocktail party environnlenls, but they ca]clot look Ibrward to a hearing
akl to help equalize their relative disadvanlage.

The last poinl I want to make concerns listening to speed] in noise while wearing
earpblgs or muffs. It has long beer] established Ihal in noise levels greater than 90 dB, speech
is heard better when wearing hearing protection. This early work of Kryler (1946) was for
young normal bearing subjects. However, there is at least one study by FrSblicb (1970)
which shows that unlike young normal |tearing males, senior aviators wilh high-frequency
sensorinenral losses do not diserireinate digits better in noise levels above 100 dB when
wearing good noise-attenuating car nluffs, fie shows that lifts could be expected by plotting
bearing-level and i]earing-level-under-reuff for senior aviators on the speed] area and noise
masking area. This procedure shows thai the muff cuts out a region of speech lYequencies
where tile speech is well above tile masking noise. It seems safe to s;_ythat aeoustic-traunm
listeners have more diffit:ulty than norreals in discriminating speech in quiet, in noise, and
parficularly in compelb]g message situations. They do not get the full benefit enjoyed by
normal listeners of increased intelligibility in high noises by wearing hearing protectors, and
they cannot expect a hearing aid to help them untangle competing messages,
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Figure B. Percentage of 50PB wordl correct In the presence of competing sentonces at various word,to-

sentence differentials, The poromoterl are: REF=20 reference normal hearing llstenorll N/C = normal or

conductive plithQIogy experimental listener=; P/$ - preibyacuslc or soniorinoiiral pathology experimental

listener|. Aided refers to Illtanlnll via hoaring-atd circuitry. Unaided r0fers to listening normally in a sound

trolliedroom.FromTIIlmita,Carlulrt,andOlsen(1970),

In summary, I havetried to tell you in tills presentation that'tbc oct;ires cbosen to
calculate the S[L and/or tbe wnigllting networks th£1tcould be built into a soundlew_l ineter
to measure the interferenceof noise with speechvary usa function of what leveloF speech
communication you @sire to desil'.nt'or. Correspondingly, the testsyou use to evaluale a
listener or a system wry in dic same manner,sentence intelligibility tests beinll best for a
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basically bad system, word or nonsense syllable tests for a good system, and competing
nlessagc lasts or jtldglnetlt tests for an excellent syS[eln. Persons with noJse-indaced heariag
loss cannot hear as well as nornla]s when wearing pblgs or nlu fi_, hl inodemte lo blgh levels
of noise nor cltn lhcy by wearing a hearing aid Inlscramb]e conlpctJng nle_ages eat a cocklail
party) as well as uornla]s.
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RECEPTION OF DISTORTED SPEECH

Jerry V. Tobias and F. Michael Irons
Aviation PsychologyLaboratory
FAA CivilAeromedieal Institute

OklahomaCity, Oklahoma 73125

Noise has direct physlologicnl, psychological, and social conseqncaccs. It `alsohas indirect
consequences tbat are associated with public health `and that cert`ainly _lre not limited to
damage to tile auditory physiology, to tile psycbe, or to the conuuuaity's acceptance of loud
soneds. Consider die effect of a bit too nlttcb noise oil an :drlble pilot's reception of an
air-traffic-control message: tile physic,al well-tx_ing of hundreds of pa_engers and of un-
known numbers of people on tile grannd can be changed by tile inaccurate nnderstandblg of
an instruction. A missed wamhlg ill :1 steel nlill can produce frightening-evan de`adly-
effects on personnel; tile pilys[ologic;d results art' not conl_ned to tile lanlporal bone.

We koow ways to n|cusure speech interference, and we know something about the
acoustic factors that determine how well a listaner will be able to understand masked

speech. Dr. Webster covered those things in detail in the previous paper. Ilowever, there is
another kind of influmlue on speech bltelligibility Ih:lt all of us have had experience with,
but that no one has measured before: peOplE can le`am to manlptd,ate sign;d-to-noise ratios
mentally as well as acoustic=ally. The procedure involves no poltergeists, no telekinesis, no
meditative or nletapllysical manipulations. It only requires tbet the listan,ar's brahl be
adequately exposed to the masked sigmd. This expos¢lre allows tile sign;d-selection
nlecbanisms to search out tile best inelhods for processing file speech-pkls-no[se, and, after a
time, produces greatly improved iatelligibility. One of tbe questions thal has not bean
;mswcred before is how much time it t,akes to learn that new analyzing process. Now there
are experiments tbat suggest that it takes less time ritau you alight h`avebelieved,

llere is a practicltl illustration of what tile phenomenon is. People often whislle or bnnl
or sing while they work. Many nod their heads or tap their fingers to keep time with Ihelr
music. In offices, you can sometimes see three or four peof_le, each tapping out a differant
rhythnl, oblivious of the tempo being strummed on the next desk. Sometimes, thotJgh, in a
noisy work environmant, a bizarre variation of this behavior appears: ;Igroup of employees
who could not possibly hear each otller's humming because of ne`arby loud nlacllinery all
move in time tO tile s'anle invisihle dnanmer, Tile first tinle we saw snch a thing, we asked
one of the workers what be was waving at. He said, "It's tile music," and we pn.,tended to
tmderstand. Of course, when we went into a storeroom a litlle distance from the nlachinery,
tllere was music. Wbetller for nloral,a or for entertabnnent or for setting a working pace, the
company pumped recorded music into the fi=ctory, The workers heard it even thougl_ `a
visitor could not make it out above the din of tbe eqnipmanl.

Similar stories can be picked tip from anyone who nle;isnms noise. All the anecdotes
lead to the same conclusion: the ability to hear nmskcd signals that ;_reinandible or tmiutel-
ligible to the untrained or inexperieeced observer can be improved by listaniag practice. The
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;meedolal e','idellce has been ovcrw]lehning. The labt_ratory evidence Ilas been nonexistent.

Now Ihere m_' a I_w experiments thal we_ designed tt_ quaatil'y this process Ihat we all
know to exisl,

Signals.

_,lasking and dislortion are SilUi]ur kinds of operations; e;ich covers tip part of the

olherwise-available inl'ornlaljon w[Ih u,XtranL, ons nlaller Io I11aka the signal "noisy," They
both decrease Ihe hltelllgibility of speech signals, The effect of :Ill intelligibility-tlecreasif_g

distorfiml can be nearly hldistingaishable froln lhul of masking. For exalnple, in u masked-

speech experiment, Kryler (1_146) showed lhal the nleastlred intelligibility of highly reverb-

eranl speech that'is masked by enough noise to raise it to a level 60 dB above threshold is

compand_le to the intelligibility of note-reverberant speech raised 80 dB. In that study, the

reverherution had a masking effect sinlilar to the effect of an extra 20 dB of noise.

A learning process permits mlln to overconle tile change lhat the noisiness pro_hlces.

Practicing listening to the speech without the noise [or without tile distortion), however,

seems not to help intelligibility much. Exl',osure to file noise alone or to the distortion of

t+tonsemnntie signals seems not to help. But practice listening to tile combination of speech

and ils intelligibility-destroying noise lends to rnpkl improvement. The available data cover

studies of both masked and distorted speech; lhe results from experinlents with one kind of

signal are sinlilar to tile restdts from e×perinlcnts with tile oilier.

Subjects were all taught to shadow (Cherry. 1953) while listening to recorded speech.

in shadowing, Ilia listener [nllnedialely repeals every word he hears, even as he is bearing

new material. Althoagh the idea may sound difficult, subjects are qnile adept at learning it,
and inlelligil'dlity-test scores meusu0.,d by shadowing are Shllilur to scores earJled in other

kinds of tests. Indeed, if anything, slmdowing is a particularly sensitive measuring tool

(Pierce and Silbiger, 1972). Most subjects reach 95-100% intelligibility scores on clear,

conlinuonr+ speech within a few lll]IlUII2S. Oar subjects were traJlled in shadowing nntil they
had scored hlgiler than 95% ill five sucees.+.;ive one-minule intervals.

Tile speecll ilSetl for the speech-learning experiments was not tile snrn¢ as 01ut used to

teach shadowing. TIle experimental speech is a series of easy-lO-undurstund 120-word pas-
sages, read by a male talker who monitored himself during the recording session in order to

insnre a ¢onslant Sl+_eaking level. Later, slight variations in level were made fronl passage to
passage in order to insure flint all would be eqnall F intelligible ire a simple masking experi-

ment. Each fmssage is approxiloalely 50 seconds lolls, with a IO-second pans¢ between
pass;iges. A total Of 54 stleb one-luiuule segfflents was available, and tile segments were

sfdiced together in many randomized orders.

For some subjects, tile p;ussnges were masked wilh n wide-band Gattssiaf_ noise; for

others, Ihe speech was infinitely peak clipped; for slill olhers, file signal became a pulse train

whose spacing was datum'tined by the line-crossings of tile speech wave; ttnd fin;lily, ill one

series oi" tests, tile speech beeanle a currier thal was amplitllde-modtdatad by a band of
noise. Snbjecls selected their own signal levels; for a IO00qlz tone adjusted to the same

peak level :m the speech, the sound-pressure level was 75 ± 4 dB, whleh was nenr tile

optimunl choice according to prelinlhlary tests of the relation between level aml intelligi-

I+ility. Figure 1 iliuslralc_, the kinds of distorted signals that were used. tn the masked
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Figure1, Wavotorml of restsign=Isused,

condition, tile speech wave is simply added to dre noise. In the modul_tted condition,

though, n multiplication transform is used, with dre effect tlmt each partinl in the original
_ instantaneous speech spectrum is replaced by a steep-skirted band of noise, 1200 Hz wide,

centered on the partial. Ill tile pulse-modulated proeednnt, all that is retained of the origin,'d

waveform is the time and polarity of axis crossings; infinitely peak-clipped signals look to
i have only fllat same information (Lieklider and Poll;ick, 1948), but tirey :ire geqerally much

more httelligible (Ainsworth. 1967), even when experienced listeners adjust the levels of
i
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both lyi)es for inaxhnunl inlclligibifity. Clipped speechsounds harsh; ptdsed speech s,)tmds
harsher. Noise-nlodtdated speech sounds very noisy, but is generally reported to be nlucb
clearer tban one would expect with "lhat nlllCb noise" ])resent.

The mnsking level and Ibe modulator bandwidth were se]ect_d to prodnce approxi-
mately .tile same max,braun Illteiil_[_!_._,, _,'nrc _0% correct) for highly [mined lisleners as
tnllnasked ptdscdspceclldoes.Clippedspeechisal;iteasiertoullde_lnud, nnd nlaxillnlu_ar
90_/_o [ire conllnml.

Subjects,

Eacll _'gment of the_ studies used six universily students ;ts]istenel.'_.All suhjecls had
normal hearing, and none bad nny previous experience with Ibis kind of task, A tola] of 13
series of experinlents used 78 stlbjects, Everyone was tnlbled hlsbadowing before beblg

exposed to the distorted or masked signals. Most subjects were then simply inslructed In
shadow whatever they could bear. Several groups, though, received special Ireatnlent; some
shadowed for a total of only eight minutes in u 54-passage session; another few shadowed
ever.cthing, but Were informed that they would be given a monetary incentive to do well.

Speech Learning.

The basic outcome of all lhese experb.neots is perfectly pnz,dielable: intelligibility starts
at a low level anti improves with listening practice up to a plateau value. Figure 2 .';haws a
learning curve for each of the foltr kinds of signal, The rotes of change are fairly similar from
one condition to another, _thougb the plateau values wiry somewhat. The immediately
apparent point to note about all of tbese data is that learning seems to be comnplete within
15 or 20 minutes. The auditory system makes its analysis of tbe signal-plus-noi.se, deter-
]'nines how to extract the maxil.num information, aud makes whatever modifications are
necessary in order to perform the extraction-and it does all that in less than hnlf an hour.
The listeners are probably not especially conscious of what they are doing in order to get
Ibis analyticrd processing under way; most of them report no special eftort to get better, and
generally they have little recollection of bow well they performed.

Althougb the curves are similar in sl|ape, it is inappropriate to tt'y to draw inferences
and conclusions about tile speech-Ieaming mechanism from tbat fact. Learning cnrves
simply look alike. Tbat does not necessarily demonstrate anything about sh.nilaritics or
differences in the amdysis of modulated and pulsed speech signals,

The curves that repre_nt what bzlppens in this learning mechanism do have one
particularly fascinating aspect, though (Figure 3). They show tiler subjects returning after
one or two weeks away from file task start the first couple of passages with scores slightly
lower than their previous mnxb.na, but then, _llmost immediately, they rise to a hlgber
plateau than the one tbey attained during tbeir first test session. The chunge from tbe first
to the secor_d plateau is statistictdly significant at better than the ,05 level; final scores on
session two are 12 to 15 percentage units above those on session one, making a total
improvenlent that is equiv_der*t to about an 8-dB slfift in signnl-to-nolse ratio. During their
time away from rile labnratory, file std_jeets bad no opportunity to listen to the kinds of
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distortions that were used, so it is unlikely that any conscious rehoarsai could have in-
fluenced tile results, Tilephenomenon is similar to the psychologicalentity called reminis-
cence (Buxton, 1943), in which some previously measured ability iJ'npmves following an
intervai of tbne during which die subject is not pennitted to practice. But even in that
context, a mystery remains: why didn't subjects continue to improve tbroughout their first
hour of practice? We may speealato tllst the improvement does indeed eontimm, but at a
much slower rate-too slow to measure with this method, Ilowever, we do not know how to
determine if tile curves are biphasic-if they have two separate slopes.

[
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Whatever tile solution Io [hat mystery, lllough, one tiring is clear. 'file brain, once it
has organized itself to delenninc tile transformaliralS necessary for analyzing difficult
speeell nleg_agas,COZltinoesIo refine the analyzing process.These chaugesand rel_nealeuls
are the kinds filat allow fire listener to gencnillze or traustbr the techniques ofdecodiug oae
sort ofdistorlion [o life iuterprelatlon of olber sorts.

Transfer.

Ill tests of the trlJnsl'erof speech learning, subjects were trained daring tile entire l]rst
session with inaterlal Ih;lt h_ld been treated ,,villi erie variety of distortion. For the I'irst II_df
hour of file second session, two weeks later, they contiuuecl with that sanre distortion; by
tbe end of tile 30 raioutes, it was certain that lirey Ilad reached their new higher asymptotic
intelligibility score. Tllcn, for the last half hour of that s_:ssion, they were given material th;it
had been subjected to a different distortion. For ex;imple, snbjucts who spent all of their
hour and a half of practice time on modulated speech were tested on pulsed speech (Figure
4), Within three to five minntes, they reached plateaus th;it were at least ;Is high as those
reached by similar subjects who had listened to noilriug but pulsed speech during both
sessions. Transfer is equally good in tile opposite direction.

Although pulsed speech lacks most of tile speetnd information of tile orlgirad w;ive-
form, and modulated speech I;icks most of file temporal information, lira transfer of abilily
from one to tile other seems complete. Tile suggestion is strong that hnm_nl observers, elite
they IlaVCle;imed how to listen to difficult speeell, can snccessfillly tmdcrstand almost any
form of it (for another example, see Beadle, 1970). Perhaps that idea Ilelps to ;iccount for
tile fact that some people are able to tmdel_tand English spoken with many kinds of
dialects, but tlrat others cannot get much intelligibility ont of what is said to them by
talkers with just moderately variant speech.

A practical result of this finding is that a persral probabl_' does not need to be trained
to listen to distorted or masked signals that are of the precise form that will occur in bis
work, Once he has masten_d some types of speech learning, Ira will be able to assimilate
others rapidly. Should we decide to make a set of recordings to train aviators to listen to
radio transmissions, those records need not contain precisely tile same kinds of signal
degeneration that actually arise in tile cockpit; anything sirailar-or m;lybe even dlsalmilar-
ought to do as well.

Passive Listening.

Must such training involve continuous speech-related activity on tile part of the
listener? To find out, we ran an experiment on tile learning that accrues to subjects who
hear tile distorted signals, but who do not have to shadow 0rein (Figure 5). If tile shadowing
activity is contributing to the learning, then levels of performance ougilt to be higirer for
those who are thus employed during their listening. Twelve subjects were used to test this
idea. Before their first exposu_ to the distorted speech, they were trained in shadowing
clear speech, just as all the'subjects had been. Then riley were asked to shadow tile lirst pair,
the last pair, and two equally spaced interrnediato pairs of distorted passages, For the rest of
tile time-46 passages--lilly were silent. When those pu._,ive listeners; resp°nses ;ire com-
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pared witl_ tile responses of active, continuously shadowing subjects, two differences are
apparent from the data and from the subjects' reports. First, the passive group's final
first-session scores are consistently higher than the actiw group's (second-session curves are
alike). Second, active shadowers have almost no retention of the material that they listen to,
but passive listeners remember a great deal of what they hear. One interpretation of this
finding is that our active listeners are giving us scores that do not represent improvements in
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sbzalowing technique, but rather real hnprevemCnls in Ihe ability to understand diflicult
speech sigmlls. The hlgher passive scores nright be interpreted to me;n1 that sh:ldowing
somehow inter_res with speech le_lrnblg, and we cannot ret'ule that possibilily. IIowevcr, it
is possible too that the listener who can uudcrstautl ;rod retsin what he ]isleus to is better
motivated Io learn, That possibility c_mbe tested.

Motivatinn,

Two _oups of subjects were tested for motlvatiou effects-one group on maskedand
one on pulsed speech-but, unlike previous listeners, these were gJveumonetary incmltJVeS
to do well. After a subject had worked througil tile Iirst three passages, the three scores were
averaged, and he was told that for e_Lch I% by which tile 54th passage was better than that
beginning average, he would be paid a bonus of $.05. Also, in order to keep hinl working at
a Irigil level during tile entire test session, be got an additional $.10 for each passage on
which tile score was above 90%.

The results (Figure 6) are similar to those for the passive listeners: curves continue to
rise for a longer period of thnc during the first ses.,;ion, and. within dre first hour, riley reach
v,'ducs that arc comparable to second-session plateaus. This relation between passive-listening
results and motivated-listening results certainly suggests that the passive subject contluucs to
improve because he is more interested in the task than tile active subject is. Fie is able to
relax a bit, mad he can actually attend to what tile talker is saying (remember that his
retentkm is better than rile active subject's).

Second-session scores for these subjects are indistinguishable frmn those of any other
subjects. Changes in ultimate peak scores, if they occur as a result of monetary rew_rd, are
not large enough for us to measure with these techniques.

Masked Speech.

Experiments with masked speech at a -3 dB signal-to-noise ratio show one kind of
quantitative difference from tile other experiments: Ilrst-session subjects reach two quite
different kinds of asymptotes, apparently _rsa function of their earliest scores, Listeners
who do well in the first few minutes are like most listeners; they improve rapklly to plateaus
of 80% or so. But those who strut with intelligibility scores of approximately 10% re_leh
peaks in the neighborhood of only 50 or 55% (Figure 7). The intention had been to set a
signal-to-noise ratio that would give a first-n'.inute intelligibility score of 20 or 30%, but the
selection was not right for these subjects; their initial scores actually ranged from 5 to 29%.
The low-plateau subjects show greater variability than might be accounted for by the rein-
lively unrestricted range in which they were working. Their learning curves rise compara-
tively slowly, sometimes taking 35 or 40 minutes to get to the asymptotic wdue. The curves
are nnlike nny others we have seen.

An explanation may lie in an evaluation of tile learning experience that each group
receives: the people who start off well get exposed to large numbers of correctly heard
words; those who start poorly receive relatively little information that belps them in
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org_lnizing an attack upon tile fJroblems of learning to tnlderstand difficult speech. Indeed
I ....

the:/bear very little that they recogmze as bemgao3 kind of speech,
We cannot be certain that the apparent separation of subjects into exactly two groups

is correct, altbougb it looks to be. And we have no testable explanalion for why the original
differences in intelligibility exists. But it seems clear that some listeners do start off with
higher scores, Are _fbey tile sort who llnve learned to listen to dialects, perhaps',_ Whatever
the initial reason, after a tistener has some success in pulling intelligence out of noise, he can
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magnify that success into higher scores. The listener who starts low may spend most of his
training time struggling to hear anything at _dl.His decoder never gets enougll samples of tile
diffictdt sounds to permit tile Formationof usefulhypotheses about how to listen,

Retent:ion.

• Most subjects were retested in a third session one month following the second (six
weeks 'after the first), Third-sessioneurw_sand scores are similar to second-session curves
and scores, One group was retested after a year had passed with no known intervening
practice. Their latest performances are similar to their second s_sslnn%too.
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Non-Nornlal Hearing.

Normal-hearing subjects learn to understand badly mangled speech after a short period
of practice. There is an evidence dlat people with palhological hearing do as well, but it is
certainly possible-evan masollable-to conclude that they do.

The plateaus of snbjecls in their second sessions, no mat|or what tile conditions of
their training (except those who arc able to receive only small amounts of information
dnring the first session), and no matter what kinds of signals ilmy were trained with, are all
improved, and all look similar. That fact may partially exphdn why hearing aid users are
reported to do much better at speech dlscriminadm| after riley have used an aid for a week
than Ihey did when ilm instrument was first tried. The early listening presents them with a
kind of sound that is somehow different to theln; ilrey have to learn about it before they
can get maximum sense from it. If this learning process works will| some kinds of pathologi-
cal ears as well as it does wilh normals, we might also expect to find dial, for these ears,
experience will| atry hearing aid will transfer to any other,

The hard-of-hearing persml may have a greeter problem leanling to understand dis-
torted speech than the normal-heaz'ing listener, though, for the very reason that he cannot
hanr enough of the signal to work out an appropriate analysis strategy. He conld be like the
low-plateau subjects in the masked-speech experiments. However, usually, the overall sound-
pm_use level of his work environment will be high anmlgh to overcome much of the
problem caused by an elevated lhreshohl, so he can learn as well ;Is his colleagues. This
likelihood leads to fine interesting possibility that Ihe resnlts of some audionletric tests of
the ability to understand speech that is immersed in noise may be more a filnclion of
learning than of hearing.

Training.

Evan two mimltes of listening can improve the ability to understand a talker (Peters,
1955). Six to eight hours reay be needed to leach people to understand speech sonnds that
are transformed by a spectral inversion (Beadle, 1970), and even then, it takes longer to
learn from an unfamiliar talker. But for optimum training for the reception of non-inverted
speech, about an hour is needed.

How should the time be spent? If you want to improve your reception of distorted
speech, it is nol enough to llslen to the right kind of interfering noise, It probably will not
help to be exposed to nonspeech sounds that ure subjected to the same sorts of dlstorlions
that affect file speech; Ihe analyzing activities of tile brain am quite different for speech and
for non-speech signals (Stevens and House, 1972). Student pilots take far longer than half an
hour of flight time to learn to tmderstand air-traffic-control communications; factory
workers do not begin to understand what is said to them in noise until days of listening have
passed, not minutes. Both gronpscommonly hear speech-plus-noise for only short momants
at a time, and then return to listening to noise alone. The requiremant for rapid learning)
though, is that the listener be able to hear the combination of signal and noise at a signal-to-
noise ratio that is hipJ| enough to permit him some success in interpreting the messages that
are being transmitted. If his motivation to learn is Iri_ (or heightened), he can reach his
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nlaximnm capacity in _ln hour. tlc'll probably learn still faster if his tnfiniog is done by a
t;dker whose voice is familbn' to bin_.* And when he has found the knack of bow to listen,
he will keep it for a long, long time.

Once, after a static-filled, phase-distorted, narrow-band, whistling, short-wave broad-
cast of a concert, Sibelins is reputed to have pointed ;It the rlldJo receiver and said, "1can't
nndersiand bow ilnyolle but a musician could eltjoy listening to that Ihillg." In tile same
way, one wbo is not Irained to listen to speech will not eJ_oy it. Indeed, ill inany eirel.nn-

stances, he may not even to able to bear it.

*Schubert and Parker(I 955) reported ill a paperon a speech intelligibility sludy, "A puzzling plleaomenon
occurs with three of tile subjects, who were wives of tile talker. In each case tilewife exhibits only a vc_
slight dip in thtelligibillly,if any,..,, when her husband is the talker,but shows about the averagedip for
either of the other two speakers. This obviously falls beyond what has previously been cunsidered tile
boundary of auditory theory and tileattthors,who weretwoof the talkers,are relievedof Ihelisk ofdiseassing
it further,"So areTobiasandIrons.
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HEARING LOSS AND SPEECH
INTELLIGIBILITY IN NOISE

derzyJ. Ku_nlarz
OtolaryngologyDepartment
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40.027 Katowice, Poland

While testing patients with sensorioeural hearing loss, 1 bare freqoenlly noticed their
complaints about difficulties with nnderstanding speech ill tile presence of sonre background
noise. Similar observations were reported by many authors during the last 10 years (Harris,
1960, 1963; Kryter, 1963; Watson, 1965; Robin, 1967; Tonkin, 1967; Niemeyer, 1967;
Groan, 1969), recently by Carhart et al. (I 970), Tilln_an et al. (1970) and Lipscomb (I 972),
so it has become a fairly well establlshed clinical fact. For simplicity, that symptom will be
called in tile following paragraphs a "noise distractability (ND) phenomenon" in sensori-
neural deafness. The purpose of my pressntatioa is to show some results of my studies on
tbat phenomenra_ in aolse-indaced bearing loss (NIHL), especially concerning the frequency
area which influences speech intelligibility in noise.

Tests procedure and restdts.

Experiment I.

An NIHL was approximated by low-pass filtering (Fig. I) of speech tests: mono-
syllables, PB words and sentences (each filtered test recorded separately).

Tbe intelligibility of cash filtered test was examined on 30 normal listeners, Tile tests
were presented binaurally at an intensity of 65 dB SPL via Pedersen earphones linked with
"Y"-type conneetlon (no stereopbonie affect) witb a tape recorder and an audiometer
(Peters SPD 2). Tile intelligibility was tested both in quiet and in presence of two kinds of
noise: wldta noise (Fig. 2) and s low-frequency one (Fig. 3).

The noises were generated by the audiometer and mixed with the speech materials at
different S/N ratios,

Results.

In quiet, sentences were fnlly understood when flra speech materials consisted of fre-
quencies up to 1000 lIz; monosyllables were understood at a 90% level when tile upper
cutoff frequency was 2000 Hz. It is concluded that frequencies ap to 2000 Hz are entirely

• sufficient for understanding Polish in quiet.
In background noise, however, the results ware quite different• The intelligibility of

filtered speech was markedly reduced in the presence of noise, even at S/N ratios which did
not impair the intelligibility of non-filtered speech (Fig. 4-7). That effect was particulsrly
evident in tile low-frequency noise (Fig. 6 and 7).
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The difference betweetl tile intelligibility of non-filtered speech and that filtered at
3000 liz was statistically signific_mt lbr monosyllables hi white noise and for both mono-
syllables and sentences ill low-frequency noise.

It can be conchtded that frequency bands lylog above 2000 llz and 3000 IIz carry
information which becomes important for speech understanding when lower speech fre-
quencies become masked by low-frequency noise.

Experiment IL

Thirty selected subjects of the ages 25 - 40 years with NIHL (mean audiograms are
shown in Fig, 8, 10 persons in each group) were tested binaurally with speech audiometry io
a semlreverberunt room (reverberation time 0.2 see) in quiet and in presence of low-fre-
quency noise (Fig. 9),

Another 30 people, 20-30 years, with normal bearing, were used as a control.
Arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. I0. Note that, as in Exp. I, there is no

stereophonic effect. The speech intensity was held constant at 70 dB, monitored with a
VU-meter and controlled with a l_roel nod Kjaer Impulse Sound Level Meter (mean peak
level), The noise level was changed in 5-dB steps to obtain SIN ratios from + 15 dB to-15
dB.

Results.

All persons with NIHL were evidently handicapped even in presence of a mild intensity
of noise (S/N = +10 and +5 dB) that (lid not disturb normal listeners (Fig. 1 I). This effect
was seen even ill group 11t, whose melnbers have nonllal bearing thresholds at 2000 Hz and
good speeclr intelligibility ill quiet. The curves closely resemble those obtained with filtered
speech.

The resultsofbothexperimentsmay besunmrarizedinthreepoints:
I. PersonswitbNIIILhavedifficultiesinunderstandingspeechinpresenceofback-

grmmd noise(ND phenomenon}even atS/N ratioscloseto thoseofeveryday
conditions(S/N= +I0 or+5 dB),wldchdo notdisturbnormallisteners.

2. Similar_'esultsmay be obtainedon normal listenerswhen testedwithlow-pass
filtcredspeechinpresenceofbackgroundnoise("everydaynoise").

3. Tilelossof speechintelligibilitywas seeninboth situationsevenwhen speech
frequenciesup to2000 llzwcrcperceived.

Comnl_nt nnd eonchl_imls.

The nature of ND phenomenon is ant clear. It seems that three looters may play a role
here:

I. Maskhig effect: low-frequency speech spectrum components, on which patients with
NIHL mainly depend, are effectively masked by background noise, especially the most
cmnmon low-frequency one (Niemeyer, 1967),
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2. Cumnlatit,e eJ)_'ct of qJeech distortion: reported by llarris (1960): a single distortion,
which by itself does not produce any adverse afl_:et on Ihc intelligibility of speech, may
induce strong degradation ol'speech wbeu conlbioed with aanlber similar del'ormation.
3. bleJ'ficienc.I, oJ'o_,an of Corti: due Io damage blducetl by noise. It may ilot be evb.leaced
by pare lone audionletry, but becomes evident while testing wilh a conlplex stiintdus such
as speech test, or better, speecb-br-noise test (Lipseomb, 1970).

Tbe most important clinical implication of these fintlblgs is that speech tests performed
in quiet do not provide information oll ability to understand speech in everyday conditions
as far ;is patients with sensorineural bearing loss are concerned. Tbis applies also to NIIIL, of
course.

In consequence, tire present concept of so-called "most ilnportaut speech frequencies":
500 - 2000 Hz, based on speecb tests performed in quiet (Report, 1959), should be clmnged,
as it does uot apply to everyday conditions. Th:Jt has also serious influence on compensation
for NIIIL. As we all know very well, under "everyday" conditions, especially at work, 0rare
is nowadays alnlost no qtdet at all. That is wily our Cougress takes place.

According to present rules, supported by the latest ISO recommendation. (1971) we
are expected to believe that a subject having total bearing loss ;It :ill tile frequencies over
2000 I-lz will have oornlal ability to understand speech at work. ls this true? Certainly not.

I would therelbre propose the inclusion of the frequencies 3000 I lz and 4000 llz into
the llst of those that are most bnportant for understanding speecll in everyday conditions.
There is a lot of evidence that these and higher frequencies participate in carrying speech
information (MullJns and Bang.s, 1957; Kryter, 1962, 1963; Harris, 1965; lhdzing, 1963;
Palva, 1965; Ceypek and Kuinlarz, 1970). Moreover, frequencies up to400011z have been
already used in the AMA metbud for computing hearing loss for speech from the pure-tone
uudiogram (after Harris, 1956), and frequencies up to 6000 llz are still used Ior computing
the Articulation Index (Kryter, 1962).

That point of view was accepted by the Ministry of llealth in Poland, and so since
1968 the extent of NIHL has been tentatively estimated in my country on the basis of mean
hearing loss at frequencies of 1000, 2000 and 4000 llz, as being the most inrportant for
speech intelligibility in everyday conditions.

It seenrs also that for reliable estimation of a seusorineund listener's performance in
everyday eunditioos, speech tests in a noise background, similar to those proposed by Kreul
et al. (1968), Groan (1969) or Carbart and Tillman (I 979), sbould be applied.

Final conclusions.

1, Persons with high-frequency sensorineural bearing loss suffer from disability to under-
stand speech in everyday noise, altbough the noise may not be disturbing to normal
listeners.

2. This disability appears even when the hearing threshold up to 2000 Hz is not changed, so
a new concept of basic speech frequencies for everyday conditions should be developed,
witbt special attention to the frequency area of tip to 4000 Hz.
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THE LONG-TERM PLANNING OF A NOISE CONTROL PROGRAM

MichaelJ. Suess

World HealthOrganization
Copenhagen,Denmark

Noise, that is to say, an annoying and unwanted sound, has been recognized as a public
health hazard, and endangers both tile mental aeci physical state of man. Consequently,
major activities have already been undertaken by WIIO in the mid-sixties to study the
implications of Noise on human Ilealth.

As part of its concern for the improvement of the human environment, tbe WHO
Regional Office for Europe published a two-year study on The Environmental Health
Aspects of Noise Research and Noise Control,** llowever, it was the favorable acceptance
of the Office's over-all Long-tone Progrmn on Environmental Pollution Control and its
approval by the l_.egional Committee of tbe European Region at its 19th session in Budapest
in 1969 that led to the detailed planning aed in]pigmentation of a program for Noise
Control (see figure I). The first activity within this program was the convention of a
Working Group in Tbe Ilague in October 1971,*** The members of that Working Group
reviewed and assessed the noise situation prevailing in Europe and its control, studied fi_ture
trends end developments, discussed needed activities of special bnporlance, and recom-
mended actions and projects to be undertaken. The Working Group stated that

"Noise must be recognized as a major threat to human well-being."

"Available knowledge on the effects of noise and on methods of noise control is not
being adequiltely tltilized,"

"Progress in noise reduction can be made by setting specific noise limits. While such
limits must necessarily take technical and financial constraints into account, most
existing limits cannot be considered as reflecting tile prerequisites for well-being, which
must be the ultimate goal."

The various activities gbown in Figure I have been developed to support two major
objectives:

(a) tbe implementation of investigations for the study of health effects from noise in order
to cozrtplemant existing data and fill research gaps,

(b) the preparation of a Manuel on Noise Coatrol in order to provide the decision maker in
national and local government with tim necessary infom_ation for tim development of a
local noise control program,

**Lang, J. & Jansen, G, (1970),Copenhagen. (WllO document EURO 263 I)

***Development of tile Noise Control Programme" report on a Working Group, WIIO. Copenhagen (docunl©nt EURO

3901)
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The various activities include a survey and the preparation thereafter of a Directory of
European[nstitutlons active in the study of health effects from noiseand noisecontrol. This
activity will lead to the idenlification of appropriate collaborating instltntlons for the
investigationsmentioned above.A sRldy of noise]in|its and researchpriorities has just been
completed in draft and will serveboth for the preparation of the mentioned investigationsas
well ;Is for the preparation of erilerio and guides. The criteria and guideswill, in turn, serve
as a chapter for the Manual. Another chapter will serve as a "Model Chapter on Noise
Coz_.trol for Bnilding Codes", and addition_d ones will review and discuss various subjects
related to noise control such as regional planning, surveillance of noise sources, economic
aspects, the setting up of standards, manpower needs, etc. A survey of existing legislation
and administrative regulations related to noise control is under way and will assist in the
identification of supplementary ones ueeded. A study on law enforcement will follow and
eventually serve also as a chapter of the Manual, The urgent subject of noise control in
Europe will be brought to the attention of the general public and the responsible European
authorities through the convention of a European symposinm, probably in 1978. The
Office's long-term programme will then be evaluated and re-examined for activities needed
in the ftlture.
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BASIS FOR PERCENT RISK TABLE

Aram Glorig
Callier Hearingand SpeechCenter

Dallas, Texas

William L. Baughn
Anderson, Indiana

The fact that hearing lossproduces an impairnrcnt is indisputable. Thequestion is how
In evaluate th_ degreeof ilnpalrnreat with prcsel=tlyavailable lncasurenrenltechniques,

The hlghly complex sonnd world we live in forcesus to make vahmjndgmcnts on what
elements of our sound worldar_ more important than odrers. Tile developmentalhistory of
nnm has passed througb stages which have emphasized different aspects of tile auditory
system. The dgvelopnrent of speech and hmguage as a means of communication has shifted
the emphasis from a simple warning system for protection from danger to a highly complex
and unique system for storing and dispensing inlbrmation. Our present civilization has all
but eliminated the need for the auditory warning system of eady man and the importance
of the auditory function aow rests nlalnty with language acquisition and spcecil. Obviously
hearing is involved in many other listening experiences, such as music, etc,, but 1 believe I
can say wlt/lout fear of contradiction that none are. as important as communication througil
speecl|.

If this concept is =Jcceptable, it wotdd seem reasonable to evolve a method of
determining bearing impairment width correlates with "hearing everyday speech". "Hearing"
is used in its broad sense wllich includes an appropriate and correct response indicating that
what was said can be repented by die listener,

On the assumption that hearing speech is a common denominator for determining
"imp_firnlent" or "handicap" due to hearing loss, let us n.wiew the history of the present
American Medical Association-Amerlcan Academy of Ophtilalmology and OtolaryngnlotS'
method for evaluating hearing impaimlent from pure tone hearing levels.

Because of the state of confusion that existed prior to the published recommendation
the Subcommittee on Noise of the Committee on Conservation of Hearing of the Amedcan
Academy of OphthabnoloD" and Otolaryngology arranged a conference on Determination
of Handicaps Resulting from Hearing Loss, The Conference was jointly sponsored by the
National Advisory Neurological Diseases and Blindness Council (USPHS) and the Sub-
committee on Noise. This conference was hdd on February 12-14, 1958. "rge following is a
summary of tile proceedings of that conference:

Although renal| is known about the measurement of hearing with wirious stimuli, the
usa of these measurements to determine tile amount of handicap prod used by hearing loss is
ill a state of cmffusion, The conference afforded tile first real opportunity for individuals
representing various disciplines related to hearing to come together to discuss this important !
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problem,Itwas [Jleimrposeof tile¢onferulleetopoolhlforlna[iolland opinionsnpml
wi_ich policy makers of tile Anlerlean Academy of Opbflluhnalogy and Ololatyngology
nrigb[baser_eOlllmendatiOllSfor calcuJalillghamiieapresLd[illgfronlileal_ogloss,

"File group inelLaled men and wonlen who represent tile fields of Acoustics, ltio-
acoustics, l_io-eonnmmlcatlons, Linguistics, Otology, Pbysics, I"sycho-aemlslics, Psyebology
and Speech (in¢lndhlg Speech Analysis and Speech Synthesis). Tile following organizations
were represented: Tile American Academy of Opbtiudnlology and Otolaryngology, Ameri-
can Medical Association, Bell Laboratories, Central Instilnle for the Deal, Ilaskins Labora-
tories, Massachusetts Inslill_te of Technology, United States Nawd Research Laboratory,
Northwesten| Universily, University of Illinois, Purdue University, American Speech and
llearlng Associatiml and tile United States Naval Eiectrotllcs Laboratory.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Following presentation of and some brief disenssion of the background nlatcrial, the
conference was thrown open for free discussion which centered mainly around (1) the
problems iovolved in the transfer of information from person to person through the medium
of speech and (2) the kind of invesligation necessary to allow us to ev_duate handicap lbr
colnmunleation fronl auditory nmasures.

Tile discussion was based on fl|ree questions:
1, Which kind of auditory comn|unicatiori efficiency shoukl be used to estimate

handicap?
2. Which existing auditory test is lbe besl predictor of ti|is efticiency?
3. What test or type of test would you like to see used to estbnate handicap?

Discussion of the llrst question included the following connnents: (a) The normal speaker of
English has to perform certain tasks, If be is consistently unable to do this be certainly b,'ts
"trouble", but it is very difficult to estimate the handicap caused by Ibis "'trouble",
Language impairment, which is relatively easily measured, it is not necessarily the same as
handicap, (b) The question might be rephrased to _y first that there is a "normal" listener
and then to ask "by what degree does the subject fall short of meeting |ninimum normal
standards for listening?" There arc two dimensions of adequacy to be considered here: (I)
tile signal level required to be beard, and (2) discrimination of fine elements ofspeech. (c)

I An approach similar to that used by industrial psychologists in areas olhcr than audition
might be adopted bern, namely, to specify that there are two ways of defining tile criterion

i for handicap: (1) as a job sample whieb lVould _quire. a full replica of speecl| conditions and
! (2) as an item analysis whicb would assess critical featnres of speecb communication,
! Discussed as critical auditory efficiencies that might be used to estimate auditory
I handicap were phonemic differentiation, auditory communication, performance of audltory

communication tasks, and deficiency in ttle reception of speech signals. It, was also noted
that speech and hearing are not rtecessarily the only factors responsible for a breakdown in
communication, which, after all, is the ultimate measure of handicap due to hearing loss.

After some discussion, the conference advanced to a consideration of qnestlons 2 and 3
about test materials. A test of phonemic differentiation (the Rhyme Test) was discussed,
The test measures word recognition, but confines the basis therefor to the initial consonant
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and consonaat vowel llansitJoa and yitqds a score [hat is heavily weighttal with audilory-
pboncndc _tctors, non-auditory f_ctors heineatteuttated.

[t wassuggested thai different auditory ahilitles are used in dlfferent ways depending
oil the alnoullt of handicap and that ulthnately an intelligibillty test nrighl be used to make
grosd distinctions and then batrerics of tests apf,lied within the discrete steps of tile gross
scale.

Alsodiscussed weresuch questions as: Can everyday speech be reprcscnted by specially
constructed sentences or will carefully selected words, i_honenles,or nonsense syllabics be
more use_d for dcternlbllng tbe cltange in hll'ormation received _otll speech when some
part of tile auditory system is malflmcdoning? What consideration shotdd be givmt to tile
el'feet of education, intelligenceand languagebackground of the subjects under test? Should
hearing be measured at levels above threshold? Wllat part is played by the environment
surrounding botli the speakerand the listener? What, for example, are the effects of noise
level and noise spectrum? 'File consensus was tbat no single functional test cotdd apply
traderall conditions. Throughout the discussion, it was evident if=atnmcl_more researcb
mast be done before a completely satisfactory method of detennining handicap cotdd be
formulated.

PRACFICALCONSIDERATIONS

Havingaccepted the necessity of fi_rtherresearch. Utegroup turned to the immediate
practical problem of assessinghandicap from results of existing auditory tests and to a
discussion of the possibility of agreeing on an inrerhn method of handicap determination.
The need for an interim modred for deternrininghandicap resulting from helring loss was
great. This need was attested to in part by tile confusion that existed in tile various states
where compensation for hearing loss is provided;at that time, no two states used the same
method of rating disability due to headng loss. Further, there w;ts no agreement on a
method for rating improvement following surgical procedures used to correct conductive
[tearing losses. There was a practicalneed to provide surgeons, legislators and others with an
interim mefltod, even though that method might not be completely satisfactory and would
[lavetobechangedseveralyearslaterwhenmoreinformationbecan1¢av.qilable.

Tl_e conference mmnbers agreed (l) that they could not, as scientists, designate a
completely satisfactory method at that lime; (2) that tile need for a method to evaluate
handicap was urgent and (3) that it would be bettor for an aufltoritative group to recom-
mend the use of an interim mefllod ralher than to condone by default the continued use of
methods formulated, in some instances, by groups with little or no knowledge of the
subject, (4) that it wasreasonable to propose a method which would be useful, provided the
limitations of the method were understood. It was eventually agreed tllat if sentence
intelligibility is accepted as a representative measure of everyday speech, there was enough
information to recommend an interim method of determining handicap. An objection to
using sentence intelligibility as a measure was that currently availablesentence tests do not
take into account the effects of background noises, talker identification, localization, etc.

It was agreed lhat sentence intelligibility depends more on hearing level than on
discrimination. Acknowledging the lack of sufficient quantitative information about tests
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for discrimination, Ihe group agreed Ihat it Wmlld be inlposs[ble at Ihat lime to rcconlmend
a silnple method that includes an cvalantion of tlm clnmges in discrimination Ihnt accom-
pany hearing less.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE CONFERENCE

I. Althongb there was no general agreenlcnt aboul how to define or assess haudicap due to
bearing less, tile overwhelming m;_odty of the conferees agreed that from a practical point
of view an adcqtlute assessment Of Ilandicap could be nlade froln pure tone measurements. It
was agreed by majority vote of 10 to 6 thnt (a) if the ability to hear and repeat sentences
correctly in a (ltdet enviromnent is accepted as currently the best representation of homing
for everyday speech and (b) if the measures used to calculate bearing loss for Hds everyday
speech are to be weighted equully, then: an average of the hearing level in decibels at the
three frequencies 500, I000 and 2000 llz is an acceptable interim metllod for dcterndning
hearing less for everyday speech as an estimate of handicap. The minority voted to
recommmld the use of the average of hearing levels at 500. 1000, 2000 and 3000 llz to
determine hearing less Ibr everyday speech. Tile chairman and rilree conferees abstained
from voting.

11. Not being completely satisfied with 0m foregoing metbods, tbe conference nlembers
tmanlmoasly recommended that research, such as investigation of the effects of different
talkers, of various types of hearing loss, of variations in environmental noises, of various
types of stimuli both at threshold and at supmtbreshold levels, etc., be undertaken to
discover the factors which should be employed in a more vulid predictive test of the ability
to receive everyday speech,

111. It was unanimously accepted that tile principle of tile high aml low fence be incor-
porated in tile design of any method for determining handicap due to hearing loss.

The principle of the high and low fence is essentially the principle that the r,mge of
handicap is smaller than the range of auditory sensitivity measured by pure tones. The low
fence is the point on tile audiometric hearing level scale at which significant handicap begins
and tile high fence is the point on the aadiometrie hearing level scale zt which the handicap
is toted. Audiometre zero, which is presumably the average normal hearing threshold, is not
an acceptable low fence because it is not the point at which significant handicap begins. The
low fence is definitely higher than attdiometric zero. Handicap is total at hearing levels lower
than tile maximum output of file standard audiometer; therefore, tile high fence is neces-
sarily lower than the maximum hearing level. It is evident that the American Medical
Association-American Academy of Ophtllalmology and Otolaryngology method was evolved
with mudl consideration alld a large amount of background information.

The following is a direct quotation from the Amedean Medical Association Guide to
the Evahlation of Permanent hnpainnent: (1)

"Ideally, hearing impairment shmdd be evaluated in terms of ability to hear everyday
speech under everyday conditions, The ability to hear sentences and to repeat them
correctly in a quiet enviromneut is taken as satisfactory evidence lbr correct hearing of
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everyday speech, l]ccatl_,e of irrt.'st.'nl Ihnilafions of sl)eeeh audiometry, lhe hearing loss for

Sl_euch is cstilll;itud fronl nle_ltrenletlts nl_lde with :1 pure tone _llldionreter. |:or this
eslhnatc, the Siml'_le ;Iverage of Ihe hearing levels al the three frequencies, 500, IO00 and
2000 IIz is recommended.

"ln order to cvaltlatl? Ilia hearing; ilnpairnl_Jnl Jl I11LISlLierecognized Ihat (he ralr_e of

inlpairnunlt is nrJl nearly _lSwide ;Is lhe _l[Idionletric r_lllge af I111111;111ht.'_lrJlhg.ALnliOl|letric
z_.,ro, which is prest Ill Ib' IIn.' _lverzlge nornl_ll tllr,2sllold level, is not the poilll _lt whi¢il

impalnlrent begins. If Ihe average hearing level al 500, I000 ;_nd "000 Ilz is -,25dB (I 5 dl]
ASA - 10511 or less, usnally no inlf_lirnlent exists in Ihe ability Io he_lr everyday speech
l ,.ler every lay co "Jd iot s. At the other extremes, however, if the _lVenl_g II¢arlng level at
500, 1000 and 2000 IIz is over 92 ill] (82 dll, ASA_1951) the impairment for hearing
everyday speech should be considered total. Far every decibel that the estimated he;Iring

level for speech exceeds 25 dB (I 5 dB, ASA- 195 I) 1,5% of inonaur',ll inlp;dnnent is allowed

np to :1 nl;ixlnlnnl of 1009_,. This maxilnunr is reached :it 92 dB."
IOlp_lJrnlen[ ill ea¢ll ell/" is deternljlled alld billZlural ilnp:lJrlnenl is ¢alcnlaled on a 5

(bailer ear) to one (poorer ear) hasls.

There are several points in the above statenlent Ihat need discussing.
I, "1lear everyday speech"

He;lrlng in this context is ltsed in lhe broad sense Jndlc;ifed by correct repetition
of what ',v;is said. Crilicisms of tile lbrnlnla I'mve included statements that to hear is nol

necessarily to andersland. Understanding may be nsed (l) to indicate discrimination of

word p;irls or (2) to illdieate correct inlelpretation of Ihe message content, One may heal" all

tile eolnpOllenl parts of a Ibreign langLlag¢ _lnd not undcrst_lnd the illeSS_lgC

2. "l._veryd_ly speech under everyday coodilions"

II wmdd be difficult to d,efine everyd;ly speech to everyone's satisfaction, par-

tlctdarly to define what is hlcluded under "everyday conditions". We have chosen to con-

sider speech in senteacc forlll 1o be "everyday speech" and correct repetition of the

sentences in qniet ;Is satisfactory evidence at" having heard the speech, After consideration of

the varied _nrlhieilt conditions thai prevail from day to d_ly dttring periods of comrounl-

cation "qtdet" w_Js considered to be lhe condition which prevails the m_jority of the time,

and therefore best represents prev:Jillng everyday conditions.

Atlelnpls were inade to eslinl;ite air average of the noise levels and noise spectra which

ac¢onlpany speech eonlnltlnleation Oll hlfinitely VLil_ed occasions, Since we could not solve

lhe qtleSlion of a represcnlalivc ambient ilolse "everyday conditions" _lre considered to be

Ib;lening in quiet.

Obvionsly it can be argued tllat "quiet" is not represenlative of everyday conditions

bnt in our jndgnlenl it was tlre only condition tll_Jt could be repeated Jnfhlitely without

significant variation and therefore stlbject to standardization.

,3. "'Low fence" _nld "lli_l l_:nce"
Twenly-live (ILl a','erag(_ ilearing level (AHL) was chosen as the level above which

inlp;drlrlCii t begins. This level ;va:; chosen Ibr several reasons among ',,vllic]l arc;

p I. Tile output level of "everyday speech" is nsually between 60-70 dB.
i Lislenlng at threshold is genendly not the case.
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2. Atld[ometric zero is tile central statistic of a r;mge between pbls or mil'tus 15
dB inlplylng that really of tile snbjecls included as nomlal "bearers" were 15
dB worse 0nln zero hearing level.

Tile "low fence" principle is sttpporle,.l by at least two studies, one reported by Glorig
et al. (2) and another by l]auglm (3). tloth stttdies ]nehtded pure-tone audiogmnls and a
"self ewduation of he[idng" based on a response to the question. "Is y(mr bearing good, fair
or poor?" in the Glorig study ;rod "tlow well rio yon think you hear?" in tile Ihlughn study.
Responses were restricted to the words "good", "fair" or "poor". Both studies indicate a
gradual change in the direction of higber AHL (average of 500. I000 and 2000 Hz) with
increase in age in each of the categories, "good", "fair" or "poor". The twenty-year-olds
stated their bearing was "'good" when tim average Ilearing level was I0 dB. (Figure I from
Baughn). Figure 2 sbows a comparison of self-ewdualion and speech reception threshold.
Notice the IO-dB change from 10 dB (ASA) to 20 dB (ASA) fur"good" as age increases to
70. Tbe clinical assumption that noticeable impairment does not begin antil the AHL
exceeds 15 dB ASA or 25 dB ANSI is well supported by these data. In fact, both "'low
feoce" and "high fel'4ce" concepts _lreseen to be reasonable. Figure 1. from B_mghn.

A review of the literature indicates thai the ase of 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz does indeed
prove to be quite adequate to represent "hearifig of everyday speech" even ill noisy situa-
tions.

Ward et al. (4), in a study related to cbaracteristics of bearing loss found in subjects
exposed to gunfire and steady noise, determined differences in discrimination for PB's,
paired consm'_ant weighted words and paired phonemes between tbese two groups. Subjects
with severe losses abo_e 2000 llz showed only small differences in discrimination from
those with little or no loss above 2000 llz. These tests were done in quiet but it is re_son-
able to assume that the additional informallon provided by speech in sentence fonn would
easily compensate for this sm_dldifference when "listening" in noisy environments.

Ward says. "Tllese results constitute additional justification for the practice of con-
sidering Ilearing losses only at 2000 Hz and below in estimating "bandicap" in everyday
speech perception." (4)

Myers and Angenneier (5) and Murry and Lacroix 1"6)tested sul:,jects with losses above
2000 llz in noise and found 5 to 10% difference between normal subjects ,'uldsubjects with
losses above 2000 Hz. Thus, at least from these d_lta, it appears that the difference between
subjects with losses abo','e 2000 llz and normal subjects is small and it coald be expected to
be compensated for by the redundancy of information in speech in sentence form. Further-
more, 0'to 5-10% lower discrlmimdioo scores in the hearing loss group appear to be the same
in "quiet" ;is in "noise". In my opinion, a recommendation to change a v,ell-estnblished and
much-used method of calculating impairment due to bearing loss should be based on more
significant advanteges than tbo_ shown in tile present data before a cllz_L,_eis made in the
method of calculating impairment due to hearing loss.

Because the concept of the "percent risk" table is based on tllc determination of

_b impairment due to bearing loss 1 have include0 this discussion of tile presently recom-
i mended evalaation formula.
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"PERCENT RISK"

Tile concept of "percent risk" was fit'st suggested by Glorlg in 1962 as u possible nreans
of separating fire effects of noise on ill] exposed popuhltion from tile non-noise effects Oll a
non-exposed popubHiml as a I'tlnctioll of eqtdvalcnt souud level (7). In order to ilnlllelnent
Ibis suggestion, Baughn org;Inized a program to gallrer the e_'senlial data.

More than 6000 audiogranls and matching noise-exposnre dalu were subjected to
regression analysis based Oil Ihree paranreturs as follows:

1. Ilearing level should be defined by Ibe simple ;iritbnrellc averuge of audionretric
hearing levels at 500, 1000 and 2000 Ilz,

2. Fxposure intensity should be defbled by the reading displayed by a standard
sound level meter set ut "A" frequency weighting and "slow" hrertkd dynamics
with the micropbone in a position to intercept the characteristic sotmd prevailing
at the subject's ear in his work enviroul|rent.

3. Exposure duration should be defined ;is years on fire job, approxilnatcd for
groups by subtracting 18 years from the center year of the chronological age
group.

Tbe noise studies were taken from over 15,000 detailed sound analyses of work loca-
tions, coveting a period of 14 years. Studies of work records, interviews with employees,
and comparative testing of older and more recent equipment and processes made it possible
to extend exposures back for nearly 40 years with reasonable confidence. Actually the anise
analyses included octave bands, A, B, and C weighlings, SIL's and oilier computed indices in
both slow and faster nreter dynamics and in some areas repetitions with a General Radio
impact meter. Only the "A'" weightings and slow meter readings were used for tbis study.
All measurements were mode and/or checked by competent engineers and cbecked for
consistency. Three specific levels were used: 78, 86 and 92 dB(A), because the majority of
the sample clustered around these points, The group assigned 78 dB(A) spent 90% of their
time in no more than 81 and no less than 66 dB(A). None exceeded 82 dB(A). The group
assigned 86 dB(A) spent 80% of their time between 86 ± 4 dB(A). The group assigned 92
dB(A) spent 87% of their time in 92 :l:5 dB (A), (Detailed distributions of tinre vs. level am
shown in Table I.)

All audiograms were made by two individu*ds wbo bad done more than 25,000 audio-
grams over a period of eight years, all of which had been submitted to scrutiny by tbe staff
of the Subcommittee on Noise Research Center. Samples were subjected to consistency tests
and mathematical analysis by a senior research member of this staff. Similar tests applied to
the data used in this study confirmed its self consistency, Approximately 20,000 audio-
grams were culled for consistency of exposure history leaving 6,835 audiogmms.

The _udiometrie test environment conformed fully with tbe specifications of tire
American Standards Association. The andiou|ele_ were Muico H-I models and were
checked against normal experienced e,'us before each day's use, and were calibrated in the
laboratoly of the Molto Company periodically. They were never found to be out of the
acceptable calibration range.

Tile population under study was a very stalJle one since the work force came from a
relatively small community. The age ranged from 18 to 68 years and many Were in tire _lme
job for more than 40 years. Age was used as a uniform measure of exposure in years sinoc
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attempts to allow for various interrelations in work life provided ao advantages.Snbjects
with serionsly mixed exposnres, or nnknown expostnes, were exclnded ill an atterapt to
keep the data as nearly ale_ as possible. Selections Ibr Ifistory of otological disease,ete.
were not nladn, Stndies of large popalations have shown that exelllsions for non-aois¢

effects (exclusive of age)sbow only very small changes ill statisticid distributions. (7)
Followblg tile exclusions noted above we wore left with 5,835 audiograms matdred

witb cxposllre history ill terms of tllree CXlmSnre groups ideollfied :is 78 dB(A), 86 dll(A)
and 92 dB(A).

'File andiogranis were divided into two groups; those with AIIL's at 15 dB orless and
tho_ with AHL's above 15 dB (l 5 dB ASA-195 l) (25 dB ISO-1964),

All audiograms were done prior to the end of 1965 and all were done to American
Standards Association 1959 standard andiometric zero calibrations. (All data were entered
on punched cards and all sorting and calcnlafioos were done by electronic data processing
equipolent). There were 852 subjects in the group assigned 7B dB(A), 5,150 subjects in tile
group assigned 86 dB(A) and 833 subjects in the group assigned 92 dB(A). Table 2 sbows
the distribution of tile sample _ a function of five year age groupings and exposure assign-
ments,

These data were used to construct "]'able 3 and Table 4. It is obvious that when lllcse

tables are compared lllere are discrepancies between tbem. Carotid examination will reveal a
difference related to beginning age; 18 in Table 3 and 20 in Table 4. When the numbers are
picked from a curve constructed from extrapolations of the three sound levels tile 2 year
difference hi starting ego accounts for tile differences seen in tile various published Tables.
There is not time to include a cmnplete discussion of the methods nsed to extrapolate tire
numbers given in Tables 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows llre extrapolated fimctions by merely using
tile tbree noise-exposure assignments. Figure 4 shows tile slight upward curves produced by
extrapolation and carve fitting procedures. A thorough discussion of the extrapolation is
given in an Aerospace Medical Research Laboreto_ Technical Report. (8)

Since "percent risk" is based on the percentage difference between a non-noise-
exposed group and a noise-exposed group, the nonmoise-exposed group is a critical factor.
The non-noise-exposed data used in these tables were derived from a study by Glorlg etal.
(7) A comparison of these data with a U.S. Falblie Ileahb Service study is shown in Table 5,
There are differences between tllese studies wllieh are probably sample differences since
both studies were designed and supervised by Glorig.

Table 5 shows differences between two samples whose derivations are completely
different. The Glorig sample consisted of professional men whose history inclnded no
occupational noise-exposure and very little non-ononpatlonal noise-exposure. The USPHS
sample was picked to represent the general population of the United States. Tlleoretieally
the general population sbould have more occupational noise.exposnre influence th_n a
population chosen to exclude this. The logic of this difference is supported by tile fact that
the Glorig total sample shows a lower percentage of "better ears:" that exceed 15 dll
(ASA-1951) AHL (average of hearing levels at 500, 1000 and 2000 HZ) than is found in tile
USPHS sample. The age differences noted are quite consistent until the Glorig sub-group N's
become small, Further evidence of consistency is provided by a comparison of non-noise
exposed samples and the 78 dB(A) group studied by Baughn, (Figure 5),
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF SUBJECTSASA FUNCTION OF AGE GROUPS AND SOUND LEVEL A.

Age Group Exposure I Exposure II Exposure III

Number A_e Span 78 dBA 86 dBA 92 dBA Total

1 18 - 23 N = I0 N - 107 N = 4 121
2 24 - 29 68 476 39 583
3 30 - 35 144 544 76 764

36 - 41 148 860 124 1132

5 42 - 47 183 1041 189 1413
o 6 48 - 53 159 1070 197 1426

7 54 - 59 95 723 127 145
8 60 - 65 45 329 77 451

852 5150 833 6835i i



TABLE 3. PERCENT RISK TABLE USING AGE 1B AS YEAR EXPOSURE STARTED,

AGE 18 23 28 33 38 43 48 53 5E 63

EEP_ YFAES (AGE - 18) 0 5 I0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

EXP. LEVEL TOTAL Z EXPECTED ,5 I,7 3 4°5 6,5 9,7 14 21 33 50
% DUE TO NOISE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

80 dllA Z DI]E_TOOTHER tS I_7 3 4_5 6.5 9,7 14 21 33 50

EXP. LEVEL TOTAL Z .5 2.5 6 9 12.5 16.5 22 30 43 57
Z NOISE 0 oE 3 4.5 6 6*8 8 9 [O 7

85 dBA Z OTHER _5 I_7 3 4_5 6_5 9.7 14 21 33 50

EXPo LEVEL TOTAL Z ,5 6 13 IS 22 26 32 41 54 65
Z NOISE 0 4°3 I0 13o5 15,5 16*3 18 20 21 15

90 dE& Z OTHER _S Iv7 3 4,5 6_5 9t7 14 Et 33 50

EXP. LEVEL TOTAL Z o5 9.0 20 28 34 39 45 53 62 73
Z NOISE 0 7°3 17 23°5 27°5 29°3 31 32 29 23

95 dHA % OTHER _5 I_7 3 4t5 6r5 9t7 14 21 33 50

EXP. LEVEL TOTAL Z °5 14 32 42 48 53 58 65 74 83
Z NOISE 0 12o3 29 36.5 41,5 43°3 44 44 41 33

102 dltA Z OILIER _5 IT7 3 4.5 6.5 9,7 14 21 23 50

EXP,_LEVEL TOTAL Z °5 20 45 57 64 70 76 82 87 Sl
Z NOISS 0 X8.3 42 52°5 57,5 60.3 '62 61 54 4I

105=dBA Z OTNER 15 lt7 3 4t5 6_5 9_7 I4 21 33 50

EXPm LEVEL TOTAL Z .5 28 58 75 84 88 91 93 95 95
NOISE 0 26,3 55 70,5 77,5 78*3 77 72 62 45

I10 dDA % OTHER t5 lw7 3 4_5 6t5 917 14 2I 33 50

EXPm LEVEL TOTAL Z .5 38 74 S7 93 94 95 96 97 97
Z NOISE 0 36.3 71 83.5 86.5 B4,3 81 75 64 47

115 dfiA Z OTHER *5 1_7 3 4°5 6t5 9t7 14 21 ,, 33 50



TABLE4. PERCENTRISKTABLEUSINGAGE20ASyEAREXPOSURESTARTED.

Age 9,0 25 :30 ,35 40 4-5 50 55 60 65
Exposure Year*
(age = 20) 0 5 10 15 00 25 30 ,35 40 46

Total 0.7 1.0 1.3 2.0 3.1 4.9 7.7 13.5 9,4.0 40.0
80 Due to

Noise No increase in risk at this level of exposure

Total 0.7 2.0 3.9 6.0 8.1 11.0 14.2 2|.5 32.0 46.5
85 Due to

Noi,.qe 0.0 1.0 2.6 4.0 5.0 6.1 6.5 8.0 8.0 6.5 t:=
Total 0,7 4,0 L9 12,0 15.0 18.323,3 31.0 4.2.054._._

m

< g0 Due to "_
Noise 0.0 ,3.0 8.6 10.0 11.9 13.4 !5.6 17.5 18.0 14.5 la.

'*, Total 0.7 6.7 1:1.6 20_2 _,4.5 29.0 34.4 41.8 52.0 64.0
'" "="_ Duoto "_

Noize 0.0 5.7 12.3 18.2 21.4 _.1 26.7 2.8.3 28.0 9.*.0 _.
Total 0.7 10.0 °.2.0 32.0 2]9.0 43.0 48.5 55.0 64.0 75.0

100 Due to
Noiee_] 0.0 0.0 2.0.7 30.0 35.9 38.1 40.8 41.5 40.0 35.0
_i. Total 0.7" 14.2 33.0 46.0 53.0 59,0 65.5 71.0 78.0 84.5 _=

105 DUe to
Noi=e 0.0 133- 31.7 44.0 49.9 54.1 57.8 57.5 54.0 44.5 t_

' Total 0.7 20.0 4,7.5 63.0 71.5 78.0 81.5 85.0 88.0 915
110 Duo to

Noiee 0.0 19.0 46o- 61.0 08.4 73,1 73.8 71.5 64.0 51.5

Total 0.7 27.0 62.5 81.0 87.0 91,0 9'2.0 93.0 94.0 9'3.0
115Dueto

Noite 0,0 9.6,0 61.° 79.0 83.9 86,1 .=_3 79.5 70.0 J;5,0



AGE

1 - 18- 23
2 - 24--29
3 - 30--35
4 - 36--4 1

5 - 42-47

6 4B--53
7 _. 54-59 _

8- 60-65 _ _'_'_="_

_ I-

_0 75 BO 8_ 90 g5 100 105 110 115 120 125 130 135 140

EXPOSURE dB(A)

Figure3, ExtrapolateduJn/e=representingpercent ri_k due to noisc-expogureusingthe dB(A) roundlevel
auignmonts78, 86, and 92, Tim parometaris age.



AGE

1 - 18-23
2- 24--29
3-- 30-35
4_- 36--41
5 42--47

6 -- 48-- 53 _,_
7 -- 54--59 _'

8-- 60 65 _ /

70 7_ eO 65 O0 95 100 105 110 115 120 T25 1,30

EXPOSURE dB(A)

Figure 4, Samedata asshownin figure3 exceptfor osoof further extrapolationprocedures.The parameter
isago.



TABLE 5. COMPARISON BETWEEN GLORIG NON.NOISE SAMPLE AND THE U.S.P.H.S. GENERAL

POPULATION SAMPLE, BOTH STUDIES WERE BASED ON AMERICAN STANDARD ASSOCIATION

(ASA} 1951 AUDIOMETER CALIBRATION LEVELS.

PERCENTAGE OF HEN OVER 15 dB-AHL. BETTER EAR.

All 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55..64 65-74

Years Years , ,,Years Years Years Years Years

N = 1323 120 693 438 111 30 1

Glorig 2.9 0.8 1.7 3. 7.2 23.3 0t_

N " 52744 7139 10281 11373 10034 7517 4972
US PHS 7.6 1.2 1.4 3.7 4.1 10.6 30.5

i IIIIII II
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"I'_)ble6 shows o conlparison oFsis stLldJesoF madJanbearing ]¢vaisat a fanctiorl or age,
All sttldies were corrected to zero Ireadng level at age 20 to ride ont scruple dJfl_rences on
tile assamptlon that file majority of 20-year-olds have normal bearing. Tile Table clearly
shows dlfl'erclmeS in tile )nnnbel_ which nntst be related to tile popolation sanlp]es, [n
general there is re;Bonably good agreement, at least wlmn medians are emopared, DistriI:,u-
tions were not available,

TIlese comparitons contlrnl tile validity of tile Glorig sample for use as o non-noise-
exposed groop to detarnlin¢ percent risk, Obviotlsly one shonld expect dil'Ferences ill studies
of tlifferent groups. Perhaps tile Inost importam comparison ill this discttssion raiates to
Tiible 5. It is difficult to disregard so large a sample btlt it is also difficult to classify these
data as non-noise-exposed or disease-Free since no attempt was made tOexcblde either.

A carotid examination of Table 6 shows that the median bearing levels of sample B
(GIorig) and sample F (USPHS) at lO00 aml 2000 IlZ are very close together. When the
bearing levels at 3000 and 4000 lIZ are examined the usr'ltS data show significantly biglrer
levels from age 50 up. The most likely expbmation o.r Ibese ,differences it the effect of noise
exposure in fire general popnlatlon sample. What to use as a non-noise-exposed baseline
remains a dilemma. It is Ihls baseline Ibat detennlnes the percent risk as a Function of noise
expost:re.

An examination of 'rabies 3 and 4 reveals a reversal in direction of the percentages at
exposure years increase. This reversal at first glance appears to Im paradoxical since longer
exposure duration shoold increase hearing lost. The explanation lies in the fact that noise-
induced hearing loss assumes u decelerating Function after 15-20 years exposure while
bearing Ioss doe to age assumes ao accelerating fiLl]Orion,Figure 6 is a diagramatie repre-
sentation of the change in percentages of population with AHL's above 25 dg due to age,
(OG) noise-exposure plos age (OP) and noise-exposure minus age (OK). It is obvious that as
the effects of age on file baseline (uoo-ooise-exposed) population accelerate with increase in
age mad the effects of noise exposure on the subject popnlation decelerate the difference
between these two functions decre_tses. This decrease is reflected in Tables 3 and 4 by a
decrease in "lx_rcent risk". Figure 7 slrews an idealized set of curves taken from Table 3
showing tile effects of noise-exposure versus presbyacusis.

GENERAL REMARKS

The previous discussion presents the background and data-gathering history of the
numbers used to establish tile percent risk due to noise as a function of increasing noise
level. The data used were carefully obtained from a representative industrial population
under conditions which prevail in above-average industrial bearing conservation programs.
Even if it were practical to obtain this amount of data under more stringent controls it it
doubtful if tile stringently controlled data would provide as useful information as the
present data. lleadng conservation programs and compensation are related to data obtained
under field conditions. Highly refined data may provide false impressions.

We must agree that fizrtlrer study should be attempted to confirm or disaffirm tile
non-noise baseline but repeating such a study is not a simple matter. Finding larger N's at
the higher ages is rather difficult.
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Figure 6. Diogramatie representationof accumulatingeffectsof noiseexposur0and ag..
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FIGURE 7

0 40

AGE

FIflur_ 7. |deafiz_d curve_ showin 9 accumtdated effects of noise exposure and a,,je as a function of sound
level A.



We are convinced Iha[ attempts to improve on flleSe 0atfl will prove dilTieu)t and are

some ye_lrS away. i:tll'lhernlorc, New dala will prob[ibly nol ¢h;lllge tile illl_rval increases ill

_'percellt risk" signil_eanlly. II nlust be rcmenlbered Ill,It Ihe risk nl]mhers can never be

applied to indiviciu_ds, oldy IO poplll_lllons of adequalo size and Ihat I_ley ne_'er refer to

"anlotllll" o_" hearing hnpainllent, only to Ih¢ i_¢_elllage of ;I popllhlllon having trans-

gressed a ccrlain ¢rilerion.

SUMMARY

I. hllp;drmetll due to hearing loss Intlsl be Ixised ¢m headltg _lnd tlndcrstamllng everyday

Npee¢lL

2. The use of lile Ihree-freqlleeey average ill .SOD, 1O00 alld 2000 lit il:L';proved reason-

_ibly n¢cflrale Io determine ilnp;lirlneet.
3. Tile low l'enee of 25 dB (iSO-1964) or 15 dl] (ASA-1951| aild a high i'ellc¢ of 92 dl]

11SO-|964) or 82 dB IASA-] 95 I) are realistic.

4. Tile "percent" risk tables are based on ¢;irefully tJolle studies. Ally differences anlong
tallies are dtle to nlatlipldaling Slleh l'_l¢lors as age, ;l]]ow;nlee |'or 'i_ or atlt.,nlptS [o
avoid effects of noise-t.,xposu _ .rind/or disease,

5. AllelllplS to Ixq'ine file dala slloldd be eni:oLlraged l)ul no changes should be made until
further specific stHdies unqu,:slionably show v_did cezlsons for change.
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A CRITIQUE OF SOME PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATING DAMAGE RISK
FROM EXPOSURE TO NOISE

Karl D. Kryter
Stanford ResearchInstitute

Menlo Park, California 94025

Introdaclien

There are fundamental definitions anti measurements gull must be made before a

proper evaluation of the damaging effects of noise on the inner ear c_n be performed aad
before valid standards relewmt to the protection of man's health in this regard can he
promulgated, First, one most define a criterion of hearing, along with a quantitative means
of specifying degrees of impairment to that hearing, Second, the hearing ability, as defined,
of tbe population of persons who have not saffered noise-induced hearing loss must be
known. Thirdly, of course, hearing-ability duta of populations of persons exposed to noise
of various intensities, durations, spectra and years of exposure are required.

Hearing and Hearing Imlmirment *'

It should be obvious that d_e nature of so-called damage risk t:Jbles (i.e. ISO 1999) are
very much depemlent upon tbe specification of what constitutes hearing and the start of
hearing impairment, and a critique of present day procedures for evaluating noise-induced
damage to hearing must begin with that question, For purposes of bearing conservation with
respect to noise-induced bearing loss, "hearing" is to be known, according to the rather
long-standing recommendations of the American Academy of Opthalmology and Otolaryo-
gology (AAOO) 2, as tire average of pure-tone J_earing levels measun:d ;it 500, 1,000 and
2,000 ItZ, this average being taken as an index or indicator of an ability of a person to
understand speech. Speech is defined by the AAOO as "everyday" speech in the quiet beard
with the distance betweea talker and listener presumably approximately one meter or so.
The AAOO Committee further proposed that: (I) tire threshold of impairment (or lower
feneo as it was called) to the understanding or perception of everyday speech, be taken _s an
average HL at 500 1,000 and 2,000 flz of 25 dB, and (2) that there is an increase of I-I/2%
in hearing impainnent with each 1 dB increase above 25 dB until an average ]-IL of 92 dB at
the three test frequencies is reached, at which point impairment for hearing everyday speech
reaches 100%. The AAOO also has specified ranges of bearing inrpalrment that are
supposedly nseftd in relating the impairment to a description of "handicap" suffered by the
person with that impairment, _ Whether the handicap is for general social communication or
in one's occupation is not made clear,

Hearing Level and Speech Impairment

The general relations between hearing levels averaged for 500, 1,000 and 2,000 Hz,
percent impairment and percent of speech material correctly perceived, are shown in Fig. 1.
Also drawn on Fig, 1 are the relations between hearing level, average for 500, 1,000 and
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Figure1. Relations botweenHL (averageat 500, 1,000. and 2,000 Hz and1,000, 2,O0Oand 3,000 Hz) and
measuresof speechunderstandingas calculated accordingto the Arllculatlon index (AI), impairment, and
handicap,Speechlevelmealired in field 1 meter from talker, (After Kryter4 ,s)

2,000 Ilz, and percent I'learing impairment and heating handicap proposed by AAO0, It ll,%s
been shown by tnost laboratoi3, and c(inicsI tests dial the aversge of the hearlng levels ;it
1,O00, 2,000 and 3,000 llz provldes n better inde× Is herring impairment for speech than

does Ihe ;iyer;ige of 500 ],000 _lRd 2,000 Hz. Fortnnalely, at leasi for stalistimil purposes, .'in
average difference of abmit In dB cilrl bs ;ISSLtlncd belweeil the heariRg levels averaged for

5(JO, 1,000 ilRd 2,000 lie ned the sverag¢ for I,O00 2,000 and 3,000 tlz; this is shown by
the lower abscissa hi Fig. I.

Attention is invited to the fact lltaf st the lower fence or threshold of hllpginncnt
proposed by AAOO ii pelSOll would lie unable to correctly pi-'rcct_,¢ individtinl SplOtCh sounds

altd even some leRtences or words wherever thu speech level was less than that normally
present (i.e. i1' Ih¢ distallCe between the talker aild Iistunvr was greater than sbOilt one meter
or if the source of the speech was or a lower hlieRSil7 than nonnul), In addition, if is seenr
thai the pCrsOR whose he;inRt level _v_ril_d ()5 dB or mote WoRld be UR_ble to percetve any
scnteitees of everyday speech, that specified by AAOO as the speech signaI for evahlatiRg

ilnpairHlctlt to hearing. According Io AAOO, however, 100% impairment, the "'upper fence"

_l of AAOO, does riot occur until about 92 dg average hearing level.

I A particularly relevant study was reported by KelI, Pearson, Aclon and TayloP who
found that some 96 subjects, female weavers, whose IlLs svenige 39 dB ,'it S00, 1,000 and
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2.000 Hz experienced some difficulty ill speech conuntmicatlons imder many conditions
(approximately 80% or the weavers reporting difficulty with commnnle_tions whore_s
colllrols persons of the same :leo but withnormal bearing /'or thatago about only 10_
reported dif/'ictdty), llowever, ;iceording to AAOO descr/ptions and proeedtlros, these
persons wollld |lave an impainnent of around 20%, a "sli_H handlcap", and should ]|ave
"'difficulty ouly with faint speech". I:i_re 2 illustrates some r_intioos between hearlog level

and percent of senteoces and other test materials heard as a function of the heating level of
the 5nbjects; it is seen in Fig. 2 that when the headng level sturls to exceed nbout 0 dB there
is some degradation in the :lbility of the subjects to perceive tire speech material. 7

NO DfSTORTION

,o "°ig""lao

_, -- /i IPEworal gneSe.I_ncl|_

_... /_ AT OIFFSRENT S/N RATIOS
0 _.x.. / / AND WITH SOME FILTEnfNG

" I Igo
0 O AVEnAGE HL AT

500, 1000, AND 2000 Hz

10 ( AVERAGE HL AT _'

f_0, 2000, AND g0(XI Hit

:0 I ], I I I
-10 -5 e 5 10 IE 20 25 30 35 40 45 10

HEARINO LEVEL _ ¢JD 1"A43_1113-_11_1R

Figure 2, Intelligibility test scores as a function of the average he,ring level, r_ ISO, at 500, 1,f)O0,
and2,000Hz andat 1,000,2,000,and3,000Hz.Speechlevelat95dR,FromKtyter_

All in all, it would appear tlmt the definitions of hearing and the upper and lower fence
impairment to the bearing given by the AAOO are not consistent with present-day knowl-
edge of the relation between puretone hearing levels and the ability to understand speech,
particubrly everyday speech
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it must be emphasized that taking tile ability to perceive everyday speech as the proper
criterion of what constitutes the sense of beating is itself debatable, particolarly when the
index to that ability is besed on but several audionretric lest frequencies. For example, tim
ability to perceive sounds above 3,000 llz, let _llonc 2,000 IIz, is a capacity flint is most
belpful in perception of many n/eaningfal sounds bcsitles that of speech. It is also an
important frequency region for tile maimenance of abilities to incalizc objects or sonnd
sources in space ant.[USa safety guide to persons daring ]m:onlotlon. Perhaps most important
is that it is arbitrary to say that tile person who loses sensitivity to weal: sounds (that is,
losses up to tile thre_lold of 25 dB of tile "lower fence"), has suffered up impalrnrent or
handicap inasmuch as in real life speech call often be very faint or very weak due to tile
distance between source and listener or bccanse of weak sign_ds coming from die source, or
due to certain acoustic conditions. Therefore, tile person with normal hearing ability can
enjoy tile perception of many weak sounds, including speech, tllat are lost to tile person
who falls below tile "fence" that has been proposed for defining inlpairmcnt to heating.

Proposed New Upl]er and Lower Fences

In spite of all tile above factors it is perhaps of practical importance to use tba ability
to perceive everyday speech as a criterion for evaluating hearing impairment due to exposure
to noise. In any event, for present purposes, and keeping tire above aforementioned reserva-
tions and conditions in mind, it is proposed that: (I) noise-induced hearing loss be evaluated
with respect to the criterion of impairment to bearing for speech sentences heard one meter
from talker using normal conversational effort in tile quiet, and us predicted by pare-tone
hearing levels averaged at 500, I,O00 and 2,000 Hz, or, preferably, I,O00 2,000 and 3,000
Hz; (2) the threshold of impairment be taken as 15 dB for the average at 500, 1,000 and
2,000 Hz, or 25 dB at 1,000, 2,000 anti 3,000 Hz; and 1.3) the upper fence, or 100%
impairment, be t_keo as being reached at average HLs of 65 dO at 50D, 1,O00 and 2,000 I-Iz,
or 75 dB at 1,000, 2,000, and 3,000 Hz, We have taken the liberty of indicating on Fig. 1 a
linear relation between percent hearing impainnent for speech and tile average of hearing
levels for three frequencies.

Hearing Levels as a Function of Age

Before plottiug data that relates tile hearing level of men who have been exposed to
various amounts of noise, and lmve therefore suffered hearing impairment timt exceeds the
tllreSholtis shown in Fig. I, it is appropriate to dotemline what the population hearing-level
statistics are for people who have not been exposed to appreciable amount ofnoise during
their careers. A logical and useful way to express tile effects of noise on hearing is to
compare: (1.} the percentage of tile population exposed to noise whose heanng exceed the
lower fence, or start Of hearing impairment as defined {or of _om_ other hearing level value
that one mute wis to choose) w'th (2) t re perc_ ltage of peep c having _eanng ihipairments
exceeding the specified hearing levels in tile non-exposed population.

Figure '3 depicts the result.,/ of some studies and estimates of tire prevalence in the
population of HLs exceeding 25 dB, averaged at 500, 1 i000 and 2,000 Hz, as a function of
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ago, The 500, 1,000 and 2 000 Hz average is here used because it is the only measure

prosente,d ifi some of the studies reported, It is soon in Fig. 3 that there" appear to be two
! sots of curves, the upper,set being that o£ ISO RI999 and the non-noise-exposed data of
i Glofig and Nixon as teporte,d by Baughn. Although the basis of the cuzvo presented is not

given, it would anpoar fl_at ISO 1999 was lar,gol:,, drawn ,rom the, Glo_Jg und _,__on da a :
i base. ,,
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Tile data plotted by llan_ul and klbeled _'J1on-no[s¢"exposed nlen eanre frotn dat;l
¢ollcclcd by (;lorig and Nixnn in v_irions studies of hearing of iudustrlal workers. Snnle
2,518 illtlllst]'i_ll wurkeT_, including offic_ workers, we_ asked qttesliolls regarding their
p_vi()ns exposure t_ noise. 'l'hr_e hundred and twenly nilre of lh_ 2,518 nren fell into whal
Glorig and Nixon laheled life _lloll-]loise"-e×l_ose_l calcgory. 11is not clear I_'Olll the ptlb-
]ishetl Iileralure how l]a_ghn dcrlved the "non-noise"._xposed slalislJcal data, nor whelIrer
they repros(:nl all 2,51,_ men or lho screened f)opldalion of 329 nren, GIorig and Nixan
eomlnenl Ihal file lwo popul_llJons differed only at tire cxh'elne of tire dJstrJblllions, hl any
evenl. Glarig alld Nixou's d_lla nlllSt be interpreted as ]}¢ing lion-representative o[" tile
hearing k.vels of tile gellera[ popukltion net exposed to noise in tire ligIH el" tile other nlor¢
general stlrvey data shown on Fill. ,], ill nly o]linion.

Sonre re_alJOlrs, however,can _t]sobeexpressedabon[ eachoflheolherfnneliOllS
shown oll Fig, 3: Corso's study of Ill(# hearing of _lnlndanl screened s;llnple of nlen In a
smaU non-industrial lawn involves but 237 nren; IIre draft ISO doeunrenl does not give
statistical duta beyond lhe 25lh pereer_tileand median; the NIOSII study involved only 380
men and, further, considered reen working in less Ihan 80-dBA nais_,Io be in the "quiet":
Ihe U.S. Public llealth Survey, while receling the requirenlents of a large, randomly selected
popnlatlon, did not screen tile dala Ibr men who had Ix_cnexposed to inlgnse noise in lheir
work or who had suffered some olologica] disease, In an_tllelnpt to at least partially renlove
from Ihe USFIIS data such diseased eat.'s were suggest that tile data for the '+better ear" nf
tile men be tlsed Io represent 'hlen-noise" exposed to Irearing for a large population. We will
show klter tile data, which is not greutly different, for the average of both ears in tile U,S.
lklblie I Iealth Survey.

Itearlng Levels for Noixe-.exposed Men

Bau,ghn studied the hearing of some 6,835 men who had been exposed for various
numbers of years to wirlous levels of eontinnous 8-hou r-pnr-d_ly indnstrial noise. Same of his
restdts are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, :tlong with tile data from Ills U,S, Public Ilealth Survey
for tile "better-ear" and averege-of-bolh-ea_, a.s well as some findings from a recent NIOSII

study,
Several comments are in order, First, it is clear that tile IILs of Baughn's men appear to

showll significant udverse effects as the restdt from working in noise at levels as low as 78
dBA after a number of years of exposure, with the increase in incidence in men having
worse hearing dramatically greater for lhe 15 dB than for the 25 dB fence. Secondly, while
the data shown for llle NIOSH study are somewhat different from the Baughn data for the
lower noise levels-eonipare 80 dBA of NIOSll with 78 dBA for Baughn-the data for the
92-95 dBA noise conditions are quite comparable, NIOSH comes In tile conclusion, because
of their data for the 80 dBA nnise as eoniparnd with the hearing of "non-noise" exposed
men (defined by thenl as people working in less than 80 dBA noise) Ihat 80 dBA noise, 8
hours per dax will net ioere_se Ihe incidence of people with IlLs grealer than either the 15
cr 25 dB fence at 500, 1,000 and 2,000 Hz.

" This isso contrary to Baughn's findings, and to other NIOSH datn,(Cohen, t s )asshown
in Fig. 6 that, I think, the eonelnsions of NIOSH for the lower levels of noise must be
seriously qtrestioned. In that regard, it is interesting Io note that the hearing of the NIOSII
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are astirnatezo1 datacorrectedfar probable influenceof TTS on Hl.s.Basedon
Baughn'=data_a; NIOSHI t.

80 dBA noise exposed grot=pis better dtan t|zat of tht_*'1o -_o'se exposeI :ro p reported
by Gloria;and Nixon, in addition, one l'iods that there were but 51 men in tire80-84 deA
noise condition and thesewen_divided among5 difl'_rent ageand cxperlenc¢ groaps, leaving
an unreliably small zrorober of men to providt=,statistica! distributions in each NIOSH :tge
group, Tile NIOSH data for tile higlzer noise lords, whicll ;ire in agreeroent with Baughn's
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dala, wore more substantial, there beh]g 314 men in the 90.94 dBA noisecondition, for
example.

I:iguro 7 shows Banglnt's and soma NIOSH data, plotted against noJs_level, in dBA,
witil age or years of a×posnrc as dre parameter, Also, we have taken tile liberty of extrapo-
lating tho data to lower noise levels, using as the non-noise exposed general population tire
U.S. Public lie:dth Stwvcy, batter-ear data. Fig. 8 shows a quite different picture of eg_en-
tinily the same noise-exposed data versus dBA noisa exposure, lilt sourc_ o[' tile difl_renec
bchv,:en Figs. 7 and 8 being doc to til_: choice of the "non-noise ¢xposed"populatlon data
chosen, 13otsford I _ uses d_c data of Glorig and Nixon, as discussed above in relation to
Bauglln's ose of tire same data, and data from a public health survey made by Glorig in a
highly ind_zstrialized comntunity with voluntacr sttbjects-survcy results wilich GIofig
described as being significantly biased rewards the inchlsion o1"pacific witit noise-induced
dczl_nass.
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Figure 6. Mean hearing levels (re ISO) for paper bag workers in different job locations camp,rod with

non-noiso_xpo=d groups equated in number, age. and sox composition. From Cohen. Antic=gila and
JoFio_ I 5

Conclusion

Standards, guide iines, etc. are, of course, no better tllan the w,didity of tile data and

definitions on whieil they are based. It wotdd appear that the standards and guidelines

prepaid on these matters by AAO0, ISO and NIOSII are not predicated on the more

significantand relevantsources of presentlyavailabledata, but rather have consistently
followed tile resulta of raffler unreliable, small population studies and rather arbitrary and
unrealistic definitions of bearing that have all tended to lead to a significant underestimation

of the damaging effects of noise on hearing.
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Table 1.

Tshla1, Resultsof questionnaire_urveyof96 femaleweaverswithaveragellL'_ at500, 1000,and20001lzof 39dBanda
controlgroupofsamea_ with I_verageI IL'sof ]6 d}J,Frein KoS,Pear,on,Acton_nd"]'aylor,6

"The sodal conscqt,cncc_of this impairedheatins_bllity were:
(a) difficultyat publicmeetings(weavers72%,controls$%)
(b) difflculWtalkingwith strangers(weaversg0%,¢ontroU16%)
tc) difficultytalkingwithfriend=tweav©t=80%, controls15%)
(d) difficultyunderstandingIdepboneconversationtwcawr=64%,clmlrols5%)
(0) 8[%of nitwoavcrs¢ondderednlattheUhearingwasimpaired(5%controU)
(f) 9%of weaversandno¢onlrolsownedbearingaids
(g) 53%0£weawr_andnoconifersusedaformof tJp.reatlins,"

I0. Glorig, A., and J. Roberts (1965). "Hearing Levels of Adults by Age and Sex, United

States 1960-1962," National Center for l-leldth Statistics, Series I I. Number I 1, IJ,S.

Department of He_dtb, Education and Welfare, Public lfealth Service, Washington, D.C.

lI. "Occupational Exposure to Noise." National Institute for Occupational Safety and

Health (NIOSH), U.S, Dept. of llealth, Education and Welfare, Waslrington, D.C.,
1972,

12, Draft Proposal for ltearing Levels of Non-noise Exposed People at Varimls Ages,
ISO/TC 43/SC-1 (Netherlands) 57E.

13. Baughn, W. L, (1966). "NoiseControI-Percent of Population Protected," lntl. Audlo.
5, 331-338.

14. Baughn, W. L, (unpublished). "Percent of Population liaving His Greater than 16 dB
and 26 dB as Ftmction of Years of Exposure in Steady Noise."

15. Cohen, A., Anticaglia, J. R. and Jones, H. 1t., "Noise Induced Hearing Loss-Exposures

to Steady-State Noise." Presented at the American Medical Association Sixth Congress

on Environmental Health, Chicago, Illinois, 1969.
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THE INCIDENCE OF IMPAIRED HEARING IN RELATION TO
YEARS OF EXPOSURE AND CONTINUOUS SOUND LEVEL

(PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF 26, 179 CASES

A. Raber
AIIgemeine Unfaflversicherungsanstalt,Wien, Austria

Impaired bearing caused by occulnltlonal noise is in Austria a conlpeusable disease.
Hearing conserwltion consequently belongs Io tile legal obligations of the Accident Branch
of the Sacl;d Security Board. Since 1962, our institution, the AIIgemuine Unfullversicher-
ungsanstalt, has been perfornring mass-audinmctric invesfigatlons ill noisy factories.

For this purpose, we use specially-cmrstmcted busses with audlonretriu boolbs. Our
three andiometric teanrs have now taken about 165,000 pure tone andingranls.

Tile inain objcelive_ of otlr investigatiolls are;
1. To single out persons whose noise-reduced bearing loss is significantly above

average, considering the duration and intensity of their particular noise immission;
2. To identify persons suffering frmn car conditions which make them unfit for

further work ia a noisy environment;
3. To check tile audiognmrs in order to see if tlrey indicate such a degree of NIHL

that the investigated persons might be entitled to compensation by law.
Audionletric investigations am provided for all people who are exposed at thalr work-

ing places to a sound level of 80 dS(A) or higher. All appn_ntices are tested irrespective of
their noise-exposure situation at the moment.

The workers come directly from tireir working places to oar bus,ses. The interval
between the cad of noise exposure and tile audiometric test is 20 minutes on tire average.
The tests arc performed by trained and experienced Industrial Audiometrists. Otologieal
investigations are not carried out on tiffs occaslm|, The response rate is 80 In 85%, Non-
participation is generally due to absence from work because of vacatinn or sickness. Persons
refllsn tile lest only very nlrely,

Tile quality of the audiograms is checkml eonthmously.
We have collaborated for many years with some otologists to whom we send the

following gmnps of people:
I. Persons with remarkable rapidly developing NIHL;
2. Persons whose social hearing might already be damaged by NIHL;
3. Persons in whom the form of the andiogram calls for further otological investiga-

tion.
The otologist repeats the audinmetric test and performs tile necessary clinical investi-

gations, On an average we find a good conformity between our field work and the audio-
grams taken by the otolngists.

Periodic investigations in tile factories are repeated ever'/3 - 5 years, The serial audio-
grams are performed without knowledge of former results.

One member of our team is an otologist. He classifies all audiogmms- after a preselec-
tion by the computer- and decides which worker has to be sent for a clinical checkup. On
this occasion bc examines also the serial audiograms for significant differences which could
have been caused for instance by TTS or imperfect cooperation of the investigated person.
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More delal]s about the org;mizadon of aadiometric investigatiotls and detennination of
noiselevelsinAustrianindustryhasbeenpublishedby Sorbock(1),

Ill the following report, the data of our routine milss-audiometry are used to relate the
illcidencc of ilnpaired hearing to the lloise inlnlissioa.

From all of our aedionlctric data we extracted those aadiograms that met the follow-
ing criteria:

I. "rile person works (nearly) the whole shift at one place;
2, At his working place, a continnons noise was measnrvd;
3. The person got his noise immissioir mainly in llac industry in which hc was

working al the time of the investigation; and
4. In the andiogram, the difference between air and bone conduction is al no fre-

quency 15 dB or more.
Using these criteria we got a sample consisting of the data of 18,059 men and 8,120

women,

Each data record includes die following information:
1. Sound level (10 classes: less or equal 80 dBA, 85 dBA, 90 dBA, 92.5 dBA, 97

dBA, 100 dBA, 103.5 dBA, 107 dBA, II0dBA, 115 dBA).
2. Years of exposure (according to the person's report).
3. Sex
4, Year of investigation
5. Age
6. Andiogram ofthe dght ear (10 frequencies)
7. Industry in which the person was inainly exposed
8. Years of exposure accordhlg to ISO-Recommendation R 1999 (Years of exposure

=Age- 18)
9. Ear diseasesyes/no

I0. Ear tranmayes/no
The data were subdivided in classes and subclasses according to this hierarchy:

I. Sex (male or female)
2. Method of determining years of exposure (eccording to ISO or according to tile

report of the person)
3. Years ofexposurz (IOclasses)
4. Sound eve (Oclasscs)

For each of these (2 x 2 x I0 x 10 =) 400 "cells" of hearing losses we computed:
I, Number and percentage of dght ears whose mean Hearing Level at 0.5, 1.0 and

2.0 kHz is 25 dB or greater.
2. Number and percentage of right ears whose mean Hearing Level at 0.5, 1.0 and

2.0 kHz is 15 dB or greater,
3. "rile,5, I O, 25, 50, 75, 90, 95 centiles of the hearing losses at 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0,

1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 6.0, 8.0 kHz.
4. Mean, standard deviation, and mean square deviation of the hearing losses.

In Table 3 of 1SO Recommendation 1999 (Assessment of Occupational Noise Expo-
sure for Hearing Conservation Purposes, I st Edition May 1971), the total percentages of
people witlt iml_airment of hearing for conversational speech in relation to continuous
sound Icvel and years of exposure .are to be found (2).
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hi :1 note to III;ll "r:lble 3 il is i11elltJoned tlnll Ihc '*';lILIESof Ihe table ;Ire b;zsed on lhe

Ihlliled d:lhl avail_ll_le at Ihat lime ;llld th;ll Ihcy are stlbjcct Io revJsioll when results of
1"ttrlller rese;ll'ch b¢conle avaJ]_b]c.

I]1 the abow-nlentJolled ISO b',cconlllletld_ttJoi1, the det_]lilion o1"inlp_lirt)lenl of hearing

for conversational speech is in agreement wlth the AAOO rcgtdation (31. That is, the hearing
of a snbjt,'ct is considered Io be Jnlp;tJred Jf the arJllllnetic aver:=ge of the pcrnnJnEnt Ihresh-
ohl hearing levels of the subject at 500, I,OOO :rod 2,000 llz is 25 dB or more compared

;villi the correspolv.ling aver;ige giv,:n in ISO-Reconunendation R 389, Standard reference

zero for the c;dibration of l',tu'c-tone audiometers.
As the first step of tilt: cv:llu;itJoll of our d;it:h we comp:Lred Ihe percent;ICeS of subjects

with iml:_aired hearing in our nmteri;d ;vith those predicted by tile ISO Recolnl'nendalion.
The nl;lin results _trc SUl11111:lrizedin Table I ;ind Table 2.

Out of the 18,059 men arid 8,120 women of our s;mlple, 16,726 males ;rod 7,529

females were working under noisc-immission conditlol)s which are registered in Table .3 of

ISO Recommendation 1999, Applyillg this bible to our data, it would be expected that

there would be 3,244 males and 1,452 fern;des with impaired hearing in our sample. ]lowever,
if one takes tile expost_re ye._rs according to tile i)t_rsons reporl i_lste;td of conlptlting them

with the formuh_ "Years of Expo._ure = Age - 18", the forecast wotdd be 1,883 re;des _md

743 fen|ales with imp;lired hearing in our sample.

We aclually observed only 851 males mid 142 femnles with imp_dred hearing, In other

.words, rchltivc to tile ntllnbel" of expected cases, We found ill tile re;lie population only

Table 1.

male female

Sample 16,726 7,525

Caseswith imb'airedhea.,'ing

predicted Age-18 3,24h 1,_5Z
Y.ofE.=

(/SO1999) Anamn. 1,883 743

observed(AUrA) 851 142

I
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Table 2

inale femaleI._ predicted Age-18 19.4 19.3 I

Y.ofE..= IJ 9.9 II
(ISO 1999) Anomn.I 11.3

._ observed(AUVA) J5.1 1.9 I
observ. Age-18 126.2 9,8 I

"_ . % Y.ofE.= .... I 19.1 II
predict. Anemn._40.3 !

26.3% or 40.3%, in tile female population 9.8% or 19. 1%, respectively, depending how tile
yearsof expostlre were arrived at.

Figures I to 10 show the discrepancies between the predicted and the observed per-
centages hi men. Tile absiclssa n,'prasents years of e×posure according to ISO, tire ordinate is
percentage of persons with impaired hearing.

Figure 1, for example, demonstrates the situation in a male population which bad an
occupational noise expostlre level up to 80 dBA. The upper llne gives the data of table 3 of
ISO Recommendation 1999, the second line the percentages which we found in our
material The botton row ("Cases of AUVA") gives tile mlmber of eases in each exposure-
years-class.

Since the percentage values arc frequency nmnbers in tbe statisticfl sense of the word,
confidence limits can be computed from tile appropriate binomial distributions. The confi-
deuce ranges we_ worked out for P= 0.05.

On Figures 2-10 tire predicted values corresponding to the various noise immissions of
Table 3 of lSO-Recommendation 1999, the basic values found by ISO-authors in a popula-
tion which was exposed to a sound level less than or equal to 80 dBA, and the results of our
investigation arc drawn.

Tables 3 to 6 show our restdts for the male and female samples. Years of exposure ere
estimated according to both the formula of ISO and the person's report.
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100

85dBA
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Tablo 3

I'I_RCI_N'I'AGI_S
25db'crltorlo, year5

of cxposut_ _ccordlng YEARS OF EXPOSURE
to 150; males,

1

0 5 I0 13 20 25 30 35 [ 40 43

I1505_ 2 3 5 7 10 14 21 33 50

_<80 dB AUVA% { 1 2 3 7 9 I6 8

Nt. 725 665 761 698 695 724 644 391 408 92 5863

I50% I 3 6 I0 13 17 22 30 43 57

85dB AUVA% 0 1 l 1 4 5 10 15 21 11

Nr. 408 555 654 640 001 576 408 224 225 27 4318

150% I 6 13 19 23 26 32 41 54 65

90dB AUVA% 1 O 2 4 5 7 13 15 19 14

(AUVA92) Hr. 165 352 462 423 465 386 290 181 177 14 2915

{SO % I 9 20 29 35 39 45 53 62 73

95d11 AUVA% 0 { I 2 3 6 14 {0 20 15

Nr, 121 248 308 279 204 246 175 81 104 13 I839

ISO % no chit}== I

97d[I AUVA_ 0 2 [ I l 8 I2 l[ 20 J 13

Nr. 32 131 {94 200 193 128 106 62 5B j 8 HI2l$O % { 14 32 42 49 53 58 65 74 83

100dB AUVA _f, 0 { I 3 2 7 II 13 8 38 29

Nr, 39 145 147 138 I28 119 82 37 48 7 890

ISO% { 20 45 58 65 70 76 82 87 91105 dB

(AUVA 103_ AUVA% 0 0 0 4 8 12 17 22 21 50
Nr. 49 75 104 97 98 83 70 37 34 8 655
ISO_ noer rI_s ,

107d_ AUVA _'_ 0 0 3 13 I3 15 18 33 25 '0

Nf, 9 15 36 32 31 33 28 12 I2 O 20[{

150% I 28 58 76 85 88 91 93 95 95

l{Odl{ AuvA_ 0 0 0 6 6 0 20 31 44 O

Nr. 0 17 29 30 30 30 15 16 16 2 209
150% I 38 74 88 94 94 95 96 97 97

liSdB AUVA_ 0 0 17 O 75 0 33 50 108 0

Nr. 1 7 0 9 4 2 3 2 2 l 37

1555 2210 2701 2552 2515 2333 1821 ](]43 1144 172 I8046

i
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Table 4

PERCENTAGES
25 dB-crEerlon ye_trsof

exposure Bccording to YEARS OF EXPOSURE.

nnamnesls; females, 0 5 I0 13 20 23 30 35 40 45

180% 1 2 3 8 7 I0 14 21 33 50

< 80dB AUVA% 2 3 4 6 0 7 12 8 22 0
Nr, 2683 1046 764 872 394 300 94 36 9 O 5868

180% 1 3 6 I0 13 17 22 30 43 57

85dB AUVA% I 2 2 6 6 12 20 25 22 33

Nr, t062 859 691 6l] 060 386 llO 28 9 3 4310

ISO% 1 6 13 19 23 26 32 4i 54 65

9OdD AUVA% 1 2 5 8 10 {1 23 8 38 0

(AUVA 92) Nr. 622 514 499 442 431 300 77 24 S 0 2917

150% l 9 20 29 38 39 48 52 62 73

08dB AUVA% 1 3 3 4 12 12 2t 33 25 0

Nr, 400 354 347 273 227 164 52 12 8 2 1839

ISO % no en des

97dB AUVA% 0 2 3 8 12 9 9 14 80 O

Nr. 236 203 206 173 135 114 33 ? 6 0 1113

ISO% I 14 32 42 49 53 58 65 74 83

lOOdB AUVA_ 1 3 8 9 12 t8 I$ 44 80 0

Nt. 227 189 I 142 105 109 82 26 9 4 O 893

ISO% I 20 45 58 68 70 76 82 87 9I

lOSdB AUVA ')f, 1 5 4 2 12 25 33 75 0 lOO

(AUVA 103) Nr. 162 150 102 64 73 [ 73 18 S 4 I 658
t

ISO % no entries

107dB AUVA% 0 2 5 14 10 27 50 100 30 O

Nr, 22 4[ 37 44 33 22 6 I 2 0 208

ISOt% 1 28 88 76 88 88 91 93 08 05

IlOdB AUVA% 4 3 6 8 13 13 29 60 lOO 0

Nr. 24 39 31 30 40 23 7 3 1 O 209

180% 1 38 74 88 94 94 95 96 97 97

llSdB AUVA '_ 0 14 0 25 25 100 O 100 100 O

Nr. 11 7 3 8 4 2 O 1 1 o 37

5419 3402 2822 2331 2006 1466 423 131 $2 6 18088
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Table 5

I_ERCENTAGI!S
25 dit-crilerJmt yeats of

exposure according YEAI{S OF EXI'OSUF.E
ISO fern',de.

0 5 I0 13 20 J 25 30 35 40 43

[SO% l 2 3 5 7 L- 10 t4 2] 33 50

_<_ 80dB AUVA% 0 l 0 I I 3 4 3 4 0
Nr, 225 313 273 244 270 327 3gl 183 141 l0 2347

ISO% I 3 6 10 13 17 22 30 43 57

85dB AUVA% 0 0 ] 0 O 2 1 4 4 33

Hr. 234 305 267 257 277 300 342 196 131 9 2318

ISO% 1 6 13 19 23 26 32 41 54 65

90 dB *_UVA % 0 I l l l 2 3 4 8 0
(AUVA 92)

Nr, 141 149 133 145 194 212 218 142 7I 6 1411

ISO% I 9 20 29 3S 39 45 53 62 73

95 dB AUVA % 0 0 I I 1 1 3 4 9 0

Nr, 104 88 88 78 108 114 115 50 43 2 790

ISO% hoe tics

97dll AUVA% 0 O 0 2 I 3 0 O 8 33

Nt, 48 73 53 55 67 80 6"/ 4l 38 3 525

ISO% 1 [4 32 42 49 53 58 65 74 83

IO0dB AUVA% 0 0 3 3 2 O 2 6 14 O

Nt. 25 22 37 44 55 41 59 34 22 2 341

ISO% I 20 45 58 65 70 76 B2 87 9]

1OSdB AUVA% 0 2 0 4 2 II 6 21 31 O

(AUVA 103} Nr, 30 41 40 26 46 54 52 14 13 O 316

ISO% noel ties

107dB AUVA% 0 0 I0 0 33 lO 17 O 75 0

Nr. O 6 10 5 0 10 g 3 4 O 62

ISO% I 28 58 76 85 g8 91 93 95 95

llOdrl AUVA% 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0

Nt. 1 0 l 0 I 2 0 O 0 0 5

ISO % [ 38 74 88 94 94 95 96 97 97

IlSdB AUVA% i) O O 0 O O 0 O O O

Nt. O 0 0 O O O 1 O 0 0 I

817 997 902 854 1027 1140 1221 663 463 32 8116

i,
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Table G

25rill,criterionyearsof PERCENTAGES

cxp_sur_according YY,AI_SOF EXPOSURI'."_nQl'fl[t¢_lsfl_H_itlg,
0 5 I0 13 20 25 30 3._ 40 45

ISO% I 2 3 $ 7 10 14 21 33 S5

< 80 dB AUVA% I I 3 5 6 2 _ a e o
Nr. 1344 4as 222 Is2 144 s3 21 4 3 0 2351
lSO% 1 3 6 l0 13 17 22 3t_ 43 s;/

8S dB AUVA% e 2 1 a 3 4 2 4 20 0
Nr. 713 529 352 266 232 141 52 28 5 0 23}8
ISO% ! 6 13 19 23 26 32 41 54 6s

90 dD AU'¢A% 1 1 ! _ 4 5 8 9 a a
(AUVA 92) Nr. SOft ,338 265 175 163 I10 36 II fi 1 1411

ISO% I 9 20 29 3S 39 45 53 62 73
95 dB AUVA% 0 1 2 1 4 .S 5 0 0 0

Nt. 211 IBS 116 91 89 58 21 10 $ 0 ?9(3
ISO% no ©ņ ties - i

9"/dS AUVA% 0 | 3 2 _; 0 6 0 0 0

Nr. 154. 123 73 S7 57 39 16 3 3 e _2S
lSO% t 14 32 i 42 49 53 58 6S 74 82

IOOdB At]VA% 0 e 2 , 2 9 6 ID 20 0 0
Nr, 77 73 59 52 32 32 le s ! 0 341
|SO% I 20 4._ 58 65 70 76 82 _7 91

! 05 dll
(AUVA 103) AUVA% e 2 7. _ 1! 14 27 33 0 0

Nr. $0 _9 47 31 46 35 I1 6 1 0 316
ISO% noe_ des

107dB A_JVA% (_ e I0 25 10 50 67 laO 0 0
Nt, I! Is 10 8 l0 4 3 1 0 0 62

ISO% I _s _s 76 85 ss 91 93 9_ 95 .
ll0dB AUVA% 0 Q 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0

Nr. 2 I fl 0 2 0 e 0 rj 0 $
ISO_ ! 38 74 8B 94 94 95 96 97 97

llSdS AUVA% O e (_ 0 0 13 0 ,0 ,0 0
Nr, a 0 0 0 1 D 0 0 0 0 1

2B_B 176_: 1144 S32 776 4r2 170 6f_ 24 I 8120

One reason for tile poor correspondence between tile predicted and ob_rved number

of cases witi3 impaired hearing could be aa underrepresentation of subjects wit}> advanced
noise-induced hearing losses in onr materi_d. An answer In this question may be given by the
distribution of Imaring losses, especially at the higher frequencies, after various noise immis-
sions,

. Tables 7 to 16 show the distribution of hearing losses for tbe 5, 10, 25, 50, 75+ 90, and

+ 95 percentiles.
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Table 7

SPL: ,,_80
Ye0rlaf exposure;27-32
Nr, ofcn_al:(144

cOT CIO _35 C50 C_ CP[I C_

!28 ]]z 5,4 5+9 ?,2 9,5 ]4.5 [H.4 ]9.8

25_I1_ 5,4 5+9 ?,3 9,6 14.4 18.3 19,?

512 IIz 5,4 5,9 7,3 9.6 ]4.0 18,1 19.?

1024llz 5,4 5+9 ?.4 9.9 14.3 18.6 21,5

1448]lz 5.5 6,1 ?.8 11.2 16.7 23,1 28.4

204aliz 5.9 ?,0 10.0 ]6,8 25.3 35,4 43.6

2896IIz ?.6 tO,2 16,5 25.9 38.5 54.9 63,9

4096IIz 10,5 15.5 25,8 3?.5 53.7 69,_ ?9.3

5"/92 IIz [4.4 l?,6 26,3 38.8 5"/.1 ??.3 89.0

8192IIz 1].6 15.7 24.3 37.8 57.? 8].4 95.9

Table 8

SPL: 85
Yearsof oxpo_Jte:2'/.32
Nr. Gfcizos: 408

CO5 CIO C23 C50 C23 C90 C9.

128IIz 5.4 5.9 ?.3 9.5 13.9 !"7,9 !9A

2S6I{z 5.4 5,9 ?,3 P.6 13.8 1?.9 19,_

512 Hz 5.4 5.9 ?.3 9.6 ]3.8 18,1 19._

1024IIz 5.5 6.0 ?.5 ]0,! ]4.6 19.! 24,4

448llz 5.5 6.1 ?.9 ! !,5 I?.3 24,2 34,Q

2048]tz 6,1 ?.3 [1.0 !?.$ 26,8 40.! $4.3

2890[lz 7.9 t1,0 17.4 26.9 42.4 59,6 8?.9

409t_IIz 1],5 16,3 26,1 39._ 58.0 ?5,0 79.?

5792I[z 14.0 IB,2 27.5 40.(] 59.6 82.] 89+9

8192l[z _1.8 IS,9 25,2 38-S 59.? 8_.2 96.5
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Table 9

8PL: 92

Years of expoture: 27-32
Nr, of rates: 290

C05 C10 C25 C30 C73 C90 C9S

128 IIz 5.4 5.9 7.1 9.3 14.8 19.0 22.5

256 Ilz 5.4 5.9 7.2 9.3 14.5 ]8.0 20.0

512 ]l_ 5.5 3.9 7,3 9,6 14.4 IR,9 22.3

1024 tlz 5,5 6.0 7.4 9.9 15,0 20.0 24.8

1448 Hz 5,6 6.3 8.1 12.3 18.9 27,2 31,9

048 IIz 6,3 7,6 ] 1,8 18.5 28.8 48.9 55.3

2896llz 8,0 Il,O 18,4 28.8 46.9 65,0 71.3

4096 Itz 13.5 I7.5 27.4 43.3 59.8 75.6 87,l

b792 Hz 15,9 19.0 28.6 45.5 66,L 83.8 108.2

8192]lz 12,7 17,0 26,9 43.4 80.9 90.0 97.3

Table 10

SPL: 05

Y_rs of Cxpotuto: 27.32
Nr. of r.,a_s: 175

CO._ C lO C25 C50 C73 C90 C95

128IIz 8.5 6.0 7.4 9.8 14.7 18.8 2L0

296 llz 5.5 6.0 7.4 9.7 15.0 18,7 19,9

512Hz 5.4 5.8 7.2 9.4 14.6 10.2 23.5

1024 Ilz 53 5,9 7,3 9.7 15,0 2Q.4 28.3

1448 Hz 5.6 8.2 8,1 12.7 22.3 29.4 38.7

2048Hz 6.1 7.1 10,8 20.9 36.5 49.2 87.4

2896 Ilz 11.3 13,R 19.7 36,9 34.4 07.3 73,7

4096 tlz 17.3 21.1 3L6 52.5 87.2 77A 86.2

5792 Iiz I 18.8 23.9 31.6 54.4 74.7 83,6 88.0

[ 8192 tlz 20.0 23.4 31,6 58.3 77.8 96.0 98.0
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Table 11

SPL= 97

Years of expos.re: 27.32
Nr. of cases: 106

C 0._ C IO C2S C30 C75 C90 C95

128 }Iz 5.4 9,8 7,1 9.1 L3.9 18.6 23.5

256 llz 5.4 5.8 7.l 9,2 13.9 18.8 22.8

512 IIz 5.4 5.9 7.[ 9.3 13.fi 18.2 21.8

024 Hz 5,4 5.9 7.2 9,3 13.9 18.7 22,8

1440Ilz 8.6 6.1 7.8 I1,3 18.9 28.9 36.8

!048 IIz 7.0 9.l t2.9 20.0 29.1 47.4 54.5

2896IIz II.I I8.2 19.6 32.9 49,6 59.3 69.5

4096 Ilz 15.8 19.[ 29,8 48,5 63.5 78.4 87.8

;792 llz 14.1 21.5 38.6 50,0 66,5 87,8 93.4

:192llz 12.9 17.3 33.5 47.7 69,2 88,4 96.7

Table 12

f.PL: 100

Yeargof expoJuto: 27.32
Nr. of caseg: 02

CO5 CIO C2_ [ C50 C75 C90 C95
I

128 [[z $ .8 6.2 8,1 11.5 14.8 18.9 21,8

256 }lz 5.4 8,9 7.6 10.5 15.2 19.0 21.2

512 Hz 5.4 9.9 7.6 10.5 15.4 18.8 20,0

024 IIz 5,5 6,1 8.0 11,5 16,2 19.4 24,0

448 llz 5.6 6,4 8.8 14,4 20.3 29,7 38.6

2048 Ilz 6.1 7.6 12.8 21,7 30.4 47,3 54.8

:896 Ilz 10.2 18.4 19.5 35,7 49,6 64.0 68.6

4096 llz 18.9 19,3 31.3 48.3 65.4 76.5 79,9

5792 Ilz 16.4 28,2 38.6 8 ].0 68.1 76,8 89.8

8L92Hz 17,0 I 22.7 29.3 48.8 fi3.g 77_7 84.8
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TabTe 13

SPL: 103
YoetrlOfoxpo|ute: 27-02
Nr, of cosot: 70

C05 ClO C23 C50 C 75 C90 C95

128 11z 5.4 6,0 7,0 11,2 15.6 20,0 26.0

256 Hz 5,6 6,1 7.0 1 I.l 15,9 19,6 27.3

512 Ilz 5,4 6.1 7,9 I1.5 16.3 20,0 30.6

]024 Hz 5,6 6.3 6,2 11.9 16,6 22.6 37.5

1440 llz 5.8 6.7 0.2 I 5,0 22,5 28,9 48,0

2048 11z 7.2 9.4 15.2 22.7 34.6 48.8 63.8

2896 ilz 11.5 13.0 24,2 34.4 56.1 66.7 69.6

4096 llz 16,9 25.0 36.l 50.0 66.1 77.6 85.6

5792 IIz I6.3 19.2 38.8 55.6 68.8 85.0 80.5

8192 IIz 16.3 22.5 36,3 55.0 67.9 92.5 97.1

Table 14

SPL: 107
yeart of exposure: 27.32
Nr. ol cam=: 28

C05 CIO C23 C50 C 7.N C90 C95

128 Iiz $.5 6,9 9.3 9.7 15.0 21.0 28.0

256 Ilz 5.6 6,0 7.3 I0.0 13,0 19,2 28,0

51211z 5,6 6.2 7,9 11,7 17.1 21.0 28,0

1024 Ilz 5.8 6.6 8,9 13.6 17.8 26,5 29.0

1448llz 6.4 7.8 12.0 16.8 20,0 36.0 43,0

2048 HZ 10.7 13.0 18.8 26,3 35.0 66,0 68.0

2896Iiz 12,0 19.0 27.0 4L3 56,7 75.5 79.0

4096 llz 22.0 29,0 37.5 55,7 63.0 83,0 93,0

6792 ilz 22.0 29.0 38.3 47.0 58.3 75,5 79.0

8192 Ilz 16.0 19,5 32,5 47.0 65.0 ?3.0 92,0
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Table 15

SPL: 110

Yearsof exposure: 27.32
Nr, ofcases: 15

C05 CIO C2J C50 C75 C90 C95

128 Ilz 6.6 6.3 8.1 13.B 17.7 19.6 21.3

286 llz 5,6 6,3 0,I 13,8 19.1 06,0 20,I

512 IIz 5.9 6.9 9.7 14.4 19.1 28.8 3L3

1024 liz 6.3 7.6 I 1.3 16.3 19.4 36.3 38.l

448 Ilz 6.9 8.8 12,9 21.3 28,8 46.3 40.1

2048 )lz 11,9 13.8 19.4 30.3 39.4 57.5 71.3

2896 IIz 13.8 16.3 33,8 57.5 68.1 77.5 86.3

4096 Hz 18,8 22.5 38.8 63.0 77,% 62.5 96,3
i

$792llz 23.8 27.5 30.8 66.3 77.1 82.6 96.3

I_1192liz 18.8 21,3 28,8 50.8 78,1 88.8 91.3

Table 16

SPL; 115

Yeart of exposure: 27.32
NS,of cases: 3

C05 CIO C25 C50 C75 CgO Cg5

128 Ilz 6.5 6.0 7.5 10.0 17.5 19.0 19.5

256 liz 5.5 6.0 7,5 IO.O 17.5 19.0 19.5

512 I Iz 6.5 6.0 7,5 10.0 17.5 19.0 19.3

024 Hz 5.5 6.0 7.5 18.0 17.5 19,0 19.5

1448llz 8.5 6.9 7.5 IO.O 27.5 29.0 29,6

: 2048 llz 30.5 31.0 32.5 35,0 57.5 59.0 59.5

2896 Hz 50.5 66.0 67,0 70.0 77.0 79.0 79.5

4096 Hz 68.5 66,0 67,5 70,0 77.0 79.0 79.5

5792 Hz [ 66.5 56.0 [ 57.6 60.0 83,5 84,0 84.6

J I
: ..... RIq_ H7 :i$,_ ] 66.ll I _7A I 6fl.0 R2.S R4.0 R4,S
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Data are shown for men with 30 yea,_ of exposure (calculated according to ISO) to
wlrious sonnd pressure levels.

Table 7, for example, demmlstrates the situation ill 644 men with 30 years of exposure
;it somld pressure levels up to 80 dBA. Examination of the 75 percentile data shows that
subjects with severe hearing losses in the higher frequencies are rather common.

For a second example, consider the sample of 70 nren who were exposed 30 (ISO)
years to 103,5 dB(A) (table 13).

At least one quarter of these persons sbow pathological audiognlms of the advanced-
noise-damage type. In rids group 17% meet the 25-dB criterion; according to ISO it should
be 62%.

In countries in which conrpensation is provided for ear injuries caused by occupational
noise, the frequency of persons wial impairment of bearing, found at mass audiometrie
investigations in noisy industries, is of practical interest, because this frequency will to a
considerable extent determine the number of c_ses of compensation.

So oar experience might also be of some practical interest to legislative and adminlstm-
tire boards.
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SOME EPIDEMiOLOGICAL DATA ON
NOISE-INDUCED HEARING LOSSiN POLAND,

ITS PROPHYLAXIS AND DIAGNOSIS

WieafuwSulkowski,
Institute of OccupationalMedicine,

L6d_, Poland

]ntrodtletion

Needless to say, noise-induced bearing damage reduces profcs.'sion;d efficiency and
work safety, is often a cause of disability leading to e loss of profession, and above all will
influence tile sphere of private life. Glorig ( i 96 i ) has dghlly stressed its high potential costs
which are. higher in industry than the losses brought about by ogler professional diseases, if
we include ill an economic reckoning the value of disability pensions and compensatiorh tile
costs of absenteeism, the mstdts of the loss of ability to work before reaching pension age,
social and healtit consequences of b_aring bnpairmcnt, etc.

Statistical data regarding the number of persons with occupatioeal hearing loss, being
as a nileincomplete, are usu_dly not very representative and are hardly comparable due to
regional differences in the obligatory diagnostic criteria in the particular countries, different
reference standards for calibration of audiometers, and different mcdico-Iegal re_dations.
They give, however, the genend idea of the importance of the problem. The sources of
information consist mainly of: records of beating losses leading to authorization of compen-
sation, ti'_e results of cpidemiological examieation of workers exposed to noise and, in
Poland, from the data obtained from tile central, uniformly-accepted registration of occupa-
tional hearing losses.

Epidemiologicai data

Out of the 33 million population of Poland, about 4 million are employed in industry
(among them, i.5 million are women), and out of those, roughly 15-20 per cent are exposed
to noise levels causing risk of hearing impairment.

According to the evidence of the Sanitary-Epidemiolo_eal Department at the Ministry
of itealtb and Social Welfare, based on tile individual reports of occupational diseases, the
number of occnpational bearing losses registered during the period 1970-1972, compared
with other occupational diseases, has been presented in Fig, 1. Table I shows the structure
of occupational ilearing losses in the years 1970-1972, according to the industrial brandl
and age of workers, it appears from Table i tilat the greatest incidence of bearing damage
occurred in ihe group of people of 40-49 years of age, especially in the industry of transport
means, the mer,d and tile textile industries. Similar conchlsions come from French (Satdoicr
1969), Czechoslovakian (Suntyctl 1970), and Austrian (Surbock 1971) statistical reports.
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_9_0 19_1 1972

Figure1. Indicesof occupationalhearinglossandalloccupationaldlzease$inPoland,

Damagerisk criteria

Ceotr_ accumulation of tile casesof occupational hearing d_ntageht Poland on w]ticll
the above analysis has been made, is based on ualIbrm criterion genarally accepted for
prophyhlctie and diagnostic purposes: ncctlp;itiooal hearing damage is a bilateral loss of
hearing in relutiott to the audiometric zero (ISO, 1964) IiinottntJng to at Icllst 30 dB ill the
better ear after subtraction of t_ge correction, calculaled _ts an nritllmetie mean for fre-
quencies of 1000, 2000 and 4000 Ilz, for each ear sap;Irately.

That criterion is simil*tr to tl|_lt being used in the USSR (Ostapkovich and Pouomarew,
1971) but differs from the AAOO (Davis 1971) fomtuht which does not accept the impor-
tance of frequencies over 2000 ltz Ibr perception of speech and thus limits the number of
pergolas receiving compeJ|gation. Without entering into Ihe details of the controversial and

• dif0euit problem of deigning what degree of iie£iihi/6 tluteJiulltliOll cotdd be considered as a
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Table 1

OCCUPATIONAL HEARING LOSS IN POLAND IN ACCORDANCE
TO VARIOUS INDUSTRIAL BRANCHES AND THE AGE OF WORKING POPULATION

iN YEARS 1970 TO 1972

NRANCImS AGE GROUPS TOTAL DYNAMIC
NR OF INDUSTR! YEAR -39 30-39 4049 50-,_4 55.59 60-64 65- [Ni)_X

1970 la E7 109 39 28 17 2 283 lea.0

I Transport 1971 14 71 133 61 55 29 13 376 130.6

Means Indumy 1972 II 67 14l 78 74 61 16 448 133.6

{970 l 17 25 $ 3 5 6l IO0,O
hl_ta]

2 197] 3 30 96 26 28 II ] 315 352.5
]ndustW

1972 2 33 97 25 24 14 2 197 322.3

1970 3 I1 21 2 7 IO 4 58 103.03 Textile ]971 3 _'_ 63 23 14 28 24 rE6 286,2
Industry ""

1972 2 29 60 23 32 81 IN4 41l 701].6

1970 6 16 5 6 I I 35 lOO,O
Coal,Mining

1971 16 43 2S 13 24 3 126 360,0

4 Industry 1972 - 18 83 57 21] {7 $ 201] 594.3

1970 5 17" 29 1O II 6 3 8l 10O,0
Machine

$ 1971 1 {8 34 12 6 6 3 79 97.9
Industry

]972 l 21 45 I1] 13 ]1 4 115 142,0

1970 2 19 20 7 12 9 l ' 70 IO3,0
Iron

6 1971 2 8 23 l0 IE 8 2 69 93.6
Foundry

1972 I 21 44 17 24 12 4 123 171],7

llulldh3g 1970 12 11 3 11 9 3 49 103.0

7 Material 1971 3 1] 16 7 15 13 6 63 123,6

Indultry 1972 7 26 I I 7 19 7 77 157.1

1970 2 16 24 9 6 4 61 IOO,O
Other Btmnclte$

8, of Industry 1971 1] 15 114 {3 16 13 1 119 {93,1
1972 2 14 45 14 11] 15 9 114 186,9

Gxem! 1970 28 181] 2115 71 81] El 14 703 10O,0

9 Total 1971 33 205 454 176 164 132 52 1313 172,5

for Industry 1972 19 210 341 243 219 230 231 1693 24L0

handicap with regard to health impairment and/or to the loss or limitation of earning
ability, it seems that the criterion accepted in our country is fairer for all sufferers and is
justified both from file hearing-protection point of view as well as from the medico-legal
evaluation. Pensions and compenmtion are being granted to persons classified as disabled
due to occupational diseases by the medical board for employment and disability, taking
into account tile degree of hearing loss and degree of invalidism.

Apart from the criterion of degree of hearing loss mentioned here, the diagnosis of
occupational hearing loss does not take into consideration other etiological reasons for a
similar picture of deafness of sensorinetmd type, as well at/ otller fonns of headng damage

. i not connected wiril the wnrking environment rod, above all requires an addquaie du_:umeu-
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tation of long-term anise eXl)osure indttcing tile risk of hearittg impairnrent. With regard to
hearing protection in Poland, a noise level of not nlore thml 90 dBA, lasting 5 hrs or nlore of
cotltinuous expostlre daily is pemlissible.

For continaous noise lasting less tilan 5 hrs and ['or periodically interruptetl nolsa,
admissible levels are established with tile help of file diagranls presented in Fig. 2. In easeof
fluctuating and irregalar noise, the admissible level is specified as anequiv:dent sound level
of 90 dl)A. For impulse and tonal noise exposure, the perelissib]e level shoukl be 5 dBA
lower,

nJ tl_ f_s tao _ d_,x

S

,_, _P'9f_,T/-'_-YF'd-H

OURAIIONO_EXPOSUR6 ON-rIME (MINI
tM=_4)

Figure2, Permisdblenoiselevelwith rugardof its durationleft. Diagramforevaluationof intermittent
noise(right).

At present, tile above recommendations express a irece_a_ compromise between
hygiene requirements, whiclt endeavour to lower tlrese values, and tecnnical and economic
capabilities of indastryl Some pabIications indicate that drere also occur cases of hearing
damage among tire workers exposed to noise below the critical vaule, i.e. below 90 dBA
(Wojcieszyn 1970, Borsak, Sulkowski et al. 1970). Therefore there is an urgent necessity for
periodic review and revision of tile accepted damage risk criteda in view of the ever-
progressing knowledge about tire car and hearing, and their relationship to fire noise
exposure.

For closer characteristics or these relations, we present some results of retrospective
audiometric examinations performed in different occupational environments/Sulkowski

- and Andryszek, 1972, Sulkowski el aL 1972/. "rite examinations liad been preceded by a
detailed acoustic charaeteristization of the working stations, by professional and medical
investigations and anamneses and by the examination of ears, nose and throat in an anechoic
chamber by means of Peters A P-6 audiometer, observing the rule that there had been at
least a 16-hr break after the last exposure to noise. In statistical evaluation of the mean
hearing thresholds of tire examined groups there were calculated standard deviations and
95.5 per cent confidence limits for the average general population.
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L Textile indns/o'

Out of 6rJO randomly-selected workers ill co[ton-weaVillg_ spinning and ]lose strand
twisting departments exposed to contiouous steady-state broad band noise, 98 Stlbjecls were
excluded who had suffered from morbid citanges in tha middle ear, had undergone skull
trauma or Itad had other diseases which would jeopardize proper owriaation of tbe influenea
of the actual exposure to noise on tha state of bearing. Tbe mean bilateral hearing
thrcsilolds of the remaining 51 I subjects (59 males and 452 females) (average age range 37.2
yrs ± 9.8 and will| the average length of employment 12.2 ± 6.6) separately for the workers
of the particular three departments are sbown in Fig. 3. No statistically significant
differences have been found between hearing thresimids of the left and the right ear (p >
0.051. Greater statistical significant hearing losses ilave been noted in men, although the
dispersion around the mean was similar for both sexes (F < F 0.05) x.

The signilicant differences o/"bearing thresholds among tl_e workers of the separate
departments (F = 604.06 > F 0.01) seem to be connected with tile.different levels of noise,
as wall as with tl_e structure of the examined groups, i.e. their age and length of
employment (averag_ age and length of employment for separate departments differ
significantly If = 19,38; P < 0.051 )

The influence of age and length of eo|ployment of the exmnined population on the rise
of hearing fltreshold _ems to be dear. Thepz is a significant increase of hearing Io_s accord-
ing to age (for men F = 17.4; 1' < 0.01 and for women F = 292.97; P < 0.011 and slmilar
one according to length of employntent (F = 319,00 > F 0.0 I). The above is supported by
tile regression lines (Fig. 4),

In 46 workers the magnitude of the bearing loss (after deduction of rile age correction)
reaclred the criterion for a compensable loss. Their distribution is shown in Table IL

9_. Metal htdttslo,

Out of 270 wo_-king population in three metal plants, viz. cutlery manufacture (con-
tinuous noise with fiuatuafing level), oar spring manufacturing and press plant (impact
noise), 32 workers were excluded due to patbological symploms in the middle ear or otbcr
diseases, The mean bilateral hearing tbresholds were determined in tile remaining 238 sub-
jeets (195 men and ,12 women) separately for each working group. Figure 5 shows the
oscilloscope photograms of noise in the particular plants. The results of audiomctrie exami-
nations of exposed popalations arc presented in Fig. 6.

There appear significant differences in the mean bearing th_silolds of particular
,,groups, wl|ieb are probably dne to file different characteristics of exposure, especially as the
parameters of age and leogtll of employment are pmctie',dly identical, In the population of

XTh¢method of varianceana)yslsaccordingto the _heme of singleclassificationhas beenused,(F denotes
the valueof P - Snedecorstatistics).
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Figure 3. Mean bilateral hearingthresholdsof textile workers: mean hearing threshold x;--.-.-.

rangeof dispersion±_, --.- 95.5 %confidencelimits for rbe averagegeneralpopulation (x - 2_x) and Ix + 2

Figure 4. Regr_sion lines of the form y ,, ax + b characterizingdependanceof hozzrlngIon on agoand
length of employment.



t_--. Table 2

OCCUPATIONAL HEARING LOSS IN TEXTILE WORKERS

INDUSTRIAL TOTAL AGE iris) I.ENGTII OF EMPLOYMENT (yrsl
DEPARTMENTS 20.29 30-39 40.49 $0-S9 1.3 4-6 7-10 11-15 16-

Number ol

._ Subjects 200 42 82 57 19 18 25 22 81 54

_ Oceupad0nal "
Ilearlng 27 l0 II 6 - I 3 II 12

Loss

Numt:,cr of
172 37 S4 42 39 115 26 24 37 70

o_ ,f Subjects

_ Oceupano,lat
Ilearin s IS 5 4 6 I 4 4 6

Loss

N_rnb_ or

_=_ Subj,,*:l_t29 s2 3S 3S 12; ._ 43 22 3" Occupational

_ licaring 4 4 1 2
Los=

the pL.mch press plant, consisting o1" men and women of similar distribution of age and

length of employment, a significant rise of threshold has been noted for men (p < 0.001).
The regression lines traced on the basis of mean hearing thresholds for tile separate age and
length of employment indicate the relationship between the age, length of employment and
the course of the bearing threshold curves (Figure 7).

Table II1 summarizes the eases of the stated occupational hearing losses.

3. Forest workers x

Out of 12,000 woodcutters using motor-saws and therefore having been exposed to
noise of fluctuating level but without an impulsive component for less than 5 hoots daily,
401 workers were chosen for examination. 58 workers were excluded due to middle-ear

'pathology and other diseases or to exposure to noise in previous employment. In 11 of the

remaining 343, eompenseble hearing losses were found (Tab. IV).

Figure 8 presents mean bearing thresholds for different age groups, separately for left

and right ears. Statistically significant differences were found between the left and right

ears, which was not observed in the control group consisting of 47 tree-fellers of similar age

and length of employment, but who worked only with an axe (Table V), It seems likely that

x11te p:cseated data =c a part of the ms=arch work on: '*The cffcels q_f chronic vibTation and nDtse cxposulc on die heaEll

of woodcuncrs" b_lng conducted wilhln Polish-American Scientific Collaboration • conRact No 05-0053, Project Officer
A. Cohen, Pb,D,, Principal Investigator; It, Ra falskl, M.D.
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Figure5. Oscilloscopephotograms of floisein particularmetal plants.A: cutlery manufacture: continuous
noisewith fluctuating level, meanSPL 92.100 dBA, leq 95 dBA. B: carspringplant: Leq 108 dBA, m_an
levelof acousticbackground82 d9A, impulsepeak pressurelevel 121 dBA, risetime 0.2 sac,duration 0.0
sOc,time interval 0,8 sac, repetition of impulse1/sac.C: punch pressplant: Leq 95 dBA. mean level of
acoustic background85 dBA, impulsepeakpressurelevel09 dBA, rise time 0.05 sac, duration 0.2 sea,time
interval 0.5 sac, repetitionof impulses2/sac.

the special posture of the chain - saw oser during his work causes tile left ear to be especially

exposed (Fig. 9). The calculated coefficients of both total and fractional correhltion confirm

lilt: relation between age alld length of employment and tile course of hearing threshold

curves (Table VI). Ar_ analogous concl,sior_ arises frozrt the a:gre_ion lines, traced according

to the age anti lenglh of employinent for evaluatlon of the average changes of hearing
thresholds (Fig. 10).
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F(gure g. Mean bilateral hearing thresholds of metM workers (_ mean hearing threshr_ld: --,-.-. range of

dilpers(on x ± _;xI.

4. Discussion

The relation between noise and irreversible changes in I_earing sensitivity which arise
due to long-term daily exposure has been the subject of so many field studies that there
would not be enough room to enumerate them all here.

In spite of standardized methods of"hearing measnrement based on tonal audiometry,
the great number of variables makes the comparison and evaluation of the results which
have been obtained difficult-for example, tile wide variation of individual susceptibility.
There exists, then, the problem of an adequate use of these experimental data gathered for a
better explanation of the effects of the exposure to noise on hearing. Therefore, the
problem is to establish possibly optimal damage risk criteria (DRC) more accurate than
those now in use. DRC worked out on a statistical basis cannot ensure preservation of
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Figure 7. Regression lin_s of the form ¥ = ax + b characterizing dependence of hearing Io, on ago and

length of employment in metal workers.

Table 3

OCCUPATIONAL HgARING LOSS IN METAL WORKERS

INDUSTRIAL I AGE (yrs) LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT (yrs)

PLANTS TOTAL 24.29 30-39 40-49 I 50- l-: 6-JO 11-J3 lS-

NumE_rel'

._ p Subjects ]09 26 34 30 19 32 15 22 40

_,,_ Occupational 16 4 8 4 l 2 2 11
I]ear_n_LO.
Numbe:of

"_'_u_ SubJe¢,, 55 $ 17 24 9 9 l_ l$ 16Occup_tJona_ 32 3 lO 13 6 ,5 7 8 12
tlead_SLou
Humberof

Subjects 74 17 lg 26 ]3 30 17 I ]2 15

HeadnsLoss 5 2 3 J 3 2, J } I
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Table 4

OCCUPATIONALHEARINGLOSSIN CHAIN-SAWUSERS

ACE (yrs) LENGTIIOF EMPLOYMENT(yrs)
TOTAL 20-29 30-39 40-49 50,59 I . 3 4 •6 7. I0 l 1-15 16 -

NumL_rof
Subjects 343 40 lOI 147 55 57 106 137 36 ?

Occup_tionM [ l 1 1 7 2 l 3 4 3
Iicarin_ Loss

_j it "" | Ir_ ,= L ,

' ; L_ I RIGHT"t

,= w0.,0,,,.
.[ ,.,a .... --qt
,,I -'--' '- .'-_:,a--..÷ ... ' i_ -: --:*- .-_::.-."---

' NNN4LO$$fl,fl H_II_GLOSNig_J[!_ I
Ir.r_A_t4tl 46 I _HllII,._W

Figure 8. Moan hearingthreaholds of woodcutters,separatelyfor left and right eors,-- Mean hearing
threshold. -.-.-. Rangu of dispersion± _. - ..... 95.5 % confidence limits for the _veragegeneral
population ix. 2_ x) and (x + 2 _;x}'
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Table 5

EVALUATION OF MEAN HEARING LOSSES
IN WOODCUTTERS IMEAN FOR FREQUENCIES lOSs, 2000, 4GOSH=)

SIGNIFICANCE
EXAMINED GROUPS LEFT EAR RIGIIT EAR OF DIFFERENCES

Chain-Saw Usors 22,1 z 11,6 18,6 =t 9.7 t = 2,871
Total (N = 343) p < 0,Of

Eltain-Saw U_cts t = 0,636

with Occupational 52,1 • 9,1 S0.2 ± 7.1 p > 0.05
Hearing Loss (N _ I I)

Controls (N =_47) 17.1 _ 9.1 18.O= 9.5 t =0.469
p > 0.05

Significance or t = 2.s31 t = 0.376

Uil'fer_nccs (Chain-Saw p < 0,01 p > O,S
UJcr_ - ConlrOls)

normal bearing for the whole population expOSEd to noiso hazard but only for the m;dority
- those of a;'erage susccpilbility.

Studies on a few different occupational cuvironmcnts which were not controlled with
regard to protection of hearing indicate a great spread of hearing thresbolds of the examined
invididu',ds around the aridlmctic mean of ilre ',vboIs group. A similar high standard devia-
tion was found by Riley ct ",d.(1961) aud Jatho (1955), who studied IlLs as a function of
age and sex in populations not exposed to noise. In our audiograms wa have not subtracted
ago corrections, so the data presented illustrate tire combincd influence of noise exposure
and age-induced hearing losses which, according to Spoor (1967), increase witb tire logarithm
of age. However, comparison of the audiogrems of nml-noise-ex posed subjects having the same
ago as tile subjects in our control groups gives an idea of tire magnitude of, ,usit is called by
Passchicr-Vcrmcel (I 971), "the noise-induced part of the median hearing level". The results
are tlrerefore file key relation between pcrmancut threshold shifts for ptt_-tone and
physical noise parameters, Effective duration and years of exposure, They show also, simi-
lariy to Burns and Robiuson's (1970) findings, fllat the curve of hcariug loss has oo
tendency to a sudden flattening after 10-15 years of employment.

Significantly lower lreamlg thresholds of women found in oar data as well as in many
other surveys (JaRkowski, 1952; Hassmann ot at. 1970; Dieroff, 1967; Ward, 1965) are
ascribed to a higi|er absenteeism of women and to a lesser exposure of women to non-
occupational noise.

Tire alarming percentage of bearing impairmeut among the workers of tile met;d
industry exposed to impact noise shows the urgent used of establishing D.R,C. for this type
of noise, whose evaluation is still in the area of uncertainty of knowledge (Kryter, 1970;

[ Coles and Rice, 1971 ; Sulkowski etal. 1972).
[ It should be stressed that in both fire metal and textile industries, we had expected at

the outset to find confirmation of our presumption of the considerable appareRt risk of
hearing loss tlmre due to R.holir daily ,_pnsure. But finding 11 .a.a. of aompcnsao,,. ,1Rating
losses among the woodcutters exposed only about 3 hours daily to fluctuating noise came as
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Figure9, Chain-sawu_r engagedin_'e4.tollinO,

a surprise to us. In the entire group of 343 chain-saw users, tbe thresholds of tile left ear
proved to be worse than tbose of tile right ear, which bad been reported to tim examiners by
tile workers themselves before the audiometrie tests started.

The risk of damage an'tong forest workers has 'also been noted by Holmgren et _d.
(1971) and Passchier-Veraleer (1971). However, they did not give any details about the
number of stated cases of compensable hearing losses. The results achieved by those authors
as well as ours seem to confirm the equal-energy hypothesis which, for evaluation of a
fluctuating noise as well as for an irregular one, a_t|mes that the risk of hearing loss dependsi

on the total dose of acoustic energy, regardless to the distribution of the energy in time.
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Table6

EVALUATIONOF DEPENOENCEOFHEARINGLOSS
ONAGE ANDLENGTHOF EMPLOYMENTBY MEANS

OF TOTALANn FRACTIONALCORRELATIONCOEFFICIENTS

CIIAIN-SAW

COEFFICIENTS CIIAIN.SAW USERSWITH CONTROLS
DEPENDENCES OF CORRELATION USERSTOTAL oCCUPATIONAL

HEARING LOSS

Age(Xl) -Leng{h +0,343 "_0.394 +0.685
of Employment(x2) rx I x2 t =6,03 t =4.197 t =6,307p < O,O0l P< o.0Ol p< 0.01

liearlngLoss(y) +0.299 +0.557 +0.548
-Age (Xl) ry x 1 t = 5,408 t = 4,395

p < O,00I p < 0,01
+0,223 +0.4"/I ÷0,443

'ryxI .X 2 t = 3,949 t =3.318
p< O.Ol p < 0.05

11eadngLoss(y) +0.288 +0.414 +0.360
-Lengdl of Tyx2 t= S,192 t = 2.588
Employment(x2) p< 0.oI P< 0.002

+0,207 +0,255 -0.0154
fYX2.XI 1=3.562 t =0,791 t" O,103

p< O.01 p> 0.o5 p>O,9

LEGENDS: Co¢fflcientzof TOtalCotxela0an CoofRcionts or"Frac0onalCorrelation

Txlx2t TyxI. Tyx2 rYXI*X2, Tyx2"xI

•. ,_, _ *¢tllt *t_t
, . • , * _ ,

....... :' -- ..:,.. . - , ; • . : . ' . : . .

s ,_..':'_-.:',:.,',.ir. " " " " ;; ; " ; ;" ; , . . . . ' "t

.: :{':"'"''', : ' ! i Z : " ' : :

Flgurl 10. Regina=Ion lines of the form y - ex + b characterizingdependenceof hearingloss on age and
lengthof employment In foreetryworkers.
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Prupllylaxis and diagnosis of occupational hcaring loss

Propbyhlxis of bearing dnnmge, which st_lrts wilh tile physi¢_d measurement of noise
and evaluation of its lnlnrffulncss, is in Ihe scope of the industrial health service _lctlvitias in
Poland. lr_dustrial physici_ms have an advisory voice in noise control which is carried out by
the industrial hygieue st;fff in epidemlological centers - cities, towns, voivodeshlps and
districts - leading to diminution of noise levels, shortening of exposure times, and use of
indlvidu',d acoustic defenders,

"ll_e pre-employment and follow-up atltliometric cx:m_inations, which him at assunmcc
of controlled, repeated and comparable evahlation of bemiring of workers, are performed in
stntionary audiometric laboratories at factorial, multi-f_lctori_d, district, town or voivodeship

industr!al outp;itient clinics. Supewision over these examinations is provided by the otolar-
yngologists, who also determine their frequency. In 1972, there were 205 otolaryngologists
employed in tile Polish industrial he_dth service. The consult:mr departments of the volvode-
ship outpatient clinics verify the detected bearing damage; doubtful cases or diagnostically
difficult ones are referred for decisloi'_ in conditions of dinic'.d observation to the Institute
of Occupational Medicine. During the peliod of 1971 to 1972, 496 cases (356 men und 1,10
womeo) of heariug impairment ;nnoug the workers of different branches of industry from
tile whole country were referred for cbeckiug. Occupatiomd bemiring loss was confirmed in
330 cases, The grounds for elimhmtiot'_ of occup;Jtional etiology iu the remaining 166 cases
,',relisted in the Table VII.

Tablo 7

MOTIVES FOR ELIMINATION OF
OCCUPATIONAL ETIOLOGY

ENUMERATION OF MOTIVES NDMgER O[
CASES

, NON-ORGANIC HEARING LOSS ................................................ 55

,OTOSCLE ROSIS ............................................................ 12

, YYMPANOSCLEROSIS ....................................................... 14

, UNDERGONE CONSERVATIVE AND RADICAL OP[_RATIONS OF TIlEMIDDLE EAR .......... 21

, CHRONIC PURULENT OTITIS MEDIA ........................................... 39

, CONGENITAL DEAFNESS .................................................... 2

, MENIERE DISEASE ........................................................ , IS

, LACK OF 'ESSENTIAL NOISE EXPOSURE .......................................... 8

, IOTAL ..................................... 166
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It is our experience, and Colas and Pricdt.. (1971) present a similar opinion, that
conventlolla] ton;d audiolnctry alone is not always adequata for re[i;ibl¢ evahlation of

hearing, especially with regard to dailnauts of compensation.
Nothing less than the application of a large set of varim=saudioloL,'icnltestsallows a

well-founded clk=gnosis in such enses. In our lustitute these ;=reroutinely u_cl: marmal tonal
aadiometry, Bekesy automatic audiometry, suprathreshold examinations (mainly tests
of Langebeck, I.iischer - Zwlsloeki, SISI}, speech aadiometry, =rodamong classic malingering
tests, mostly Stenger's test anti Ibe del:lyed speech feedback test. The ineasurements of
stapedius inuscle reflex and evoked response audlometry (Bochenek et al. 1973) are also
worth mentioning as valuable methods for evaluation of real heating tllresholds.
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ON THE PROBLEM OF INDUSTR IAL NOISE AND
SOME HEARING LOSSES IN CERTAIN

PROFESSIONAL GROUPSEXPOSED TO NOISE

J. Moskov

Sofia, Bulgaria

The wide davelopnlcnt o1'industri;d proceSSESand extensive incchaniz;itiou havegreedy
facilitated physical labor. The modern way of life has created more comfortable living
conditions. In spit,.' of this, however, noise has not diminished, but is still increasing. In
recent years, noise has proved Io be otle of tile nlost widespread no×ious faetols of the
working elrvironalent in our country. BEing ;ill environmental l'actor, it penetrates all
spbercs of llfe - both at the working places and ill our ordinary living ;rod social environment.

To arc;eliza at_d direct adequately die fight against industrial aoise in our conutry it
was necessary to make first a complex ewduation of this factor, including both the physical
clumlctedstics of tbe wtrious IlOiSasellCOtHltered ill tile dil'l't:reut industrial branches and also
the influence exerted by them on the workers.

Ill view of this, the Research Institute of LtJbonr Protection and Professional Diseases
undertook the task of studying the noise produced at most of tire working places in the
basic branches. We took also into consideration the fact tlmt =lot only the workers at the
nl_lehines and mechanical sources producing intensive noise are being exposed to tile noise,
bat also these working in proxinlity to Ibear.

: SinlultaneousJy, we also carried oat serial nnlsS prophylactic axanlinations on groups of
workers exposed to noise. Different spcckdists took parl ill these exanlinations: profpathol-
ogists, otologists, aenrologists, internists, etc. In instances of the presence of a noise effect
combined with other factors, we also carried out an invasti_lion of these factors and of
their influence. Thus, for example, WE studied also tile vibnitions usually accompanying
industrial noise in the timber and ore-alining industries; in the chemical industry, wood-
working, textile ;rod other indnstdes we conducted toxicologic studies and examinations of
the dust aerosols; in metallurgy and in tile smith-pressing departments we also studied the
overheating mieroclimatic conditions, etc.

Besides all these complex studies, we carded out further a threshold-tonal audiometric
examination. This examination was performed in a labor-by_euic installation. In ease we
discovered substantial changes, the afft.'cted workers were laken over by the special otologic-
aadiologic departments where additional audiologic examinations, including speech
radiometry, etc., were carried out. BesidEs ;m examination of hearing, in certain categories
of workers-mainly tl'_ose wllose activity demanded consklarable psychosensorial strain-we
have begun still other examinations: oil tile effect of nOiSEon peripheral vision, on the
processing of inforflralion, _product[on of a dosed lllnseular stndn, reproduction of a
spatial position of the hand, Etc. In some cases we are also studying the vibrational sensi-
tivity, heat sensitivity, arterial pressure, pulse rate, etc. We stndied a total of about 900
industrial objects of 14 different hldustries by measuring the noise produced at several
thousand working plzlces. A par',dlcl study w;_salso made of 6400 workers.

The rEsUlts of these stndlas, as well as those of the propbylactie audiometric examina-
tions, are shown in the following figures:
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Table 1.

NOISE LEVFI,B IN SOME BRANCHES OF PRODUCTION + /in dB (A)/

f_iETALLU£_G

Oylinders for casts elesning

Orushers

Bali mille -" ""4

Cleaning devices

_suldisg departments -- "- """ "_

ELEOTRICAL INDUSTRY .........

Turbo feeders

Turbine hells '"

DEC

MAOHINE-BOILDING AND _,_Y2AL- - ....... 4
WORKING

Tinsmith' s departments

El_cksmith' s deportments ,, I

Work with riveting instruments _"

Work with hand emery-wheels -.t.4

WOODWORKING "- -- _ - " -4

Oircule_ sews _ .... 4

Knife-grinding pieces --, -4

P_SS departments --

Abrlcht-machlnes -

TINBERINDUSTRZ ---_-- -4

SHOE INDUSTRY

PROD_OTION OF READY-mADE
CONSTRUCTION ELEmeNtS

I Vibremeese8 ....

i Vibrsriddles

+ SDme mos_ naisy sources and working processes ere also shown,

IS8

.... .......... . .............. ........... _ ............. +.++;.+.-++x++*. +++ .+_



Toble I DO.2 (Noiselevelsinsome branch_ of production),

CF[EI,)IOALINDU_TRY 100 110

Sods production

Production of nitrogen -4
fertilizers

Ploetics productian " "

Antibiotics production *

Osmont production ' " " "

Carbide and gunpowder production "_

Other working pisces --. ,4

Production of bricks end cement

00AL M_NES

8epsretions I" '-- " '

ORE-MINING

: ORANES : 4

ROPE-LX_S "_

TEXTILE INDUSTRY

Loom_ * _"

8pinnlns looms -4

Rin_ mochine8 ._. i..j

Shuttles . - .4

_OOD AND TASTE INDUSTRY

Hsa_-monufscturlng enterprisem 4 I

Bu_o_ in_ust_ -4

Gereels-msnufscturln6 industry

Pro_uo_isn of non-oloohslis
d_inkQ

TELEPH0_8_ CENTRALS AND TEI_T_PE

Oomputor contrem I

I_EATHER INDUSTR_ "

O_OE_, _LA_ MA/_AGEMENTS AND
LABORATORIES
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Figure 1, Average tos_ of hearing in workers engo_d in woodworking,

Length of work: _ Leu than 1 year; -- 1 • 3 years; - ,- 4 - 6 years; .... 7 - 9 years; ..... 10- 1B
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Figure 2, Average loss of heoring in worker; engogod in th0 production of ready,made construction
alemont$,

Length of work: - - Loss _hun 1 year; -- 1 - 3 years; - - - Over 3 yeorz,
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Figure4. Averogeloisof hearing in workersengogodin the shoeindustry.
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Figure 6, Avera0e los=of hearing in worker= engaged in the timber industry.

Length Qf wDrk: -- 1 - 3 years; - - 4,9 years; -. - 10 and over 10 years,
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Tile Table indicates tile uver_lge results of the noise dlltll. The audloln_lric results (Figs.
1-8) are hearing levels ufter tilt uge correction suggested by 1linchcliFfe.

The noise ineasnrenlenls ;ire ;ill card-indexed. A separ;Ite cerd is nlilde for each work
al_l studied. Thc.':_ separale curds contuln diita iihont the kind of produ: lion zlnd tile
prol'essions by which work is performed under the effect of noise, the cutegory and number
of workers exposed to Ibis no×ions influence. Data ure ;dso enlered concerning the dtlrutlon
of exposure at tile various working plaices.

"lqle purpose of our studies is the nnlking of a contribution to elucidating the noise
status in our eonntry. They :ire intended to dr:lw the :lttention of tile audiologist, industrial
health patllologist, the Irude union, administrative and other hui_aus, to the noise problem.

Oil tile basis of these studies, we worked out a number of prophyl;_ctie progrums,
instrneiions for the fight zlgalnst noise in various I_r,'lnches, hygienic nomrs of industri;d
noise, etc. A nunlber of iinport;int problenn; still stand belbre its, waiting to be solved. Thus,
for exumple, there is still no solution to the problem of Ihe degree of heuring needed for tile
various professions; no Bulgarian stundard fias been worked out, as yet, lbr age correction in
audiolnelrJc examlmilions. At presenl, we either do lint llse corrections for ege c[I;nlges, or
we use lhosc luken ftoln foreign uuthors, worked out for the poptllulion of oilier eotlntries,
based oil different demogrephie and other indices. The criterion for determining the work-
ing capacity of u person, in ;in industrial hygiene context, sfioldd depend oil his profession.
Speech ;ludionlelry lies to be introduced (as u nile) in eslabllsbing the social uttequecy of the
exeurined iodividtnd.

Pre-enlploynlent and nlmlitoring uadiometric exuminutlons of workers engaged ill the
so-called noisy profes.'sions have alreudy become standard pnlctice. We are also having good
results in the field of preliminary sunitar)' control. The noise fuctor is being alre;idy taken
into consideration in giving u pennlt and approwd for different devices und machines, for
fuetory departments, for bnilding a plant, etc.

The training programs of medical students _lnd doctors specializing in industrial
hygiene already include a section on noise and vihrutions. During recent years, several
symposi_i _lnd nutiomd congresses were held in our coilntr$, on the problems of noise, with
parilcipetion of :i nln_lber of disllngnisllcd speciufists from lueny foreign countries. The
development of :l special law for the fight ug:dnst noise and vibrution is in prospect and this
will be ;illimportant step in the difficult fight ag;iinst these dis_greeuble mid noxious flitters.

We llold to the concept tllut in establishing tile noise nonlls in the future, botb for
industriel noise and for noises in our ordinary llviog ;ind social environment, we should also
take into consider:tiled their extruaurlil effects, which in mun_,,cases are being manifested
early, ut levels that do not le_id to ehenges in hearing.

The fight against noise is u complex problem. The achievement of f_lvoruble results will
be possible only oil the b:isis of the mntu;ll efforts of speckdists frolo /nelly different fields
and with tile cooperation of tile udlninistr,'ltive and sociul organs and organizations.
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NOISE-INDUCED HEARING LOSS FROM EXPOSURE
TO INTERMITTENT AND VARYING NOISE

W. Posschicr-Vermeer
ResearchInstitute for PublicHealth EngineeringTNO

Delft, The Netherlands

INTRODUCTION

The orighlal intent of this review was to consider exposure to intermittent noise only,
but exposures to varying noise have been included as well. Since varying noise includes
intermittent noise, the hitter being _othlng but noise varying between a "high" and a "low"
noise level and since it is quite unclear wbat "low" in this respect mauns, it seems advan-
tageous to start from the more general subject of exposures to varying noise.

At the moment no field studies are known which give relations between exposures to
varying or intermittent noise and noise-induced heating loss, In the second part of this
review, an atlempt has been made In relate I,odl quantities, by using data from sever.el
papers. Exposure to impulsive noise, such as gunfire, is not referred to.

In the first part of this paper, those noise expostlre limits will be reviewed which refer
to exposua.' to intermittent and v;irying noises. All these limits are based on temporary
tfircshold shift by assuming that there exists a certain relation between temporary tlireshold
shift and permanent threshold shift,

This review does not distills criteria, the b;isie limits of safe noise exposure, concerning
the percentage of people to be protected from so and so many decibels ha_ring loss at these
and those frequencies after so tmtl so many years of exposure, re|uteri to this orthat group
of non-noise exposed people. This subject seams to be suffieieady coveredby other papers
presented at the Congress (GIorig, Kryter).

1. TEMPORARY THRESHOLD SIIIFT FROM FXPOSURE TO VARYING AND IN-
TERMI'VI'ENT NOISE

I. Damage risk conlours prepared by NAS-NRC CIIABA Working Grolq146 (Kryter,
Ward, Miller and Eklredge 1966)
Before discussing these contours, it shoukl be pointed ont that a tremendous
number of "ITS experiments form the b;tsis of these contours. Criticism on
extrapolations used in the derivation of these contours should be seen in the llgbt

of this remark. The contours are b_lsed Oll three postulates, (I) TTS 2 (Temporary
Tixrashold Shift measured 2 minutes after the and of a no_se _xposure) is a
consistent measure of a single day's exposure. This is supported by evidence that
TTSs maintain their rank order during recovery (Ward et ul. 1958, 1959a)and
that recovery does not depend on how 'I_S was produced (Ward at al, 1959b). (2)
All exposures that produce u given TTS 2 are equally hazerdons as far as NIPTS
(Noise-Induced Fcmlanent Threshold Shift) is concerned (3) TTS 2 is about equal
to NtPTS after ten years of exposure. Noise exposures with parameters lying on
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tile damage risk contours sbould restrict tile average "ITS2 at 1000IIz and below
to 10 dB, at 2000 llz to I5 dB and ilt 3000 Ilz and above to 20 dB. These
"FFS2-valucsare called in tile following criteria TTS2s.

Three sets of contours were coastrttcted, They were derived by trsiog eqtla-
tions, expressing the increase of Trs 2 at several frcqaeneles with exposure time,
for constant octave band noise with octave band sound p_sstLr¢ level ;rs tbc
parameter, and by asing genend frcqacncy-bldepctldent ChiVesfor the reeoveG of
'VI'Safter exposure, These thr_esets are:
a. Damage risk contours for a single cxpostlre daily, These contours are showr_

in figure 1. In preparing these conto.r_, extrapolation to the longest durd-
tions and to the shorter ones was involved.

b. Damage risk contours for short burst intermittent noise (noise bursts 2
mlnutcs or less in duration, alternating wilh effective quiet). These contours
are mainly based on tbe on-fraction nile (Ward 1962), which states that
when noise alternates with quiet and ison for x% of the time, but r_olonger

OCTAVE BAND SOUND

PRESSURE LEVEL IN dS DURATION

140 ........ ; INi

,,oL\,L k I
"L\'N,:N,J 1"1"

_L____ 12['° I
ool I I I I IIIIJ_T"r'7_'P,

2 3 4 S 6 11000 2 3 4 5 6 810000100

OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY IN Hz

FROH K.D, KRYTER ET Ar

Figure1.CHABAdnmnBoriskcontoursfaroneexposureperdaytooctavobandsofnoise.Thisgraphcan
beappllodtotheIndividualbandIoyoispremntinbroad-bandnolle(FromKryterctel,1088).
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than 2 minutes per exposure cycle, the resalling T1'S2 is x% of tire "I'TS'_
produced Ir/ a conliunotls exposure for file sanle time. For frequencie_
below 2000 IIz, this rule needed modification, dec to the action of the
middle ear muscles, Again, exlrapolatiou was involved in applying lids rule
to higher octave band sound pressure levels aild lower on-fractions.

e. Damage risk eontoars for longer burst intcnuittenl noise. In deriving these
contours tile "eqtdvalent exposure i'td¢" wa_; u._d. According Io this rule,
the residual "I'FS present from one noise exposure at the xlart of the second
exposure is converted to tile tinre it would take this second noise to generate
an amount of TTS equal to tile residual TTS; this cquivalent exposure time is
added to the exposure tittle of tile second noise to calculate tile TTS 2 at tile
end of the second exposure. This rule was only slrewn to hold for "lq'S at
4000 Hz. Also. it was shown ill the relevant paper (Ward el id, 1959c) that
recovery during tile quiet intervals did not proceed in 0re expected way, but
that recover/ from higher ql'S-valaes was slower tlum from lower 'ITS-
values. Neverflreless, tile equivalent exposure rule was expanded for other
frequencies as well and in derivblg tile damage risk contours for longer burst
duration intermittent noise, the general recovery curves were used.

An important shortcoming of the CHABA report concerns the definition of
"effective quiet": According to the report, and ignoring Ward's objections (Ward,
1966), effective quiet is assumed to exist whenever the noise level:drops below
the octave band sound pressure levels ,allowable for 8 hours n day (89 dB SPL for
the octave band with midfrequency 500 FIz, 86 dB at 1000 ltz, and 85 dB at
2000 Hz and 400 Hz).

tlowever, the recover/ curves used in the report were established for quiet and
tlrey may not be valid for 85 to 89 dB octave band SPL's. Figure 2 shows tire
effect of certain noi._ levels on recovery'as found by Schwetz et al, (1970), by
Lelmhardt et .,d. (1968) and by Ward et al. (1960). Schwetz found that recovery
from '[_fS at 1000, 2000, 3000 and _4000 llz is statisticzdly significantly retarded
in white noise with an overall sound pressure level of 75 dB (which might bc eqnal
to at most 70 dB SPL per octave band) and still more in white noise of 85 dB.
Results fron'J Leludlardt are even more pronounced than those from Schwetz.
Although white noise of 70 dB overall SPL (probably equal to at most 65 dB
octave band SPL) allowed tile same recovery of TTS at 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000
and 8000 Hz as hi quiet, white noise of 80 dB SPL allowed recovery only during
the first 15 minutes or so after tile noise exposure; after that time TTS incre;Lsed
again! A similar effect was shown by Ward. He considered the coarse of'ITS after
an exposure to 105 dB SPL octave band noise, immediately followed by exposure
to 95 dB SPL octave band noise. Ward's interpretation, which clearly emerged
from his results, is that tbe "'excess" TTS (i.e. the difference between the 'ITS
produced by the 105 dB noise level and tile TTS that would have been produced
by an exposure for tile same time to tile 95 dB noise level) recovers in the 95 dB
noise level as in quiet, independently from the simultaneous growth'lof 'ITS
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attributable to tile 95 dB noise level. (By the way, by aceef, ting Ihe eanceftt of
"excess" TTS, it should also be accepted that tire course of TI'$ at u I_lter stage
does depend on bow it was produced). Ilowevcr, Ward's interpretation does not
hold for Lehnhardt's results, sinctr 75 dB SPL octave band lloise alone does not all
cause that much TTS during Ilre time considered.

Klosterkotter (I 971 ) stated that recovep._ I'rom T]'S in a sound level of 70 dB(A)
was slower than recovery in 35 dB(A), wilb a difference in recovery of 7 dl:L
Details callnot bc given Ilere, since tile origlnal paper was/tot ;it bantiltt the time
this paper was written.

All in all, it seems that only octave band sound pressure levels of at most 65 dB
should be considered to be "quiet", in view of recovery from "ITS. This now is of
great importance, when considering industrial situations. Altboagh CItABA
damage risk contours for intermittent noise irdght be applicable, with effective
quiet at 65 dB SPL or lower, it seems that their use is limited to a few industri;d
situations only.

CHABA rules are _lso given for varying l'mise levels, at least when they do riot
remairl at any level for more than two n'dnotes. The effective level of sucl', a
varying z_oise is equal to the time-average sound pressure level of the noise over
the exposure period. Again, however this is a broad generalisation of the one
relevant research (Ward et al, 1959a), in which it was only shown to be correct for
"ITS at 4000 Hz due to exposure to noise of 'alternate 30 sec.-periods of 106 and
96 dB SPL. Tire way in which varying noises with levels remaining for more than
2 minutes at different wdues slrould be treated, is in fact not known at ;ill. Only in
one publieatiort,just cited (Ward 1960) was the subject touched on.

In 1970, Ward conducted new TTS-experiments to determine, as lie states, the
degree to wltich the CItABA damage risk contours are in error (Ward 1970). In
general, it turned out front ;dlexperiments that tile TTS2-values due to exposure,
chosen from the CHABA damage risk contours, were in tile range of about 70%
up to 115% of the criteria TFS2's. Looking more closely at tile results concerning
TI'S2, it was shown that:
(1) Single uninterrupted exposures up to 8 Irou_ meet the criterkl TTS2 within

10%.

(2) Sbort-bnrst intermitreut noise does not meet the criteria 'ITS 2. In two out
of three experiments 'ITs 2 after exposure was only about 70% of fire criteria
TTS 2, However, the otlror exl_riment was terminated after 6 hours, al-
tlrough according to the CHABA contours 8 hours exposure waspermitted,
because of largo values of Trs in stone ears. Anyhow, even 6 hours exposai_
resulted in an average TTS 2 above the criterion TTS 2.

(3) For tong burst int,_rmlttent noise, the criterion TTS2-wdues are exceeded.
Again, in these experlnrents it was demonstrated tbat recovery during quiet
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intervals does not proceed accordh_g ID the g_'neralrecow.,rycurves,bLit Ihat
recovery thtring successiveitlleP,'aisis retarded, thus not pernlitting sufi'_eient
recovery from TTS dttring tlnlet inter/als,

'fllt_s Ward's latest ptlhlished I_:SLLIISOil TTS indicate th_lt recovery does not
necessarily follow Ihe general recovery curves used in the derivatiotl of the
CIIABA darmlge risk contours. Ahhough these curves seem to be all right for
singlt, nninterrtlpted noise exposures, internritteol exposures to high frequency
(above 1500 I Iz or so) high level noise, either long or short bu_ts, often prodnced
a delayed recovery. This delayed recovery was in earlier experlnlents IWard et al.,
1958, IcJfi01 shown to occur, after single uninterrupted exposures, only when

TTS 2 was more than about 40 dB. In these exf_erinrents, Ilowever, for high level
noise il already occurred when TTS 2 was only about 20 dB. Most alarnting,
however, is the fact that TTS 2 is not a ,.:onsistent measure of a single day's
exposure, since "VI'Ss do not nlaintain their rank order dnrillg recovery, and
recovery from TTS does depend on how "fTS was produced. Ward, then, looking
for a pracllcal solution suggested that TFS30 (TI'S measured 30 ndoutcs after the
exposure] inight be a ttsefn[ index, since after 30 minutes the rank order of TTS is
more or less constant. Althougl; this inay be fight, it is quite uncle;ir which
relatlc, n exists between TFS30 and NIPTS for exposures to inttrrmittent noise.

Contrary to tilt: equal-cner.g3, principle (which applied to TTS 2 states that TTS2s
restllting from exposures to noises with tile same total sound energy are eqtud,
irrespective of the distribution of the energy over the exposore period), it has
been shown througllotlt all "l_rS-experilnents that the distribution of tile sound

eoergy does make a different:e ill the TTS 2 prodnced.

Analogously it has been shown that the same TTS 2 is caused by exposure to
noises with quite different total sound energies. In figure 3 this is again shown for

Ward's lalest published results (Ward, 1970) for TTS 2 at 3000 llz, caused by
exposures to qtdtc different noise patterns (single exposure daily, Iollg and short
itoise bursts). In this figure, "1_1"S2has been plotted against the energy-equivalent

sound prcssura level (l_eq). Since tile definition of Lcq is given later, it is suffi-
cient to state hare that I.eq is nolhing btlt ii nteasure of the total Sotlnd energy for
an 8 hour exposure, cof, vertcd into a sound pressure level, Although Leq in figme
3 hzts a range of 16 dB (fronl 83 to 99 dB), v,'hich corresponds to a factor of 40 in

sound energy. TTS 2 is about 20 dB for all exposures. Ilowever, plotting TTS200

(200 minutes being the longest recovery period exmnn_ed in all tests) ;Lgainst Lcq,
results ill a appreciable increa.'e of TTS200 with keq.

From tills it is clear that recovery from TTS is dependent on the sound energy
which created tire TTS. Since it is unknown at the nlontent which processes
underly tile realization of pernlanent tllreshold shifts and how'ITS is involved in
these processes, it may be possible that recovery, and hence, lotaJ sound energy
over a workday, plays a more important role than TTS 2 alone.
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2. In 19fi7 Botsfor(I simplified tile CIIABA damage risk contours, lie recognized
that all octave-band SPLs on tile same contour for one single exposnre daily (see
figure 1), were always assigned practically file snare exposure time limits for
exposures to intcrnlitlenl noise (long bursts, as well [is short bursls), For instance,
the CIIAFIA damage risk corttours for exposures to intermitlent i'4oisc show that
95 dB SPL at tile octave band with nridfrequancy 1000 llz and 90 dI] SPL at the
octave band with nlidfrequancy 400 Ilz (lying on tile stone contour of figure I)
both require, after an on-time of 55 minmes, an off-time of 60 minutes; and for
short noise bursts, in both instances an on-fraction of 0,6 is allowed for art
exposure time of 480 nrinules a day. This l_tet, that all octave band sotmd
pl'eKstlm levels oll tile same contour have tile same exposure time limits for
inten_ittant noise, irrespective of the exposure pattern assumed, indicates that
the eontottrs are general curves of equinoxious noise. Tile next step of Botsford
was to assign to each contour at'aA-weighted sound level, by compuring fi'om 580
nnmufaetering noises their height of penetration of their octave band sound
pressure levels into the cmltonrs with their A-weighted sound level.

The results of the analysis by Botsford are sbowtl in figure 4. The three
curves with tbe highest sound levels :_bould not be relied on, since they come from
an extrapolated CHABA-curve.

3. In the "Guidalfi'_es for noise exposu_ control" (1970) of the Inter-society Con'_-
mittee, tile Botsford curves have been used; these guidelines have been included in
tile Department of Labor Standards-W[dsb fiery Act..(Federal Register 34, 1969)
and are legally applicable in the USA to industries perfomaing work under the
Governments lhJblic Contracts Act.

In the Guidefines, the curves given by Botsford have bean modified some,
what by shifting tile 90 dB(A) curve to 480 minutes and by shifting the curves for
the lowest numbers of exposure cycles per day (up to 3 exp. cycles per day) to
lligber total on-that values per duy. Apart from this figure in tabnhtr form, tile
Guidelines 'also present the simple rule that expostlre to 90 dB(A) is allowable for
a full 8 hours, with an inc_'a_;e of 5 dB(A) l'or each halving of exposure time. As
tile documant states: here all ;allowance is made for tile number of occurrences

ordinarily I'ound in high level noise. Referring to lit,rare 4, this rule is ovelpro-
teetive when the noise comes in short bursts, but is highly underproteetlve for
single tminterntpted exposures. E.g. calculating the TTS2, due to an exposure for
30 minutes to 110 dB(A) (which is allowable according to the rule mentioned')
results in n TTS 2 at 2000, 3000 and 4000 llz of 25, 36 and 33 dB resp. wlrich is
on the average more than 10 dB above the TTS2-values from an 8 hour exposure
to a constant sound level of 90 dB(A).

A nile for varying noises is also given. The ratio of the time spant at a given
sound level to the allowable time at that level is calculated and these fractions for
all occurring sound levels are added. If the resulting rmmber is less than 1.0, the
exposure is safe, and if it is more than 1.0, the exposure is unsafe.

Hem, sound levels below 90 dB(A) do not enter into the calculations, ,'d-
though exposure to sound levels just below 90 dB(A) is hardly safe for 8 hours a
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day. A more realistic approach should have been to take into aecotnlt sound levels
below 90 dB(A) as well,

4. The American Conference of Goveremmltal Industrial I lygiettists (1968) I_roposed
lhresbold limit vaIaos for noise, allowiag 92 dB(A) for 4 to 8 hours a day, 97
dB(A) for 2 to 4 hours, 102 dBtA) for I to 2 honrs and 107 dll(A) for less than 1
honr, In ¢v',duating exposure to varying noise, the same line as in the guidolint_s
was followed, exposures to sound levels of less tilan 92 dB(A) do not enter into
the calculations. However, one single exposere for one hour to 107 dB(A)
(_ssuming n spectrum according to the CHAfiA cquinoxions anrves) results in an
average TFS 2 at 1000 and 2000 liz of 25 dB am:l at 3000, 4000 and 6000 Hz of
40 dB. It seems difficult to understand why a conference of hygienists proposed a
limit for exposure to constant noise greater than 90 dB(A)-a level which is now
there or less generally agreed to be the maximal allowable Ihnit-and also pro-
posed limits for varying noise that are oven less stringent than those for constant
noise,

I1. NOIS_INDUCED HEARING LOSS FROM EXPOSURE TO INTERMITTENT AND
VARYING NOISE.
St'lec tlon data

A thorough study of the relevant literature has been undertaken to select papers in
which data ware given that could enable us to relate noise exposure to noise-induced
hearing loss for exposures to varying and intermittent noise over the workday. In
selecting papers file following considerations were taken into account:
(1) HLs of the subjects rnaasnred a considerable time (mostly more than 12 hours)

after their last exposure to job noise, to permit significant recovery from tem-
porary threshold shift from such noise. From the group of miners reported by
Sat_off et al. (1969) audiogrems were taken right after coming up from the
mines, but in a pilot study it was shown that no significant'ITS was at that time
included in the hearing levels.

(2) Subjects selected with no previous exposure to noise at other jobs nor any prior
ear damage or clinical abnormality. Although Sataloff reports exposure in gunfire,
his group ofmlnera was nevertheless included, Reasons will be given below,

(3) Number of subjects at least 25 per group, unless data were taken from a sub-group
of a larger group. Selection of a particular subgroup was based on number of
subjects and exposure time.

(4) Total exposure time preferably more than I0 years. When data were given for
shorter exposures only, but for more than 4 years, these data have been included.

(5) Occasional wearing of anr protection at the time of the survey, reported in two of
the papers, is included in our analysis. Both, however, report a long service
without oar protection and no differences were found between the men wearing
ear protection and those without ear protection.

(6) Noise exposores reported to be to several sound levels, the difference between the
highest and lowest sound level at least 25 dB(A) or so. Only those surveys were
included, for which it was sure that tire noise environment did not change over
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tile years. Papemdealiug wilh e×posnre to noise Iluclu:dJug on a sborl lime scale
(bupulse, hnlmct nolsL!)Imve nol been inaluded in the alnilysis.

(7) Stifl_eicul data on noise exposure IO allow tilecalcnlalion era char_telcristl¢ noise
parameter of stlch exposllres. Data on the uoise exposures Wel_:giveu ill lhc
following ways:

Overafi fiale-dislribulioll of sound levels averthe workday (e,g, ×% el" Ibe
time the sound level lies between a aud a+5 dl](A), y% of tile lime between
a+5 and a+10 dl](A), z% etc.) This includes also tbe exposure to one par-
ficular sound level for x% of the workday, the rest of the time being "quiet".
time distribution over the workday of m*dnly one sound level (e.g. 3 minutes
exposure to x dB(A), followed by 5 to I0 minutes of "quiet"). Unfortn-
nately, oaly a few authors, from whicll the data were included in fire
aualysls, give tile nunlerical values of tile sound levels duriug tile quiet iutcr-
vals. Most uuthors de._:ribe the quiet intervals in a qualltative way.

Through this stringent procedure of data selection, out of about hundred papers,
(listed at the etad of this paper under the heading: further literature consulled), eleven
papers, dealing with 20 groups of subjects, couhl be iiicluded ill the analysis.

Presentation of dale

Unfortunately, insufficient data huve bem'_included in tbe pape_ about file spread in
the hearing levels to permit any analysis of Ibis very imporlant subject. Therefore, tbe
following refers only to median and average bcariug levels and median and average
noise-induced hearing losses.

All median (or in a few instauces, average) I_tcariug levels pre_nted in the papers
have been converted to ISO standards, if uece._:|ry. The vehles given by Spoor (Spoor
1967) end shown in figure 5 of the age-depeudent uledial'_heariug levels of non-noise-
exposed otologically normal people have been subtracted from the median und average
hearing levels of tile groups, to calculate the uledian nolse-induced hearlug losses.

Since the mean ages of tbe several groups are mostly around 40 years, only small
values bad to be subtracted from tire actual bearing levels (see Table 1).

As most rtoise data were pre_nted in sound levels in dB(A), those given in octave
band sound pressure levels have beeu conw_rte'r] into sound levels in dB(A) too.

An attempt has been made to give a classification of the noise exposures b_ed on
details given in d:E papers. Although it is re_dized that intermittent noise is included in
varying noise, for the purpose of this paper a more sl_clfic definition of varying and
intermittmlt noLse is given. Intermittent noise is here defined as noise with a large
difference (at least 20 dB(A) or so) between the highest and lowest sound levels, and
where sound levels between these levels are present during a negligible lime only.
Varying noise is here defined as noise in which several sound levels occur ill the course
of time and where sound levels between tile highest and lowest sound levels are present
during a considerable time. Lookir_g at the times during wbich the souud levels remain
at a given level, the noise exposures may be grouped in Exposures with short and long
times at a given sound level. The limit of short-tinle noise expedite has been, quite
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arbitrarily, chosen to be 5 minutes. None of tile noise exposures to be considered here
have exposures at a given level of less than 2 minutes (taken ns the CHABA-Iimit for
short noise bursts), The 4 resulting classes are ilhlstrated in figure 6. To give an
indication of file variations involved, for the varying noise exposures the difference is
given between the sound level exceeded for 2% of the time and the sound level
axceeded for 50% of the time. For the intermittent noise exposures, the total times per
workduy at tbe highest sound levels are given (see Table 1).
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From the noise data, for eueb group, the A-weighted energy equivalent sonnd
level hasbeen calculated according to

Leq = lOtog 1_ I0 LA (t ')/tO dl'

wbom t is the fotal daily exposure time (480 minutes) and LA(t') is the momentary
sound level at time t',

When the various levels are given in 11classes, lhen the above formtda can be
rewritten ;is

l I0 Li/10
Leq= 101ogTi_l ti

where L i is the average sourid level of class i (,assuming the class widths are small) and ti
is the total time per workday, during which the sound levels are witldn class i,

An analogous formula, although modified for a total exposure time of one week
(40 hours) has been used in tile ISO Recommendation 1999 (Assessment of noise
exposure during work for bearing conservation purposes), to determine equivalent
continaous sound levels. Essentially, the formulae given above calculate tile A-weighted
total sound energy per reference period t, converted bite a sound level

Relevant data bare been included in Table 1.

Analysis of data

Although not necessary, it seems advantageous to compare data for varying ,and inler-
mittent noise with data for constant noise. The data given here permit comparison with two
sets of results for more or less constanl noise, n:unely those of Bumsand Robinson (,,1968)
and those of Passebier-Vermeer,

The results of the report by PaSscbier-Vermeer relate to continuous 8-hour exposures
to constant steady-stale broadband noise for exposure limes of at least 10 years. It is merely
u compilation of data found at that time in the ralevant literature (Bums (1964), Guile
(I 964), Sitbcommittee Z 24-x-2 (I 954), Rosenwiukel ( 1957), Nixon (I 961), Taylor ('1961),
Kylin (1960), and Van Laar (1964). Without going into any detail here, the results are

shown in Fig. 7, for the frequencies 2000, 3000 and 4000 Hz and for an exposure time of
15 years. "l'his exposure time has been chosen as being the average exposure time of the
groups under consideration here (see table I). To make a comparison possible, tile median
noise-induced hearing losses due to the varying and intermittent noise exposures had to be
calculated for an exposure time of 15 years as well. Although this involves mostly slight
corrections, these corrections have been applied to the values given in the Table, It should
be noted bore leo that in order to take into account uge..effee_ on hearing, the vahles given
by SFoor have been applied to both sets of data. The results arc shown in Figs. 8 to 13 for
tile frequencies 500 to 6000 Hz.
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Table I

ALIL_Or ilOl_bor _le=qll _vol'n_l- _qtl[val_0t lll{llcaLtoll o[ c_poslzrl_IOII_ ,_vt_rzlge or T_O(H,HIrlOlSe,hl[]ucl_d
oi c?:p* t,o011¢] Lil[.ot111Jtt_llLor or short Ihne_ 11_*lrln_ Iobf; (age-corrucl_d
_uhjPct._= n_c t_rn_ I_v_l [11 varytlt_ nois_ _IL th_ ]_rev_lll_ accot'd[ll_ Lo Spoor) _1[

It_ y_at_ 111_/enrs d[l(A_ [l_l_ s_ulld lewis 5(_{lllz 10()_}11=20f)(lllz 3(}[l(ll_z t*00[lllz 60[)011_

Cohen 18 _0 12.5 86 int. 120 r_in shaft l 2 3 3 5 12

Coheir 14 50 17.5 86 into 120 _|11 short -t 1 ? 13 10 20

Taylor t*0 37.5 4 82 htto 75 t_io sttort =I 2.5 A 5.5 7.5

Feiser 16 Y,_ 7.5 102 vary* 2DdB(A) lQng II I_ 21 26 30 19

Folser 16 35 12.5 [02 vary. 2OdB(A) long 12 14 2h 33 3_ 26

Finch 233 65 15 82 vary. 25dB(A) Long t 1 O 2

Kutper 38 20 q9 vary. 15dS(A) long 16 30 3_ 22

t_ Kulper ] ]6/_ 57 40 99 vary. 15rill(A) loi1g 27 35 35 25

Ephraim 23 6/_ IO 95 vary, 14dI_ A) lolt_ 15 30 3_ 25

8olmgren 97 61 IO q5 ,.ary• I/_dl_(A) tong 2 2 _ lb If_ IB

Holmgr_n 59 38 9 9_ vary. 12.hd_(A) loltg 2 5 8 1_ 16 17

P_easel 26 33 t* 94 int. 120 mi_ long lO 12 20 21

Schneider 35 10 83 vary. 15dE(A) loog O 0 0 0 2 6

Scl_etder ] 230 _5 20 83 vary. 15dB(A) long l 1 3 l_

_a_uto{£ 69 42 i5 11"I lilt,180 mit_ short 12 17 29,_ 3_ 36.5 3_.5

Jirak 26 3q 17.5 103 int. )90 mill short 5 27

Jirat< 26 36 12.5 88 tl_t.I15 mln shot= 8 12

Jir_k 2_ 38 15 100 i,_L. 280 mtn short 3 20

Jirak 25 40 15 74 int. 250 mln short 0 5

JLrak At _O 15 108 t,*t* 212 m[n short II 28 -
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The results of Burns and P,obinson do not only refer to algOl-hour continl.lOUSexpo-
sure to a constant sound level', noise exposltres with fhlctUeting smmd levels on a short time
scale (in tile order of seconds) were also involved ill their analysis. Tile authors relate

nois_-induced bearing loss to noise immlssinn level EA2, this qnaatity being equal to LA2 +
10 log T, where T is tile total exposure time (e.g, in years) and LA2 is tile sonml level
exceeded in 2% of the time during a workday. Io their survey, LA2 - LA50 ranged from 0 to
10 dB(A), but was as much as 15 dB(A) in exceptional eases, As their report slates: "It is
more convenient to express the noise level in dB(A) ill the Usual way (by meter reading)
rather than in the form LA2, and the average relation between the two (based on 280
specimen noises in the survey) may be taken as LA2-L A = 3,7 dB(A). Since it was found
that LA2 corresponds better with hearing loss than LA, using LA instead of LA2 will be less
exact for strongly lluetuatlng noise environments". All in all, for n constnot or nearly
constant noise level, noise immission can be expressed in the form LA + I0 log T, where LA
is determined by sound level meter reading and is, according to the measuring characteristics

of sound level meters, equ',d to Leq.
To permit comparison between the results of Passchier-Vermeer and those of Burns

and Robinson, for both surveys the median NIHLs at 2000, 3000 and 4000 Hz have been

plotted against Leq for an exposure time of 15 years (figure 7). Although it does not seem
the right occasion here to go into details about agreements and differences between the
results of both surveys, nevertheless some attention has to be paid to this subject now.

'There is a good agreement between the median NIHLs at 2000 Hz and lower fre-

quencies and, to a lesser extent, at 6000 Hz, However, at 3000 Ilz and especially at 4000
Hz, large differences can be shown at the highest souml levels considered. According to
Bums and Robinson, this might be mainly due to different subjeet-selectinn criteria used by
Bums and Robinson and by the authors of the several papers from which the values given
by Passehier-Vermeer have been derived.

Only tile fourth selection criterion used by Bums and Robinson was not used in any of
the other studies, namely that audiograms should be compatible with clinical findings. 1 am
at a loss to indicate the consequences of this criterion. Also for a few of the groups used in
Passehier-Vermeer's analysis, the selection criterion concerning military service was not as
stringent as in others, but median results from these groups could not be distinguished from
the other median NIHLs. Moreover, subject selection does not explain that the differences
do increase with sound level. If subject-salectinn were tlle appropriate cause, one would
expect that the curves should not be divergent but parallel, Looking further for a possible
explanation of the differences found (noise measurements, variance of hearing levels), none
seem to explain these differences.

However, left with two sets of curves for exposure to constant noise, it seems advan-
tageous to etSmpare the median NIHLs frmn the exposures to inlermittent and varying noise
with both sets of curves, As already mentioned, in figores 8 to 13 the median NIHLs from

intermittent and varying noise exposures have been plotted against Leq, along with the
curves given by Passchier-Vermeer for constant noise.

In Figs. 14 to 19 the median NIHLs are plotted against Leq +,10 log T, along with the
curves given by Bums and Robinson. Since in Burns and Robinson s survey, median NIHLs
have been calculated from the actual median ills, by subtracting median HL of non-noise
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exposed people that differed from those given by Spoor, the values given in tire Table have
been adjusted in on ler to be comparable with the curves given by Bums and Robinson. lu
general, corrections of only a few decibels had to he applied.

Discussion

Let us Iirst coosider file relation between median MilLs at 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz
and tile equivalent sound level or noise immissiou level. For equivalent smmd levels up to
100 dB(A) or noise imissiou levels up to I I0, there is a reasonable agreement between tile
curves for exposure to coosl;mt noise and the results for varying and internlittent noise. For
Irigher levels, however, the median NIHLs frmn exposures to intermittent noise are lower
than those from eOllstaot noise.

l_or 3000, 4000 and 6000 llz, tile same applies as far us it concerns the curves given by
Passchiar-Vermeer for constant noise exposure. Whan comparing tile median NIHLs d_.leto
varying and intermittent noise exposures with those Ibr constant noise exposures given by
Burns and Robinson, it tunis out that ,all values are above tile curves, except those from
intennittent noise exposures with noise immission levels above 110, which lie n_r or under
tile curves at 3000 and 4000 Hz.

Comparing the mediau noise-induced hearing losses from intermittent noise exposures
with those from varying noise exposures, without referring to any constant noise exposure,
it is quite dear from tile figures that intennittent exposures below an equlwdenl sound level
of 100 dB(A) agree quite closely with wlrylng noise exposures, but that exposures to
intermittent noise with equivalent sound levels of at least I00 dB(A) do ccnse median
NIHLs equal to those caused by varying noise exposures with equivalent sound levels of
about 10 dB(A) lower. Therefore, it can be stated that at least some iutemlittent noise
exposures are less harmful than would be expected from their equivalent sound levels, and
although not necessarily following from fills, it seems reasonable to accept that intervening
quiet periods during work time do reduce NIHLs. Then, however, the question remains wily

" tile exposures to intermittent noise with equivaleut sound levels below 100 dB(A) do not
cause less NIHL than should be expected from tbeir equivalent sound levels. A solution is
not found by cousidering the lengths of tile intervening quiet periods during the day, since
these are on ",he average longer for the equivalent sound levels below 100 dB(A) tban for
those above 100 dB(A), Also, the number of exposure cycles per workday does not con-
tribute to a possible solution, since it is not systematically different for exposures with
equivalent sound levels below and above 100 dB(A) respectively. Tile only, at the moment
unverifiable, explanation may be that file sound levels dnring quiet intervals were higher, or
above a certain sound level, for the exposures with equivalent sound levels below 100 dB(A)
than those for the equivalent sound levels above 100 dB(A). In agreement with this explana-
tion is the fact that the people exposed to tbe high equivalent sound levels have their
profession in the mining industries, which mostly coincides with low background sound
levels.

Rating the intermittent noise exposures according to the CHABA damage risk eontotws
[ and considering their criteria for NIPTS (10 dB at 1000 Hz and below, 15 dB at 2000 Hz

and 20 dB at 3000 Hz and above) with exposure time equal to 15 years instead of their 10
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years, il turns otll that all exposures, except one, are rated correctly safe or unsafe, "fbe
exception concerns tile only itlterntittent exposure consMered here with noise bursts of
more 01an 5 nlblates, w]licll iS incorrectly rated saf,:, IIowever, the correct rating of the
intermittent exposures considered here does not necessarily validale tile CIlABA CO[ltOUlS,
since ahnost all noise exposures are fidrly well below or above ihesc damage risk contotliN.

RetllrnJng now to the vLlryhlg noise expnsLires, it seems qtdte difficult to decide
whetllcr these e×posures Call be rated accordillg to their eqlliValelll sound levels or not,
AlthoLIgh median NIZILs al 2000 Hz and below can be estbnated with reasonable accuracy
from tile equivalent sound levels, no llnu decision can bc made Ibr )he wilole frequency-
range. Ilowcver, in nlany iustan¢cs, tile 0rail of safe IlOlSe has been fixed at a sound level of

at most 90 dB(A) for a coufinuoas exposure for 8 hours Io sready-stale noise. Figures 8 to
19 Nmw, for equivalent sound levels of at most 90 dB(A) or noise imnlission levels tip to
about 100, that varying noise exposures can be ntted according to their equivalent sound
level in order to estimate file median noise-induced hearing losses with reasonable accurdcy.

Finally, it _lotdd be pointed out that all data sllow that the eqnal-energy concept is
not overprotective lbr varying noise exposures. Therefore, revision is indicated of tllose
varying noise exposure limits dlat are based on the ride that for each Iralvlng of the exposure
time an increase of 5 dB(A) in sound level is allowed.

SUMMARY

A review is given of proposed limits for e×posure to intemliHcnt nod varying noise,
based on tcnlporary threshold shift (TTS) ineasurenlents. Revision is suggested of (he allow I
able soond levels during quiet periods in inlermittent noise. Recruit ITS-experiments show
that TTS 2 (TFS measnred two minutes after the end of exposure, being die basis of all noise
limits considered) is not a consislent nreasure of a daily noise exposure, since retarded
recovery occurred after some intermittent noise exposures. A/though TTS2 itself is only to
some extent dependent upon the total sound energy of the noi_, the reviewer could show
that recovery from "ITS after exposu re is dependent upon tile total sound-energy referred to
an 8 hour noise exposure.

By using data fronl several papers, median noise-induced hearing losses at 500 to 6000
Hz, from exposures to varyhlg and intermittent noise, have been related to their A-weigizted

energry..equivalent souml level (Leq). Comparisons have also been made with published rela-
Oonsfor exposure to constant noise,

Relations between Leq for varying noise, with Leq between 80 and 102 dB(A), and
median noise-induced hearing losses at frequencies up to 2000 Hz, agree reasonably with
those for constant noise. Tile same applies for median noise-induced hearhlg losses at 3000,
4000 and 6000 l-lz, due to exposures to equivalent sound levels up to 90 dB(A); no decision
could be made for median noise-induced Irearing losses at these frequencies, due to expo-
suras to higher equivalent sound levels.

Results for intermittent noise exposures, with eqttivalent sound levels below 100
dB(A), agree closely with the results for varying noise exposures. However, exposures to
intermittent noise, witll equivalent sound levels above 100 dB(A), are considerable less
harmful ,to heating that should be expected from their equivalent sound levels. A posslble
cxplanatimt is given in terms of low sound levels during quiet intervals.
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EVALUATION OF THE HEARING DAMAGE RISK FROM
INTERMITTENT NOISE ACCORDING TO THE ISO

RECOMMENDATIONS

B.dohansson,B. Kylin and S. Reopstorff
Stockholm and Sendviken,Sweden

Comprehensive blleraalion;il invosllg;ili(ios, carried out dnrJng the last ]5-20 years,
Ii;ive fhlally resulled hi Ibe pnblicallon of all hllem;lliona] reeonlelendallon ('l_O Recoln-
nlendiitlon K 1999), wblch I;lyS dowi ! ili_ gnidhig prhleiples for tile risk of bearing d;intage
from iiois¢. Oil tile basisof this reeomlnendiiiion ;i Swedish standard, _;Ei_1590111,has been
developed, end b;is beell ill force since Febrilary 1972.

"FilL' asse:,slnentof irregnlar noise is in accordance witll that specified in tile ISO
Recmnmeildaiion, and Ilie dainnge risk limit of 85 dlJ(A) has been laken as a satisr:lctory
degreeof safety.

With Ngard to regablr colllinnotls noise, fills reeomnlendation is based ell reliable
enlpirlcal dala. IIowever. regarding tile effect of irregular'noise Ollbearing, from tile point of
vle,.vof dalneg¢, sal'fieient dale!are slill nol avail;IbIe.

Ill ;in earlier Swedish investigation Illohngren cl al, 197l ), which eoelprised studies on
tile bearing slams of forestry workers wlio were exposed to very irregular noise from power
_aws, it was foiled lbar die conw.q'DJonmelbod reeonlnlendml llpparenlly overestimates tile
risk of bearing danlllge.

Tile purpose of the present Sillily was in ilivesligale ill ineblStry Ihe irregular noise ill;it
usually occurs, lo estilnale Ibis in ilc¢ordanee with Ihe reconllllendalions, alld Io relate the
results In the liearleg slalns fonnd hi tile personse×posed. Tile slndy also includes experl-
meets on a laboratory scale bi wlliell a comparison w;is nlilde belweell file temporary

tbresbold sllifls width ocetlr al+lor e×pOSLlre Io both regular and irregular noise.

A. FIELD STUDIES

Materials and Methods, About 170 employees in tile engineering industry were
selected, Tile snbjects, between tbo ages of 213and 35 years, had to be exposed, wilhout ear
defenders, to intermittent noise, from which, however, extreme impulsive noises were ex-
cluded. Exposure mast hav,_ been for not less dl;m 2 years. Moreover, their working environ-
menl innst, to a great extent, Jnlvo remained llnchanged since tile beginning of tile exposure
period.

Routine oloseopy preceded tile bearing examinations. Persons with a eese history of or
wJlh ob.jectivc signs of bearing danl_ge due to dise_rseor accidents were excluded,

Tile employees selected blld to wear ear nluffs with an attenuation of about 25-30 dB
from file beghuling of file working tiny tip to the time Ihe audiogram was nl;itle,

Tbe recording of the relevant noise for the employee was made at his place of work
with regard to his vadous jobs. The recording of the noise was continued for not less than
one typical working cycle. Tile nlost usual types of work were sheet-metld production,

, turning, welding and chiselling.
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The recorded noise was analyzed, in tile laboratory, for spectral frequency and tile
time distribution of the sound level during a typical working cycle. The results of the
distribution analysis were subsequently used to calculate, in dB(AL tile cqulvalent cou-
tinuous sound level, according to tile given ISO Recommendations.

Results: The investigated employees were distributed according to exposure level, in
tile form of an equivalent continuous sound level in dB(A), ECNL, and tile exposure time,
which is shown in table 1.

On the basis of the composition of the material, the employees were divided into two
groups with regard to exposure time, namely less than and more than 5 years exposure time.
The mean exposure time was 3 and 9 years respectively.

The mean age of the persons investig;3ted was rather similar both for tile short and the
long exposure time, with the exception of the group in tile lowest noise level, less titan 85
dBfA), (table 2.)

Tabla1,
EMPLOYEES,NUMBEROFYEARSEXPOSEDTONOISE,WITHOUTEARDEFENDERS,

AT DIFFERENTEXPOSURELEVELS.

YeaTs

dB(A) 2-3 tl-5 6-10 11-15 Total

/-.85 7 7 17 t_ 35

65-90 ii 19 30 12 72

90-£15 12 6 19 I0 1;7

>95 5 4 8 7 24

Table2,

AGEDISTRItaUTIONFORGROUPSWITHDIFFERENTEXPOSURELEVELSAND EXPOSURETIMES.

d_(A) Exposuz'e time n Age, mean, years

/-85 /.5 1/4 2t_,7

>$ 21 29,.2

85-90 -'5 29 29.0

5,'5 0,2 29.,9

90-95 <5 18 29.4

,>5 29 31,2

,>95 :'<5 9 30, 0,

' '- 5 15 29.7
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"I_le employees _bearing loss was positively correlated both with iucreashlg nolse level
for the same exposure time, and with iuureasillg exposure time at the same noise level
(figaro I.). For tile exposure Jevel below 85 dB(A), there was slight deteriorsfiou in the
bearing status in relation to increasing exposure time.

The mean age of the persons in die group with less tllau 5 years exposnr¢ time was,
however, about 6 years lower thou that of the eorrespondiog grot_p where the exposure time
exceeded 5 years,

As regards file exposure level between 85 and 90 riB(A) the average bearing was normal
from a clinical point of view, i.e,, hearing loss did not exceed 20 dB for tho group that was
exposed for less than 5 years. For the group wilh more than 5 years exposure time the
bearing status was sllgbdy worse. 'lqlis average hearing loss, however, does not interfere ',vilh
tile so.called speech zone of the Swedisbt language, The mean audiogram for the noise level
90-95 dB(A) showed a further slight deterioration of the bearing, and the bearing loss uow
affects lhe speech zone of rile Swedish laugeago, Thtls, tile results show that an equivalent,
continuous noise level between 90-95 dB(A) is a hearlng-damage risk level, if tile same
della[don of hearing damage is applied as in the Swedish standard, SEN 5901 I I.

Table 3 lists detailed data on the composition of tile material with regard to age,
exposure level, exposure time, and bearing status.

A comparison between the results of tile present investigation and those of a previous
investigation (Kyliu, 1960), which dealt with fl,e relation between the exposure level and
tile bearing status of employees who were exposed to continuous noise, SllOWSthat exposam
to a continuous noise at a level between 85-90 dB(A) causes a bearing loss which corre-
sponds to that on exposure to irregular noise with an equivalent, continuous noise level
between 90-95 dB(A). Thus the results support a previons obsen, atiou (lqolmgren et al,
1971), that the recommended conversion method for irregular noise causes a sbift in the
damage risk limit corresponding to about 5 dB.

B. LABORATORY STUDIES

Material and Methods, Twenty male normal-hearing subjects belween the ages of 18
and 27 years (mean age 23 years) were subjected to a series of noise-exposun: experbnems
through earphones. The temporary threshold shirts that occurred after exposure was meas-
ured by means of a Bekesy audiometer,

The noise exposure consisted of both regular and irregular noise. The following condl-
lions were observed.

a) The irregular noise corresponded to tile type of noise that usually occurs in tile
engineering industry.

b) In the irregular noise the relation between tile lowest sound levels aud file Idgbest
sonnd levels was such, that a certain resfil:nlion of feel could be expected after the iudividu_d
peaks (figure 2. ).

c) Tb.e frequency spectrun'* for the regular noise was similar to dial which occurred in
the high sound levels in the irregular noise (figs. 3 and 4). As suitable noise of the irregular
type, a two-miuute interval of a recording from a shipyard (fig. 2) was played. The peak
noise was produced by welders in tile immediate vicinity who, during short periods, ground
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Tablo 3.

AVERAGE HEARING LOSS (BEST EAR) FOR GROUPS WITH DIFFERENT EXPOSURE LEVELS

AND DIFFERENT EXPOSURE TIMES(Q1,Q2. G31NDICATE QUARTILE$),

I_umbers Frequency in kH_
dE(A) _Ch5 YeaTs of of

(mean) noise exp, su_, 0,5 i 2 3 4 0 8

_55 <5 lq meanl 7,9 5,q 5,0 7,5 12,I' ll,q 10,8

(83,5) Q1 5,0 0,0 5,0 5,0 i0,0 5,0 5,0

Q2 i0,0 5,0 5.0 5,0 iO,O i0_0 7,5

Q3 i0,0 i0o0 i0,0 i0,0 15,0 20°0 15o0

<85 >5 21 mean 6,3 4,0 4,5 5,3 i0,8 15,5 9,7

(Big'O) Q1 0.0 0.0 2.5 0,0 5,0 7.5 5,0

Q2 5,0 5,0 5,o 5,0 i0,0 io,0 I0,0

Q3 i0o0 5,0 io,0 10,O 15,o 25,0 15,0

85-90 <5 29 mean lO,O 5,0 7,1 10.4 14,8 15,3 ]0,8

(88,6) QI 5,0 2,5 5,0 5,0 i0,0 i0,0 6,3

O 2 10,0 5,0 5,0 i0,0 15,0 15.0 I0,0

Q3 I0.0 I0,0 i0,0 15,0 17,5 25,0 15,0

85-90 >5 W2 mean 9.3 E_5 9,2 15,3 23,2 22,_ 10.i
(00.5)

QI 5,0 5,0 5.0 5,0 10.0 15,0 i0,0

Q2 i0,0 5,0 i0,0 ]0,0 30,0 20,0 i0,0

Q,3 i0,0 10.0 i0,0 20,0 50,0 30,0 25,0

00-95 <5 18 mean iI,_ 7,5 8,1 ii.7 19,7 25,8 21,q
(93.5)

Q1 5,0 5.0 5.0 5,0 i0,0 I0.0 i0,0

Q2 I0,0 5.0 5,0 15,0 17,5 35.0 15,0

Q3 20.0 i0,0 I0,0 10,8 25,0 35,0 27,8

90-95 >5 29 mean 8,4 5,5 9,3 20,0 28.3 26,1 17,9

(82,_) Q1 5.0 0.0 3,8 8,0 10.0 15,0 5,0

Q2 i0,0 5,0 5,0 15,0 30,0 25,0 15,0

Q_ 10,0 5,0 I0.0 32,5 q0,0 35,0 35,0

>35 <5 9 m_an i0,0 5.0 i0,0 15,6 27,8 21,7 17,5

(98,9) Q1 5,0 3,8 5.0 5,0 i0.0 13,8 12,5

Q2 i0,0 5,0 i0.0 i0.0 30_0 25,0 15,0

Q3 15,0 i0,0 ii,3 25,0 _i,3 31,3 22°5

P95 >5 15 mean 9,7 8,3 13,3 30,7 L_5,O 51,0 39,_

(96,9) ql 10.0 5.0 5,0 10,0 37,5 37,5 22,5

I Q2 i0,0 i0.0 i0,0 30.0 55,0 50.0 35.0

I Q3 I0o0 i0.0 20,0 45,0 60,0 63.8 50,3
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Figure2, Exompleofthe irregularnoiseused.

down tile irregnlar joint between two steel plates tllat were welded together. Tile back-
ground noise was produced by the activities occurring in dm other parts of tire large welding
hall For the regular noise a suitable section of tire recording of the continuous gdnding
noise was played. The above-mentioned recording was subsequently played several times on
to a tape recorder, so that a exposure time of one hour was obtained for earl| type of noise.

For the regular noise an exposure level was decided on which produced a maximal
threshold shift of 20 dB measured 15 minutes after exposure. For the irregular noise the
highest sound level chosen was that compatible with tile subjective tolerance threshold for
some of tim more sensitive subjects. In addition to this. two lower levels, in 5 dB steps, were
used for each type of noise in the experimental noise exposures.

Each sub.ieet had to undergo noise exposure tests in the following order: first, tile
lowest level of the reguIar noise, followed by the intermediate and higlrest level respectively;
then the irregular noise in the same order. If the threshold shift was greater than I0 dB, tim
next experimental-noise exposure test was carried out only after an interval of at least 48
hours. Otherwise. the intervals were usually 24 hours (minimum). For gudionmtry, tlm
frequencies were tested in tile Ibllowlng order: First, 2.5 kltz to 8 kltz, then from 2.5 kHz
to 0.5 kllz, the right ear first, Each subject was trained in Bekesy audionretry until he
reacted regularly and reprodueibly. For each ear the hearing test took 8 mimltes. Audi-
ometry was started 15 minutes after the end of tile exposure, and was thus completed 31
minutes after tire end of the exposure, A control audiogram was made before each experi-
mental noise _xposurc.
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ICestdls: The me_ul hearing-threshold sllifts are sbown in ltlbh, .I.
A siglliflcant (p<0.OS) effect of tile noise exposure (indicated by tlnderliuing) occnrred

mainly at the lest frequencies 3, 4, and 6 kIIz. Althougb Ibe size of Ihs threshokl shifts was
snudl throughout, nevertheless there W_lS;nl evident trend for these to inert'_ksgwith in I

creasing noise level. OI1 exposure to regttlar I1OJSC, _1 sound level of 95 dll(A) produced ;I
definite effeul at tire three frequencies, whereas for the irregublr noise, this effect w_ls
ol}tldned alre:ldy al 92 dklfA) equiv;dent continuous no[se level, e;deulated in _ccord_lnce
wttb the ISO I:',ecommendation. Ilowever, this tbresllold shift was, Ihroughoul, less" than
tlufl for the 95 dll(A) continuous noise level.

Moreover, tile results indic;fie Ibat ul first tile hi,lust noise level Ibr tile irregular noise
caused u temporary threshold shlft corresponding to tlufl obhlined ;It 95 dll(A) for con-
linuous noise. According to tile conversion inetbod used. tile etluiv_denl level for the
irregular noise ;v;is calculated to be 97 dB(A). Consequently, tile investigalion Ilas con-
firmed, to a certttio extent, the restllts of the field study, namdy, that the risk of Ile;kdng
d:nnage is somewbat overestlmaled by tim conversion inetbod.

DISCUSSION

Ill all retrospective inveslig_Hions whose pury_ose is to look for a correlation between
the degree of.influence and exposure to the relevant subsl;osce, there are alw;tys difficulties
in obtaining representative and well-defined matcri;d. During recent years propaganda for
the use of e_r defenders bas been incre;islugly intensified. In fire present investigation, this
situation may IltlVe led to some uneertablty in tlssussing tile noise exposure to which tile
.persons investigated were exposed to, On the whole, however, this uncnrt_inty is tile Sillne
for all tile groups investig;ited, and consequently fire results for tbese are conlpan_ble,

The relatively higb correltltlon between increasing deterionJtion ill hearing status nnd
increasing noise level, which ;_greesalso with relevant facts previously known (Kylin, 1960),
supports tile view that the estimation of tbe exposure conditions for tile present selection of
tim population seems to be pertinent.

The results of tbe field study show, however, tbat tile method employed in evaluating
the exposure level for irregul.ur noise app,,really causes a shift in tile risk Ihnit for hearing
damuge by about 5 dB compared with the corresponding value for contimlons noise. Similttr
results were obtt_ined in nn earlier investigation on the Irenring stzitus of forestry workem
who were exposed to very irregultlr noise which occurs when working wilb power saws
(Holmgren et td., 197 I).

In tbe present investigation, the experimental study on the temporary thresbold shifts
after exposure to continuous and irregular noise has also shown indications that tile con-
version method used overeatimate the damage risk limit when it concerns the irregnlar noise,

SUMMARY

About 170 employees, between the .agesof 20 and 35 years, who were Exposed in their
work to the irregular noise that usually ouurs in the engineering industry, were subjected to
a hearing examination. Tile aim of the examination was to test t_ proposed method for
assessing the risk of hearing dam;_ge from irregular noise.
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Table4.

AVERAGETEMPORARYTHRESHOLDSHIFT IN 20 PERSONS15"31MINUTESAFTER EXPOSURE
TO DIFFERENT LEVELS OF STEADYSTATE, AND VARYINGNOISE. (SIGNIFICANT,PH 0.05
EFFECTOF THENOISEEXPOSUREIS INDICATEDBY UNDERLINING.).

kHz

d_(A) 0.5 1 2 3 4 6

90 right 0.5 0 0 1.2 1,3 1,5

left 1,2 1,3 1.3 1.5 0,6 i,i

ReGular 95 right 0 0 0,8 .2.3 3.I 2.6

J;oise left i._4 i.i 1,0 2.___l 3 O 5,0

100 right I,i la.5 l.:q 3.4 4.3 7.4

left 1,0 0,7 2.2 5.:.2 5,8 8.__7

dU(A) iquivalent continuous noise level

87 risht 0 0 0 0,9 0,5 2,_2

left 0,3 0 0 0,7 i.i i,i

irre_.ular 92 ri_h_ 0 0,3 0 i,.___ 1,7 2.8

Noise left 0,2 0,5 0,5 1.5 2..5 2 8

97 right 0,2 0,7 0,5 1,6 2._q 5,0

left 1,0 0°i 0,8 1,8 3,1 _,__8

The proposed method enabled tile conversion of an irregular noise to an equivalent
continuous noise level. The persons invesligated wore divided into gronps with different
exposure levels, in 5 dB steps, between 80 and 100 dB(A).

The mean headng loss obtained showed a high correlation with increasing noise level.
The results also indicated that the conversion method now used for irregular noise seems to
cause a shift in the damage risk limit of about 5 dB.

In flze experimental study 20 persons with normal hearing were exposed to both
regular and irregular occupational noise. The temporary threshold shift sbift which still
affected the subjects 15 minutes after the completion of the exposure was recorded, The
irregular noise was converted to an equivalent continuous noise level. The results sbewed

that the temporary threshold shift after exposure to irregular noise was less than that after
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eXllOStlr¢to [11¢¢orrL'spondJtlgnoise levelfor Curttinnous uoise, This supports the COllClUSiOll
their II1_'conversion n_L;thodemployed l'or irr_guklr uulse overestJm:ltes the d_lln;ig_risk
limit.
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NOISE-INDUCED HEARING LOSS FROM
IMPULSE NOISE: PRESENT STATUS

R.R.A. Coles, C.G. Rice end A.M. Martin
(Institute of Sound and Vibrution Research,

University of Southampton, England)

Altllougb a large number of d;nnage risk criteria have been published and there are
considerable variations in tile legislation and codes of practice put forward by national and
state governments and by mmlerous occupational authorities, it is evident that the relation.
ships between stcady-stute noise exposure and bearing loss are beconring a mutter of general
agreement in all but detail, Perilaps tim mabr uncertainty revolves round tire question of
intermittent exposures and fluctuating levels of noise, and whether tile energy principle
provides an accurate basis or acceptable approximation on wldch assessments of hazard can
be made.

Tile diverge]lee of epic;oft on such exposures is illustrated well by comparing British
and American attitudes, hi tile U.K., the Department of Entployment's Code of Practice
(1972), based on tire research of Burns and Robinson (1970), utilizes tile energy principle.
In the U.S.A., the criteria applicable under fire Walsb-llealey Act (1969) and the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Act (1970), together with those of several occupational groups and
those recomnrended in 1972 by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and ltenltb,
favor a 5-dB correction per balvlng of daily exposn re duration. It is interesting, tlrougb, that
tbe American National Standards Institute; which of course benefits frmn the most com-
petent academic advice available and presunrably repre_nts tbe consensus of opinion of
American industry, is a signatory to fire International Standard (1971) on oecapational
noise expo_u_ which utilizes tim energy prioclple. It is also noteworthy that tile U.K.
evidence is based mainly on Burns and Robinson's Irrs (permanent threshold shift) studies,
whereas tile U.S. evidence appears to be based on "FI'S2 (teml_rary threshold sllift 2
minutes after cessation of noise exposure): Blis is probably a significant procedural differ-
once, and further calls into question the relevance of TTS studies for derivation of correc-
tion factors for intermlttency of exposure or fluctuation of noise level.

hi comparison to the situation concerning ste=uly-state noise, there is remarkably little
legislation or governmental guidance on impulse noise hazards, hldeed, ill most instances tbe
laws, codes and criteria specifically exclude impulse noise, except perhaps where it consists
of rapidly repeated impacts.

In looking at the Iristorical aspects of noise-imluced bearing loss, impulse noises Irave
been prominent causes and have led to such descriptive terms as "gunfire deafness" and tile
"boilermaker's eotcb" (referring to the 4-kllz dip in tile audiogram). At the same time,
these noises have been tile most difficult to quantify. An almost traditional awe has sur-
rounded tilcm, such that the writers of earlier criteria have spoken guardedly of add;tinned
hazards where a noise contains impulsive corrlpouents, or they have even suggesled addi-
tional arbitrary hazard factors equiwdent to an increase in sound level of up to 10 or 15 dB
where such components are present.

In keeping with tire term "gunfire deafness", the first attempts to quantify the rela-
tionships between impulse noise and hearing loss have conre from alilitary fields. The
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pioneer work was that of Murmy and Reid (1946a, 1946b) and Reid (1946). Almost two
decades passed before Pfander (1965) and Rice and Coles (1965) made farther moves
towards establishment of measuremant and assessment criteria, although a nnlnber of "I_'S

studies on various aspects of impulse noise had been published and in one case (Ward, 1962)
led to inclusion in the CIIAIIA recommm',:httions (Kryter et al., 1966) of a 140-dB limit for
impulse noise.

The first relatively eon'tprehensive set of recommend;Jtions on impulse noise were
published by Coles, Garinther, Hedge and Rice in 1968, after a pooling of research data and
thought derived from studies mainly of gunflre-indneed TTS with the British Royai Marines
and the U.S. Army. With minor modificntions, these were adopted by CHABA (1968) for its
recommendations on gnnfire noise exposure.

Figure 1 ilh|strates th0 Coles et al criterion. A-duration refers to simple (Friedlander)
waveforms and refers to the duration of the positive pressure wave. It is comparatively rare.
and much more commonly there is a suecemion of pressure lluctuations when B-duration is
the relevant parameter. This refers to the total time that the envelope of the pressure
fluctuations, positive and negative, is within 20 dB of tile peak pressure level. Expoalre to
IO0 impulses, whose physical characteristics fall on the relevant criterion line, will lead to
CHABA (Krvter et hi, 1966) levels of TI'S 2 in 25% of those exposed. The criterion should
be lowered by 5 or 10 dB if only 10% or 5% respectively are permitted to be affected to this
degree. By the criterion, as publithed, the level could be raised by 10 dB for exposures to
one impulse per occasion.
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In all attempt to extend tile crllerion to embrace illdustrial impact types of noise,
where tile pe_ levels tend to be lower, the I]-duralio=ls longer, and the numbers of impulses
per day very much greater, Coles and Rice (1970) proposed a revised and extended series of
corrections for numbers of impulses per exposure occasion, Tbis is shown in Figure 2. The
arguments for it am giveu in lhe reference, but it is worlh noting that a major fiJctor in its
constrnafion was the need to take into account t!le "rFS studies of Cohen et aL (1966) and
of Walker (1969).

In i970 Burns and Robinson pablisbed the results of their lO-year government-
sponsored study of the relationship between noise exposnr¢ and hearing loss in British
industry. An important conclusion of ibis work was Ihat their data were consistent with an
energy concept; that is, the total A-weigbted sound energy received is u representative
measure of noise e×posare wifll respect to injury to bearing. At Ihe conference at which this
work was first presented, Coles and Rice also gave a general resumb of the current situation
on impulse noise hazards. A significant point to future trends came in the discussion, when
Martin (1970) linked tile two togetJler and suggested that file energy concept migilt be
extended to include impact noises up to peak presstlres of 145 dB, This assertion was based
on Iris studies ill industry published later by Atlrerley and Martin (197l) and their method
of assessment of impact noise (Martin and Atberley, 1973).

Recently, Rice and Martin (1973) have made a series of calculations which sbow flint
an extension of the energy concept gives results which ale close to but rather more con-
servative tban the Cotes et al (1968) criterion or its modit_cation by CI-IABA (1968), and

13 _.""N;'a_ (1_69)
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Fiflura2, Revledand extondedcorrectionsfor numbnrsof impullosper exposurecote|ion,!Aff_rCo!e:
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very similar to the modifications by Colas and Rice(i970) and all earlier r_vlsioe suggested
at ils draft stage by I;orrest (1967). Tile results of this analysis arc shown in Figaro 3. Two
practical poinls concerning the good agreement betwean the earlier impulse criterion and
tile etltdwdent conlinLious noise level (ECNL) extension should be mentioned.

First. tile method of assessmenl of industrial impact noises used by Martin and
Adlerlcy (1973) needs validation with respect to its application to gunfire noises. Indeed,
research is being carried out to find an easily practical way to do this, and to adapt a noise
dosimeter for rilis purpose. Tile iustrumantufiou needs have been discussed generally by
Martin (1973).

Second, the 90 dBA ECNL criterion based on an energy concept relates to daily
workday exposures, whilst Colas et al. one referred to 70 or 20 exposure occasions per
annum. In f;_ct, this discrepancy is more apparent than real. On dm one h_md, tile 150
recommendation and tile British government's Code of Practice reflect most sciantific
opinion ill making no allowances for non-babitu;d exposures. On tile oUicr, the Co/as ct at.
criterion was derived mainly from lq_S studies and rests on the generalization Ihat TTS 2
indicates tile likelihood of PTS from llabitaal exposure. Tile criterion was expected to be
applied to military situations, with perllaps only 10 tor 20 exposure occasions per annum.
This wasaccepted as tile 'nom_t', and the stated auditory effects were expected in practice to
arise from as few as 10-20 exposures in many instances. This expectation was based mainly
on the variable nature of actual t,'amfire-noise exposure in military situations, which some-
times leads to a more rapid accumulation of hearing loss tl'tan expected. On the other hand,
the total amount of bearing loss accumulating over a large number of exposure occasions
would not necessarily be markedly greater than that predicted by tile TTS mcasuranlents on
widch the criterion was largely based, if die physic_ dlaractcristics of the noise exposures
were strictly controlled. As this cannot be done in practice, and also because nupredictable
variations in susceptibility seem to occur (Reid, 1946), lhe criterion was considered to apply
to ordinary military conditions or I0 to 20 exposam occasions a year; waruing was, Ilow-
ever, given against taking a chance with even a single nnprotectcd occasion.

For those individuals and countries who accept the energy principle, it would seem on
the basis of the work described that we are now on the threshold of being able to measure
and evaluate the auditory hazard of all types of noises (from steudy-statu and intermittent
and fluctuating noises, and :dso industrial impact noises and bigh-intunsity explosive im-
pulses) with one general principle and possibly with one single instrumant. The advantages
of tlris are so obvious, however, that one/]as to be earefal not to lose one's crilical appraisal
in face of the claims of expediency: certain further studies ore desirable, in addition to the
two items already mentioned.

Further PT$ studies in a range of populations, covering hlgb-intensity impulses of
explosive type to moderate-intensity ones of impact type, are needed in order to wdidate
f_rthcr the agreement illustrated in Figure 3 and strengtban tile evidence prey'ideal by
Atberley and Martin (.I97 I). These studies will not be ea.w though, because of the dlfficully
in finding suitable populations. In industry, noise levels change with development of manu-
facturing processes, workers arc less static in respect of their phlcc of cmploymant than thcy
used tu be, and hearing conservation measu_s a_ becoming more effective or at least
complicate the problem of selecting an unbiased and fully exposed sample. In military
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situations, the same complicating factors apply and there are still greater difficulties in
defining the amount of noise esposu re (in terms of both lcvd and numbers of impulses).

It may be necessary to have recourse to 'ITS studies. The trouble here is that there are
great doubts as to tile validity of the supposed arithmetic equivalence of TTS 2 arid ex-
pectancy of PTS. Martin's studies (1970) suggest that with impacHype noise TFS 2 is a poor
quantitative predictor of FTS and, unlike his and other PTS ones, do not agree with the
energy principIe. Ward (1970) has shown that recovery from a given amount of TTS is not
independent of how the TTS arose, as was originaIly postnlated by Ward, Olorig and Sklar in
1959. Moreover, the rote of recovery from TTS, which must surely be related to risk of lxl'S,
is not related in a simple manner to the amount of TTS even from a given pattern of noise
exposure; where the TTS 2 is over 40 dB, a much slower rate of recovery applies (Ward,
Ghirig and Sklar, 1958, 1960). Ward (1970) himself suggested that TI'S30 may be a more
relevant index of risk of PT$, but the relationship between this and Irl'S is not yet known.
As Passchier-Vermeer (1973) has stated earlier in this Congress, "it may be possible that
recovery and, hence, total sound energy over a workday plays a more important role thm_
can be expected from fTS 2 alone".

There is also a theoretical argument. If the energy principle is postulated for a damage
risk criterion, it is evident that TTS 2 measurement applied to a TTS2/PTS relationship
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cannot be expected to validate tile criterion, Consider tile thne patterns of the two types of
exposure illustrated in Figure 4. Both have four hours of exposare per day, and on tile
energy principle tile risk of PTS must be the sam_. The TTS 2 measurement resulting from
exposure pattern B will be considerably greater than from exposure pattern A however. The
same sort of arguments could be applied to hypothetical patten',s .)f bnf, ulse noise exposure.

On the other/land, in spite of all the doubts and uncertainties about Trs 2 studies, the
Coles et :d (I 968) criterion for impulse noises, together with Forrest's extension of it, and
the evidence of Cohen et al. (1966) and Walker (1968), were all based on T'FS 2 measure-
mants. It is these which appear to agree so well witb tile ener_ principle and tile extrapola-
tions of ECNL 90 dBA into impnlse noise fields, both of whirl| were based ell PTS studies.

Finally, there is tile qnestion of intcrections between impulse and steady-state noise
wilen combined. On tile energy principle, there is of course no problem: the energies from
the two sources are simply summed. However, this would not appear to be the complete
story. Cohen et al. and Wsiker have both demonstrated protective effects (for "ITS) when
the two types of noise were added, and attributed these to enhancement of tile acoustic
reflex, It should be noted, though, that these were TTS studies fronl relatively short-dura-
tion exposures and with subjects who were not habitu,'dly exposed to high-level noise. It
seems quite likely that there would be greater adap_ltion of tile reflex with longer and
habitual exposures.

The contrary and more traditional view is that the presence of impulsive components
in a steady-state noise involves a disproportionately greater anditory hazard. Such a view has
found support recently from tile work of Hamernik and his colleagues (1972)who observed
the effects of impulse and steady-state noise on thehearing (lYrS)anti hair-cells (histology)
of chinchillas.

In turn, these and other animal experiments, together with some eleetrophysiologieal
studies, open up much wider questions as to whether TTS (or even PTS) is in fact a
satisfactory measure of auditory damage. However, until we bare something that is both
snbstantiaJly better and at least as easy to measure (and verifiable objectively when it comes
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to compensation assessment), imm-tone threshold shifts 111Listrcmahr onr principal tool for
assessment of auditory damage resulting frmn noise exposures of all types.

Acknowh'dgenwnt: For much of' their own material included in this general review, tile
authors are indebted to the Medical Research Council for financial suppoa.

Summary

UnBI fairly recently, governmental and occupaBon;d noise h_ard criteria have eilber
omitted or specifically exchlded reference to impulse noise situations, or merely mcntimmd
them in guarded and largely non-quantitative terms, Tile cdteria put forward by Colas et al
in 1968, modified and extended by CHABA and Forrest, have provided some help but refer
mainly to gunfire-Wpe noises. Colas and Rice (1970) offered extensions for industrial
impact noises, and Atherley and Martin (1971) studied tile problem further showing that
tbeir PTS data gave support to the equivalent A-weighted sound energy concept as a meas-
ure of lmzard to hearing. Recent analyses by Rice and Martin (1973) suggest that such
equal-energy extrapolations may possibly be extended to cover the high-intensity explosive
type of noise. The bighly desirable prospect of one comprebenslva method of measurement
and auditory hazard evaluation for all types of noise is thus revealed. Problems relating to
validation, instrumentation, and other uncertainties are discussed briefly.
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HEARING LOSS DUE TO IMPULSE NOISE
A FIELD STUDY.
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40-027 Katowiee,Poland

Adam Lipowczan
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PI. Gwarkow 1, Katowica,Poland

Present knowledge on consequences of exposure to industrial impulse noise is still
rather scanty (Aaron, 1967; Coles, 1970). That was the reason we have started a study on
bearing loss in drop-lbrgc operators, exposed to several thousand impulses each day. For
that pLIrpose we have selceled a factow whose both tile local tradition and a great distance
from another possible place of work made tile staff pretty stable over tile yea|s. In that way
213, drop-forge operators (426 ears), working up to 30 years at tile same place and exposed
to tile same kiad of noise, were tested.

Characteristics of nuise exposure,

The impulses arc g,:nerated by iron drop-forge hammers, weighing l to 5 tons, f',flling
from a beight of approximately 1.5 m onto an iron base. Owing to the distance between tile
Ibrges (about 5 m) each operator was exposed maildy to impulses from his own forge, from
a distance of less than I m. As a rule they did aot use ear protectors,

Tile impulses were measured with a Bmel and Kjaar impulse Sound Level Meter type
2204 and I/2-]n. microphone, and recorded on a Kadclski tape-recorder Nagra IV L (speed
]9.05 era/see., frequency range of 20 - 18 000 Hz, dynamic range 50 dB over tha back-
ground level). Using the frequency modulation technique tile lower limiting frequency equal
DC was obtained. The recorded impulses were Ineasarcd with the use of sror,_ge oscillo-
scope. (Fig. 1). The followiag values have been determined:

Ca)Peak pressure lerel: 127 to 134 dB, independent of tile weight of the bammer,
(b) Rise time: almost instantaneous (a few microseconds),
(e) hnlaflse durallon (from peak Io the arabieat level): 100 to 200 mscc,
(d) Lere/ofhackgromld noise: l I0 dB,
(c) Rape/i/Ion rate (during on-time): 0.5 to 2 per sac.
if) As drop-forges work in an on-off manner the to/el nlenber of imlndses have heen

calculated from the known number of strokes necessary to produce each item, and from tire
number of items produced by each drop-forge during tile work-day. Depending on tile item
produced there were 3000 to l 0,000 impulses a day to which every drop-forge operator was
directly exposed.
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Td =0, I s

Figure 1. O_illoscopic picture of impubes produced by drop-forge. Lp = peok I_ol, Lb ; back[iround level,

Tr - time of repetition, T d = duration time.



(g) Frequency speclrttln has ]lot beeu analyzed because of known difficulties with lhat
procedure (tales, 1970).

Hearing Tests.

Hearing exanrinations were conducted before work in order to measure the I_I'S (at
least 16 honrs after the last exposure to noise), and after work in order to measure T'TS.
Otologleal examinations were doue beforehand to exclude other possible causes of hearing
loss. Audiometers were calibrated according to ISO standards. Ambient noise did not exceed
tbe allowable levels.

Results.

All the workers were divided into 8 groups, according to exposure time in years (Tab.
1). After correction of heariug losses for presbyacnsis (GIorig, 1962) a statistical analysis of
the results was performed, Tile scatter of the individa*d results was quite large, but dis-
tributed in a uear-oonnal illanner (medkuls and means were equal), so rueans lind standard
deviations were determined. The results discussed here cover PTS only, as the study on TTS
has not been finished yet. (Fig. 2-5)

Some eharaclerlstic features of rite hearing losses in flint populatiou may be sum-
marized as follows:

I. The most prominent hearing loss during early exposure (e,g. in groups "under 1year"
and "1-2 years of exposure") occurs at 6000 Ilz (Fig. 2). It was a "leading frequency"
in our series.

2, Hearing loss at 4000 Hz was next in frequency of occurrence and magnitude and after
5 years of exposure becomes as large as that at 6000 Ilz,

3. The greatest drop ;n l_tearingthreshold at 6000 Hz and 4000 Hz appears during the first
two years of exposure (the average rate was 20 dB/year).

4. Fully-developed hearing loss at 4000 and 6000 Hz appears during the first 5 years of
exposure (average role 10 riB/year), A further drop in hearing threshold occursslowly
(on the average, 5 dB over a period of I0 years).

5, The growth of hearing loss at the lower frequencies was much smaller in the first two
years (at 2000 Hz about 10 dB/year on the average); a steady slow progression during
the following years was observed, at an average rate of 5 dB in 10 years, (Fig. 5).

6, After 2 years of exposure not a siugle worker with nom'ral tllreshold ofhearing could
be foond, but individual variarions in hearing loss were quite lurge.

Comment,

Tile pattern of noise exposure wldch has been Ibund in the present study is different
from a laboratory type of impulse noise, but typical for industry: the impalses are super _.
imposed on a rather high noise background which, by itself, might cause damage to hearing,
But it was probably fire impulses that have induced a quicker development of PTS in
comparison to steady-state noise exposure: fully-developed ITS occurred after 5 years of
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Figure 5. Moan NIHL at 2000 4000 and 6000 Hz as a function of exposure time,



exposure while it takes approximately I 0 years ill steady-stale noise exposure (G]orlg el al.,
1961; Nixon et al., 196I). Similar observations were made by Sulkowski el al. (1972).

TIle occurrence of lhe greatesl impnlsc-noise-pmdnced hearing lossat 6000 llz Ires also
been reported by other authors (Loeb and Releber, 1965; Salmiwllli, 1967; Gmvendeel et
al., 1959;Zalin, 1971).

As far as DRC are concerned, lhe criteria proposed for bn.mfireielpu]ses (Coles et eL,
1968) cannot be applied to industrial noise, as Colas and Rice (I 970), Walker (1970), end
Martin et al. (]970) supposed. Tile inlpuises of peak level of 125 to 135 dB and duration
I00 to 200 msee were clearly hannful when repealed several lhousands titnes a day for
several years. The protective action of intraauml muscles seems to be qoestlooable during
such long exposure, ;dthougl_ Cohen et al (1966) reported lesshannfn] effect of impulses
when superimposed on steady state noise. Tile new concept of lhe evaluation of risk caused
by impulses reported llere by Colasseemsto bevery promislog.

Tile large variations in the extent of hearing loss caused by impulse noise may be
attributed to individual susceptibility: some workers in our series show 50 dB of bearing Io._
after 1 or 2 years of exposure, while others bave only 20 dB or less after 25 years of work.
Tile cause is still obscure, so rontble audlomctric tests should be advocated in order to
exclude persons with "tender ears" front further exposure or to introduce appropriate
preventive measures (ear protection, enclosures, etc.).

ConeJlrsJons.

I, Fully-developed PTS occurs after 5 years of exposure to impulse noise, wbich implies
that rapid transition from TTS to PTS in that type of exposure is qnite probable,

2. The fact that lhe earliest and greatest change in tbrcshokl occurs at 6000 llz indicates n
slightly different pattern of development of bearing loss in impulse noise than in
steady-state noise exposure.

3. A very slow increase in hearing loss after 5 years of exposure indicates that PTS caused
by impulse noise stabilizes with time. as has been found in exposure to steady-state
noise.

Summary

Results are presented of bearing examinations in 213 drop-forge operators who were
exposed, for I to 30 years, to 3000 to 10000 impulses a day. the impulses having a peak
level of 127-134 dB and duration of 100 to 200 msce. Tile impulses are superimposed on a
background of 1 I0 d B of steady-state noise.

The maximum PTS during early expostlre (I - 2 years) occurred at 6000 Hz. at a rate
of 20 dB a year. Hearing loss at 4000 Hz was smaller, but after 5 years of exposure they
become equal. PTS at 6000 Hz and 4000 Hz reached maximum in first 5 years of exposure
(about 50 dB on tile average); further increase was rather slow. At 2000 llz a smaller PTS
during early exposure is observed: about I0 dB per year during first I - 2 years, later about

i 5 dBin i0 years.
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Fairly large iudivkblal variations in fllreshold shift were observed, which resulted in a
20.dl] slaadarcl dcvi;lfien fronl inean tqlhles of PTS (the SC[lller o_" rabies was close to

_norula [ c[irve" ).
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HEARING DAMAGE CAUSED BY VERY SHORT,
HIGH-INTENSITY IMPULSE NOISE

H.G. Dieroff

HNO-Klinik, Universityof Jena
J0na,German Democratic Republic

lutroduction

Much has been reported in recent years about the harmful effect of impulse noise-
especially of very' shm't iarpalses-on bcoring (DIEROFF, GARINTIIER anti MORELAND,
KRYTER, POCttE, RICE and COLES, STOCKWELL and ADES). Findings of damage
caused by ultra-sbort impulses such as produced by certain toys have also become morn
frequent (GJAEVENES, IIODGE and McCOMMONS, etc.).

Rather striking cases of bearing loss are often found in persons occupied in metal-
working trades and working in places where continuous sound pressure levels bardly exceed
the crueial intensity of about 90 dB (A). Again and again, individuals are fontal to suffer
from hearillg loss that scmns to hear no relatloa to the souud pressure level (SPL) prevailing
at their work place. The frequaatly-cncountered bearing impairment in wcklers is repre-
sentative of the situation to be described here, as Fig, I demonstrates. There is no doubt
that impulse noise, even only a few high-intensity impulses, produced when burrs and slag
are removed from welds or wbea the acetylene flame is ignited, largely account for the
_tcnt of tbe damage. Measurements of such noise reveal very irregularly scattered impulses
of varying quality. Level.frequency counts permit a considerably better assessment of
auditory stress, but even they are not sufficient to establish a relationship between the
actual noise stress and file bearing loss detected. Therefore, today's still-lnadequate
tcclmiques of measuring the actual stress involved in densely pulsed industrial uoJsc has to
be regarded as a m_or reason for the apparent discrepancy between noise levels and tile
degree of bearing impairment. Moreover, the question arises whether impulse noise involves
a damage mechanism differcnl from that caused by continuous noise, which in the end leads
to tile familiar severe hearing damages.

Theoretical considerations

Tile author's investigations, especially in the metal-working industry, bare sbown that
the clashing of two metal parts frequently produces SPL peaks between 150 and 160 dB.
Peaks of tbat intensity may cause hair-cell damage by way ofa lleavy electrical discharge of
the hair-coils when the bairs touch the tectorial membrane, which leaves a scar in the
hair-cell's microstructure. A hair-celt tbus damaged may sooner or later suffer degeneration.

Damage after steady-state acoustic stimulatiou has been described as a deficiency in the
supply of nutrients to hair-cells; but assumptions primarily relying on the same type of
metabolic disturbance to account for impulse-noise-induced Ilearing damage carry littleI

conviction.

A research team consisting of BIEDERMANN, GEYER, GuTrMACHER.,
KASCHOWITZ. MEIER and OUADE. in addition to the author, investigated tile issue of
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whether tile exposure of _uJlmapJg.s'ears to very short sound impulses cansesfunctional
hearing cilanges as well as SlrLictllraldefornlatJons of and illetubolic dalnage to tile organ of
Corti. We hoped to determine to whet extent tlmre is any correlation belween tile
functional behavior and the microscopical and histochemical findings.

Methods

I, Functional behavior test series, carried out by BIEDERMAN and KASCIIOWlTZ:
Guinea pigs weighing 250 to 450 g and showing noruml PREYER reflexes were exposed to
acoustic stinudation in a low-zefiection SOmld ebanlber of about I x I x 2.2 in ill size. A

spark-discharge sound generator was used as the source; sound prussnre peaked around 162
dB with a standard deviation of ± 1 dB. Impulse widths varied from 200 to 400 ps. The
functional bellavior of the guiaea pigs" ears was measured in ternls of the nlicrophnnic
potential (MP) measured :It the round window. MP was measured exclusively during the
experbnent.

2, Metabolic behavior test series, carried outby Geyer, Quade und Guttmacher, Meier:
Experialental subjects were guinea pigs weighing 250 to 450 g and exhibiting positive
PREYER reflexes. Tile animals were placed two at a tinle ill a sound chanlber couhtinblg

very ilarrow cages. Acoustic nleasurements demonstrated a anifornl sonnd pressare
diatribatlon in the area of tile aahnals' heads. Sound pressure levels of 135 or 158 dB :t: 1dB
were used. Investigation included tile nlierostructure and tile behavior of sncciaie-
dehydrogenase (SDH) activity in the cochlea. The same spark.discharge sound generator was
itsed for both test series. In cflber series, some control animals served as a basis of
comparison for the pathological changes to be detected.

Results

In the functional behavior experiments, the guinea pigs were exposed to I, 3 or 5
impulses at intervals of about 3,5 seconds, which was sufficient to allow tile middle-ear
muscle reflex aroused by tile preceding inlpulse to relax. Tile first MP rneasnrenlent was
made 5 minutes after the start of each experiment. The MP amplitude, which was recorded
Ibr 120 minutes after stimulation (Fig. 2), showed a noticeable allcauation after a single
impulse, decreased more rapidly after 3 inlpulses, aml confirmed to fade after 5 impulses
with a tendency toward an asymptote. Throughont tile observation period, no increase in
MP was detected, Extending the period any longer was not praelicable, since the MP
nlensurements were carried out with anaesthesized animals,

In contrast to the functional behavior descrilmd, the secmld test-series required a much
longer period of acoustic stimulation before a distinct decrease in SDII could be found. The
first SDII changes were observed only after 8 days, with n daily smnnl exposure time of 9
hours alternating with 15 hours of rest, and a pulse rate of 16 per nlinate. A marked

i increase was detected after the period of sound exposure had been extended to 14 days, On
tile other band, acoustic stimulation of these animals did not produce any MP or any Preyer
reflexes prior to sacriNein_ theft woltld be indicative of a residual function.

Tile decrease in SDH activity extended over the entire cocblea and also incbuled the
nerve endings. SDH activity decreased more ill file outer tbaa in the bmer bait-cells. No
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micro-stnlctUml changes could he detected. Other histochcnlical details are not considered
here.

Discussion

The two series of experiments showed a large discrepancy between the behavior of MP
and that of SDH. A change in MP can be noticed after the very first impulse, whereas a
decrease in SDH activity will occur only after extensive exposure to impulse sound, llow-
ever, histochemical ehnnges after stimulation by impulse sound are identical to those
observed after continuous stimulation, since the results are well in agreement with observa-
tions reported by VOSTEEN (1958, 1960, 1961), VINNIKOV and TITOVA (1958, 1963)
_d QUADE and GEYER (1972). As the only divergeoee, VOSTEEN in his experiments
found no decrease of enzyme in the inner hair-cells and nerve endings after minor sonic
stress. According to VOSTEEN (1958), the decrease of SDH activity is to be taken as a stsge
preceding the disintegration of hair-cells, with the decrease in SDH activity corresponding to
a state of exhaustion after functional over-exertion.

Summarizing the results of the two test series, we find that sound impulses of high-
peaked SPL cause a reduction of MP that was irreversible for the duration of the measure-
meat, whereas the impulse sound stress required for histochemical changes is much longer
than the continuous sound stress that would produce the same changes. The reduction of
MP suggests the very rapid ocourrence of a functional over-exertion or damage due to a few
very short pulses of some hundreds of microseconds duration, These can probably be
explained by the electron-microscopic observations made by SPOENDLIN. After
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Figure2. Th_ bohwlarof microphonpotential|of guineopigsafter1.3 and5 sparksdopendingfromtime
{afterBIEDERMANNandKASCHEWITZ,1073).
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continuous acoustic stimulation with wide-band noises ranging from 125 d8 upward,
SPOENDLIN found changes in the ultrastructuro of tile outer, anti later of tile inner,
hair-cells and of the nerve endings, which cllanges progressed with growing sound intensity.
These changes were of a partially mecbanical and partially metabolic nature. The influence
exerted an MP by a few single impulses mlgbt be due primarily to purely mechanical damage
to the ultrastructure of the organ of Corfi, caused by direct contact between the rectorial
membrane and the outer hair-cells, with a possibly stronger affection of the sensory hairs.

Summary

A few single impulses (I, 3 or 5) having sound pressure peaks of 162 dB and pulse
widths of up to 400 ,us induce a permanent reduction of microphonic potential in guinea
pigs. A considerably longer period of acoustic impulse stimulation (i,e. 8 to 14 days) is
required to detect hlstocbemieally the same SDH decrease as that found after continuous
sound stimulation, a decrease assumed to be a stage preceding hair-cell degenerution. What
cbanges in the organ of Corti are responsible for the observed microphonic potential reduc-
tion remain to be identiBed.
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BEHAVIORAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL AND ANATOMICAL STUDIES
OF THRESHOLD SHIFTS IN ANIMALS I

Donald H. Eldredge,JamesD. Miller, JohnH. Mills
and BarbaraA. Bohne=

ResearchDepartment, Central Institute for the Deaf
St. Louis, Missouri63110

in a Congress on Noise as a Pablic Ileulth Problenl we are really very nlaeh more
concernetl with man thole we =irewith ;mimals. So what is it that we would like to know
ahout noise and man that we nlay learll frmn anhnals?As representativesfrom all Institute
lbr the Deaf we would like to know how to evalaale hazards for hearing and the ear from
information ahont uxposares to noise. Expostlras to noise ,']recommonly specified in terms
of tile level antl spectrlam of tile noise, afid tile telnporal pattern and tolal duration of
exposures. For nlalr, lhe el'feel on the ear is usu;iIIy specified ill terms of teniporary and/or
permanent shifts of tile aildilory thresholds for pure tones. In animal experiments wa would
like to learn as 111llCh ;ISpossible about the above relations and in addition to learn sortie-
tiling of the pathological physiology and pathological anatomy.

Fronl animal experiments we have long known Ibat exposures to sound Call ]gad to
degeneration of the hair cells of the organ of Corti with associated loss of neurons. Most
such experiments have involved short exposures at high levels and have served to
demonstrate the susceptibility of the ear to sudden acoustic trauma, We are all familiar with
these experiments, and they will not be of much concern to ns today because tl|ese studies
have not been so clearly oriented toward the human situation. The exposures that are
important for man do not seem to injure with a single event. Instead, loss of hearing follows
only after repeated exposures over relatively long periods. Accordingly we wish to review
some of oar recent work that emphasizes prolonged exposures at lower levels and exposures
that are not immediately associated witb permanent loss of threshold sensitivity for tones.
On the hasis of tbls work we can already state several important relations between exposure
to noise and loss of hearing in the chinchilla. Tile measured relations for the chinchilla
correspond so well to similar relations for man that we believe common principles apply.

Ad=,antages ofAnhnal F,xper#nents: Animal experiments can have certain rather clear
advantages. First, and possibly foremost, it is possible to restrict activities and exposures in
such a way as to reduce individual variability ill responses to exposures to a minimum.
Secondly, it is possible to look systematically at some Ibniting conditions that are not
always reasonable for man. Thirdly. it is reasonable and possible to examine the ears of
animals under the microscope at apprnpriat¢ times and with good preservation of
anatomical detail.

Ad_,antages of Chinchillas; The choice of an animal is another important step. We
chose the cbilrchilla because:

1) it can be easily trained, using standard shock avoidance techniques, to give
behavioral responses to tones;

2) its threshold of audibility has a sensitivity and a frequency range similar to those of
man;
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3) it is relatively healtby and free of diseases of the middle ear;
4) it has a long llfe, at least I 0 years and up to 20 years; and
5) three turns of its cochlea are surgically accessible to electrodes for the recording of

cochlear potentials (Miller, 1970),

Behavioral Studies

Acquisition of Threshold Shifts: Let us begin by asking what happens to the behavioral
auditory tbresbolds when exposures to noise are continuous. Carder and Miller (1971, 1972)
showed tbat the threshold for a 715-Hz tone increased wlth duration of exposure to an
octave band of noise centered at 500 Hz for only about 24 hours (1440 min.) and then
remained at a plateau or ,asymptotic value as exposures were continued for 7 days and even
for 21 days. Four examples of rids kind of growth of threshold shift to asymptotic values
are shown in tile left panel of Fig. I, Here we see that the effect of changing the level of the
band of noise from 75 to 85, 95, and 105 dB SPL is tc sbift the asymptotic thresbold shift
from about 17 dB to 31 dB, 49 riB, and 63 dB, respectively. Note that for each exposure the
asymptote is reached in about the same time end that rate of growth of shift has increased
con'cspondingly with level,

At this point o prominent footnote is required. One of our most important findings is
that the terms "temporary threshold shift" (TTS) and "permanent threshold shift" (PTS)
are not enough to distinguish among the operationally Important features of all of the
various threshold shifts (TS) that we have encountered, At a minimum we will need a new
term similar to "asymptotic threshold shift" (ATS), All of the evidence is not yet available
and we are not yet prepared to recommend a definitive set of terms. The notations wc have
used in the past reflect the fact flint on animal must be removed from the noise to measure
his TS. Some recovery from the level of TS present i_ the noise begins as soon as the animal
has been placed in the quiet, but tlds is usuallysmall and the animal is returned to the noise
as soon as thresholds have been measured. Measurements of threshold twice at o single
frequency can bc made at an average time out Of noise of 4 minutes and this time may be
given as a subscript; e.g,, TS 4, TTS4, Measurement of thresholds for an audiogram of five or
six frequenaies can be made at an average time out of noise of 1 I minutes;e.g., TPS I I, In
addition we have earlier expressed ATS 4 as TTS 4" or the "IS4 measured with the TS has
stopped growing,

Part of the data in the left panel of Fig. I ore replotted in Fig, 2A to show tile relation
of ATS4 at 715 Hz to the level of the band of noise. Note that the relation is well described
by the equation

i ATS4 = 1,6 (OBL - 65)

That is, for every decibel that the band level exceeds tbe subtraetive constant 65 there will
" : he a i,6-dl:l increase in ATS.
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for Fig.4B.



Tile thresbohl sbifts (ATS 11) as a function of I_'equcney for tile above exposures are
shown as audlograms witb exposure level as tile par;uneter in Fig. 3A. l.lera we see tbat tile

largest sldfts were at 715 llz anti that there wits significant spread of ATS I I to bigher
frequencies. Parenthetically we find tile sblfts at 715 Hz to be easily replicated. There is
always some spread of ATS to bigber frequencies, but it is often not so much as shown here,

Von Bisularck (1967) has measured the ratio of sound pressure _lt the ear drum (Pd) of
the chinchilla to tbat in the free fiehl (Pf) as Nmctions of frequency, angle of incidence, and
static pressure in the middle ear. For the frequencies included in an octave hand centered
around 500 Hz he found the ratio Pd/Pf to be about 3 dB. For tbe frequencies included in
an octave band centered around 4 kHz he found tbe ratio Pd/Pf to be 15-20 dB. These
differences are sbnilar to those reported for man by Wiener and Ross (1946) and for the cat
by Wicuer, Pfeiffer and Backus (1966), and represent sound pressure lransfm'matimls
produced by combinations of acoustic diffrantlons about the head and pinna and resonances
in tile outer car canah Carder and Miller reasoned that the pbysiologicelly important

measure of exposure level will be Pd rather than Pf. They found that tbe growth ofTS 4 and
the ATS 4 at 5.7 kHz during exposure to an octave band of noise centered at 4 kltz and at
65 dB SPL were nearly the same as the TS and the ATS at 715 Hz shown in Fig. I A for tbe
exposure to the band centered at 500 ltz at 85 dB SPL.

Mills and Tale (1972) measured in greater detail the thresbold sbift and the ATS

accompanying exposures to tile octave band centered at 4 kHz. The growth of TS4 at 5.7
kHz is shown on the left in Fig. 4A as the levels were set for six days each at 57 dB, 65 dB,
72 dll, and 80 dB SPL. Duration of exposure is plotted linearly in Fig. 4A so that the values
for each ATS may be more easily observed. Again, growth to asymptote was complete in
about 24 hours for the first exposure to 57 dB SPL. The shifts from one ATS to a new ATS
as the levels were increased sometimes appeared to require only 12 hunts. Otherwise each

level of exposure produced an ATS 4 that was maintained for about 5 days. Tbe mean ATS4
for these 5 days at each level is shown by the open circles as a hmction of level of the uoise
in Fig. 2B. The filled squares show data for ATS 4 measured for these same levels as part of
other experiments. Tbese poiuts are fitted reasonably by the expression:

ATS 4 = 1.6 (OBL-47)

This subtractive constant differs by 18 (65..47) from the constant used to fit the data in Fig.
2A. To tile extent that ATS can be considered some measure of stress to tbe inner ear we
see that exposures in diffuse sound fields with octave bands of noise centered at 4 kl-lz are
equivalent to exposures with octave bands of noise centered at 500 l-lz at 18 dg higher
levels. Tllis difference approximates tbe differences reported by yon Bismarck for tbe ratios
of Pd/Pf in file two bands.

The threshold shifts at asymptote (ATS 11) as a function of frequency are sbown as
audiograms, with level of the octave band of noise centered at 4 kHz tbe parmneter, in Fig,
3B. The largest shifts are at 4.0 and 5.7 kHz and are clearly related to the fl'equency
spectrum of the exposures. There is some spread to higher and lower frequencies with the

I ldgher exposure levels but tills is never so great as with the exposures to tile octave band
centered at 0.5 kHz.
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Up to this point ill oar review We can conclude:
| I Continuous exposures to noise Ieatl to losses el threshold sensltJvily lee Dure tones

lhilt increase for about 24 hours Io :Ill asylnplotic Ihresbold shift lhat inay be nlainiained
fOr many da_Js,

2) The apparenl stress on tile ear as indicatecl by file size of the ATS grows by 1.6 to
i.7 dB lbr each decibel increase in level above some critic:d level.J

3) Tile critical level, if measured at the eard_uu, is probably only weakly related to
center frequency of the e×posum-band over Ihe range From about 0.4 gila Io about 6,0 kllz.
When measured in the field, tile critical level is strongly related to the center frequency or
tile _xposure-band because of file enhaneenleut of smnld pressure level produced by

acoustic diffractions around ti_e head and reSOllances of tile ear eallaL

R¢col,er.t, from ATS: Once the state we have called ATS4 has been reached, exposures
may be terminated and we can study tile recovery of sensitivity for pure tones. Wben this is
dune we learn that ATS is different from some other forms of temporary threshold shift in
tbat when ATS4 exceeds abuut I0-15 dB and the exposure has been nearly continuous, theu
recovery to normal will take several days, Under tbese cireumsiances recovery is never rapid
or even prompt. In the right half of Fig. I we see that recover] to normal threshokl at 715
Hz required "2.to 6 days following exposures to the octave band centered at 500 Ha. There is
a slight trend such that with greater ATS more time is required fur recovery.

Two trmnls for recover] of sensitivity at 5.7 kHz following exposure to oetave-baml
noise centered at 4 kHz and at 80 dB $PL are shown in Fig. 4B. Tile open symbols,
collected from several experiments in which miscellaneous parameters were being explored,
show tbe same slow recovery observed at 715 Hz in Fig. I. The filled symbols show an even
slower or delayed recovery that was observed following tile exposures and ATSs shown in
Fig. 4A. Recovery to thresholds that were not significantly different from pre-exposure
thresholds required at least 12 to 28 days and, as we shall see. these exposures produced
small changes in cochlear potentials and small eoeblear injuries.

Penuanent Threshold Shifts: The preceding paragraphs and figures summarize tile
important trends in those relations of behavioral threshold shifts to noise exposures that we
have already published. From the point of view of environmental safety these exposures
have already gone far enough. Tile results of subsequent studies now in press or in progress
show that increases in either dimension of exposure spell environmental hazard. Forexample,
continuous exposures for 9 days to an octave band of noise centered at 4 kHz aml at 80 dB
SPL have not produced permanent shifts in behavioral thresholds and are accompanied by
only minor changes in cochlear potentials and minor injuries to the inner ear. However,
when the level of exposure is increased to 86 dB or when the exposure to 80 dB is extended
for 90 days, we see permanent thresllold shifts. Tile recovery of behavioral threshold
sensitivity is delayed or even prolonged to more than 60 days and is not complete. When
there are permanent tbreshold shifts of this kind we have always found reduced eoeblear
potentials and injuries to the inner ear.

Physiological Studies

In our descriptions of the behavioral studies we have alluded to changes in cochlear
potentials and to injuries to the inner ear. In tile eontex_ of the present conference the
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physiological studies are imporlant because we find physiological changes that are qtumtita.
lively large enough to account for all of tile behavioral loss of sensilivity. Thus we need nol
invoke any central nervous system components to account for the threshold sllifls.

In a small rodent such as live chinchilla the three scalae of lhe imlividaal tnrns of tile
cochlea are readily accessible Ibr file inser0on of electrodes. Cochlear microphonic {CM)
potentials can he measured differentially ill each of three turns by recording tile electrical
differences between scala vest+bali and scala tympani in tim manner or Tasaki, Davis and
Legouix (1952). Tile classic NI-N 2 waveform of tile whole-nerve action potential (AP)
response can be recorded by taking dm average potential difference between the pair of
electrodes in the basal turn and a ground reference in tile tissues of the neck wound. This
response appears most clearly for clicks or the onsets of tones and can he grossly analyzed
into smaller components by observing the changes produced by masking noises with a
computerized version of the metbod reported by 'leas, Eldredge anti Davis (1962), It is also
possible to measure tire endocochlcar DC potential with pipette electrodes inserted in scala
media of each turn.

Cochlear Potentials Earl), in Recovery: Benitez el al. 0972)exposed chinchillas to an
octave band of noise centered at 500 IIz and at 95 dB SPL for two to three (lays, This is
long enougb to assure that the state of ATS bad been reached. Then DC, CM and AP were

measured at the times indicated on the rig!tt half of Fig. I. Two bours after the ernl of the
exposures tile DC potentials were withbl our range of normal values.

Ti|e changes in CM responses to tones at 200 Hz are shown in Fig. 5, Panel A shows the
hernial growth of CM voltage with increasing sound pressure level at the eardrum for each of
the three cochlear turns. At low levels tile CM measured in the third, or apical, turn (CM3) is

I S

_arger than C/',I2 and Cl',!i in a manner consistent with the envelope of the Bekesy travehng
wave at this frequency, llowover, the three functions become nonlinear at different levels
and rite CM arising more basally continues to increase at higher levels. At maximum

response the rank order is reversed so that CM 1 gives the largest voltage. In panel B the
average of CM l fimutlons after 5 hours of recovery is compared to the mean control
function for CMI. There is 12 dB loss of sensitivity, 6 dB loss of maximum voltage, and tile
SPL required to produce maximum CM I is shlfted about 6 dB higher, Panels C aud D sbow
similar comparisons for ¢M 2 and CM3 after recovery for 5 bou|s. This low-frequency
exposure has produced a clear gradient of increasing loss from less uear the base to more
near the apex.

Tile recovery of loss of sensitivity for CM as measured 5, 24, aml 48 /tours after
termination of exposure is shown in Fig. 6 along with the recovery of mean behavioral
threshold sensitivity at 715 I-lz. The physiological data are tire means of three different
groups of fivo ears each at tbe three different times. The trends for recovery are the same for
all measares.

For more titan 6 hours after tile termination of exposure at 95 dB SPL to the baml of
noise centered at 500 Hz it was not possible to elicit an AP response to a wide-band click
even at levels 90 dB above normal visual detection levels for this AE A brain-stem evoked
response could be elicited at levels consistent with the behavioral and CM losses of sensi-
tivity. These two observations imply changes in degree of synchrony as well as changes in
sensitivity of neural responses. We are not now prepared to interpret the_, ellanges any
further.
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Cochlear I'otentials Late In Recol,ery: Even whmr bebaviorai Ihresholds recover to a
sansitlvity tlmt cannot be statistically dislinguisbed from normal pro-exposure values (s.e.m.
about 4 dB) sve often find residual oll;ulges in cochlear potentials (Eldredge etaL, in press).
For example, there were four ears ill file group used for the four levels in Fig. 4. Tile CM I
responses were measured in each of these ears after tim cmlrse of exposures and tile recovery

shown. In each ear, CM I was found to be about two slamJard deviations balow mean nornlal

values throughout most of tim dynaalle range. The whole-nerve AP respmlses had normal
thresholds and in one eargrew quite nomla]ly; however, tbc other three ears gave responses
at suprathreshold levels that were up to more than two standard deviations below normal
nleans,

Anatomical Stodles

Early in these studies hsvolving ATS we ware sttrpfised to find evidence for some
injuries to tile organ of Corti and loss of huir cells with little or uo ebanga ill behavioral
thresholds. The first exanlples were briefly noted by Miller e t el. (1971) and by Carder and
Miller (1972). Tlrese early indications of injury Imve now been confirmed repeatedly.

Changes Seen Early ill Recover),: Benitez ct el. (1972)had restricted their exposures to
only two or three days in an attempt in acbleve ATS without tile usinor loss of hair cells
reported by Carder and Miller (1972), Nevertheless, 23 of 30 ears so exposed and examined
by conventional histological methods showed unmistakably-missing hair ceils and in 13 of
these ears the number of missing cells clearly exceeded those we had seen in unexposed
control cars, The samples provided by only avery fifth section did not allow more precise
evaluation of the injuries. Also, the fixation of cell stmcture in decalcified, calloidin-
embedded sections was not adequate for evaluation of more subtle cytological changes. For
this reason we adopted the osmium-fixed, araldita-ambedded, flat preparation described by
Bohne (1972) for our subsequent studies.

We have already been Ilandsomcly rewarded by this extra care in our anatomical
preparations. Bolma (in preparation) has reviewed ears exposed continuously for 48 hours
to all octave band centered at 500 Hz with levels at 75, 85, or 95 dB SPL anti to an octave
band centered at 4 kHz at 80 dB SPL. Ears that are fixed one to two Isours after file

termination of exposure show, by phase contrast microscopy, outer hair cells with
thickened walls and with intraeefiular accumulations of bmnogeneous-appearing material.
These ceils are seen primarily in file lower part of the third turn after exposures to file
octave band centered at 500 llz and in lba lower part of the first turn after exposures to the
octave band centered at 4 kHz. The incidence of outer hair cells with the above changas
decreases with level of exposure.

When the outer hair cells are exalnined by electron microscopy, it becomes clear that
flsere has been a marked proliferation of tbe cisternae of tile smooth endoplasmie reticulum
which comprises the peripheral membrane system of tile cells. Tile top of Fig. 7 shows part
of a normal outer hair cell sectioned at a horizontal angle. Eight rows of flattened clstemaa
are present just inside the plasma membrane (at the arrow) of rise coll. There are 30 rows of
cisternae in tire peripheral membrane system in the outer hair ceU from the third turn whieb
is shown _- the. bottom part .-,r _i,, 7. Th...... :s ................. I cl_posed to octave-band
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nolsecenteredat500 l-lzatY5 dB SPL; thespecilnenwas collectedI-2 hoursaftertheeml
of the exposure. Tile homogeneous-appearing material seen in the outer hair cells by phase
contrast microscopy was found to consist of extensions of the cistenme of smooth endo-
plasnlic retiuulum into the central portions of the cells, These changes are slowly reversible,
After 7 days of recovery the membrane systems in the o_tter hair cells show a return toward
average proportions. However, some scattered order ha/r cells still contained small ureas of
the proliferated cisternae even in cars a/lowed to recover for 70 days.

Changes Seen Late In ReeoJ,ere: Both early and late, scattered loss of up to u few
htmdred hair cells has been a regular finding. On closer examination some of these ears are
showing changes that persist morn than three months after exposure, at a time when
recovery to stable behavioral thresholds is complete. For example, some of the outer hair
cells in places where outer hair cells have been shown to develop extra rows ofclsternae in
the peripheral membrane systems may have membreae systems of average dimensions, but
the shape of the cells may be irregular and the peripherally-arranged mitochondria redtleed
in nnmbor (Bohaeet al., in press). Also, the afferent nerve fibers under tile inner hair cells
and ill the outer spiral bundles may show increased numbers of vesicles, vacuoles, and
strands of cndoplasmic reticulum,

Parallels lletween Man and Chinchilla

Bdlavioral measures of thresholds are the only ways we can compare man to the
chinchilla. For the chinchilla we have demonstrated the phenomenon of asymptotic thres-
hold shift. Mills etal. f1970) and Mosko eta/. (1970) have demonstrated asymptotic
threshold shifts in man. For both man and chinchilla, slow recovery of threshold sensitivity
after the end of exposure has been associated with the state of ATS. In chinchilla we have
also seen recoveries delayed even longer titan those we have characterized as slow, This
finding invites closer comparisons a/ong the dimension of rate of recovery. We am not yet
ready to specify quantitatively the different rates of recovery that we believe are opera-
tiona/ly important. Nevertheless, we believe that it may be necessary to distinguish among
different rates which may be qualitatively described as: a} rapid, b) prompt, 'c) slow, d)
delayed, and e) prolonged. ReFerences supporting the concept that these classes of recovery
are common to man and to the chinchilla are sbown in Table I.

For the chinchilla, delayed recovery has usually been associated with cochlear injury,
and prolonged recovery now seems to be assouiated with permanent tltmsbold shift as well
as loss of cochlear potentials and cochlear injuries. "fable I lacks citations for controlled
experiments that produced delayed or prolonged recovery in man and we hope that this will
continue to be true. However. we suspect that slow, delayed and prolonged recoveries may
follow some exposures to industrial noise,

Other Extrapolntions and Boundaries

In the beginning we excluded from our primary consideration data from experiments
in which large injuries are produced by short exposures at hieh lewis. Now we would like to
introduce two sucb exposures from our unpublished data in order to add dimensions and
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Table 1,

CITATIONS SUPPORTING DIFFERENT RATES OF RECOVERY FROM AUDITORY THRESHOLD SHIFT,¢

Rate of

Rq_overy ChLnahill_ l_n

A. rapid Peters(1965) Ward, Glorig& Sklar (1958)

< 3 hours*

B. pro_t Saundera,et el. Ward, Glorig& Sklar (1958}

< 16 hourst (in preparation)

C. slow C4rder& Miller (1971) Davle at el. (1950)

> 1 deY_ Milleret el. (1971) Ward (1960)

Mills at el. (1970)

Ward (1970}

D. delayed Mills& Tale (1972)

> 1 week*

E. prolonged Mills (in press)

> 2-S weeks*

• times are not yet well establishedbut ere similarto exemple_shown.
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perspective to the data we have acquired at lower levels and reviewed here. Table 11sten-
znarizes for the octave bands centered at 500 IIz and ,4kllz a) the exposure levels itrlplied by
the snbtractive constants in Fig. 2A and 21], l',) the exposure levels required Io produce ;in

ATS 4 of about 50 dB, and c) the exposure levels thai have been shown to produce ie 3.5
hours injuries thai progress to total loss of organ of Corti over seine distance along tile
basilar u'tenlbrune.

The subtractlve constants, 65 aml 47, of Fig. 2A ;lnd 2B Jnlply that exposures to
corresponding levels could be prolonged indefinitely and that tile ATS 4 woukl be only 0-5
dB. The ftmctions in this Iigure stale that above these levels the stress on tile ear, as
nmasured by ATS, grows rapidly at about 1.6 dB per decibel increase in level. For exposures
that are about 30 dB above the levels hnplied by the sabtraetive constant, ATS 4 is about 50
dB and behavioral thresholds can recover completely after exposures Ibr a few days, But
there will usually be some less of hair cells after these exposures. We know that when these
exposures are continued beyond 9 days to 90 days [Mills, in prepara/ion) permanent loss
appears. We know that an increase of only 6 rib can lead to permanent threshold shift (Mills,
in press) after exposure for ouly 9 days. Experiments in progress suggest that exposures for
only 6 hours daily with 18 hours in quiet will only delay the acquisition of injury and loss.
The dynamic range between levels that appear to be entirely safe and those that ;Ire clearly
injurious is only 30 riB.

When exposure levels are increased by an additional 30 dB, severe cochlear injuries, loss
of cochlear potentials, and permanent threshold shifts follow exposures of only 3.5 hours,
Clearly such exposures are excessive and their equivalents are to be avoided by man at all
costs,

It is tempting to make a final extrapolation to man. The data collected on one man
(Mills et al., 1970) suggest that the subtracfive constant for the octave band centered at 500
Hz is about 75 and that continuous exposures at 75 dB SPL should produce asymptotle
threshold shifts less than 5 dB. The same data and some nnpublished data provided by
Melnick indicate that for man ATS 4 also grows by about 1,6 dB for each decibel increase in
exposure level.

Concluding Remarks

We believe the results of our studies will support the following assertions concerning
hearing and noise exposure for barb man and chinchilla:

1) Sound Levels: Above some critical level, manifestations of stress on the ear increase
by about 1.6 dB '3for each decibel increase in level of exposure.

2) Frequency Spectntm: We can account for most of the differential hazard related to
frequency spectrum by the differences in the ratios of sound pressures at the tympanic
membrane to tile sound pressures in the sound field.

3) Stress on Hearing: There ar_ combinations of level and durations of exposure to
noise that produce temporary threshold shifts characterized by slow recovery to normal
thresholds.

There Is a fourth assertion that we know is true for chinchilla and that we suspect may
also be true for man.
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Table2.
CRITICAl. EXPOSURE LEVELS FOR CHINCHILLA

Center Frequency of

Octave Band

0.5 kHz 4.0 kHz

Co_oletely Safe Levels, 65 dBSPL 47 d/3SPL

A_34 = 0-5 dB no _tter

the duration

Borderline Levels, 95 dB 77-80 d9

AT84 '_ 50 dB and is

te_orary

LoVOl for Severe Injury after 120-128 dB 108 dB

3.5 hour-exposure

• _ All values are approximate, i.e. ± 3 dlJ

....... : i
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4) Cochlear hl/nry: 'rite patltological anatomy and physiology observed in cochleas of
chinchillas following exposures tlntt were characterized by slow or dehqyed recover_; from
"ITS have in all or nearly till instances sbowl| destruction of hair cells and pemumcnt loss of
cochlear potentials.

aSupporled in pelt by Grallt No. NS.03856 from the Nalion_dInstitute of NeurologicalDiseases_nldStroke
to tbe Central Instilute for file Deaf and in parl by Grant No. NS-01791 from the N_llionalInstitute of
Neurological Diseasesand Stroke Io the Department of OtoIaryngology,WashingtonUniversitySchoolnf
Medicine.

2also Department of Otolntyngology.W_sbingtonUniversitySchool of Medicine.
3As more data bare been acetlmUlaledInunpublished repetitionsand oxlensio0sof lueasurememsof ATS,
a slope of 1.7dl] perdecibel tendsto describe the relationsbetter tban 1.6dB per decibel.
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PRESBYACUSIS IN RELATION TO NOISE-INDUCED HEARING-LOSS

A. Spoor
ENT Department, University Hospital

Leiden, Netherlands

Introduction

Tl_e well-known pbenonmnon that hearbtg deteriorates with age is connnonly callad
presbyacusis and has in this sense a vary broad meaning. On this point we must be more
precisa. Presbyacusis is the hearing loss t_kused by the pure process of aging itself, but aging
can happen under more or less favorabla conditions. Unfavorable conditions can arise from
ganetics, drugs, noise, nutrition, stress, illness, climate and maybe even from unknown
circumstancas, Thase conditions differ widely and therefore it can bc expected tbat the
bearing acuity is diffarent in different popukltions and even may change in time. So we have
to choose as a definition of presbyacusis tire process of deterioration of hearing under
circumstances that are normal for the group under consideration. Perhaps for this kind of
hearing loss a better nama would be prasbya-socia-cusis, llowever, it is impossibIe to have
many different values for the ]tearing loss caused by presbyacusis and therefore we will
present here data based on aevaral field surveys. The reason why we want to know the
haaring level at different ages is dtat we want to bare a basis on which we can judge tbe
influence of some speei;d factor, which is for tills congress the factor "noise". The influence
of noise on hearing-level is m,_asared as the amount of noise-lnduced hearing loss (NIHL).
With regard to the inteuction between presbyacusis and NIHL there are a few questions to
beconsidered:

1. Is the interaction between presbyacusis and NUlL additive or nonadditive and is
sensitivity to NIHL dependant mt aga?

2. Is the influence of noise on hearing lavel comparable with that of other filctors?
3. Is it possible to arrive at standard values for presbyacusis, i.e, is it possible to give

audiometric zeros for different ages?
4. If the latter is possible, what ix the spread of these values?

I. Interaction between presbyaeusis and noise-induced hearing-loss.

The pathology of the influence of ltoise on tha organ of haaring is pretty well known.
The dcstrnetion confines itself to the hair-cells of the hasilar membrane and in severe cases

the Ganglion cells are affected also. According to Gacek and Schaknecht 0969) the
pathology of presbyacusis is very complax. The bearing-loss is of the sensor]neural type and
may involve one or more of four types: a) sensory prcsbyacusis, i.e, degeneration of the
organ of Corti; b) neural presbyacnsis with auditory neuron degeneration; c) metabolic
presbyacusis with atrophy of the stria vaseularis and d) maehanical prasbyacusis by restric-
tions in the mobility of the basilar membrane.

One can expect that the intaraction between presbyacusis and NffIL is dependent on
the type of preshyacusis and slmple addition can only be expected for the fourth typa of
pre_by_cn_i_, hut in general it is not. Some authors, however, report summing without
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influencing each other, e.g. Mollica (1969). Tile reason sbould be that in presbyacusis
mostly ganglion cells are affected but it is not well understandable that this is snfficient to
explain addition. Mollica observed in groups of people with tbe saale noise exposure that
after deduction for age the bearing loss is tbe same at different ages, wblcb can be explained
by addition, lie concludes that older people have more bearing loss not because ofgreater
sensitivity to aoise but because of old age phenonlena. Oa the other band, Gallo and Glorig
(1964) observed thai: for a noise-exposed group, the bearing level at 4000 llz is constant
after 15 years of exposure. In a non-noise-exposed group, the hearing level continued to fall
and this suggests that there is no simple addition. Although the answer to question one is
apt clear in general, tile conclusion must be that tile interaction between presbyacusis and
noise-induced bearing loss is not purely additive.

2. Influence of noise on hearing compared with other factors.

There are strong suggestions that the influence on bearing from noise is accompanied
by preeapillary vasoconstriction. Precapillary vasoconstruetion in man in response to various
types of noise was demonstrated by Jansen etal. (1964), while Lawrence et al. (1967)
demonstrated vasoconstriction bistologically in animal experiments for file spiral vessels
underlying file basilar membrane of file cochlea. Friedalan etal. (1967) showed tbat
atberosclerosis was greater in noise-exposed animals. Rosen (1969)concluded from bearing
surveys in tile Mabaans, in Finland, in Crete and the Ballamas that accelerated loss of
bearing witb age is strongly correlated with atherosclerosis and coronary diseases and not
witb vascular hypertension and eercbro-vascular incidents. From these findings one may
conclude that the influence of noise on bearing runs parallel witb a factor like diet by means
of the blood supply even to the cochlea.

A subquestion might be: Is there an essential difference in bearing-level between
different populations? The findings of Rosen (19621 in the Mabaan-tribe in the Sudan at
first suggested tbat there were people witb essentially better hearing. Bergman (1966)bow-
ever demonstrated in a critical analysis of the Rosen data that the bearing of the very young
Mabaans was the same as tbat of the very young people from cities in other countries and
also that the 10% best bearers in tbe Mabaans were equal in IlL with tlre 10% best hearers
from other populations. These findings indicate that the Mabaans preserve their heating
better, especially for the high frequencies.

3. Presbyaeosis values.

In order to evaluate the influence of noise on bearing of people we must know tile
normal bearing levels as a function of age. The latter will be caned presbyaeusis values. We
already saw that there will be many differences but we must see how far we can get. In a

working group on noise influences of the Organization for ltealth Research of tbe Organiza-
tion for Applied Scientific Research in the Netherlands (T,N.O.), studies have been under-
taken to analyse the results of several bearing surveys in terms of both bearing levels and the
spread in beariag levels (Spoor, 1967; Spoor and Passcbier-Vermeer, 1969). For determina-
tion of the presbyaeusis values, eight bearing surveys in tile literature have been compared
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and analyzed: IIinchcliffe (I 959), Corse (I 963), Jatho and I Ieck (1959), Johansoo (I 943),
Ileaslcy (1938), A.S.A. Report (I 954), Glorig (1957) and Glofig (1962).

Table I gives some details of these surveys: Tile number of people involved, selection or
uot, the kbld of population und the kind of values given for tile hearing-loss (median or
nlean).

Table 1.

INVESTIGATIONS USED FOR ANALYSIS

6elected + kind of value

number non-select, population given

author - 3-2_-It ----3-_9 +

men women

Hinchcliffe, 1959 rural median

Corse, 1963 493 r 7.54 * median

Jatho and Hock I 1959 399 I 361 + moan

Johansen t 1943 155 J 155 + moan

Beasloy, 1938 2002 I 2660 _+ random mean

A.S.A. Report, 1954 -- mean

Glorlg, 1962 2518(R)I -- profesaiona] median

Glorlg (WSF)_ 1954 172_ I 1741 industrial median

At first glance, there arc great differences in tile values for the bearing losses, but it was
proven that they can easily be compared by taking tile age group around 25 years in each
survey ;is a reference. A further analysis starts with the assumption that hearing levels for
the age group of 25 years may be equated in order to evaluate the influence of age.

The data from the survey mentioned were brought together in this way for each
frequency as a ftlnction of age. Figure 1gives an example: tile frequency is 4000 Hz and the
values concern men. It is clear that tile differences are small except for the Wisconsin State
Fair data of Glorig (I 957) and it is easily possible to draw a best-fitting curve. This has been
done for several frequencies for both men and women, In the article mentioned (Spoor,
1967) it is proposed tllat these best fitting curves can be given by an equation: log (HL + c)
= b log (age) - a in which a, b and c are freqaelrey- and sex-dependent constants. With the
aid of these equations, the hearing levels can be calculaled for any age at different frequencies
(Fig. 2). From these data, the normal audiograms for different ages can be drawn for men
and for women, Fig. 3 shows these audiograms for men. It was also discussed that these data
can be considered as median values; they have been brougbt together in table 2 and table 3.
It can be repeated that these data have been calculated with respeel to levels for the 25 age
group, but the standard zero level for audiometers is also based on this group and therefore
Ihe data given may be considered as median hearing levels Ibr different age groups of
non-nolse-exposed people. It may be mentioned that the hearing level for men at the
frequency of 4000 Hz can be given with the following rule of thumb:

4T -- (ageJ2.6; for women this value has to be mtlltiplied by 2/3,• "~ fl0
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Figure1. Datapointsdorlvedfrom 9 Inv_ti@tionsgivinghoaringJovelasa funct;ot)ofagowithrospoctto
thohearJnot0velInthe 25-or 21'A,yaar.aldal/ogroupin thesameinvastigotlon.Froquency4000 Hz.Solid
curvoa¢cordlnoto rhaaquation(_a taxt),

After completion of our work two otber surveys came to our attention: Riley (1961)
and Glorig and Roberts (1965). The data of Riley for selected peopte hardly differed from
our data. The Glorig and Roberts data are from tile 1960-1962 United States National
Health Survey and differ more, but the data for the better ear come pretty close to our data.
In any ease it can be concluded that our calculated data would not have been essentially
different when these other data had been included. Naturally, our data show the well-knoval
age, frequency and sex dependency.

4. Spread of presbyacusia values of non-noise exposed people.

From the surveys already mentioned, three, could not be used for calculation of the
variability: A.S.A. Report (1954), Glorig (I 957) and Glorig (1962). From the remaining five

surveys tile values M-Qu and QI-M have been calculated for each frequency and agegroup,
: where M is the median hearing level and Qu and QI are the upper and lower quartile values,
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Fi9ure2, Curvesgivingthe relationbetweenhearinglevelandagofor differentfrequenciesfor men
accordingtothecalculateddate.

i.e. ihe hearing-levels respectively not exceeded in 25% and 75% of the people in the age
group. Fig. 4 gives values of M-Qu and QI-M in tile age groups of 25, 35, 45, 55 and 65
years in men for different frequencies. Here also the well-known fact is found that the
spread increases with frequency and age. There is little difference for the sexes and also
there is little difference between M-Qu and QI-M. The values of Qu and QI are given in
table 2 and 3 together with the M values. At last we can compare the quartile values and
median values for the different age groups and then it can approximately be concluded that
the lower quartile value of one age group coincides with the median value of the next higher
age group of ten years while the upper quartile value coincides with the median value of the
next lower age group. This can also be formulated as: from a certain age group of ten years
50% of the people have hearing-levels in between the median hearing-levels of the next lower
and tile next higher age group. This is illustrated in fig. 5.
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Fig,3. Cu_'osgivingthe talationbetweenhearingloyalandfrequencyatdifferentagesformenaccording
to thecalculateddata.

iSummary:

In this review article tile following paints are stressed, Presbyacusis is the deterioration
of hearing caused by the process of ageing. The circumstances for this ageing process can be

!more or less favourable. Unfavourable circumstances can arise from genetics, noise, drags,
nutrition, stress, illness and climate. In general, the iuteraction between presbyacusis and
NI}IL is not additive. There is no essential difference in hearing-level between different
populations. The sensitivity for NIHL is not clearly dependent on age. The influence of
noise to arrive at standard values of presbyacusis: data are proposed. The variability of these
median hearing-levels is also given,
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Table 2,
MEDIAN HEARING LEVELS AND UPPER AND LOWER QUARTILE VALUES FOR MALES

INAGE GROUPDF 10 YEARS.

age 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-99

fraquency QK M Q_ Qu M q_ _u H Q_. qu H q_. 0 H IQ: H

R, !

250 -4 o 4 -3 1 5 -I 3 ? I 5 1o 5 9 14 Ik

500 -4 0 -3 1 5 -1 3 8 1 6 11 5 lO 15 16

lOOO -4 o -3 1 5 -1 3 8 1 6 11 5 lO 16 17

2000 -4 0 -3 2 ? -1 6 t2 5 11 18 12 19 27 30

3000 -5 o '6 -3 4,11 1 9 18 7 17 E? 16 28 39 40

14 23 33 23 34 45' I
6000 -6 0 16 0 ? t4 8{16 24 17(27 36 29 140 511 55
8ooo -6 o_6 -E 6!14 6;15'24 18128 39 32 44.56j 6.3

Tabbl 3,
MEDIAN HEARING LEVELS AND UPPER AND LOWERQUARTILE VALUES FOR FEMALES

IN AGE GROUPSOF 10 YEARS.

I  :1 1 61,oo -3lob I -311!,I -li3
1ooo -,!old _._[6I _!' oI _i_!"l 1°11_1_1E'I2000

3000 -,Iot_ I -312t_I o,62 I 511_!_91111191281E81
,moo -,!o'_ 1-213isI 2;8 41 9"_'_ 2116E3!3113,1
6ooo -,"o _ I o1_!1oI _1117113_o_ 2_o!391_EI
,ooo -,!o '3 [-3!3_1o1.__._o._h_L___Lt

i
i
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NOISE EXPOSURE, ATHEROSCLEROSIS AND
ACCELERATED PRESBYACUSIS

Z. Bochenek,W. Bochenek
OtolaryngologicalDept., Medical Academy

Warsaw,Poland

In 1968, we presented the results of studies, undertaken in the Andiologlcal Labora-
tory of the Central Research Institute of the Polish State Railroad Health Service, for a
group of engine-drivera concerning noise exposure, afirarosclerosis and accelerated
presbyaeusis.

The investigations concerning this group were multidimensional and inchuled, besides
the examinations of the ear and hearing, ophthalmological, neurological, psychological,
electrocardiographic and biocbemieal examinations, The aim of these investigations was to
evaluate dra ability of an engineer to do further work in his profession.

It is generally understood that the work of e railroad engineer involves chronic
exposure to noise, nervous tension, and irregular Eating and resting selradules.

Tile results of the ophthalmological, neurological and psychological examinations arc
not inchlded here, since they are not directly connected with the subject of hearing loss• We
shall give only the results of the audiological examinations and tests bearing on the existence
or absence of atherosclerosis.

The state of bearing was evaluated by means of pure-tone tlu'esholds.
The evidence for atherosclerosis was classified as either "definite" or "'probable." As

definite symptmns, the following were included: I. heart infarction, 2. coronary disease,
and 3, intermittent elaudication with decreased oseillometrlc deviations in tire lower
extremities.

As "probable" symptoms, the following items of evidence were accepted: arterial
hypertension, hypertrophy of the left ventricle, accentuation of the second aortic sound in
patients with normal blood pressure, systolic murmur heard at the base of the heart.
diminished elasticity of the radial arteries, asymmetric or absent pulse in the dorsal pedis or
posterior tibial arteries, asymmetric oscillations in tbe lower extremities, non-specific
changes in the distal part of the ventricular ECG complex and cardiac rhythm disorders in
the form of atrial fibrillations, or multiple premature extrasystoles in an individual witbout
clinical evidence for heart disease. When the examined person showed two or more probable
signs of afi|eroselerosis, these individuals were tben assumed to have "definite" athero-
sclerosis. The results of tonal audiomctry were tbcn compared with curves proposed by
Aubry (BBL) as typical for the age group. Aubry also differentiates two fomls of pros-
byacusis: i.e. "pure" or "physiological" and "accelerated".

The group of I I0 engineers, aged 51-60 years, with noise exposure in their professional
life of about 30 years-where the intensity of noise in tile cabin reached, in certain periods,
values up to I 12 dB SPL-was divided into two subgroups, one with signs of atherosclerosis
aed the other without such signs. All individuals with otoscopic abnormalities or history of

chronic inflammation of the ears, and persons with a history of skull tmunra or who had
.... ; been treated with ototoxie drugs were excluded.
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Tile results are demonstrated in Table I. These results indicate that the accelerated
lbrm of presbyacusis is more common in the group of persons with symptoms of athero-
sclerosis than in the group without any detectable signs of this disease.

TableI

abnant /-1 ob_e_*t_t_on_ pure aee_rol_ted
51-6 Athe_osoiaroa£u /÷/ 59 22 137.;/ 37 /E3,;/

II Atheroacleron_a /-/ 51 25 /47,;/ _7 153,'_/

I_¢cor_l_.ng tO AU_I*'J_B CUrVOB

For comparison, the examination of hearing was perlbrmed on a group of 45 engine-
drivers aged 41 - 50 years. The results are shown in "labia II. The comparison indicates that
ill this age group the accelerated form of presbyacusis was encountered in a relatively
smaller number of individuals than in tile age group 51-60 years, ltowever, it should be
mentioned that in the group of englue-drlvers aged 41-50 years, presented in Table II, no
systematic examination for atheroselerosis was performed. It may be only spectdated that
definite signs of atharosclerosis appeared less frequently in this group of indivkhlals than in
the former group, that is, in the persons sged 51-60 years.

TableII

aroup Age_ _he number of obaervat_,onQ The _'ormo:" preebyacuolo

ol pu_e accere_ated
4t-5 45 27 16_._I la /4_,;/

51-6_ 11o 46 /42_I/ 64 150%/

acoord£n_ to Aubl, y'8 curio

In order to establish tim function of hearing in persons who are not professionally
exposed to noise, but demonstrate definite signs of atheroselerosis, studies were recently
undertaken in the Department of Otohryngology of Warsaw Medical Academy,

Preliminary results include the following: The studies concerned 32 men, aged 41-60
years, who were under the care of the hrstitute of Cardiology of the Warsaw Medical
Academy because of at least one previous heart {nfurction. None of tile 32 men examined
was professionally exposed to noise. Tile remaining criteria of selection were tile same ss in
tile previous group. Patients with diabetes, diseases of kidneys, etc. were uliminoted.

Table 111 presents the results of tonal audiometry in tllis group. A slightly different
system of classification was used tbaa in the two forurer tables, since the norms given by

Aubry for so-called "pure" presbyacusis seem to be ratber elevated at least according to the
norms given by other auti_ors, such as Glorig, Hinchuliffe, ]atho and Hack. Leisti, Spoor and
van Loaf. It appears from this Table I|I tlmt, particularly in the age group 51-60, an

.... accelerated form of presbyacusis was encot|ntered. A comparison of the hearing levels of
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Table III

group A_e Th= numbe_ of Audlo=etr_.c throehold
oball_"_a_.ollo he,tilt _han qtptl_eI* "p_a .1 worse

2 , , 7 _

_ 15_'_°I ,6 3 3 8
in oomp_rlaon to Aubry°n curvea o1' pure _ud
=ooorelated fo_= of pre=bysouul=

this group (Table Ill 51-60 years) with tile hearing levels for tile same age group, but

exposed to noise (Table 1) shows that the accelerated form of presbyaeusis appears more

frequently in the group exposed to noise.
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HIGH-FREQUENCY HEARING AND NOISE EXPOSURE *

John L. Fletcher

Department of Psychology
MemphisState University,Memphis,Tennessee

Little or no research or clhlie;d concern had been shown toward the measurement of

hearing for frequencies above 800 Ilz until fairly recently. There were many reasons for this
disregard for quantification and study of high-frequency hearing. A very real and practical
reason ",','asthat early efforts to test high-frequency bearing were highly unreliable, at least
partly because of tile problems arising in tile coupling of tile ear with tile transducer used to
deliver tile acoustic stimulus. WiIII higher-fi'equency signals and the shorter wave lengths
tbat are associated with higher frequencies, tile placement of typical over-tim-ear
transducers, earphones, is highly critical and tile thresholds might _flect more upon tile
exact placement of tile earphone than upon tile unreal ability of tile Subjects (S) to hear tile
signal. For tbat anti other technical reasons, then, little was known until recently about high
frequency hearing in humans, nor were norms or standards available to allow us to evaluate
or compare high-frequency hearing anlong various S's, The breakthrough in this area came
when Rudmose, after pondering upon tile problem, came up with a simple but effective
solution, He utilized a _lall micropbonc with a conical probe tip as ;in earphone, inserting
tile tip of tile probe into tile ear. Tills provided a reliable end effective coupling of tile ear
and tile transducer, lle tben proceeded to examine tile hearing of several young healthy
non-noise exposed male and female high school students, pooling their data to provide an
interim biological baseline that could be used with caution to evaluate hearing data from
future persons tested. Fletcher (1965), using an early model of tile Rudmose high frequency
audiometer, determined that reliability of the technique compared favorably with that of
conventional audiometry (Fig, 1). Zislis and Fletcher (1966) tben tested male and female
non-noise-exposed 6th, 9th, and 12th grade students to establisb whether high-frequcoey
heating varied within sucb age limits. Essentially, they found thai it did not, that females
were better than males, and that probably Rudmose's original data were from too select a
population and people do not hear quite as well as he had supposed. Northern et aL (1972)
in a later standardization study coordinated with earlier studies, emerged with proposed
Irish-frequency heating standards. It is now apparent that a technique is available for reliably
testing ,hearing for frequencies above 8000 Hz, With a technique available for valid and
reliable testing of high-frequency hearing and with tentative norms or standards proposed,
efforts have begun to determine practical implications of high-frequency hearing,

In an early study, Fletcher et el. (1967) found that meningitis patients who had been
categorized as seriously i11during the course of tile disease had significant losses of hearing
above 8000 Hz compared to those who had not been seriously ill, while neither group had
noticeable losses of hearing for the conventional frequencies. These results suggested that
ldgh-frequeney hearing might possibly be a sensitive index of possible trauma within tile

i
cochlea. This hypothesis was supported by r,_¢h cenductcd by Jacobsun et ai. (1969)
into the eflects of ototoxie drugs on high frequency heating. In a study begun before
chemotherapy on tuberculosis patients, they found that ototoxic drug effects upon high-
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frequency hearing were detected from 41-76 days earlier tban effects could be detected
within the conventional frequency range (Fig. 2). Hearing losseswere most apparent first in
the frequency range from 9-13 kHz. Kanamycin'was the drag found most likely to have
caused the hearingloss, although the patients were also receiving othar drugs.

Tlzeindications of the usefulness of high-frequency hearing for the early detection of
ototoxic drugreactions, and of the sensitivity of high-frequency Iraaringas an indicator of
damage from disease, suggested that high-frequancy hearing might also provide an early
warning system of nols0-inducedhearing loss, o:: might differentiate I_e,'u'inglevels at an
early stage between populations exposed to various non-occupational noises such as rock
music, sportshooting, dragracing,etc.

Conventional and high-frequencyhearing of rock band members,rock spectators, sport
shootars, dragracers, and motorcyclists was tested for a population of lg-21-year-oldmales
and females. A normal or control population of 18-2l-year-old rnales and females wasalso
t0sted to provide a basis for comparison (Fletcher, 1972). In this study (Figs. 3 and 4)
motorcyclists were found to have incurred tile arealeSt loss of he,-,'ing,fol!owcd by drag
racers. Sport shooters had muchless loss than expected, probably because most shooters are
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acutely aware of the hazard to bearing and utilize some form of ear protection while
engagedin shooting. Hearinglossesamong musicians in rock bands were surprisinglysmall
but nut totally unexpected accordingto the author. Heattributed rite small lossesexhibited
by the musicians to a sampZingflaw,saying, "Many times, in tryingto scheduleknown rock
band members or drag racers, we were told they were out of town playingan engagement,

I or drivingat some track, and repeated calls received the same answer. It would appear that
i tboae at the upper level of experienceand skill, if tlley desire, can spenda great deal of time
i at this activity and make reasonably good money, Therefore, it could well be that ourI

sample is missingmany, if not mostof those at this level...those who would be expected to
I have suffered the greatest exposureand therefore tile largest losses",
! Another study presently underway to determine whether high-frequency hearing is a
i us'eful early detector of noise-induced bearing loss involves aviators (Fletcher 1973). Tbe
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convectional and high-frequency hearing of a large number of professional pilots was tested,
Pilots were found who, pr[1dominantly, flew jet aircraft, prop[111ar-drivenairphmes, or rotary
wing (helicopter) craft, Also, a sufficiently large sample of each typ[1 ef pilot was obtained
to study bearing from entry flltO aviation training through up to about 9,000 hours flight
time. Results of the study to date (Figs. 5-9, [nehlsive) show earliest losses at the higher
frequencies, as expected, ',viii1 a gradual erosion of hearing with continued exposure, with
low[1r ,and lower frequencies progressively becoming involved with contimled exposure and a
larger percent of the S's not Ilearing the higher frequenci[1s. In fact, percent of S's hearing a
frequency appeared a more sensitive hldex of exposure than average heating level.

Propeller-driven planes appeared to cause the great[1st less of h[1aring, followed by
helicopters, with jets the least hazardous (Fig. 9). The r[1salts for p[1rc[1nt response, by
comparison, showed a drop beginning at 4 kllz for Ire prop pilots (Fig. 5), whereas for jet
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pilots the drop doesn't become apparent until about 13 ktlz (Fig. 7), while it starts at 8 kHz
for helicopter pilots.

These results fairly well reflect what one would expect. Gasaway (1972) showed, for
example; that both prop and helicopter noise levels inside the cockpit exceed those found in
jet planes. Another significant factor is flight patterns - prop flights are generally of longer
duration than either jet or helicopter flights.

Simonton (1972) studied high-frequency hearing in noise-exposed and non-noise-
exposed male and female high school students in the Denver. Colorado area. She was
specifically concerned with the heating of those who were on their school's rifle teams. Her
study showed that. of male and female members of the rifle teams, males reported more
time spent firing than females and, consistent with that report, had less sensitive high-
frequency hearing than did the females. Whether the students fired left or right handed
appeared to make little difference in hearing. This was not totally unexpected, inasmuch as
most of the firing is conducted in highly reverberant indoor ranges, with people Ywing on
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both sidesof the shooter randomly. The non-noise-exposedmule populationusedt'or
comparison had hearing levels an averageof about 26 dB betterat the frequencies 10, 12,
14, 16, and 18 kHz than those for the boys' rifle team members.For the females, the girls'
rifle team member averageheating levels were some 17dB higher(less sensitive) than those
of the levels found for the non-exposed females.

' These data do demonstrate rather clearly the usefulnessof tests of high-frequency

: hearing for theearly detection of at least some types of noise-inducedheating loss.
In summary, data have been presented suggesting the usefulness of high-frequency

hearing testing in early detection of not only n0ise-inducedheating losses, hut a/so ototoxie
responses, and lossesattendant upon certain typesof illness.Testsof high-frequencyhearing
have been shown to be tel/able, equipment for such testing is now commerciallyavailable,
techniques for testing are no more complex than those of conventional tests, nor is the
required testing environment as quiet as that necessary for conventional testing. Therefore,
it is recommended that serious consideration begiven to use of high-frequency hearing tests
in the earlydetection of noise-induced hearin5 loss.
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SUSCEPTIBI LITY TO TTS AND PTS*

W. Dixon Ward

Deportment of Otolaryngology;Department of CommunicationDisorders
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

More than 140 years ago, John Fosbroke noted that people differed in their
susceptibility to hearing loss, as they did in so many other ways, and speculated about tile
underlying constitutional factors responsible for these differences. About a century later, it
occurred to Jakob Temkin that it might not be necessary to determine individual differences
in how well sound was conducted to tile inner ear, in the elasticity of cochlear structures, in
blood circulation, etc., or to institute monitoring audiometry in noisy industries (which he
did favor, however), in order to forestall hearing loss. Instead, one could merely expose tile
ears of all the workers to a moderate sound, and measure the auditory fatigue produced.
The ear showing the greatest effect surely should be the most susceptible to permanent
bearing loss. This idea was developed by Alfred Peyser, who proposed the first formal
susceptibility test: the change in the amount of time a 250-1tz tuning fork could be heard
immediately after half an bour of exposure to the noise from a "Klappermaschine aus
Metall" (1930). In the intervening period, literally millions of man-hours have been
expended in a test of Temkin's hypothesis, as exemplilied in at least 20 different proposed
susceptibility tests (reviewed by Ward, 1965), I am indeed sorry that Dr. Temkin, who is
still active in the field of noise in Moscow, is unable to attend the Congress and participate
in a discussion of the present status of his idea.

As we all know, the relation between auditory fatigue, or temporary threshold shift
fiTS), and permanent threshold sbift (PTS) did not turn out to be as simple as Temkin
hoped. Already 24 years ago, when Walter Rosenblith got Ira Hirsh and myself interested in
TI'S, Theilgaard (1949) and Greisen (1951 ) bad shown that since there was little correlation
between TTSs produced by pure tones of different frequencies, susceptibil!ty could hardly
be a unitary function. The same independence of susceptibilities w_ implied by Theilgaard's
(1951) finding that there was no consistent correlation between tile TTS produced by a
1500-Hz pure tone and the magnitude of the hearing loss at 4 kHz in a group of 59 weavers,
And of course Fl_gol had shown in 1920 that the two ears of o given individual differed in
fatigability.

However, there was and is no question tllat there were large differences in
susceptibility to PTS, as Borga Larsen (1952) pointed out wldle discussing the implications
of Theilgaard and Greisen's work. He cited two persons tested by bim and found to have
normal hearing, despite employment histories of 15 years as a boilermaker or 14 as a riveter,
respectively. The same point was made a few years later by Shapiro (1956), who found a
anrmal-heafing drolPforgc operator with 28 years of experience. Clearly, such workers are
unusually resistant,

*lJreparationof this manuscript was supported by Grant NS-04403 from the Public Health Service, U.S,
Dept.of Health, Education and Welfare.
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The reverse, however, does not follow-i.e., that nn indivlduul who has n bearlng loss is
necessarily ulore susceptible than the average man, althongll tills asstuoption is sometbnes
made (e.g. Ilarrls, i965), lie nllght he more susceptible, but he might nlsn have beeo merely
more uohicky in being over-exposed on u particular unusual day-that is, in having
experienced a noise dose thai woohl give uoyooe a 10rgo PTS. Ill any actual situntlon, the
gaoup of workers with clewzted Ilearhig Levels will inchide both the susceptible and tile
uhiaeky.

This fact euuses ;dl sorts of lrnuble when one tries to valid;tle a susceptibility test based
oo TTS with a cross-sectional study of a group of men who have been working in noise for
muny yours and who bare u wide range of hearing losses. One can, of course, give these moo
the some susceptihility test. meusure Ihe TI'Ss produced, und /hen determine the correlation
between these TTSs und the existing lteuring Level (1ILL However, a source of bias exists if
this proee_lure is followed. Men with henrlog loss at tile frequency whose shift is taken as a
susceptibility index will, on the uverage, show less TTS than normuls, nnd so there will be a
significant negative correlution even if the susceptibility test pet' se is worthless. In extreme
cases, this is intuitively obvious, When the loss is due to canductive factors, tben of course
the effective level of the sound reaching the cochlea will be reduced and so less effect would
be expected. OIl the other haod, when the loss represeots u sensoriueurul deficit, then there is
less shift possible.

Figure 1 shows tile curve relating average TTS at 4 kHz to tile resting Ill of some
seasoned workers in a plant with uniform levels throughout tile working area of about 100
dB(A). It can be seen that tile average TTS decreases with HL in a linear fashion, with an
intercept at about 80 dB Ill.

The individual results of three workers are also shown. Workers A and B have resting
HIS of J0 and 50 dB, respectively, but both show TTSs of 20 dB. Worker C, with a
threshold of 40 d/J HL shows n TTS of 10 dB.

It is clear that despite the equivalence of TTSs, worker B shanld be considered to show
a greater "effect" than A; he displays considerably more TTS than tile average man with a
50-db loss, while A shows less than tile average of Ids group. What is not so elear is wilether
C is more susceptible then A, or vice versa. Both sbow a TTS that is 5 dB less than the
average for their respective HL groups, However, one might say, "Yes, hut C shows only
67% as much TTS as the average (10 vs. 15), while A shows 80% as much (20 vs. 25).
Therefore A is tile more susceptible." Tlds is supporled by considering also the variability
involved. The variance of TTSs tbr His of 40 dB will be smaller than for Hl.s of I 0 dB, so
the 5-rib departure from tile mean does indeed imply tlmt worker C is "farther"-i.e., more
standard deviations-below the average line than is A.

This is tile procedure that was used by Bums etal. (I 970) in their recent study of 218
workers, one of the few recent results that offers much encouragement for susceptibility
tests, Not only were all individual Tl'Ss-in their ease, thu TTSs produced by tile workers'
own normal working day-converted to standard scores based on the use of average TTSs and
their respective variances, but HLs themselves were also normalized to scores reflecting how
the individual's HL compared to tile HLs of men of the same age and cumulative noise
exposure; tha_ is, corrected for both average nnise-induced PTS and for prenbyacusis pIus
_ociacusJs, With this procedure, they were at least able to show a correlation of 0.34
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between the normalized "ITS averaged tbr I and 2 kHz and ttle normalized HL averaged over
3, 4 and 6 kHz.

Correlation coefficients of about one-third or smaller seem to be the rale, being about
the same as that found by Jerger and Carhart (1955), in their study of the changes in
hearing suffered by 178 airmen at a school for jet mechanics during a 10-week training
course. The time to recover to within 20 or I0 dB of ori#naI threshold at 4500 Hz,

respectively, after a l-rain exposure to a 3000-Hz tone at 100 dB SPL, was correlated
against the average shift in HI at the end of the course (presumably PTS). The correlation
c_SaffieJent was 0.36 ('or the recovery-to-20-dB-TTS criterion, though only 0.23 for recovery
to 10 dB,

These results are about what one would expect on the basis of tire extensive study of
the intereorrelation among different types of susceptibility indices done in our laboratory
several years ago (Ward, 1965, 1968). In these experiments, 49 college students with normal
hearing, 24 men end 25 women, were exposed to e host of different short susceptibility
tests: .TTSs from exposure to pure tones and octave-band noises for various times and at
various levels, measurement of the intensity of noises and of simulated gunfire required to
produce a given TI'S, perstimulatory adaptation, and contralateral remote masking were
measured, using earphones or free.field exposure, in one ear or two.
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The leSt-retest colTelation was shell| 0.65, even wheu there wasa 6-1non{hintcrvenJng
period; fllis increased Io 0,77 if the average of TFSs ;it the three frequencies most affected
were used insfead of only file frequency at which the inaximunl TTS occurred. Correlations
anlong TTSs from different tests iu_olvhlg exposure in tire same frequency range had a
nmdian wdne of about 0.55. The correlation belween TTSs produced by different ranges of

frequency was smaller, being stafisthadly insignificant (less than 0.3) even for two 3-rain
exposures to I O00-Hz oclave-band noise at 120 dB SPL and to a 2000-11z octave band noise at
I 16dB, for example. Between the former and tile TFS from a 15-rain exposure to 500-1tz noise
at 120 dB SPL, however, tile correlation was 0.5, Factor ;malysls of the correlation matrix
implied that there is a common thread of "'general susceptibility" to auditory stimulation,
but that this would account lbr only about a third nf tile eommunalily in tile matrix,
V;lri]nax analysis indicated that one should really _,peak of susceptibilities to T'FS-Io low-,
medium- or high.frequency iioiscs or tones, or to imptdse noise, llowever, exposure to
broad-band noise did tend to produce TTSs that agreed well with those produced by tim
appropriate single octave band presented alone, so it appeared that the best course of action
would be to use broad-band noise as Bre fatiguer, but measuring 'ITS at tile various
relatively-lndependmlt freqnency ranges.

It appears, then. that ;Iquick test that will reliably measure all aspects of susceptibilily
even to TTS is not at hand, much less one that produces :in effect-elther the TTS or the
recovery time-that is a valid predictor of eventual PTS. llowcver, it is clear that some of the
validation studies so far attempted, snell as those of Jelgcr and Carhart (1955)and Burns et
al. (1970), suffer fi'om the fact tllat the true noise exposure was only estimated or was
assumed to be the same for all workers. Other altempts at validation have another problem
a._well-namely, that PTSs may be produced in so few ears that tile correlation between the
results of a susceptibility test given at tile beglnlsing of employment and the change in HL is
meaningless. For example, Sataloff et al. (I 965) in 1951 gave a 2-kHz 95-dB-HL (ASA) test
to 105 Ss. and then in 1962 examined the hearing of tile 33 still at this jet-engine test
facility. Unfortunately, no imporlaot PTSs had been prodnced in this time, so the absence
of a significant correlatlou proves uothing about the test per se,

There is clearly only one socially-acceptable solution to tile lack of control over the
noise exposure of the test subjects in all tests of PTS involving humans, and that is to use
experimental animals whose auditln T history is complelely known. Toward this end, we
have for the past few years been conducting studies using chinchillas. They are trained, using
a conditioned shock-avoidance technique, to jump across a barrier when they hear a sound.
Temporary and permanent threshold shifts thereby can be measured. However, we find that
if our animals all come from breeders who maintain a quiet environment, the differences
among them in resting thresholds are so small/hat they barely reach statistical significance
even after weeks of testing. Furthermore, when tile e×posures are done, as ours have been,
by restraining them in a bead-holding devlce in a fixed position in front of a loudspeaker,
which gives good control of the exact noise dose they receive, the amount of TTSs and PTSs
produced are also nearly tile same. While occasionally there is an animal who shows a
signifieaotly greater TTS than the rest, a repetition of the exposure usually will fail to

I substantiate his indicated higher susceptibility. Similarly, the occasional animal wlra shows
] less PTS titan the average has always showed a nomlal (in this case, average) TTS.
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The results just cited are of course subject to tile limitation that we are at tile moment
still not sure timt we did not have an artifact of some sort in our testing situation. Animals
who had been given TfSs of 70 to 80 dB apparently recovered completely in about two
weeks, yet histological examination showed extensive, even complete destnlction of the hair
cells in tile basul turn of tbe cochlea (Ward and Dtwall, 1971). Furthermore. the degree of
destruction coukl be quite different for two animals that showed the same TTS, These
results are difficult to explain. We are only now beginning a set of experiments to eonfim|
o7 deny the accuracy of these observations, our laboratory having been inoperative for the
h:st 6 months because it was uecessary to move it,

In view of the fact that the e'_posum that produced equal TTS and PTS in all animals
did not produce the same Ifistologlcal damage, we ratber expect to find that individual
differences in "ITS and PTS are not as small as thus far indicated, an that we can procet;d to
study individual susceptibility. Even if we do not, however,-if, for example, tile hlstological
differences are artifactual instead-tiffs will not be particularly disheartening. If these
animals, kept free of sociaeusic influences such as avocational noise, blows to the head, and
middle-ear infection, really all do have tile same susceptibility, at least it will not require a
very large number of animals in order to establish the izroup relations between 'ITS and PTS,
especially in regard to intermittent noise, which is our other chief area of activity at file
moment.

Other laboratories have not had much success with different animals either. Ilerman
and Clack (f 953) got a zero correlation between TTS and PTS from white noise in the rat,
and Luz et al, (1971) had u similar outcome exposing monkeys to high-intensity impulse
stimuli. However, it must bc noted that in the Luz et al. study, test-retest correlation for
'I_S w_s significantly negative, so one can hardly expect any correlation with anything else
to be signilicant,

In man, only a few recent p:.?ers claim to have e_tablished a positive relation between
differences in T'I'S and nT_ Su!k,_wski (1969) claims that in aJstudy of 127 beginning
workers in a textile mill, a c_,nhiantion of a Peyser-type test (4 rain of 4000 Hz at 90 dB
HL) and a tone.-deeay rest prc.licted the degree of hearing losses developing in the next two
years, $tsubiuski (1970) also reports .,:access with such a combination in forecasting
hearing-10ss development in 33 diabetic_. Pfandar (1968) exposed 100 recndls to three
susceptibility tests, two iuvnlving wliite noise, the third being exposure to livt_shots from an
ordinary military weapon (151 dB peakr. He indicates that five suldiem who showed TTSs
from the rifle shots that required 3 to _,day:, for full recovery had permanent lossesat the
end of their training. Howc_'er, it is not made clear in the article how many of tile men
originally had high values of t-IL to begin with, how many dB constituted a "signifcant"
loss, or even whether or not these 5 were tli_:only cases showing permanent shift, so some
uncertainty still exists.

No one seems to hare followed up a study of telephone operators by Kuroyanagi
(1960). Despite the fact that there are consistent differences in susceptibility between the
two ears, the median correlation between ears for TTS is 0.63 (Ward, 1968), which indicates
that the two ears of a given observer are generally quite similar, If, then, one ear is always
ttsed for telephone listening, and that e,'u"is exposed to intense noises (or cli_'l_sand buzzes.
in the case at hand), then tile more susceptible will end up with a hearing loss, but in only
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one ear. Kuroyanogi fouud that in 914 telephone operators, 18% had "'some" loss in tile ear
used. It is indicated that tbose with such Io_ showed more TTS than the average on tile
normal side. Unfortunately for science, tbough not for operators, heariog losses are no
longer being produced by telephone noises (Glorig etal., 1969), so this source of possible
validation of susceptibility tests may no longer exist.

If tile relation between susceptibility to TTS and the susceptibility to PTS seems
uncertain, it is no more so that the question of what it is that determines either one. Many
articles have been written about the relation of mastoid pneumatizatioo and PTS in
Ifighiy-exposed workers, for example. Link and Handl (1955) and Ceypek et al. (1956)
found a statistically significant though not large indication that well-pneumatized ears were
less susceptible than poorly-pneumatized ones, Kosa and Lampe (I 967), bowever, found no
coo'elation whatever, and Kubo, who also concluded that pneumatization was a factor of no
importance, actually got data that show conclusively that men with the most pneumatiza-
tion had more loss than those with the least. I tend to believe that Kosa and Lampe have Idt
upon the truth.

Another equivocal ,area, although this always seems odd, is in the area of middle-ear
problems. The natnral inclination is to believe tbat anything tlmt interferes with the
conduction of sound must act as a protection and thus reduce susceptibility to both TTS
and PTS. Although this does seem to be true of ears with ordinary otoselerosis (Gerth,
1966), even after stapedectomy (Fletcher and King, 1963), other middle-ear problems such
as otitis media do not seem to reduce "ITS or 13TS to a degree commensurate with tbe
conductive deficit that can be meaanred, Results reported by Paparclla etal, (I 970) on 279
ears with otitis media actually led them to the conclusion that otitis media can cause
_nsorineural loss by somebow invading the cochlea; however, it may merely be that this
condition has its effect by"changing the susceptibility to noise damage rather than by direct
action. The question of the effect of middle-ear pathology on susceptibility is still open,
However, 1 am glad to report that no one has yet ehallanged Kristensen's (1946)
demonstration tbat there is dOrelation between hearing loss and body type,

The _ole of the middle-ear muscles has also received considerable study; inoperative
middle-ear muscles would be expected to produce an e_tr that was unusually susceptible to
low-frequency stimulation, particularly to intermittent sounds. Such ears are occasionally
found; in.one tbat displayed the symptoms just cited, impedance measurements indeed
implied that the reflex was inoperative (Ward, 1962), In a study of 40 Marines who bad just
completed training, Colas and Knight (1965) found that men with "poor high-tone hearing"
had a higher reflex threshold than those with "good" or "lair". So in this field tile evidence
seems to point at least in the same-and, happily, the expected-direction.

Theoreflcally, individual differences in susceptibility to acoustic stimulation having a
particular frequency can be ascribed to a near-infinite number of parameters, uot'only those
dealing with transmission of sound to the cochlea but also with inferred characteristics of
the coehiea itself such as blood elrculalion, thickness el" the various membranes, etc. A most
unusual correlation has recently been reported by "lot0 and Bocci (! 967)_ for example, who
report that blue-eyed persons showed twice as much 'ITS as brown-eyed ones (27 dB vs, 13
dB) following a 3-rain exposure to a 1000-Hz tone at I00 dli (HL, presumably), and so
conclude that melanin plays an important role in proti_eting the ear from hypoxia.
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There seenrs to be a consistent relation between individual differences in tin,,degree of
rasoconstrietion caused by a noise and the resultant TTS, persons with the smaller
vasoconstriction sbowing tile greater 'VI'S. provided tbet one uses as tbe index of
vasoconstriction tile value observed 20 see after onsnt of the noise, not at tbe end of a long
exposure (Jansen. 1970). Tbis may account for the fact that Oppliger et el. (196) found no
consistent relation. It must be pointed out, however, that this correlation does not
necessarily mean that vasoconstriction is caush_g a greater'VFS; if the vasoconstrietive effect
depends on the loudness of tile sound producing it, tben in those persoos for whom more
energy is reaclfing tile inner ear, the sound will appear louder, hence produce more
vasoconstriction, and will also produce more 'lq'S, whether or not the vasoconstriction has
anytltlng to do with, say, tile accumulation of fatigue products.

Both eye color and vasoconstriction should be investigated further, There continues to
be no convincing evidence that ears ever get "tough"-more resistent to damage-because of
bebitual exposure, or that younger or older persons are more susceptible than young adults,
or even that any sort of medication can decrease susceptibility to TTS and PTS, although
tbere is no doubt tbat it can be increased by the administration of certain otatoxlc dru/_,
even though the doses of drug ore by themselves subtoxle. An unreported study by John
Park in our laboratory found no differences in TTSs from noise in the chincl|illa to be
caused by injection of hydergin or adenosine tripbosphate (el. Plaster, 1953; Faltynek and
Vcsely, 1964), Dextmn, which is reported by Kellerhals (1972) to reduce TTS, also was
without el'feet; however, in this case tile dosage turned out to be less than that
recommended by Kellernals, so additional experiments are planned,

The concept of a "critical intensity" for a given ear seems to have died a natural death
as it became clear than an intensity level that was "criticall' for one duration of noise was
not "critical" for a different duration. Tile notion of a "critical energy"-a measure of noise
exposure, not just of noise-may have some merit, but if it merely denotes tim "breaking
point" above which permanent damage will result, it is not usually worth looking for.

On tbe other hand, there are characteristics of noise as such whose perception varies
from individual to individual. Perimps determination of the LDL (loudness discomfort level)
is worth intensive study in regard to susceptibility (Hood, 1968)-tbet is, provided,we can
agree on the exact instructions to the listener, in this rather instruction-sensitive task.
Perhaps someone will be stinmlated to extend same results reported by vail Dishoeck and
Spoor (1958) 15 years ago, who claim to have gotten a "good criterion of the individual
sensitivity of noise" by asking subjects to "indicate at which intensity a pure tone acquires
;m impure and sharp ehan_cter".

Nowadays, the possibility mast be kept in mind that perbaps PTS may not be tile
correct validating index for sascoptibilJty in the first place. It may be that auditory
sensitivity is not much affected until all of the hair cells in a certain area of tile basilar
membrane are destroyed (Eldredge und Miller, 1969; Wzrd and Duvall, 1971). If, then, a
bdvcn exposure destroys only a few hair cells, then the full recovery of tbe TTS tbat ensues
will incorrectly imply that the exposure was innocuous. It may be that in man a much lower
T'I'S should be permitted than we now deem to be safe; however, in the chinchilla a 40-dB
shift-at least if caused by a short exposure-is known to be safe. Figure 2 shows tile course

• fl_m T ,.., ,n t,v/_ouva uf L.hatt:mlia_, one group el a animals was exposed to• of recovery -_ 're : ........ ,.. _,., - - - -
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114 dB SPL of 700-2800-Hz noise for 10 rain, tile other for 20 rain. As can be seen, full
audiometric recovery occurred after one day in the l 0-min group, but required 4 days in tile
ether, Inspection of the cochleas showed no nlissing hair calla in the 10-rain group, but a few
(3 to 7) in each ear of the 20-rain ones. We have not yet run the experiments to answer the
question of whether or not a limit of 40 dB of TTS is also _fe if it was produced by a
longer or an intermittent exposure. In view of the longer persistence of such TTSs (Ward,
1970), it is certainly not to be taken for granted that this will be the case.

On the other hand, parhaps hair-cell destruction is itself no better a validating criterion.
Both Elfiott (1961) and Hunter-Duvar (1971), among nthm's, have produced tonal gaps in
their experimental animals (cats and monkeys, respectively), yet upon examination the hair
cells all appeared normal.

We are truly in a difficult position at the moment. We cannot rule out the possibility
that what are clearly innocuous exposures to noise, in the sense that recovery from any
measurable effects is complete within a few hours and that no cumulative effects can be
seen over a period of many weeks, may nevertheless be producing latent damage-changes
that are unobsewable in the intact organism. It is not enough, in this case, to argue that a
difference that makes no difference is not a difference. If noise exposures tbat cause no
change in auditory function are nevertheless gnawing away at nature's safety factor, then
the fact that no functional deficit is observed is not completely relevant. There are many
who support inch a cautious viewpoint.

However, if this were the case,, then one would expect that years of work in a noise
that is slowly destroying hair cells one at a time-the essence of the "micrntrauma" theory
of Gmvandeal and Plomp (1960)-would suddenly produce severe impairment of sensitivity,
as the last few hair cells in a given area finally succumbed. 1 know of no evidence for such
sudden growth of impairment in men working for a long time in uniform noise; on the other
hand, 1 doubt that _nyene has looked very carefully for it. Nevertheless, the burden of
proof, in my opinion, still rests on those who assume such latent (or residual but
unmeasurable) effects to be occurring. Other, vise we may be forced to adopt absurd
damage-risk criteria, as for example that proposed, apparently in all seriousness, by
Gel'tis_heheva and Ponomaranko (1968) in Russia: a measurable TT8 at any frequency!
Because a I-hr exposure to a 500-Hz octave band of noise at 75 dB (SPL, presumably), to a
l-kHz octave band at 65 dB, or to a 4-kHz octave band at 60 dB produced in
15-tn-16-year-olds a 3-dB "ITS measured within the first minute after exposure, they
propose that adolescents be protected from anything higher than these levels.

At the moment, therefore, 1 shall continue to conduct ray raseareh as if it were true
that if recovery from "FI'S induced by a daily exposure is complete before the next day's
exposure begins, no hazard to hearing exists. 1 hope this is correct.
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GROWTH OF TTS AND COURSE OF RECOVERY FOR DI FFERENT NOISES;
IMPLICATIONS FOR GROWTH OF PTS

WolfgangKRAAK
TechnicalUniversity of Dresden,Soktion Informatlonstechn.

8027 Dresden,Germ. Dem. Rep.

'temporary threshoh.l shift (TI'S) is often taken as a measure of noise effects that arc
detrimental to heating, liere it is mainly tile TTS 2 - i.e., tile lelnporary threshold shift 2 rain
after noise exposure - which serves as criterion for designatleg tile accunlulating stress ou
hearing. ]]tit there are various severe objections to such a procedure. Noise exposure has
shown that after prolonged periods tile "VI'S2 approaches a limiting value. Tile redaction of
tile TTS 2, tire coarse of reco','cry, depends on }tow long exposure is continued after this
limitieg value has been reached.

Fig. I shows lilt: growth and course of 'ITS recovery for widebend noise having a sound
pressure level of LA = 100 dB at test frequencies of 0.5, I, 2, 4 and 8 kllz as eleasured in 20
young people (40 ears) of normal hearing I I I. This clearly dcuronstrates the approaching
of a limiting vahle and the strongly delayed course of recovery after prolonged retention at
this asymptotic value. A similar asymptotic hehavior and delay ill recovery time at tile
retention on the limit value has also been established for iclcrlnitt,:nt noise [2] and pulse

sequences 13 I.
Because there is no unambiguous connectiou between the time needed for TTS re-

covery and TTS 2 the latter alone proves to be inadequate for characterizing the stress on
hearing.

Knowledge of the biochemical processes in the inner ear, especially in the hair cells [41
and the course of TI'S at noise exposure suggests the iutrodnclion of

S ; J_TTS) dt (I)

as a nreasore of physiologic;d stress where the integral over TTS has to cover tile period
during aud after noise exposure as well.

For further investigation, the TrS at 4 kHz has been selected to characterize the stre_
on hearlug.

G. EUDER and L. KRACHT 12] have studied the physiological stress at different noise
exposure according to Fig. 2. Each series of nreasarcnrcnts has been made on 15 to 25
yonng people of normal hearing (students and apprentices}. It cart be shown that for steady
noise (types a and b in Fig. 2), there is a simple relation Ix_twccn cause (noise) and effect
(physiological stress S) if noise exposure is expres_d by

[ Bs=f]I'A (t)[ dr. (2)

Here tile integral of tile magnitude of the A-weighted sound pressure should cover the entire
i period of noise exposure.
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Figure 2. Typos ot noises uled fo¢ nolle exposure dudng the laboratory tests. Tha values below the figu_s

Indig_to tho tango in which tho testt tako place. Not all combinations could b_ realized.

/-
Figure 3 shows the averages SS _(TTS) dt= f (Bs) obtained front 54 different noises

of types u to b. This correlation can bd expressed by the linear equation

Ss = flS BS (3)
where

/JS = 1.5(_, (4)

For single pulses and pulse.trains (type c) the studies of H. ERTEL [31 - performed with
peak levels of L _ 140 dB and pulse spacings of tF _ 3 sec.- resulted in

SI = fll BI (5)

where BI =/p2 (t) dt (6)

and B1= h dB
(7)

( _ubar._2" .

The time integral of the squared ,sound pressure in Eq, (6) again covers the whole noise
exposure time. With a low pulss spacing of tF _ 0,5 see. as obtained, for example, with
automatic small arms, the phyaiological stress will reduce, If the pulse rate is sufficiently
high, the effective value _1 reduces to approx. 10%, an effect that, in all probability, can be
attributed to the acoustic reflex.

But a measure of the noise-dependent physiological stress on heating proves to be
useful only In the event tlmt a connection can be established to the noise-induced hearing
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loss. Because of the linear relationship of Eq. (3) it was merely the expression PTS = f (BS)

for steady noise that has been searched for (P'IS = permanent threshold shift). Apart from
some other data, the material collected by PASCHIER-VERMEER [5] was used for evalua-

I tion based on the following hypothesis:
! The loss of hearing with increasing age (presbyacusis) shall be expressed by a load
; variable that is equivalent to Eq. (2), viz: -
[

_tL - tE/-

Ba = ._ Pa dt = Pa (tL - rE) (8)
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where

tL = age

t E = Overall duration of noise exposure as covered by Eq.(2)

Pa= 0,4/ubar (-_ La = 66 dB).

As a role. work pnb!i_hzd in tile relevant literature about noise-induced hearing loss gives the
PTS after preshyausis correction. Here the threshold shift measured in subjects sufferiog
from loss of hearing has been reduced by tile probable age-dependent threshold shift. In our
evaluating for. the literature about nolse-induced hearing loss, this correction had to be
revoked.

The result of evaluating the data collected by PASCHIER-VERMEER [51 and other
researchers is shown in Fig. 4 where the ordinate contains the prospective actual threshold
shift at 4 kHz (cauSed by noise and age) plotted against the function

B = 85 + _a (9)

In close approximation this yields: -

PTS = 55 IgDB-- dB (lO)
with

B o = 2,5" 108/uhar" s. (11)

If it holds true that S of Eq, (I) is equal to the physiciological stress, a hypothesis can he
worked out on the loss of hearing, both for steady and impulsive noises

PTS = 55 lgfl-_ dB (12)

wi,h =f?_o ]¢ (t f(p) dt (13)
where

PA(t) = instantaneous value of A-weighted sound pressure

Pc = 22,5 ubar

,ac = I.I • 107

=,fo,l ,Act>I<,O0/nhar
l I

f(p)=2forlOa(t)(>2. 103/obnr
In a range of IO0/ubar < [PA (t)l < 2 ' 103/ubar, tip) follows a transfer function that has not
been determined yet.
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In Eq. (13) the loss of hearing with increasing age is taken into consideration in a

similar way as in Eq. (9); _t_:ing PA(t) [ = Pa = 0.4 #bar for the interval that is practically
free from noise-induced stress. The limit curves for the sound pulses estab shed by COLES
and RICE [6] are covered by Eq. (12) In a meaningful way.

It should further be noted that the stress.determining quantity p can readily be
measured.
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EXPERIMENTS ON ANIMALS SUBJECT TO ACUTE ACOUSTIC TRAUMA

Wiktor dankowski
Clinic of Otolaryngolo0yof the Medical

Academyin Wroelaw, Poland.

It is well known that the development of temporary hearing loss in operators wurking
under bad acoustic conditions during tile 8-hour shift is not linear with respect to tile time
of work, Tile greatest amount of that loss occurs during die first hour or hour and a h;df of
tile initial time period.

Thus in our experiments made on animals our particular attention has been paid to
that period of acoustic exposure.

The development of hearing loss in our animals has been observed by us on tile basis of
tire omasurement of tile loss of cochlear microphonics (CM)and action potential (AP). Tile
concept of using the decrease of both these potentials, occurring during the acoustic expo-
sure. us the measure of the drop in bearillg sensitivity is not a new one. Other authors have
long been making such experiments; still, they were applying mostly only short (lasting only
a few minutes) acoustic exposures.

In our experinmnts we have been using white noise at levels of 80, 85, 90, 95 and 100
dB, with tile exposure timos of 5, 15,30, 60 and 90 minutes.

In one of our experiments we have conducted 25 test series, each of them embodying
four to five individual tests - thus making jointly in that part of work more than 100
individual tests.

Tile values of CM have been measured for six pure tones aml the mean value of the CM
voltage for all six tones has been calculated. In our experlments, tile values of both potentials
have been expressed as a percentage of the potential's initial value, i,e. the value obtained
prior to exposure. The obtained results are illustrated oil the diatom. The exposure time
periods are marked off on abscissa, while the loss values of both potentials are marked off
on the ordinate. The solid curves represent the behavior of the CM and the dashed lines that
of the AP, On the right hand side of the diagram the exposure level is marked of L

I should like to direct your attention only to the relation between tile CM loss and the
AP loss. As may be seen on the diagram, the respective curves are not parallel to each other.
After short exposures, the loss of CM exceeds that of AP. That can be best seen when
employing high exposure levels. I should like to bring your attention to the variation of the
AP witb these high intensities, With 95 dB, the AP value falls below the lowest value that
could be measured after ninety minutes of exposure. At the 100.dB level, the AP disappears
already after 60 minutes of exposure. That never has been observed in tbe case of the CM, It
is known that after an animal dies, the AP disappears at once, whUe the CM endures-to be
sure, at a lower voltage-still for several minutes.

We have been also observing the recovery of the losses of both potentials, after retail-
nation of the exposure, during the next 90 ndnutos. In general, the smaller tile loss, the
quicker the recovery of the potential loss. After terminating tile 90 minute exposure to the
100 dB level, during the next 90 minutes, the reappearance of AP has not been observed.

The above losses of both potentials constitute a result of metabolic unbalance. We
have tried to prove that ossumption by administering cytochrone C (which promotes the
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oxidation processes)belbre exposure,aswell asATP (which promotesthe energeticprocesses)
or both of thesesubstancessimultaneously,and theu observingtheir effuct on theformation
of losses appearing during exposure.

As the most prominent differences between the shape or both potentials have been
occurring in response to lO0 dB, we have repeated those experiments, except_ that:the above
mentioned substances have been given before applying the load. The prophylactic giving of
¢ytochrome C, ATP or both had a most beneficial effect on the reduction of the loss of CM
following exposures lasting 5, 15 and 30 minutes. However, for the longer exposures, the
beneficial effect of pro-administration of fire above substances has not been so distinct: the
prophylactic administration of the above preparations had not so advantageous effect on
reduction of the AP loss; for durations exceeding 60 to 90 minutes the effect of these
preparations on the AP-curvo shape was negligible,

How are the results of these experiments to be explained? It is known that, as the'
sensory calls of the organ of Corti operate under rather unfavorable oxygen supply ¢ondi-
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lions, c'/ell a weak dislurbaoce of the oxygen or energetic economy provokes a distinct drop
of CM. and tile administration of cytoehrome C or ATP distinctly improves the efficiency of
the sensory ceils of Ibe organ of ero't. Tile drop of AP occurs after the longer and stronger
exposures because its supply with metabolites ilecessary for keeping up its elTieimlcy is, so
to .'_ty,belier, hecaose they are drawn direclly from tile blood circuit system. In tbot way
,:ould be explained ill some nleasure the differences between tile behavior of both poten-
tials.

It might be asked if the behavior of botb potentials Is _:imraeteristie only for tile
aconstic trauma?

Doc. dr Zb, Ziemski, my associate, has noticed a similar bebavior of both potentials
when he was poisoning guinea pigs with some organic solvents (polyethylene glycol,
propylene glycol, dimethyl formamide, dioxane, four-Ilydrofllmo) by way of inhalation.
During the initial period of poisoning tile drop of CM exceeded that of the AP. As tile time
of poisoning was extended, tile loss of AP exceeded the loss of CM.

Tile ._.ne results I_lve been obtained by Ziemski and myself when poisoning animals
with sodium salicylate. During tile initial periods of poisoning the losses of CM were greater,
but with extension of tile lime of poisoning, the losses of AP exceeded those of CM.

Similar results bare been obtained by Prcibisch-Effenberger and Ziemski in the com-
bined work in which they Ilave been exposing guinea pigs to ultra sonic noise (800 kHz at an
inteoslty of 7 watts/era:). After 5 olin of exposure, tile loss of CM greatly exceeded that of
AP, while after 30 rain tile values of tile loss of AP approach those of CM.

Similar differences in tile behavior of these two potentials have been ob_rved by
Deutseh, who, using a _des of hypoxia periods, found a greater loss of AP than of CM.
Simmons et al., after a strong and long-lasting exposure, have found that tile loss of AP
exceeds greatly that of CM. Silverstein has obtained, in ease of tile salioylate poisoning,
results much like ours, Spoendlin has noticed, in his ultramicroscopic studies after severe
exposures, greater cbanges in tile mitochondria of tile nerve endings than in the
mitochondria of the hair cells.

All above cited studies stress tile difference in behavior of these potentials ascribed to
disturbance in the metabolism of tile hair cells of the organ of Corti and in the metabolism
of tile aural nerve.

If we were perhaps to propose a general law, it would be that "any disturbance of the
metabolism of the organ of Corti or of nerve metabolism will at first produce the strongest
effect on the CM, while more prolonged exposure to the disturbing factor will lead to a
greater diminution of AP."

At any rate_ it seems that, in view of tile experimental results, it would be worthwhile
to continue investigations regarding the different bebavlor of both morphologic elements.
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INFLUENCES OF CHEMICAL AGENTS ON HEARING LOSS

M. Haider, Vienna

The ototoxie effects of chemical snbslances have been known for a long time. There
are otologie reports on carbon monoxide poisoning that were written in the seventeenth
century (van Helmont, 1657). Other known ototoxie industrial chemicals include lead,
phosphorus, halogenated hydrocarbons, mercury, carbon disull_de, etc. An extensive review
on the industrial bealIh aspects of these substances is given by Lebnhardt (1965).

Besides indnstrial products them am many drugs for which ototoxic side-effects have
been described. At tire moment tire _st known ,are some antibiotics like streptomycin,
dihydrostreptomyein, kanamycin, and neomycin. Some other ototoxiu drugs are salicylates,
quinine and substances with sindlar effects (e.g. cbinroquioe), arsenic, alcaloids (strychnine,
morphine, scopolamine), olaum chenopoii, etc. Finally, the ototoxie effects of stimulants
(nicotine, alcohol), narcotics and endogenous intoxications (e.g. during some infections and
other diseases) are worth mentioning. Huizing (1966) gives a summary of these problems.

This paper will mainly review the combined effects of ototoxie substances and noise.
On principle, the combination of chemical agents and noise can be:

Ca) indifferent ('combination does not differ from its most effective component),
(b) additive (con|biuation corresponds roughly to sum of both factors),
(el synergistic (effect of combirmtion is Idgher than sum of individual components).
(d) antagonistic (effect of combination is less than most effective component), or
(el protective (substances make the car less susceptible to heating loss).
Data on such combined effects may be derived from different sources, e.g.: clinical

case studies, systematic field studies, experimental research with animals and experimental
research in connection with temporary' thmsbold shift.

Tbcre are many clinical observations on combined effects of intoxication (e,g,: under
CO, CS2, Nitrobenznl) and noise. For twelve years, the working conditions of a man
described by Wagemann (1960) contained noL_ of 80-90 Phon, but the clinical symptoms
(audiogram, vestibular signs, etc.) seemed to indicate a CO-intoxicatinn. It is passible tlmt
both nnxca bad a combined effect. One case, described by Lehnhardt (1965) showed a
similar combined effect of triehlorethylena and noise. Some of the experimental studies on
drugs are based on clinical observations. Darrouzet (1967) mentions a ease of bearing loss
after straptomycin treatment and surgical intervention on one ear with noise-stress through
a milling-machine. Dayal et ul, (1971) designed tbeir experiments according to the common
clinical situation of premature babies in incubators (generating noise of about 68-72 dB)
receiving kanamyein treatment.

Field studies show the frequency of hearing loss that has to be expected under the
influence of certain el|on|teal substances, Examples are given in the Scandinavian reports on
hearing loss caused by "chronic" carbon monoxide poisoning. Lumio (1948 a, b)found
hearing deficiencies in 78% of his patients, 44% of them ha assumed as typical for carbon
monoxide poisoning,

+1 Wilh fillarlcialsuppt_rt of file Austrian"Fnlld_¢_u.. _..erung ,_crw=f,=et==cbafdiehen/-orschungand
. rize"'AllgemUnfallversicherungsanstalt".
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Some other e._amples ar_ given hi reports on hearing loss caused by carbon disulfide.

Zenk (1970, 1971 ) found hearing losses under this condition to have a higher incidence than

control groups of the ._tn]c age. 111sucb cases it seems difficult to rnlc out some indttslrial

noise effect, Unforlunately none of the reports l found in tim literature tried to single out

tile inJ'luencc of bcarblg loss Jll connection with chcmlc_d agenls versus hearing loss doe to
industrial noise. It could bc interesting to compare equivaleJ'_t groups of indivkhlals will] and

without noise exposure to groups with or withont the influence of chemical agents.

Aolmal experhnents have shown Ibat tile comb/ned effect of noise and chemical agents

may be synergistic. Darrouzet (1962) demonstrated that antibiotics (kamnnycin) might

sensitize the cochlea to the damaglog inflococe of noise. If noise was given before the drag,
no synergistic of feel occurred. Qmmte etal. (1970) reported a potentiating effect of noi_
(90, 100, I I0 dB) witl] kanamycin treatment, Janhiainen et al. (1972) examined h;Jrmfld

effects of noise (I 15 riB) and neomycin both elcctrophysiologically and microsopically. In

the guinea pig they fonnd a synergistic effect in hair cell damage as well as in amplitude

reduction of cochlea microphonic potentials as demonstrated in Fig. 1. The authors con-
eluded that there is greater susceptibility to noise-indoced hearing loss in persons treated
with these antibiotics,

Many authors bave shown th,at ototoxic effects damage mainly Ihe outer hair cells,

maximally at the basal end. Combination with noise seems to extend tile damage further

towards the apical end. Daynl etal. (I 971) found that even a low-level noise (68 to 72 dB at

125 Hz) combined with low dosage of kanamyein may have produced a synergistic effect.
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Fig. I. Relation between gero0ptllgo eLliOt hair ¢oll damage and averageI_ss it) cochlear microphonic
potentials. Point A role+ re animals expo_m=d!_+n.'+-myci;;,_,_[,d._ to those nxpot+dto noise alone, and
point C to thoseexposedto both noise anti kanamycln. (From dauhianlnenot al., 1972).
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Two factors which are ineffective (subthreshold) by themselves may in such way give rise to
manifest damage. In this case the changes of the outer hair cells were seen primarily in the
apical turn of tim cochlea. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2.

The authors assntne that the hair cells of the apical turn were sensitized to damage by
the low frequency noise.

A possible cumtdative effect for carbon monoxide and noise has been assumed by Zorn
(1968), who found a delaying effect on carbon monoxide elimination with 65 dB noise.
Klosterk6tter (1972), however, could not verify these results.

Some of the possibilities of protective influences by various chemical agents will only
be mentioned here briefly. A combination effect of neomycin and noise of 120 dB together
with a protective effect of adenoslntriphospbate (ATP) has been described by Faltynek and
Vesely (I969), The coarse of normalization of cochlear microphonic potentials after com-
bined neomycin and noise influence was favorably affected by ATP. Protective effects of
vitamin B and aminoacids have been described amongst others by Darrouzet (1962, 1963,
1967). The possible protective effects of vitamin A have been under di_,ru-_sicbn'_ince the
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early reports of Willcmse (1952) and Ruedl (1954). A positive effect of nicotinic acid ix
described in Sbeehy (1960) and Nowak et al, (1971). As one ex:,:::i:tc of tile combination
effects of chemical agents and noise on temporary threshold shift I will mention some
preliminary results of our own experiments. Eighteco nonnal-hearing students were tested
under two conditions. [fl the experimental condition they were exposed to 200 ppm CO for
4 hours. Before and after the exposure, auditory threshokls were measured witb a Bekesy
audiometer. After half an boLlrand after two and a half honrs, 100 clicks were given and the
evoked potentials were compatcr-amdyzed out of tile EEG (Vertex-Mastoid). In the control
condition, tile subjects performed tile same tests without tbe influence of CO. The sltoa-
tioes were rotated systematically in a double-blind design. The threshold measurements at
2000, 3000 and 4000 c/s showed no systmnatic change and no statistical significant dif-
ferences.

For the attditory evoked potentials no significant latency clJanges but amplitude reduc-
tion under CO-exposure of the main negative-positive peak to peak amplitude could be
demonstrated. This ixshown in Fig. 3.

There was also a diminution of amplitudes from the 05-hour exposure to the 2.5-hour
exposure. This diminution occurs in both situations but it is significant only under the
CO.condition. Some authors have shown similar results for the late part of the visual evoked
potentials for animals under tim CO-condition (Xintams et al, ]966). In an earlier experi-
ment, we demonstrated that the slow electric brain potentials (expectancy waves) show a
marked reduction under the influence of even lower CO<oncentrntions in the air (Groll-
Knapp et al. 1972). So it seems that even very low concentrations of CO in the inhaled air
may change the brain reactions evoked by acoustic signals.
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To get soma information on possible combination effects of CO and noise, the subjects
were exposed to a 105-dB octave-band noise with a middle frequency of 2000 ltz for 15
rain in both situations, Ona result of TTS-maasuraments at 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 minutes
after exposure is shown in Fig. 4.

Tile TTS valut:s, maasurad with a test-tone of 3000 a/s are slightly higher immadiataly
after the CO-exposition than under tbe control-situation. But the late TTS values are
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practically identical. There is no stutistical signil'icant diffcreuo: between both situntions. It
must be concluded that .t-:daer the circumslzn_ces described no synergistic effect of CO- aud
noise exposure could be dunlonstraled.
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HEARING LOSS OF FOREST WORKERS AND OF TRACTOR OPERATORS
(INTERACTION OF NOISE WITH VIBRATION)

IstvdnPint_r

State Institute of OccupationalHealth, Budapest, Hungary

la our investigations to be preseatcd all aeswer was sought to tire question, whether
simultaneous exposure to noise and vibration bas any influence on tile dynamics of the
development of hearing loss.

The starting point of the bwestigatimrs is, on one hand,/he equal energy principle, i.e.
that exposure of tile same magnitude results in tile same degree of heariag loss and, on tile
other [land, tile htterrelalionship between the PTSaod TTS 2, namely that the value of TTS
of healthy young people measured 2 minutes after the cad of a daily noise exposnre equals
tile average FTS caused by a ten-year exposure.

In order to make a judgement of file qnestioe possible, tile HLs found in tractor
operators and forest workers were compared to those of control perso|rs, who were exposed
to noise only, and for whom the basic principle nlentioned above could be proven to hold,
on the basis of data in tile literature and of tbc resalts of investigations of our own.
Accordingly, the persons investigated were grouped as follows:

I.) Tractor drivers with noise exposore and exposed simultaneously to vibration of a
frequency around 10 }lz; workers of tile furniture industry served as their controls.

2.) Contra - Stihl power saw operators of the forest industry with noise exposure and
with a simultaneous exposure to vibration of frequency in tile range of 125-350 Hz; their
controls were workers in the textile industry, exposed to tile same level of noise.

3.) Forest workers with clinically verified vibration damage (alterations in the Iocomo-
tion and vascular systems Raynaud-syndrome); "healthy" forest workers served as their
controls.

'Hie tractor drivers and the workers of tile forest anti furniture industry are the em-

ployees of the same forest company at the same geographical location near the capital;the
textile industry workers are employees of a metropolitan plant.

Noise analysis

Noise exposure was determined according to the R 1999 iSO noise-measuring recom-
mendations on the basis of the equal-energy principle. Fo_ this, dre noise in the different
working cycles was picked up for a period of time according to the regulations at the height
of tile ears of the persons working on the working places, and recorded on magnetic tape.

= For tile recording on magnetic tape, a precision noise level meter (Bruel & Kjaer type 2204)
and a portable measuring tape r_eorder (Nagra 111) were used. Tile noise recorded was
analyzed in the laboratory (Bruel & Kjaer Real-tiara 1/3 Octave Analyzer type 33-47, Level

Recorder type 2305) and was evaluated with mathematical methods and the Leq value was
: determined with a dosimeter (Bruel & Kjaer type 4423).
; The lt::_ul/n tit ul_ OO_,_'2 analysis In ',-.:,,:.u _wral typ,_al o_,,uva,lvn, 1 --'"':'_ .....
I shown in Fig. I and 2.
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Figure I. Poroont distribution of sound level, Loci and 1/3 octove spoctr, monsurod for tractor driving and
at working placas in thl furnitura industry during oppropr;_ta working cyclol.

The upper parts of Figures I and 2 demonstrate the percent distributionof the noise
le;'el_and the _orr_%nm_dingLeq-values In the period of time investigated,in caseof forest
workers(Contra-Stihlpower saw operators), in relation to workdone on the tractor,in the
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Tllecqaivalcntsotmdlevelsofthedifferentworkersvary,dependingupon theworking
phaseand aportthe localioa oftilemeasurement,asfollows;

Forcst workers: 96-100 dllfA)
Tractordrivers: 90-98 dB(A)

Workersintileftlrnitureindustry: 90-98 dB{A)

Workers in lhetextile industry: 97-I01 dB(A)

Audiometric investigations

Tile hearing investigations were performed with a Peters Type AP-6 clinical audio-
meter, standardized according to the 1964 ISO recommendation /R 389/. Tile measure-
ments were done ! 6 hours after the last noise oxposure in an anechoic chamber correspond-
ing to the ANSI Sl. 3-I 960 standard.

By the evaluation of the audiograms tile ISO R 1999 anti the AAOO 1970 recommcn-
datlons were taken into accoln]|.

The dc fiicto noise-induced hearing loss was determined from the audiograms taking
into consideration the sociacusis according to sex (Spoor 1967, Passchlcr-Vermecr 1968),
thus the audlograms can be compared on ground of tile exposure tinlcs und levels only,
without the necessity of taking the variations due to aga and sex into account.

From tile aodiograms corrected according to the procedure above, tile mean values of
tho hearing curves (D50) were calculated ill case of all tile 4 groups, at I-4, 5-14, 15-24 and
finally, at prceiscly I0 years of exposure, Exposures of less Olan one year were not con-
sidered. At the mean value curves the average width of the field of scatter was calculated
according to frequencies; from this tile relative deviation was compared, which varies
between 0.53 and 0.20 in the frequency range of 3000-6000 Hz. Accordingly, they are
within the values cvaluable mathematically.

Tile aodiograms (right ear) of only such v)orker_ arc entered into tile evaluation, whose
hearing loss Can be ascribed with high probability on the basis of tile anamnesis and of
otological investigation, to noise exposure of occupational origin onlyi'

Results of the investigations
On tile basis of the criteria outlined above, in 'tile filst approximation the average

hearing threshohls (Ds0) were determined as the fnnction of the type of no!so exposure only,
This is shown by Figure 3,

. No. I shows tho DS0 audiograms of forest workers (ContraStihl power saw operators),
No. 2 thoso of tile corresponding control textile industry 'workers, No. 3 demonstrates the

1 curves of tractor_opc_tors working in tile forest and N 0. 4 those of their cbntrol:_ workers
in a fumiture factory.

It is to be st_an on tile figure t!mt, on the on_ haiid, the ilcarillg ios_sin the lligh-
frequency range of both tile tractor drivers and forest workers is greater than that of the
controls and; on the other hand, that the hearing threshold in the low frequency range'(250
Hz - I kHz) of tractor drivers and of forest workers is higher than usual.
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In order to follow the development of this type of audlo,gram, the D50 vaIuDs were
-: compared also in terms of exposure time. The aadiograms corresponding to 1-4 5-14 and

15-24 years of exposure, of tractor drivers and of furniture industry workers arc seen in Fig.
4. In case of tractor drivers the group with 1-4 years of exposure is not depicted, becanse
there were only two workers in this category.

Beyond the course of the increase in the bearing loss, the figure clearly demonstrates
the different character of the curves that is correlated with doubling the exposure time, and
within this, especially the difference at the low frequencies,

' The same comparison in case of foreht-and of textile-industry workers is demonstrated
in Fig, 5.

Here an even more marked difference between tile two groups can be seen. In case of
the textile-industry workers the equal-energy priDeiple is valid, and according to this the
hearing threshold increases with exposure time.

Tiais is, however, not observed in forest workers; on tile contrary, there is hardly any
change in tile alrandy-developed hearing loss between 2 kHz and ,gkHz with _ increase in
the expire= time, it Dan, however, be seen also in ease of forest workers that the hearing
thresholds are higher between 250 Hz and I kHz.
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The object of our further investigations will be tile nowadays accepted interrelation-

ship between the _S 2 and PTS on 4000 Hz in case of a 10 year exposure. Tile upper part
of Figure 6 sbows the D50..curves wilicb developed in tile various groups ill case or an
_xposuro of 10 years. The lower part dcmonstratas the mean values measured at 4000 ttz
and the TTS 2 values expected 2 minutes after a one-day exposure, and calculated on the
basis of the Ward et aL (1958) and Nakamura (1967) equation.

It can be seen from the curves that the equal-energy principle [s acceptable in relation
to the controls (furniture- and textile-industry workers), but it does not seem valid in case
of tractor drivers and forest workers, The situation is similar at an equal noise exposure

] when comparing the controls and the groups corresponding to them, In tile equation for
calcuiatin._ the Trs 2 for the investigation ¢)r Ill-a interrelationslgp butwean tl_ePTS and tile
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"ITS2 the values of R-the on-fractior_-was calcLdatedIYom the daUy exposure limes found
on tile basisof field investigationsor severalyear duration. Conlparing the PTS and TTS2
values we - =is n!any ofllers - found good agreement in case of tile controls. In case of forest

workers and tractor drivers, however, tile measured values exceeded tile calculated TTS 2
wdues, Correcting all tile values on tile basis of an equal value for R, it turns out even more
pregnant that, in ease of forest fforkt_rs and tnlctor drivers the found PTS values exceed the
expected values. Hence, if we take the daily exposure times into consideration, then tile
discrepancy having displayed itself by tile curves is solved on 4000 Hz.

Finally, the audiograins of power saw operators suffering from clinically verified vibra-
tion disease (alterations in the locomotor or in the vascular system) were compared to those
of healthy power saw operators exposed to noise for tile same lenath of time.
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Tile average hearing threshold and tile range of deviation for all tile forest workers are
tepieted by the curves in the figures. It can be seen that the hearing losses of patients
afffertng from the damage of tile locomotor organs ollly (the l_oints JnFig, 7) correspond to
:hose of the "healthy persons", In contrast to this, the hearing loss of those with vascular
Jamu$e (Raynaud di_ase) at 3000-6000 Hz is always greater than that of the healthy
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persons. FigLlre () shows tile :iLIdiogr;illl ;]lid X-r:ly iliig[ogrtiin of {I fltltieo[ wilh Riiyn;l_ld-

Sylldronl_,

Tile D50-ctlrves found in the wtrious groups correspond quantitatively as well as

qualitatively to tile restdts of investig;Itions upon workers of sirrlilar occupalion published

by l_asschier-Vermet!r (1968), Kylin ( 1971 ). Burns (1964), Robinson ( 1970), Dieroff ( 1963 )
and others.

On tile btlsis of tile data presented we feel justified ill concludiog that the simultaneot_s

effects of vibration lind noise result ill zlll illf]tlencillg of Illt_ dynamics of he3rJng loss,

differing from theft elicited by noise alone.

• . 2_0 _ 1210 2gcO 3000 t,0Qo _ _ Hz

1

l Figure8. HearingIozsinthertmgeof 2000.8000Hzdueto noiseinpatientswith Reyneud.zyndrome.
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Figur0 9. A, He_Lring los= of patient D.M. sufferJn9 from Reynaud.syndrome followlng a 10-year exposure.

B, Tho angioram of D.M.
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Discussion

Acottstlc stinluli rcactt the taller ear norntaliy by air conduction and tbns, according to
tile general opinion accepted at present, vibration of the wbole body plays only a secondary
role in the development of bearing losses.

Tile measurements of Bekesy (1960) proved tbat Iteadng loss develops by way of bone
conduction, too.

Withnaack ( 1928, 1934), Paper (1928), Jokoyama ( 1963 ) and Morita ( 1958 ) proved
on the basis of animal experiments tltat thu simultaneous effect of body vibrations and noise
is more marked oil tile tipper [urns of the cochlea corresponding ill the low tones, contrary
to the anatomical effect of noise alone, wldeh manifests itself at tbe hose.

Our investigations verify that the results of axperbncnts with animals are valid for
humans too.

Frmn tbe investigations demonstrated it can undoubtedly be concluded that vlbratioo,
acting together with noise, has a potentiating effect wldeb, depemling on tbe frequency
range of vibration, exerts different ionuenees upon the dynamics of bearing losses. Vibra-
tion in tbe subacoustie frequency range (tractor drivers) damages the bearing at tile low
frequencies (250 Hz - I kllz) and, at the hlglt frequencies (3-6 kHz) it shows an increase of
the tbreshold, increasing with the increase of rite exposure time and anylmw exceeds the
_tlues of the controls. Vibration in tile audible range (I 25-350 llz) similarly causes damage
in the range of the low tones, but also. the logs brought about in tire range of the high tones
is greater tban that in case of the controls, with tbe limitation that here tbe damage develops
during an exposure or 1-4 years duration, and bardly changes witb an increase of tbe
exposure time. The potentiating effect is even more marked in patients with Raynaud-
syndrome.

Tire data demonstrated prove that the cltange in rite dynamics of bearing loss ill case of
tractor drivers and forest workers is affected by the simultaneous effect of vibration and
noise, but they do not give any hints as for tbe course of patlromecbanism. The clarification
of this needs further investigation.
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INFRASOUND AND HEARING

CharlesW. Nixon and Daniel L. Johnson

AerospaceMedical ResearchLaboratory
Wright-PattersonAir Forte Base,Ohio USA

INTRODUCTION

Mrborne acoustic energy in lhe frequency regkm below 20 IIz is arbitrarily described
as [ofrasound. Ihnnan hearing is insensitive to illfrasOLUld except at exceedingly intense
levels. Technical knowledge oa the effects of infrasonud on elan iX rather sparse; however,
limited iaformafion obtained from a few real life experiences( 2,= 7)and experimcatal in-
quiries clearly suggests that infrasouml exposures ;it Ifigh levels migllt adversely affect
man(a,9). Tile extent to which infrasound experienced during routine living and occupa-
tional activities mlght inl'ktence ]mnlan perfunnancc, health and wcllbeieg is an opea ques-
tion. InfPdsound is generated by wlrlous erects ill uature as well RSllunlerous man-nlad_

systems and activities and is experienced by all of us to varying degrees (Table I).
[nfPasoandoccurs in natttre lit relatively low levelsasa result of actions such as winds,

air turbulence, tbueder, vol_dnic activity, storms, large waterfalls and even tile inlpact of
waves on beaclles (a ,14 ). Natural activities sucll as walking, jogging, and swhnadng must
theoretically produce tilt2 sanle low freqtlellCy pressare fluctuations as illfrasound oil tile
auditory system, For example, walking or jogging in a way which causes the head to vary 15
cm in altitude at each step is equivalent to approximately 90 (ill. Swimming in such a way
that tba ear becomes subnlerged ill 7.5 cm of water during part of the stroke (anti not
submerged otherwise) is equivaleut to 141 dB.

A variety of adverse effects of naturally oceurrlng iafrasound on hamafl behavior has
been speculated, however essentially no objective data relating human response to tile
infrasound exposure have been generated. A single study does report(s) a correlation (0.5)
of ia['rasound exposure whh activities such es automobile accideats, absenteeism in school
children and ill unskilled workers dnrieg a period of high infrasonic exposure in a inctropoli-
tan area. Although these data are aotconclusive, they do sustain tile possibility that such
relationship and effects might exist Ibr low level exposures.

Tll_ incidence of inlrasonnd rronl nl[in-lnad¢ Sotlrccs appears to be growhlg both in
terms of intensity and in number of exposures, hffrasonlc energy is found in a wide wiriety
of sources including air heating anti cooling systems, occul)ational environs ill which com-
pressors, pneumatic devices, air turbulence, anti tile like, are fouad, in essentially all forms
o' transportation systems including tilt: h g powere¢ prop s o I systems for space vehicles,
and many more( t s,t 6 . Man-made iefrasound generally actors at much higher intensity
levels than that found from natural eatlscs, consequclltly tile threat of potential adverse
effects on people is also much greater, Subjective reports of effects of infrasonic exposure
from other than r_atural sources have included disorientation, nausea and general unplessant-
ness as well as a variety of other symptoa'is (:_,ts). A comprehensive study by Mohr et
al,('O which examined intense infrasoand and low frequency effects on humaes demon-
strated clearcut adverse symptoms which are summarized in Figure I (i 0). Tile nature of tile
observed behavior indicates that human sutzjeclive tolerance limits for these short duration
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Table 1
REPRESENTING SOURCES OF INFRASOUND FOUND IN NATURE AND IN

MAN.MADE ACTIVITIES

SOURCESOF INFRASOUND
Nature _,lan-Made

Source EeIFreq Es(Max SPL Source EstFreq EsthiaxSPL

Thunder FreeFietd

Earthquake JelEngines 1-20 ]35

OceanWaves < [ Helicopters 1-20 llS

Wind: ]00Kmlhr |3SdB LargeRockets 1-20 ISO

25 Kmlhr ll0dB Diesel rngines ]O-Z0 110

AImosphericPressure
Aclivities

Fluctuations < l [00dB
Running <2 gO

Volcano
Swimming <2 140

Ridingin:

Aircraf( < lO 120

Submarines 5-20 140

Rockets 1-20 145

Automobiles .I-20 120

ttelicopters 5-20 130

(~2 rain) exposures may have been very close, The extent to which these symptoms may

disappear as the levels of the exposures decrease has not been defined,

Auditory system response has long been a criterion for measuring the acceptability of

noise exposures in terms of both subjective and objective effects. Although infrusoundis
inaudible, except at high intensity levels, its potential effect on th.ehuman auditory system
and function must be fully examined. Due to such factors as tile harmonic contents of
overtones oJ"infrasound, the fact that infrasound rarely if ever occurs free from higher
frequencysounds and the fact that the ear its.elfcauses distodion at high pressurelevels, it is
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Figure 1. Represont0tive Low Frequency and #nfrasound Noise Environs and Human Subjective ResponJes,

desirable that maximum permissibleexposureconditions for infrasound bedefined relative
to human auditory function, Knowledge of infrasound and hearing, based on tile few studies
reported in the technical literature and on results of invcstigative efforts recently completed
or underway in our own laboratory, is discussed herein.

GENERATION AND MEASUREIHENT OF INFRASOUND

lnfrasound lies below the range of frequency operation of many high quality items of
instrumentation typically' used in the study of acoustics and psychoacoustics. In order to
accurately measure and unolyzo infrasound some udditlonal instrumentation performance
characteristics must be employed and certain precautions must be exercised (_dG). The
transnucer must be capable of responding to DC to insure acquisition of the tohd signal. The
remainder of the system must reneet an equivalent low frequency response, especially tape
recorders Which must operate in the FM range. Frequency analysis should be accomplished
on u "per cycle" basis or a small percentage bandwidth filtering of about 5% or less. Sound
level meters are not approprint0 for assessing infrosound, It ts extremely important that
technic011y acceptable instrumentation b0 used and the frequency' response be a_curatoly
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described. Tile higher harmonics genended with high level infrasonic signals will likely spill
over into tile lower audio frequency regions where they are well above tltreshokl of bearing
(Figure 2). It is clear that li',is energy is xnuch louder than tile fimdnrnental iufrasound end
may, in fact, determine tile response of tile experimental subject. Unless the experimenter is
fully aware of all of tile energy present in his lest conditions, as described by lecbnically
appropriate measurement instruln,2ntation, hunlan responses to these higher frequency
energies may erroneously be attributed solely to infrasound.

This matter becomes more important as one considers tile design and fabrication of
generators of infrasound for experimental investigations in whicb humans will serve as
subjects. On the basis of thr_'sbold of bearing wllues for infrasound shown in F'igure 3, a I 0
Hz signal at 120 dB woukl be approximately 18-20 d B above threshold, on average. In order
for this sigual to be inaudible at 20 Ilz it mast be more than 40 dBdown and at 100 Hz it
must be greater than 80 dB down. The very great difficulty in generating an infrasonic signal

140
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Figure 2, A Graphic Display of the "$pilIovet'" or Upward Spread of Energy Into the AudJofroqugncy

Region Frequently Encountered When An Infrasaund Souroe is U_ad for Experimental Purposes With

HMrnnnl,
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and for Bands of Nobe.

with harmonics below sucb values is rather obvious. Consequently, it is not only essential
that infrasound be accurately measured and analyzed, but in addition that interpretation of
human responses be made with knowledge of the total frequency response of tile specific
test signal to which the observers were exposed. Tbis problem of "spillover" or upward
spread of tile signal is not as great for measurement of hearing threshold levels as for the
high level energy required for studies of temporary threshohl shift (TTS) due to infrasound.

One of the reasons why so [ittle research has been accomplished at these frequencies
may well be the difficulties encountered in the generation of infrasound signals. Although
the number of infrasound investigators is small, a variety of systems have been used for
infrasouod generation, ranging from small pistonphones coupled to an ear to large special
purpose pressure chambers which enclose the whole body, The characteristics of a number
or systems are summarized in Table 2. Data collected from tile use of these generators are
s_fficient to allow research on infrasound to be summarized in a technical discussion as is
done in this paper.

The purpose of this paper is to present a review of technical literature sod experience
which represents the state of the scientific understanding of the influence of infrasotmd on
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Table 2

TYPICAL EXPERIMENTAL SOURCES USED IN INVESTIGATIONS OF
INFRASOUNO AND HEARING

I_NESTIGATOR FACILITY GENERATOR OPERATION PERFORt_IN_CE

IO dynes,cm2BekesyID Tbermodhone toud_peak_r BeatindOtT_oAC t_I- g
CoupledVia InsideThermopllone SoundPressure
t,lanometer Capsode;Fr_'queney

ResponseDownIo
I HZ

RBNOX.yonGierke PistOnphoneand MeierDriven Alternating [65dOAIternatinB
I]BI _Aercllryblanometer Pistonphone:blanual Pressuresup Io Pressure:]BedB

ControlManOmeler BOHZ StaticPressure

MobI',el al (gl WholeBOdy HydraulicLout1- NormalOBerating DiscreteTone_and
Enclosures;arid speakers;High Alc.de_forVarious BandsotNoiseat
FreeField:Jet VelocilyAirFlow; Devicesand teveSsof150
EnBine;High LowFrequency Facilities 154dB
PressureAir Source: Siren
lo,v rr_uency Test
Chamber

Nixon II]l PistCmphone$ CoupledtoEarvia tAotorDriven 165db, Alternating
ClosedTube Alternating Pressure

Pressures

leventnalland kShoteBodyPressure Four15met_rDiam. Operatesasa 145dBforSinBte
Hood48) Chamber3 x4 x 6 Loudspeakers:g_ W Helmhollz Frequency;]gbdB

feet Amplifier ResonatorTunable ForNoiseBand
Over RanBeof g Hz
to ]8 HI

Yeo_arlI_g) MonauraHBinaural Earmulfs:Drivers ResponseisFlatup MaximumSPLis
HeadphonesFrom WorkedInloVolume Io OCQHz IBOdBat 1HI
O.gmDiameter of I Litre
Loudspeakers

WholeBody1200 Six o.46mDiameter Electrodynamic MaximumSPLis
titre Cabinet Ioud_peakerson [dOdB

SidesofChamber

]ohnSOnill WholeBOdyChamber HydraodicDriven Alternating 6Ft.Piston:112dB
55Cu. Ft. 6 Ft. Pistonand Pres_.ures,0.5. IO,g-IOHZ)FaRing

1.5 Ft. Piston BOtlz to IgBdB(_BBHI

[,5 FI, Piston;
I [4ddB H - IOHtl

Fallingto IgBdD
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Ihe human auditory system. Tile body of tile report, which comprises the basic data revicw,
is organized into four fanctional areas, (I) bearing threshold levels for infrasound, (2)
temporary bearing loss (TTS) due Io infrasountl, (3) additional effects of infrasoond on tile
auditory mechanism, and (4) infrasoand effects on the speech reception aspect of voice
cemnlunication. These data are discussed in ternls of exposure guidelh|es, and tentative
limiting noise levels for infrasound exposures are recommended.

AUDITORY SYSTEM RESPONSE

Hearing Ti|reshold Levels

In order to evaluate effects of infrasound on tile human auditory system and function.
file nominal response of the system must first be determined. Perhaps one of the most
long-standing descriptions of bearing threshold levels (MAP) for acoustic energy below 20
Hz is tllat of Bekesy( I ). A nunlber of other investigators, at different times and using a
variety of instrumentation have independently measured infrasound hearing thresholds.
Most recently this has been accornplisbed by Whittle(I'_) and Ycmvart(s°). The hearing
threshold levels from a series of studies by Yeowart are compared in Figure 3. Tile agree-
meal among the various values is very good and it provides confidence that the general
sensitivity curve for file hnm._n ear for this frequency region has been described.

Measured MAF values lbr infrasoaod are also contaflmd in Figure 3. Tile classical
MAP-MAF difference of 3 dB for audio frequencies is also present for infrasound (22).
Hearing tllreshold level values for noise bands in this frequency region are also shown (= 1).
It is evident that no significant difference between tone and noise threshold data are
ob_rved between about 30 ilz and 100 Ha. 'File noise thresholds are significantly lower, by
about 4 dB. for frequencies below about 16 Hz. Tile greater sensitivity of the ear for the
bands of noise is attributed to detection of tile peak lactors present in the noise signal

Temporary Threshold Shift (ITS)

A quantitative relationship between human exposure to infrasound and hearing loss is
not well established. Very few investigations of this phenomenon are found in the technical
literature, partly because of a general low level of interest in this frequency region and
partly because of tile problems associated with tile measurement of bearing thresholds for
infrasound as well as the general inability to produce infrasound exposures free of audible
overtones. A few investigators who have ventured into infrasound research with cognizance
of tile latter problems are identified in Table 3.

For threshold determinaffons the genera/ approach has been to measure effects of
infrasound on the standard aadiometric test fiequencies instead of for lower frequency
signals. The question of audible overtones is not at all clear because most reports do not
contain spectral representations of the test signals, lI cannot be determined from these
reports if the stimulus was truly infrasonnd or if it was a multiple-component signal with the
fundanrtental an infrasonic frequency. Nevertheless, it is a reasonable assumption that the
adverse effects of tire infrasound a/one would be no worse than those of the infrasound plus
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overtones, 'l_llisreview considers the dala as it is reported and does not attempt to critically
analyze the acoustic exposure w]li]o recognizing that actual observed effects nlay Ilave beeo
highly influeoced by energy above 20 IIz.

Some early observations of possible infrasound effects oil hearing were not described in
terlns of audiometric lest frequencies. Toundorf (i 7)report s on the effects of infrasound in
the diesel rooms of submarines on the heariilg of crew members, Depression of the upper
Ibnits of bearing wele demonstrated by decreased rime periods during which tuning fork
tests were audible, Recovery occurred afler various intervals of time outside the diesel room,
Mohr et al (9) exposed subjects to infrasonic siguals, bolh pure tones and noise bands, for 2
minutes or less at levels of 150-154 dB. Audiometry was not performed immediately follow-
ing the exposures; however, measures taken about one hour later showed no TTS. In the
latter work an exposure signal was experienced only once, while on-board submarine expo-
sures were experienced daily.

Jerger(6)exposed 19 males to repeated three-minute signals of from 2-12 Hz at levels
of II 9 dB to 144 dB SPL, ./'rS in tile range of 3000-8000 Ilz was observed in I I of the 19
subjects for expostnes of 137 to 141 dB. All TTS values were small, ranging from 10-22 dB.
The autllor imiicates that the 7-12 Hz signals at 120-144 dB dkl produce eonsiderable
masking over the 100-4000 llz range, It seems likely that some of the measured TTS was
caused by the masking signal.

In our laboratory a number of studies of T'FS and infrasound have been conducted
using pistoophones and a large pressure chamber as signal generators. Using a pistonphone
coupled tightly to the ear via an earmuff, Nixon (x x)investigated effects of 14 Hz at 140 dB
and 18 Hz at 135 dB for 30 minute exposure durations on bearing threshold levels, Some
subjects experienced no changes in hearing due to the exposures while others showed
various amounts of'ITS, with one subject showing 20-25 dB at one test frequency.

In another series of investigations, Johnson (7)measured the effects of auditory expo-
sures of 135 dB to 171 dB at 0.5 Hz to 12 llz and whole body exposures of 135 dB to 144
dB at I Hz to 20 Hz, A pressure eha|nber which provides whole body exposures lo infra-
souod at levels as high as 172 dB was used to generate the stimuli. Exposure duratious varied
from 26 see of 7 Hz at 171 dB to 30 rain o1"4, 7 and 12 l-lz at 140 dB, The various exposure
parameters, effects on bearing, if uny, and recovery arc itemized in Table 3.

It is clear from the data contained in "/'able 3 tlmt q_S has been measured following
inli'asound exposures at moderately intense levels. The observed ehauges in hearing thresh-
old levels have been small and recovery of pre-exposnre hearing levels has been rapid for
tile few situations in wllleh TTS did occur.

SuseepttblllO,, Susceptibility of ears to infrasound-indueed TTS appears to be gen-
erally the same as TTS induced by higher-frequency energy, Amount of TTS induced by a
specific exposure or whether or not "ITS occurs, both within and between subjects, show
about tile same variability as for audio frequency exposures, Data are not available to
determine if susceptibility to infrasound doe to age or to sex is different from tlmt due to
exposures to audio frequency energy.

Middle Ear Ventilation. As will be discussed later, infrasound exposure at levels suffi-
cient to induce TTS also produces retraction of eurdrum me,':nbrane, Tile efficiency of
middle ear transmission of energy to the inner ear is reduced when this system is retracted.
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As all iuvestigstor, one must consider the udvisability of baying experhneulal subjects
periodieally ventilate the middle ear syslem during sttu.lies or infrasouud since different
effects woubl be expected from exposure of a retracted vs non-retrscted dram-membrane
system. Regsalless of the exposure, it is critical that the middle ear system be sdequately
ventilated prior to measurement of post-exposure bearing lhresbohl levels. A retracted
middle ear system will show reduced sensitivity wblch may be attributed to sensorineural
effects.

Other Effects onlbe Auditory System

Infrusound may stimulate the auditory system at rather tow levels so as to be un-
detected or st levels of sufficient magnitude to cause aurul pain. During whole body and
aural exposures to in frasotmd, particularly below about 5 llz, at levels of 120 dB aud above,
subjects may report a sensation that tire eardrum membrane is being mechanically massaged.
At the lower intensity levels, perception of the sensation is not unpleasant and it becomes
less noticeable after a little time. At bigher intensity levels, subjects may report the sensa-
tion as being quite unpleasant and disliked; however, this too appears to dissipate during
continuation of tile exposure period. At one time, pneumatic massage of tile eardrum-
middle ear systenl was a common urological practice. It has been reported that mild massage
under properly controlled conditions is beneficial to the ear. However, excessive mechanical
masssge could be detrimental, presumably because the mechanical displacement due to
intense infrasound is so mueb larger than during typical listening situations. Massage of the
drum membrane system by infrasound, at rstber iligb levels and/or for loug duration expo-
sures, bus produced effects clearly recognized at the drum membrane by investigators( 7, J J ).

Pressure Build.up. Experimental subjects ahnost universally deserlbe a sensation of
pressure buildup in tile ear shortly after initiation ofinfrasound exposure. This sensation is
reported by many subjects at 126 dB and by virtually all persons at 132 dB. This fullness is
experienced for both aural ansi whole body exposures. Tile seusafion remains throughout
tile exposure and persists for some time afterwards in ninny subjects. Ventilation of the ear
during exposure may relieve the sensation of fullness; however, it is only temporary, for the
feeling of pressure quickly relurns. This phenomenon appears to occur a little earlier than
injection of tile dram membrane is observed.

Vascttlar lafectiolt. A vascular injection of the eurdnlm membrane may be observed
during and following exposure. This injectiou is similar to that produced by tberspantie
massage of the dnlm membrane. The degree of injection nmy be slight to severe in wilich
case congestion appears all along tile handle or file malleus and in the folds. Although slight
injection may be caused by many different factors, it is not considered "abnormal". Severe
congestion must be recognized as a positive indication of overexposure.

Drum Membrane Retraction. The cyclical displacement of the drum membrane, in-
ward phase, during infrasound exposure appears to force gases from the middle ear cavity
out through tile collapsed Eustachian tube. The negative pressure created by this action is
not automatically equalized on the alternate phase of tile c,,,,c!eand drum mcmbraii¢ Jeirac-

" lion will likely occur. Tile effect of retruetion on hearing is to reduce transmission of
acoustic energy to the inner ear and in this mode is likely beneficial during exposure if not
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allowed to become severe, There is sonic evidence,( I 1,17 )thai d_tnl menlbrane retraction

acquil*Cd during infrasound exposures may not be due entirely to _1negative pressn_ in the
middle ear. During exposures to 14 Hz at 140 dB, all subjects exhibited mild retraction.
After termination of the exposure each individn:d ventilated the middle ear system via
Valsalva, nnder the observation and guidance of an otologist. Following cmlfirmcd ventila-
tion or pressure equahzation, tile retracted drnm condition remaioed _lnd persisted for stone
time. An unexplainable functiml of the middle car muscle system is believed to account for
the persistent retraction; however, this assumption remains Io be investigated. One conse-
quence of this retraction phenomenon is that even with positive ventilation following expo-
sure, prior to audiometric testing, some retraction may remain and indicate a slightly
elevated threshold.

Drum Membrane Sear Tissue. The potential adverse effects of long duration exposures
of this nature have not been examined in the hlboratory. Tonndorf (t 7), in describing tile
condition of drum membranes of submariners exposed daily to diesel room infrasound
found the formation of cicatrized tissue and loss of elastic fibers. Although a direct causal
relationship was not established, the incidence of these comlitions among tile exposed crew
members clearly exceeded what would nomlally be expected in that popuhdion from non-
infrasound and noise factors.

e(lhL Pain in the ear is easily recognized by individuals .'rod is related to mechanical
displacement of the middle car system beyond its limits of normal operation. Aural pain is
not related to sensitivity, as evidenced by the fact that nomlal and hard-of-hearing persons
have the same average aural pain thresholds. Likewise, it is not associated with sensorineural
hearing loss which can become very severe without any experience of pain. At infrasonic
signals, pain may be experienced at levels which pose no risk to the hearing function.

Thresholds for aural pain are summarized in Figure 4. The data of Bekesy (J }and from
the BENOX report (l_)are highly consistent, One datum on the figure represerlts a condi-
tion where one subject reported pain from a pistonphone exposure of around 140 dB at 14
Hz, which disappeared after a few minutes exposure at that level. It appears that tile pain
threshold might be elevated a few dB, 2-3 dB, with high-level exposure experience of the
subject. The pain threshold appears to be about 140 dll around 20 Hz rapidly increasing to
about 162 dB at 2 Itz. Pain produced by static pressure on the ear, either positive or
negative, appears between 175 dB and 180 dB, Any form of aural pain during infrasound
exposure must bc considered an indicator that the tolerance limits of the mechanical

systems have been reached and the exposure should be terminated and avoided in the
future.

VOICE COMMUNICATION.SPEECH RECEPTION

Effects of infrasound exposure on voice communication are generally considered to be
those affecting the talker. High-intensity infrasound may influence various organisms and
functions involved in speech production. Amplitude modulation during speech production is
obvious at very low frequencies as a result of the respiratory cage or chest being driven by
the infrasound, and is reported by essentially all exposed persons. Choking, coughing, gag
sensations, chest wall vibration and modulation of respiratory rhytm have been reported for
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Figure 4 Thresholds for Pain at Froquonci_ Below 50 hertz

whole body exposuresbelow 50 Hz nnd at levelsup to 150 dB, Subjective judgments of face
to face speech reception during two studies involving intense whole body infrasound
exposures(9, J 2) indicate that no major decrements were observed in spite of tile symptoms
reported by the subjects, As a consequence, refined studies of face-to-face speech communi-
cation in infrasound were reduced in priority and have not been completed, Some subjects
report difficulty in understanding spcecb via headphone listening during infrasmmd expo-
sure (_). This observation has not been examined to determine if the reduced efficiency is
due to the headphone system, the auditory meelmnism or a cmnbination of the two factors.

In o comprehensive study by Pickett (13), slleecll intelligibility was nleasnred as a
function of low-frequency noise with high-pass cutoff frequencies as low as 20 Hz. Noise
levels of 85, 105 and 115 dB were set prior to filtering. Pickett confirmed that speech bands
below 300 l[z contribute very little to intelligibility, Also, it was discovered that as low
frequency noise below 300 Hz was added, speech intelligibility decreased. It appears that
upward spread of masking cannot by itself account for the decrease in intelligibility.
Further, that noise already in the region to which tbe upward spread of masking intmdes
may add to the spread of masking. Articulation Index (AI) may overestimate intelligibility
by 0.05 At or 1,5 dB speech level in low freqnency noise.
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l|earing l¥otectloa

Human expostlre to blleuse Jnt'rasound nnty occur at he_lrblg Ioiur_nLee limits wilere
poteatbd hazards exist or ;It lower levels which pose no he;Iriug risk bat are subjectively
disagreeable. Eflbcllve hearing protecliou is higldy desirsble in each of the situalions
described. Classically, insert hearing protection has provided good performance across the
audio frequency rsnge whereas e_lrnnlff protector perforal;ulce decreases with decreasing
frequency.

Subjective reports of e:Jr protector effectiveness in intense hffrasonnd indicate that
good insert-type earpiugs provide _lppreciable allenuation of lhe ;Jeouslic energy, Earumff
type protectors appeared to provide negligible protection and on occasion appeared to
amplify tbe noise under tbe muff. Earmuffs, wblch are suspended fi'om lightweight spring
tension headbands, were noticed to visibly vibrate against the skies of lbe subject's head
dllring Jafrasouud exposure. When wor/1 over insert earplugs, earmuffs appe;ired to add
attenuation obtained by tile wearer.

An experimental investigation of earmuff effectiveness in iafr;_sound using both a
subjective and a physical method, confirms the subjeclive observations reported above l 2),
Good earmuff protectors provide about 10 dll of sound protection between 20 ltz and 100
Hz and very little protection in the infrasoand region. For optimum protection in sound
fields below 20 Hz, good insert earplugs are recommended for intense exposures of long
duration.

Limiting Levels of infrasound

Limiting levels of infrasound exposure effects oil tile auditory system must consider in
addition to potential Ireadng loss, mechanical effects on the middle ear system-including
pain, speech reception ,and discomfort. The available knowledge from whiell limiting levels
may be formulated comes from experience in intense infrasoand and from laboratory
investigations.

The purpose of defining relationships of infrasound exposure to auditory system
effects, is to allow potential risk to be determined on the basis of descriptions of tile
physical stimulus, There is somewhal of a problem in depicting tile three stimulus variables
of importanee-gPL/ duration and frequency-in a simple fashion, ConseqaentIy, we have
adopted a method of representing exposures in terms of level and of number of cycles
(frequency thnes time) as parameters. Although tbe utilization of this procedure does not
extend to the extremely low frequencies or to high frequencies it does appear to be a very
good approximation for representing exposure for the range 1 Hz to 20 Hz.

The proposed equal risk formulation based upon adoption of this method is:

SPL ---10 log t + I 0 log f + base SPL

A number of experimental subjects have experienced exposures to I0 Hz at 144 dB for
durations of 8 minutes, via auditory only or wbole body presentation of the stimulus.
Although not necessariJy enjoyable, no adverse effects have been observed which would
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indicate that these exposare comlitions are threatening or harmful. Accepting this set or
conditions asa baseacceptablecxpostlre, the rormulatlou bL_COIIIeS:

t r
Limillng SPL = I0 log 8 rain ÷ 10 Log I O+ 144

Various infrasotu]d exposures conducted iu our laboratory are displayed in Figure 5
along with tile curve which represents the Liluitiug-SPL form.l_ltlon. The Limitiug-SPL
curve shows rc_lsouable agrcemeut wilh the experimental data collected to date, ;Is well as
the proposed criterion. The same data arc presented in a mOTecorwcntioaal form ill Figure
6. it is clear that exposure durations of 8 minutes for levels up to 150 dl] caused essentially
no TTS. Aclually, over IO0 ear-exposures are shown for this duration range and only two
e×perieoced a mild TTS or 8 dB, with immediate recovery.

Limiting levels for frequencies or 0,5 IIz to 20 IIz and exposure durations of O.5 rain
to 1440 minutes in terms of "Limiting SPL" are displayed iu Table 3. On the basis of
experience to date aml lack of moat complete data, it is essential that the table values be
qualified. It is clear that noll-auditory, whole body effects of infrasouud occur at levels of

I I i I
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Figure5 VariousLaboratoryInfraloundExpozure=In Termsof LevelandNumberof Cycles(frequencyX
time)anda LimitingSoundPressureLevelCurveBa_0don theFormulation:

JL f
LimitingSPL= 10 log8 rain+ 10 lag"_+ 144
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150 dB and above,Consequently, whole body effects impose ]inlitations at levelsconsidered
to be safe for the auditory system,

Tile proposed limiting noise levels, in more general ternts, which may be consideredas
acceptable are 150 db at I l-lz - 7 Hz, 145 dB at 8 Hz- 11 Hz and 140 dB at I 2 Hz - 2D llz.
These levels apply to discrete frequencies or octave bands centered about the staled fre-
quencies, t_laximutn exposure duration is Eight minutes with 16 hours rest between expo-
sores. The use of good insert earplugs may increase tile permissible levels by 5 dB for the
same exposure times by reducing the aurul contribution to the overall response. Earplugs are
strongly recommended lbr all intense iofrasonnd exposures to ntinimize subjective sensa-
tions, Levels above 150 dB should be avoided even with maximum bearing protection until
additional leehnieal data are aeeomulated,

The normal levels at which aural pain is induced by infrasouml correspond closely to
the limiting values shown above for tbe 10 Hz and 20 tlz freque.ey reglons. ,A.t 2 Hz die
vnlHe .ismuch hi,mr a¢ abuui ]62 db. ConsEquently, the t|lms|lold regions for aural pain are
compatible with the proposed values and do not impose any additional limitations.
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TABLE 3

A SUMMARY OF STUDIES OF TEMPORARY HEARING LOSSFOLLOWING EXPOSURE
TO INFRASOUND

fNVESTIOAIDR EXPOSURE IIZARINGRESPONSE RECOVERY

TonndorliI/_ SubmarineDieselNoorTl DepressionotUpperLirnRsof RecoveryinFewHours
]ONz - ?DHz, NoLevelGiven liearing as MeasurerPyNumber Oulsideof DieselRoom

ofSecondsaruningForkWas
Heard- tVaConversionIo A1AP

hlO_lr,elal Igl Discretetones:NarrowBand NoChangeinHearingSensi-
Noisein 10HZ- 2DHZR_ion. livity ReporledbySubjects:
ISO- 154dB Exposuresof NoITS _,leasureelAboul OneHour
Aho_Jl2 Minules PostExposure

Jerger,elal (oi Successive3A1inuleWhole rFsin3000-6000llzN,ingo RecoveryWithinHours
BodyExposures,l-]2Nz; ForItof]qSLibjucls(lIBof
119- ]dddB 1OdB- 22(JBI

Nixon I Ill PislonphonoCoupledto Ear AverageTIS of O- I5 dBAReF RecoveryWJlhin 30
via Earmuft, I8 HZal IJSdB, 30hlinule Exposures Minutes
Series el 6, 5 Alinule
ExposuresRap(din Succession

NixontIN PislonphoneCoupledtoEar ThreeExperiencedSubjecls RecoveryVVilhin3O
via Earmuff, Id HzL_Id0riB. NOrrs in One;,BrightITS in hDnutes
Six I ndividualExposuresof One:20 * 25dB rid in One
5, 10, IS, 20. 2Sand30
Minules

JohDsofl IlJ Ear Only,: Pressure Chamder
CouldedIo Ear via Tuned
Roseand_.lulf

]71dB I]-IOHzl ?dsec. Is NolTS
]6RdB IIFIz_ l rain, Is NorTS
]55dB I_HzI Drain, Zs NoIIS
140dB t4, 7. 12HZI 14 - ITDBrls RecoveryWithin ]0 rain

30 rain. Is
]4OdB 14. l, 12tltJ Drain. SdBrISlorlSubjecl RecoveryWilhin]Omin

5}
]JSDB i.h, 1,6. 2,gHzl NofrS

5rain, ]Bs
126dB I_6,1.6,2.glITt NoTrs

]d min, lls

i

: IVholeBody:All Ex,_osures,2s:
B rainal BHZat SPL'sel NoITS

I '_ ]?O,IBh, 132,I)8
i 8 rain at ], 2, 4, 6. 8, 1O No lIB ....

," Hzal144dB
! -- 8rainat12.16,20Ht _R No/TS: 'q

l]SdBIo]dBdB
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Inj_cli(ln and retr;letion of the enrdnnll illenlhr[nle Hilly OccLn'lit Valueswell heIow J]le
Ibnitlng levuls shown above. No potenli_d risk to the [htlditory system is expected tt_develop
be¢_luseof the brief dor;itlons of exposure p_rndlted by Ibe limits. Nc_¢h[nlge in the
proposed vnlnes is Jndienledwith _specl to inj_etlon and t'elr;iction.

General filee-to-filce speech reception ill e×perinlent;ll noise exposures at tb_ s;nlle
levels as the Iilnlting vnlnes was cl)nsJdel-edaccept:d_le by p:lrllcip:nlts in those sltldies.
I leadphone reception of speech dttring Inbonltory slutli_s h;is been observed Io involve some
sligllt dilflcnlties al levels of nbont I;15 dl]. D;lta are insufficient al this time to justify
lowering the proposed levels at exposures of 7 llz and below on the basis of patenti;d
blterferenee Io spL.,ecbreception with ln.,adl_hone listening,

Tile lhnillng valtLes proposed ill T;_ble 4 nr,.,estinlates based upon tile v:lrJoos kinds of
:esponsesmade by lbe atiditory systezll Io infr;isound, Individu;fls ohsurving these Ibnil:l-
lions nlay 11eexpected Io dlspl;ly 11o sylnplolns of overexpostlrt. ' or iLbnse of die hnlllnn
auditory syslen/,

FUTURI_ CONSIDERATIONS

The few studies reported ill lhe llteralnre and a series of studies accomplished in our
laboratory have been used to fernlulate tentative exposnro criteria for illfr;iSOtllltl, bl order
to more firnlly establish linliling levels additional infornl_ltion is requil_ed oll specific
responses of the ntlditory system in infrasoond.

Tile parallleter of exposnre dnratlon appears to be o siglllfic;nlt one reqoirlng better
definition. The majority of work completed on "ITS bns been limited to exposures of 8
nlintttes ;Ind less duration. Essentially no adverse effects b;tve been observed, Conversely a
srnall nnnrbcr of exposures of 30 Ininu tcs slmw a rc;isonably high incidence of ITS. The role
of dtmitlon between IO lllinntes alld 30 minutes certainly requires better definition for
exposures up to 150 dB,

Voice conllltonicatlon ill [nfr;i,_ollnd_ both speech receptioo lind production, reqnires
investlgation. Speech reception via headphone listening has :dready been identified as ;I
potelltlal problem. F_Jce-lo-fnce commnnlc;:tlon in exposures longer tb;m one to two
minntes have not been considered, An ilnport_tnt ;_spect is the degree to wb]ch Ibe ear
distorts during intense blfrasotlnd exposure lind its effect on norlnld speecb reception
(300-2000 Ilz rnnge).

Of partietl]ar Jnteresl to tile inllhors is tile observation that drnm nlenlbr;nlc relrnction
which was incurred during infrasonnd exposure did not disappe_lr following confimled
inflation of tile retracted middle ear system This implies retraction due to sonic mecbanisnl
other than negative middle e;ir pressure, possibly tile middle ear muscle syslem Identifica-
tion of the mechanisnl sustaining rclr[iclion [s ill order.

Additional information is desinlble on relative effects of aur;d vs whole body exposures
to specific stbnnli. Althongb it is asserled thot middle ear pressure eqmflizati0n will occur
for whole body exposures but not for mtml exposures, this nppears unlikely due to tile
relatively slow action of the eustachian tube in its autom_ffic mode, It is conceivable th;it
individuals who experience relativel._,,long duration exposures will learn to eqtnflize pressure
buildup _s it oeenl's in essentially 11ntmconseioos inannl2r.
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Tablo4

LIMITING VALUES FOR INFRASOUND EXPOSURE AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY
AND DURATION

A_XIMUM PERI_,IISSIBLEEXPOSURES

FREQUENCYinhertz

0,5 l 2 4 8 lO 12 I6 20

.5 169 166 t63 IbO 159 156 155 154 t53

l 166 163 160 157 154 153 152 lSl 150

157 B4 15[ 150 / 149 [48 I472 t63 t6O
J

4 160 157 154 151 J 148 147 146 145 144
P

8 157 154 151 J 148 145 144 t43 /.42 t4l

tO 156 153 150 t41 144 [43 142 141 140

20 153 150 : 147 144 14t 140 139 138 137

30 151 48 145 142 139 tl8 13/ 136 135

I hr, 60 14_ 145 142 139 136 [35 I34 133 132

12O

4BO

t day 1440

Tableof RecommendedMaximumPermissibleExposuresBasedon SPLmax"10I_ t._ + tO loft _ + 1448min lO

NowholebodyexposureIs recommendedoverBOdB forfrequenciesgreaterthan0,5 Hz. Shadedareais an
extrapolationandshouldbe usedwith care.

Improvements in instrumentation and test facilities for evaluating all iofrasound effects
on man are ,'flso needed, particularly for infrasound exposure signals which typically have

higher frequency energy at levels well above threshold. It is equally as important to accu-

rately and oonveniently measure ]|earing at these very low frequencies in order that possible

changes duo to exposure, which will be missed by testing only audio frequencies, may be
identified.

r
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SUMMARY

Infrasonic energy, botb natural anti man-made, is present at w_rying levels in a wide
variety of onvironmmlts occupied by man, Efforts to describe natural and potential adverse
effects of tlrese cxposnres ere just heginning. The small amount of date awlilable have been
reviewed.

(I) Nominal infrasound bearing thresbold levels ere reasonably well defined.
(2) Hearing function for infrasound appears equivalent to hearing function for audio-

frequency.
(3) Tentative limiting levels of infrasonnd exposure are recommemled on the basis of

measured effects on Imaring thresbold and on other characteristics of tbe auditory system,
(4) Improvement in the tentative criteria aml expansion of its scope, will require

additional research on factors such as TTS, voice communication and b_strumentation.
This report has been limited to acoustic energy below 20 Hz; however, most of the

questions may relate equally as well to energy from 20 Hz to 50 Hz and even 20 Hz to 100
Hz. Also, the review has been restricted to effects only on tim auditory system. The overall
technical erea of infrasmmd effects on man is equally or even more in need of infom_ation
than is the specific auditory system effects area.

I
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THE EFFECTS OF AIRBORNE ULTRASOUND AND NEAR.ULTRASOUND

W. I. ACTON,
Welfson Unit for Noiseand Vibration Control,

Institute of Soundand Vibration Research,
The UniverSity, Southampton, England.

INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonic devices are now widely used in production industries for a variety of pro-
cesses, including drilling, dicing, soldering, cleaning, welding plastias, emtdsification, mixing
liquids, initiating free-radlcal chemical reactions and so on. Relatively low ultrasonic fre-
quencies in the range 20 to 40 kHz are generally employed for mechanical reasons, although
small apparatus has been encountered operating at a frequency as low as 16 kHz. Measured
sound pressure levels at the operator's working position rarely exceed II0 to 120 dB
(ACTON, 1968, GRIGOR'EVA, 1966a, KNIGItT, 1968).

These sources invariably emit air-borne noise, not only at the operating frequency and
its harmonics, but also at sub-harmonics which may be audible. Furthermore, processes
involving liquids, e.g/wasldng, mixing and using a liquid-suspension of abrasive powder, are
accompanied by the plrenomenon of "cavitation". This it thought to involve the formation
of bubbles of gas previously held in solution around nuclei such as the abrasive particles in
suspension or dirt on objects being cleaned. The bubbles grow until they reach a resonant
size, wlmn they oscillate with an increasing amplitude until they implode. Non-linear radial
and anrfaee oscillations of the gas.filled bubbles may be responsible for more tonal noise,
and the violent collapse of cavities it responsible for tire generation of high levels of modem
noise at frequencies of approximately 3 kHz upwards (WEBSTER, 1963).

Ultrasonic frequencies used in modiaine for cell destrnetiun are gannrnlly in the range 1
to 3 MHz and for diagnosis in the range 1 to 20 MHz. Diagnostic exposures were not
considered likely to be potentially harmful by HILL (1970). As these frequencies do not
appear to have found widespread industrial application yet, they will not be considered
further.

HISTORICAL REVIEW

Wlmn jet aircraft were introduced, tire term "ultrasonic sickness" was coined (DAVIS,
1948, PARRACK, 1952) to cover a complex of symptoms which included excessive
fatigue, headache, nausea, vomiting, ere., dxhibited by personnel working in their viainity.
ALLEN, FRINGS and RUDNICK (1948) observed a loss of tbe sensa of equilibrium or
slight dizziness on exposure to intense ( 160 to 165 dR) high frequency, audible sound, and
unsteadiness and dizziness have been reported in personnel exposed without ear defenders
and at close range to tile noise from the air intake of jet engines (DICKSON and WATSON,
1949, DICKSON and CHADWICK, 195 I). Tile latter authors suggest that this might be due
to vestibular disturbances caused by intense acoustic stimulation. In any case published
analyses of jet engine noise show that radiated airhorno ultrasound is not present at signifi-
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cant intensities, As ultrasonic frequencies are rapidly absorbed by ah', inleose ultrasmmd
would only be encountered ill regions where approach was normally ]ulrred hy safety
eor_siderations(DICKSON, 1953, GUIGNARD, ]965), Filmily, PARI_,ACK ( ]966) slated
lbat "ultresonic siekoess" was "largely psychosomatic in origin", altl_ough, of course, the
other effects had been real enough.

Then followed a period whan the possibility of effects from exposure to airborne
altrasouml was dismissed. DAVIS, PAI_.RACK and ELDREDGE f1949) stated that there
was 110evidence tbat airborne ullrasonics tbeulselves constituted a hazard to tile bearblg,

nnd, in general, hlgh-inteusity audible noise was potentially more Imzerdons. PARRACK
{1952) com:hlded that there was no hazard from laboratory sources of airborne frequencies.

A note of caution was introdnced in the raid-1950's, CRAWFORD (I 955) reported
that some laboratory workers had suffered unusual fatigue, loss of eqnJlibriunl, nansea aod
headaches wldcb persisted after tbe exposure bad ceased, and "some loss of bearing in the
upper andible frequencies", although this was not substantiated by audiometry and was
probably based on purely subjective observations. Systematic research into the biological
effects of ultrasmmd was started in Russia in the late 1950's (GORSLIKOV, GORBUNOV
and ANTROPOV, 1965), but some of the tmnslations and reviews available in the West
should be viewed critlcall,,,, as effects observed with liquid- or solid-coupling to tire ultra-
sonic source have apparently been attributed to airborne altmsmmd.

Tlrere have bean a mnnber of attdiometric temporary thresllold shift investigations
involving laboratory (DOBROSERDOV, 1967), PARRACK, 1966, SMITII, 1967) and
industrial (ACTON and CARSON, 1967) exposure, and at least one retrospective permanent
threshold shift investigation (KNIGHT, 1968). Subjective effects have been correlated with
measured exposure levels by SKILLERN (1965) and ACTON and CARSON (1967). Finally,
a number of exposure criteria for the preventiou of both auditory and subjective effects
have been proposed, and these do not differ widely (ACTON, 1968, GRIGOR'EVA, 1966a,
1966b, GORSLIKOV et el, 1965, ROSCIN et al, 1967).

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

One difficulty in reviewing the physiolo_eal effects is to be certain that the exposure
was to airbon|e ultrasound. Another difficulty is that many, often bizarre, effects have been
reported without the exposure level being quantified. Consequently, this section of tim
review has been limited to references wbicb specifically s!ated exposure conditions, and
tl|ese have been summarized in Fig. I.

In the ease of airborne ultrasound, the acoustic mismateb between the air ,and tissue
leads to a very poor transfer of energy. The effeats on small fur-covered animals are more
dramatic b_cause the fur acts as an impedance-matching device, tbey have a greater surface
area to mass ratio, and they have a much lower total'body mass to dissipate the heat
generated than man. 17urthennore, the lower ultrasonic frequencies may well be atldible to
tl|ese animals, and tlm exposures have been to high soand pressure levels. Therefore, tim
effects on small laboratory animals cannot be extrapolated directly to the human species.

Mild biological changes have been observed in rats and rabbits as a result of prolonged

exposure to sound pressure levels in the mnge 95 to 130 dB at frequencies of from 10 to 54
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kllz (ANTHONY and ACKERMAN, 1955, ItUGARI), 1960, GORSLIKOV el ;d, 1965,
GORSKOV el al, 1964, and others). Where tile sound was audible to the animals, these
represented relatively high sensalion levels and the biological clumges were typical of any
stress condition in many cases. Actual body ht2aliug in Mica wits not Ineasnred until a level
of 144 dB at 18 to 20 kllz was reached. With h0irless mice, the corresponding level was 155
rill, hldicuting Ihe rote of Ihc ftJr in absorbhlg energy (DANNER, ACKERMAN and
IrRINGS, 1954), The deatlls of mlce ;llltl guinea pigs as u result of exposnre to a level of 150
to 155 dB at 30 kllz (DICKSON, 1953), of rats and guinea pigs to 144 to 157 d[I at I to
18.5 kHz (ELI)RF.I)GE and PAIIRACK, 1948), and of rabbits to 160 to 165 dB at 22.5 nnd
25 kllz (BUGARD, 1960, ROMANI and BUGARD. 1960i have been reported also.

In man, there are reports of both a drop (ASBEL, 1965) and an increase in the Idood
sugar level (BYALKO et al, 1963) and electrolyte balance changes in the nervous tissues
(ANGELUSCIIEFF, 1957) as a result of exposure to ultrasound, Mlhongh neltller sound
levels or frequencies were reported. However, BATOLSKA et al (1969) rightly pointed out
that many of the effects attributed Io ultrasound are also typical of exposure to other
physical and toxic conditions at their places of work, and conclusions sbonld not be drawn
without comparison of results with a control group. GRIGOR'EVA (1966a) failed to find
any significant physiologlcal changes as a result of one hour exposure to I I0 to 115dB at
20 kHz in a comparison with control subjects.

Slight heating of skin clefts was observed by PARRACK and PERRET (1962) as a
result of exposure to ultrasound at levels of 140 to 150 dB, At 159 dB there may be a mild
warming of tile body surface (PARRACK, 1951). Loss of equilibfinln and dizziness oc-
curred at levels of 160 to 165 dB at 20 kllz (ALLEN et al, 1948). The calculated lethal dose
for man is at least 180 dB (PARRACK, 1966).

AUDITORY EFFEC+S

The ear eonstitntes an effieierd impedance matching device for high frequency airborne
sound, and it seems likely that any hazard from airborne ultrasound will manifest itself
initially as a bearing loss or an associated psychological effect.

An investigation to determine if the noise from industrial ultrasonic devices c_msed
auditory effects was described by ACTON and CARSON (1967). The bearing threshold
levels of 16 subjects (31 ears) were measured in the frequency nmge 2 to 12 kHz before and
after exposure to the noise over a working day, No significant temporary threshold shifts
were detected (Fig. 2). On the assumption that if a noise exposure is not severe enough to
cause a temporary threshold shift, then it cannot produce permanent damage, it was con-
eluded tbat bearing damage due to exposure to the noise from industrial ultrasonic devices is
unlikely. A parallel retrospective investigation by KNIGltT (1968) on a group of 18young
normal subjects using ultrasonic devices showed a median bearing level witlrin 5 dB of that
of a matched control group of hospital staff except at 4 kHz where the departure wss 7 dB
(Figure 3). It was concluded that it would have been difficult to attribute this exposnre
solely to ultrasonic radiation. In addition, no abnormal vestibular function test (calorie test)
results were found.
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Soreetemporaryti]resboidslfifishavebeenreportedasa resultofexposurestoultra-
sound underlaboratoryconditions,and theexposureconditionshave beensummarizedin
l"igure4,{PARRACK, 1966,DOI3ROSERDOV. 1967,SMITH, 1967).

The exposuresusedby Dobroserdovwereathighaudiblefrequencies,and thoseby
SmithcontainedIdgh,and_bie-frecjucncynoise.The resultsdue toParrackarcinterestingin
thathc exposedsubjec_,_;.odiscretefrequenciesmainlyinthetdtrasonicregion,and reeas-

ured temporary threshold shifts at subharreonics of one Imlf of the fundareental and
occxsionally at lower snbharreonic frequencies after 5-minnte exposures to discrete fre-
quencies in the range 17 to 37 kHz at levels of 148 to 154 dB. Sublmrmonic distortion

products have been reported in the cochlear-microphonic potentials of guinea pigs i
(DALLOS and LINNEL, 1966a) and h,'Jvcalso been monitored in the sound field in front of
the eardrum using a probe-tube reicrophone (DALLOS and LINNEL, 1966b). They were
believed to result from nonlinear amplitude distortion of the eardrum, and they appeared at
a reagnitude of the saree order as that of the fimdamental. This observation may help to
explain Parmck's findings.

Many sources of ultrasound, and particularly processes involving cavitation, produce
substmlti_d levels of noise in the high andible range. Reported auditory effects can often be
explained in terms of the audible noise only, and these relbrenees have been oreitted
deliberately,

!
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SUBJECTIVEEFFES
It has been mentioned already that early laboratory workers reported suffering unusual

fatigue, loss of equilibrium, nausea, and headaches which persisted after the stimulation had
ceased, as a result or their exposnre to airborne ultrasound. Complaints of fatigue, head-
aches, nausea and tbmitus are frequently made by the operators of indt_striai ultrasonic
devices, but thelr exposure does not seem to be sufficiently intense to cause loss of equilib-
rium. Observers entering tile sound field for shorter periods often experience au anpleasant
sensation of "fuIMess" or pressure in the ears.

it Ilas been shown that these subjective effects are due to the hi#l levels of"hi#t-
frequency audibl_ noise usually produced as a by-product of industrial ultrasonic processes,
and especially those involving cavitation (ACI'ON and CARSON, ]967). SKILLERN (1965)
attetnpted to correlate tlteso of[bets with I'requency, and erroneously concluded that the ear
wag sensitive to a narrow band of frequei_cies centered on 25 kHz, Examination of his data
shows that all frequency spectra he quoted as producing effects contained hi#t levels of high
frequency audible noise as well us an ultrasonic component at about _.25kHz, :
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Tile effects are often only reported by young felualcs in exposed populations, but
ACTON and CARSON (1967) showed that this was a function of auditory threshold. Males
employcd industrially often have high-frequency hearing losses, probably due to noise-
induced hearing loss and presbyacusis, or "sociacusis". The effects were not considered to
be psychosomatic in origin or due to hysteria.

EXPOSURE CRITERIA

Unlike audible noise, the area of ultrasonic noise is cllaracterized by a lack of published
exposure criteria. Early Russian workers (GORSLIKOV et al, 1965, ROSCIN et al, 1967)
proposed an overall limit to ultrasonic exposure of 100 dB, regardless of frequency. This
was probably a cautious move made in the absence of data to quantify some of tbe physio-
logical effects being reported at that time. Only two frequency-dependent criteria are
known. The first was due to GRIGOR'EVA (I 966a) and is shown in Figure 5. Tile levels at
and below a frequency of 16 kHz are based on the experimental results of temporary
threshold shift measurements, and at 20 kHz and above as a result of experiments to detect
plrysiological changes. However. later in the same year_ G RI_.OR'EVA (1966b)proposed a
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level of 110 dB in the 20 to IO0 kliz frequency range, and mentioned that this had been
incorporated into a (USSR) Ministry of Health memorandum.

Tlle criterion due to ACTON 0968), also shown in Fignre 5, was based oll experi-
mental evidence to prevent both auditory and subjective effects ill tile greater part of
population exposed over a working day. The eathor did not feel justified in extrapolating
this criterion beyond tile one-third-octave band centered on 31.5 kHz on tile basis of
available experimental evidence.

CONCLUSION

Many of the reports of effects due to exposure to nltrasound must be regarded as
anecdotal rather than factual. Further confusion has undoubtedly arisen because results
obtained with small, fur-covered animals have been transposed directly to man, and because
airborne exposure has not been sufficiently differentiated from liquid- or solid-coupled
exposure. Nevertheless, them is ample evidence to show that exposure to higb levels oi
ultrasound can have some effects on mau.

In industry, tile exposure to tile I'dgh levels of blgh-frequency audible sound which
accompanies many ultrasonic processes is more likely to prove troublesome than tile ultra-
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sonic fre(piencles tlletl|Selv(_s.SLIL)jL_CIJVCel]_cls include headaches,nausea, tlnnitus, possfl_ly
fiLllgtle and so on, and solne tcnlporary lbreshokl !;hilts ill beating have been observedas a
resn[t o1"expcrinlenta[ laborntory cxposnres to tlltrasoBnd. Two slnlilar exposure criteria
have been published, bnfll in tile 1960's.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF EXPOSURE
TO NOISE, FACTS AND EXPLANATIONS

Edith Gulian

Institute of Psychology
Bucharest, Romania

! hate beginning this paper with a pessimistic statement, but 1 mast say th;it systematic
investigations carried out on tile psychological effects of noise since 1950x I are in a rnther
controversial state and therefore no firm conclusions can be drnw_l.

There is, however, a sound reason for tile rather ambigumls nature of the psychological
results, and this will be evident from Figure I, This reason is the extraordinary complexity
of the various factors which intervene in the effect of noise on man.

In consklering the effects of noise oll behavior, one usually assumes that noise is u
more or less undiB'erentiated variable, defined mainly by its intensity. However, the facts
are that the different possible interactions between the several intrinsic parametels of noise

X)Tnispaperdealsprimarilywithe.'_pednlen[al_ults since 19_,(h_ a_e:e_teexcellenIreviewsof fomletdqltabyK_ter
t1950)and aroadbent(1957).
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(int¢llSi[y, frequency and conlplexity) and its Iclnpora[ strtl¢lare give rise Io sucfl a greaJ

diversify of slinnJlation, thai il practic_llIy conld neverb_' letted in tile laboratory.
"hie piehlre is filrlhcr c_inplic;lled by tile other indellcildenl varlahlc-I]lU roatlne

activily hi real-life sitnatlons (_r the lab(_ratory task, to which we shall l_slri¢l ou_elees here,
The nlaitipilcity oI'Jasks resulting IYomthe possible combinations or the difrcrenl elements
llslud above is ill l'act hfl'hlilc and new associ;itiOilSare always possible. It' we turn nnw to
nlan hinisclf, wc ullcounter a Cecal uunlhtzr of _'ariables which have to be laken hllo ileeOLnlt

iflloiscinllnenceisto hennderslootl.Firstthereisa hiologicallevelwhichisofinlerestto
ns in._ofar as il constitutes the hasis of behavior and yields in(licatiolls ill case tile overt
behavior cannot he specilieally inK.rpreled. Secondly, Iherc is tile psychological level which
accoilnls t(]ra great part of file variance ii1 noise invcstlgatiOllS, ill piirtlcular the role played

abow., alld beyond tile actual slhnulalion, by tile ramillariW with hoth tile noise and the
type of acllvily, nlotivation, atIitude etc. Each of thesevari_lb]escan be stndied separaIely
and yields inore or less specific reStlJtS.IIowever, no oln_ tILlS ever ventured to look into all of
them slnlul[aneonsJy and draw a coillpJetcpie[neeoftheirillfhletlee,even Illough eilchof

then1 nlediIlleS in a particular way tile influence of noise on Ihu filial ontput. The slrong
interr¢lationshPps among these variables is a widely known fact although in elnplrical studies
it is somelinles overlooked. Fhlally, we arc faced with the dependent variables, tile Iiaal
conercle outplll of Ihe various ;d)oVe*lnentiolled faclors-lhe performance, and the stlbjec-

liveannoyallcu,

S_.,vcralpolnls llecdto I)e clarified here, lrirst of all, performance is a ralher vague term;
it refers Jo nlaay measures, each _laviag a differefll meatdng as a _tlnetlOll of tile type of
lask, a|tJlough Ihey a]Jnlay ])e divided into two ina]a classes: those nleasnl']ng accuracy and
those ineasnrin_ speed of performance. Whal I wonhl like to point on[ is that the diversily
of {risks imposes a dlversiry of meastlrcs wh[¢]l ors comparable only ill a very general
ala IlllL_l%

Maybe tile inclusioo of annoyaace anlollg the dependcnt variables seems som0what
pccnliar, buI my contention is, however-and I shall try to snbsluntiate it-that regardless of
Ihe fill;ll effccI of noise on perforln;lflCe (positive. neLIIra[or nel._alive) a certain annoyance is
always present. Of course, annoyance has a feedback all tile psychophysiological state and
Ihtls Oil pcrfornlanC¢, just as perfornntnc¢ level cannot filJ[ to exert a certain influence on
aalloyancc level.

How thcn does noise affect the dependent w_fiabies?I suggeslthat there are two main
ways, depending Oil man's activily. In casetile individual is engagedin an activity, tJtenoise
acts concurrently with the task and its effect on performance depeods on different hlSk
dlaraclerislics as well as on those of tile intermediate variables, On the other head, if man is
Ilot actively engaged in a profcssiollaI lask, but is either resling or performing a simple
rda×illg Jlonl@ activity Jhe nolse ;IffecIs hinl niece directly ;rod ils nlaln coaseqllence is fl

psychic dislurbance, tile suhjeclive annoyance,

hl view of lhese complex illterrehllionships, tile divergent resnlls in noise effects
investigations could obvlonsly b_ anticipated. In fa¢l, as shown in Figare 2, lhis is precisely
wile[ happened; perfornlance }nls been eilher ilnpaircd, llIlaffecJc/l, or in somecasesevell
improved nndor noise conditions. The faclIlia[ perfornnlncu ill noise showed no effects,
delrimental effects or improvemenls at the same sound pressure levels (he:[wean 50 8= IIO
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Fioure2. A shortsummaryof tiled/vergentresul_in nolsainvestigations

dB) si_owsthat factors oti,.or titan noise intensity are iswolved. Anyway it is conside_d that
below 85 dB (Sanders and l:lunt, 197J) or everl 9$ d13(Broadbcnl. 1971) noise does not
alwilys have lldverse e|'fects on perform;race. An imporhnlt _acLorseemsto be the ¢/l_n_g¢{n
i,'ltens/O', both when it decreasesand, in p_ifticular, when it increases(Parrot and Witler-
sheim, |96fl). Similarly frequency per se plays_meven lessimportant role. It becomesmore
important, especial|y in impulsive nolsus, when_ctlng irl co_iunctlon with inlenslty mid rise
thee.

One of tile most important noise variablesis asso¢i_ttedwilh the telupond struetnrg of

: tlre l'.oise. It is well known lhat aduption quickly sets if'. to continuous noise (CN). evenat
: high inlensi[ies. For intermittent noise (IN). p_rticulady :_periodicnoises, there is lessadap-
, tation and a greater decline ir_ performance level (Esehenbrenner, 1971', 13i¢_, and Meyer,

1968; Gulian, 1967; Diespecker and Davenporl, 1967), even at intensities as low as 50 dB
(McCann, 1969). High-frequency intermittei_t noises induce larger decrements in perform-
ance than high-freqnency continuous noises, For low-frequency noises, the reverse is tnle

i (Marini_ko and Lipovoi, 1972).
Impnlsive noise is a particularly noxious intermittent noise. There is almost complete

agreement that. short bursts of higil intensity impulsive noise temporarily impair perform-

ance. The duration of tile impairment appears to be relaled to tile nature of tile task: tasks
requiring precise hand-eye coordination are generally imp;lired for only o few _'cond_. Tills
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suggcsls that tile major catlsc of die disrttplion is tile nlttsctllar reflex ;issociated with starlle
(May ;ind Rice, 1971 ;Thackr.uy and Tmzchstone, 1970). Task!; involving complex perceplual
and/or cognitive processes may he inlpuired for longer periods-up to 30 sec. (Woodheud,
1959, 1964)-the dctriraental effects of noise resulting from ;m irtlerfcrence wflh either
in foml;itlon processing (I]roadbcnt, 1971 ) or infornlation reception (Woodllead, 196,41.

While nil these siudics show some degree of impnirnlent associated wilh iluf_nlsive
noise, investigations enlploying real or sinlulated sonic boonls show divergcn t results rnllging
from f_erforalance decrement (Lakas oral., 1!170; Rytander el al., Ig72; Woodhead, 1969), to
generally non.slgnlficant effects (Lukas et al.. 1971 ; llarris, 1970) Io pcrfornlance improve-
meat (Thackray ct .ul., 1972).

Concerning intermittent noise of lower intensity. Teichncr et sd. (1963) predicted that
tile s:nnc noise slimtdtls could either f;_cilitate or disa_pt perlbrnl;mee. Tile predonlinant
effect at nny point in time woldd depend upon dnty cycle, the ratio or noise on-ti|ne to
periods of silence hetween noise presentations. Significant effects were observed oil speed of
visual target deteetlons for all oil*off ratios except tile 7()(;; when comp;ired Io u
control, no.noise conditiml. Warner (I 969), testing different noise intensities (80, 90 and
100 dB) in an attention-demanding tusk sit the 70% duty cycle, found no effect of intells]ty
level on detection time, and fewer errors ;is a fnnction of noise intensity. In a furlher
experiment (Warner and lleimstra, 1971 ), it was fotlnd tlult the purtienlar el'feet :Jttribntal_le
to varying ambient noise ratios (0, 30, 70. 10070) on target-detection time is dependent
upon the degree of difficulty of the inspection task.

Here we toni up against a vital qttestion, the laet now I think well-established th.ut the
deleterious el'feet of noise on perfornlallCe increases ;is a function of increusing lask conl-
plexity. Task diffictdty can be manipulated in diffeta.'nt ways: ("I) One way is by maltiplying
tile sl:_mulation sources as was shown by Broadbent (1954) in the difficult 20-dials test and
in the detection of the easily seen 20-light task in 100 dB noise, and by Jerison (1957.
1963) in the three-clock task vs. the one-clock task. (2) Another way is by ch_alging the
intrinsic difficulty of the task. Thus Hsiz (1968) using six difficulty levels finds that a 65-dB
noise exerts _ delrJmelltal effect on infornlalion processing only when the stimulus nlalerinl
is difficult, while llouston (1968), nmnipnlatlng two ,.lirficulty levels, found that noise
facilitates perforlrlance in the high-difficulty condition for tile inore difficult task bat not
for the easy role. Gtdian (1972), conlpuril'tg percerltagc of errors and reaction time (RT) in
three vlgilaace tasks of different diffictdly level, under three noise conditions, fouml a
clout-cut [nter;ictlon between noise and difficulty level, partictdarly with respect to the very
din'icalt one (Figure 3) (3) Another source of difficulty arises from the temporal structure
of file task. It was found that noise acts adversely on performance ;is a function of high
variabilily of intcrsignal interv;d (Dardano, 1962), or high signal rate (Brondbent and
Gregory, 1965) but that lower signal rates either in|prove or do not change detection
performance despite high noise level (95 dB) (Davies and Hockey, 1966).

There is fit'4ullya fourth nlcthod of nnnailmlating diffictdty which seems to detect host
tile effect of noise the method ofsimnllaneotls tusks.

Indeed, results in an experinlent reported by Boggs and Simon (1968) with n two-
complexity-level four-choice RT task and a secondary auditory monitoring tusk showed that
noise produced a significantly greater incre_so in secondary task errors when the secondary
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Figure 3. Eff0cts of Noi_ on Performance level asa function of task difficulty

A - on auditory vigilance task - the most difficult one. S discriminated a pure tone (400 Hz) among 4

different pgru tones

B -- a word recognition task of medium difficulty, S reacted to one ttigram (dec) among 4 different
trigrants

C -- art o0sy visual and auditory reaction time task S reacted to a visual and art auditory stimulus and

diSCarded another visual and auditory stimulus

The noim was the same in all 3 experiments: 70 dB white continuous nois_ and gO dB varied
intermittent nail.

task was paired with the complex than with the simple primary task, Flake]man and Glass
(1970] showed that while performance on the primary task is unaffected by predictable vs,
unpredictable noise, only tile unpredictable noise resulted in paffonnancc degradation in tile
sabsidiary task. Hockey (1970 a, b) using a primary tracking and a secondary alUltisource
monitoring task, sitowed that the tracking task improved in noise (I 00 dB vs. 70 riB) as (lid
the location of centrally located signals ill the monitoring task, bat that detection of
peripheral signals is inlpaired.

These and other similar experimental results are exphdned by Broadbent by his arousal-
filtering hypothesis, Noise increases arnasa] and it affects perception only wlten them is a
competing stlmalus front which the reaelion stimulus has to be discriminated-that is, wizen
a filtering process has to_take place. Arousal affects filtering in the sense that the aroused
system devotes a higher portion of its time to the intake of information from dominant
sources and less from relatively minor ones. Of coarse the higher th_ arousal ]cve], the more
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adverse the effects of noise, whereas at moderate levels of arousal, pcrfonnauce maintzfius ils
efficiency.

Tbat effects of a noise cannot he accounted for only by its physical characteristics or
by those of tile task is emphasized in several cxpcrime|lts which evidence modJfic_Jtioas ill
performance, arousal and annoyance through manipulation of the relevance of the stressor.
In two consecutive experimcnts, Glass et al. (1969, 197 I) shoved that adverse postadaptive
effects following loud unpredictable noise (I l0 dB) were substantially reduced if the subject
believed lie had control ( vs. no control) over the termination of tile uoise.

Approaching tile problem from another point of view, Munz ntal. (1971) tested
subjects who had either high or low involvement in a pursuit rotor tracking task while
simultaneously exposed to u task-related or task-unrelated S0 rill uolse. ThEy tbund uP
effects of noise on performance, but highly-motivated Ss reported experiencing greater dis-
comfort under task-unrelated noise as cmnpared to the other condition of the control one,
and tbEir statement was supported by their pest-expcrimautal ranking of working couditlon
peribrmances.

Finally, the meaning of noise is an bnportant variable.-und it has been shown that
speeeb impairs performance more than a neutral noise. That is wby Wisuer ( 1971) concludes
that laboratory experiments using meaningless noises candor explain perforumuee of sub-
jects working in a place where there is considerable conversation.

Tlds evidence fully justifies Kl"yter's suggestion tbat in one way or another tbe task and
its completion are dependent upon tile presence of noise and ell tile observed effects of
noise are due to psycbelo$cal factors related to stimulus and response contingencies associ-
ated with tile noise by individuals. Individual differences in reaction to noise arise because
of inappropriately interpreted stimulus and response contingencies, btlt these tend to bc
eliminated with learnln_ and experience,

To summarize: (1) the level of noise needed to show adverse effects is high-95 dB-and
high frequencies seem to be more noxioas than low ones; (2) the bannful effect of noise
seems to be on accuracy rather than on speed; (3) monitoring tbat requires time sharing
among several potential signal sources is affected by high levels of noise, as is (4) monitoring
that requires the operslor to translate delayed data.

If noise and task ebaractcristies only partially cxplabl the varlons shifts iu performance
efficiency, it follows that their causes should bc sougllt elsewhere, as well. It is suggested
tbat level of arousal, peculiarities in auditory perception, and annoyance produced by noise
are the main variables involved, lhdividunl differences in all these v;irlables, correlated with
personality measures, Introduce an important cause of variatiou.

What evidence is there to support these assumptions? We refer first to the bearing
mechanism in order to emphasize that if differences in auditory perception and processing
of sotmds are established, they probably are at the basis of differences in noise snscepti-
bility, and ultimately would have consequences on perfomaance.

Several investigators 1lave linked personality with two aspects of the auditory thresh-
old: the absolute saaaitivity and the variability of the measures obtained (see Stepbeos,
1972,fora review).

Eysenck (1970} proposed that sensory thresholds, tolerance levels, and preference
levels for sensory stimulation will differ in introverts and extroverts. IndEed some studies
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showed that inlroverls might have Inure sensitive auditory thresholds (Smith 1968), less
variability of tile mtdlometrie tllreshold (Reed, 1961, Reed and Franci 1962; Farley and
Kunlar, 1969; Stephens, 1971 ), and that less extraueous stimulation is required to produce
uncomfortable loudness level (Stepbens and Andersoa, 1971 ) for them, but that extroverts,
whether children (Elliot, 1971) or atkdts (Hockey, 1972), prefer Iligher levels of sensory
inpul.

h+dependent cvidcuce of individual dil+l'erenees in auditory perception correlated with
personality measures comes from Soviet researchers. With respect to differences in sensory
thresllokl, subjects with a strong nervous systenl are shown to have higher threshokls than
do those with weak nervous systems (Nebylitsyn, 1957, 1966, Borisova, 1967). Specific
difl_renees were found in individual loudness ftlnctious, which suggests the need to intro-
duce a concept of susceptibility to noise (l]arhenza et al., 1970;0 which might be correlated
to anxiety (Stephcns, 1970) and excitllbility el| tim MMPI scale (Barbenza etal., 1970b).

Obviously more research is necess[iry ill order to assess tile influence of tlrese factors oil
performance level.

_,lrot+sal. It is widely assunred that uoise, hy increasing the amount of stimulation
reaching the CNS, has the effect of raising the level of aronsal, so that the Ss feel more alert
aud perform better; but in tile extreme, when noise exceeds a certain SPL, Ss become more
tense and in this case arousal umy result in inefficient behavior. These mlationshlps are best
expressed by tire inverted-U hypotlresis but its validity is sometimes questioned, particularly
with respect to the concept of over-arousal which Broadbent eonsklers as lacking ill preci-
sion.

Evidence about the arollstng effect of noise CO|haS from physiological and behavioral
studies, espeekdly from studies about interaction of noise with other agents such as loss of
sleep, knowledge of results, alcohol, etc. (Wilkinson 1969; ltamilton and Copcman 1970).
The way ha which noise induces physiological and behavioral aroused can be clearly followed
up in Kryter's (1970) diagram (Figure 4). Even though changes in arousal level provide a
satisfactory explanatlon of the changes in performance efficiency, the diversity of results in
studies using more or less tile saure task and noise parametem points to tile need for
additimml clarification. This is even more apparent when considering those studies where no
effects of noise whatever could be detected, For instance, in a study by Gullan (1970),
perfonuance in a vigilance task of Ss exposed to noise (70 and 90 Db, continuous and
intermittent) showed no overall effects of noise, ltowever, when Ss were divided according
to their arousal level, established through several EEG parameters, significant differences
were found between hypo- and byper-reactive Ss not only in perforlnanee efficiency but
also ill evoltttiou of perl'onnauce (Figare 5),

Different indivkluals mmlifest not only a distinctive basal level of arousal, but also
differ in arousability toward noise, Extroverts are thought of as chronically less highly
aroused titan introverts, and it is argued that when subjects enter the task situation at a low
level of arousal, their performance in noise should improve to a greater extent than would
that of subjects who begin work at cmnparatively high arousal levels,

Data supplied by different investigators support this viewpoint. Thus, it was found
(Davie_ and Hockey, 1966) fimt the facilitating effect of high-intensity noise was signifi-
cantly greater for extroverts than for introverts, that extroverts make significantly fewer
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(AfterKry_r,1970)

errors in a variety of auditory conditions (Davies et al,, 1969; Blake, 1971 ; Di Scipio, 1971 ).
etc. Yet, when the demands of the task arc slight, no significant differences in performance

appear between extroverts and introverts, although significant differences in arousal level

(skin conductance) are apparent (Gulian 1971, 1972). Thus it seems that the lack of diffi-

culty blurs the differences between introverts and extroverts in performance, although they

remain present at the physiological level. On the other hand, recent studies (Hockey 1970 a,

b) have outlined that in complex simultaneous tasks, introverts tend to empbssize the high

priority demands more under nonual environmental conditions. Tiros differences in arousal

level certainly act differently on performance level, Perhaps a deeper insight could be gained
ill the mechanism of noise-induced arousal and its effects on performance level if the

relationships between selective and diffuse arousal were taken into consideration,

Annoyance. With anoyanae, at last we enter a field of noise investigation where we no

longer meet with conflicting evidence. Everybody complains about noise.
Annoyance is the final product of noise, whether or not it impairs performance, but of

l course many factors, psychological, educational eta, influence its extent and its expression,
j Hawel (1967) devised a sopbisticated scheme for defining the complex relationships

between activity, noise type and intensity, the individual's momentary: disposition, and

: _pec fie reactions and their impact on annoyance level. As was stressed by Anderson (I 971)
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Figure 5. Differences in arou_l and performancelevel in hyporeactiv0and hyperreactiveindividuals. Q -
quiet: WC - weakcontinuousnoi_ 70 dB; LC • Joudcontinuousnolle gOdB; WJ- weak intermittent noim
70 dR; LI - loud intermittent noise90 dR.

there appear to be at least four aspects of noise annoyance, hlclnding social awareness of
noise, personal sensitivity, annoyance toward specific noise in ;t parlicu]ar situation, and
annoyance toward a set of specified noises in unspecified situations.

Borsky (I 954) found differences in annoyanc_ due to changes in attitude as large us 6

dB as did otlt_r authors (e.g. S6rensen, 1970), Alherley et al. (It)70) staled thai flte subjec-

tive importance of certahz noises would influence the attitude towards them and induce.
accordingly, changes in physiological measures, while lt_Srmann ct aL (1970) demonstrated,

in a pseudo-tracklng task, tltat annoyanca, ItlUSClU tension, and TTS are dependent oil tlze
Ss' emotional attitude toward noise.

Anderson and Robinson (1971) advance a two-factor explanation of annoyance:

annoyance is partly produced by changes in arousal caused by purely physiological response

and partly by a so-called cognilivt_ element.

Perhaps another factor should be added, namely, aversion to noise (Sullivan et al.,

1970) which depends on anxiety (Broadbent, 1957; Sullivan, 1969), previous experience
with different noise environments (Spieth, 1956), the individual subjective definition of

averslveness (Wolff, 1964), task involvement (Kryter, 1966), etc,

S_veral studies have stated a considerable inlersnbject variability in individual annoy-
,'race, which lad Moreira and Bryan 0972) to clainl that there exists a noise-annoyanea
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susceplibility and irltlividlml noise ftmcfions, rite greatest difi_rctlce betwt:en noise-sensitive
mid insensitive Ss occurring at quite moderate levels of noise IfFigu re 6). I]ecker et aL If1971)
emphasize tlmt noise..st_nsitive persons rate all noises, irrespective of their hltensity, ;is being
more intrusive ill their d;lily _=¢tivity, _lnd r:Jted everything hi their ellVirontnent mllCh more
unacceptable thatl did tile nolst+'-insensilive. The noise+sellsitlva snbjeels were :lisa more
likely to perceive fllemselves as being .lore sensltlve than the ave|'iI_e I'_erson, ml(I belleved
that [t ;fffueted their health.

Tile differences in sensitivity to noise :mnoyance ;Ire shJble, and do not depend upon
age, sex. education, job responsibility or such personaliry Imits as determined I',y tile EI'I
_lntl the MMP|, but are correlated with anxiety, ,111(Iwilh vLIrionsme_lsures of personality as
given by the Rorschach Projection Test (Moreirn _mdBryan, 1972).

Clearly more studies are needed to delintit the annoyance produced by noise, its
psychophysiologieal and pemonnllty correlates, its effects oil perforlnance-the more so _ls
people tend tlsuaHy Io co,sider "lloJse" tile sounds encOlllltered at work. while tile noises
experienced at home are considered as merely sounds.

Noise is annoying, it is a nuisance. That is why nlan slatted to study noise and the ways
of reducing it. And this is the only hard that, the only nndisputable one: for all the
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Figure 6. lhdividual noise functions for 6 subjects (3 of the most noise sensitive and 3 of the most
insensitiveto annoyance by noise), Each curve is the mean rating of all 3 noisesby the subject, Noise
sensitive: _ .¢-,S, RBII;_-- _-,S, AC?- =,S, EN. Noise insensitive:_ D,S,
SC;o o, S, MLD;t, ,_S, DW,(After MoreimandBryan, 1972)
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behavioral Sltldies of noise effects disclosed silnply tlmt certain noises :Ire harmful, certain
tasks all(I aelivities ;Ire sensitive to noise,certain persons arc more affected lllan olbers by
noise, eta, Tbernfore, annoyance appearsas the OnlX of tile psychological consequenceso1"
noise and I ft.'el that Jt deserves nlucll nlore attention from tile psycbologist than it Ilas
receivedup to/low.

Although tile results in noise slndies arc quite eonllicting and altllough it is rutlrer
improbable that new studies woukt prednce facts contradictory In thost_already eslilbllslled
it is certainly worlh willie to continue tile investigations, because nlilny aspects have been
neglccled:

- no data exist Oilvery long-term babituation to noises',
- only few data exist no sensory interaction and its effect on performance;
- alnlost r=o data, except a study by Lukas el al. (I 971) exist on cfl_cts of noise on

persons who arc accustomed to noise and are given a task wbicb tlsnally is sensilivc Io noise;
- almost no data exist on effects of noise in performing a habitual activity, which is

usually accomplisbed in a quiet enviromnent;

- only few data are available about individual differences in response to noise and
about evolution of performance and annoyance level over long periods of time in individtnds
with differing reactivlties:

- only few data are awdlable about the individual's compensatory effort, barb psycho-
logical and plrysiological, in tile process of adaptation Io noise and its consequences on
snbsequent perl'ormance.

Many more problems exist aud qualified answers could have a great practical and
theoretical impact. It is our privilege to seek tllese answers,
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SIMILAR AND OPPOSING EFFECTS OF NOISE ON PERFORMANCE

L. R. Hartley

MedicalResearchCouncil, Applied PsychologyUnit, 15Chaucer Road, Cambridge

Shlcc the I O5O's there have I)een anlny reports of effects of eonlinnous broad-hand
noise on perfornlallCe, The geucr;d observation has been that pt.,rlbrmance ill levelsof less
than about 95 tlBC is oftee inlproved by noise, hut Ihat perfornl;ince in [eve[sof greater
than about 95 dBC is often impaired by noise. In this present series of experiments we have
colltinued to use broad-hand noise with a spectl_nn of equal energy per octave. Ill all tile
following experiments it has been presented at 95 dBC (tile noise conditions) or at 70 dBC
(the quiet col|dillons).

In olany studies ofperfommnee in coethluons noise, tile adverseor beneficial effect of
tile noise, has been observed most conspicuously towards tile end of tile test, following
about 15 mln of performance ill noise, One question arising from these studies concerns
whether this effect of the noise arose because of an interaction with tlme-on-task or whether

it arose because there was a cumul;itive eft_et of tile noise, independent of time-on-task.
One way we have attempted to answer lids questiml is by comparing the pcrfomlance of
four groups of subjects. Two groups were exposed to I0 mln of noise or quiet, respcclively,
during which time they did two short tests. The other two greups were exposed to irelsc or
quiet, respeclively, for a Ihrthcr 20 rain and allowed to read magazines, before perromling
tile annie two tests, llence one group received 10 rain of noise and the other group 30 rain
of noise, hut bolh groups were tested for only l O lain.

Tile expcrimmllal test was a i110dificd vers[oll of the Stroop color interference test,
This version of Ihe Stroop test was devised by Ray Adan|a of tile Applied Psychology Unit.
In this test, color names are printed in incongreous hues. The subject is asked to select the
hue of the name on the left of the sheet and then cross out tile name of that hue from Ihe
set of names on tile right of the sheet. He is instructed to work as quickly and acctlrately as
possible, completing ;is many lines of the test as he can. To assess tile degree of interference
caused by having hue and nalne altached to the same response, performance on tile coloured
sheets was compared with perfomlance on a similar test where all the colour names are
printed in black ink. In this latter control test the subject simply crosses out nile of tile
atones on tim right of the sheet Ihat matches file mm_e on the left of the sheet. Both tests
are perlbrmed for 5 rain each, and scores are the nnmber of lines completed. Order of
presentation of control and experimental tests is counterbalanced as is the order of pre-
sentation of noise and quiet.

If, as has been argued by Broadbent (1971), noise affects the filtering of one stimulus
from another, when both arc present at the same time, selection on the basis of hue when
the predomimml color name is also present should he impaired hy noise.

Figure I shows the nunlher of lines of material correctly cmnpleted in the two tests.
The upper part of tile figure shows performance on tile control sheets on which tile names
were written in black ink. The lower part of tile figure shows the experimental
(incongruously-colored) sheets, The main point of interest is tile comparison between I0
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Figure 1 Tha numberof lines completedin the experimentalintorfer0nceand on the control
noninterferencetellsinnoiseandquiet.

minutes of quiet or noise and thirty minutes of quiet or noise, The group of subjects who
had only 10 minutes of noise during the tests showed reduced interference in noise com-
pared to quiet; noise speeded up performance on the colored experimental hheets. In com-
parison, tile group who had 30 rain of noise in all, 20 rain of it prior to the tests, showed
increased interference in noise as compared to quiet. Tile longer exposure to noise slowed
down performance on the colored sheets, as compared to quiet. Tilia interaction between
exposure duration and interference implies that there are two different effects of noise
depending on the duration of exposure: an ; ,::'_" be:,eficia[ and a tater detrimental effect.
These effects appear prominently in the experimental test involving perceptual selection,
but not in performance on the control test which is purely a measure of speed. These results
arc ccnflstent with the view that noise has a cumulative adverse effect independent of
time-on-task. It is this cumulative effect of noise which appears to impair percep;.uul selec-
tion and probably makes the organism increasingly distraetable.
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A further notewortlly I_ature of lllis test is that them are no overt auditor> cues
associated witll performance, l lance Ihe effect of noise cottid not have been mediated by
auditory n|asking, particularly ill view of Hiedifferent effecls of tilL' long and short expo-
sures.

A large proportion of tile results demonstrating tile adverse effect of noise and its
interaction with incentive and sleep loss lnwe employed the 5-choice serial reaction test,
shown here in Figure 2. In this test there are 5 brass discs corresponding to 5 possible light
sources. Using u stylus the subject taps the disc appropriate to tile light illuminated. The
light promptly extinguishes and another source is lit. The suhject works its quickly and
accurately as possible lapping as many correct discs antl making as few errors as he can. A
third score is the number of pauses or gaps greater than lYz sac. between responses. Noise
over 95 dBC has almost invariably shown an adverse effect on the number of errors and gaps
made, Figure 3 shows the mean number of errors made at various intervals following tile last
response, in noise and in quiet, Tile figure on the left shows the mean absolute number of
errors made in noise and in quiet by a grotto of n subjects, The later part of the distribution of
errors is quite similar to that of correct responses, but as tile figure shows, a ultalber of
error_ are made with a latency of less than 200 msec, The figure on the right shows the
errors plotted as a percentage of the totals in quiet and in noise. This shows that noise
increases by an equal amount the number of errors made at each latency following the last
response. Noise does not selectively increase tile anticipatory or the slower misplacement
type of error.

Figure 4 shows shnilar latency distributions of correct responses as a function of noise
on the left of the figure and as a fonefioa of time-on-task all the right of Ihe figure.
Considering the effect of noise, there is an increase in the proportion of responses with a
latency of I000 msec or more in noise us compared to quiet. Comparing the distribution of
responses in the first and second halves of a test on the right of the figula:, tlme-on-task
causes a similar increase in the proportion of responses with a latency of 1000 msec or
more. Both noise and time-on-task are similar in this respect. The gap score in the 5-choice
test records tile number of responses in the extreme tail of these distributions,

The fact that noise can bare at least two different effects on performance depeading
on exposure duration may be related to qualilatively different aspects of noise; namely the
loudness or annoyance experienced in noise on tile one band and tile monotony and per-
ceptual isolation experienced on the other, Tile results of the following experiments, involv-
ing the 5-choice test, go some way to support this dichotomy between loudness and
monotony in noise.

In the following experiment, the interaction of noise with headphone and free-field
presentation was considered. This interaction is of interest since monophonic noise
binaurally presented over headphones is less variable and more isolating perceptually than
free-field noise and tile perceived loudness may be less, Noise and quiet presented over
headphones was compared with tile same sound pressure levels presented in tile free field,
Subjects performed the 5-choice test for 40 rain under each of these 4 conditions. The
subjects wore Knowlcs miniature mierophonns at the entrance to each external auditory
meatus in all conditions. Sound pressure level was adjusted to 95 or 70 dBC in the free-field
and the same sound spectrum was presented over headphones at tile same sound pressure
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levels as recorded by the microphones in the external meatus. Sound pressurelevel was
monitored continuously and adjusted as necessary during the test. Figure 5 shows the
difference scores between quiet and noise presented over headphones or in the fi'ee-field.
Gaps are shown on tile left of the figure and errors on the debt. The two modes of
presentation have approximately equal adverse effects overall although the pattern of
impairment is rather different, There is a greater adverse effect of headphone noise upon
gaps and a greater adverse effect of free-field noise upon errors in tbe test. This interaction
in the _effect upon errors and gaps may be related to the greater perceived loudness of
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free-field as compared to headphone noise on tile one hand and tile greater perceptual
isolation and monotony in headphone as compared to free-field noise on tile other.

In a further experiment, the perceptual isolation and monotony accompanying con-
tinuous noise was reduced and the arousal or annoyance quality of the noise maintained by
presenting the noise intermittently. Subjects performed tile 5-choice test for 40 rain in
continuous quiet, continuous noise and in intermittent noise presented in free-field. Intermit-
tent noise consisted of bursts from 1-5 see long w/th an average duration of 3 san. Average
length of the quiet intervals was 1.5 sec. Otlv group of subjects performed the test with
immediate knowledge of results and a second group performed without this incentive. The "
difference between, continuous and intermittent noise lies in gaps as Figure 6 shows. Con- i
tinuous noise produced approximately twice tile increase in gaps that intermittent noise did, <
but overall, intermittent noise produced as large an increase in errors as continuous noise,
_though there were minor differences, hetween incentive conditions. Reducing the
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monotony anti isolation accompanying noise by varying it appears to greatly reduce the

adverse effect of noise upon gaps but leave tile adverse effec! upon errors unchanged.

Finafiy, subjects performed the 5-choice test in continuous free-fluid noise and quiet

with uud without ear-defenders on. In this experiment, tbe perceptual isolation of noise was

maintained but the sound pressure level at the ear reduced by wearing ear protection. The

main finding was tbat, as Figure 7 shows for the difference scores betweea quiet and nois_,

ear-defenders interacted with noise, greatly reducing the adverse _ffcct of noise in the first

half of die test but causing as large an adverse effect as continuous noise in tbe second l_alf

of the test, These results appeared reliably in gaps but in this experiment subjects fniled to

show an effect of the 95 dBC noise upon errors in tbe test. llence, reducing the sound

pressure level by wearing ear protection appears to be beneficial initially, but tile uccom-
partying monotony and perceptual isolation may nevertheless bare a detrimeutal effect later
in the test.

In summary, the results of these experiments are consistent with the view that nois_

Ires a cumulative, adverse effect, increasing with exposure duration, independent of tlme-on-

task. The cunmlative effect may, however, have two rather different components corre-
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sponding to tile loudness on tile one hand, and to tile monotony and perceptual isolation
accompanying noise, on tile other. The effect of loudnesson performance may predominate
in the short exposure, whereas tileadverseeffect of perceptual isolation and monotony may
predominate following manyminutes of exposure to continuousnoise.

2
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THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF ACOUSTIC STIMULATION
ON PERFORMANCE

O. Stanley Harris
AerospaceMedical ResearchLaboratory

Wrigbt.PattersonAir Force Base,Ohio, USA

ABSTRACT

Most studies conducted in our [aboratory oll tile effects of acoastlc stbllalation oll
human performance have produced results showing: (1) 11o adverse effects, (2) transleet

effects (the adverse effect did not contiutle throughout tile testing period), or (3)effects so
small that tile subjects would be expected to adapt with repeated exposure. IIowever, a few
expcrinlents showed adverse effects. Iligh-bltensity broadband noise hi which stlbjects wore
ear protection in levels to 140 dB SPL adversely affected performance on a rail balancing
task and on a Iland-Tool Dexterity task (IITD). Tile adverse effect on the ItTI) task resulted
in part from the noise directly vibrating tile test apparatus.

Although an adverse effect of high intensity noise on I)erforolance was not easy to
demonstrate when nleasurlog lbr short thue periods, a lower iutenslty level (105 dB) of
broadband noise presented for a Ioager time period was found to adversely affect perform-
ante on a continuous ta_k.

INTRODUCTION

In tile Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AMRL), tile effects on haman
perfornmnce of several lypes of acoustic stinltdi have been studied, lIowcver, tile emphasis ill
the present paper was limited primarily to a discussion of the effects of two types of
broadbaad noise. Tile first type was a free-field, low-frequency broadband noise which was
presented in a reverberation cbanlber to subjects wearing car protectors. Thls aoise was
presented at intensity levels from ambient to 140 dB SPL, and is characteristically experi-
enced by personnel working in the vicinity of operating jet engines, The second type was
relatively high-frequency broadband noise presented tbrough earphones. This noise was
presented at intensity levels up to 115 dB. Most studies in the literature on the effects of
noise on human perfornlance have used noise similar to tile second type of broadband noise.
The effects of several other types of acoustic stimuli have been studied as a followup to the
results obtained in the reverberation chamber. Research has also been conducted using

impulsive noise end noise combined with vibration. A discussion of the results or the latter
experiments bas either been omitted or included under the task used for measuring perform-
ance. llowever, in order to give a complete picture of tile research effort, all studies are
summarized in Table I.

HIGH-INTENSITY BROADBAND NOISE (TO 140 dB)

Nausea, vertigo, incoordination, and fatigue have been reported by imlividuals exposed
to jet engine noise (1, 19). These reactions, as well as mental confusloa (4), have been
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attriimted to vestibular stimulation and to relluxes elicited by vibration of the skin, muscles,
and joints. Any of these symptoms could leud to a reduction ill performance efficiency.
Furthermore, since many proprioeeptive reflexes occur wltb little or no conscious aware-
ness, performance efficiency ntay be affected by noise intensity levels lower than those
neeess_lry to elicit subjective symptoms.

Several years ago tile authors of tile Beaux Report (I) stmunarized tile problems and
explored the effects of bigh intensity noise on man, Since that report, few studies bore been
conducted using intense noise, Tile urgency in understandlng tbe effects of tbls noise on
man has been reduced sioee ear protection is currently worn in intense noise environments.
Nevertheless, intense noise m0y adversely affect the performance of personnel even when
they wear ear protection, lit AMRL performance studies, the noise levels in tile ear canals
(up to 115 riB) of the subjects were no higher than have been used by several previous
investigators. However, extra-auditory effects of noise at ambient levels to 140 dB added to
the auditory stimulation. These studies were conducted in a reverberant noise chamber.
Subjects either wore tile same ear protection in noise intensity levels of 120 dB, 130 dB, and
140 dB or were exposed to an ambient level of 140 dB witb different types of ear protec-
tion. In every study, each group was presented witb four noise conditions in four counter-
balanced orders. Testing withbl each condition was for a brief period of time, usually 5 rain
to 20 rain. Eight to 20 subjects wore used in each group. A practice session was given to all
subjects on the day prior to experimental testing. Subjects were also given audiograms and
those without normal hearing were rejected. Tbose accepted as subjects were briefly ex-
posed t9 t_¢. acoustic stimuli used _ubsequently in tbe experiment, The noise presented in
tile reverberation chamber peaked at tile low frequency end of tile spectrum. Both tile
intensity levels and the spectra are given in Figure I for tile ambient conditions and when
the levels were attenuated by earplugs or earplugs plus muffs.

Cognitive Performance ill Intense Noise

Dickson and Chadwick asked jet mechanics to describe tbeir subjective experiences
wben standing close to an accelerating jet engine, Most reports were vague, but were
described best by "one of the engineers who said he experienced u momentary sense of
imbalance accompanied by u lack of power to tblnk (4)." In addition, the authors of the
Bcnox Report (1) have stated that people in bigh-intensity noise tend to forget or neglect to
follow instructions aud to work hurriedly but require more time to complete a task. Both
studies suggested impairment of cognitive ability during exposure to intense noise.

Short-Term Memory

Tile procedure used by Kern and Lindley (17) was adopted for measnrblg short-term

J memory (STM), This task required tile subject to remember tile order of presentation of
nine consonants. Tile consonants were projected on a screen for six seconds, then removed,

_ and tbe subject was allowed 10 seconds to write bis answer, Testing was ".onducted in blocks
of 15 trials, and each slide presentation of tile nine consonants was a trial, This task seemed
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an appropriate one to use because little or no learning was involved, tile instructions were
easy to understand, yet the subjects seldom remembered the position of all nine consonants.

Four experiments were conducted in noise. The results are summarized in study 9 it]
Table I. Tile STM task showed no sensitivity to broadband noise in tile reverberation
chamber either with consonants chosen on the basis of Idgh usage (Group I) or low usage in
the English Language (Group 2). Similarly, no sensitivity was shown, using high usage
consonants, to broadband noise presented through earphones (Group 3) or to broadband

noise that varied in the low cut-off fi'equency (Group 4).

Discrimination Task

In this task six symbols were presented in one-inch-square boxes, The subject com-
pared each of four boxes with one centered above them as to whether the same or different
symbols occupied tile same mbttive spatial position in tile respective boxes. Ile titan noted
the number of differences on a line directly under each block (see Figure 2). After the
completion of a set of comparisons, the subjects advanced to other sets of five boxes until
the time limit expired. Performance was measured in two 4-rain periods, with a l-rain rest
given between periods. The score for eaah period was the number of boxes completed minus
the number of errors made. A symmetrical exposure group and an asymmetrical exposure
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Fioure2 Examploof DiscriminationTask.

group performed the task on two pnlctice days and duth|g nxposure to noiseon four test
days. Nnise at 130 dB and 140 dB had a small detrimental effect oil tile performance of the
asymmetrical group during the first 4-rain period but not during the second 4-rain period
(Figure 3). No adverse effect was obtained for the symmetrical exposure group. Therefore,
Ollly a Iranslelll decrement occurred mid only for the asymmetrical grotlp. Prior to the
experiment, the subjects had never been exposed to tbis type of noise and it seems unlikely
that more experienced subjects woukl have showo cvcn a transient decrement in
performance.

SOmlrnlry

At the time these studies were comlueted, an adverse effect of noise nn cognitive
performance seemed assured. Most of the litentture on the effects of noise on human
perlbrmanee did not seem relevant, and anecdotal reports of penple working in noise
strongly suggested that mental processes were adversely affected, llowever, little evidence
was found to indicate an adverse effect of this type of noise on cognitive performance (see
studies 3, 9, & 10 in Table I ). Testing has, of coarse, been limited. Mare sophisticated tasks
presented for Inngcr periods of time may show more sensitivity to noise in this range.
Nevertheless, the effect of higb intensity jet noise on cognitive performance is less than
nlany have previnusly believed.

Psychomntor Performance In lotense Noise

Noise was expected to have a greater effect on psycbomotor tasks than on'cognitive
tasks, because most reports of individuals working around jet engines refer to equilibratory
and postural disturbances rather than to mental conl'usion or disturbances. Parrack (19)
points out that personnel working in noise levels up to 160 dB report Imating of the skin,
strong sensation of vibration in various parts of the body, sensations of muscular weakness,
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and excessive fatigue, Several casGs o1' staggering, falling, and feelings of forced movement

have also been reported (I). Therefore, high-intensity noise can adversely affect psycho-

motor performance through effects on Imman physiology or through mechanical inter-
terence with motor movements.

Rail Task

The roll task initiaIly used in our studies was based on an ataxia test battery developed

by Graybiel and Fregley (5). Various parts of the task were dropped because they showed

no sensitivity to noise conditions (6, 12, 18). Since most of tile results obtained with tbe

task have been published, detailed experimental procedures are not presented. To perform
the task, the subject was asked to stand on a narrow rail in a heel-to-toe manner, with his

arms folded across his chest and with his eyes open (see Figurc 4). Two rails were used, one
1¼ inch wide and the other aA inch wide, The balance time on both rails was scored to the

I nearest second, beginning when the subject assumed the correct position on the rail, and
ending when he liftcd a foot. unfolded his arms, or fell off the rail The maximum scoru for

each trial was fi0 seconds; if the subject was still balanced on tlra rail at tho end of this timG,

the trial was di_t;untlaucd. Five trials wcra _rasentad on cach rail, in most experkments,
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Fiouta4 $ubJoctperfornllngontheRail Ta,_.

Tile rail task has been shown to be quite sensitive to acoustic stimulation (6). In tile
reverberation chamber, decrements were found to be related to intensity of noise stimula-
tion and to stimulus asymmetry (6). Detrimental effects on performance were found at 140
dB regardless of tile type of ear protection worn. As shown in Figure 5, the asymmetrical
exposure produced decrements in performance at the 120 dB and 130 dB levels wbereas
improvenrent occurred at those levels with balanced exposures. After-effects of exposure to
noise were found for asymmetrical exposures but not for symmetrical exposures (6). Using
pure tones presented through earphones, evidence was obtained for a frequency (Hz) sensi-
tivity of tile task. Frequencies around 1000 Hz to 1500 Hz seem to have more detrimental
effects than either tile higller or lower frequencies in the range of 100 Hz to 2500 Hz (8).
Furthermore, an asymmetrical stimulus presented intermittently (Z86 pulses per second) at
a frequency of 1000 Ha has produced large decrements on the rail task. The decrement
produced by intermittcncy added to tile effect produced by asymmetry (15) (see Figure 6).
Finally, an experiment has demonstrated that stimulus asymmetry has an adverse effect on
rail task performance because one ear is alwa:,'c stimulated more strongly than the other and
not because the same ear is always stimulated more intensely (see study 6 in Table I ).
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Haud-ToolDexferhy Task (tlTD)

The HTD was designed to measure motor performance largely imlepemlent of mental
factors. The equipment for the task consisted of tbree bodzontal rows of nnls aml Ilolts
mounted on a wooden stanchion (see Figure 7). The nuts and boils were of thrce different
sizes and four of tl_e same size were mounted in a row. Tile subject's task, using two
adjustable wrencltes and a screwdriver, was to remove all of the bolts from the left upright
and transfer them to the corresponding rows on tile right upright. The score was the time
taken to make the transfer. Two groups were tested on the task during exposure to noise
(see study 7 in Table 1). Significant increases in the time taken to complete the task
occurred at 130 dB and 140 dB for a syalmctrical exposure group and at 140 dB for an
asymmetrical group (see Figure 8). Tile large difference in the initial ability and in the
different rate of learning of the groups made it impossible to determine the relative effects
of symmetrical versus asymmetrical exposures (7). Nevertheless, noise at the 140 dB leveI
adversely affected tile performance of both groups. Furthermore. the adverse effects stay
have resulted from either auditory stimulation or extra-auditory or a combination of both.
Tile extra-auditory stimulation may have produced ad:'cr_ effects either by vibrating the

body and limbs or by vibrating the task. Tbe latter exphmation was supported by the
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statements of tbree subjects wllo mentioned that they were bothered by tile slinking of tile
smallest bolts in their sb_tions at 140 dB. Direct observations suggested to the experimenter
that the shaking of tile nuts and botts did udd _1few seconds to the time take° to cotnptete
the task at 140 dB but probably had no effect on the completion time at 130 dB.

In a subsequent experiment (21 ) sabjects were tested on the HTD task during auditory
stimulation alone. Tile noise spectra ;nld the levels approxim:_ted those deilvnred to tile ear
canals of subjects wcsrin_ ear protectors in a free-field broadband noise of 140 dB.
Specifically, the subjects were presented: control, 100 dB, 115 dB, and 115 dB in tile ]eft
and 100 dB in the rigbt earphone (see study 8 iu Tnble I), Tile noise presented in this
manner did not adversely al'fect perl'otanznce on the task.

Summ_ry

Tile rail tusk w_s quite sensitive 1o _coustic stin|ulalion; however, these results are
more of theoretical tha_l practlcul interest since this sensliivity would not b_vc occurred
using wider rails. On lhn other band, the Hand-Tool Dexterity test was more representative
of tasks performed by individua|s working in high intensity noise. Therefore, decrements

.... obtained on the HTD test are of greater concern than decrements obtained on the rail task.
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Figure7 Subjectpedormin9theHand-TootDeKterityTert.

We are still uncertain of tile manner in which tile HTD test is affected by noise. If perform-
once was adversely affected by a direct mechanical effect of noise on the task, then the
results are not as important as an udverse effect produced by interference with the motor
coordination of man, The reason is that changes in the task equipment, dimensions, or
procedures often can reduce or eliminate problems caused by direct mechanical inter-
fereuce,

BROADBAND NOISE (EARPIIONES)

In these studies, I_roadband noise was presented through earphones at intensity levels
to 115 dB. The experiments described earlier in which noise levels and spectra, presented
through earphones, approximated tile acoustic stimuli in the ear canals of the subjects
exposed to an ambient noise level of 140 dB wearing different types of ear protection, fit
the category of this type of noise. Although these were control studies with the purpose of
comparing the results with those obtained in ambient noise in tile reverberation chamber,
performance was measured during ghort exposures to broadband noise. No adverse effeets
were obtained on the short-term memory test, or on the Hand-Tool Dexterity test; however,
there was a small but statistically significant reduction in the amount of time subjects could
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balance on tile rails. This noise was of a lower frequency than tile noise used with other
tasks measured under this heading, and there was probably lessreason to expect an effect on
performance.

SerialSearch Task (SST)

All two digit numbers from I0 to 99 were used twice in constructing a test sheet for
tile serial search task (see Figare 9). Tile numbers were presented in pairs in six different
columns and 15pairs were in each cohlmn. Each two-digit number occurred once as the first
member of a pair and once as the second mmnber of a pair. The subject started each sheet
by looking for the number 10 as the first member of a pair. When he found it, he wrote
down the number which was the corresponding second number of the pair on a piece of
paper and proceeded to look for this new number as tbe first member of a pair, and so on.

In two experiments noise bad an adverse effect on the serial search task. In one
experiment the effect was transient (13), and in the other the effect was constant across the
testing period and increased with days of presentation of the task (14). In the first experi-
ment, file perforntance of one group of subjects was measured during exposure to a broad-
band nbise of 105 dB (see Figure I0), wldle rite otber group served as a control. All the
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subjects were tested on tile task during 5 days, a preliminary training day and 4 test days,
Tile pattern of testing on tbc preliminary day was: test 6 mln, 1st sheet--rest 3 mio-test 12
rain, 2nd sheet-rest 3 rain-test 12 rain, 3rd sheet-rest 3 rain-test 12 mix, 4th sheet. This
same procedure was followed throughout tile remaining four days of testing with the excep-
tion that tile noise group was informed on tile second day that they would be asked to
perform the task in noi_e each day after the six minute warm-up. The noise was turned on I
mitt before testing began in the first 12-min testing period. The noise was presented con-
tinuously througbout the remaining testing periods and the rest intervals.

An analysis of variance calculated on the data revealed no significant effect for noise;
however, there were significant effects for the noise x trials interaction, and for the noise x
days x trials interaction. The noise x trials interaction was due to the large difference
between tile noise and control group on tbe first trial, which was statistically significant (see
Figure 12). The three way interaction was obtained mainly because the difference between
groups on tbe first trial was larger on the 4th day than it was on the preceding three test
days.

In the second experiment, three groups of subjects were tested in tile same manner as
the previous groups, except that tbe rest periods were omitted. One group was tested during
exposure to intermittent noise. This group was presented the same spectrum and intensity
level (105 dB) as the continuous noise group; however, the noise was interrupted at a rate of
2.86 times per second and a duty cycle of 50% '._as used. Tbe results showed an effect for

noise that up?preached significance (p<.10) and a statistically significant effect for the noise
x days interaction. This effect is illustrated in Figure l I. The difference between the control
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group and tile noise groups increased as a function of days with tile largest difference
occurring on tile last day of testbtg, No significant differences were obtained on day 1 or
day 2, but both noise groups differed significantly from the control on (lay 3 (beyond the
.05 level), and on day 4 (beyond the .01 level). No significant differences ware obtained
between rise continuous and the intermittent noise groups. In these experiments, tile rest
periods produced more learning on the SST and allowed the subjects in the noise group to
perform more like the control group on the last two trials on each day.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

High-intensity broadband noise (up to I40 dB with ear protection) had little effect ou
cognitive performance. No adverse effects were obtained with a short-term memory task, a
paper & penal maze task (see study 10 in Table 1), and only a transient effect was obtained
using a discrimination task. Tile transient effect was obtained only for an asymmetrical
exposure group and not for a symmetrical exposure group. It may be tlrat for this type of
noise to adversely at'feet cognitive performance, the same conditions apply as Broadbent (2,
3) los suggested are necessary for obtaining a detrimental effect on performance at lower
intensity levels of noise. Tllese conditions are: (a) testing should be continuans for a mini-
mum of 30 to 60 minutes, (b) noise of 100 dB or above should be used, and (e) the task
should be experimenter paced or one that requires the continual attention of the subject.

Psychomotor performance showed more sensitivity to noise. Tire rail task was more
sensitive to noise than any othar task used. However, the part of the rail task battery used in
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most experiments was deliberately selected for its sensitivity and was a difficult task. There-
fore, tile practical implications of these findings are unknown. Oil tile other hand, there is
little doubt that Hand-Tool Dexterity performance is adversely affected by noise, and it
seems reasonable to assume that such performance will be adversely affected by intense
levels of jet engine noise. Of course, the conclusion wouhl not be that personnel cannot
perform tile IITD task in the noise, but that it would take them a little longer to complete
the task; approximately 10% longer at 140 dB as indicated by our studies. Whetlmr the
increase in tl_e time to complete the task was caused by extra-audltory effects of the noise
or by a combination of auditory and extra-auditory effects emmet be determined at the
present time. There was some indication that the effect may have been due to direct
interference with tile task itself, primarily because of the shaking of tile nuts anti bolts in
their stations, It seems unlikely that this could account for all the decrements observed but
it cannel: totally be disputed at the present time.

In the studies using the serial search task we dglibenltely applied tile conditions sug-
gested as negessary for producing a detrimental effect of noise on human performance.
There is no question that noise either adversely affected performance on the SST or slowed
down the rate of lcarning_ Tile effect was one that increased wit h repeated days of exposure.
If testing had been stopped after two days of exposure to the noise then no statistically sig-
nificant effect of noise would have been demonstrated since only on days 3 and 4 did the
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difference between the noise and control groups reach statistical significance. Tbese results

suggested that if tbe conditions recommended by Broadbont for producing an effect of noise

on performance are applied, and if a fairly large number of subjects are tested during re-

peated exposure to noise, then a significant effect of noise on performance can be demon-

strated.
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NOISE STUDIES CONDUCTED IN AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH
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BEHAVIORAL EFFECTS AND AFTEREFFECTS OF NOISE j
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Introduction

Many aspects of urban llfe can be viewed as work under stress. People have roles, &=tics
and tusks to perform while ell around them there is noise, crowding, litler, and traffic. A
number of social critics ilave commented upon global aspects of these factors, but there is
little researcil of an analytic nalure directed toward asce=:tainiog tile specific effects of
urban-like strassors. This paper reports results of approximately two dozen laboratory aml
field experiments, conducted over a five-year period, which systematically explored tile
effects of stress in man.

Broad-band noise was the principal slressor used in oar research, and we will, therefore,
limit our discussion to the behavioral consequences of noise exposure. An audio tape con-
sisting of a makinga of iodistinguishable sounds was prepared, and, when played back at
intensities up to 108 dbA. served ;Is file slimnlas. 2 The hlgb-inleesity noise thus generated
proved stressful; the ability of subjects to work under this stress, as well as adverse after-
effects of noise exposure were noted.

Adaptation

'Tlle most reliable result was that people adapted to the noise. When noise was pre-
sented in intermittent bursts over a 24-n)ieute session, few disruptive effects were shown
after tile first few noise trials. This result is, of cotlrse, consistent with a good deal of
previous research in tile area (of, Broadbeet, 1957; Kryter, 1970], Indeed, it is easier to list
the special circumstances under which noise does produce an immediate affect than to

IPreparalion of this paper wasmade possible by grants from tile NationalScience Foundation (GS.34329
and GS-3321fi). Russell Sage Foundadoe, and tile ltogg Foundation for _tental Ileal;h.
2a'henot_ consisted of a taperecordingof the followingsoundssuperhepescdulxmone anofller(1) twopeople
speakingSpanish; (2) one personspeaking Armenian;(3) a intalcographmachine;(4) a desk c',dculator;(5)
a typewriter. We selected this particular concatenation of sounds as an an;doge0 of the spectrum of
complex noise often present In the urban environment. A sound.spectrographic analysts of tile noise
recordiagshowed that energy dtd indeed range bro0dly from 500 Hz to 7.000Hz. with the mode at abat=r
700 Hz. Free H01dstimulalion was used throuOmut roost of the re_,earch.
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cataloguefilegeneralcaseswilereitdoesnot havean _ffcct,We fonnd thatpeopledonot

adapt to noiseunder at least two partiunlsr arrangements:
I. If a person is in a sitladion of cognitive overload, working oil more than ann task

and straining his ability to cope with nonstressfnl stbnnii, the addition of noise
producesperformancedecrements.Thiscanbeseen,forexample,asan increasein
errors on the subsidiary task ill a two-task situation (e,g,, Finkelman sml Glass,
1970).

2, If a person is working on a vigilance task requiring constant monitoring or alton-
tian, the presence of high-intensity noise is apt to be disruptive. Someone who is
tracking a pursuit rotor or monitoring a series of dials will do his job less effi-
ciently under noisy ttlan under quiet comlitions. (e.g., Glass and Singer, 1972;
Broadbant, ! 957).

In our rcseamh, adaptation:was noted by compnrhtg tile performance of people sub-
jected to noise with that of people not so subjected on a vadety of tasks ranging from tbe
boringly simple to the oftentimes challenging and intercsth|g. Over the course of sevand
experiments, matclling stimulus configurations with motor movements, clerical aptitudes,
spatial relations, and driving an automobile simula tar all showed adaptation-no decrcn|ant in
performance under conditions of loud intermittent noise. A typical set of data arc shown in
the first table. These data illustrate adaptation and accompenying lack of adverse bebavioral
effects. Under most circumstances, task performance under noise does not differ from task
performance without noise, past tbn first few bursts.

Adaptation can be defined in other ways, however (of. Lazarus, 1968). In findings
parallel to thoso obtained with performance measures, people showed adaptation or habitua-
tion (wa use the terms interchangeably) a on several psychopbysiologlcal indices, including
phasic skin conductance (GSR), muscle tension in tile neck, and finger vasoconstriction.
These autonomic measures failed to show continued high reactivity to spasmodic bursts of
noise over a 24-minute noise session. Figure 1 shows GSR adaptation data as average log
conductance change scores within each of 4 blocks of noise trials. Tbera is n significant
decline in GSR on successive blocks in each noise condition. Since initial reactions to load
noise (108 dbA) were greater than to soft noise (56 dbA), file magnitude of GSR decline is
understandably greater in the former condition. However, the magnitude and rate of adapta-
tion is virtually identiea/in the predictable and unpredictable conditions within each noise-
intensity treatment; tbat is, subjects were equally reactive at tim beginning of the noise
session and equally unreactive at the cad.

Noise Aftereffects and Unpredictability

Tile finding that noise lind no routine effects upon task performance in tile laboratory
c_n be considered an example of art imitating life. for in the city, despite noise and n best of
other ntressors, work goes on, Tltis finding does not imply that noise has no adverse effects;
to tile contrary, our research suggests that it is deleterious to routinn functioning sttbseqttent

SeeThompson and Spencer (1966)and Lazarus(1968) for dJscus_bnsof adaptation, habiluanon, and re-
ratedconcepts.
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T_ble1

AVERAGENUMBEROF EBROR$ONPABT1 ANDAVERAGEDECREMENTStN
EFIBOFISFROMPABT 1TOPART2OFTHENUMBERCOMPABtSONTEST

Experimental condition

Loud noise Soft noise No noise

(I08dbA} (56dbA) control
(n = 18) (n : 20) (n = lO)

Partl errors 3.28 3.30 2.80

Decrementinerrors -I.85 -I.48 -0.20
from Part l to
Part 2

I I

to its occurrence. In other words, despite lack of direct effects, noise lind disruptive
aftereffects. These aftereffects occurred whether or not adaptation took place and were
demonstrated on a variety of performance measures. Tile ability of people to find errors
when proofreading, to continue working ou difncult graphic puzzles, and to work effi-
ciently on a competltive-response task were oil adversely affected by having been previously
exposed to noisy conditions.

These aftereffects, surprisingly, were not only a fnnction of tile physical intensity of
noise, but also depended upon the social and cognitive context in which noise occurred.
Indeed, the reduction of noise level from 108 to 56 decibels did not have as large an

ameliorative effect as any of several cognitive factors, Two of these factors-predictability
and controllability-had n particularly powerful impact on noise aftereffects.

Exposure to unpredictable noise, in contrast to predictable noise, was followed by
greater impairment of tusk performance and lowered tolerance for post-noise frustnttions.

I Despite equivalent adaptation in the two noise cooclitious, tile magnitude of adverse after-

i effects was greater following unpredictable noise. Typical results are shown in Figare 2.
Tllese data are tile average number trials taken by'subjects on insoluble (thoa6h seemingly

! soluble) graphic puzzles (Glass and Singer, 1972). Since tile task is inltematly frustrating,
fewer trials represent lower tolerance Ibr frustration.

' As can be seen, subjects showed less persistence on tile puzzles following exposure to
loud unpredictable noise than to loud and soft predictable noise, And this effect was trne
for both puzzles. It would appear, tben, that lowered tolerance Ibr frustration is a con-
sequence of exposure to the presumably more aversive unpredictable noise; There is also an
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Figuro1. MoanIoaconduc_ncechangescoresfor four successiveblocksof noisobursts.

unexpected tendency for this effect to appear even when tile unpredictable noise is not
particularly loud. Soft unpredictable noise was associated with lower frustration-tolerance
than loud predictable noise,

We have obtained, as I mentioned earlier, similar results with aftereffect measures other
than frustration tolerance. It would appear tbat unpredictability is indeed a potent factor in
tbe production of noise aftereffects. Tbe case for tile existence of this phenomenon is
further strengthened by tbo range of conditions over which it has been obtained in various
replications (Glass and Singer, 1972). These include: (a) different ways of manipulating
predictability, sueb as periodic noise schedules as well as signalling noise onset; (b) different
levels of noise intensity, such as 108 dbA and 56 dbA; (c) different subject populations,
such as male and female college students and middle-aged white collar workers: and (d)
different laboratory snttings.

Our entphasis on the unpredictability variable is not meant to minimlz_ tile importance
of intensity in producing noise aftereffects. We bare recently completed a fiekl study of
traffic noise in New York City which clearly demonstrates tbe importance of tile intensity
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parameter ICohen, Glass and Singer, 1973). Tile restdts produced correlatlolls of the order
of .45 between impaired auditory diserimhlatlon in children (i,¢., the ability to differentiate
speech sounds) and Ill0 ambient anise level in their high-rise apartments. These levels rallged
from a low of ahoul 55 dbA on the 32nd floor to a high of about 75 dbA on Ihe 8th floor.
Moreover, lhe Ulagnltude of the rel;ltlmlship between Iloise and discrinliualiou was greater
the longer the children had resided in tile apartments. There was ulso evidence linking
impaired auditory dlscrJUlillalJon to deficits iu readJug achievement.

Noise Aftereffects aud Perceived Uncoutrollabilily

Another cognitive factor mediating noise aftereffect phenonlena is the individual's
belief that be can escape or avoid aversive sotmd, i,e., perceived controllability. In a series of
laboratory experiments (Glass and Singer, 1972), subjects who were given a switch with
which to terminate noise (Perceived Control Condition) showed mininlal aftereffects cmu-
pared to other subjects exposed to the same noise without the switch (No Perceived Control
Condition}. This reduction in aftereffects occurred even though the s'witch was not in fact
used. Merely perceiving control over noise w;ts sufficien t to ameliorate its aversJve impact,

Figure 3 shows the relevant results. It is immediately obvious that tolerance for frustra-
tion was appreciably increased by the perception of control over uoise termination. These
effects have been obtained with a number of experimental variations of perceived control,
including the induction of a perceived contingency between instnn'nental responding and
avoidance of the stressor,

But, what specific stress-reducing mechanisms are aroused by tile manipulation of
perceived control? In answering this question, we reasoned that uncontrollable and unpre-
dictable noise confronts tile individual with a situation in which he is powerless In affect the
occurrence of file stressor and he cannot even anticipate its occurrence. Tile individual is
likely to give tip his efforts at controlling the stimulus under these circumstances, and we
may thus describe his psychological state as one of"helplessness" (of. Soligulau, Maier, and
Solomon, 1971). Perceived Control subjects label their p_ychological state as one in which
they have control over their environment, and, therefore, are not helpless. By contrast, No
Perceived Control subjects label themselves as having minimal environmental control, Task
performance after noise stimulation is affected in a way that is consistent with prior experi-
ence, when control was or was not perceived as available.

We tentatively conclude, _therefore, that unpredictab!e and aneontrollable uoise pro-
duces adverse aftereffects because unpredictability and undontrollability lead to a sense of
helplessness whiel| manifests itself as lowered motivation in subsequent task performance.
David Krantz and 1 have just completed two experiments designed to test aspects of this
helplessness interpretation. Preliminary an',dysis of tile results indicates that manipulated
helplessuess does indeed produce lowered motivation which transfers from one experimental
task in another, it shougl also be emphasized tlmt the same effect occurred following
exposure to both high and moderate noise intensities (i.e., 105 dbA and 75 dbA).
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Sm)lnlary alld Col|¢blsi()ns

In smmnary, n(dse al)PU,;irsto Ilav,.: few direcl eFl_cts. People a(l_lpt to aversive soand.
liar noise does have disruptive afit.refl'ecls, and these are in ];Jrgeme_tsure a fnnclion of tile
cognitive circumstances in wllich acoustic slimulation or:curs. These conclusions do not
mean lilal aftereffect phenomena are file "psychic price" paid by tile individual for his
adapl;lfion to noxious noise (of. Dnhos, 1965; Selye, 1956; Wohlwill, 1970). II is entirely
possible thai noise _d'terefl',...t:lsare _ls nmch posl-strcssor phenomena as postadal_tation
phenonlena. Further analysis and experiment;_fioa en;d)lcd us to re;_ch a partial adjndicalion
of this theoretical isstie. Our current position is Ihat after-efl_cls represent be.haviornl
couseqtlcllces of conmlativc cxposnre to aversive sllmulation. I1 is not the adaptive process

itself that causes d,,.qeterioas aflerel"fecls, but the fact of mere exposure in spite of adapta-
lion.
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EFFECTS OF NOISE ON A SERIAL
SHORT-TERM MEMORY PROCESS.

G. Wittershoimand P, Salame

Centre d'Etudes Bioclinlatiqoas du CNRS
Strasbonrg, France

1. Introduction

The advancement achieved these last 10years in our knowledge of nlemory processes
has nunrerous implications in tile design of communication systems. Working processes
involving short-term memory are very frequent in industrial work situations as well as in
private life. Classical examples of this use the telephone-girl's job or the dialing of a tele-
phone number which, after having been picked out from a lelephonc directory, needs to be
kept at least for a short tlnre in memory until its dialing. Recent ergonomical investigations
have led, on one hand, to the design of the format, structures and codes for materiz.I to be
nremorized and, on tile other hand. to the design of new keyboards. However, our knowl-
edge concerning the effects of environmental factors such as noise on the information
reeeivlng, storing and transmitting process is still incomplete,

Tile cycle of such a process can be split into three main phasas:
I. An acquisition phase for material to be n|emorized and which, generally, involves a

relatively high perceptual load, either visual, auditory, or coming from some other sense
ot_tm;

2, A retention phase, which can be very short, but daring which rehearsal may be
performed;

3, A reproduction or response phase requiring motor activity, either verb',d or manual,
but also, in most cases, perceptual control. In a few situations where the cycles to be
processed are regularly repeated or paced as was the case in our investigation, a fourth phase
has to be added:

4, An expectation phase before feedback of information as to the correctness of the
response, during which no active mental operations are required.

2. Experimental conditions

The aim of the present investigation was to study the effects of noise on short-term
memory depending on whether the noise was produced during the first, second, third or
fourth phase

A 95 dB(lin) pink noise in an open field condition was used in this experiment. The
spectral composition of the noise is shown in Figure 1. Tile noise had been previously
recorded on a magnetic tape and its emission synchronized with the onset and the end of
each phase b3,means of a device controlled by the signal programming machine.

The task was a sequential machine-paced memory task. Each session lasted 30 minutes
during which I40 :!:2 cycles were displayed nile after the other to tile subject (s). The time
structure of one cycle was the follo,uing (Figure 2).
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Figure1 Pink noizeSpectralcomposition,

- Acquisilion ph;=se: Six digits taken from the vocabulary of tile 5 first digits were

displayed ill a r;illdoin sequence to s. Each digit ',V:LSdispl:lyed for 500 msec and scparuted
from the ne×t by 140 reset. So tile whole acquisition phase lasted for 3700 nlsee.

- I:',etention ph:lse: This pllllS,_ ;dso lasted for 3700 inset. Overt ;Lnd or covert rehe;lrsal

were ullo,.ved. At the end of that phase, tile letter R (on ;I cokl cathode tube, ;is the digits)

was ;lutonlatieally tunled oil, indicating to s that lie shoukl respond.

- Response phase: This f, hase lasted for 4480 reset.

Ill C;ISe of [in error or an Olllission, tl small white light slgil;d flashed ;I[ the end of lhe

cycle, boI Jig ell'or cor,¢ction h_d to b_ performed. After ;I OJle-s¢¢olld delay, the ocxt cye)o

began.

The subject sat in a small soundproof cubicle (figure 3). lie was instrucled to repro-

duce th_ 6 [IJgiL$ ils r;Jpidly and _s ;lccuratcl;.' as possible by pressing on tile keys of a

keyboard. VJstlllI control of keyboard operations was rc2eomnlelldgd in order to lllilliO|i_L_
motor errors.
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Figure2 Time structureof a complete acquisition reproduction cycle. The reproductionphasegb5canbe
split into two subphar_s,]=3and ,1,4,In phase(It2noisewould bo producedonly until tho 6th response*kay
press,This particularconditionhasnot beenstudiedin the ilresontinvestigation,

Twenty-one Ss participated in the experimeot. A replicated latin sqLlare desi;n was
t_ed, TilLIs each S had to perform four 30-nlin. Sessions, each corresl_onding to Rois¢ in One
of the four pltases. Practice sessions took piece ill the ntorning and experin_eotal sessions in

tile afternoon. Those were separated by paRseS lasting 35 IniRt_teS during wIdch Ss were
tented on a attdiomoler and were required to I_ll in a questionoair_ coRccmJng the subjective
r,ttings of the tusk difficulty. A more detailed questlonnaire coilcerning tile subjective Rois¢

effects was carried out ;It tile efJd of tile experiment.

All data were directly processed by aa oR-line PDP-8 coatpater.

Results:

The main results art: shown in figtlre 4, wlrereq, I stands for noise during the acquisi-

tion phasc, d)2 during the retention phase, (1_5(luring the reproduction phase add @4 duri0g

tile expectation phase.l]ecause durbtg the expectation phase session did not iDtcrfcre wilh

any noise active menial processing tire performaRceS during that Session were Dsed as coil).

parisous for the t]trec otller phases,

Performance on tile accuracy scores, with errors and omissions grouped together,
deteriorated significantly (p< .05) when noise was produced during tile acquisition aild

retention phases, btlt there was no difference when ROiSe was produced in tile response

phase.
Speed scores were eoiltputed by a special procedure: the time between the begiRning

and the end of each response list was divided by the tohd number of keys swept over by the
I hand while responding. Thus these elementary time scores obtained from differeot digit lists

i could easily be contpared, There were only very small differences between the four obtained

! means of speed scores, llowcver, by contbining ;lccuracy and speed scores through a T._t,r,r_.
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Figure3 Insideof theSubject'scubicle. Thestimulussourcesare locatedJnfront of theSon a semi-
circularscreen,Thekeysatearrangedonthekeyboard(all Sswererighthanded}in suchamannerthat they
canheeasilyreachedthroughmareforearmmovements,

procedure, a hierarchical effect can be shown: delefior_ltion appeared to be the mast hnpof
tent when noise was prodtlced in the acquisition phase and the least inlport_mt in the
expectancy phase.

If now we examine the restllts concerning the subjective ratings (Figur_ 5) we observe
that the most unplc_lsant and most difficult session was lhe session daring which noise was
produced daring flit acquisition phase. In that phase too, nlemorization w;ls judged to be
the most difficult, whereas it was judged as facilitated when noise was produced in the
response phase.

DL,icussio m

There seems Io exist now enough experimental evidence Ibr the hypothesis that
nlelnorizing implies Ihe translation by tile central mechanisms of the visual message into an
auditory message which is processed and stored by the brain. We shonld then expect noise
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Figure 4 Accuracy and speed scores on the sbort.torm memory task acconding to the ptlase during which

I10i_ WDSpresent,

to interfere with the visual-auditory translation mechanisms. This interference would, of

course, be dramatic if tile noise were, for example, a human voice conveying generally

relevant information for man. But neutral, apparently non-significant noise, such as white or

pink noise, still seems to have the ab.qity to interfere with the memory brain mechanisms.

Results so far obtained in other experimental studies on the same field are rather scaree

and most often contradictory. Miller (1957) did not find any effect of a 11 I dB noise t)n

memory. Neither' did Sloboda and Snlith (1968) find any effect on memory trgce const_lida-

tion when a 72-dB noise was used. The absence of an effect in this case should uot be too

surprising as many experiments demonstrated that noise effects are not '_ery liable to appear
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HOST UNPLEASANTTRIAL HOST DIFFICULTTRIAL

HEHORIZATfON HAO_ EASf_R --.HADE HeRE DIrFfCULT

SUBJECTfVE RATINGS

Figure5 Sub/ectiveRatings, n= numberof subjectsjudgingat theendof tile experimentwhichsession
badbeentherrlostunpleasant,themostdifficult,etc,

below 95 dB. Sch6npflug and Schafer 0962) found that a 1O00-Hz sound at 05 dl] im-
proved memory relative to performance with tbu _anre sound bat at only 55 dB aud they
observed that the differences in retention reflectud differences in the activation level.

Hormann and Osterkarnp (1966) confirmed the bypothasis tlult intermittent wifite noise at
95 dB has a harmful effect oi: boll1 the level of r_tention and organization of material In be
memorized by interrupting logical and associa tiw connections.

Rabbitt (1968) fotmd that when Ss tried In remember/isis of digits played to them
through poised white noise, the number of errors they made was greater than in nornlai
conditions, According to ti|at author, the digit-recognizing process in a noisy Colldition may
preempt channel capacity which is necessary for efficleat retention in immediate memory
storage. The present exporintental conditions were not quite the same as those of Rabbitt, as

p the digit lists in that author's experiment were spoken tbrough noise, Thus no visual-
I
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mlditory Ir;Insl;ItJOll w;iti ilece_s;iry. Neverlhu[ess in tile retulltJolt [lh:l_;_'. iloi_;_' JlllUrl_rcll¢¢
with rehearsal W_lSclearly preselll.

An interesting paint to be mentioned is Ih¢ sound lilting ol'sllbjeeliV¢ r;nlings In file
perform_lnce scores. Thlls both efl]¢Jelley alld CDIII[(lrI ill Illelllary-l;Isk ]1_.rl])1-111_111c_._11'¢
liable to be se_atlsly hllpaired by noise prodaced while infornlallon is being taken Jib and
ediled in storage.
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THE EFFECT OF ANNOYING NOISE ON SOME PSYCHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS
DURING WORK

Irene Franszczuk
Central Institute of Work Protection

Warsaw,Poland

Psychological investigations concerning the influence of noise on Ilam_nl perfon]).'.,nce
were carried out wltb tile cooperation of our Acoastlcal I)epartnlent. Engineers dealing with
teclmical aeoaslical problems often met, in practice, some psychological and physiological
questions, as follows:

1) Ilow does noise :tot on htanan perlbonance and the feeling ofeomfort, and what
is tile psychological mechmlism of Ibis effect?

2) Which kinds of work are most disturbed by noise?
3) On which physical characteristics of lloise does its distarbblg ialluence on human

corn fort uad performance depend?
Tile solutions of these problems, ;iswe know from tile literature, are rather ambiguous.
Tile causes of tbls ambiguity have been very well described in the report of Dr, Gu!ian,

In our investigations we tried to avoid ambiguity or at least some of tile f_lctors infltleneing
it. All conditions were constant in each of oar experinleats, except for the noise, The noise
was generated by Ioadsl'_eakers driven by a tape recorder during all experiments except the
control expedments in silence. We used various natural noises recorded in factories and
different bands of wbite eolse frmn generator. The acoustical vadables were level,
frequency, and bandwidth. Tile level and spectrem of noise used were measured hi all our
experimeats.

We used no noises greater than 90 dB SPL. Experiments were carried out under
laboratory conditions with students performing for some hours a task requiring attention
and finger dexte6ty. The level of psyeble performance during the work was measured by
means of different psychological tests. Tile first problem in these investigations was to find a
test sensitive enough to measure subtle small changes. All our results were statistically
tested. The annoyance caused by the noise was evaluated by each investigated person on a
six-level scale.

In this report I would like to sammerize the most impatient results of our four
experiments, all of which are published in tbe Quarterly Journal of our Institute, "P.racc
ClaP", (I, 2, 3, 4), Tlley aze sbown in Figures I and 2.

1. A noise band of median frequency 4000 Hz prolongs shnple reaction time, An
annoying noise in which sounds of frequencies near 4000 Hz predominate, even though tile
level is not greater than 85 dB, produces an increase of simple reaction time to both light
and sound stimuli. Independent of differences in the individual sensitivity to noise, the
phenomenon of prolongation of reaction time has been observed in each of our 24 test
persons in all four of tile experiments cited (Figures 1 and 2), This proIongation is very

- small but statistically significant (p < 0,01 ).
2. Broad-band white noise has more effect on simple reaction time than narrow bands

of white noise with the median frequency 250 Hz (3). This dependence can be seen in
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Fi0ure1 Simplereactiontimeunderdifferentacousticalconditions(4).Medianvaluesof thereactiontime
in hundredthsof _cond obtainedfrom 8640 measuresof 12 persons:(e) to lightstimu;i(b) to gound
ztimuli,giJanceS;NolleA: octavehandof whitenoisewith medianfrequency4000 Hz;NoiseB: octave
bandof whitenollewithmedianfrequency250Hz.

Figure 2, in which we have the average results of 720 measures of simple reaction time i of 6
persons, in each of file experimental noises and in silence,

3. Under certain conditions, noise (the level of which does not exceed 85 dB, wiflzont
dominant components of high frequencies) may be ao activating factor, and may shorten the
reaction time both to light and to auditory stimuli. We have obtained the shortest reaction
time with narrow bands of white noise with the median frequency 1000 Hz (ref. 3) (Figure
2). Perhaps these results may be explained by some arousal hypothesis.:The similarity of
changes in simple reaction time to light and sound stimuli supports such a hypothesis.

4, The noise reduces perception efficiency.
Using in our investigations the octavebands of filtered white noise with the median

frequency 4000 Hz and level 80-85 dB, we found a statistically significant prolongation of
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Flouro 2 Comparisonof ";mplu reaction tima undur dlffor0nt ncoustlcal condltlon_ and in silence
(Frannszczuk,1GG8,1971). (in hundredthsof _conds).

Medianvnlu0obl_lnedfrom 720 mgasuros,6 persons:
(a) to light stinluli;
{b) to soundItimuli.
Silonco -S
White noise -WN
Tone - T
1/3 octavoband - 1/3
Octave.band - 0

250, 1000, 4000 -median frequencyin c/s.
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_iverageshuple icaction lime both Io lighl oad 1osound slbnLlll iu cou]p;irison with the
_lve_lge _acllon lime in silence,The incrclncut of tiw _n'cra_erc:lclion linle Io sound slinlali
is grcaler Ihan file htcrcinent of reocliorl Ibne to light slinluli (d), Thls difl_runcc wasvery
liIIIc, 0.0] sec, but slatislically slgnificant.

We have oblaincd siudklr differences ill someolher cxpcrimcnls too (2).
Tile siolple reaclion process to Ibe stimull is colnposedof the ph0seof pcl_:eptloo and

of the motor phase (pressing tile key). Tile molar phase i:-; identie01 in both kinds of
ruaclion, but the ph;ise or perception is differeot, l_ecauso the sound sliuildJ ore parllo]ly
masked by the noise. TIlJs expkliils die greolcr iuerelllent of the reaction lJlne by atldJtory
stimuli hl noise and sng_esls thal the perception process is tile laosI dislttrbed by the noise.

5. All experJtnenlal noise ctnldJliOllS C_ltishl_a prolongation of simple reaction time
Wd_ + evahluted as more anlloying than iloises nol ¢_UlSill_ it, Tile stlbjecIive ft.,cling of
annoyance is _1 Si_llfll of decreasing psychic perfornmace even when these tghLnl_k_s _lr¢ IlOl

inezlsttrobl¢ and not observed.

Experiments involving oilier psychological tests and tests of choice reaction time did
not give us any differences between noise and .,;ilence conditions.

The simple re+Jetion time is tile simplesl meosurc, giving much datu in o very short time.
With this test it is not possible to compensate for a decrement of performance by exerting
additional effort, os one can in spite of tiredness, daring other work. Tile simple reaction
time measure is closely connected with the stlbjectivt_ feeling of onnoyance and may be
considered on indicator of general influence of noise.
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NON-AUDITORY EFFECTS OF NOISE
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL REACTIONS IN MAN

Gerd Jan_n
Inst. Hyg. Arbeitsmed.

Universityof Bochum, Germany

During the Conference on "Noise as a Public Ilealth llazard" in 1968, an earlier report
on "Effects of Noise on Physiological State" was presented. It was shown that a formala
exists, established by systematic research, that allows prediction of tile vegetative reactinrrs
by means of sound levels aml bandwidths (Jansen, 1967). Moreover, it was possible to
establish the limits of normal vegetative reactions (Fig. I). These limits have been applied to
concrete noise sittaltions, especially for assessment of noise-induced disturbance of healtl|
around airports. These limits were confrmed by two investigations:

1. noise-exposed steelworkers showed n|ore vegetative disturbances due Io noise
thaa those workers from "quiet" factories (Janserh 1959);

2. by means of vasodilative medications which produce a contrary reaction, it was
shown that pathologinal reactions during noise applications began beyond the
limits mentioned above. The medication does not work in healthy men; therefore,
we saw no influence on noise-lndncnd reaction during application of suberifeal
noise bursts, whereas during application of supranrillcal noise a significant com-
pensation occurred (Jansen, 1969).

In Dec, 1969, the AAAS organized a symposium "Fhysiologieal Effects of Noise"; in
the course of this Sympositnn physiological and pathophyslologleal noise reactions were
reported. Tile main problems described were: cardiovascular noise reactions, the influence of
noise on adaptation processes, resistance against disease, endocrine and metabolic functions,
biochemical and pharmacological influences, nffecls on reproductivity and some neurologi-
cal and sleep disturbances (Weleb and Weleb, 1970).

h|vnstigation Concerning Activation

The sumnrary of all published results, especially those of Washingtoo and Boston, is
that noise acts as a stbnulator for activation of a group of physiological functions designated
as "al'ousa] reactions )).

Arousal, therefore, means tin elevation of excitation level of certain systems of tile
body. The activation-theory, as experimentally affirmed by Hnbb (1955), Malmo (1959)
and many others, diffarentiates between cortical, autonomic, motor, endocrine and affeetiva
arousal. "Ilia last concept is closely linked to emotional stress. Acoustic stimuli are cml-
ducted to tba cortex via the ascending _eticular activation system (ARAS). The latter
responds to both qualitative and quantitative changes in an ongoing stin)ulus; it is influenced
by and at the same time influences the connections to the structures of cortex, subcortnx,
cerebellum, sensory neurons, motor innervation and vegetative centers. It Flays a specillc
role in regulating vegetative and affeetiva bebavlr_r.
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CbnssiFtcaflonof Activntion Reactions

The _ctivation re;=ctions due to high and modern=re sound levels include: inhibition of
g=_stro-inlestln;d peristaltic nctivily, inhibilion of seeretio11 of gastric juices and saliva, dilzl-
li(n_ of the pupil, tenH_orary inere:Jse of blood pressure, diminution or GSR, moderale
decrease of stroke volume el" the he_rl, inlluence on the pnlse rate (t_specially during sleep),
incl'ensed production of c;llechokH11ines and sterJods, in (lecre;nse in skin temper;Itnre, aJld nn
incre=tseof cortical blood vohkme,

The activation re=uclions mentioned above comprise in I=]rgep;Irt the so-called "orient-
ing reflex" according to Sokoloff (I 963) and Lynn (I 9c3_1).Orienting reactions ;Ire necessary
to increase the readiness for action to a high level ;Ind to guarnntee the possibility of
immediqte reaction. Repetitive stimuli, however, produce more or less r=tpldhnbituation, so
tiler in the course of time tile reaction pattern diminishes or dJsnppe_lrs. It sbould be
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pointed oat that the orienting reaction and its ability to habituate are necessary for tile
Ilunlan life.

From e×perimental studies with noise-indicted peripheral vasoconstriction in the skin,
the relations between intensity and frequency of stimuli can be presented in a severely
simplified, schemalie figtlre (Fig, 2). This figure is only a basis for discussion and not a resull
of research, bill if may lead to furfller research using the concepts of orienting and defensive
reaction. By "delensive reactions" we mean those noise-lnduced reactions that do not
habituate with increasing intensity and/or with frequent stinmlus presentation.

In my own experiments (Jansen, 1973) it was possible to demonstrate orienting reac-
lions that rapidly become defensive reactions with stimulus repetition. If the sound level is
high enough, defensive reactions will appear immediately. To prove this we simultaneously
recorded peripheral blood volume at the extremities and at the head. We found that orient-
ing reactions were characterized by constant or even augnlenled pulse amplitudes (vasodila-
tion) at the head, while pulse amplitudes lit the fingers showed a decrease (vasoconstriction).

I̧ ti̧  ,ttt;
keine Reoktion ! _, Defensivreoktion _!

,I.; .... I,l, t ,_' I

• lntensitdl

Beziehung zwischen Reizh_iufigkeit und-intonsitiit
(Gewb'hnungseffekte)

-$chematisch nach Sokoloff-

Figura 2
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When file orienting reaclion ¢]lall_eS tO;I defensive reaclJou, Illetl vasoconstriction oecllrs at
Ihe hc;id as well as in the fingers.

As you know, perlpheral blood vohune begins to decreaseat sound levels of 60 In 70
dh(A); ;itlotller classical aclivation or orienling rcaclion is a change in the GSR (or skin
resistance) and this beginsat a lower lew:L The.,skin resislanec indicales thai physiologically,
_1eL'rlahl level of aclJv;itJon exists: Jl is releasedby affectJve or enlotiollal stress, Due to Jls
high eapabilily of habiluation, GSR seems In be.characteristic (>f orienting reactions. It is a
matter of fact that felnales S]lOWstronger reactJunsin (_R recordhlgsdurhlg nolse apldiCa-
tier1 Ill;ill/nell.

'file hldJcalor of aclivation to far discussed,lilt orJenthlg respore;e,indic;lies, of colLrse,
sonlethill_;IboLlttheseverityofthenoiseexposnre,and dullthere iS all in_InglleOon certain

fLinCtions, but says nolhhlg about the harnlfuhless of the noise; tills is more appropriately
indicated by the del'ensive reactions, which, however, are In be expected tirst at very high
saund levels.

I_roblenl-arlenled Experinlents

In order to apply tile results and knowledge of noise investigations to tile assessment of
noise in different practical sitnalions, research in certain areas shnuh,l be developed. One
question in urgezit need of an answer is tile qnestion of noise JnIluence during phases of
decreased acliwltian title to biological rbytlnns, especially circadianrhythnls. Anolher
imporlant problem is bow noise nlay affect lllose people who biologically need quiet (for
instance, shift workers after a night shift). Finally, how noise aiTects ill persons or those in a
state of convalescenceisalso an h11pnrtanlqlleslion.

Tlle ellUllleration of these problems leads Io the central questions of noise research; tile
enumerated results are only snlal] paris of tile conlplexity of noise effects. "lllerefore, it
seenls neces,*iiil_to introduce multivariate researchmethods to psycllOSOlllaticnoise research
as is done in olher scientific disciplines, Concerning tile qnestion of noise and biological
rhythms Griefahn (1973) will report in this Congress on the different noise reactions
during certain periods of tile ovarian cycle, In another project in our laboratory, Dares
(1972) studied some moderato_wLriables in noise situations, t-[t_tested the influence of age,
sex, ambient noise and medication with a wlsodilative substance in the modification of aural
and extraaural noise reactions. He investigated peripheral pulsations, the pulse rate and the
breatb,ing rale. I-|e thereby demonstrated that in young fereale persons, stronger vegetative
reactions were caused than with young male subjects; tbe reactions in old male and female
persons were tile same but they were much weaker than those of tile young. Concerning the
influence of ambient noise, Dams demonstrated that tile "depth of modulation" is impor-
tant for the amount of the vegetative reaction; older females show stronger reactions in a
high ambient noise (Fig. 3). The latter fact rnay be caused by the more accentuated connec-
tions between neuro-vegetative fnnelions and emotions in female subjects,

In my own investigations (Jansen, 1_970),e.g. the results presented at Boston, I found
that there is on tile average a negative relation between tile vegetative reaction and the 'Yrs,
This means that a subject showing a high TTS has only small vegetative reactions when
exposed to higher sound levels than tbe limits for normal vegetative reactions, and vice versa
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(fig. 4). These experiments were repeated by Dams (1972), Bergmann (I 973), l_,leier( ! 971 )
;Jnd Hazel (1972). They found the same relation. Bergmann, in addition, demonstrated that
subjects with good bemiringand those with slightly poorer hearing showed different behavior
concerning the relation between pulse amplitude and "ITS: he concludes that the quality
(elasticity) of the regulation of blood vessels is different in the two groups, In particular, the
results showed that the better-hearlng subjects showed a neg,_tive and the worse-hearing
subjects a positive correlation between pulse amplitude and T'FS (fig. 5),

Summarizing, it may be concluded that noise stinmli beyo,d the critical curve limit for
normal vegetative reaction is 99 dB(A) at maximum, and that between 90 dB(A) and 100
dB(A), a general hazard to human health must be considered. These possible disturbances
might be fotmd or manifested in various manners, even in psychic behavior, as there is no
function in tile human body exclusively affected by noise,

Psycho-physiological Investigations

', Similar to tile correlation between vegetalive rc;Jctions anti TTS, there might be corra-
l lations between vegetative and psychic reactions caused by noise. In an interdisciplinary
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stt=dy, we iovesfig;ded this possibility with psychomotor lest procedtlres, psychological

classifications and physiological reactions (Jansen, ]962). We tried to define psychic dintea-
s/ons of the stlbjecls anti their react Jolts to annoying noise by tJshtg modern tor v;_riables such

as neurotieJsrn, test anxiety, social desirability, etc. S/nmllaneollsly with tile imise s/ilnula-
tion we rec:ordnd tile pulse alnplitndes. We confirnted its dependence on intensity and

b;llldwidth. A factor analysis of all psychological ;tlld physiological parameters resuhted ill a
lactor "pulse aolpl/tlldu" (beside other factors) which was not correlated very highly wifll

other test factors. We interpret this restJlt as aft indication tln]t even wJthotlt psychic con*

comitants-i.e., withm_t a positive or negative altitude to tile noise source-the possibility of
hanoful ttoisn influence on tile humao body exisls.

When meaningfid noise stimuli were applied, it was fototd that physiological reactions

depended on the above-mentioned dimensions of personality (Fig. 6). First of all, extremely

labile sobjects reacted physiologically more strongly if Ihe noise was meaningful Stable
persons reacted less, If the noise lost its meanlngfuhless, [his difference vanished: there was
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seen only tile dependence on intensity sad bandwidth. Ina practical sense, this nmans that
all new and unexpected noises may cause different psycltologica] and physiological reactions
in men depending on the dimensions of personality, but that the reactions become hmnoge-
neons if tbe noise has lost its meaningfnIness by babituation, frequent repetition or positive
attitude.

In additional experiments, Hoffman (Jansen, 1972) found out that the oyez,:!! sensa-
tion of annoyance dne to a noise is aggravated at peak levels of 90 dB(A).

Wc therefore propose establishing "limiting ranges'* instead of a single limit for to:at
noisa exposure, Within tiffs range it might be possible to establish a criterion as "representa-
tive" of expected noise effects.

As human healtll is endangered by single noise events as well, it seems justifiable to
demand an assessment of noise not only by Iho calculated equivalent continuous noise level

I..cq, but also by limits for single noise events which must not be exceeded even if the Leq is
bclo _,.t,_cc.tc,"J;;f_:_cdin _ta,'_d_rds or l_ws.
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Conclusions

Reviewing tile results described above, it isclear tilat tile relations between high sound
levels and their psychophysiological influences are quite unequivoe;d. There are reactions
that may he judged to endanger human well-being end health. It is obvious, too, that single
noise events whose intensities exceed established limits are as important as equivalent
continuous sound levels. The risk of bearing damage seems on tile other hand to be de-

scribed faiHy well by Leq, whereas this assessarent does not correspond to the extraaural
reactions.

Concerning tile middle range of sound intensities, lhe assessment sbould be based on
psychomotor disturbances (and in addition with physiological nrethods) and - most impor-

" tant - hy determining tile degree of annoyance. In tile middle raoge, Leq and especially tile
rate of presentation of stimuli are just as important as maximum level assessnrent.

In regard to low noise levels, only psychological classifications (and perbaps GSR) may

be used for evaluation of the exposure, Leq here samos to be tile preferable method of noise
assessment.
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It should be mentioned |hata decre;islng sound level does not lose its me;ndngl'ullless
at corresponding rate, so we have to consider, bes[des the acoustical charaeterislics, file
inforlnution coupled to tile noise.

Though Ihe pathoobysiology and pathopsychology of noise exposure is not so well
developed as its psychophysiology, we know Oll tile other band some facts of noise-induced
dislurbmlces of hum_ln well-being. One of tbese f_letswill be reported later wben Robnnann
presents an abbrcvlaled report on ot_r German Research Society Airport Study. It will be
demonslrated that by means of epidemiologieal methods and concepts, tile comple× noise
reaction-especially in tile mkldle range of intensilies-ean be described ninth better by
psycho-socioTogical than by physiological rcse:lreh alorw.

The existing standards and criteria in different c0antries are in most cases compromise
a_'eements. These agreements have sometimes been partly verified; this refers especially to
the IS dB(A) difference between day ulld rdgbt stmldards. It should be the aim of noise
research to verify tile existing standards or to sbow b0w we should nlodify them. But this is
onl:+,pos++iblewith a coordinated cooperative attack in many lands by scientists from many
disciplines. Only by cooperation and integration of restdts cat] file complex effects of noise
be assessed adeqtmtely.
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INDUSTRIAL NOISE AND MEDICAL, ABSENCE, AND ACCIDENT
RECORD DATA ON EXPOSED WORKERS"

Alexander Cohen
National Institute for Occupational Safety andHealth

Public Health Service

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

Jnlradlretim_

This p;JperdescribestileFirstFindingsin;iprojectseekingto determineevidence
coupling severity of ocetlpational noise exposures with ocuarrencesof cxtra-_mditary prob-
lems ofconseqnencetoworkerheafihand safety.SpeciFically,comparisonsarcreportedof

tlrefrequencyof medicaldisorden;,absences,andjob accidentsenteredincompany records
of workers subjected to high and low noise levels at their workplaccs. Tilis evaluation was a
retrospective one, usil_gdata contained in worker files of two le;nlu|'acturing l/TlllS located
in tile southeastern United Slates. In e;reh company, the entries of interest were extracted
and tallied for tile 5-year period, 1966-1970, which was just prior to tile establisbnrent of a
hearing conservation prugnan for those exposed to the higher-level noise.

Sources for the Data

Approximately 90% of the worker records evaluated in tlris study were drawn from a
plant complex wlrich maeufiictured large pressnre boilers. This fitcility, referred to as Coel-
plex A, consisted of ibnr nnmufacturing buildings, each divided into eunrerous shop areas,
bays, and offices. Key sources of noise wiri|in work areas were generated by machinery used
in vertical turning, boring and facing of largc-ditnucter boiler sections. Other ifigh noise
emitting equipment included arc-air flame-cutting tools, air compressors, heavy presses, _lnd
many automatic panel welding machines. Also typical of tile high noise producing opera-
lions in Complex A were chipping and grinding on large nuclear reactor vessels and compo-
nents weighing up to 1,000 tons. Many of these noise opera floes took place shaultaneonsly,
radiating into many work areas within each building in this complex.

A secondary source of record date was a plant engaged in tile production of ehretronic
missile and weapon parLs, High noise levels in tiffs pbmt, c_ll)edComplex B, were ge|rerated
in tile operation of bering maclrines, grinders, pneumatic presses, air compressors, and
riveting machines. Complex B was less than one-fifth tile size of Complex A in manuf;Ictur-
ing area, and utilized production equipment and machinery hlr stun)let in scale and nlassive-
hess. Noisy operations in Complex B were also more localized to those areas wilcrc indi-
vidual tools were in use.

'_Tldsp_per is u eondel|s:Uionof a report prepared by tile Raytheon ServiceCompany(I 972) which tmdor-
look rids re_'ordsstudy via conlr;let(IISM 099.71.6) with the National hlstinne for OccupalloludSafely
and Healdl. Mr. Robc,t FelbiJIgerservedas project dlrect(_rfor lhe Rayllteon ServiceCompany.
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'File choice of these establishlnents took accoant of some consklerations which are
inenfioned ill comrecfion with tile procedural aspects described below.

Proeedund Aspects

Repeated noise measurements bad been made ill various work areas within each com-
plex spanning the sanre time period ,as tile record data to be ewduated. Tlrese noise mcasnre-
ments permitted tile division of such work silos into a high noise classification, defined by
tile presence of sustained or interrupted noise levels of 95 dBA or more, and a low ooise
classification, defined by levels not exceeding 80 dBA, reganlless of temporal pattern.
Division of work areas into more than two noise classifications was precluded by incomplete
information relating actual exposure time to specified noise levels, and tile probable fluctua-
tion of such exposure conditions from year to year due to changing production schedules or
other realms. Noise surveys were performed at tile outset of this study to eonfiml previous
madlngs and to make fhlal decisions regarding work sites to be assigned to tile high and low
noise classes. Figure I describes the average sound levels in dfiA (re 0.0002 mlarobar) for
continuous or intenulttent noises found in the areas finally chosen. Earl data point repre-
sents a work area of one or more exposed persons. Tbe range and distrlbufion of sound
Ievels for dre high noise workplaccs in Complex A relloctcd more intense noise uonditimrs
than those sbown for Complex B.

fioth plant complexes included a sizable complement of employees wbo had worked
for nlany consecutive years ill tile areas defined as having bigh and low noise levels. This
assured realization of a study goal which was to evaluate record data for a minimum of 500

workers with prolonged experience in noisy jobs and 500 workers witb eonlparable experi-
ence in quieter ones, Medical, accident and attendance files on all personnel working in tile
classified high and low noise level areas in each complex were made available after measures
were taken to insure their eont3denfiafity. The record data of interest had been logged by
medical and administration staffs in each establishment which had remained intact over the
years, lending consistency to file record-keeping process, lnRia! screening excluded tbose
persons who were not employed in file high and low noise jobs Ibr tile entire 5-year period
of this records study, and/or whose pro-employment health examinations indicated ear
trouble (hearing problems) or active health disorders, Tile remMning workers in each com-
plex were then sampled to form groups of comparable size in hlgh and low noise areas tbat
were mate]red as much as possthle in age, experience at file workplaces designated, work-
shift, etc, Table l shows tile age-job experience nlakeup of file fhlal groups constitutingthe
sources of record data for the noisy and quiet work locations ill Complexes A and B.
Equivalence in fllese variables for tim high and low noise groups is only approximate.
Complex A workers were all males but a few females were inchlded in both tile higll and low
noise groups of Complex B. No blacks were entered in the worker groups selected for
Complex B. Less than 10% were blacks in the Complex A samples. This small number of
females and blacks precluded any efforts to ewduate separately the effects on extrn-anditory
problems of sex or race. llourly, and salaried persons covering a wide range of salary levels
were represented in the high and low noise groupings of cecil complex. Mateh-ops between
actual job fnnctiona by workem in t!!e high end low noise sites were few. More wilt be said
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about this point in the cours_ of the paper. At least 45% of the workers in the high and low
noise groups of each complex worked tile first or early slfift of the workday.

The medical, attendance and accident-files for all workers selected for this survey were
searched and relevant entries colhltcd by research assistants subject to additional close

- revb_w by _lher members of tile investigating team. To protect against recorder bias, none of
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Table I
COMPOSITION OF WORKERS BY AGE AND EXPERIENCE IN HiGH AND LOW

NOISE GROUPS IN COMPLEXES A AND R,

_GE XR NU_ER OF WORKERS yZ_ AT _HBER OF WORKEP_
_EA?._ COMPLEX A COMPLEX B PRESENT COMPLEX A COh'PLEXB

nIGH _W SIGH LOW JO_ RZGS LOW SZGH ].ON

_SE _ISE _ISE _)ISE _E NOISE NOISE _ISE

_EIOW 26 fi0 9 7 0 5-10 345 269 50 10

!6-35 155 102 21 8 it-15 44 102 16 54

16-45 89 ].38 1.9 27 }.6-20 43 41 0 1

_6-55 89 141 ].? 28 21-25 6 14 0 0

i6-65 61 59 2 2 26-30 ]-5 2?, 0 0

?ORAL
454 449 66 65

l=

these persons was permitted knowledge as to whether a given set of files belonged to a

worker in a high or low noise group. All record entries were accepted at face value, In regard
to occurrences of accidental injuries, there were notations of only the type of injury and

body part affected. Circumstances surrounding such reported accidents were typically not

detailed. Both minor accidents, necessitating dispensary treatment only, as well as major
ones, involving lost time, wore tallied.

Record entries reflecting health problems included references to disorders diagnosed by
tile attending physician and symptomatic complaints reported by the worker. Those entries

were elassillcd into nine different categories of medical problems based on the natom of the

I diagnostic information or symptoms reported. These categories am shown in Tables II and
111, to be discussed later. Absence data collected over tile time period of this evaluation was

i coded in two ways, namely, in total days and as the number of discrete events lasting one or

mnm days. Absences for reasons other' than reported illness or injury were not included-
that is, only sickness-absenteeism was considered. One cannot discount file fact, however,

that a certain number of these reported absences may have been for reasons other than
bonafide sickness.
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Results and 1)LSetlssion

General Findings

The ;LccJdcnl,medical;Hld_lbscntucigtnd;tt_icxtr_ctedfrom workerrecordsforthe

S-year period, 1966-197(1, were evldtlatc(I scllaralely for Complexes A ;Md IL Figllres 2-5
lwescltl such dilt_l itl Ihe forlll or cuintlliltJVe percent frequency distribuliolls. I There arc
plotted the perccnlagcs of workers in high lind low noiscjob sites with specifiable numbers
of accidents (Figure 2), dklgnosed disorder.-;(Figure 3), and ;lbsenccs, both discrete (Figure
4) illld tot;ll dilys (Fig;ire 5), as logged fat the 5-year period in each conlplcx. For Complex
A, tile distribution curves for Ihe high and low noise exposed workers show clear differences
for c;tch of these problem indicators. Spccil]eidly, greater proportions of tile worker group
exposed Io lligh level noise reveitl nlore accidents, more health dlstt_rbanccs, and grc_Jter
amounts of ubs¢._cc thart in the cOnll)arJsoll group not so exposed, As an illustration, the
accident data in Figure 2 show that fewer than 5% of th,: workers in tile quieter are:zs of
Coln|)lex A had 15 or marc accidents for the S-year period of this records study. In

Jln uclualby, Illese dislribmion curves bave been plaited il_an inverse way to display marc clearly dif-
ferences In Ihe frequency of exlrs-audllo_ problems amonl_workers In the high noisegroup relative to
thos_ Jn the low noise group, l_,_chpetal on a glvell eup.'¢rep_cscnl$ Ibe pci'cefltageof workers in Ihe
specil_edgloupbaying #s ,'tla:zyor Jnofe of the numberof pToblernoccurrencesshawl! on lhe abscissafo_"
die $-yearperiodof recordeollallon.

I00 IOOI

90' PLANTOOMPLEX_ 90f PLANT COMPLEX
80 80A,-

70 TOR-

,_ 60 GOJAHIGHBOISEGHOI/P(H, 454) 01 _ HIGHNOISEG/IOUPI H.66)

5( o-----gLOWNOISEGROUP(N-449l 50_ ...... • LOgHOISEGIIOUP(H,65)4o_I

30-,,

ok"I:= I01-"

I >1 _ Io _5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 _>1 5 I0 1520 25 30 3540 45 _0
HUNOEROFACCIOENTS-5 YEARTOTAL

Figure2 Cumulativepercentfrequencydimtributlonof workersinhighandlownoisegroupsincomplexes
A andB withaspec_fioblenumberofaccidentsoverthe 5 yearperiod,1906-1970.
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contrast, 3 B%of file workers nt the noisier worksites bad I 5 or more accidentsin this same
time span and 10% bad as many as 40.

The medians of tile distribution carves shown in Figures 2-5 indicate that the 5-year
record entries for a typical worker in n noisy area of Complex A include 8-9 more accidents,
3-4 more diagnosed medical problems, 40 more days of absence, and 25 more discrete
occasions of absence than that found for a counterpart worker in a less noisy nma of tbe
same facility. Statisticnl evaluation of these differences in medians found them all to be
.significant.

Differences in the cumulative frequency distributions of.she accident, health and
absence data recorded for workers in the high vs. low noise nreas of Complex B, however,
were not _s great ns those seen in Complex A. Based onmedian values, the 5-yuar record
data for a typical worker in tbe high noise area of Complex B, ralative to a typical worker in
the quiet, show one more accident, equal occurrences of diagnosed medical problems, 2
more days of absence and 4 more discrete instaneas of absence, Though slight, tile
differences in accidents and discrete numbers of absence between the high and low noise
exposed workers attained siatistieal significance,

The median numbers of acf:idents, health disturbances and absences when computed
by individual years within the 5-year ¢;ollection period in Complexes A and B yielded; results
consistent with the overall totals as described above,

Why Cornplexi A showed greater differences between higlt and low noise groups than
Complex B in the frequency of extra-auditory problems is conjectural, One possibility is
that rite high noise classification for Complex A included areas with much higher sound
levels than those elassilied in the bigh noise group of Complex B (see Figure I). Apart frmn
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this noise filctor, tile differentkd risk 0f injury or illness sf,ccific to jobs and work areas
classified hi the high versus low noise groupsof Coinp]ex A inight have been intlch greater
than that of C(_mplex B,

Specific Evalua fiOltS

Different conlparisons of the record (];lla were made to define the influence of age,
length of job experience, work shift and other variables. Select results (_an be sanlmarized as
follows:

(I) The number of accidents per worker was greatest for the younger pJersons in noisy
jobs and/or those who had tile least experience at such jobs in both complexes.
Tiffs accident rate diminished with increasing age and job experience for workers
in noisy workplaees, with sinlilar though less obvious changes noted for tbose
located in quieter ones. For the 5-year period, the youngest workers (25 years or
below) with least experience (10 years or less) in noisy jobs showed typically 9- I 0
more accident occurrences th;in their peers ill quieter jobs, and S more tbao those
found for tile oldest (over 55 years), nlost exlx_rienccd (greater tllan 25 years)
workers in noise. These results agree wlth other findings in the literature which
generally report more accidents among younger, less experienced workers (Mann,
1944; Ilale and lhde, 1972, Freeman et al (uodate¢.l)). Tlmt high levels of noise
may act as an additional poleatiating f:lclor ill this coalexl seems plausible.
Drawing sach a concblsion, however, presnpl_oses the salne jobs or eqnally risky
ones being performed by Ille subject workers ill I)oth tile noisy lad nell-noisy
areas. Assarances of Ihese condifions were laekiag for tbls stady, as they seem to
be for other research'concerned with Inore general el'feels of age lad experience
on accidents (llale and Itale, 1972. l:'reeman et al (undated)).

(2) Younger workers in both tilt: high and low noise level groupings showed file
greatest number of diagnosed disorders entered in their inedical 17les for the
5-year period, Differences revt,;llblg more frequent medical problems for wolkers
in tile high vs. low noise jobs were only ¢lpparetlt ill Colnplex A, and became
smaller with increasing age. Variations ill Ihuse differences with job experience,
apart Iroln age, were uncertain.

(3) Sick41bsences, either in terlns of total days or discrete occurrences, were fotlnd to
be greatest for tile younger workers, espeekdly those in the bigb noise level group.
Wbls alnonnt Of ;_bsenteeisnl tellded to riot:tease ill tlre middle age grollpS only to
increase again for the oklest workers. A sinfilar Ll-type relationship was seen in the
absence riles ef workers ill noisy arc;_s ;n;a function of yeats of job experience.
Ab_nteeisnl nleasures for tile workers ill Ibe low noise gronp showed no change
(Conlplex A) or increased (Complex B) wilh advancing age or longer years of job

experience. The higher rates of absenteeisa! among young workers in tile noisier
jobs call be a nattlra] eonseqllenee of tile increased nunlbers of aceklents and

' health disturb;races also noted in tile records of this group. Taken together, thest_
i'iodings inay depit:t tile iJtili_llsh;fi=l el' t:uplJlg wiill a walk niluutiua _ubjuct to
intense noise and possibly other stressors as well. Older workers, though showing
fewer iojurius and health problenls in their files, inay be liable to more
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;ibsen leuism due to grealer susceplihility to illness, not necess;irily job connected,

;tnd sonic ]oss it1 recupertllive ¢ap_lcity.

(4) No col_sislenI t[ifl_rel_cus elllerged in ¢onlp;irillg freqtteney dil'llzrences in r_cord_d
;it:cith:nls ;ind nl_dica] I_rohl_nls or ;llnottllts of sick al)S_llee ;is _1 fllllcIion of

wt_rk_hit'l I_r wolkers il_ tile high and low llois¢ groups in either complex,

Addition;ll evaht;ltions were I_ert_)rlned to clarify ¢¢rt:lin _lSl_eCts of lhc h_alth dnt_l ;llld
ehlborate furlhcr oil I]_e over;ill restl]ls. [=or cx;imp[e, when sorled into tlitlgnosti¢ categories,

Ihe t_ledienl etltrles I]]¢d I'or workers ill both complexes revealed respir_ltory distllrhanccs to

be most coltlnlon, irrespe¢live of workplace nols¢ levels (see T;d_les II, I1[).
For workers ill the higher noise, however, nlor_ respir:llory cns_:s involved hoarselless,

laryngitis ;llld sore thro_tts. All undelernlincd nunlber of these _li[menls could De ;ittribtltetl

HI the shouliilg of workers ii1¢olnllltmic;iting in the iloisy work sites. Other more frequenlly

holed disorders for workers ill the high vs. low noise groupillgs fell into tile _dlergeni¢,

Table II
NUMBER OF DIAGNOSED DISORDER BY MEDICAL CATEGORY FOR WORKERS

IN HIGH AND LOW NOISE GROUPS

COMFLEX A - 5 yEARS

r_ATEGOHy !HUMBI_[_ApFLICTE _ , _IUHBER OF OCCURRgN_Eg
OP HIGH LOW HIGH LOW

_L_3NOS ED D_SO,RD_ NOT_R NOISE NO ISF. NOISE

P_SPlEATORY 331 146 2152 590

ALLERGENIC 196 86 358 118

MUSGULO/SKELETAL 75 31 104 47

CARDIOVASCULAR 64 37 114 70

ill

DIO_STZVR 50 21 66 30

GLAHDULAR 39 10 48 14

I_UROLOGICAL 34. 11 49 29

3
.= UItOLOGICAL 29 ).4 40 15
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TableIII
NUMBEROF DIAGNOSEDDISORDERSBYMEDICALCATEGORYFORWORKERS

IN HIGHANDLOWNOISEGROUPS

COMPLEXB - 5 YEARS
CATEGORY NUMBERAFFLICTED NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES

OF H_GH LOW HIGH LOW

_.DL%GNOSBD DISORDERS NOISE NOISE NOISE NOISE

RESPIRATORY 56 59 384 360

CARDIOVA_CULAR 27 13 28 16

ALLERGENIC 13 21 20 33

MUSCULOISKELETAL 2 3 2 3

GLANDULAR 2 O 2 0

DIGESTIVE 1 0 1 0

UROI,0G£¢AL 1 O 1 0

NEUROLOGICAL 0 0 0 0

musculo_ke]etal, cardiovascular and digestivc categories, especially in Complex A. Symp-
toms and diagnostic signs bore were less specific in nature or origin as related to noise, In
this regard, health examination surveys of workers in noisy industries bare also noted
increased incidence of circulatory, allergenic and neurological problems of assorted descrip-
tions which have been ascribed to excessive occupational noise exposure (Jansen, 1961,
1969; Sbatalov et al, 1962, Antieaglia and Cohen, 1970). At the samc time, however, tbis
n_seareh has been criticized for tbe inability to control other adverse workplace or job
factor% apart from noise, which may have infhlenced the results (Kryter, 1970, Miller,
1971),

The present study can bc similarly criticized since, as already noted, job situations for
workers in the high and low noise groups could not be matched on a one-to-o.e basis.
Partial equating was tried, using jobs with the same functional titles wbieh.were found in the
high and low groups of both Complexes A and B, Comparisons of the record data by select
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job titles and noise levels yielded differences which were most often ill directions sbowing
eitber more ntnllerons aceldenls, nledical problems or absences under lhe higher level noise
(see Table IV). Tile magnitadcs, and in e few instance.,;, the directions of these differences
lbr tile specified jobs were quite varktble when compared to one another, and to the overall
differences based no the total group gonlparlsons, This variation stresses the importance o["
tile job factor and tbc need to better account for it ill tlds type of research. On Ibis latter
point, a most effective approacll wonld be in contrast the incidence of extra-auditory
problems ill tile same workers before atnd after noise reducUon takes place, especially it' stlch
controls did not materially change rite nature of the job operations or alter other non-noise
hazards attendent to the total work situation. There exists _mopportunity to implenrent tlris
approach as part of a follow-up effort to this record study. Specifically, bearing conserva-
tion measnres stressbrg tile use of personal ear protectors have been in effect hi Conlplex A
and B for the past two years, _md it is planned to ewduate again tile medical, accident, and
sick-absence entries of the subject workers subsequent to tile establishment of this progralu.
Reduction in individual worker noise exposures througll ear proteclors should dilnlnish the
eaccnrrences of medical, safety, and related sick-absenteeism problenrs if, in fact, noise was a
causal factor. Positive findiags here would also indicate tile extent Io which efforts designed
to reduce noise hazards to hearing canalso offset extra-altdltory problenls as well.

This additional work is s[a|ed to be undertaken only at Complex A. This is to capitalize
on the large group of workers available for study, and the fact that their initial record
entries, as reviewed above, showed the clearest indications of increased health and aecldent
problems among workers in the high noise workpleces. Any conclusions regarding noise as e
major or contributing cause of these extra-auditory problems would be incautious at tbis
tbne, and should be deferred pending tile outcome of the follow-up study. Indeed, the data
available at preseot offer Oltly circumstantial evidence.

Seminary

Entries in medical, attendance, and accident files for over 500 workers situated in

noisy plant areas {95 dBA or bigher) were compared with 500 others bl quieter workplaces
(80 dBA or less) gathered over a 5-year period in two plant complexes. Most of the record
date were taken from tile larger of the two establisbnlents which manufactured boiler
equipment, and which was also found to have generally more intense noise conditions.
Workers sabjeeted to the Illgh workplace noise here showed greeter numbers of diagnosed
mediaal problems, absences for illness, and job related accidents than were noted for
workers in the quieter areas of tile same pbmt. Medical diagnostic categories sbowbrg signirl-
cant differences between high and low noise level jobs were respiratory (hoarseness owing to
sbouting in noise) and noa-specific allergenic, muscnloskeletal, cardiovascular and gastro-
bltestinal disturbances. Differences between high and low noise level groups showed wide
variation when sorted by job type, suggesting tbat the increased frequency of extra-auditory
problems can be greatly affected by this variable, regardless of noise level. Evidence for
increased medical, absence, and accident problenls in comparing the high anti low noise
exposed groups ill tile second plant complex, width produced electronic missile end weapon
parts, was not as prominent as that noted in tbe first one. A follow-up study is planned to
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Table tV

TYPICAL OCCURRENCES OF MEDICAL PROBLEMS,SICK.ABSENCE, AND ACCIDENTS
CLASSIFIED BY JOBTITLES FORWORKERS IN HIGH AND LOW NOISE GROUPS.

COMPLgX A - 5 YEAR TOTALS
AVERAGE OCCURRENCE PER NOP.KER

JOB NOISE N M_DICAL DISCRETE TOTAL JOB

_ITLE, LEVEL PROBLEMS ABEE,_CE ABSENCE ACCIDENTS

_OREMEN llIo. _[ 2.o 9,1 21,5 4,s
LOW 1381 3.! 3.1 8.3 4.8

ESTS & HIGH 48 i 3,9 8,b 15.5 5.7
INS pECTS LOW 38 3.6 5.7 I8.1 3.4

_DMIN_S- HIGH 1O 4.5 74.7 107.1 7.6
TRATIVE LON 45 018 4t7 9.4 0.3
_OTAL HIGH &59 3.9 30.3 49.8 9 ,O

_AMFLE LO'_4 A49 0=4 &...2 818 0,4

COMPLEX ]I- 5 YEAR TOTALS

AVERAOB OCCURRENCE PER WORKER

IOB NOISE N _DICAL DISCRETE TOTAL 30"B=
?TTLE LEVEL PROBLEMS A_$ ENCE ADS P,NCE ACCIDEbrI_

MACHINE BIG H 16 4.7 14.0 17,5 1.8

OPERATORS LOW 16 .- 4,7 4.4 9,9 0,3
_SE_LY }IIGR 46 7.3. 16.6 26_3 2,0
_{0RF_RS LOW 38 7t3 7.5 38,2 i vA
TOTAL HIGH 66 4.8 I0.8 18.2 1.7
3AMPLE LOt{ 65 5.5 7.0 16.5 0.7

_IOTE: VALUES BASED ON CELL SIZES oF i0 OR I'DRE

evaluate en tries in the records of tire same workers over a period subseqnent to the establish-
meet of an ear protection program in the first phmt complex studied. Reduction in indi-
vidual worker noise exposure through ear protectors should diminish the occurrence of

medical, sick-absence, and accident problems if, in fact, excess noise was a causal factor,
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FACTORS INCREASING AND DECREASING THE EFFECTS OF NOISE

D. E. Broadbent
Medical ResearchCouncil, Applied Psychology Unit,

Cambridge,England

I llnnml behlgs hzwea limil h) the nuntber of features of tlleir surroundhlgs which Ibey
call perceive jn any jhlllted period of time, and Iheret'ore anytbblg which lmppt_ns hl Ibe
cevirmlnlenl has to eonlpcle with othm' events for their attention. Until _lbouI I000, a

maabar of tile effects nf noise could lie explabled _;ilnply by considering thai] intense sOtnlds
have;I tendency to wbl in such _lcOlalletilioll. On Ibis view, ;i alan hi a ilOiSewonJd shllw
faillircs of llerceplion because ilnporlanl signals wc)tdd fall Io be analyzed wbiJe he was
being 'distracted' by tile noise. PhysiologicM oh;ragescould thai1 be expl;=ined ;=sdue to
conlpens;itblg nlc¢baeisnls wbieJl ;ltlelnpt Io combat this dislracling eff¢cl,

Since 1960, however, it hasbecome inera;isiegly clear Ib;tt lbls analysis nlay told'use
¢;ltlse;llld efl'_ct; it alay be lit;it e._;pOSllreto noise prod]leaS I c ;ge i t ¢ s ate of tl e 11;I1
and ]bat tbls cllanged state is reflected in faihlres of selective perceptk)ll. Tbe evldence for
tbis changed interpretation comesfrom a number of expcrhnents, bul for tllose who Ilave
specialized in olber =treatsit will be sufficient to quote a resnlt fronl Wilkinsml (1963). hi
tbis experiment, men were asked In l)erlbrm a task frith ;rod withont tile presenceof iO0-dl]l
a0ise, each conditioe being met W!lan the mini ware in ;I nornlal state and whee riley had
been deprived of sleep for ":'4hoers. Three main points appe;ired ill the results. First, the
aStla]Jl_rmfill ef]'ects ofsle_plessnesswere reduced by th_ presenceof tile noise. Seemld, lbe
effects of noise itself on the task were barmfnl if lh¢ mull lind slept noral;IIly, bLlt if they
were sleepless, zloiso a¢luaIIy improved tbeir perfonnmlee. Those two findblgs snggesl tbal
anise creates some gaecm] slate el arousal which foliates lha effects of sleeplessness,and
which onJy ielpairs efficiency if tlm nlae is already =IsIriLddy :=roused;is is desirable. Such :t
eoecbrslon is supported by a great deal of related evidence(Broadbent, 1971).

Wilkinsoa's tllird finding is similar to that of nlany olher experilneats all noise: till.'
effects are Ig'aater when tlle task llas been conlineed for a prolonged period in tile noisy
aoadilioes. There _re two possibla expl;Jnations for this, One is rilat the work produces
some kind of change ill tile man, which we may c;dl 'fatigue' if we can avoid defining Ibat
word too precisely, and tllat the noise affects tile man more when he hasbeen 'fatigued'.
Tile other possibility is tb_It the noise givesrise to somecamtdative off'eel, so that tile iongbr
one stays in the noisy environmmlt, tile more ineap;]ble oee becomes or performing even a
novel task. Since Wilkinson's experiment, like most others, st;tried tbe noise at tile sanle
time tlnlt tile man starled work, it is impossible to distillgtlisb tllese posslbilities ]'ram Ills
restills. Ill this paper, I am goiag to outline three recent _=syet unpublished experinlents
from our laboratory which show that noise changes tile general state of the perceptual

, system rather than merely dis]rat]leg it; and tile first is one wbicb indicates ]bat noise gives
cumulative effect on the mall which may persist ovea when the noise itself has ceased.

Hsrtley h_s used tile same task as Wilkbrson, ill noise and hi quiet, and in each case for
a work period of 20 minutes. Tile main interest of tile experiment l_y in tile condition to
which tile man was exposed during the 20 re]mites before tile measured *ass]on; lie might be

2
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reading, or he nlJgJ}t be i_crfarming thu task, and in either cas_:he nlJghl be in quiet
conditions or else in l O0-dll noise. There were the_fore eight experinlenta] cnndJtiOllSby
wbich one tun sep++rute the different theoreticul possibilities alreucly nlentioned.

At iirst sight the results ;ire ¢ontplcx, but this is only a superficial dJffiuldty. Perform-
ance is worse if tile men ham worked for a previous 2(]-ndn pelted, tuld also il'he spent tile
prevJons 20 rob1 in a noise environnlent. (This Jailer fact in itself shows thal file nolse llas
changed tile St+lie of fire alan rather tJlan shnply UCtblg +IS a 'distractor', since it makes hiln
inefficient even when be is subsequently working bl quiet and there is no noise to distract
him). Thirdly, perform:ulee is worse wben noise is present {luul when it is ;it+sent,The key
point however in distiuguishing the difibrent tbcorelicul explanations is whelhcr the effect
of noise is bigger when the man Juls previously worked 111;111when be rested; _lnd it is not.
On the other band, the effect of noise is greater when Ibe mall Ires previously been exposed
to noise. The comblnution of an lhcse findings ]ooks compticaled, but bl f_ct me conclusion
is Silople+ noise affects people tit tile end ofu work-period because il ptodt+ccs a clnnulatJve

ch.'mge in their strife, and not becanse it affects tlleln more when they ;ire +fatigued' by
work.

Tile next experJmellt ] wish to dJsctlss considers wbefller the ge/lera[ St+liewbicb IIOJSe

produces is one ;vbicb ndght clunlge tbe ftnlctlon of the senses and perceptual nlec[lanisnls.

MeLeod has devised a method of nleastlfing the integration time of tile eye, following
tecbniques introduced by Allport (I'968). The buslc nlethod is to present a series of lines on
a cathode-my tube, one after anotber, each separated by I cm from tile previous one, Tile
man controls tbe nnmber oflbles presented before the equlplnelll rettmls to the original line
and repaints it, His tusk is to set the nurnber of tines present at such a value that tile
addition o£ one more would cause tile whole display to uppear to flicker. At this point the
men is seeing simultar+eously a number of lines whicll have all been presented 1o rite eye
successively, and this is therefore a method of assessing temporal resolution b+ the visual
system.

As is well known, in low levels o£ illumination the hltegrution time of the eye increases,
which is obviously adaptive in extracting us ntncb visual information as possible fron+ a weak
signal, McLeod's results allow however tbut a similar change occurs in loud noise, tbe two
effects interacting so that the effect of noise is only statistically significant at 0,25
foot-lambert and not at 40 foot-lamberts.

We thus have evidence that noise produces a general clumge bl men exposed to it, and
that this chenge affects the intake of sensory information. Tile last point I wish to make is
that the perceptual changes are of such a kind th:lt Ihey would resenlble 'distraction'. In u
series of studies by myself and my wife, we presented visually mixtures of relevant +rod
irrelevant information, and found tbat noise impaired the abillty to select the one from the
other, In the most definitive trials, we used words interleaved so that the odd-nnn+bcred
letters came from one word and tile even-numbered ones fronl the other, e.g.
l.dEuAnDgEIRe; a difference of colour between tile two words was else introduced, so that
some men could be asked to identify tile black and word and smue the red one, If now the
exposure duration was increased until correct identification of the word took pluce, noise of
about 100 dB had no harmfid effect on threshold for the easy word (capital letters, black
print, common word). The threshold for tile difficult word (small letters, red print, rare
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word) was increased by ithoul lhirly per ¢¢111. Conlrol expurilnenfs tlsillg llle w(}rds sepa-

rately slli_wud no sllch eft_ct; thus the el'l_cl of the noise was Io in_pnJr Ihe I'ttrlctJ(_lls which
wotdd nt)rln:dly supl_rcss the hlrge ;nld conspicuous, Illlt irreluwtnt, letlers.

To Sunlnl;trize, these uxperinleiits show changes which ¢_ulnol be due lo (ljstl'_clioll by

noise, btlt which wotdd h_lve the efl_¢l of prt_dtlcin_ I_t_ures _f percupti_m: noise in;ly rl_l

;tlw_lys distract, I_tlt r_tller Make nlull inoru dlstractlhle. Thls view fits well with results

disctlssud elsewhere hi this tneuting, and I_articld_lrIy wilh lh¢ ¢onlple×ily of Ille efl'e¢Is oll

l)erfornntnce described by Dr. C, tdlall: tasks in which Ihe 111airllenance of _tllenth_n is ilO

problem will show no in_pairnlellt by noise, ilor will lasks perforJlled when [_ther ¢orlditiorls

;ire un_tr_lls[ng. The disruplJt)n of perl_rnnulcu in lasks which do require selective percup-

lion stlch as the Stroop test is howewr to be expected _lrld so is lhe increased delefioration

which will follow _lrousillg conditions stteh _ls deprivation of t:ontrol over the siI.ltalion

(Glass and Singer. 1972). It is l',atrtie|darly worrying tirol Hartley's results, like tllo:_e of Glass

;ind Singer, show a persistence of the effects of noise ad'ler the Sl_inttl];lliOn h;is ce;_sed. One is

reminded of tile finding of Jansen (1959) thal l'lnlily disturbances ;ire sigrlifienlltly more

colnnlon anlongst those who work ill noise, LliId of tile higher rate of adlllissiolls In Sl]rillg-

field Hospitnl fronl streets with a high exposure m aircraft noise (Abey-Wlcknnna l'l al,

1969). hi e;teh case, there may be factors oilier titan noise which might be alternalive

exl)lan_ltions of the effects; but equally there is the speculative possibility that there is ;i
chronic efi'eclt of noise in distorting perceptual input, which disturbs personal rdalionshlps

as well as laboratory tasks. There is ;t need lbr ftlrther work on ¢llroll[c efi'eets of noise, if

only to eliminate this possibility.
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EXAMPLES OF NOISE-INDUCED REACTIONS OF AUTONOMIC
NERVOUS SYSTEM DURING NORMAL OVARIAN CYCLE

BarbaraGriefahn
University of Boehum

Essen,BRD

TIIE extent of reactions of the at] tortonlic _rervous systenl caused by ergotropic stinln]i
;tre dependent on tile vegetative shltus of tile lest person. People whh trophotropic circuh=-
lion functlon, wldch ine;ins those with snnlll pulse r;lte, Sill;ill cardi:lc otltptlt, lind great
peripllent] reslsttnlcc, show gre;ltef vasoconstriction dnring noise exposllre than people with
ergotropic circul;ition fimetion (Jansen 1969, Jansen ;hid Schulze 1964, _.l:ltlhias and Jansen
1962, Oppliger and Grandjean 1959).

Wonlel'= with normal ovarian cycle show ill tile prelllenstrtlLinl ii char:lcteristic increase
of ptdse rate, nlhlt=te output respiration frequency and basal tereperacure; in tile post-
nlenstrulll period, they sllow a decrease of these valttes. Thus, the veget;ttlve ftlllcrions of a
fully-developed wom;m are characterized by a cyclic succession of tile trophotroplc follicle
pllase ond tile ergotrop[¢ eorpus-luteum-pbase (IJrebnl 1959, DSring 1948, 1953, Gnodl;md
and Pomnlerenke 1953, Artner 1960).

Tile question concenled here is whether these changes of vegetative status are great
enough to cagse different responses to the same stlnltllalion.

Method

12 females were tested in 57 experiments, 2-4 days before and ;Iflet the beginning of
menstruation and 2-4 da_,'sbefore and ofter ovul;nion for two conlplete cycles. The tested
persons were 17 - 39 yc_lrs old, their cycle lasted between 27 and 32 days. Tlley wen.,
healthy; none of them Ilttd_=bearing loss greater tllan 20 dB. None of the lest persons took
Ilormone preparations or circuhltory preparations.

None of tile test pers011sbad i11easnred b:ls;lI tenlperzltttre, so it WllSIleCeSS¢lry[o find

other p;lr_nlrelers whicb point to the Existence of normal or ;lnovtll;itory cycles. Ill ;Icc(n'd-

ante with the results of other autbors (Dfiring nnd Feustcl 1953, Brehnl 1959) we found tile
values of poise ntte ;Ind respiration frequency in tile corpus-hztetlm pllas¢ signd'icandy !
greater than in fire follicle ph;ise. Tilerefore and because of tile carefid selection of tlle test
persons it is very probable tlmt wE tested only within normal ov:lrian cycle.

l)tlring tile experilllents, tile test persons sat in a conlfortable chair in n SOtlnd-pfoofcd
roonl. After ;i quiet period of 15 rain a white noise of 95 dB(A) with =1duration of 2
minutes was presented 5 times, each time followed by a quiet period of 3 nrinutes.

Doting tile experiments we recorded I'inge_-pldse ;inlplilndes. pulse rzJte and respiration
freqllency.

Resldts

On ench day of exnmin;ition (Figure I) we found a gre;it initk=l decrease of tile finger-
pulse amplitudes, hi tile first half of the cycle (the lbllicle phase; 2 - 13 days or, in Figure I,
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CLirver;_1:aid h) Ihis iJlilial decrca_;ui_ folJowed by a ._radualillcrease,hi IJn-'r.uc(nldh:df (c

and d: the corpus lutetun phase) Ihe finger-pulse _aaplittltle renlai)l'i )lear 85!;;, (The dil;
I_renccs between file l'olliclc and cc)rpus-luteam pba_csof 1he¢yc1¢_re_igrlificaat tmt[I the
24th secoad of noise exposure),

Tile results will be much clearer after calcui_ilit)n of only o)lc averagewduc for each
day of exanlblati(nl (17igtlre 2). Contrary to file v;flues witbbl one pi_:ls¢(a-b ot¸ c-d)we
fotnld that tbe wdaes in the l_)liicle phase are very _i_nificantly snl_dler [han lho_e of the
corl_us-itltenm-ph_tse,

These restdts _lrceoncord_lllt to tile resldts()['SOlllt!odluralltbors, who tollnd_l_dr_aler
vasoconstriction ill Irophotropic tllan ia erg()tr_ic people (.hmsen 1970. J;msen an(I
Schu]ze 1964, liehlecker, Zipf and [.Ssch 1960}; and they are fl_agreement wifll tile rule
fouod by Wilder (1931), ivhlcb posttdates that the reactions of the tlnl()nonlic nervoHs
system will be snlaller, the greater ils excitatioJl,

After dividing Ills tottd reaction into tile initial and file residutd reaction ¢tbe latter
being tile wdtle at the end of tile noise burst) we found thai die Clime of tile residual
reaction follows ch)sely file total reaction; die values of Ills initial reaction show great
deviations, 5o we coukl suppose a psychic reason. But after calctllation of tile initial reaction
within tile second cycle after beginning of tile expe;ialents (Figure 3) we found the sanle
curve. Psychic conditioned reactions are dependent on habituation, so thai the exleat of the
reaction becomes less after a lot of stimuli. Therefore it it very probahte filat psychic
displeasure ilas only an insignificant influence on the resnlls.

We thought that tile cause of tbe different reactions are file ovarial hormones. There-
fore, with the use of the crosscorrelation flnlclion we c:tlculated tile delay between file
curve of tile reaction values and that of tile borlnml;ll level.

Usually, erosscorrnlatioa fimetions will be ealetd;tted in order to discover a periodic
event within an apparent stochastic curve, hi this case, wilh well-known periodicity, tile
hormonal curve is displaced against the residual reaction until the best agreement is found,
as shown by a nl;tXinltlnl of file erosseorrehltion fnnetion, Tile place of die lniixinltlnl) in
this case the nnmber of days urttil tenlpor_d agr,_emeat, is tberefore the degree for tile
probability of a causal relation.

The data used for crosscorrelafion (Figure 4) are those of the renlainblg reaclion, tile
daily urinary excretion of estrogens, after Brown. Klopper and Lorahle { 1958} and the daily
gestagen level in pblsnla, after Neill et al (1967).

Tile maxhnum of the crosseorrelation flmcfion bclween estrogens :rod re_kctioa is 7"= 4,
between gestagens and reaction r = I (Fi,_lire 5). That means that tile altenltion of tile
reaction follows tile increase of the estrogens after 4 d,ys, file increase of tile gesragen level.
however, after only I day. Therefore it seems that the lower reaction is caused by the
appearance of the gestagens.

- If the extent of wlsoeonstriction caused by noise exposure is really an indicator for tile
degree of excitation of the autonomic nervous system, tile ergotropie situation in tile secondD

n half of cycle will be caused by the increase of file gestagens, the tlophotropic situation in
the first half by the decrease of tile gestageos and not by tile increase of tile estrogens.
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Respiralimt Frequency

Ovariai i]ormones have a sthnolating effect on respiration frequency (D_,rlng 1953,
DSring ct al, 1950. Wilbrand ctaL, 1959).

According to Ilarmon (1933) and Stevens (1941), noise also effects a small increase of
metabolism and by tilata higller level of carbonic acid concenlration in blood, which is
accompanied by an increaseof respiration frcqnency, Thotlgh effects of hormones and of
noise ml metabolism and therefore on respiration rate are very small it seems possible that
both togefltcr will effect a significant reaction.

Two lo four days after lhe be#nning of menstruation, when there is only a small
production el" estrogens and gestagens, respiration rate shows, according to this theory, an
insignificant change (l_ge_ 6); 2 - 4 days before ovtdation, wilen Ihc first peak of estrogens
appeals, we found a signit_eant increase, Two to fmlr days after ovulalion, when Ihe estro-
gen level decreases, and at tile same time gestagen level increases, the reaction is significant
too. Shortly befor_ tile beginning of the menstruation, after tile decreaseof tile estrogens
and gcstagcns, th_ reaction is insiguil'icanl.

Tile maximum of the crosscorrelation RmutMn (Fig. 7) between estrogens and respira-
tion rate appears at_ = 27 or -1. This precocious agreement is explainable, because the

; values of tile estrogens are excretion values.
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Figure 7 Cross-correlationfunctionbetween estrogenlevelendchange inrespirationrate inducedby floiso.
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THE INFLUENCE OF NOISE ON AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIALS

J. Grubarova,S. Kub_k,J. ;_al_ik
Institute of Occupational Hygiene

Bratlslava,Czechoslovakia

Tire auditory evoked potcltdaL which is defined as ;m electrical responseof brain to
acoustic;d stimuli, has recently attracled the attcntiml of audiologists for tile purpose of
objective audiometry.

The auditoTy evoked potential detected from tile scalp is a ncnspccific response widely
distributed over tbe scalp, with a maximum in the vertex region. A typical example of
auditory evoked potential is shown in Figure 1. Tile sequence of negative uad positive waves
in characteristic.

Seventeen healthy cxperimcetal persons were invastig;itcd before and after noise expo-
sure, The recording electrodes were placed, according to tile ten - twenty system (Jasper,
1958), in positions OZ, PZ, CZ and T3" The reference electrode was placed on tile dlin.

Recorded potentials were amplified by u Schwarzer EEG apparatus and added by u
mult|channel analyzer NTA 512 of KFK1 Budapest. One hundred responses were always
summed up,

A 500-msec acoustical stimulus of level about 90 dB with irregular pauses (from 0.5 to
S,O sac) was used, Auditory evoked potentials were investigated at three frcquendes: 500,
1000 and 2000 Hz, Stimuli were delivered by earphone direclly to the cars.

N,

li illilililiiJiililiililiilill,l..I...lllllL!_! '!L_

0 100 200 300 4.00

Figure1 T,#llielllavaragoaudilo_ evokedpotamlal.
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Each experbl_enlal snLlject was invesligated ill four Sessions. At tile beglnnblg of every
session tile auditory evoked polenti;ds to the three freqnencies were recorded and then a
wbite noise of bevel ;1bout 90 dB was applied. The period of white noise applictltion w_ls
changed _Jt every session. Four periods of 0.5, I, 1.5 and 2 hours were nsed. Immediately
after terlnblallon of tile noise, the auditory evoked polenti_ds :_t three freqnencles were
again investigated.

Ten of tbc subjects were ;dso tested under the same conditions by c[asslc_d andlometry.
In coloparing the audltory evoked potentials recorded before and after noise, we concen-
trated our attention on anlplitude differences of waves N'_ - P'_. The amplitude w_ls
measured peak to pe_lk. The laean differences of the whole group were calcuhltcd. Tile
results are shawu in Fig. 2.

A statistically significant difference was found bl parietal, central and tcnlponll records
after 0,5, I, and 1.5 Ilours of exposure. No statistically significant difference was fouud
after 2 hours of exposure.

In Figure 3 can be seen the nluarJshifts of acoustical threshold of ten persons, obtained
by clerical audlometry.

In the evaluation of results obtained after tbe noise, it is necessary, to take into
consideration the fact that the white noise has, besides au influence on the bearing appara-
tus, also an influence on the stale of vigihmce of the subject, and the amplitude of mlditory
evoked potential does depend on vigilance.

/

Figure2 Decreasein thepeak-to-peakdifferencebet_veenN2endP2of theauditoryevokedpotentialafter
noiseexposuresof variousdurations(abscissa)for fourdifferentelectrodeplacements(parameter),gtimu,
lu=frequenciesflogH: (thinline(,1000Hz{d_hedfine),& 2000Hz (thickline),
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Figure 3 Changes in behaviorally-determined auditory sensitivity (TTS) after exposure of various durations

(abscissa) to 90 dB(A) noise, at 500 Hz (thin line), 1000 Hz Idashed lineL and 2000 Hz (thick line).

The changes of amplitude of auditory evoked poten_hds with changes of vigilance are
explained by Fruhstorfer and fiergstrom (1969) in terms of a decline ill activity ofcertaln
brain functions which are essential for the maintenance of vigilance.

Tbe Roumanian outlier Edith Gallon showed also that noise application produces a
decrease of vigilance of experimental persons. She found in her experiments that continuous
noise of 90 dfi after 1,5 hours produces a clear decrease of vigilance. In EEG slte Ibund a
clear decrease of alpba index at the end of a 1.5-hr session.

Jet(son (1959) observed tile mental performance of experimental persons exposed to
noise levels of 85 and 115 dB in four 0.5-hr intervals. He found the greatesf decrease of
performance after 1.5 hour. In the last half boer an improvement in performance was
observed.

Those time relations can also be seen in onr experiments. While after 1.5 hr, tile
decrease of amplitude is statistically significant, after 2 hr of noise cxposnre the decrease
was not significant.

Amplitude of auditory evoked potentials is influenced, then, by the state of vigilance
on the one hand and changes of hearing produced by white noise exposure on the other.

We can still compare the changes of auditory evoked potentials and the changes of
auditory thresbold measured by classical audlometry. From classical audiometry results we
can see the maximal decrease of hearing at the end of the first hour, while in and(tory
evoked responses there is a statistically significant decrease of amplitude even at the end of
1,5 hr. This difference can be explained in no other way thou by changes of vigilance.

'/'he results obtained by the method of classical audiometry are responses mediated by
the specific auditory patllways, wltile the auditory evoked potentials are mediated by non-

I specific patbwuys-that is, by the ascending reticular formation of the brain stem and the
i nonspecific thalamie system - and these structures are essential for the state of vigilance.
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SOME DATA ON THE INFLUENCE OF NOISE ON NEUROHUMORAL SUBSTANCES
IN TISSUES AND BODY FLUIDS

LechMarkiewicz
' Department of Physiology and Hygiene

of the Central ResearchInstitute
for Labour Protection

Warsaw,Poland

Noise, espeeJ;dlyat high intensities, is astrong hionegallvc stlelulus acting as a stressor
on the organism. Changes in sYml);llhelie nervous system re:ictivily and endocriae activity
constitute non-auditory effects of tile noise. Yet loag-hlsting exposure to noise of hit,q|
intensity b_tsa considerable effect on endocrine system reaction, This w_Jspointed out ill
previous research work (see refetelll:es),

The level of catecbolanlines c:in be tile indicator of slress nlagnitndc as well as the
nlodified sympathetic nervous system reactivity. Many aulbors have folmd an increased
excretion of catecholamines in urine due to noise of high intensity, especially when it comes
unexpectedly anti is short-lastil:g.

The resulls of experiments given here prove that noise of high intensity ;.llldvarious
frequencies have some bearing on the ¢iltechohllniae level in tile org:lrlislo.

Experiments were carried oul on while rats by exposing them to noise for throe hours
daily. Tile noise frequencies 50, 4,000 16,000 aad 20,000 llz. _led intensities from I00 to
130 dB were used, The calecbolamlnes were estialaled in lissnes (brain, hearl, suprarenal

grall(I), blood and urine. The tlriae for catccholalaiae determiaation was collected in
nletabolic cages during 24 hours, beginning ielaledi:ttely after lhe exposta'e to noise. Blood
lind lissaes were collected on finishieg the experiment. [)eterlaJnillloas Were performed after
I, 3, 6, 8 ilad 24 weeks of exposure. In this reporl some of the more interesting results are
presented.

1, Calecholamines ill urlrle

Stimuli of frequency 50 Hz c;luse an increased level of excreted noradrenaline (NA) in
urine only within the first week of exposure. In the later ph_tses of the experiment the
exeretioo of NA remains ;It the level of the control value (Fig. I). Oil tile other hand,
concentralioo of adreaaline (A) is higher not only within the first week but also in the third
week of experiment,

Siadlar restllls were also obtained in the second series of experiments, when a noise of
frequency 4,000 IIz and of interisity 100 dB was applied. An increase of NA excretion was
evident withirl the first week ooly, becoming slightly lower th_e the control value in the
third week of experiment, but tilt' more intensified A excretion still rcm_fiaed in the third
wt'ek of experiment. However, the influence of all acoustic stimulus of frequency 16,000 Hz
lends to a deere_lst.' of tile excretioa of both catecholamines; illlhough there is a rnarked
teedeacy f'or tile relurn of noradrenzlJinc to tile control vahle within tile sixtb week of

experimeat, adrenaline is still being excreted at ;I low level. Prolonged experiments with
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20,000 iiz show a low level of catecholanrines hi the sixth week of experimentation, nml
their recovery only after 24 weeks of applying the acoustic slhnuhts. Such a long lasting
deviation from normal indicates a lesser degree of adapt_Jbility of the ndrenergic system to
un ncouslic sthnulus of high freqtlencies thau to a stimulus of, shall we say, 4,000 IIz.

2, Cntechoinmines in blood

Since the previous experbllent.s have shown different c;itccbolallrines excretion in urine
when lower (50 and 4.000 Hz) and higher (from 16,000 to up 20,0001 lz) frequencies were
applied, the level of NA in blood was examined just after temril]_Jtion of a long-lasting series
of acoustic stimalus activity. Figure 2 shows the results, indicating an increased level of NA
in tile third as well as in tile first week of tile experiment, when noise of 4,000 Hz and 100
dB intensity was applied.

On tile otber band, long-lasting sthlltdus activity of 20,000 Hz did not lead to an
increase, but on tile cpnLrary, to a slight decr,.'ase of NA level in tile blood. Nevertheless. it is
interesting that the A level in blood was, in the initial pbase of experiment, irzereased in
spite of file fact tbat the excreted amount of A in urine was insignificant.

3. Nomdrenaline in bnrin

Application of low o r high frequeneies leads to increased am0talt of NA in brain dssne,
which is illustrated in fig. 3. This increase is observed with 50 Hz frequeacy in both tile
third as well as tile first week and it returns to llormal not sooner fimn after S weeks time. It
is worthwhile to emphasize that with the 4,000-Hz stimulus tile changes are the least
marked, However, in this ease an increase of NA in,the brain is found.

Stimuli of 20,000 Hz applied cause a two-plmse reaction to appear; first there is an
increase of NA _,et in the brain, lasting till tlie 6th week of experimentation. Only the
determinations dmle after 24 weeks, wben the experiment has been stopped, have shown
outstanding decrease (nearly by half) of NA level us compared with the control wdue.

Experiments concerning behavior of serotonin carried out together witll Dr.
Markowska have shown that an increase of this compound occurred in the brain as well as in
blood with simultaneous excretion of its mefnbolite 5-HIAA (5-bydroxy-lndoincetic acid) in
urine.

Con]nlgllt

The experimental results, as described above, have proved that metabolic disturbances
of cateellolamines and serotonin are produced tinder the influence of long-lasting acoustic
stimuli, They point out tile lack of udaptubilily to riris barmftd factor of human environ-
mont. Stress reaction at tile initial phase is characterized by the illcrease of catecbolamlnes
in urine, wifil high level these compounds found in blood and brain at rile same time,

Longer-lasting stimuli, especially of ldgb frequencies, lead to changes in synthesis and
degradation of biogenie amines. Indeed, tile iufiuence of noise causes reduction of
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monoamirleo×ida.,;e actlviW with simultaneous intensified e×cretion of corlisol ,lnd thyroid
g]an(| hOralones.

The negative stimuli of lifts kind, :is applied in our experin|¢nls, become factors thaf are
able to cause sedoas changes in flmctioning of llle whole organism which, if l'epealed
habitu;dly, may lead to disease.

A particuklr part is played by acoustic stimtlll which are on tile border of audio, and
ultrasonic devices and ;_re gelling more ¢0111111011.As Konarskn and I have pointed oill, evell
destruction of Corli's organ does not prevent metabolic disttlrbances of catecholanfiaes and
corticosteroids.
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STRESS AND DISEASE IN RESPONSE TO EXPOSURE TO NOISE - A t;r'V!_'W

G_staCarlestam, *Claes.Gifran KarJsson** and Lennart Levi**

Noise bus beau defioed as any LalWanicd sound, tbe nlost prevalent "w;]ste products"
of our age. Numerous aulhors el;lira to have sllnlvrl lllat noise provokes physiological stress

reactions, not cab, as concomitants to tile dislress reactions implicited ill the verf definitionof noise, but also through refi_x'stimnlation of the auditory nerves aod on to Ills bypothabl-
mlcbypollhysca[ system. It is occasionally ckdmed tllat exposure to noise c_ln cause u
number of' diseases belonging to tile field of Ilsyebiatry and internal mcdicine, eltbar by
tlmsc or by some other meebanisuls.

Tile purpose of this paper is to examine critieafiy tile evidence in favor of these
hypotheses and to report, in sun'=mary, a study conducted at the laboratory for CJhlical
Stress Resealch,** At tile Natioua] Institute of Building Research*, David Wyon aod his
associates are studying noise as a colnponcnt ill Ilia iudoor environment.

Noise and pbysioh)gJeal stress

The term "stress" is used here in the sense that Selye described il, namely, tile non-
specilie response of tile body to ;lily demand made upon it; a stereotyped, phylogenetically
old adaptation pattenl priinarily p_vpadng tile orgauism for pbysical activity, e.g. fight or
RigllI.

it is conceivable thai in the dawu of tile bJstor_ Of nnmkind, noise very often was a
signal of danger or else of a situation reqtdring/nuscular aelivigy. In order to survive, tile
human organism had to pr_pa_ itself for activity, inter alia by the non-specific adaptive
reaction pattern defined as stress. More area than not, noise in today's ixulustriulized
socleties has a meaning very different from what it Imd derillg stone age. Yet, ;leeording to
one hypothesis, oar genetically determined psychobiological programming still makes us
react as if muscld_r activity would be an adequate reaction to any sudden, unexpected or
annoying noise sthnuhls. True, it can be argued that some autbors bave delnonstrnted not an
increase but rather no reaction or even a decrease in bornlonal activity in response to noise
(Bngard, 1955; SakamoIo, 1959). One explanation for lids controversy might be that tile
measurements have been Blade at varying intervals after nols¢ exposure. Various endocrine

systems can react after various intervals or even in different directions, seine of the reactions
being dipbasJc. Accordingly, some reactions, present immediately after the expostu'e, may
/lavadisappearedor changeddirection in some instancesbut not inothers.

As one may expect, the reaction pattern to noise is not entirely non-specific but is
partially conditioned by the specific characteristics of tile reacting org;inism. One man's
aleut may be another man's poison. Comparing adreual born{one reactions in reaponse to
noise in healthy controls with those of patients witfi cardiovascular diseases or schizo-
phrenia, Arguelles et aL (I 970) found increases in hormone excretion in all three groups, tile
reactions it'= the two patient groups, however, being significantly more pronounced.

g *NationalInstitute of BuildingResearchBox 27 163.S,102 52 Stockholm
"_ **LaboratoryforClinicalStressResearch,Karolinskasjukhuset,Fack, S-104Ol Stockholm
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llorio el al. (1972) exposed rats Io various noise levels, measuring corficostcrold levels
ill the adrenal glands. They found rapkl increases ill concentration reaching a nmxinmnl
after 15 ininutes of noise e×posure. AI nmth,rale ilOiSg levels, tile corticosteroids soon re-
turned to initial levels. At higher noise levels, however, cortieosleroid concenlratiou re-
mained cicwlted over longer periods, interfering with tile eircadkm rilytllUl.

Measuring 17-ketosteroid excretion in urine in response to nleaniugftd and ineauh'_g]ess
noise of moderate intensity, Atllerley et al. (1970} fonlld thai the meaningfid but not tile
meaningless wmlety did induce physiological slress reactions.

[n an experinmut conducted at our hdloratory, 22 young fimnlle IBM opera/ors were
studied in their _.lsualwork. In half of tile group, file noise level produced by their IBM
machines increased 6 dB from one day to the next during lbur consecutive days, the noise
levels being 76, 82, 88 and 94 dB-C, respectively. The other half were subjected Io Ihe
same noise levels but in tile opposite order (i.e., 94, 88, 82, and 76 dB-C, respectively). Tile
noise level normally prevailing in tile office was 76 dB-C. Every working day started with
tWO honrs of rest without noise exposttm, followed by three 2-hour work periods with noise
exposure as indicated,

Contrary to what might be expected, the snbjects reported only minor increases in
self-rated fatigue (figure I) and "distress" (figure 2), Although these ratings increased
slighfy with increasing noise, tile rating diffcn:nces between the highest and lowest noise
levels were conspicuously snla]l. The corresponding epinephrine and norepincphrine excre-
tion levels (figures 3 and 4) were low or moderate and tile cbauges from control to noise
periods and from low to high noise levels were usually non-slgnificant. Thus, not even the
objectively rather considerable noise levels used were particularly potent as stressors. Thls
may be due to tile familiarity of tim noise and to the generally positive attitudes of these
snbjects to the job perse and to the experiment. It is conceivable that snch factors may have
counteracted the stressor effects of the noise. Briefly, then, noise luay be a potent stressor
under some circumstances and in some individuals, but riced not generally be so.

Noise and disease

Sakamoto (1959) found that mote than 50%--i.e. a rather high proportion-of tile
inhabitants living close to an airport eomphdned of various types of somatic distress,
possibly induced by tile aircraft noise.

In epidemiological studies, several authors (Mjasnikow, 1970; Andriukin, 1961;
Shatalov et al,, 1962; Rather et al., 1963) report an increased incidence ofhypertension in
workers exposed to Idgh noise levels, According to Mjasnikov, this increase in morbidity
manifests itself after 8 years of exposure, reaching a maximum after 13 years of exposnre.

Simihlrly, other authors (Jerkova and Kremarova, 1965; Andrukovieh, 1965; Strakhov,
1966; and Dumkina, 1970) found an increased incklence of "nervons eonlplaints" in
workers llabitually exposed to higher noise levels, Living in areas close to a noisy airport was
accompanied by increased number of admissimls to psychiatric hospitals (Abey-Wiekrama et
al., 1969 and 1970), However, the causal implications of this statistical relationship can be
seriously questioned [Cbowns, 1970).

Jensen and Rasmussen Jr. (1970) inoculated mice with various infeetaous agents,
before or after expof,lii_ lhem to ilolse. |t was found Lhat those, iaoctdated with siomatfie
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virus just beJbre noise exposure were more susceptible, whereas those hloeuhlted _l?er Ihe
exposnre were _ susceptlbl_, tlmn non-exposed controls.

Reviewing studlcs oil noise ;Ind mental disease, Lader (1971) eonchnles tirol noise
exposure does not generally increase psychi:_tric morbidity but might be of some eliologic
significanceinneuroticand anxioussubjects.

Briefly, then, sonm of tile physiologic_d rc_lclions found in response to noise exposure
seem to be closely related to tile non-specific pllysiologieul reaction putlcrn defined ;_s
"stress". Stress has been hypolheslzcd to be one of several palhogcnelic mechmllsnls acting
by increasing lhe "rate of wellr and tctlr'" in the orgmrisnl, Allbough sonic circumstantial

evidence h_lsbeen presented, Ihere is still no proof.
Some epideuliologic_ll studies seem to indicate a higbm' occurrence of"psyehosou'tatic"

and mental disorders in subjects exposed to prolonged nnd ratber inleusc noise, llowever, it

sllould be kept ill mind thai sach aU e×posure is el'lea accompanied by exposure to a wtriety
of other potentlrlly noxious stimuli. In addition, various segregullonaI forces may "sort
out" particul:|rly susceptible individu:lls to noisy, unplcas_mt and/or p_Jthogenic environ-
nlenls.

Accordingly, we h:lve to conclude tha! the evidence in f_vour of noise as a m;ijor

pathogenetic environmental agent is radler shaky. To solve tlris controversy, fnture research
should focus on controlled intervention studies with an interdisciplinary rnd multil,lctori;d
design.
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SOME LABORATORY TESTS OF HEART RATE
AND BLOOD VOLUME IN NOISE

Karl D. Kryter
Stanford Research Institute,Menlo Park, California 94025

Introduclion

Two soundproof rooms, decorated as resklential living rooms, were arranged so that
two subjects placed ill each room uonld be monitored continuously for EKG and peripheral
blood flow. Tile subjects in each room were separated by a drape so tlmt riley could not see
each other. "Ilia subjects, seated in easy chairs, were asked to read noeels or nlagazines

during the test sessions. By means of hidden loudspeakers, noise coukl be introduced into
the test rooms.

Each daily test session lasted for two continuous hours (except for one 5-minute
break). Tire subjects were instructed to try to behave as though they were resiing and
reading in tlseir own homes. Tiiey were also told tlmt they would not be exposed to noises
at a level any greater than they might hear in a home and that these was to be no regular
pattern of noise, or no-noise, during any session. Six adult housewives, age 2545 years,
served as subjects in the two pilot studies.

The data for tlse hlood volume from a photoelectric plethysmograph, _uld tile heart
rate, determined by means of an electrocardiograph, were each averaged for each successive
10-see epoch dm'ing the test sessions except for a forced I O-see period that occnrred every 5

min !o clear tile stonlge register of the computer.

Results

Study l-Repeated Sessions of Exposure to a Similar Pattern of Qtdet.Noise-Quier.

Figure I gives the average heart rate in beats per second for 4 subjects who were
exposed to a "quiet" (35 dBA) ambient baekground with l-4-min bursts of noise at _llevel
of 90 dBA interspersed at more or less raadom intervals. (See top section of Table I for
details of procedure.)

It is seen that during the periods of quiet for any one session, the average heart rate
was less than during the noise interval. This would, of course, suggest that the bursts of
noise caused an increased stress-arousal reaction in tile subjects as compared to their some-
what more relaxed physlological state during the periods of qtliet. Of equal interest is that
the average heart rate for both the quiet and noise conditions showed a progressive decrease
from the first session to the third daily session.

As seen in Figure 2, the noise also caused an increase (althongh of soudler relative
magnitude) in physiological tension measured by peripheral blood flow. However, the

i average blood volume during each of tile different sessions was very similar. It is to be noted
that the units for measuring blood volume were subtracted from the nmuber "50" in order
that an increase in the seem, as for heart rate, would indicate an increase in "stress", i.e.
greater peripheral vasoconstriction with reduced peripheral blood volume.
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Stttd)' 11-Dailp Sessions o]'l'xposure to Difj_,rent Pattcrlls o]' Qltict atul Noise.

Tile basic dtlta of this study for Ireart rate are sumnnlrized ill Figure 3 and tile results
for peripheral blood volume in Figure 4. [See lower section of Table I for details of
procedure.) We see iu Figures 3 and 4 tbat:

(11 Unlike tile findings in Study I, there is no consistent relationship between tbe
presence of noise and increased slress as revealed by blcreased heart rate or
decreased peripheral blood vohunc; for example, bta'sts of quiet during anlblent
noise, or burst of noise during ambient qtdeI bolh caased some apparent decrease
in stress.

(2) for tile average overall sessious there was n somcwbal greater henri rare when tile
alnbicnt was noise, wirereas tile blood vo]unre indicated that the Icusl amount of
stress was present when tile ambient was the noise.

We feel, however, that tile results cannot be interpreted in a nleanlugful way with
respect to tile effect of Ibe preseuce or absence of noise on these physiological stress
reactions, but rather that there was an interaction effect with lhe alternation from session to
session of the paltenls of noise and quiet that occurred within any oue session. This
possibility is revealed in Figure 5 where it is seen that during the second or (repeat) session
for a given acoustic sequence there is a decided increase ill stress as nreasared by heart rate.
This increase, as is seen on the right-hand portion of Figure 5, occurred for all of the
individual condilions scored separately; IInlt is, tire heart rate as found during tl'_e two
ambient conditions and also between the two "burst" conditions.

This result is contrary to tlre adaptation that oceurretl with repeated sessions of tile
quiet-noise-quiet sequence in Study 1 [Figure 1) and must be related to tile interposition
between the repeat sessions, for a given acoustic sequence, of sessions utilizing different
acoustic sequences or patterns of stimulation. Clearly, cbanglng test conditions from session
to session had a decided effect upon tile heart rate of the subjecls, regan:lless of tile ambient
and non-ambient acoustic conditions that were utilized within any one session.

On tbe olher b;md, peripheral blood volume, as shown in Figure 6, showed a small

decrease in "stress" between tile first and second sessions of a given sequence of acoustic
conditions. However, it is suggested that these peripheral blood volume data are probably
not as reliable an indicator of what is usually considered in the present context ns "stress,"
as is the measure of rate of heart bent, for the following reasons: (a) the changes in blood
volume, as measured, are insignificantly small; (b) there appeared to be no consistent trend
of tile average blood volume from session to session during Study 1; and (e) the rather
extreme degree of vasotlilation (as indicated by a lower nnmber oil our blood volume
measure) during all sessions of Study II (about a 25 percent lower score tban found in
Study 1) was perhaps due to the fact that during the period Study 11was conducted the
outdoor ambient temperature was generally higll, on some days exceeded IO0°F. Even
though the test chamber was air-conditioned, tile temperature in the room was somewhat
higher during extremely hot days and we suspect that the general vascular condition of the
subjects was inflaenced to some extent by these conditions.

Accordingly, it is hypothesized that although changes in peripheral blood volume may
be indicative of relative conditions of stress within n_tber abort spans of lime, participation
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Figure 5 Average heart rate in study for various l_t sessions

of the pcriphera] wlseu]arsystem in bootcst;=lic l'LmCtioni.gs of the body n);w make interpre-
tation of the rcbltion of blood volume to stressr_ltbcr difl'icu]L

Slnllm_ry lu)d ColIClllSiOliS

(1) It would =ippcar lb:It ]ic,_rt r==t¢:and peripheral blood l']ow ;lr_ possibly ¢orro]atcd
mezlsure.sof pbysiologic;d stress rcactiorls, bul th=ll periphcrid blood flow, as
d_tecled and nleastlred in tllesc studios, is probubly _ so|zlcwb;itlosssensitiveand
reliable m_=]sureof plwsiologic:li re:lotion to "slress" Ib:m |]earl r_ite.

(2) Wben testedin sue¢cssiwsessionswilh a quiet ambienl, sul_jcclsshowed il)crcascd
lleart r;Ite and _ snisl] decreasein pcripl10r;|l blood flow wheatocc_lslon;i]bLlrslsof
noise (90 dBA) were presented,

(3) Wbcn the _imbicnt conditions were varied between lesl sessiol]s,citbur bursts of
"quiet," in u noise-ambient, or bursts of "noise." in a qt_icl ambient, rcstlltc(l in
an apparenl siJgl|t decreasein stress zlsmeasured by decreasedheart beat role or
increased peripheral b|ood volume. However, the ¢]lan_e was ]ar_er with the
bursts o('"quiet" th:ln with the burstsof"nolse,"
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Figure6 Averageof a measureof blood volume instudy tl for varioustestsessions,

(4) The averageheartruleand freedom of pcriphendblood flowof tilesubjectswere

as much, ifnot more, relaledto theexperimeDtaldesignof tlzetestsessionsas to

tilepresence of quietand uoise per se. For example, average heartrateof the

subjects increased with contilzucd lasting day after day when (Study 11) quiet-

noise-quiet s_sstons were alternated on successive days with so-called noise-quiet-

noise sessions, or a eompletdy quiet sesslo11; whereas, when the subjects were

exposed on cousectltive days only to the quiet-noise-quiet pattern (Study 1), a

significant progressive decrease was evident in this stress response (i.e. adaptation

or habituation occurred). In that regard, it cotdd be suggested that in Study l

(with only the quiet-noise-qtfiet sequence being used) tile subjects ill addition to

being apprehensive about the general experimental situation viewed the noise as

, tile obvious change in tile ef=vironment that was potentially stressful and to which

they might be expected to respond. Where_s in Study 11, it is conceivable that tile
subjects, from session to sess[an_ b_'c=qP.lesomewhat coTifus_d u_ io what were tile
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trtle expel'hllent;ll v;_riablesthai wt.,r¢ being Illallipulaled. This prt!stlnl_d)ly coukl
¢;luse a geller_ll inere;iseizl lerlsloll as lhe sessic_rlsprogressedwilhotll th_ _tdal_l;t-
tioe or h;ibilu;Itiorl thul occtlrrt'tl ill Sludy I.

(5"1 These fiIIdillgs II_ttslbe ¢nnsidered _lslent;ttlve it/ view of the sll_;tll ntm]ber of
subjects involved, lhe e×plor;ilory i1;lltlre of the sltl(llcs, und the l;ick of cmlsist-
ellCy bclweel_ decreased l_eril_lter;ll blood vc_ltlllle and hlcre:lsed heart rate us
i|lC_lstlrt.'so I"_'strt_ss,"
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EFFECTS OF NOISE ON SLEEP: A REVIEW

Harold L. Williams
University of Minnesota

The effects of acoustic stimulation oil behavioral and physiological phenodlena of
homan sleep depend on several factor, including: (a) the stimuli: their physicul paraloeters,
qualitative aspects and scheduling; (b) stage of sleep and accnmuhlted sleep tiara; (c) instruc-
tions to the subject and his psyebophyslological and motivational state; and (d) individual
differences on such variables as age, sex, physical condition and psychopathology. Stimulus-
response relations vary, not only for different physiological systems and behavioral events,
but also with subtle differences in measurement criteria for specific physiological systems or
behavior. Furthermore, habituation and adaptation to acoustic stimtdation during sleep
depend on both the programming of stimuli and the response system under study. This
paper reviews a number of recent investigations which indicate that the measorenlent of
responsiveness during sleep is a multivariate problem of considerable complexity,

Sensory Processes

In general, with neutral and brief acoustic stimuli such as clicks or tones, the intensity
required to awaken a sleeping subject is somewhat higher Ohm his sm|sation threshold during
wakefulness. This well-known fact has been taken as evidence that in sleep, either the
thresholds of sensory transducers are raised or conduction in afferent pathways is dlmin-
ished. However, several investigators, recording varions behavioral and pi'tysiological re-
sponses to sensory input, have concluded that neither sensation thresholds nor the
information-handling capacity of sensory systems is impaired daring sleep, at least in man.
For example, Davis et al. (1939) reported that during stages 1 and 2 the K-eomplexofthe
sleep electroencephalogram (EEG) was regularly evoked by rather faint tones, about 20 dB
above the noise level of the bedroom. Williams et al. (1964) found that in sleep stages 1, 2,
and 3 (see Rechtsehaffen and Kales, 1968), simple acoustic stimuli no more than 5 dB above
waking seosation threshold could evoke statistically reliable EEG, autonomic and behavioral
responses, while slightly higher intensities were usually required for stages 4 and REM,
Keefe and his co-workers (I971), delivering increasingly intense tones to young males,
reported that tile average thmsllo]d for nigl|ttime awakening was about 25 dB (range 5 to 35
dB) above the sensation threshold established during waking, or about 60 dB referred to
.0002 dynes/era 2. Awakening thresholds for daytime sleepers were about 15 dB higher than
those for night sleepers, and thresholds (at night) were slightly lower in stage 2 than in REM
or high-voltage slow-wave (delta) sleep. In that study, as in the investigation by Williams et
al. (1964), statistically reliable EEG and cardiac responses occurred to stimuli only 5 to 10
dB above waking sensation threshold. Thiessen's studies of recorded truck noise found
significant shifts toward EEG awakening in IO% of truck sounds at 40 dg(A) and some
subjects awakened more than half the time at peak noise levels no greater than 50 dB(A),
(See also Thiessen's report in this Symposiam.'l We can conchlde that the frequent failure to

- awaken the sleeping human witlr senso._, stimuli whose intensity is above waking sensation
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levels is not gen,.'ndly due to raised thresbelds at the f_erif_hery or to impaired sensory
tr;msnrissiou, tSee also, l_eclllschaffen et al., 1966; and Walson and l¢',eclllsehaf_n, 1969).

Propertirs of the Stimulus

Brief Sounds,

The likelihood and magnitude of EEG, anlonom[e and behaviors[ responses to brief
(rustle to sec) neutrld acoustic stimuli delivered during sleep is a monotonic finlction of
stimulus intensity (e.g., Williams et al, 1962; Watson and Rechtschaffco et al. 1969; Keefe ct
al, 1971; Anch, 1972). ttowever, different response syslems show differential sensitivity to
stimulation. For example, in the Keefe et al, 1971, study, EEG responses were most sensi-
tive to 1,000 l-lz tones, followed by cardiovascular variables. Electrodermal responses were
found only in the presence of fidl arousal, and respimlory periodoclty w_s not altered by
stimuli snfficiently intense to cause EEG or behavioral awakening. Despite variations anmng
response nmasores, each of these studies showed dlat humans are capable of perceiving
waded auditory stimuli and of responding proportionately to their intensity in all stages of
sleep, throughout tile night. 1See also Derbysllire and McDermott, 1958, for a similar con-
elusion.)

Responsivene_._ during sleep also varies with other physical parameters of simple audi-
tory stimuli. Vetter and Horvath (1962) lband that with brief acoustic stimuli, relatively
low frequencies (100 tlz) and fast rise times (I reset) were most effective for eliciling the
EEG K-complex in stage 2. and unpublished pilot studies in our laboratory confirmed these
same effects for frequency of responding on a mleroswitch taped to file band. Similarly, Hntt
et aL 11968) reported tbat square-wave tones were morn potent than sinewavo tones for
eliciting olectromyogmphie responses in hunnm neonates, especially square-wave tones with
law-frequency fundamentals (i.e., 100 Hz).

Several investigators have observed thai the arousal value of a stimulus depends on its
quality as well as its strength (See Koella, 1969). Weak stimuli that are novel or unexpected
(e.g., offset of a continuous sound), relevant to biological drives (e,g., the smell of meat to a
hungry animal) or that possess acquired significance (e.g., one's own nanm, or the whimper
of one's child) can cause immediate awakening. In some stages of sleep, hnlllanS can analyze
and respond differentially to such complex sounds as spoken names (Oswald et al., 1960),
sentences (Lehmann and Koukkou, 1971), or complex instructions (Evans et al, 1966),
Furthermore, differentiated responses acquired during waking to specific aeoastic stimuli,
persist during sleep in both animals and halnans (e.g., Iluendia et al., 1964; Granda and
Hammock, 1961 ; Znng and Wilson, 1961; Williams et al,, 1966; Sehicht et al,, 1968), These
results indicate tbat during some stages of sleep, sensory analyzer meelnmisms in tbe brain
remain operative so tlnd incoming signals can be encoded and categorized, Moreover,
in_truction_ or infonnation aeq_.rired prior tn _l_ap nlllst remain in long-term irlelnow,

! available to tile analyzer mechanism.
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Fluctuating and Conlilmons SOllnds.

Crescendosof white noise rishlg over a period of seconds,sounds of airplane tlyove_,
aml llnctnaling SoLmd;of autonlobih_ tr_il_c call c;mse gross alterations in sleep, including
inhibltion of della sleep (stages 3 alld 4), increased body movcnlents, wakel_llncss, and
dehtyed onscl of sleep (Lukas ;=11(IKryter, 1070; Sebiehcr ctal, 1068; Pc;irsans¢t ;d Iwilh
Olobns and co-workers] 1973). Tile results of Sehieber and his colleagues (1968) in Metz's
laboralory wlth recorded Ir;fffie noise are parlieul;ffly Jntereslirlg. They fotunl lhat low-
density traffic sounds averaging 6l dB were more disruptive of sleep flnm high-density
traffic averaging abonl 70 dB. These data ;tiggest Ill;it rebltively infreqnenl ;otlllds (ooe Dr
tWO per ndntlte) whieh exceed Inlckground noise levels may caase nlore general disturbance
of sleep Iben rclalively frequent sounds will] higher ;Jverageinleasity. Perllaps in llre loller
casewhere tlm surprisal v;lJn¢of lbe slhnnll is less.adaplation is more likely to occur.

In Tbiessen's experiments, where slcepblg subjects were exposed to recorded nnise
from a passing truck al selected sound levels, there Was a 5';" probability of behavioral
awakenblg al 40 dB(A) and a 30% probability at 70 dB(A), but will| wide individual
diffc,rc.iices. Some subjects awakened more than half Ihe lhne fit SO dB(A) wbereas others
ahnosl never awakened, even at 75 d B(A).

iOa stady by Stall i J972), continuous high-bllensily noise (95 dB) Ilia/was turned on
;it bedtbne e;lllsed a loss of stage rl._[_,l,bill h;id no substantial effect on noII-REM st;lles or
on other measures of sleep disruption. By the second night of slinmlalion, stage REM
percent was returning toward ba;eline control level. Scott estimated lbat adaplatiml wonk]
have been conlpleto after a few nights of noise exposure. Other evidence concerning adapta-
tion and habitualion will be discussed in another section of lids review.

Properties of tile Response

As was mentioned, different response systems are differentially sensitive to neutral
acoustic stimuli of moderate intensity. Whereas, during wakblg, EEG, autononlic :lad motor
responses occur simultaneously to tones adjusted to sensation threshold, dnrblg sleep these
responses show a consistent hierarchy. Tile EEG is most sensilive, followed by the cardio-
vascular system (i,e., heart rate and peripheral vasoeonstriclion), followed by eleetrodermal
activity, respiration and motor behavior. Furdrer, this hierarchy of sensitivity is consistent
over tile several stages of sleep. Factors such at accunudated sleep time. time of day or
night, or the presence of phasic activity such as rapid eye movements during stage REM
apparently do not alter the ranking or responsiveness (geefe ct al., 197 I).

As would be expected, threshokls for the awakening response depend all its definition,
Full EEG arousal often occurs without a specified motor response, particularly during
high-voltage sleep stages 3 and 4 (Keefc et at, ! 971). Investigators disagree, however, as to
whether the converse can occur during sleep-that is, a designated or conditioned motor
response without associated EEG arousal. Kecfe ctal, (1971) found no such events, wbcreas
Williams et el. (1966) reported that many motor responses to specific auditory signals
oectirred without prior signs of EEG awakening. It is agreed that the obtained threshold for
behavioral awakening increases with the complexity of the required motor responxe. For
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nenlra{stimuli, pressingn microswtivh laird in the ham{ occurs systenlatieally to noise or
tones ;_t nboel 25-35 dB above waking sensation Ihrusbold IWillhmls cl aL. 1964;/¢.cel'e ct
;d.. 1971), "File threshold for obtainillg e_mplex verbM responses signifying recognition of
specific properties of Ibc stinlHItls npt)e_lrsto be about 05 d]] above background noise levels
(Recbtsehaffen et st., 1966), as does thai for more cmnplex motor responses s_.lcbas
reaching for and pressing a button on tile headboaal or tile bed (Lukas ;rod Kryrer, 197[)).
(See Miller, 197 I, for a review of tllcse and other aspects of lhe problem,)

Stage of Sleep and Aeenmul_tted Sleep Time

Sleep Stage.

Tee EEG stages of sleep I through 4 in the Dement and Kleitman (1957) classification
were labelled for their order of occurrence after sleep onset, and for Ibeir _Jpp:_reutordinal
relation to threshold Ibr arousal. Stage 1, characterized by loss of the alpha rbytb|n of fiuiel
waking, and stages 3 and 4 with ]belt slow high voltage delta waves were classified as tile
"lightesl" and deepest" states of sleep respeelively. The d}scovery by Aseriasky and Kleit-
man (1953) of the periodic state of REM sleep, associ:_ted with a low-voltage stage I EEG,
complicated tile sitlmlion because arousal lhresholds in this stage were higher than in tint
stage I episodes found at tile onset of sleep. In genernl, however, the likelillood of bebav-
iornl responding to neutral stimuli is a decreasing function of the amplitude and period of
the background EEG rhytbres (Ztmd and Wilson, ]961; Wifilams etal., ] 964; Redltsehaffen
et aL, 1966; Keefe eI hi., 1971). AlO|ough silnple ncousfic stbnuli of moderate intcnsity can
elicit specific pbysiological responses in any stage of sleep, daring higll-voltnge delta sleep,
the likelihood of a specified, e:Jsily executed motor response is low. For example, Williams
etal. (1966) found ]asia|mental responding on n microswitcb taped in the hand to tones at
35 dB above sensation threshold on]y during Imv-voltage EEG stages l, 2, amt REM. More-
over, Evans et aL (1966) were able to eficlt rclntively complex motor responses to verb_d
instructions only in stage REM. Although the reasons for this are not entirely understood.
we can no longer conclnde that the singes of sleep, I through 4, define n universal con-
tinuum either of depth of sleep or thresholds of arnnsal. When awakening is defined as fi_ll
EEG arousal, the awnkeniug lhresllolds in stages 2 through 4 and REM arc apparently heady
identical (Keefe et al, 1971), The relative loss of designated motor responses hi I/le higb-
wltage stages of sleep is not due to raised sensory thresholds, anti probably not to failure of
tile sigmd analyzer system. Schicbt et a} (1968) found that diserimln;th;d classically condi-
tioned cardiovascular responses acquired during wakefnlness eoakl be elicited regularly
during extinction tria)s in stage 4 sleep. This finding, if confirmed, is evidence that sisnal
analysis is still possible during stage 4 and thai previous f_ilures to observe discriminated
responding during that stage occurred only because stage 4 is relativ,qy incompafible with
ttJe organization and execnfion of motor responses. Thus, Keefe and his cofieagaes (1971)
reached the tentative c0[lcluslon that in]paired motor responding during hlgh-vofiage slow-
wave sleep was due totire disorientation and con(us}on which accompany stldden awakening
from that state rather than to ndsed response Ibresholds. Broadly speaking, the human is
neither deafferented nor de-elf created during sleep.
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Sleep Time.

Several investigators have found lhat thresholds for awakening decreasedas tinle asleep
filcreased (e.g,, Willianls, ]96fi', Reehtschaffen el al., 1966; Watson and Reehtschaffen,
] 969; Morgan lind ]_icc, ] 970; Keeib_el al., I¢)7I). llowever, in all of tllese similes anlolnll
of aceunllflaled sleep was confounded with chronological finle. Thus, it is not known
whether the aaloailtoi"acclllllliIatedsleepor a circadianbiologicalrhylhnl,relatively

independent of finle asleep, is the f,rincipal factor ill this et'I_cl. Williams (1966) prof_osed
tiletallerexplalnlllOnoo groundsthat tileCLlrceof bellavioraIl'esponsivenessovertilenighl
is renrhliseent of file circadian curve of body tempenltare described by Kleitnlan and
Ranlsaroop 0948). Ilowever, Keel_ et el. (1971)reporied file sanle tenlpora] trend in
awakening thresholds for both day and night sleepers. But the day sleepers had been on the
reversed sleep-waking SClledule for at least seven days so that circadi;al biological cycles were
f,robably also re,.,ersed.

Motivation and Pre-Sleep State

Studies sualnlarized eariler in this review provide clear evidence that nlotivational and
incentive Ihetors can influence the probability of eilller pllysiological or behavioral re-
sponses to noise. Sotnlds which are relewint to survival, or which, tllrough conditionhlg, or
instructions, ;iCtlllirg signal properties are more llkely to arouse the sleeper than nenh'al
sotmds. As Miller (197 I) suggested, Ibr weak stimuli, the effects of nmtivation clepend on
lhe stage of sleep, I:or example, Willianls et el. (1966) found tllat as the motivation to
respond to designaled 35-dB tone stflnuli was enh_nleed by inslrnelions and contingent
punisllnlent, instrumental responding on a microswiteh increased about five-fold in low-
voltage stages 2 and REM, hilt very little ill high-voltage delta sleep, On tile other hand,
Zung and Wilson (1961) showed flint for moderately intense stimuli, instructions and finan-
cial incentives induced a marked increase in frequency of EEG aronsai and wakillg responses
ill all stages ofsleep,

As in wakefuhless, small differences in in_struetions given prior to sleep can Ilave sub-
stantial effects on behavioral and pllyslologieal respondhlg. For exanlple, file FAA (CAM|)
group in Okhlhonnl City*, employing simulated sonic booms of 1.0 psi', ,.lid not label sounds
as sonic booing, Tile subjects were told that tile investigators were interested ill sleep
behavior, nloods, and performance; that noises might occur during tile nig]lt (inehuling tile
presence of experimenters in lhe test roonl); bul that the subject's task was to ignore
disturbances of any kind and get the best nlgllt's sleep possible. The frequency of full EEG
arousal to hourly booms in this investigation was consMerably less tllan that folmd by Lukas
and Kryter (1970), even in eklerly subjects. Tile kdter investigators were nlore explicit
abOllt tile nature of tile stimuli, and tile response reqtdrenlent of pressing a bntton altaehed
to the headboard of tile bed.

*Personalcommuniealionfrom Dr, Wnl.Collins,See also Collin_'report in thisSymposium.
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Other aspects of the pre-sleep stale alter the sleep EEG profile, and possibly the
subject's responsiveness to disturbing stinudi. For example, l.ester et al ( 19671reported that
a moderate blcrease of daytime stress, such as thai oecasiolred by a college exuulination, was
associated with increased spontaneous arousal and inhibition of delta sleep. Jansen (I969)
cites evidence tlntt emotional factors, stress and neurotielsm influence responsiveness to
noise in waking subjects. It is reasonable to predict similar positive relatlmrships between
disturbed emotimml states and responsiveness to noise during sleep. Indirect evidence for
such a relationship comes from studies showhlg that 64 hr of sleep deprivation caused a
systematic reduction in behavioral and physiological responsiveness to noise stimuli in all
stages of sleep (Williams et al, 1964). Keefe and his colleagues (I 971) suggest that the higher
awakening tbresholds found in their daytime sleepers may also have resulted from chronic
loss of sleep.

Individual Differences

As mentioned earlier in this review, responsiveness to noise during sleep varies in
relation to tbe age of tbe snbject, sex, psychopathology and physical condition. The series
of studies by Lukas and his co-workers used simulated sonic booms ranging in "outdoor"
intensities from .06 to 5.0 psf, and recordings of subsonic jet flyovers, ranging in "outdoor"
intensity from I01-119 PNdB. They found that children 5-8 years old were relatively
undisturbed by either type of,noise, wlrereas elderly men were much more distnrbed than
younger subjects (Lukas and Kryter, 1970a and 1970b). In genend, this age effect was
confirmed by Collins' group, using simulated sonic booms with "outdoor" intensities of 1.0
psf. However, the average magnitude of boom effects was considerabty less in Collins et al's
investigation titan in the studies by Lukas et al, (See Collins' report in this symposium.)
Possible reasons for this difference include differences in instructions, scbednling of subjects
and variation of the boom intensity parameter. Steinicke (1957) reported that both the
elderly and people under thirty were more readily awakened by noise than the middle-aged,
and that manual workers were more susceptible to noise awakening than intellectual
workers, lie concluded, incidentally, that the noise in bedrooms should not exceed 35
dB(A),

Although the sleep of small children and normal infants (e.g,, Gadeke et al, 1969) is
less disturbable by acoustic stbnuli that tlmt of adults, babies subjected to gestatlonal
difficulty or birth trauma may be hyperresponsive. Murphy (1969) on the basis of clinical
observation suggested that the short gestation, anoxic or brain-injured infant, in partict/lar,
displays exceptional responsiveness to sounds. Bench and Parker (1971), however, in an
interesting application of signal detection theory, hliled to conlirm this assertion. In fact,
their short-gestation babies tended to have higher awakening tlmesholds than full-term in-
fants.

For neutral auditory stimuli delivered during sleep, the threshold for EEG arousal
responms is lower in women than men (Steinleke, 1957; Wilson and Zung, 1066). I.ukas and
Dobbs (1972) found similar greater sensitivity in middle-aged women to the sounds of
subsonic jet aircraft flyovers and simulated sonic booms, The women were parti6ularly
responsive to file sound of aircraft flyovers. Wilson and Zung (1966) suggest tbat this
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lelldellt:y towurd hyperileuJty in WOlncn lUily bare _ld;iplJvesignil'ie;lnce for lilt: inolllerlng
roll:,

There is evidence that EEG aroused thrt:sllolds differ for different types of ps_,,cho-
pathology. For t:xample, Kodman and Sptlrks (1963) reported tluJt schizophrt:nic putieuts
showed ;t marked elevation of auditory sleep dlrt:sholds, whereas Zung et al, (196,t) found
lu[lrkcdly rt:duced EEG arousal thresholds in the deprt:ssive disorders, hi fact the _mdilory
sensilivily during sleep in dt:prt:ssed m_lles w:ls grt:ater on ;tver_tge Ih_m l]Ull found by this
s_nle group in nornlal middle-;kgt:d females (Wilson _uld Zung, 1966), As had been men-
tioned, it is probable also |ll_ktthe slt:ep-disturbing t:ffects of aeoustlc stimuli incre_lse with
neuroficism. Monroe (I 967) found that the sleep of neurotic subjects wus grossly disturbed,
even in a qtliet environnlent, and Junsezl und lloffiu_mn (1965) reportt:d thai subjects high
ill neurotit:isnl were gellel'_liiy more seusltive to lind disturbed by noise tllan norln;i)s,

Short-Terln If;ibilnatJon mid Long-Term Ad_q_lalioo

Whether sl_tort-term Ilnbituatiou or Ioilg-lerul ad:lplafion e;ul occur during sleep is
subject of dr:bare. For file EEG ;lnd autonoli_ic responses which comprise the orienting
rellex, Jolnlsou's group in Szm Diego has found no evidt:nce of h;ibilu;ltion ovcr a few trials
or ;idaptatlon over many nFghls (e.g., ./ohnsou arid Lllbin, 1967; Townsend el al, in press),
Similar findillgs are reported by Luk=ls and Krytt:r (1970) nod Collins" group (lifts Syrno
posinnl) for simulated sonic booms, and by Ilult et al. (1968) for EMG responses in the
h_uuan neonate. Firth (1973) did find some habituation trends for mJtononlie =uld EEG
responses to shorl runs of clost:ly spnced 1000-Hz (70 dill lanes. Ilowever, Ibis result, if
replicated, is ulore significant for tlleories of brain ftmctioning during sleep tllml for applica-
tion.

Anecdul_d evidence suggesls that the frequency ;rod dnration of bellavioral a;wikening
or gro_ disturbant:es of sleep should show Ioug-rt:rnl _dapt:ltian. Wt: are all f,'luliliar with
:Jecotults of soldiers sleeping undislurbed in tile presence of artillery fire, or city people
slt:epiug ill Ihe presence of high levels of urban noise. Yet, so f_ir, neither I_tbc,r;]tory nor
field studies have prodtJeed unequivoc;d evidence of Iong-teri:l ad;tpI_ltion. Lukas mid his
ussoci:_tes did reporl some _ld;iptetfion in collegt: students, btl( only to sonic booms of low
intensity (about 0,7 psf, "outside"} and only in stage 2 sleep (Lukas, 1969). Townsend et _d.
fie press) suggest thai IJle rel_tively snlall effects ell sleep found in their study ofyotmg mcu
exposed d_y uud night to _'pings'" may be due to pre-sleep _ldaptatiou, Ilowever, as will be
reportt:d by Dr. I:riednmnn in Ihis SylnposJum, the sleep of uliddlt:-:lged eotlples who h[id
resided in lilt: vicinity of Los Angeles lnlernuriou:d Airport for more th[m 5 years w;ts
considenlbly dlsrtlpted by jet tlyovers.

SUnllnnry Llud CunchlsJons

During wakefuhless, tile prt:st:nce of r;lised lhresholds Ibr psychaphysiological or
beb;tvior_ll rt:spondiug often permits all inferenct: abont the st_tttls of tilt: st:usoriunl. During

'_ sleep, however, interpretation of, tht: smile l]uding requires mort.' colnpJex UULllysJs,R;iJsed
tliresholds could be due to nlteratlons in sensory analyzer systems, in systems wblell li:_!:.
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sensory and motor processes, or in mechanisms which mediate the selection and execution of

psychophysiological or motor bchaviol.s. Taken together, recent sludies of responsiveness to
acoustic stimulation indicate Ihat the states of sleep are not accompanied eitlrer by in-
creased thresholds for sensory transduction, diminished conduction in afferent pathways,
gross impairment of sensory lmalyzer systems or loss of sensory-motor links. Differentiated
and systematic EEG and eardiowlsctdar responding are fmmd during sleep either 1o condi-
tioned or biologically relevant stimuli whose intensities are very near waking sensation
thresholds. Thus, the sleeping human can encode, categorize and respond differentially to
near-threshokl simple and complex acoustic stimuli. The increased thresholds for behavioral
responding often reported for sleeping subjects are probably dnc to the fact that sonic states
of sleep are generally not compatible with the selection and execution of certain motor
responses.

Although the likelihood of behaviond responses to neutral acoustic stinmli is lower in
high-voltage than in low-voltage states of sleep, the notion that the stages of sleep, 2 thrm*gb
4, represent a universal continuum of depth of sleep is no longer tenable. When awakening is
defined as full EEG arousal, stages2 tbrmtgh 4 and REM are nearly identical. Moreover, the
relative impairment of motor responding furred during high-voltage stage 4 sleep may be due
to the disorientation and eonfas[on which accompany awakening from that state rather than
to raised response thresholds perse.

The interpretation of stage-of-sleep data is further complicated by the fact that respon-
slvcness varies with chronological time. Whether this is a ftmetion of amount o f accumulated
sleep or the phase of a circadian biological rhythm is not known. Finally, as in other
psyehopl|ysiologleal studies, responsiveness during sleep is altered by subject variables such
as age, sex, instructions, motivation, medical illness and psydmpathology. Tbus, it is not
surprising tlmt investigators in lilt field have been unable to recommend uniform guidelines
for tile regulation of noise in the environment.
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PREDICTING THE RESPONSETO NOISE DURING SLEEP

Jerome S. Lokas
Stanford ResearchInstitute

Menlo Perk, California 94025

INTRODUCTION

Recently, auditory stimuli witb very different spectra have been used to study time
of feels of aoJse oil hanlan sleep. In most of these studies mimephysical cbaracterislies of tile
stimuli were described only partially, makingquestionable direct conlperisons of results
ohtained ill tile several laboratories. To provide a technlque for comparln!._ stinl[lli and to
esfinlate relative sensitivities of subjects, a bnret of pink noise was reconlnlended (Rice,
1972) for use in laboratories, and rape recordhlgs of Ibet noisewere distributed (Lakes) to
some.

This paper describes a study thai [ised tile recomnlelrded pink noise bnr:.;t as one of
tbree different stinmli, and that correlated several physical descriptors of the noise, ".villi
different oleasures of response to dlose noises.

I _IETfiOD

A. Procedure

TimeSI.U sleep blboratory consists of two identical, acoustically isolafed roonre in which
four subjects, divitled ioto two pairs, are tested simltltaneously. A test period for one pair of
subjects was considered a control period for the other pelt. Typieelly, test periods alternate
with control periods ill each room. Ill any given room, stbnnli ere presented randomly with
respect to sequence, intensity, lind interval between stimuli, but any two stimuli are not
presented at hllervale of lees than twenty minutes. On tile average, stimuli occurred once
every forty mlnutes,

The first stimuhts on any lest night was presented only after both subjects b'i tile room
are ia sleep stage 2, at leest, or ahont one hour after the subjecls went to bed.

For any subject the procedure included, first, three accommodation nights in the
laboratory, next two nights at home. then fourteen consecntlve nights in tile laboratory.
The first tWO rnghts of the fmlrteen, as well as nights 9, 10, and 14, were considered control
nights, during which tbe subjects were permitted undisturbed sleep. Stimuli were presented
during the remaining nine test nights.

q'he subjects were instructed to sleep as normally as possible, but to push a button
attached to fire heedboard of each bed (the "awake switch") if they sbould awaken for ony
reason. They were uever told when stimuli would be presented or how many had been
presented.

Both electroencephalogrephie (EEG) and behavioral responses to tile noises were
scored. The behavioral response was reserved exclusively for the nse of an "awake" switch
attached to the headboard of Ihe bed, while the EEG (central. C3, with reference to the
contraleteral mastoid, A2) responses were scored on the basis of the criteria presented in
Table I.
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Table 1

CRITERIAFORSCORINGTHEELECTROENCEPHALOGRAMSVISUALLY

Score ResponseRequired

0 No change in EEG. Tltis category also includes "1( complexes," brief
bursts of Alpha (about I0 llz activity), spindles, and eye movcmeuts, as
appropriate for the subject's sleep stage.*

I Sleep stage change of one or two steps, but without arousal. The change
must occur within 30 s of stimulation and continue for at least an addi-
tional 40 s,

2 Arousal of at least 10 s duration, but without use of the "awake" switch.
Typically such a record shows brief bursts of Alplm. 10 or more s of
low-amplitude Beta (20-40 l-lz) activity, and gross body movements.

3 Awake response, in whiclt tile subject, after arousal, will move about and
use the "awake" switch. Usually the response occurs witbin one minute of
stimulus termination.

*"K complexes," Alpha, spindles,and eye movementsoccur normallyin tile EEGInsome
sleep stages. If such activity were scored asa response,tile stlbjectsin those stage|would
appearto he overly tensltiveto stimulationas comparedto stages in which the activitydoes
not normally occur.

B. Stimuli

The three stimuli were (I) landing noise from a DC-8 without acoustically treated
engine nacelles, (2) landing noise fi'om aDC-8 with acoustically treated nacelles (Langdon et
4., 1970), and (3) a burst of pink noise. The aircraft noises were originally recorded out of
doors, but for the purposes of tim study were sbaped to simulate noises as they would be
heard indoors. The time-courses of the stimuli heard by the subjects are illustrated in Fig. I,
and various physical descriptions of the noises are presented in Table 2.

It is important to note, in Table 2, that although the stimuli had nearly identical
nominal intensities (79 or 61 dBA maximum), as progressively more information about their
physical characteristics was added into the descriptors, the stimuli became relatively more or
less severe ("noisy"), For example, adding the tone correction to EPNdB (compare columns
EPNdB and EPNdBT) makes the noise from the jet witbout treated nacelles about 2 dB
more "noisy" th,_n the jet with treated nacelles, and both these noises are at least 4 dB more
noisy than the pink noise, although most (about 3.5 dB) of this 4 dB difference is due to tile
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Table 2

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF THE STIMULI

Nora in a I Dr;rat ltJn ]
IOvernJl 61_o Timc ta lO qlP Nomlna!

Duration to I_eag Dewn P_Jlnts Level _lax* Peak _Ia× _lax EPNdll EPNd67 EPNdbT_ EI_NdBTM,Ic

Stimulus (s) (s) from blax d[L% dgA dBA (ilia dOD2 Pt_d6 (1) (2) (3) (d)

DC-8 with
_30 16.5 7.5 79 78.9 79.8 83.8 91,5 185,0 67,5 88.6 88.6

untreated 13O 16,O 7.6 61 61,1 62.0 66,2 73.H 66.7 69.3 70,2 70.2nacelles

_-8 with
i3O 19.O 9.0 79 78,4 79.6 82,6 90.0 84.8 65.6 87.2 87.2

treated 13O 18,0 10.5 61 60,4 !61,5 64.6 71,5 66,3 67,1 68.7 69.7
nac(_llest_

_ 4 1.0 3,5 76 76.0 78,3 81,9 86,7 B1,3 81.7 83.2 95.1
Pink noise _ 4 1.0 3.25 61 59.6 66.3 63,7 71,9 66.5 63.8 65,4 70.4

*Definitions and techniques for calculating the various physical units may be found in Krytor (197oaj 1970b).

(1) Calculated using 15 s as a reference duration,

{2) Tone correction recor_ondcd by Kryter (1976aj 1970b).

(3) ltodifled to account for tile critical bandwidth of the oar a_ frequencies below 365 _lz (Krytor_ 1970a t 1970b).

(4) An impulse correction applied to Col. 5 to account far a rise of some 32 d9 a_ave background noise level

(about 35 d�A) in the first 0.5 s of the '*high" intensity pink noise burst, and a rise of some 14 dB above

background iovoi in 0,6 s by the *'low" intensity pinh noise burst.



differences in dttration of the sthnuli (see the coltnnus labeled EPNdB and Dttration to i0

dll.,, dBA). Tile pink noise lypicaliy is less noisy than arc the two .jet m_ises; however, if

account (Lukas, Peeler, and Dobbs, 1973) is taken of its hnpulse ehanleteristics (see Colunnt

EPNdItTMdc), the pink uoJse hecnlnes 6 to 8 lilt more noisy Ihan the nonthnllly Idgb level

jet uoiscs, and approximately eqtlivalcnt to file jet noises at itonlhlaily low levels (61 dllA).

C. Sobjeels

Fotzr middle-aged (4fi to 58 years) males were sin(lied. Three of file four had been
subjecls in a previous stttdy: thtls llley had slepl in tile laboratory and were familiar with lhe

procedures used, All tilotlgbt tbelnselees to be reasonably trormal sleepers, wilhaut any

particular bias for or agaiast aircraft noise, and uonc o[" tile subjects lived near (Jr in tile

flight paths to tile local airports..A.adionlctry showed their bearing was witldn aormal limits.

11 RESULTS

Typically, during tile control Iriais the subjects did ant show any response (Response

0), altlloagh a few spontaneous changes in sleep stage (Response I) occurred, As shown in
Table 3, in only one case was an arousal (RcspOllS0 2) observed, an([ the awake switch was

not used during tile control lllals. It italy be conclLtded that, ill the main, responses to

stimuli rather thatx spent=neons changes dtlring sleep are discnssed helow.

Table 3

RESPONSE FREQUENCIES DURJNG CONTROL TRIALS

(Numbe_ in paren_le_,sorepercentages)

l'_st Nutab_r of Number
Room Control of Test

Number Trials O I 2 3 Trials

l 158 152 5 1 0 166"

('J6,2) (3.2) (.6)

2 162 158 4 0 0 15q

{97,5) (2.5)

*'Duringsome test trials the control lllbjects nlay have been still awake from their preeiotls 10st
trial or were leaving b_ror¢ and durine stimtlJus occurrence. Such lnstano:s were not coralled as
control trials, Itcocc, tile numbers of lestand control trialsare not equal,

An earlier study (Lukas, Dobbs, and Kryler, 1971) suggested that response frequeucies

to a noise during sleep arc normMly distributed, parficahtrly whelt about eight or more

s_._._'_"...._arestudied,Sincethreeof tl|e four subjectsweresludiedprevlousLs,it is reasonahle
to assume that their responses also are within those normal limits. Conseqt_engy, the re-

sponse frequencies of the four subjects are combined in the data presented below.
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A. EffectsofSthllUltns |nleulsily
I:or each of the three stimuli a change of 7,_ dBA hi sfimidus hllensiIy decreased the

freqtleneyof 0 r_spOllSeSand hlcrcasedlifel'reqtlen_:iesof 2 and 3 l'esponses;bill,as s]iown

illTable 4, lhe, llRSl][tUde Of lhese changes was not shllihtrfor the threestimulL For
example, with _h_ [_ink noise an increase of 18 d It,.", re!allted in1 aul Jllereast., O1'approxhnately
44 percentage poiflts in tile frequency of 3 responses, while in response Io tile Irealed jet

noisgs an hlcrc_lse of only 7 percentage points was ohserved. Somewhat less disparate

chaitges were obsen'ed w[tII respect to the other responses I'_r nomimdly equivalent

variillions in stitlltlltls it|tensity,

In Table 5, the data arc reorganized to facilitate cmuparison of the response fre-

qtlcn¢ies to the tllree stinnll[ when Ihey art: of nominally eqtliva[enl intensity. It shotlId be

holed thai, at 61 dBA, pink noise resulled in tile Iowcsl frequency (6.3 percent) of be-
havioral awakenings (Response 3), while the tmtreated jet noise had tilt." highest {about 24
percent), and tie great differences were observed in the frequency of 0 responses, At the

higher stinlnlns intensity, however, lhe frequencies of behavioral awakening were ahonI

Table 4

RESPONSE FREQUENCIES TO THREE STIMULI
EACH ATTWO INTENSITIES

(Numbersin paronthesesare percentages)

Nominat

Inlerls0y Responses
Slilntdtls (dllA) 0 I 2 3 X2

79 16 3 9 27

(29,1) (5,5) (16.4) (49.0)
Uillreated Jet 16.37'

61 30 4 I 1]

(65.2) (8.7) (2,2) (23,9)

79 15 6 4 9

(44.0) (17.6) (I 1.7) (26.5)
Treated Jet 7.56_"

61 5I 6 3 12

(70.8) (8.3) (4.2) (I6.7)

79 II 7 17 35
(15,7) (I0.0) (24.3) (50,0)

Hnk Noise 61 30 6 9 3 35,36 t:

(62.5) (12.5) (18.7) (6.3)

"3 df (degrees of freedom); p < 0.O01.
t3 dr, 0,10 > p > 0.05, not significant,
_3dr,p< .ooI.
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Table 5

RESPONSE FREQUENCIES TO STIMULI OF NOMINALLY

EQUIVALENT INTENSITY _._(Numbersin parenthe_s are percentages)

Nontin;ll

)lltCllSLly I(csponse
(d[iA) Slimuhls 0 I 2 3 X2

Unlrealed Jel 16 3 9 27
(20.1) (5.5) (16.4) (49,0)

79 Treated Jel 15 fi 4 q
(44.0) (17.6) (I 1.4) (26.5)

Pink N(lise I I 7 17 ._5 15.71 *

(15.7) (10.0) (24.3) (S0.0)

Unlrealed Jet 30 4 I 11

(65.2l (8.7) (2.2) (23.9)

61 "freated Jel 51 6 3 .12 16.08t
(70.8) (8,3) (4.2) 06.7)

l'ink N¢lise 30 6 9 3

(62.5) (i2.5) (IS.7) (6.31

"6 tlf, 0.02 > p> 0.01.

t6 df, O.02 > p> O.OI,

equal (about 50 percent) for tile pink and untreated jet noises, and the pink noise resalted

in fewer (about 14 percentage points) 0 responses than dkl the untreated jet noise.

These data indicate quite clearly that the jet noises emanating fmm.._..._,aircraft with
nacelle

treatment are less disturbing than those from jets without the fi;i_'lle treatment, At
high noise levels, for example, treated jet noise was associated with an h'igher incidence of

no clmnges (0 response) in the EEG, and a lower incidence of behavloral awakenings and

arousals (Responses 3 and 2, respectively) than was tbe case with untreated jet noise, An

essentially similar result was observed when the two jet noises occurred at the lower inten-

sity. The practical importance of these resalts is illustrated in Figure 2, in which the

frequency of 0 responses (no disruption of sleep) is plotted against the nominal intensities

of the treated and untreated jet aircraft noise, It will be seen that the treated jet noise at 75

dBA disrupted sleep to about the same degree as did the untreated jet of about 68.5 dBA.

B. Adaptation

The trend of the data, shown in Table 6, suggests that some adaptation to tile noise

from tlte treated jet occurred during the first six nights of tests, but adaptation to the

untreated jets did not occur. If anything, the subjects were awakened more frequently by
the untreated jet noises as the experiment progressed into its final phases. In Table 6, it may
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Fig, 2 Frequency of no sleep disruption responses to DC-8 jet aircraft with and without acoustically
treated engine n_colles,

be seen that in tile case of tile untre_lted jet all increase of about 4 percentage points in tile

frequency of behavioral awakening occurred between test nights 1, 2, and 3 and nights 4, 5,

and 6, but an increase of about 8 percentage points hi Ibc frequency of no EEG change

occurred over the salno period. However, after two nights in the quiet, test nights 7, 8, and

9, the freqDency of behavioral awakenings (nnd arousals) increased about 12 percentage

points over tile frequency observed during test nights I, 2, and 3, and tile frequency of 0

responses decreased below the percent=lge observed during the first three test nights. In

contrast, noise from jets with treated nacelles resulted in a reduction of about 17 percentage

I points in tile frequency of behavioral awakening and an increase or about 20 points in the

I
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Table 6

RESPONSE FREQUENCIES TO THREE STIMULI DURING COMBINATIONS
OF TEST NIGHTS INDICATING ADAPTION

'rest Ruspon_o_

Stimulus Nights O i 2 3

13 2, 2 14 5 3 i!
(d2.,l) (15.2) (9,1) (33.3)

4_ 5, 6 19 0 3 13Unt re_ted Jet
(54.3) (8.6) (37.1)

7j 81 9 12 2 4 15
(36.d) (6.1) (12.1) (45.5)

Nights l, 2, 3 versus 4p 5_ 6 - X2 = 5.870, 3 dfj not
signl£tcnnt.

Nights ], 2, 3 versus 7, 81 9 - X2 = 2.1991 3 df t not
stgnl£1cant.

1, 21 3 14 2 1 6

(60.9) I (8.7) (.1.3) (2G. 1)

Treated Jet 4_ 5, 6 25 3 0 3
(80.6) (9.7) (9.7)

7_ 8, 9 [8 7 6 6
(48.6) (18.9) (16.2) (16.2)

Nights i, 21 3 versus 4, 5j 6 - X2 = 3.79B s 2 df
(Respolmes 2 and 2 combined) I not significant.

Nights 11 2_ 3 versus 7_ 5j 9 - X2 = 3.78B_ 3 dfj not
slgulflcant,

ip 21 3 12 2 12 IB
(25.6) (4.8) (28.6) (38.1)

Pink Noise 4_ 5j 6 i5 6 5 13
(28.5) (15.4) (12.8) (33.3)

7_ 8_ 9 13 B 7 IO
(26.1) (16.7) (19.4) (27.8)

Nights 1, 23 3 versus 4j 51 6 - X2 = 5.422, 3 dr, not
slgnlficant,

Nights 1s 2_ 3 versus 7, 8_ 9 - N2 = 4.3041 3 dE s noL
significant.
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frequency of no EEG changes when rlights 4, 5, and 6 are comp:lrcd with nights I, 2, and 3.
However, in this case, after sleeping two nights in the quiet, the subjects were still awakened
less frequently than riley were during nights 1, 2, and 3, but mpre frequently (aboul IO
percentage points) than during test nights 4, 5, and 6; and tile frequency of no changes ill
the EEG was reduced abont 12 percentage poinls below the 60,9 percent frequent;,, ob-
served daring nights I, 2, and 3.

C. Response Predii:Bon
It is of interest to estimate how tile different physical measures of noise, which have

been found useful and accurate in predicting annoyance in the awake subject, may predict
sleep disturbance or awakening. To this end, various physical measures of the stimuli used in
tile present study were correlated (Pearson's product-moment coefficient) with fire per-
centage of responses in each of several response categories. On the basis of those preliminary
correlations, physical measures that oppenred to add to the magnilade of the coefneient
were correlated with appropriate response data fronl oar earlier studies (Lnkas, Dobbs, and
Kryter, 1971; Lukas and Dobbs, 1972) and some other studies (Thiessen, 1970; Berry and
Thiessen, 1970; Morgan and Rice, 1970; l.udlow and Morgan, 1972; Collins and lampletro,
1972) ill which the sfimufi were reasonably well described nnd in which the responses were
similar or identical to those used herein.

Tile correlation coefficients obtained with tile three groupings of data are presented in
Table 7. Before proceeding it must be noted that the coefficients, because of sample size,
are considered to be only preliminary estimates and indicative of a possibly fndtful ap-
proach to predicting the effects of noise on sleep.

The coefficients sbown in the upper third of Table 7, which were obtained using data
from the most recent study, suggest that Max dBA and PNdB were somewhat better pre-
dictors of the effects on sleep than were EPNdB, I_PNdB'r, and EPNdBTM, but that the
addition of the impulse correction (Kryter, 1970,'i, I970b) resulted in the highest correla-
tions. However, when data from several studies were combined (middle and lower thirds of
Table 7), EPNdB (and presumably also EdBA) was found to be a sligbtly better predictor
than Max PNdB, or Max dBA, but the apparent value of tile impulse correction diminisbed.

Witb respect 1o file type of response that correlated most highly with the different
physical descriptors, the results suggest that the percentage of 0 rasponses (no change in the
EEG) or, conversely, tile percentage of an EEG response of at least one sleep stage, is more
highly correlated with tile physical descriptors than is behavioral awakening (Response 3) or
/1wakening and arousal (Responses 3 and 2). ,

Also worthy of note is tile lack of consistently higher or lower correlations with
Response 3 versus the combination of responses 2 and 3, This _:asnlt, in addition to the
generally small differences in magnitude between lhe coefficients, is consistent with sub-
jectlve reports that on occasion Bre subjects did not use the awake switch (Response 3)
because they were "teal tired," oi""didn't have the energy to turn over,"

Finally, it is clear that as data fi'oni other laboratories (at leasi as thd pbysichl descript-
ors were estimated for purposes :of this analysis) were included in the calculations, tile

correlations between most of tile response measures and t le physlca descriptors decreased,
] However, tile increase in tile coefBcient between EPNd'B and the 0 response wben tile 0
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Table 7

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN RESPONSES TO
NOISE DURING SLEEP AND VARIOUS PHYSICAL MEASURES OF TIlE NOISE

Number

PhysicalMeasttre tlf
Max Max Data

Response dll PNdB EPNdB EPNdB EPNdBTM EPNdl_I'M-ic Pt3JnIs

'_0 -.90 -.90 -.84 -.82 -,82 -,97 6*
,_'r3 .83 .84 .81 .82 .82 .86 6
%2&3 .85 ,85 .79 .78 .78 .03 6

Max
dllA EPNdB EPNdB-i¢

_,0 -.79 -,81 -.6') 20f
'/,3 .64 .77 .50 20
%2&3 .61 .75 .50 20

_0 -.64 -,67 -.60 37 t

_O,l&2§ -.62 -,78 -.64 37
%3 .53 .67 AO 3C)

*Includes data tm[y from study fepoaed herein,
tDala frt_rnthis study, plus that from middle-aged men aud women (I.uka_ ©1al., 197 l, Lukaset al., IO72).

Stimuli were other aircraft noises and slmulaled sonic booms al _evetal intensities each.

_Data from Thle_sen D970), Berry and Thiessea (1970), Morgan and Rice 0970), Ludlow _nd Morgan
(1972), Collins and Iampieno (1972) added to Ibe ahow, EPNdll and EPNdB.tcare esthnatcs.

§Responds 0 and 1 combined from Thiessen 0070) and,berry and Thiessen (Ig70) and Responses O, I.
and 2 combined from Collln_ and lampieno (I972) since by their dcfinilions r_sponses 0, 1, and 2 are
identical to our Respon_ 0.

response included complexes and bursts of alpha that were observed in the studies of

Thicssen (1970), Berry and Thiessen (1970), and Collins and lampietro ( 1972), suggests that

EPNdB and presumably EdBA may continue to be a reasonably good predictor of general
sleep disturbance, and perl|aps better than Max PNdB or dBA,

Ill DISCUSSION

That sleep was less disrupted by noise from jet aircraft with _coustieally treated na-
celles than by aircraft without acoustical treatment was demonstrated in this stndy. This
result is k:onsisteut generally with the magnitude of the physical descriptor (EPNdBT),

which takes into account the "pure tone" characteristics of tim untreated jet noise. Since

these tones are suppressed by nacelle treatment, the magnitude of EPNdBT for the treated

jet is less than that for the untreated jet. The result is also consistent, generally, with the
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finding tlnlt tire treated jet noise was less annoying to Ihe awake subject than was the
untreated jet noise (Langdon et al., 1970).

The magnitude of tile correlation between the responses and tile pllysical descriptors
was less than might be hoped for, Although 1115various physiual measures used in this study
have been found to be correlated to a greater or lesser degree with subjective almoyence in
awake subjects, the general dimbu_Lion of/lie coefficients as sample size increased suggests
that the commonly used descriptors of noise may not be appropriate Ibr prediction of its
effects on sleep. On the other haml, tile stimuli used in tile various studies were generally
inadequately described for oar present purposes, and hence tile estimates we used may ]lave
included some error. In addition, response data from other lean middle-aged subjects were
used, although it has been demonstrated (Lukas end Dobbs, 1972; Lukas, 1972) tbat re-
sponse frequencies vary as a function of subject age. Despite lhese possible errors, certain of
the correlation coefficients remained stlfficiently high to soggest tbat the correlational ap-
proach may have value. However, in future studies the stimuli must be described in greater
detail than has been the case heretofore.

IV CONCLUDING REMARKS

Because of the small number of subjects and types of noises studied, the conclusions,
presented below, should be considered tentutive,

1. For equiwdent sleep disrul)tion (i.e.. a change of at least one sleep stage)the level
of noise from the nntreated jet engine must be about 6 PNdB or 6 dBA less titan
tile noise from the jet with treated engine nacelles. Since the jet with treated
nacelles is about I0 dBA (Langdon et aI., 1970) less intense than the jet without
nacelle treatment perfonnlng the same maneuver, the treetedjet can be expected
to result in much less (perhaps less than F..) sleep disturbance than the untreated
jet.

2. Predletions of the effects of noise on sleep appear to attain their highest accur_ley
when the physical descriptor of that noise includes informatiou about its more
long-term spectral content.
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THE EFFECTS OF NOiSE.DISTURBED SLEEP ON SUBSEQUENT PERFORMANCE

M, Herbert I and R. T. Wilkinson

Medical ResearchCouncil.
Applied PsychologyUnit,

Cambridge, England.

Summary
To investigate the performance el'(ects of sleeping in a noisy enviromncn t, | 0 Ss slept

for 5 nights each. daring one of which sleep was disturbed by playing pairs of randomised
clicks ;it one of four intensities of 65, 75, 80 and 90 dBA through a speaker in Ihe hcdroom.
Performance tesls, fasting all day, consisted of nlrern,ltions of the bhour Wilkinson Vigl-
lance and Adding tests and a 30-min short-term mcnlory test. The sleep profile was
cxumined in terms of(a) sleepstagesand (b) REM cycle rhylhmieity.

Effects of noise:

I. Increase in Stage I aed time spent awake.
2. An insignificant tendcucy for REM and SWS to be reduced.
3. No uniform effect on rhythmicity.
4. Fewer responses of any kind in lhe first vigilauee test and relatively fewer suets

done in tile middle of the first adding test.

Correlational Analysis: The effecI of nightlbne nolstr nn performance during the (lay co.e-
lated with REM cycle rhythmlcily during sleep, but not wilh total sleep time or minutes
spent in REM or SWS.

Conclusion:

The effects upon performance of noise.disturbed sleep were rel:Jtively small and con-
fined to the early part of the day. Significant correlations of REM cycle rhythmicity with
various performance indices suggests the importance of the regularity of tile sleep profile for
the diurnal cycle in performance aed recovery from tile elf eels of disturbed sleep,

Introduction

Much recent research into the effects of sleeping in a noisy environment Iws concen-
trated upon changes in tile electroencephalogram (EEG) manifested by cilher e change in
tlle sleep state towards a 'lighter' sleep, or by awakenings. (Lukas and Kryter, 1970; Thies-
sen, 1970; Lukas, 1972; Lukas and Dobbs, 1972), For various reasons (Morgan, 1970) other
authors prefer tile criterion of behavioural arousal in which the S baslo press a switch
placed close to the bed wben lie wakes for ;my reason (Ladlow and Morgan, 1972; Rylander
et al., 1972).

I

tThis work was carriedout while theaulhor was in receiptof an MR(2Reho]_rs!dp,whldl Jlgiaiei'ui)y
neknowledge_.
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Tileconnnon assnlnptiontlponwllicbmost of lidsworJ¢appearstobc predicatedis
thatsuchperiodsoftenlporaryEI_Gdcsynchronlsatlonorawakeningsarcdclrlnlentaltotile

sIcepereitherbec;nlsclhcyinduce,_olnedegreeoi"sleeplossorl_ec_luselileycouldinterfere
with the proportions of tile two 'mujof types of sleep for whid_ there appezlrs In bca need,
i.e. Slow Wave Sleep (SWS) _nld R.EM sleep {Webb ]969).

The evidence, however, fron'i studies of p;irtinl sleep deprivation suggests that. at Icast
for young, nlaJe adults, perforulance is not affecled until sleep is reduced to ;*rotmd the
2-hour mark Oil a slngle night, oF 5 h{lnrs oil IwO ,.;uccessiee nights {Wilkinson, Edwards and
Habits 1966; Wilkinson 1969; 1970). So unless tile noise resulls in quite severe sleep loss it
seenls tllat noise-disturbed sleep, on these grounds, would have little effect.

Selective deprivation st.dies in which Ss have been deprived of SWS or REM sleep _lre
equ_dly inconclnsive. In a recent reporl, Chcrnik (1972) eoldd fiml no effects oil recall or
lea.ling of two nights of REM loss, and Johnson and his gronf, (1972), after a study in
which file recupenltive value of REM or SWS after total deprivation of sleep was examined,
¢onchlded that perhaps any type of sleep was sn fficient for recovery in these circumstances.
One might therefore expect that i_erfornmnce after sleep in which these two 'dominant'
stages were present, albeit ill a reduced anlonnt, would not be drastically affected.

Yet common experience tells us ill;it we do not function as effectively ,tier a disturbed
night or one of poor sleep qualily. LeVerc etal. (1972) have shown that sleep dislurbed by
jet ,_ircraft noises was lbllowed by a decrement in _l reaction lin'le lest with an added
nlemory conlponent and by ;l CO.Co.lit.hi increase in the anlonnt Of EEG delta activity
recorded in tile mornihg after final ;iwakening. Rolh etal. {1971) tdso suggested th._t there
was a dccrenlent in time estinlatiou, arithmetic and nlenloTy tasks performed after
noise-disturbed sleep.

This somewhat paradoxical situ,_tion has brought about a reorient,lion to lhe sleep
EEG. In addition to the conventionally defined sleep stages, the EEG shows a cyclical
tendency. REM periods occur, on aver,'_ge, once every 1½ hours, This tendency appears to
be quite strong in that it is not destroyed by 180 ° inversion of the sleep cycle-a condition
which affects many other tempond aspects of the EEG (Weitznnmn etal., 1970) and that it
seems to take a profound condilion such as chronic alcoholism to severely fragment it
(Johnson et al., 1970),

The present research was therefore designed to exlend testing inlo tile day to see firstly
whether effects of noise-dlsturbed sleep on standard perform._nce tests were demonstrable
_od, if so, how long into the day they persisted, anti secondly In examine the EEG aspects
of sleep in eoajtmction with subsequent d;Jytime performance,

blethc, d

Ten healthy, male Ss with u mean age of 20.9 yrs (range 18-35), tested in pairs, slept in
the laboratory Ibr 2 adaptzltion nights followed by 3 experimenhd nights, Ss were requested
to refrain from alcohol and napping during tile experiment. Encll S spent one rdght during
wilieh a tape on which were recorded two clicks spaced one see apart nl one of four
intensities of 65, 75, 80 and 90 dBA was phlycd through a speaker at the foot of tile bed.
The pair of clicks was nmdomised with respect to intensity aml inter-pair-interv.al, the latter
h_lvingu .lean of 20 sees. _s were give,_ an example uf ihe noise belbre going to bed.
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OUNG ADULTS

REM"

,.°I,I .
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_,1
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I 9, 3 4 5 6 7 8

HOURS OF' SLEEP

Fig,1 TypicalSleepProfil0ofYoungAdults
(takenfromBerger.1969)

To control I_r praclice and order cl'l_cts, 5s wcre lesled in a SlOlplecrossoverdesi,_a,so
that one meznl_crof each pair had Ids dlslurbaaee on Night 3, Ihe other oil Night 5. As we
were also interested _nsubjeclJvercae/Joils,self.report scales were eonlplelcd before lights
oat and in llte morning on awakening.

The li,_htswere turnedot=t;=t;_pproxhuatcly2300 and EOG, I_MG and monopolar
EEG were monitored at ;i paper speed of I0 nmffscc Ibr file following ,q llotlrs. Records
were subsequently scored 'blind' _ecording to file Rechlscllaffen and Kales (1968) manual
by two scorers.Tilenoisewas turnedon shortly;_ftcrthe5 was jadgcdtoh_ivefallen

asleep-usually in descending Stage 2 sleep-and was fin:dly turned offjust prior to final
;iw;ikening in tile morning at 0645. I'erfonn:mee testing began at 0745.

Tile tests we used were the Wilkinson Vigihmce and Addition Tests (Wilkinson, 1969)
which lasted for one hour eztch. The vigilance lest yields a measure of correct detections _lnd
false reports every 15 rain; tile adding test, by menns of pen colour ch;mges, yields file
number of sums done every I0 mhl. The final test was a short-lerm memory test (ST_,I) in
which the S |istened to prerecorded strings of 8 digits lasting 4 see per string which he wrote
down on a provided sheet of p,lper in tile 6 sec before the st_Jrt of file next string. Ap:wt
from tile STM lest which was supervised by the experimenler, testing took phlce in separ;tte
rooms. Knowledge of results, which was givea for al(ernalc tcsls, w;is balanced ecross Ss
and, to control for fime-of-d_y effects, the test schedule was identical on each day and
followed the progrmnme shown in table I.

Results

All significance levels ;_rcassessed by using nonparametric tests (Sieeel, 1956).
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Table I

TEST PROGRAM

TIME TEST

0745 Vigilance I

0850 Adding I

0950 STM I

1020 - Break -

1045 Vigilance 2

/_ 1145 L_CI{

1300 Adding 2

1405 STM 2

1440 Vigilance 3

1540 - Break -

1600 Adding 3

Sleep Data ;_;_'
Oar choice of thne constant was shorter than is usually recommended, but was con-

stant throughout Ill] Ss. Tbe scorers averaged 89% agreement.

Ca) Stages: 'Fherc was n significant increase due to noise in the percentage of time

spent in Stags I after sleep onset (p = .0 I) and in tile amount of time spent awake (p < .01)

both in total (p < .01) and after sleep onset (p < .01), but no S had less than 6 hours total

sleep (range 6h,7m to 7h,30m). The tendencies towards a reduction in SWS and REM were
not significant.

(b) Rhythlnieity: In view of Globns etal. (1972) we adopted as our measure of

rllythmielty the coefficient of variation (CV) of the intervals between REM period onsets,

taking episodes of REM occurring within 15 rain of each other to be part of the same REM
period. (Weitzmann etal,, 1970). The tendency for sleep to be less rhythmic during noise

was not significant (T=10:N=9). We were unable to calculate the CV for one S as he had an
insufficient number of REM periods.
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Fig. 3 Minutes spent in SWS and REM during noise and control nights, with 95,% confidence limits
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I_erformant:t • Dala

Tahle 2 shows thai there is little difference dne m n+ise in colnpositt! ineastlres on the
v[niuus tests I_tll we ¢xpecled to have to analyse the perfornlanee dala in more detail than

looking solely at sign+ds delecled and the numher of stmls done. The analysis followed two
ba_,ic strategJes'.

I. l)ecrt!nlental Analysis. Ilel'c we compared levels of Ik'rfornlilnce after noise-
dlstnrhed and control sleep.

l(a). Adding. The practice effect over days was sufflclently strong to mask changes in

tile nunlber of snnts dt3ne, ltowever, on file basis Ih;it initial and end effects nllght be

operating, we examined the relalive tlecrenlents in the nliddle of the lest colnpared with the

Iwo ends. This revealed dial un tile firsl test of the day, there was a relatively greater decline

in outfmt in tile middle of the test after disturhed sleep (p < .02), This effect was present
only in the first adding lest.

I(b). Vigilance. Analysis of correct delections and false positives combined showed

that on the firsl lest of Ihe day IIicre were significantly fewer responses made after noise (p

< .05; l_4tndomisalion lest), None of the other vigilance tests showed a consisteal effect.

Other nleasores appropriate Ibr vJgikmce analysis, notably the Signal Detection Theory
(SDT) parameters of d' and/J were not uniformly affected.

2. Correlallonal Analysis
Stage Correlalltms. Ss were ranked both overall and within groups on total sleep time,

minutes spent in SWS and I,_EI',Iand their ranks were correlated with the various withln-test

nleast_rcs on the two tests thai showed a decrement after noise. Coefficients were generally
low and IlOlle were signiflcanl.

Rl|ythmicilcy Correlations

Ss were ranked on the degree of change in the CV from noise to control night. Taking

the CV to be a measure of disturbance, a low rank obtained in this way indicates that

T_ole2

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PER FORMANCE TESTS

Vigilance Adding STM
No. Signals Detectod No. Sums Done No. Errors

Test No. I 2 3 I 2 5 I 2

Noise 24.1 27.4 28.5 281.8 294.5 292.7 95.1 89.6
9,7 7.0 8.4 108.9 160.7 120.0 87.2 91,4

Control 28.4 28.7 28.6 308.8 301.7 300.3 79.9 66.8

5.1 6.9 6.6 92.8 111.7 112.0 78.5 66.3
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Table 3

COEFFICIENTS (Rs) AND COMBINED COEFFICIENTS RESULTING FROM
CORRELATION OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES WITH SLEEP MEASURES

•r VIGILANCE 1. ADDING 1.

: ! i i }
i o_ t i

_ _ _, 0_ _ l_'_J .,_, ._ ._ 'm_M
.j , sl _ m m Ires o--_ ._c

TST

_ i I I i ] p

o_! sws ._oi .4o-.eo;-._0o o -.Io -.4c_-._o-._oi-.9o

! !I .ooi . i _ - i....

,ir _1 i , i

GP 2 SWS-.30-.901.O .55; .10 1.01 ._0 . 0 :-.201-.201-.60

RF24 .60 .20_-.I0-.451-._0-.IO! .50 -.70-.501-.50:-.30
i i

TST I.40i-.20 _ .60-.20-.70[ .60:.50 -.301-.50-.50_-.70

' : ! _ + -.12 -._7
S._ual "-.57 -.18-.12' .17 I .57 -.12'_-.O.'_ .12' .97 .97 i .E_ -.5_

. i

COMBINED COEFFICIENTS

....... F ..... I - '

_s 0 -._.40.0_!.o_._oi.,0-._1-.40-.,_-._t
..... i i !1

TST -°10 .25 -.15:-.261-.65 O -.15 -.25! .Io.-.10 -.2 ,

' i r ; ' I .291-.28.01s.q,_z -._s ._6i-.41-._s ._!-.21-._ -._91.4_! .4_, .1_
key: _p - noise before control; Gp 2 - noise after control

night.

TST- - Total Sleep Time

I S.Qual - Subjectively Rated Sleep Quali_y
; SD - Standard Deviation
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Table4

COEFFICIENTS (Rs) RESULTING FROM CORRELATION OF CV WITH PERFORMANCE MEASURES,

Vig I Add I STM I Vig 2 Add 2 STM 2 V_g 3 Add 3

Common .050 -.023 .905" .BOO* -.500 .3OO
Decline

" Addin_
Middle: Outer .200 -.047 -.583

Vigilance -.785 _ -.200 -.516
Decrement in

Output

S2M:
Decrement
over time -.650 .485

VGri_bilit_:
Standard

DeviationOutput -.280 .O70 .883* .230 -.866* .230

DIURNAL

Test I - Test 3 .7505 .150

* : p<.02

$ : D= .02

# : 1o<:.03



compared with his control sleep, IBe $ has less disturbed sleep ;ind so on, wide high ranks
showing more disttJrbed sleep dmn control.

(a} Adding, On tile grotmds that overall perforruance levels were affected at a time of
day wllen they are nOrelally" 'poorer' (Slake, 1967) and _fffccted By sleep deprivation (Wil-
kinson, 1972), we elected to examine tile 'post-lnnch dip,' tile period when a "drop' in
pcrformance against a background of re/alive improvenlenl over tile day JlaS b_eo con-
sistcatly found (Colqnhoan, 1971). It was hypothesised that such natnra_ly-occurrBlg
troughs in performance might partly reflect, ill their degree, Ule relative disturbance of tile
previous night's sleep. To test lids, tile total _Jdding scores per I0 inio over Ihe day were
norm_dised aml the differences between the lowest seams following anise and control nighls
during the period I:00 pm to 1:40 pm (to avoid tile 'end' cfl_ct) were ranked, The resulting
rs was .800 (p < .02), indicating that the degree of post-broth dip was significantly associ-
ated with the rhythmicity of the previous night's sleep. Tlte more ulrrllythmlc the sleep, the
greater was tile decline. It was fi_rtBer postulated that where other testsshowed a decline in
the normative score ;It a eonlmon temporal point on tile two days (termed 'conunon
decline'), this method might be applied.

Such periods selected from d,,_ .-'t!;,. rests yielded coe._beients of-.02 (Add, l) and .30
(Add. 3) which are clearly nonsignificant.

(b) Vigilance. The similar analysis oil the normalised ¼-test raw output measerc pro-
dated rs = .05 on test i; rs = .905 (N=g) (p < .02)on test 2; rs = -,500 on test 3, Afihougb
correlational analysis on the decline in output in test I shows a significant negative coeffi-
cient (-,783), this is possibly a result of the positive correlation of rhythmicity and file
output in the first half of the test (raw output rs ,650; proportion noise: control output rs
.684, p = .05) and a lack of relationship in the second half (rs -.075).

(el STM. Division of this 30-r_in test into 3 periods of lO rain rarely allowed an
adeqnut_ point of common decline to be isolated. Rhythmicity correlations were therefore
not calculable, However tim decrement over time was measureabie. Tile corrected pro-
portion scores, a measure which takes into aconnt the differential resells obtained by nsing
the proportions of errors or corrects, of tile number of items wrong in tile two halves of the
tests, were compared and tile difference correlated with the C.V. The rs of -.650 is reason-
ably strong But reachea significance only at the one-tailed level. It is noteworthy that tile
relationship is negative, i.e. the increase in errors aver tile lask is less with increasingly
unrhytlmlie sleep.

(d) Variability in performance. This is a generally tmderexplored area of performance.
Correlations of the CV with the respective standard deviations are shown in Table 4 which
sBows a significantly positive relationship on Vie 2 and a negative on test 3,

Discussion
In looking at these results, the first finding (o stress is that, in overall terms, tile effects

on standard performance tests of noise.disturbed sleep appear reliably only in the first two
hours of the day, and tiler the pattern or responses suggests a common factor of decreased
motivation.

Although tile vigilance test is experimenter-paced, the measure faired to be the most
sensitive i.e, fire total output of responses of any kind, is the one fimt most e!o_.cly appiux-
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Jmales to a stlbjeet-paced nleastlre. Tile SI)T parmneter/], wllieh is commonly held Io refiect
willingness to respmld as d!_.tinel from capacity to discrlmlua te the signal (Wilkinson, 1969),
does show a r_:,¢alter disttlrbed sleep i.e. filcreased ttllwillingness In report, Tilis risk does
not reilell sigllifieanco prolnlbly because SDT paranleters are ,,lependelll lzpon false positives
which, in tile present setting, ;Ire small ill number ao,.l highly vari:lble from subjecl to sttbjeet
due to the relatively low sigmd frequency,

In the adding test where the S is free to gener_llo his owf_ pace, the effect appears more
strongly, and the presence of strong in[lial arid/or end effects supports all analysis in terms
of reduced motiwdJon.

Tile location of these effects in file early parl of the duy _dso suggests an interaction
with the diurnal cycle, Wilkinson (I 963)looked at performance ill Ss who had been allowed
recovery sleep after one night's sleep loss, and fouml th:Jt perlbrmanoe effecls were still
present, predominantly in the morning, an effect which was ascribed to disruf_tion of
normal physiologleul rhylbms, Ftlrfilernlor@, tile nature of (be performance cllauges was

unlike those due to sleep deprivation in that this aftereffect w:ls apparent :it tile start of the
test,

Tile present experiment, taken in conjtmctlon with this earlier finding, lentls support to
file hypothesis of the regulatory ftmctiml of the ultradlan cycle during sleep for subsequent
performartce. It is likely that Wilkinson's Ss had ;i large increase in SWS during their re-
covery sleep (l:lerger and Oswahl, 1962) which might be sufficient In disrupt partly Ibe
cyclical nature of the sleep, with a consequent disturbance of file diurnal rhytbnl in later
performance. In the present noise experiment, the degree of rhythmicity during tile night is
directly eorrel¢lted with the outptlt in the first half of the vigilance test. As the relationshlp
in tile seeon,:l half is low and imsyslematie, it therefore seems that the significant negalive
correlation of the CV wilh decrement over time oil task is due prlmnrJly to the first half of
tile test.

Wilkinson also found tba! his performance of feels were i'iot as great in the afternoon.
hi overall terms Ibis is file eOllebJsJon of file present ¢xperir'nent. Nevertbele!,s secondary
effects, further implicating tile role of tile rl_ythmical aspects of sleep, begin to appear after
the initial effect has disappe:lred.

The first suggestion conies in the STM test in which 111¢degree of increase in errors
during the task is negafively correlated with tile CV. Tile more dlsttlrbed tile sleep profile,
tile less the increase in errors, althotlgh this is significant only at the one-tailed level.

Examinhlg tile point of common decline in the immediate pro- and post-hmch tests,
tile correlations become slronger, In the last vigil_mce tesl of the morning, the more dis-
n_pted the sleep profile, the greater is tile decline at this point. Altltougb the "yardstick' is
the standard deviation of file tolal Olllpnt over tile (lay-a nleastlre betlrhlg no relation to tile
rhythmicity of the previous night's sleep-it may be that this result is n eofr_plex function of

the degree of output variability within this test, as tile latter does show a stro!lg positive
correlation with tile CV. However. the post-lunch dip is ,llso similarly related aml, in this
test, tile variability in output is only weakly related to file sleep measure.

By tile middle of tile afternoon, most of tile effects b;Ive disappe;Ired and begin to show
I a negative relationship, in one ease (variability of output in Vigilance 3) significantly so.
i This latter finding may again be rellecting disturbance of tile diurnal rhythm as tile allalysis
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or the change over the day i, vigilance variability shines a slrong relationship to the sleep
measu re. (r s =. 750).

In overview, the general patlern of pcrfornmnce lhal emerges after sleeping in a noisy
e;rvlronnlent is Oll_.where tile early tests of lhe day are affcc[ed J. a inanner that suggesls
both decreased motivation and disrnptiml o1' lhe normal dinmal cycle. Recovery has taken
place by ruid-afternoou, but the speed with which Ellis occurs depends to a large degree
upon the fragmentation of the cyclical nature of the preceding sleep.

It Ires been argued by Ihluri and Hawkins (1971) that total or selective sleep depriva-
tion may not be comparable wilh naturally-occnrrlng distnrbed sleep and indeed it seems
that the present effects of diSttlrbcd sleep are not identical with those of sleep deprivation
for two reasons. The initial effect appears in the first half of the lest and in the morning,
and secondly because t_le paltem of STM responses is different from that occurring under
total deprivation condilions (Wilkinson and Spence, in press). The usual strategy to deal
with the recuperative aspects of sleep has been to adopt a molecular approach and to
consider that the main restorative value lies in one or other of Ihe stages, particularly SWS
(Hauri, 1970), This strategy on,not yet be ruled out, but we were unable to find any
meaningful correlations of eifller total sleep time or minutes spent in SWS or REId sleep
wilh early performance parameters, which suggests that these aspcels of sleep have a func-
tion which is not immediately apparent, In dealing with disturbed sleep, a more molar
orientation to the EEG appears to have value in lerms of understamling its effects on
performance.

For the purposes of Ibis congress it is important to add a note of caution. Our
disturbing agent can be considered to be relatively constant, whereas much of the present
day concern about tile consequences of nocturnal noise centers mainly upon much less
frequently occurring noises, particularly sonic booms. We wmdd expect that where the
architecture of sleep, as measured by tile CV technique, is broken by irregularly occurring
noises, that similar performance effccls woukl be demonstrable. At the moment, however.
this remains a hypothesis.
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EFFECTS ON SLEEP OF HOURLY PRESENTATIONS
OF SIMULATED SONIC BOOMS(50 N/M 2)

William E. Collins and P. F, lampietro

Aviation I'_,chology andStressPhysiologyLaboratories
FAA Civil Aoromedieal Institute

OklahomaCity, Oklahoma 73125

Relatively little research has been conducted concerning the effects of sonic booms on
sleep behavior, Ilowever, there is a good deal known about the general influence of noise on
sleep patterns (e.g,, Dobbs, 1970; Kryter, 1970; Williams, 1970). A mnnber of laboratory
studies, using differeat aaditory stimuli, have shown that waking responses are a function of
the following variables: individual differences, intensity of the acoustic stimuhls, age of the
sleeper, sex of the sleeper, time of night, stage of sleep, amount of accumulated sleep, and
personal significance of the auditory stimulus (e.g., the sleeper's own name). Moreover, most
physiological responses (e.g., brain wave activity, heart rate) appear to show little or no
"adaptation" to acoustic stimulation during sleep.

Lukas and his co-workers (Lukas, 1970; Lukas and Dobbs, 1972; Lukas, Dobbs, and
Kryter, 1971; Lukas and Kryter, 1968, 1970a, 1970b) have conducted most of the studies
of sol'de booms and sleep behavior. Those studies exposed a total of 22 male and female
subjects to simulated sonic booms ranging in "outdoor" intensities from 0.6 to 5.0 psfand
to recordings of subsonic jet flyover noise (ranging in "outdoor" intensity from 101-119
PNdB), With the exception of four middle-aged females, subjects were tested frequently but
oil non-consecutive nights; the female exceptions were tested for 14 consecutive nights
(Lukas and Dobbs, 1972). Re=atlts of those studies, using criteria of arousal and awakening,
may be sunlrnarized as follows: children (5-8 years of age) appear to be undisturbed by
noise during sleep; in general, younger subjects are less .sensitive to noise than are older
subjects; irrespective of age, individuals may show consklerable variability in relative sensi-
tivity to noise during sleep; men appear to be less sensitive to noise than do women; and the
occurrence of behaviorel awakenings is a function of the intensity of the noise (Lnkas,
1970).

The present study investigated the effects on sleep= mood, and performance of siom-
lated sonic booms occurring regularly during the night over a consecutive 12-night period.
An overpressure level of 50 N/m :z (1.0 psi'), as measured "outdoors," was selected as an
"acceptable" hoom stimulus based partly on determinations from other studies which indi-
cated that sonic boom overpressure levels of 0 to 1.0 psi would produce no significant
public reaction day or night, while levels of 1.0 to 1.5 would produce probable public

:_ reaction (van Gierke, 1966), The 50 N/m = level has been likened to the sound of moderate
thunder (Riehards and Rylamler, 1972) or of moderate to distant thunder (Ferri and
Schwartz, 1972).

aTh¢ sleep data in this study were scored and analyzed by MiltonKramer,M.D., andThomas goth,
Pit.El.,Universityof Cincinnati,tinderFAA Contract DOTFA7OAC-1125-3.
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METIIOD

Facility

Tile sonic boom simnlafion facility (Thaekray, Touchstmm, and Jones, I970) al file
Civil AerolncdJeal Institute has Iwo ulaio conlponmlts: ill1 electrmnccbanjeal booltl gelmra-

tur and a test room. Tim genen_tor was set to provide sinmlated booms (directly to tile test
dmmber) of 50 N/m: ; Ibe rise llme was 6.8 msee aml tile boom duration was 299.5 msec.
Wiflfin the test reran, tbe comparable data were 6.5 N/m 2, 12.1 msee, and 283.6 reset,
respectively (el. Tbackray et at., I971). Sound levels of the booms measured by a B&K
Impulse Precision Sound Level Meter (Type 2204), were approximately 80 dBA on tile
Impulse selling and 68 dBA on tim Slow setting. Tim test room, of standard dry wall
eonstl'uetlou, sinmlates a mkldle bedroom in a frame house. One wall of the pressure
chmnbnr forms the "outside" wall of the test room.

Pbysiological bleasurements

All pl|ysiologieal measurements (and tile occurrence of each boom) were recorded on
gclmnnel polygraphs and on magnetic tape. Recordings were made of tire electro-
encephalogrmn (EEG). electro-ocnlogran| (EOG), eleclroolyogram (EMG). electro-
cardiogram (ECG), and the basal skin resistance (BSR). Electrode placement sites and the
recording techniques employed forj EEG, EOG, and EMG were those suggested by Recbts-
chaffen and Kales (I 968). ECG was derived from two standard EEG eleetredes taped to the
subjoet's thorax; BSR tracings,were obtained from two eleclredes taped to the palmar
surface of the distal segment of the right forefinger and rigbt ring finger,

Mood Assessment

Tbe Composite Mood Adjective Clreck List assessed affective states prior to and
subsequent to each sleep period. Each List was scored for 15 mood factors and an overall
index of mood (cf., Smith and Hutto, 1972).

Performance Measurement

The CAMI Multiple Task Performance Battery (MTPB), used before and after each
sleep period, was programmed to present two active (mental aritbmetic and pattern discrimi-
nation) and two passive tasks (monitoring lights and monitoring meters), Ten performance
scores were derived for eacb subject (ef., Chiles and West, 1972),

Subjects

A total of 24 male subjects was used; eigl_t subjects each were in groups aged 21-26,
40.45, and 60-72, Prior to the experiment, subject-candidates were interviewed, given a
hearing test, and administered a health questionnaire. Subjects were not told that simulated
sonic booms would be presented; they were instructed to ignore disturbances of any kind
and get the best night's sleep possible.
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Procedure

Two subjects from tile same age group reported Io lira sleep laboratory at 2000 boars
each night for a total of 21 nonsceutiva nights. Tile first five nights allowed subjects to adapt
to sleeping in the laboratory cnvironn:enl (nights I anal 2), anti provided "Baseline'" data
(nights 3-5). During the next 12 nlgbls ("Boron"), tile subjects were presented with a
simulated boom at hourly intervals starling nt 2300 bran's and ending at 0500 hours. The
final four nights were lermed "Recovery" nights (no booms presented).

At 2000 bours and again ht 0700 hours the subjects were tested on the performance
battery for 30 minutes. At 2040 and at 0730 hours, tl|e mood check list was adnlinistered.
Bohveen 2100 and 2200 hours all electrodes were attached anti other preparations com-
pleted so that tl|e subjects would be in bed at 2200 hours. Contimlous recordings were nlade
for 500 minutes tmtil the subjects were awakened at 0620 hours. More details regarding
procedures and results are presented elsewhere (Cnllins and lampietro, 1972).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
T

Sleep Profiles

Patterns of Sleep. Percentages reflecting tbe nrean amounts of time subjects in eacll
age group spent in four stages of sleep, in movement during sleep, and in being awake dnrlng
Baseline, Boom, and Recovery phases appear in Table 1. Analyses of variance conducted on
each of tlrese scores indicated no significant differences at the .05 level an|ong the three
phases; thus, tire booms had no significant effect on the percentage of time spent in any

sleep stage. However, significant differences (p < .0I to p < .001) among tire age gronPs
were nbtained for five o." *.k: six sleep stages (Stage 3-4 was exci:pted) indicating that age
influenced the proportion of time spent in one sleep stage or anofller (tile sleep pattern of
the nldest group accounted for most of these differences).

The distribution of time awake during tile night, the latencies for onset of Stage 2 uml
Stagn REM, and the number of changes in sleep slages during the night are presented by age
group in Tabln 2 fo_ Baselinn, Boom, and Recovery nights, Analyses of variance of these
scores yielded no significant difference at tile .05 level across tire three phases. Thus, tbese
sleep profiles showed no effects which could be attributed to the bonm presentations.
Significant differences which were obtained among the age groups for spontaneous time
awake (p < .001), latency to Stage REM (p < .01), and shifts in sleep stages using 5-minnie
and 10-minute time bases (p < .001 in both eases) reflect differences in sleep patterns with

age and are independept of the presence or absence of the booms. Sbnilarly, statistically
significant interactions (ago gronps by the three phases) obtained for the latency scores for
both Stage 2 (p < .001) and Stage REM (p < .01) reflected no effects of the boom
presentations but, rather, increased latencies for the youngest age group from the Baseline
through the Boom through the Recovery plmses.

Awakenings. The tracings were tlsed to calculate the nightly frequency of mvakenings
for Baseline, Boom; and Recovery phases (Table 3). A fractionally higher incidence of
awakenings occurred daring boom nights for all groups. However, an analysis of variance
yielded _nly a significant age effect (p < .01); thus, the frequency of awakenings increased
with age, but no effect on awakenings can be attributed In the booms,
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Table 1

MEAN PERCENT OF NIGHT (500 MINUTES) IN THE VARIOUS STAGES
OF SLEEP AND WAKE FULNESS FOR BASELINE. BOOM. AND

RECOVERY NIGHT

Age Group ('zo_rs)

21-26 40o4_ 60-72

Basel_.ne ]Boor_ Recovet'y Base ]ine Boom Recovery Baseline I_oo_ Recovery

Total '1'ir_ _.wake 6.6 8.0 1_..1 10.9 9.2 7.9 18.2 16.9 16._
(J)

MovemeNt: '_ irne

Dl,r tng Sleep 2.2 2.2 2.4 1.6 1.3 1.3 1.5 1./* ).o_.

Sleep StaSe 1 5.3 _.2 5.2 9_4 8.7 9.3 7.5 8.1 8.4

Sleep $_ase 2 44.9 45. _, 44.9 40.3 40.4 42.0 34.6 35.3 :)6.8

Sleep Stage 3-4 19.0 18.0 t6.5 16.3 tS.! 17.3 21.8 20.2 20.1

Sleep St:a_e REM 22.0 21.2 19.9 2]..5 22.3 22.2 16.4 18.1 17.1

'_ocal 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.O ]00.0 100.0 100.0
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Table 2

DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AWAKE (IN MINUTES), MEAN NUMBER OF SLEEP

STAGE ALTERATIONS, AND MEAN LATENClES (IN MINUTES)

TO STAGES 2 AND REM FOR BASELINE, BOOM, AND RECOVERV NIGHTS

Age Group (Years)

21-26 40-45 60-72

Heasures Baseline Room Recovery Baseline Boom Recovery Baseline Boom Recover 7

Htnutes _ke

Before Sleep 21.9 27.0 27,9 24,0 21,2 ig.3 25,2 24,1 25.3

Minutes Awake

During the Night g,O 12.1 13.4 24.1 19.9 15,2 52.3 31.6 47,0

Hlnutea Awake

After Sleep 3,1 0.4 1,8 6.7 4.6 3.4 13.3 9,7 7.7

Minutes Latency

to Stage 2 14.2 16.4 20.4 ]5.0 11.8 11.7 14.0 t3.0 14.1

Hlnuteg Latency
to Stage REH 60.0 66,1 78.3 62.1 54,7 49.9 52,9 54,2 53.4

No. of 3S-Second

Stage Changes 63.6 64.8 63.9 62.3 65.2 64.5 72.1 69.3 69.7

No. of 5-Hlnute

Stage Changes 10.5 10,6 10.3 13.5 13.1 12.7 15.5 15.5 15.3

No o£ lO-Hinute

Stage Changee 8.I 7.9 7.3 9,3 9.8 9.7 i0,0 10,6 10.5



Table3

MEANFREOUENCYOFAWAKENINGSPERNIGHTPERSUBJECT
FORBASELINE,_OOM,ANDRECOVERYNIGHTS

Age Group (Years)

21-26 /-*0-45 60-72 Mean

Baseline 1.7 3,3 5.9 3.5

Boom l.B 3.7 5.9 3.8

Recovery I .A 3.1 5. l 3.2

Mean 1,6

These awakenings were scored on Ole basis of evidence in Ihe physiologlcal traciogs and
t * , t iwere not tile "behaviond awake li lgs (whcreb_ subjecls signal their w_lking stale) reported

hy Lukas and his co-workers (e.g., Lukas, 19701 Lukas and Dobbs, 1972; Lnkas and Kryter,
1970a). That wc instmcled our subjects to ignore disturbances and to attempt to get the
best night's sleep possible might well account for the smaller nnnlber of responses to the

(¢ g, Lukas andbooms raported here, compared with other data , , Kryter, 1970a) obtained
under conditions in which the subjects apponmtly were made more aware of tile purpose of
the study and were asked to signal whenever awakened. Moreover, the occurrence or age
differences in awakenings is well known (e.g,, Kr_mer et al., _971 ; Williams. 197(]),

EEG Changes in Respo,se to I]ooms. Tile seven-point scoring erileria estab|isbed by
Williams (Table 4) were used to make direct comparisons or EEG responses to the booms
with responses to periods o[ pseudo-stim!.fius controls (i.e., to periods of sleep 30 ulimltes
prior to prcsenlation of a boom). From these comparisons, presented in Table 5, it cm| be
dotermined that, while 74.2 per cent of the booms produced an EEG response (i.¢., a
uon-zero Williams Scoro), only 36.2 per cent of tile control periods showed an BEG change.

Morn "zero" and "l" scores were obtained in control periods and more "2" through
"7" scores were obtained is response to the booms; these differences were significant by
chi-square analysis at the .01 level. Although stotisticol)y s}gnifieant, these effects were
functionally mild sinca boom presentations produced awakenings only 5.5 per cent of the
time (compared with 0.7 per cent for non-boom controls) and resulted in shifts in stages of
sloop only 14.3 per cent of tim tbnc (compared with 4.2 per cent for non-boom controls).

t Age. Cbi-square analysis or the data iu Table 5 yielded a significant difference (p <

i .O1) in EEG function of the This diffcranco is due toresponses as a ago groups, primarily
,, more frequent responses at t!le higher scorns ("5"' and "7") in the oldest group. The two
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Table4

THE WILLIAMS CRITERIA FOR SCORING EEG TRACINGS (ADAPTED FROM

LUKAS AND I(RYTER,1968).THESE SCORES ARE NOT INDEPENDENT SINCE A HIGH
SCORE USUALLY INCLUnES ALL THE LOWER SCORES, E,G.,A WILLIAMS SCORE OF TItREE

INDICATES THAT I(COMPLEXES ALSO OCCURRED

Score Chan_e Required on EEG Record

0 No change.

I A g cortex of law an_plltud_(less than 150 mlerovolta)
which o_curs within one socond after boom presentacion,
hut:£s usually eolueld_ntal with the boom,

2 A K complex of high amplitude (above 150 mlerowlts) or
several _'.responses which o_eur wlthln two seconds of
termlnatlon of the boom stimulus,

3 The preaenee of an Alpha pa_ern or synehrou_zation w_thin
_wo seconds of termination of _|_ hoo_lscimulus

4 Body movement or movemen_ of faela[ or eye muscles within
_i_ seconds of _ermJnatlon of th_ boom sti_lus.

5 A one-sLep sh_f_ in s_eep s_age (e.g., from a Stage 3 to
a Stage 2) wi_hl, one minute of term_natlon of the boom
ati_tus.

6 A two-sLep _hlft in sleep stage (e.g., from a Stage 4 to
a Stage 2) within o.o minute of _ermlnaeion of the boom
_Imulua. (This Score Was n0_ assigned s_lIcew_ used a
eomblned Stage 3-4 and a shift of t_o ntages resuleed in
awakenlug. )

7 Prolonged Alpha ._vement and an Awake response within one
azldone-hal_ mlnut_s of _er_na_on o_ che boom seimu_us.

(The delay was reeo_ended for _udles wtltehrequire the
subject ta algnal his awareness of being awaka; i_ allows
elme for the _ubjee_ eo find ehe signalling device.)

youngest groups showed more "0" and "2" scores, and fewer scores of "5" (shift in stage of

sleep) and "7" (_iwakening) than did the oldest group.

Adaptation. To examine possible "adaptation" effects across tile 12 boom nights,

analyses of variance were performed on Williams Scores which occurred at least ] 0 per cent

of tile time following boom presentations; those scores were "0," "2," "4," and "5" (see

, Tabl_ 5). Tile percentage of EEG responses under each of the four scores is presented in

Table 6 for each boon: night. No differences among the 12 nights were significant at the .05
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Table 5

MEAN F,",_C,_;ENCYOF OCCURRENCES (IN PERCENTAGES) OF EACH
WILLIAMS SCORE IN EEG TRACINGS FOLLOWING PRESENTATION

OF ROOMSAND OF PSEUDO-STrMULUSCONTROLS

Age Croup (Years)

21-26 40-45 60-72
Williams

Scores Boom Control Boom Control Boom Control

0 28.0 69.0 27,8 61.7 21.5 60.7

I 4.6 8.2 5.1 5.8 5.0 12.6

2 27,6 13,1 14,9 12. i 14.0 7.7

3 0.9 0,0 6,6 1,5 6.4 0.5

4 26.6 6.0 25 .S 13.9 25.B 12. I

5 10.6 3.4 13,7 3.9 18.6 5.4

6 O.0 0.O 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0

7 1.7 0.0 6.1 i.I 8.7 t .0

level for any score or age group by analyses of variance. Tbus, there was no evidence in the

EEG tracings of"adaptation" to tim occurrence of tile booms.

Sleep Stage. Subjects might be more responsive to booms during certain stages of sleep

(cf. Williams et el., 1964). Thus, per cent responses for the four stages of sleep (REM and

Stages 1, 2, 3-4) of "0," "2," "4," and "5" scores (scores which occurred at least 10 per
cent of the time following booms) by the WilIiams Criteria were plotted in Figure 1 for all
subjects combined. Analyses of variance were performed (without collapsing the age groups)
for each of the ibur Williams Scores. Results indicated significant (p < .0S to p < .001)

differential responsivity to tile booms during certain stages of sleep. Specifically, Sleep Stage

1 and Sleep Stage 2 yielded significantly fewer "0" scores and significantly more "4" scores
following boom presentations than were obtained in control periods. This result is con-

sistent with other studies (Lukas, 1972; Lukas and Kryter, 1970b) and may be attributed to
the fact that Stage 1 in particular is a transition phase between being awake and reaching the

deeper sleep of Stage 2. Williams Scores of "2" and "S" showed different results; for these
scores, Stages 2 and 3-4 were most sensitive to the boom presentations. The latter finding

; might be expected because the K complex, which defines a score of "2," and stage shifts,
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Table6

MEAN FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE (IN PERCENTAGES)OF
WILLIAMS SCORES OF 0, 2, 4, AND 8 FOLLOWING BOOM

PRESENTATIONS DURING EACH OF THE 12 BOOMNIGHTS

ADOrntltgb_s
Age Group __

(¥ears_ .1. 2 3 '4 '_ 5 6 = -.__7 8 9 10 ] .]2

21-26

Scor_

O 25,0 28.6 25,0 37.5 34,4 21,0 31,0 32,4 23,4 33,0 21,9 28,1
2 32.8 26.6 28.t 23.4 18,0 23,4 28,i 31,0 26.0 27.5 3t.3 30.0
4 28.t 21.9 26.6 20.3 2b.1 34,4 26.6 20,5 31.3 35,2 21.4 31.3
5 12,5 8.3 9.4 9.4 12,5 12.5 9.4 11,4 10.9 12,4 14.1 7.8

_0
4p-_s

Score

0 17,2 23.t# 28.1 17,6 20.3 23,4 29,7 34.4 13.9 34,4 28,1 34.4
2 21,9 12,5 14.1 27,2 7.8 12.5 I4.1 17,2 14,3 10.9 12.5 14.1
4 20.3 35.9 29,7 2g.0 26.3 23,4 26,6 25,0 19,0 31,3 21,9 23.4
5 18,8 12.5 17.2 7.8 17.2 12,5 15.6 10.9 13.6 12.5 17.2 7.8

60-72

Scone

0 21,9 12,5 2S.I 20,3 23,4 20.3 17.2 35.9 21.0 16.3 19,4 20.96
2 10.9 S,O 12._ 4.7 23,4 10.9 17,2 14,1 20.8 17,8 12,9 I_,28
4 14,1 25,2 20,5 35.9 18.8 28.1 29,7 2L.9 21,0 33.7 27.0 35.46

5 18,8 24,1 1.4.7 15.6 17,2 17.2 18,8 17.2 27.5 L7.4 20.7 13.81
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which define Ihe score of "5," are umch less likely Io occur in I_I:M or Stage I slcel', ;Lsa
I'nllction of tile benin presentations (a noise-induced stage shifl fl'oln I_.l_M(_rStZlge I w(mld
probably rcsttll irt awakening _md wmlld Ihcreby be scored ;ts ;t "7"/.

Time-of-Night. Analyses silnil;hr to lllose noted above fill' sleep sta,_es were conducted
for time-of-night. For these purposes, each b(ioal night (50() nlilltllesJ W_ISdividt_d illlo four
quarters (results lk_r all subjects combined are dcpictt'd in IZigure 2). N_ signlficanl lilac-el=
night differences between I_OOTllSand control periods were ubtalncd for Willi:ans Sc_rcs _l"
_'2" and "5"; however, significant increases in scltsitivily Io lhe booms were ublaitled for
"0" and "4" scores (p < .05 and p '-_ .t)()l, respeclivelyj. There were proportioll:ltely J'ewcr
"0" scores for boom periods during the first and third quarters of file uighl than were
obtained for control periods, am.l prop(trtiomdely inIire "4" scores following hoours dttrlng
tile second and third quarters of tile night. Altlnmgll these tl;ita cxlend tilt' periods of
maximal sensitivity into the third quarter of the night, they _re in general zlgr,.:cmcnt with
other stndles (Kramer et el., 1971; _.lorg:m ;tntl l:',ice, 1970: I_,cchlschaffen el al, 1966;
Williams et _d., 1964) which show that sensitivity to noise is greater during early r;zthcr th;m
I;lter periods of file night.

Heart Rate

The oldest group bad significantly higher heart rates (p < .05) than did the yc)unger

subjects, bat introduction of the I_ooms produced no overall clnlage ill Ibls me;Lsure (Talkie .:
7). Heart r;ite variability scores (standard deviations) ;dso yielded no significant tfifft, reuces.
Although there was a significant increase (p <: .05) in heart beals inlmediately after boom
presentations for all subjects across all nights (by 0.8.0.6, and 0.8 beats per minute for the
21-26, 40-45, and 60-72 year olds, respectively), there was no effect attributable to age and
there was 11o"adaptation" evJdeal.

Mean EMG levels (difference score: b:_se(Ion the level mmlsured during the first five
minutes of the night, cf. Collins and lampietro, 1972) appe;_r in Table 8 by age group for
the nine periods of the night. An analysis of vari;mce of the components of these ,&Ltafor
Baseline, lloom, and Recovery phases yielded only a significant period-of-night effect (p <
.001) due to a goncrnl decrease in level of muscle tone during most of the night. The sharp
drop after tile first period (first 20 minutes) is accounted for by the decrease of muscle tone
whicl'_ accompanies the onset of sleep; snbseqaent declines prob:_bly reflect inereasiug RF.M
sleep (lower levels ofEMG _lctivlty would be expected). During the last two hours, the EMG
level increased as the end of the sleep period new,red. There were no significant differences
among age groups or across tile Baseline, Boom, and Recovery nights. Moreover, EMG
variability scores (standard deviations) showed no boom-related effects.

Significantly more cltanges (p < .001) in EMG levels occurred in response to the booms
than in control periods (41.5 vs. I0.1, 43.0 vs. 14.2, and SB,I vs. 18.7 per cent, respectively,
_'or the 21-26, 40-45, and 60-72 year olds), and rite age-related differences in the frequeacy
of sucl; changes were significant (p < .05). llowever, all EMG levels returned to their
Baseline values within ten minutes of any responses to the l_ooms. Furthermore. statistic_d
tests iadic_lted no evidence of"aduptatimt" across the 12 Boom nights.
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Table 7

MEAN NUMBER OF HEARTBEATS PER M NUTE PER SUBJEC1 FOR

BASELINE, BOOM, AND RECOVERY NIGHTS

NighLs

Age Group

(Years) Baseline Boom Recovery

21-26 63,6 62.4 64.9

40-45 62.4 62.0 63.1

60-72 69.7 68,9 68,4

Mean 65.2 64,4 65.5

BasalSkin Resistance

Mean BSR levels (difference scores, cf. Collins and lampietro. 1972) by age group for
the nine periods of the night appear in Table 9. A statistically significmlt ;lge effect (p < .05)
it due to the consistenlly lower level of skin n..sist_nce d,ring all periods ;aid across all
conditions for the youngest subjects (tit least purtially ;Htrlb,table to differences in
amplifier gain settings). A significant change (p < .001) in BSR _lcross the nine nightly
periods reflects an expected geeer;d decrease in skin resistance during the night. Significant
differences (p < .0]) hi BSR scores _,nong the B:_seline. l:loonl, ;Sld Recovery nights may be
accounted for by a geeend decre_Jse in skin resistmme (signifying increased arousal) across
the three experimental conditions. Since skin resistance continued to decline during the
F,ccovery (non-boo|n) nights, tim effect cannot be =Jttribured to boom presentations, le
addition, no boom-related effects were obtained upon analysis of v;tri;d_ility (stzmdard
deviations) in BSR scores.

Disregarding age, a nle;m change in BSP, level of-5.0 kilohms occurred within five
seconds for 19.4 per cent of the booms; the menn latency for those occurrellces was 3.2
seconds. Recovery to pre-boom BSR levels ocetnred wlthia tee minules for 51.0 per cent of
tile booln-indnced cllaeges and, of these 5l.O'per cent, tile lnciln latency for recovery wzls

47.9 seconds. Analyses of variance conducted for each of these five BSR measures yielded
only one significant effect (p < ,05); the youngest stlbjeets showed less change to the booms
in BSR level, than did either of the two older groups of stll_iecls. There w_s no evidence of
"acl,_ptation" to tile booms across tile 12 BOOlUnights.
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Table 8

MEAN EMG LEVELS PER SUBJECT DURING NINE PERIODS OF THE NIGHT
FOR BASELINE, BOOM, AND RECOVERY NIGHTS, EACH VALUE

REPRESENTS A DIFFERENCE SCORE FROM MEASUREMENTS MADE ;N
THE FIRST 5*MINUTE EPOCH. MINUS SIGNS HAVE BEEN OMITTED

FROM ALL VALUES

A_e Group (Years)
Period of

the Night 21-26 40-45 60-72

I 0.20 0.37 0.27

2 1.07 1.20 1.35

3 1.44 1.66 1.93

4 1.64 I.75 i.91

5 1.68 1.86 1,89

6 1.56 ].94 1.78

7 1.79 1.80 1.85

8 1.65 1,84 1,74

9 1.62 1.66 ].44

Baseline 1,51 1.43 1,26

Boom 1,44 1.70 1.69

RecSvery 1.26 1,57 I'.77

, Mood Statos :

Scores derived for 15 mood factors and an overall mood index were cwduated by

analYses of yariance: More detailed treatmant of tlds ,aspect of tile study is reported else-
where hy Smith and lfutt0 (1972). No boom-related effects were obtained. '
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Table9

MEANBSRLEVELSII_lKILOHMSPERSUBJECTDURINGNINEPERIODS
OFTHENIGHTFORBASELINE,BOOM,ANDRECOVERYNIGHTS.EACH
VALUE REPRESENTSA DIFFERENCESCOREFROMMEASUREMENTS

MADE IN THEFIRSTE-MINUTEEPOCH

Age Group (Years)
Period of

theNight 21-26 40-45 60-72

I 1.70 7.83 8.23

2 2.61 12.03 9,71

3 3. 13 13;34 9.72

4 3,55 13,57 10.23

5 3.90 14.40 10.72

6 4.34 16.04 Ii .00

7 4.53 15.45 Ii.29

8 4.82 15,96 Ii,62

9 4,92 16.48 12.12

Baseline 4.38 20.32 11,17

Boom 4.44 13.80 11.02

Recovery 2.35 7.57 9.36

Complex Performance

Mean scores for the ten measures of performance were calculated for morning and
evening sessions for each age gronp in the Baseline, Boom, and Recovery phases'. A detailed
treatment of, this aspect of the study has been reported elsewhere by Chiles and West
(1972). No decrement in performance was attributable to the booms;
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Overview

"rllore wore no siglli_c;lllt ef_cts of the slnltll_lted sol,it bomlls, presented dtlrlng sleep,
on overall patlerus of slcep in comparhlg Boom nights with B;lscllne and Recovery night.
1flute were also no cb_lllges ill COlUpIcx perfornl_]lloe nlcastn'es or assessed moods which

couldbe attributedtothe booms.However,individnalbooms didevokeECG, EMG, and

BSR responses in all subjects; ;tvcrage heart ntte increased dnr/llg the nrioutc following
boon_ (by less than one beat per minute), E_,IG responses occurred Ibr 45-50 per cent of
the booms (about three times more often tllan cb_mce changes might be expected b_sed on
pseodo-stimtilas controls) and I]SR changed lbffov,,iag about 19 per cent of boom present_-
lions. The frequency of these occurrences iocrel_sed with l:ho 0go of tile stlbject-groop.

"Ell,it tile boom-lndaced responses were fimclionally mild is best attested to by tile
fact that nightly p._ttems of sleep and physiologic;d ;ictivity were not si_ifieantly affected;
I:h¢ booms rarely produced shifts in sl_lge of sleep (about 14 per cent of the time as
colnp._red with 4 per cent for psetldo-stJnmhls colltrols) and even more rarely produced
av/_qkenlngs (abotH 5 per cent of the tlnle), llowever Jnfreqtlellt, tile occnrrel_l:na hntb of

aw0kenlng alld of stage sllifts itlcre_Jsed from the yotmgest to the oldest age groups, }n
agreement wJril other fh|diags (Lnkas, /)obbs, aml Kryter, 1970; Ltlkas and Krytcr, 1968,
1970a, 1970b).

P_sent restdts are also in agreement with other studies of noise effects or_ sleep (el.
Williams, 1970) in thai there were no signi_cant redncflons across Boom nights in the
physiological changes wlricb, occurred tbllnwing boota pmscn rations, nor did EEG n'teasores
cbangc slgnif_csntly ,as a result of repeated exposure to the boonls; tile latter tindlng agrees
with data reported by Ltlkas _lnd K.ryter (1970a, b) for sin|olated booms, by Thiessen
{1970) for track noise, by Kn_mer eta], (1971) for the striking of a hammer, and as
summarized by Williams (1970) for other acoustic stbntril. This lack of change is nsnaily
referred to in the literature on effects of uolse as a failure to obtaln "adaptation." However,
such results might better be described as a failnre to obtain "habituation" conshledng the
nature of the lest situation and the rcl;itlvely brief ;Ind infreqt_ent preseutatlons of tile
acoustic stimuli, l',foreover, it would seem dial the lack of apparent I_t:tbitnatioo to at least
some noises dtzrlng sleet) m;ty be a characleristic of only certain types of physiological
n|easurcs; there appears to be enough anecdotal evidence, and some laboratory d,'Jta (Lud-
low _lnd Morg.'m, 1972; Lukas and Dobbs, 1972), to imlicato tlmt the frequency' and dura-
tion of;iwakenings to noises repealed nightly declines with lhat repetitloo.
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PROLONGED EXPOSURE TO NOISE AS A SLEEPPROBLEM*

LaverneC. Johnson, Richard E. Townsend,PaulNaitoh,
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San Diego, California, U.S.A., t i
and
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*This study was supporled, ill parl, by a special gr_mtfroal die Naval UnderseaCenter, and by
Departmentof tileNavy,Bureauof MedicineandSurgery,under TaskNo,MFI2,524.004-9008DASG.

Tile opJniolls and asserlionscontained herein are the privateonesof tile :tulhorsand ale not Io be
construed as official or ;isrefie¢lingthe viewsof the Navy Departnrellt.

INTRODUCTION
A nturlbcr of recent studies have been concerned with Ihceffects of hath intermittent

and continuous noise on the haman sleep cycle. The papers belng presented during this
COllgress reprasen( tile most recent and, Jn many instances, file most systematic and best-
controlled studies in this area, Tile noise stlmtdi have ranged fronl contimlous white noise at
.sound pressure levels as high as 93 dB (Scott, 1972) to the more common kinds of sleep-
disturbing stimuli such as truck noise (Thiessen, 1970), traffic noise (Sehieber et al., 1968),
sonic booms and aircraft fly-over noise (Lukas & Krytcr, 1970; LeVere ct al., 1972), and in
Ihe most recent report Globus et al, (1973) ohserved the effect of aircraft noise on sleep
recorded in the home. The results of the Glohus et al, study were preserJted by Dr.
JTricdntann ;is a part of this SynlpoSiuln.

Because of the expense aad eflbrt involved in long-ternl exposure IO noise aud physi-
ological monitoring of sleep, most studies have been of reIativdy short duration (e.g., 3 to
16 nights), with sntall nund_ers of subjects (6 or less), aed have used only nocturnal ex-
posure Io tile noise stin'=uli, lit this paper, we will discuss the effect of 24-hoar exposure to
noise stimuli in lwo laboratory-type controlled environments and during a rontine training
cruise, The first laboratory stndy lasted 15 days and ilwolved 15 men; tile duration of the
second lahoratory study was 55 days and involved 20 nlelL in a separate study, sleep was
examined during a 7-day sttbnlarlne training cruise and involved 39 men. It was expected
that these three sludles wouh;l provide holh controlled alld realistic environments for
deterntining if sleep disrtlption would result from long-term exposure to noise stimuli,
Changes in sleep were viewed ;is an iinporlant indicator of the subjects' ability to adapt to
such an environment,

METHOD
Tile sleep studies were part of a larger study concerned with the behavioral and physi-

ological effects of Ioue..like bursts of smmd (pings), when presented 24 hours a day for

*Theauthors wish to express lheir uppreeialion to RobertS, Galesandhisstaffal tile NavalUndersea
Centerand to GeorgeE, Seymour at fil_Navy_,ledicalNeuropsychiatric Researd_Unit,San Diego,for their
couperationand assislaace.
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sn_l;ihlqd periods. ]n _tdt]ifi(m io _,lcep,mc;n;urt:_;(fl" tcalporary fllre_hold shift_,,performance
on _ever_llc_gllJlive _llltl vigil;irlcc-lype Icsls, tneasuresof :lllitudes, ;lnd ratin_ of afl_ct ;rod
n/i)od were illlt_lined.

I)uring the two [;ibor_ltory stLidie_,1he_ul_it:clswere cord]ned Io _lIw_-story barracks
builtling I;q_pro:.;imalely 23t)f) SllU;ireI_et) ¢ulltaining sleeping, ¢:tllng, working, :_ndrecre_l-
tlonal are_ls.Over I(]0 loud sf,c_d;vrswere dlslribltted Ihroughmtl li_ebuilding to I',rodttce a
re;isomd_lyunifornl r;oand field (± 3 tll_) throughout the bttildlng.

E_lchsubject completed a sleeplog e_lchd;ly delaillng the times ;rodduration of sleep
within file past 24 hours and an estimale at, t(_ the quality of the sleep ;is tel]coted hy
duration and time of sleep, eslin_ateof dlfficulty in I_dling asleep, time (minutes) to I,dl
asleep, nund_er of aw;ikenings dttring sleep, r;itings as to how rested the sttbjecl felt upon
aw;Ikening,_mdwbetber lie l_lI hecould h;weused more _leup.

Ill additlou to the sleep log iI:lt;t, all-night electrt)physiologic;d moniloriug was obtained
t'rmn selecled stLI}jccts tlarillg II_c labomlory studies. Tbese data inchttled right untl left
electrooculogram (EOG), eleclroenceph;dogram (El'G) C3 - A I + A 2, electrocardiogram
(EKG), s_,:in potential (SI'), and finger pulse volunle (FP). Tllese variables plus :l time code
und the pings were recorded on both polygraph paper and on F/It nmgn_,tic tape.

Tile all-night EEG sleep records were scored by a digital computer program (Martiu et
al., 1972) using the standardized criteria ol' the Association l_.)r tile Psycllol_llysiologlcal
Study of Sleep (APSS) (Rechtschat'l_n & Kales, 1968).

As a check on the vulldity of the computer scoring of sleep st;iges, ['our records I'ronl

the 15-day study and six records fronl tile 55-day study were scored manually by two
trained sleep stage scorers, using fire same APSS crileria. The overall agreement belween tile
conlptlter and htlnlan scoring w;is 84.4;_,, with individual :lgreenlen( r;mging from 79% to
88%. These figures are representative of the zlgret.lneat oblained between two hunlan scorers
and consistelrt with the 82% agreement reported by Martin et ;11.(1972).

Tile polygraph records were also scored fnalmally for body nlovenlents and alllonolllie

responses to pings. All-nlghl tuedi;lu heart r_lte wss obtailled from a heart rate Illstogranl
analysis of the EKG using a compttter of averaged transients. During the 55-day study,
audltory-evoked EEG responses were also ¢onlputed,

FIFTEEN,DAY STUDY

lh'ocedure

Twenty Navy Male volunteers, mean age 20.3, range 17-32, comprised the test popula-
tion. Following three days of baseline, subjects were exposed to pings of 0.75 seconds with
;in interstimuhrs interval (ISI) of 45 seconds over 24 hours for 15 days, Tbe pings were in
the 3 - 4 Kltz region with an intensity of 80 dB SPL for the first 5 exposure days and 85 dB
SPL for the remaining 10 exposure days, There were 3 post-exposure recovery days.

All 20 subjects completed tile sleep logs and on four subjects all-night sleep EEGs were
obtained during baseline, during ping exposure, and during recovery. Two subjects were
recorded each night, wlfieh meant each subject was recorded every, other niglxt of the 2 I-day
experimental period.
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Results

As tilt 5S-day stmdy involved tile longest exposer,., to lhe noise and hlcluded 80, 85,
and 90 dB leve]s, a detai]ed analysis of the 5S-day study data will be ilresented but only a
summuvy of tile results of the 15-day study. The 15-day sludy was viewed as a pilot study
for lhe longer 5S-day study.

Tilere were no significant-either statistical or practical-sleep effe¢Is from the 24-hour
exposure to the 80 or 85 dB SPL pings during l]le 15-day study. Tile averagesleep tinle over
all subjects and over all dayswas 6.6 -+1.2 hours. When daytime naps ;ire inchlded, the mean
was 6.8 _: 1.5 flours of sleep aver a 24-11ourperiod. There wasno significant change in total
sleep time when baseline, ping exposure, and recovery sleep dllrations were COl]lpared. Nolle
of the Usual sleep measures,e.g. total sleep linm, total nlovenlenl timE, sleepOuset latency,

percent time spent in rile various sleep stages, or liln11Der of sleep stage chall_Zes, varied
significantly during the 21-day test period in tile l_ur subjects from whom all-night EI'Gs
wereobtained,

Two subjeets showed a decrease in percent-tinle of stage-4 sleep on all ping nighs
rehltlve to baseline and recovery sleep, while rile other two sllowed decreaseson some ping
nights but not on others. Theselatler lwo subjects ]lad unusLudly low stage.4percent during
baseline, suggesting an adaplalion problem and a need for a longer pre-ping baseline period.
[n support of Ibis hypothesis was the hi_ler stage-4 percent on recovery nighls for these two
subjects; a percent higher rilan that seen on baseline or on any ping night. Two subjects
showed a decrease in REM sleep on all ping nights, and the otller two showed no consistent
change relative to either baseline or recovery sleep.

Analysis of changes in heart rate (HR), finger pulse amplitude response (FPR), and
EEG aetlvity (K-complexes during stage 2) indicated siguificaut responses in all three
measures during sleep. There was no extinction of the responses during sleep over the 15
days of ping exposure. As in previous studies (Johnson &Lubiu, 1967), fire autonomic
responses were not seen before sleep onset while tile subject was awake, reflecting
habituation during awake to the pings, but on each night rile responses returned with sleep
onset.

THE FIFTY-FIVE DAY STUDY

Procedure

Subjects were 20 Navy enlisted men, mean age 20.7, range from 18 to 33 years. As in
the 15-day study, subjects were medically and psychologically examined before the
experiment and found to be normal.

The ping was of 660 msec duration, approximately 3.5 KHz, presented every 22
seconds on a 24-hour per day basis for 30 days. '1here were 15 days of baseline, 30 days of
ping exposurE, and a 10-day recovery period. The 30 days of exposure were divided into 10
days each. at 80, 85. and 90 dB SPL of ping intensity. Background sound level was about 70
dB during the daytime and 50 dB at night in the berthing areas.

Ten subjects were randomly selected from tile total population of 20 subjects for
eleetrophysiological monitoring. Tlrese subjects were paired randomly and each pair slept in
the sleep recording room every fifth night. This arrangement maximized the number of
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stlhj_cts from whom d[It_lcotdd be obt;Line(I, Willie still pL'rlnJtting al [¢aM tWO data poinIs
t_r each subject under each of file experilnenhd c(mditilms.

To eont]rm tile wdidity of tile sleep log data, a aigllt-I_y-nigbt eonlparlsoll was made of
total I)ed lime reported on tile sleep logs wilb Oral obtained on nights of
eleetropbysiological sleep recordings Ik_r the 10 subjects with eleetrophyslologieal sleep
recordings for Ibe l0 subjeels with electrophysiological sleep data. As ill previous studies
(Naitoll el ;,I., 1971), there was no signil]cant I difference in sleep time between lbe sleep
log dale and tile eleelropbysiologicld recording.

The subjects were required to be in bed by 2400 and to rise by 0700 oil Sanday
through Frklay nights. Most subjecls were in bed by 2330. On Saturday nighls, ad lib. sleep
was permitted, As a result, many subjects stayed up most o1'Saturday night playing cards,
reading, or talkiRg. Becaese of these shorl boLin.;0[' sleep, ilnreblted to the noise slialtlltls_
Saturday eighls were exclede¢l froal 01e analysis. (A more detailed descriplion of procedure
and resulls of file 55-day sludy can be furred in Townsend et al., in press.)

Results

For the sleep log analysis, file only significant result was tim subjective report of
greater difficulty in fidling asleep during 85 dB, 90 dB, and post-ping nights compared to
pre-pieg heseline nights (see 'l';d_le I). The 80, 85, and 90 dB, and post-ping comtifiens did
not differ significantly from each olher.

Coelpared to the pre-ping baseline, there were no chan_.'s in tile percent time for either
awake (W) or stage 1 sleep during ping exposure (See Table 2). The ebanges in stages 2, 3,
and P,EM were not consistent ever the three dB levels, and those cbanges tbat were
statistically significant were not considered large enough to be of practical siLmifieance,
Under tile 85 dB condition, percent time for stage 2 was significantly decreased. Percent
time for REM sleep was significantly increased for both 80 and 90 dB. The 85 dB and

post-ping periods did not differ from tire pre-ping baseline for REM sleep. For sta_ 4 sleep,
there was a decrease in percent time under all tone conditions, and this decrease was
significaet under the 90 dB and post-ping conditions. With the decrease in stage 4. there was
an increase in stage 3 sleep. The incn_ase in stage 3 was signifiean t during exposure to tile 85
dB pings.

None of the meztsures of quality of sleep (i.e., number of nocturnal arousals, number of
stage cbanges, and sleep cycle stability) showed any consistent or significant cbange with
ping intensity (Table 3).

Body Movements during Sleep
There was a small but significant increase (p < 0.02) in irnmber of body movements

during P,EM sleep, but total number of body naovements over all sleep stages during tire
niglll did not increase during exposure nights. Only 3.7% of Ihe pings during stage 2 were
followed by movements and 5% in stage REM. Many of the movenrents that did occur during
exposure nights, however, were clearly related to ping onset. In stage 2 sleep, 53.7% of all
body movenlents followed the pings by < 7 seconds. During REM sleep, 45.3% of all body

i Sigaifcanl refersto p < 0.05 usingazero.ran I test, two-lalled.
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TableI

COMPARISONOF SLEEPMEASURES FROM SLEEP LOG CARDS AND
NAP LOG CARDS DURING BASELINE AND EXPOSURE TO PINGS

POSt-
Pre -Expostzro Exposure

Baseline SO dB 85 d3 90 dB Period

Heart 1.80 2.03 2,10" 2.10"* 2.13"*
Difficulty falling asleepI

S.D. 0.51 0.53 O,SS 0.00 0,48

Hean 0,50 0.01 0.$4 0.6S 0.63
Number awakenings per night

S.D. 0.40 0.46 0,39 0.41 0,48

_!ean 7.54 7.65 7.40 7 45 / 701

Hedian hours nocturnal sleep S.[]. 0,60 0.30 0.05 0.21 I 0.69

Heart 0,30 0,37 0.5._ 0.50 0.31
Mean hours o_" naps

S,D. 0,35 0,48 0.10 0.48 0,40

*_ < 0.05
**E < O.O1

iQuantiflcatlon o£ dlfficulty- I = none, 2.- slight, 3 = moderate, 4 = considerable



Tablo 2

PERCENT TIME FOR SLEEP STAGESFROM COMPUTER-SCORED
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC AND ELECTRO-OCULAGRAPHIC RECORDINGS

Post-
Pre-Exposure Exposure

Slee p___:_staKe...... Baseline 80_dl1 .... 85 d8 90 dB _Peri°d

Hcan 3.50 2.66 3,06 5.74 3.28
Awake

S, D. 3.19 2.18 2,68 6.30 4.97

Hoan 2.93 2.19 1.83 2.48 3.i6
Stag_ I

S,D. 2 • 00 0.99 1.21 1.39 2.09

Heag 21.75 26.26* 24,54 _4,66" 23.68
Stage REH

S,D, 4,97 5.71 ,1.48 4.51 6.93

Hean 59.88 56.88 54.g6, 57.03 57.50 !
Stage 2

S.D. 8.10 5.34 4.21 6.87 S.gO !

Mean 8.88 7.91 11.56* 11.19 ,9.44
Stago 3 i

S.D. 3.44 3,40 4.69 3,73 4,79 i

Hean 10.37 6.77 6.92 4.69** 5,97"
_tago 4

S.D. 6.17 7.71 5.69 5.90 fi.61

< 0.01

movements followed tile ping by < 7 seconds. Application of the pseudostimulus technique,
whera pseudostimali are imposed on the baseline record, indicated that there were

significantly more movements in tha first 7 seconds after tile stimulus than in the same

inten'al after the pseudostimulus. A more detailed analysis of the body movements has been

reported by Muzet at aL (in press).

t
Median Heart Rate during Sleep

The average all-night heart rate under each experimental condition did not differ

" signlfie_mtJy from tile pre-ping baseline.
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Table 3

VARIABLES REPRESENTING GOODNESS OF SLEEP AND STABILITY OF

SLEEP CYCLING FROM COMPUTER-SCORED ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHJC

AND ELECTRO-OCULOGRAPHIC RECORDINGS

Post-

I,"xposuro
Parnmeter Ported

braun 5,85 3.95 3.60 3.70 4.70

_umbor arousaJ e_isodes
S.D, 6.36 4,S8 4.6l 2,62 5.34

• HoaR 33,85 33.20 32.30 32.96 31.05

Number of stage changes
S.D. 11.26 7.07 8.30 6.80 9.65

Hewn ]4.80 7,30 11.70 ]4,60 I3.20
Tiro I to |s_ s_g_ 2

S.D, ]3.34 6.30 11.4l ]8.19 |5.92

Hoar 39.35 SO,SO 30.60 43,60 44.60
TIm_ to ]st stage 3

5.0. 39.49 66,02 11.05 24.72 _8.2!

Hear ]57,50 153,40 93.70 147.30 ]25,10
Time to 1st stage 4

5.D. 159.60 156,36 120.70 112,28 104.81

Hean 96.65 8Z .64 95.20 90.80 8B,20
Fime to 1st _tnge KL'H

$,D, 37,52 34.5.1 ' .10.69 22,9! 39.05

_vera2e REH-RER interval Hoar 7fl,49 80,31 87,14 83.53 88,26
in minutes

$,D, 20.40 15,93 16.50 22,97 24.18

IA]2 tlz_o5 are In minu¢os

I

Individual Subject Analyses

The data for each variable were examined to determine if any subjects showed a greater

ping effect than that suggested by the group mean. For the group of variables associated

with goodness of sleep (sleep onset time. number or stage changes, number or awakenings,

and sleep cycle stability), only one of the I0 monitored subjects showed a consistent,

although small, decrement in quality of sleep with increases in ping intensity, l'Iowever, this

subject did not show any decrement in waking performance (visual 0nd auditory vigilance,
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choice reuction time and recognition memory) (llershnmn & Lowe, 1972), or bell_lvior
(aided and anxiety scales). Changes in median ileurl r;Ite dodng sleep were seen in two
subjects, one of wbont llad an average increase of 5 bpm at 85 and 90 dB, the other imd an
average increase of 5 bpm at 90 till, Again, no waking correlates were noted.

As in the 15-d;6' study, lIR, FPR, and EEG responses occurred to tile tones during all
ping-exposure nights. 'Fo further detcrndne the EEG response to the pings, a detailed
analysis of evoked EEG response to the pings during st_lge2 and RI'M was made (Townsend
& [louse, 1973). Tile amplitude of the evoked response was consistently largerduring stage 2
than stage REM. Williams et ul. (I 962) have ;dad reported lower-amplitude evoked responses
durlog REM sleep. Similar to tile evoked IIl_.and FPR responses, tile EEG evoked response
was not detectable before sleep onset hut appeared each night with sleep onset. In order to
determine whetber any change in response amplitude had occurred over the 30-day
exposure period, a comparison was made between tile average amplitude of the response of
tile 10 subjects during tbeir first recorded night of exposure to ping and during their last
recorded night of ping exposure. Tbese resnlls are presented in Figure I for stage 2 and in
Figure 2 for REM sleep.

Tim early components (< 200 reset) of the evoked response were unchanged over the
exposure period. The only significant differences from first to last recorded night were
simil*lr decreases in tile amplitude of tile N2-P 3 component in both stage 2 and REM sleep
and a decrease in tile amplitude of the F3-N 3 component in REM sleep. There were no
consistent or significant changes in either the amplilode of tile other components or in the
latency of any component. While it appears that there may be a reduction in the amplitude
of some later components of the auditory evoked response in both stage 2 and RF.M sleep
during prolonged expostlre to pings, there remains a striking similarity between the first and
last night evoked responses.

TRAINING CRUISE STUDY

Procedore

Speakers were installed in tile forward half of a diesel-powered submarine so that a
relatively uniform sound field was present in all areas of tile forward compartments. No
speakers were installed in the renufinder of the submarine. This arrangement of speakers
t_sutted in two groups: I) The control group, N = 17,who lived and worked in an area free
of pings; 2) The experimental group, N = 22, who lived and worked in the ping area. There
was no significant difference in age or rank between the two groups. The mean age was 25
with a range of 17-43. The subjects were not confined to their respective areas, but they
were encouraged to remain in their assigned quarters. The ping duration was ,75 seconds ill
the 3-4 KHz region. The intensity was set at 80 dB SPL with n 22 second ISI and was
presented 24 hours a day Ibr five days. The median background sound level was 66 dBA

with higher levels in some areas such as the messing areas and lower in the sleeping quarters.
Sleep logs were completed one day prior to the ship's departure from home port while

the crew members were on leave sleeping in "at home" environments, on tile first day of the
cruise before the pings were started, during the five ping-exposure days, and on file first day
after tile pings were discontinued.
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Resnlts

Colnparcd to "ill Illnnc" sleep durations, both groups ohlained more sleep during Ibe
crulse. "l'bc avenlgt: "el home" Iol_d sleep duration was 6,6 -+ 1.9 hours, i)urblg Ibe first
nigllt of the cruise, it was 9.fi ± 2.6 llours, during I*,ingexpnsnru the averagewas 7,6 -+1.5
hours, and on the first nigbl after Ibe ping was discontinued theavurag_ Iolal sleepduration
was 6.5 + 1,9 hours. There were no significant dlfl_reuces between tile IWo groups in
average total sleep dttrulion for any nigbl or ebangc iu slecll durallon during tile cruise.
Fuetors other lhun ping exposure, tiles, were in_ijor delennJnants of sleep duration. The
total sleep Ihnes for oor crew we_ conlputlble with those llsuaily seeu nil u cruise of ibis
n_lture. Tbere is usually reducedsleep ml tbe lusl nigbt in port,an increaseon tile I_rst night
at sea, with a sul_sequenl decreaseus the operating duly andwatch schedulesare inlpos_'d.
The sbortened sleep dur_ltiml on the niglll after cessulion of i_ingswasdue to the increased
work scbedule Io prep:ire for returu io port.

Even tbougb ping exposure bad no significant infhlen_e on total sleep duration, the
pings appeured to be u factor in reported difficulty in gelling to sleep.The experimental
subjects reported more trouble going Io sleep, and this was r_l]ectecl in their increased sleep
latency on ping nights. In Figure 3 are Ihe clnmges in sleeplalimcy oll ping nights. In Figure
3 ure tile cbanges ill sleep latency for tile two groups wbt!li Iho lime Io till asleepdnlillg

ping and llle night following cessation of pings tim comparedto thai for tile first nigbl at
sea. Tbere was a consistent increase in sleep latency over theplng nights, and Ibis increase
was significantly (l = 3.88) Iongnr than tbal for baseline. "fiiirly-iwo percent of Ifiose
exposed to tim pings reporled hlcreusedsleep Ialency oil Ihefirst ping night and 68_'zoon lie
Ilftb night of ping when conlpared Io tllelr first night ;il sea. Forly percenl reporit!d
increased latency oil tile fiflb nigbt wben compared to theirsleep ialency on lbe first night
of ping. Eleven (50%) of the subjects showed sleep lutencies double their baseline sleep
larencies on two or more of the ping nigh is.

In contrast, tile conlrol subjects" sleep lalencies generally decreased during the cruise,
nolle o[ _,except on ping nights 3 and 4, but " lose Cllangesin latency were significantly

different from baseline. Though the mean change was a decrease in time of sleep onset,
some control subjects reported an increase in sleep latency dtlring tbe eralse IboLigb never
exposed to the pings. Compared in /belt baseline, 18% of tile control subjects reported
increased sleep latency on the first ping night (2nd day of cruise) and 36% said it took
longer to full asleep on tbe 6tb night of tile cruise than on tilefirst night. Compared to the
50% of the experimental subjects with increased sleep latencies on two or more ping nights,
only three (18%) of tile control subjecls had longer sleep latencies on two or more nights
during tile cruise ilion on baseline nigbts.

Tile increased sleep latencies on P3 for tile control group were probably due, in part, to
tile fact that tile submarine returned to port for a couple of hours and many of tile control
subjects went ashore Oll various errands. Tile experimenlal silhjee/s were restricted in their

i_ quarters. Similarly, tile sleep lateneles on ping night 4 ;veto also partly influenced by the
day's activities. During the 4ill day, tile bout anchored offawieation island and the control
subjects had u steak-fry topside wllile observing tile vacationers tlirough ghisses. Tbe

:i experimental subjects were again restricted to quarters and had to eat tbeir steaks in their
_ mess area. Tile marked increase in lutency tbr tile expedmentalsubjeets on I)4 migbt be due,
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bl p;irt, to their "con_lrenrent" during tireday. }ixandnadon of daty and waIcb assigunlents
for the two groups revealed no explanadon lbr the dlfibrence ill sleep latency.

While tileoverall patlern showed longer s_eep iatencies tbr the experiment_Jl than
control subjects and w}thin-group significant changes for lhe experiurental group,
between-group conlllarisons indicated significant difft.rcnccs for only ping nights 2 and 4
;rod on tile nlght after Ilre pings were ttm]ed off.

Tile experbnentnl snhjcels also reported feeling tess rested aport awakening, but tile
difference between tile two groups was signi/_eanl only after tile 5tb ping nigbL

DISCUSSION

Contrary to lire findings of other stndies using different noise stbntdi and only
nocturnal exposure, little effect of noise on sleep duration and number of awakenings was
seen in these investigations. One of the possible reasons for tile difference in results might
Ilave been tile pro-sleep exposure of our subjects to tile 24-hour regular pattern of pings. All
subjects were exposed to tile pings for a minimum of 10 Ilou_ before the first night of
sleep. Sonnds with upedodlc rates of occurrences, with variable freqtrencies anti intensities,
have been reported as causing alterations Jn sleep whicll inch_tted longer sleep luteneies,
increased wakefi|lness, and body movements (Lukas & Kryter, 1970; Schieber et _d., 1968).

The relatively younger age of our subjects lua_ have also been a factor, as Lllkas and
Kryter (1970), Thiessen (19"/0), and Williams (1990) have reporled that more frequent
awakenings occurred in tile older age subjects.

Our results, however, are consistent with the general findings Ihat noise restdts in sleep
onset complaints and u decrease in sleep stage 4. In eohtrast to the report by Scott (I 972/,
we found no decrease in stage REM during ping exposure. A decrease in delta sleep has been
reported by Rothet at. (1972) and by Giobus et aL (1973). Subjects expoacd to 85-nnd
95-dB-SPL pings during tile 55-day laboratory study and to 80-dB-SPL phrgs during tile
7-day lrainJng erulse reporlnd sleep onset difficulties.

In both the 55-day and training cruise studies, the sleep larcenies did not return to
baseline values when tile pings were tamed off, suggesting a carry-over of tile sleep onset
difficulties. The average increase in sleep latency was less titan 15 minutes in each phase;
lhus, one could reasonably question wiletller this increase was ofprnetical significance, This
question is particularly pertinent since there was no change in total sleep dnretioo as a result
of tile pings in either phase of tile study. Further, tire EEG recordings in tb.e 55-day study
showed no EEG change in sleep latency over the 30 days of ping exposure even when tile dB
level was 90. We appear, thus, to be dealing with a subjective report which was not verified
by objective EEG recordings of sleep onset. Similar discrepancies between reported sleep
problems and EEG sleep recordings, particularly for complaints of insomnia, are often :
found in sleep disorder clinics,

Before tire subjective report of sleep onset difficulty can be dismissed as of no
significance, however, attention must be directed to tile finding that during the training
cruise 23% of tile experimental subjects reported lying in bed for over an liner, and two
(10%) for 2 hours, before sleep onset during one or more ping nights. Baselina sleep
latencies for these subjects were less filan 20 minutes. No such marked increases were found

far control stibjects. Also, the experimental subjects reported feeling less rested upon
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axwikelfing. Suhjecls with tile longer sleep-onset latencies inv;irlably reported feeling only
'+slightly rested" or "not nt all" after morning awakening. In all probability, these long sleep
]iltencies were due in part to olher factnrs and events of tile previous day. When sleep is
difficult, one becomes morn aware of onises. Tile inlpnrtance of physical tnld mnotimlal
healtil in determining tile response to noise has been mentioned by Ilarold Wil]imns in his
snmnrary paper.

The inabi]ity of sleep researchers to idenlify usefid indices for goodness nf sleep
contributes to tile prnblem of determining whether a reported changein sleepis significant
(see Johnson, in press). At present, the report by the subjecl In questions rdaling to sleep
onset problems, and how tested he fell upon awakening and how well be slept, may be our
most adeqeal¢ measuresof goodnessof sleep. If we aceepl these subjeelive reports asindices

of gOndlreSSof sleep, then tile .pings had an adverse effect on sleep. Both of the reported
sleepdifficulties-sleep nnset problenrs, and aw;iking less rested-suggest that file presenceof
noise necessitates increased effort if sleep is to be obtained. Tile subject feels he has to
"'work harder" to go In sleep, end at+ increased effort may be necessary throughout the
night to remain asleep. The finding that them is an ,_utnnonlic (ANS) and EEG rcspmlse to
tile pings l]lrottglsout tile night without any sign of eventual extinction indicates th;it the
subject is not able to "tune out" the pings during sleep as he is able to do when awake. Tile
decrease in stage 4 sleep ns he is able to do when awake. The decrease in stage 4 sleep during
the 55-day study, and noted by Roth el _1. (I972) and Globns el al. (1973), indicates that
there is _1decrease in "deep sleep" during noise exposure. Some sleep researchers wotdd
posit a eaus:d relation between amount of stage 4 sleep obtained :rod tile recuperative value
of the sleep, but this relationship has been difficult to demonstrate objectively (Johnson, [n
press).

One final point regarding the significance of the reported sleep problmns. No
perlbrmance decrement during the 30-day exposure to pings was found on an exteesi'_e
battery of cngnitlve, reaction time, and vigilance-type tests (Hershman & Lowe, 1972). Also,
no changes in mood oraltitudes were fomsd during the 55-daystudy, except for the increase
in the annoyance value of pings from a rank order or 16 out of 20 file|ors when the ping
level was at 80 dB to a rating of I (the most irritating) when it rose tn 90 dB. Similarly, no
significant performance differences between experimental and control groups were found
during the training cruise, Like tile 80-dB ping of the 55-day study, the 80-dB pings during
the training cruise were 17tb in a list of 20. Other factors such as lack of showers, boredmn,
and lack of exercise were ranch more irritating to tile subm_rine subjects than tile ping.s. The
phlgs, however, were nnt completely innncuous as temporary threshold sld fts were found in
some subjects in each study. But even if we am correct in our hypollmsis that subjects
expend more effort to obtain Iheir sleep when exposed to noise, tile expenditure nf this
extra effort may not be easily detected in waking perfomlance or behavior, lnformntion as
to other possible areas lhat might be affected and the changes that might be expected as a
result of exposure to noise will, perhaps, be one of the contributions of this Congress,

SUMMARY

In one 15-day mid onn 55-day laberatnry _ludy :_n(Inn,_ operational 7-day tra.;:l!ng
crnise, fire effect on sleep of 24-hour-a-day exposure to pings of intensities ranging from 80
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to 90 dB SPL was examined. Tile pings were less Iban a second ill duralion with an
interstbmdus interval of 45 or 22 seconds, and in the 3-4 KHz frequency range. Maximum
duration of ping exposure was 30 days. In this young adult sample, exposure lo the noise
did not produce a decrease in sleep duration or an increase in number of awakenings. There
were, however, reports of sleep onset difficulty and a decrease in percent of sleep sl;ige 4
during ping exposure. No signillcant changes in waking perfomluuce or behavior were found
as a resull of the ping exposure during any of tile three studies.
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The ;tire of this study was to explore the effects of jet aircraft take-off uolses on tile

sleep of young adults in good healtlt of both sexes, not habitually exposed to this kind of
noise. Several studies on noise-disturbed sleep, and partlcnhtrly by jet flyover noise, have
been already pnblislted (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, I I, 12). Saute of them sltowed differences
between male and female subjects, but tire age classes often were different, Furtltennore,
the noise effects depend upon the sleep stage in which the noise occurs. Finally, authors
disagree in regard to tile noise threshold and tile noise effect during REM sleep ( 10, 14).

Methods:

Eighteen young adults of both sexes (9 ntales and 9 females), in tlte age range between
19 and 24, stayed permanently in tile laboratory during 4 consecutive nights and days.
During the third night of each sequence, 32 jet take-off noises were presented in a
semi-random schedule.

Tile second and the fourth nigltts were not disturbed by noise, while the first night was
rejected from tile analysis,

Each morning, after awakening, subjects bad to respond to a sleep qoestionnaire used
• in order to explore subjective modifications, if any, in relation with the noises (9).
: Two EEGs (central-mastoid aod parietal-frontal leads), one EOG, one EKG and one

actogramm detected by an original procedure (7) were continuously recorded from 23:00 to
07:00. Noise pressure level in the experimental rooms and a time code were also

' continuously recorded during 8 hours. The records were analysed visually and a sleep stage
score was given for every 10 seconds section of recording,

Results:

1. Sleep stage latencics
The latencies of sleep stage 1,2, 3, 4 and of REM were expressed from the start of the

_xperiment to tile first occurrence of each sleep stage. The sleep stage lateneies during the
three experimental nights (NI and N3 = nights wltltout noise, and respectively second and
fourth nights in the laboratory; N2 = night with noises and tltird night in the laboratory)i

, : were compared by zero-Mu t test for correlated means. Table 1 shows valoes of zero-Mu t
test between nights.
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Table 1

SLEEP STAGE LATENCIES = VALUES OF ZERO.MU T TEST
N1 AND N3 = NIGHTS WITHOUT NOISE, N2 '= NIGHT WITH NOISES

(A) Value for (NI - N2) difference
(B) Value for (N2 - N3) difference

(0) Value for (NI - N3) difference

Sleep stage
latencies Males Females Males -: Females

Stage I (A) -2,11 NS (A) -1.07 NS (A) -2,29 •
<B) 3,64±_ (g) 1.34 NS (B) 3.18

(C) 0.40 NS (0) 0.36 NS (C) 0.56 NS

Stage 2 (A) -3.01 m (A) -1.90 NS (A) -3,25 _x
(B) 4.95 _'_ (B) 1.35 NS (B) 3,69 _

(C) 0.64 NS (C) 0.36 NS (C) 0.65 NS

Stage 3 (A) -2.98 x (A) -2.08 NS (A) -3.17 _'_
(B) 3.08 R (B) 1.66 NS (B) 3.21 _'_
(C) 0,57 NS (C) 0.43 NS (C) 0.73 NS

Stage 4 (A) -3.06 • (A) -1.88 NS (A) -3.15
(B) 2,82 • (B) 1.66 NS (S) 3.06

(C) O.56 NS (C) O.70 NS (g) 0.91 MS

REH (A) -1.63 NS (A) -2.29 NS (A) -2.32
(B) 1,58 NS (B) 0.32 NS (B) 1.40 NS

(C) -0.30 NS (C) -0.74 NS (C) -0.81 MS

5 % or better
_ 1% or better

For the male subjects, there is a significant increase of tile sleep stage 2, 3 =rod 4

latencies during N2 when compared with non-disturbed nights NI and N3. For stage 1, only

the comparison between N2 and N3 shows an increased latency in N2.

For the female subjects, there is no significant difference among stage I, 2, 3 and 4

latencies during the three experimental nights,

For the male and female groups separately, tllem is no significant difference for the

REM latency during NI, N2 and N3, But, considering the two groups together, the REM

latency appears significantly longer for N2 than for N1.
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The :lvt.,nlge blleneles of e;ic]] sleep st;lge, for tile two groups, during nights N I, N2 _nld
N3 :ire given in tile T;Jble 2.

Subjectively, both in;lies and I'mmdes esfinmted that their time to hdl asleep w;is Imlger
during N2 titan during the Iwo other nights. Zero-Mu I tests applied to the time to f_lll
;tsleep :is estimtltetl by tile male mid felmde subjects show tll_ll this eslim;ited time is

signific_mtly longer during N2 than during NI _lnd N3. This time estimated by the subjects

_md the st0ge 1 lalency are not significantly dlff'erent, with the exception ofdislnrbed n]gbt

N2 for which male subjects overestim:lle their time to fnll asleep.

2. Total dnration of the sleep stages
The total duration of each sleep stage was obtained by _Jdding the 10-see epochs in

whicil n stone stage w_Js scored. For w;ike (W) mdy tile time in W after the first stage 1 was

retained. These total durations during the three nights were comp;Jred by zero-Mu t_tests for

correlated metals. The resulls are repel'led in Table 3.

For the males, the total tlme in W is signilieuntly longer during the disturbed night

th;m during the subsequent undisturbed one N3. Also the total time in stage 3 is

signific_mtly longer during N3 th;n'z during N 1.

Tohd time spent in REM sleep is significantly longer during N3 than dtlring N2, for the
males, nnd Ihe same result is found when we consider both groups together.

Table 2

AVERAGE LATENCIES (IN MINUTES) OF THE SLEEP STAGES DURING

THE TWO NIGHTS WITHOUT NOISE (N1, N3) AND THE NIGHT
WITH NOtSES (N2)

Sleep Hales Females

Seage N1 N2 N3 N1 N2 N3

!i 1 19 30 17 17 23 16

!] 2 23 37 21 20 28 20

3 31 60 28 30 37 29

4 38 65 35 36 42 33

REM 117 163_ 119 96 119 III

. _ One subject exhlblted hls flrst REM

period 363 mn after the snare of che
nxperlment and another one had it 294
mn after _he stare.
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Table 3

TOTAL DURATION OF THE SLEEP STAGES: VALUES OF ZERO.MU T TEST
N1 ANO N3: NIGHTS WITHOUT NOISE - N2: NIGHT WITH NOISES

(A) Value for (Nl - N2) dlff_rt:n¢_
(B) Value for (H2 - H3) differonee

(C) Value for (NI - N3) difference

W duration is the time spent in wake after the first stake 1

Sleep stage Males Females Miles _ F_'_!eq
(ToLr,I duratlen)

W (A) -2.15 NE (A) -1.74 NS (A)'-2.79
(B) 2,90 • (B) 0.47 NS (B) 2.49 •

(C) 1.59 NS (C) -1.10 NS (C) 0.51 NS

Stage 1 (A) -1.33 NS (A) -i,79 NS (A) -2.42 •
(B) 1,88 NS (B) 0,72 N8 (B) 1.88 NS

(C) 1,28 NS (C) -0,50 NS (C) 0,59 NS

Stage 2 (A) 1,13 NS (_) 0,31 NS (A) 1.01 NS
(B) -1.40 N8 (B) -0.20 NS (B) -0.94 NS

(c) 0.10 NS (C) 0,80 NS (C) 0.07 NS

SiNge 3 (A) -1.14 Ng (A) 0.32 NS (A) -0.87 NS
(B) -O,96 NS (B) 1,55 NS (B) 0.50 NS

(C) -2.58 • (C) 1.88 NS (C) -0.23 NS

Stage 4 (A) 1.05 NS (A) 1.13 NS (A) 1.59 NS
(S) -0.25 NS (B) -0.89 NS (B) -O.88 NS

(C) 0.89 NS (C) 0.18 N8 (C) 0,71 NS

REM (A) 0.98 NS (A) 0.12 NS (A) 0.87 NS

(B) -4.09 _ (B) -1.02 NS (B) -2.99 ee
(C) -1.62 NS (C) -0.83 NS (C) -1.73 NS

5 7, or be_ter
1% or bettez
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For the females,thereis11oslgnil'ical]ldifferencefor the totaldurationof everysleep

stages in tile dJsttlrbetl ;rod non-disturbed nights.
The avernge Iotal dttrations of each sleep stage dtlr[llg tile Ihree esperinlen(M nights are

given in TnNe 4 for the two groups.

Subjectively, males alld females estimate th;tt the sleep quality w,ls worse durhxg tile

disturbed night than durtng the two others, For the males, it seems Ih;d N3 was the ilight

with the best sleep qunlity, while for the felnales Ihe I)csl nlghl seems Io be NI. Such ;in
estimalion should be ¢olnpan:d with the vMues given in table 4, which show that the total

duration ofW alld stage I is snlaller ill night N3 Hlan in nighl NI tar the males, while the

opposite phenolnenon is observed ill females.

3, Effects of Ihc jet take-off noises on sleep hi night N2

The 4 lypes o f noise used in this study differed bolh in peak level and dnration:

Noise A: Peak Sound Level: 93 PNdB - Duration: 90 sec.

Noise B: - 95 PNdB - - 30 set:.

Noise C: - - 100 PNd B - - 90 set'.
NoiseD: - - 112PNdl].... 30 sec.

A total of 32 jet take-off noises were delivered ill tlle experhnental rooms with a

scml-random schedule, tile rzmdom seqltetlccs of 8 noises (two of each type) behlg

distributed overevcry two-hour period.

Thus Ihe lloises occurred hldependently of file sleep stage with tile consequence that

the number of noises for each sleep st;ige differs fi'om subject to subjecl.

Tablo 4

AVERAGE DURATIONS (IN MINUTES) OF THE SLEEP,STAGES DUN ING
THE TWO NIGHTS WITHOUT NOISE (N1. N3) AND THE NIGHT

WITH NOISES (N2I

Sleep Males Females

Stage N1 N7 N3 NI N2 H3

W 20 34 9 4 12 i0

i 36 42 28 21 29 24

2 178 162 178 191 186 190

3 38 45 50 46 46 36

4 71 62 64 76 64 74

tEbl III i01 129 116 114 126
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FourtypesofresponsestouoJsewerescored:

- Type 0 response: 11ochange in thc EEG dtlrlng II_e thn¢ or Ihc noise presentatlon and
during u period of I mlntlle following the noise.

- Type l response: occurrence of a phase of transient activatioll (P,A.'r.) (13) during the
two periods described above, but without sleep-stage change.

- Type 2 response: occttrrencc of a sleep-stage change in Ihe direction from stage 4 to
st_lgCI or frmn REM sleep to N-REM sleep during the same period as
above but without sleep st;rge change to W.

- Type 3 response: (hlril_g tile s_lnlc dehly, occurrence of a sleep-stage change to W.

3.1 Responses of males and felnnles to the noises
Clfi-squa_ tests done on the 4 response types obtained daring sleep shows a significant

difference of the noise effects between males and females. Males respofld to tile noise more
than do females and the n.mber of stage changes Io W is larger for tile male group, while lint
female group e×bibits a larger frcqnen_y of type 0 and type 2 responses to noise.

3.2 Responds of ma[csand females in three sleep stagc_
Chi-square tests dose on the responses obtained during stage 2, stage 3 + 4 and REM

sleep show no significant difference between groups.
Note in this table that the frequencies of the four types of response differ considerably

according to the sleep stage in which the noises occurred. REM sleep seems to be the one in
which response types 0 and I are more frequent and response types 2 and 3 less frequent.

Table5

RESPONSEFREQUENCIESOFMALESAND FEMALESTO
JETTAKE-OFFNOISESDURINGSLEEP

(NUMgERSIN PARENTHESESAREPERCENTAGES)

"Sex Response Type
0 1 2 3

_ii , - -

Male 68 33 103 50
(26) (12) (40) (19)

Female 88 36 130 29
(31) (12) (45) (10)

Males versus Females comparison

• 9.43 , 3 df _ p < 0.05
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Table6

RESPONSEFREQUENCIESOFMALESAND FEMALESTO
JETTAKE-OFFNOISESDURINGTHREESLEEPSTAGES

(NUMBERSINPARENTHESESAREPERCENTAGES)

Sleep Response Type
Sex

S=age 0 i 2 3

Male 19 6 52 31
(17) (5) (4a) (28)

2 .-. .................................

Female 26 9 65 17
(22) (7) (55) (14)

Male 22 3 43 Ii
(27) (4) (54) (13)

3+4

Female 26 2 60 6
(27) (2) (63) (6)

I'_le 27 24 8 8
(40) (35) (ii) (zl)

Female 41 25 5 6
(53) (32) (6) (7)

Hsleaversus Females comparison
Stage 2 : X2 = 7,02 , 3 df NS
Stages 3+4:X2 = 3,23 , 3 df , NS
REM : X2 = 3,19 , 3 dE NS

3.3 Responses of males attd females to the four types of noise
Only the X 2 test done for tile responses to noise C (100 PNdB, 90 sec) shows a

i signilleant difference between the two groups, males being more disturbed by Ibis type of
noise than arc females.

3.4 Res mnses of males + females to the four types of noise and for three stages o f sleep
In view of the results of 3.2. and of the fact that, considering separately the two groups

of subjects, we would have too small frequencies in each cell, X2 tests were applied to both
- _ _ _oups tome!her, forcach type ofnoiso in !he thrPe _l,'_p _t:_e_.
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Table 7

RESPONSEFREQUENCIES OF MALES AND FEMALES TO
THE FOUR TYPES OF NOISE DURING SLEEP

(NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE PERCENTAGES)

"Type Response type
of Sex O 1 2 3

noise

Male 36 7 13 3
(61) (Ii) (22) (5)

A ......... .......... ...................

Female 39 7 17 3

(59) (10) (25) (4)

Male 18 3 31 5
(31) (5) (54) (8)

B .................. ...................

Female 22 I0 30 6

(32) (14) (44) (8)

Male 11 9 28 18

C (16) (13) (42) (27)

Female 18 8 43 5

(24) (10) (58) (6)

Male 3 14 31 24

D (4) (19) (43) (33)

_emale 9 II 40 15

(12) (14) (53) (20)

Males verffus Females comparison :

Noise A : X2 m 0,47 , 3 df , NS
Noise B : X2 " 3,56 , 3 df , NS

Noise 0 : X2 =12,00 , 3 df , O,Ol> p> 0,001
Noise D : X2 " 6,69 , 3 df , NS
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Table 8

RESPONSE FREQUENC{ES OF SUBJECTS MALES & FEMALES TO
THE FOUR TYPES OF NOISE DURING THREff SLEEP STAGES

_IUMBERS{N PARENTHESES ARE PERCENTAGES

Type Sleep Response typeog
noLse Stage 0 1 2 3

2 24 2 13 5
(.54) (4) (29) (11)

3 + 4 29 0 16 1
A (63) (0) (34) (2)

....................................

RE}i 22 12 1 0
(62) (34) (2) (O)

2 8 7 34 ?
(14) (12) (60) (12)

.... ................................

3+4 ? 0 25 4
I{ (19) (o) (69) (11)

_YJ_ 25 6 2 0
'(75) (18) (6) (O)

2 7 3 34 16
(11) (5) (s6) (26)

3+4 9 1 32 2
C (20) (2) (72) (4)

I_H 13 13 5 5
(36) (36) (13) (13)

2 1 3 36 20
(3) (5) (60) (33)

3 + 4 3 4 30 10
0 (6) (8) (63) (21)

8 18 5 9
(20) (45) (12) (22)

}o{.seA : X2 m 41_3 , 6 d£ p_ 0.O0l
roiee B ," X2 _ 54,9 , 6 d£ ., p_ 0.001
olBe C : 12 " 52_1 ,j 6 d£ , p,_0.001

- _ u._D,__ ; X2 - 52,0 , '6 d_ , p _O.OOi
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There are significant dil'l_renees of tile response frequencies ill tile three sleep stages
for tile four types of noise. For each n,Jise, REM sleep always shows more type 0 and I
responses and less type 2 and 3 responses. Resp,.mse frequencies obtained for stages 3 + 4
are generally closer to those in stage 2 thun ure those ill REM sleep.

DisenNsion;

Ahllough the two groups of subjects estimated subjectively their sleep as being worse
and their time to full asleep as being longer during the disturbed night N2 than during nights
NI and N3, only the nudes showed siglfificont differences in respect to the corresponding
physiological data.

These m_de subjects showed :1significant increase of the sleep stage 2, 3 und 4 Intencies
during N2 and also, but less marked, an illcreased tolal time in W after the first stage I,
during night N2 when compared with N3, wldeh was considered by tlrese subjects us being
tile best of tile nights spent in tile laborotory, i

For tile romulus, tile increase of tile sleep slage lutencies and of tile total tih,_ in W and
stage I, which appear in tables 2 und 4, are not significant bul they certuinly eolitribnte to
the significant differences wllen the two groups are tested together.

REM latency was not significantly increased if considered for each sex group
sepurately, while the signillcant increase, found for both groups together, of Ihe lime in
REM during N3 when compared with N2 resulted mostly from the strong increase exbibited
by the male group. This result has already been published (8) and could be interpreled as
some kind of ++REId rebound" without previous depriwlrion.

Wltb tile exception of the difference for the response frequencies to the noises (luring
the sleep between males and females (see table 5), there was no significant difference
between filese two groups, neither as for the response frequencies to tile noises in tile Ihree
sleep stages considered, nor in tile responses to the four types of noise, except for noise C
(100 PNdB, 90 see), in which case slet_p-stuge changes to W were more frequent in mules
than in fenlales.

However, the results in Tuble 8 sbow clearly the difference between the effects of tile
various noises on sleep stages 2, 3, 4 and REM for all subjects. It was during REM sleep that
tile greatest frequency of no-response nnd that IIle smallest frequency of types 2 and 3
l_esponses were observed.

These results seem to disagree with those of some otl!er studies, especially with the
recent study of Lukas and Dobbs (6). These authors found that middle-aged .women tend to
be more frequently awakened by noise than do middle-uged nren. It is certainly difficult to
compare this study with our own, but perhups an explunotion of this disagreement conld be
found in the fuut that tile two popuhltions were not similar, especiully regarding to file
subjects' uges.

In 1962, McGhi£ and Rossel, investlguting tile subjective assessment of nornlul sleep
patterns by subjects of both sexes, found signlfic_lnt differences between sexes for some
classes of uge but not for others, For young people there were fewer differences between
sexes than for oilier people. Furthermore, the sleep pattern of the females tends usually to
change earlier than that of tile mules, that is, during middle age ( I).
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The difference between oar _sults nnd those of Lukas and Dobbs, ns regards tire noise
el'feels in relation to file sleep st;lee in which the n(_iseoccurS, might be explnined p:nlly by
file fact that the response t_,,pes used in tile two studies ;=re not identical. Ilowcver this
aspect needs further study, f,_lrficulnrly Ibr the noise effect in REM sleep.

Conelusltn1:

The present study does nol bring an evidence of n ¢]cnr-cnl difference between noise
effects according Io the sex of tile snbjeels, either for subjective assessntenl or
neurophysiological crlterin, but it does permit conclusions on the effect of noise on sleep.
Snbjective results, such as time to fnlI asleep, sleep quality, sleep quantity, number of awake
periods, nnmber of movements, and morning tiredness, showed for every subject that tile
disturbed nigh! was the worst of the throe experimentnl nights (9).

Several physiological data tend to show that sleep in night N2 was more disturbed than
during NI and N3 (sleep-stage Intencies, total duration of wnke and stage 1, number of e

sleep-stage clumges) while some variables, such as number of P.A.T., REM periodicity, were
quite stable fron'_ night to night (8).
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THE EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT NOISE ON SLEEP ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY

AS RECORDED IN THE HOME

Gordon Globus, Joyce Friedmann and Harry Cohen

Department of Psychiatryand Human Behavior
Collegeof Medicine

The University of California at Ireino

and

Karl S. Pearsonsand Sanford Fidall

Bolt, Beranekand Newman, Inc,

The two objects of this pilot st_Jdy were first, to demonstrate that in-home sleep
studies could be accomplished readily, reliably, and at reasonable cost, and to elucidate the
nature of the ralationship between noise and sleep.

Two technological advances have permitted tile present experiment to address itself to
these questions: a compact and highly reliable system for recording electroencephalograph
(EEG), and eleetro.oculogram (EOG) in the home environmant was designed by Jinl
Humphries in our University of California at lrvinc laboratory, A portable digital noise
monitoring unit was developed by liolt, Saranek and Newman, Inc. The two systems
brought ,an increased level of sopbistication to the instrnmentation required to measure the
effects of noise on sleep.

Method
Acoustic rnansurements were made in a re|tuber of neip,llboriloods in the vicinity of Los

Angeles lntcrnution=il Airport, After overnight records of noise exposure iuside these homes
wer_ analyzed, a one-square-mile target area was chosen, Planes came in 500 feet over these
people's honres.

After canvassing the area, six middle-aged married couples whose mean age was 45
years, and who allowed no substantial hearing loss in an audiomatrie screening test were
chosen as experimental subjects, '/hey had lived in tile urea for an average of 6 years.

Similar screening techniques led to the selection of two control neighborhoods, several
miles from Los Angeles Airport, where five middle-aged couples were selected, The couples
were all paid Sill,00 per night for five consecutive recording nights.

RecordingProcedure'
' Each night, one hour before the couples retired, a technician from each research group

applied the electrodes, calibrated and turned on tile equipment. Upon awakening, the
subjects removed the electrodes, turned off tile equipment, and filled out a brief

" questionnaire about tile quality of their sleep.
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Equipnrent
A modified fo,.ir-track analog tape recorder acqalred both tile physiologic;d and tile

acetlstic dat_l. 'I3m physiological data consisted of multiplexed FM recordings of EEG and
EOG, reconled o:l sepaLatechamrels for husband and wilb. The acoustic data.eansisted of u
eontiouoas direct recording ofnoise exposere in tile sleeping quarters.

Remits

Tile analysis of the noise data showed that tile two nelghbodrnods differed radically.
"file airport received a greater number of high level noise events (28 vs I 7 events), as well as
a biglrer mean dBA level (77 vs 57 dBA). It should be noted thai these noise levels, recorded
ill close proxbnity to the subjects' beds, represent close estinlates of tile noise to which the
subjects were exposed, rather than outside noise levels (105 dBA, approximately per
flyover).

The sleep data was then analyzed in two ways. First, we looked at tile differences in
the sleep patterns of tile two groups, and then we looked at how specific noise events
_lffected the experimental group.

All of the data from tile last three nights of successful recording, (tile earlier nights
were discarded), were consistent with the general hypothesis: that intense noise exposure
degrades the quality of sleep. Because of the small number of subjects, and lira large
individual variation, only the following attained acceptable levels of si;o'dfieence:
1) experimental subjects spent less absolute (p < .005) and percerJl tinm (p < .025) in

what we called "deep sleep", that is, stages 2, 3, 4 and REM, (45 minutes),
2) they spent a greater proportion of their time in "light sleep", that is, stage l (p <

.005), waking and movement time. (Figure 1),
3) as well as being awakened more often, (p <.025), than the control subjects.
To recapitulate, experimental subjects have less "deep" sleep, more "light" sleep, and
awaken more often than control subjects, (Table I ),

"rilese between-group differences constitute necessary but insufficient evidence for the
hypofilesis that aircraft noise exposure, per se, degrades sleep quality. It is necessa_ to
show that individual noise intrusions are, in fact, responsible for disturbances of the
subject's sleep.

A timaline analysis of sleep stage-changes was developed. Each experimental subject's
state-change-data served as its own control. Within each experimental subject, three-minute
epochs beginning witk a noise event were compared with control three-minute epochs
without a noise event,

From this analysis, Jr'was determined that wben a flyover noise occurred, during
"light" sleep, pemistence in tile same sleep stage or transitions to anotber "light" sleep stage
tended to occur, whereas transitions to "deep" sleep were lessened, compared to controls.
When a flyover noise occurred during "deep" sleep, there tended to be a transition to
"light" sleep, compared to controls (Figure 2). These findings suggest how noise exposure
directly effects file observed differences in total amounts of light and deep sleep,

Shier we began this study, the flight pattern has changed at Los Angeles Albert, and
now there are no flyovers between 11 p.m. end 7 a.m. Therefore we are in the process of
re-examining the sleep patterns of these anme subjects, in order to see how they habituate to
i.il_ uew _,t'aation.
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Tablnl

AVERAGEAMOUNTOFTIME(IN MINUTESISPENTIN VARtOUS
: SLEEPSTAGES

! NOISY AREA QUIET AREA

Sleep Mean Standard Mean Standard
i Stages Deviation Deviation

Waking 18.58 26.50 6.57 7.62

Movement 5.66 1.93 6.15 3.32

1 87.12 33.21 31.71 21.76

o 2 209.20 35.33 235.84 52.20

3 32.23 26.06 37.32 14.46

4 10.05 16.43 13.78 30.30

REM 87.03 9.92 96.70 22.60

Total Sleep 401.85 34.02 421.67 34.42

Deep Sleep 339.04 40.42 383.36 36.82

Light Sleep 81.35 51.70 46.53 29.29
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NOISE AND MENTAL HEALTt4 -AN OVERVIEW

W. Hausrnan

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

I appreciate the opportunity to address this dislinguishcd Congress and [o present an
overview of Ihe work repnrled to date on tilt' relarionshJp between noise and mental he_lllh.
In expIoling the lilcrature to examhlc what luts been done hy both mental health workers
and audiologists on this inldguing subject I find myself confronted by _1remarkable dearib
of definitive work despite a number of clues lhat strongly suggest thal there is, ill fact, z_
relarionslrip between _t ntnobcr of I_tccts of tile problem of excessive noise and tile
developing scientific oreas related to psycili_llry. My feeling is th;tt of the optimistic little
boy who wandered into a large stable frill of horse nlantlre and wile plowed tbrollgh its
contents for the best part of an hour and lhee cnrerged wldl a distinctly unpleasant odor
and a large smile on his dirty face. When asked about his experience he s;lid "1 looked and 1
looked and I looked and I couldn't find hhn but 1 know that Ihere is a pony in there
somewhere." Sie|ilariy 1 can report that I have looked and looked through the literature and
that while Ibare not found undisputed evidence tirol noise causes disorders of mental health
I too feel thai filere is a pony in there somewhere. There are signs that a clear rehltionsbip
between noise nlld mental health will be found when sufiicient iolerest develops in the
communities of elental health workers and those ill the various flclds related to tile

!psycho-physiology of audition.
It may he significant that my own introduction to this intriguing questiolr has come

through a series of circumstances w/rich :ire unique to the experience of a psychiatrist. In
the early 1960's while I was in military service I was assigned as Chief of lhe l]ehavioral
Sciences Research Branch of the Army Medical Research and Development Commare:l in the
Surgeon General's Office, where, _ part of my duties 1monitored in-house and contractual
research on setrsols, psychophysiology. During lbal time I was also assigned to represent the
Army on the Executive Commitlee of tile Committee on llearlng and Biocoastics of tile
National Research Council. About two years ago 1was asked to participate in a task force of
tile American Psychiatric Association on the Environmenl and Mental Healtb. At that time
my earlier Army experiences were brought to mind and I took on tile task of furi:hcr
exploration of the literature on tile effects of noise on mental health. This in turn brought
me to Dixon Ward who was very belpfid to me in that study and who has now fiJrther
piqued my interest in asking me to take on this assignment to present an overview of the
field.

My remarks will be organized into several relevant categories. In the first of these I will
examine the effects of premature deafness wl'dcll, in our society, appears in large measure to
be tile product of a combination of soeiacusis, alerm coined by Glorig and Nixon l_ to
describe the adverse affects on ilearing of noise associated with the general environment in
which we live, and occupational noise-induced hearing loss which, in a sense, represents a
special type of sociacusis for those individuals who work m a particularly noisy i

environment. Anticaglia points out that about 50% of tile mac[tines used in heavy industry i
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prmluce noise above tile level wldcll is eritlc_d for potential hearing loss in predisposed
individuals, _"A number of aspects of our society appearto be increasing tile prob_lbilily of
e×posure or tile averageindividual to prelnature deafaessineblding the JucreasJ|lgmnnber of
large aircraft, tile devetopnlcnt of rapld tralrsll in our cities, and the increase of hig]lways
rtlnlling througJl and near llrban centers. ThE shlfl of nut population from rtlral to nrh[m

areasand the [ner_lsftlg denland for eonsllnler producls ;is welt as the rise in popularity of
discotheques and increased attendance by young people at loud concerts aiured at s,']tisfylng
their app:lrent need for repeated sensory sdmuhdiml all contribule to the likelihood that ml
increasing part of our population will suflbr from varying degrees of prelnatnre deafness. _1'21
So, too, does the draft with its exposure to Ihe tiring range _uld tile battlefield.
Unfortunately tile cnnseqt|ences of acquired deafness are poorly doctunented in tile
literature, but, wbere examined, suggest that they should be of cmlcern to those
investigating const_llnts on mental health and tile quality of life. 1 will ehlborate ell thls
issue later in this talk.

A second area tbat 1 will examine involves tile non-acoustlcal effects of noise on mental
health. This will include some of what is known about the direct and indirect effect of noise

on those aspects of hunlan behavior and physiology of concern to the psycblatrist. In this
conlext 1 will make some observatiorrs oil tile vuhlerability of specific groupings of
individuals withln society to noise, and touch oil some work that stlggests that just as sonic
individuals appear to be nlore sensitive to the potenlial deafening effect of acoustic traunla
than others so some parts of the population may wall be unusually sensitive and responsive
Io the non-acoustical effects of noise.

PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF ACQUIRED DEAFNESS
Although tile literature on acquired deaftleSS and on tile hard of heilriug is i'enlarkably

meager, as compared with work with the deaf cbild, several workers bare commented on tile
significant psychological crippling of individullls wilh deafiless that develops after
childhood. _'d't Perhaps tile most specific examination of tile psychological consequences of
acquired deafness has been that of Myklebust in wllich be describes a wJriety of studles on
the bard of hearing including psyebologlcal testing of. and descriptive statements by, such
subjects.24 lie describes a sense of isolation in these individuals which is borne out by their
patterns of living. Virtually all of tile indivldnals with ;icquired deaflless describe a shift in
occupation and a change in their social patterns after they had lost their bearing. The
pattern of shifting jobs is also described by Dorman 14 and Anticagfia 2 _lnd they point out
the great difficulties placed in tile way of tile deafened by their sensory handicap. This
disorder also affects tlreir pattern of leisure time activities so that most facets of their
quafily of life :ire profoundly affected by the deafening. Myklebust notes that tile deafened
appear to marry later than those who hear and they remain more dependent on their
ramifies. Tile extent of the psycbological consequences of deafening may be measured by
their scores on tile Minnesota Multiphasie Psychiatric Index where 64% of males and 56% of
females score high on the depression scale, about 54% or both sexes high on the paranoia
scale, 64% of males and 55% of females high on file schizophrenia scale and 57% of males
and 50% of females higll on the hypomanla scale, la general the bard of Irearing males
appear more emotionally maladjusted than is true of nermals and tile females are similar
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although their scores_lresolnewba[ less(Irunlatically abnormal. These findings are cooslstent
wilh the experimental work of Ilebb and otbers on sensory isolalion ufi_ctsI_ _md clearly
suggesl an acqtllred secondary onlolionul disorder in these indlvldu_ils, I)el_erltlillg on tile age
of acqltisJtiun of deafness tile effects vary but bl all groups the impact ua nlent_ll be;tlth
appea_ to be signi[ICalll and pro_otnld.

NON-ACOUSTIC EFFECTS

Studies on tile effect of crmslant noise in tile environment by Atherly and his
co-workers suggesl Ihat exposure to cnnslunt noise nl;ly lend to a mild depressive syndroule
wblcb appears to he similar to tile neurotic depressive reaction. 5 Studies on performance by
Wilkinson. llroadbent and others indicate that tbe noisy environment interferes witb work

accuracy nltbongh not particuhrsly witb speed of performance. :z0 Tile specific relationship of
environmental noise to mental ilbress per se has been investigated only by Abey-Wickrama el
al in file famous London airport studies which do not appear to be replicated elsewbere. I
AlthougB the Abey-Wickrama study suggests an increase in admissions tonlental bospitals
for lbose maxinndly exposed to airport noise, olher ,.'corkers have challenged tile
epidemiologieal aspects of this study, pointblg out thai the popubltion under study was
over-represented by older unatlacbed wonlen who lend Io bare a higher incidence of
psychiatric disorders under any circumstances. _° We will hear more about Ihe follow-up of
file London airport sludies later in this program.

Aootller line of clues oil tile non-acoustic effects of noise comes frool Ihe stndies bl

Italy and Czechoslawtkia on the effect of chronic noise exposure on factory workers? t;,l'_
While tbese studies de not specifically exclude file interactive affects el" sut:b factors as
vibration and moootony of work, they are striking in that both studies found u very hlgb
incidence of gastrointestinal complaints among tile workers exposed to a high level of
factory nuise for 15 years or longer. In one study 65% of tbe subjects were found to have
identifiable gastroinlestinal lesions through x-ray examination. :6 To the best of my
knowledge neitber of these very provocative observations Ilave been followed up in the
United States or in otber countries than those in wbich the original studies were made.

Some of the non-acoustical pathways through wbicb noise appears to affect tile
organism are ouBined by Antieaglia and Coben 3 and are elaborated in a recent symposium
edited by the Welchesf" In tbis symposium several interesting studies suggest neurochemieal
pathways mediating the efl_et of noise in specially sensitive breeds of aninl;ds23,nand bl
man. _,'_ An interesting question here is whetber tile physiological response to noise is it
specific and direct result of tile sound stimuli _2 or whether it operates through an avoidance
mechanism as elaborated by Brady. Mason and others. _,_'

VULNERABILITY OF SPECIAL GROUPS

Several studies suggest differential responsiveness of special classes of individuals to

loud noise stimuli. In one well documented study Hunter observed increased physiological
response and decreased performance of dyslexic children as compared witb oonnals, daring
studies performed in an area located under the air hines leading into the San Diego airport) 7
Similarly, in experimental studies with groups of nomral, hypertensive and psycholic
patients Arguelles et al. demonstrate significant increase in tbe epinephrine and

:: [
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norepinephrhlc responses of hYlrertensJve patlenls e×posed lo ilOJS_all_.l catechohnninc
responses ill a sirui]ar direction in n group of scidzopbrenic and depressive psychotic
patlcnts.4 The kilter gronp of patients is nnfortllnalely snlall ill nnnlber and ArgnelIes
indicates that Ilrey were nledic_lt_d at the time of the study, thus in,wing hlrge]y nnanswerud
questions about the differmllia] effects on file non-medic_ited menlally ill r_t" noise
annoyance. In horil perilologicel groups the noise exposure was ecnte, lhns leaving open tile
question of Ibe effect ell IIresesnbjeclS of chronic or repealed noise exposure.

In view of recent developments in the slndy of eatecllOhtlnilleS end oilier
nmtroclrenlicals in depressive and schizophrenic patients'mO,_sit is s_riking that amollg the
drugs most effective in protecting vulnenlble mice from acoustically triggered seizures were
a group of sLdlstaoces widely used as antidepressants, all of whlcb effect norepinephrioe
metabolism. Accordingly to Lellman "'it appears that all drugs protecting nlice or decreasing
tile severity of tile seizure increase tile norapinephrine (NE) level into tile receptor sites, attd
that all drugs inureesing the severity of tile seizure decrease tile NE level. ''23 This is
particularly interesting in light of tile work of the Arguelles group noted _lbove. Obviously
one cannot make direct application from tile stndy of mice to the study of nlan but it
appears tllat there is an increasing body of knowledge thai boars consistently and
suE..gestiveiy on tile issue of tile relationship between noise anti the induction of certain
types of psychochemical responses. At tile same lime it should be emphasized filet tile
definitive work on this intriguing topic with vulner,lble bcmans is still to he done,

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In sururuary it mast be noted that in the areas both of emotional disorders related to

and followlng the acquisition of noiso-relaled deafness, und of the nrental health effects of
noise other Ihan lllrough deafness, relatively little specific work has been done. At the same
time there are sufficient clues Io suggest that those who do involve themselves in studying
these relationships may well make important contributions to the I_ody of knowledge botll
in psyehietry and in tile acoustic sciences, Obviously the implemenlation of these studies
will involve a range of other workers interested in the environmentM aspects of public
health, hi my view the most valuable clues point to tile need for identification of vulnerable
populations and for file study ofcatechohJmine and other neurocheruical responses in those
individuals who appcer by history or genetic predisposition to have a Iligh vuhterebility for
schizophrenia, endogenous depression or other ruental disorders. ! suspecl that tile sort of
large scale epideruiologicel studies typified by the Abey-Wlckrmna London airport study
may represent an approach that is too broad in scope for our purposes. Similarly. the
criterion of hospital admissions may not be sufficiently sensitive In pick up the acute or
chronic effects of noise on tile members at risk era large target popuhltion. Whatever work
is done, il is apparent that the problem of noise in society will not go away. There is a need
for greater recognition of lhe potential or work in this area end for working alliances of

• audiologists, physiologists, neurocheruists, epidemologists, psychologists and psychiatrists.
There may well be need for new techniques of collaborative study sensitive to the special_a

n problems of cue-psychiatry so Ihat the relevant parameters can be examined. Under these
circumstances it is Iloped that file real pony can be located somewhere in tllat m*flodorons
b;iru.
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OBSERVATIONS OF THE EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT NOISE
NEAR HEATHROW AIRPORT ON MENTAL HEALTH

C.F. Herridge
and

L. Low-Beer
Sutton, Surrey, England

Introduction and Results:
Interest in this subject was aroused elgbt years ago wtren one of us (C,F.H.) became

Community Psychiatrist to a population of about 150,000people who live in the London
Borough of Hounslow, Tile Borough lies immediately to tile East of Heathrow Airport, and
inevitably lies under the landing upproacbes of all aircraft approaching East-West. It also lies
under tile take-off routes of some aircraft leaving West-East. As prevailing winds are
westerly, laoding noise is the m_or problem. Figure 1 shows the locution of tile area and

: and tile two general hospitals at which we ]lave worked.
In 1969 (l) a research project was carded out in an endeavour to see if aircraft noise

affected mental health, This was a retrospective study which measured only admissions to
the area psychiatric hospital during a two year period. Admissions were studied from the
Maximum Noise Area (MNA), shown shaded in Figure I, aml compared with admissions
from tile less noisy remainder of the Borough, though it must be remembered that tile less
noisy part, which includes tile West Middlesex Hospital, is hardly quiet. MNA was defined as
an area where tile NN1 (Noise and Number Index) was over 55, or wbere the PNdB from an
approaching Boeing 707 w_ts over 100.

The results are shown in Tables I and 2. Table I shows sex, age and social status, whilst
Table 2 shows diagnostic categories. From them it w_s concluded that Psychiatric
Admission Bates were higher from tile MNA rlnm from outside it, and the person most at
fish was the single, widowed or separated woman, in the older age group, suffering from
organic or neurotic mental illness.

Tile work was challenged by Chowns (2) who questioned the demographic analysis and
file use of a combined PNDb and NNI maximum noise area, We believe the demographic
analysis to be correct, but tile combined noise values could be regarded as suspect.

Last year, therefore, members of the British Medical Research Council carried onta
similar smaller study, nsiog the same methodology but taking the 55-and-over NNI contour.
This is shown in Figure 2. T_'ds work is not to be published, and constitutes a pilot survey
for a much larger intended study, We are very grateful, therefore, to Dr. Tan_apolski and Mr.
Gattonl for allowing us to show their summary of results in '/'able 3. Tilis is a smaller
sample, but the results allow a similar trend for all first admissions and for female first
admissions, though they do not quite reach the 5% significance level.

An important new factor has appeared in the last year, however, which has to be
mentioned. Housing prices in the very noisy areas/lave not kept pace with national average
rises, according to local Real Estate Agents. Probably not eoineidentafiy, u large number of
Asian immigrants, many from Africa, have settled in tile very noisy areas, It is obviously not
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LONDON BOROUGH OF HOUNSLOW

Maximum noise area and study area
N

{ Heathrow _
I AIrpoft , ___S_ _

_ WestMiddlesexHospital

.oi.'.m"e
_ areastudied (Borough of

Hounslow )

Figure1: London[toroughHounslowmaximumnoiseoroaand_tudyarea.

only aircraft noise wilich is responsible, but it is perireps not too fanciful to suggest that
"Noise Ghettos" are being created, with all the implications of such a problem, including its
own effect on reental health as shown by Schneider (3), "Permanent Noise Slums" are
already described by Lolly and Holmes (4). This seems to be an extension of the concept,

Discu_ion:

To obtain really reliable data of the effects of Aircreft Noise on Mental Heulth around
Heathrow is notoriously difficult, us Atheriey (5) has pointed out, and the relatively 'hurd'
data wldch we have presented is very scarce, Social Surveys may be illaminating and two

reports by the British Board of Trede (now Department of Trade mid Industry,), (6,7) are
yah|able, but in the eyes of some, including ourselves, inadequate.

As u result of recent work with the Department of the Environment, however, an
interesting hypothesis has occurred to us and may ilelp to explain, and perhaps be used
prophylactically against, the adverse effect that aircraft noise appears to have on mental
l|ealth.
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Table1

M.N.A.

Category Significance

All admissions:

Total 0.005> P>O.O0]

First 0.01> P>O.005

Femaleadmissions:

Total 0.025> P>0.01

First O.O]> P> O.005

Male admissions=

Total N.S.

First N.S.

Femalesaged>45:

Total 0.005>P >0,001

First P< O,0005

Females(married):

Total N.S.
First N.S.

Females(sin,
separated,fiivorced):

Total 0.01> P>O.O05

First O,Ot>P>O, 005

Females(widow,
separated_cl[vorced):

Total N.S.
I

First ; 0.05> P>O.0]

Females( widows)=

Total 0.05>P>o.o]

First 0.05> P>O.O].



Table 2

DIAGNOSTICCATEGORIES(FEMALESONLY)

_,i.N.A. Non-M.N,A.

Category 0 E _ 0 E x_ Significance

"Neurotic"

Total 26 18.6 ]7 24.4 5.19 0.05> P>.0.0I

First 9 6.9 l 9.1 1.02 N.S.

OrganicmentalIllness

Total 35 24.3 21 31.7 8.33 0.00S>P>0.00!

First 22 12.1 6 15.9 13.94 P<0.0005

Attectlve,schizophrenic."psychopathic",end"eplleptlc,alcoholic,& etc."groupswere

analysedfor femalesandall Sixdiagnosticcategorieswereanalysedfor males,butin

all Instancesellher P was> 0.0Sor{he numbersweretoofewforanalysis,

In 1971 (8) Minimum Noise Routes for take-off from Bdtish Airports were
recommended, and these were implemented in duly, 1972. Some of these routes are shown
in Figure 3-the idea being that aircraft taking off from tieathrow should be routed over
areas of minimum popalation density, though it must be realised that this is u very relative
term in over-crowded South East England.

The tlood of protests, together with the setting up of highly articulate, well-managed
and woll-fioanced protest groups, was immediate. Expensively-produced and extensively-
researched protest documents have been produced. The areas mostly affected are social class
1 and 2 residential, and their psychology as organized protesters has been described by
a'Brook (9).

Compare this, however, with the mud1 noisier but far less affluent lloanslow area. The
Chief Public Ilealth Inspector for the Borough reports (10): "During the year (1971} the
departnrent received nine complaints concerning noise from aircraft. This figure is extremely
low and cannot reflect the nuisance and inconvenience suffered by people living under the
radons approach and take-off paths. It can only be concluded that the residents of the
Borough are sceptical as to any reductions in noise being achieved."

We have tried to portray this tremendous difference in attitude in Figure 4.
Admittedly, organized campaigns can collect signatures and therefore magnify results but,
even so, this difference is extremely startling.

Elsewhere (11) one of us has described more journalistically clinical eases of mental
illness where aircraft noise appeared to be an important aetiological factor, and we see new
cases each week. It was suggested that there were many instances where aircraft noise might
be tile "last straw" in precipitating breakdown.
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Figure2: London Boroughof HounslowM.R.C. Pilot Study.



Table 3

IN PATIENT PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL ADMISSION RATES

( OaltoniF. &TarnopolskiA. - unpublishedwork}

High Noise LowerNoise

AreaRate Numbers AreaRate Numbers IncreasedRiskfor x2
per1000 per 1000 ' '55+Zone %

BOTH All admissions 3.40 182 3.22 213 7.2 0.50N.S.

ISEXES First" 2.01 100 I.54 102 26.4 3.75TREN..D

MALES Alladmissions3.15 79 2.81 81 11.5 0.54N.S.

First" 1.71 43 1.45 45 16.4 0.60N.S.

FEMALES Alladmissions3.73 103 3.57 126 4.4 0.]ON.S,.
First " 2.28 63 1.61 57 34.4 3.59TREN0
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We now propose to forward a further theory based oll the results shown in Figure 4.
Whilst people tire aggressive, articulate and active, and whilst they feel that their actions are
producing some effect which Inay eventoally improve their lot, they ruay remain well.
When, however, they despair of results, try to live will1 aircraft noise and become externally
apathetic, tilen they may be tnnring their aggression inwards and prodach'tg, by accepted
psychological meclmnisms, psychiatric breakdown. This can be called "The Four A's
Hypothesis" - Aggression, Articulatiml and Action versus Ap_lllry,

If this theory is correct, then psychological prophylaxis is possible. It does not remove
the necessity for cutting down :*ircraft movements tit Heathrow, producing quieter aircraft,
and ultim;itely removing major airports from heavily populated areas, but an active
lleathrow Advisory Council, with genuinely easy access for complaints by the ordinary
person, and an emphasls on popular cmrannnieatiolh woahl be u real ]le[p in redncing
morbidity. All aggrieved people should be able to see, either in Newsletters or in the local
press, that their personal colnplaiot has actually been noted, and real concern and practical
action be seen to be shown by, at p_scnt, apparently uncaring authority. This would act as
palliative tberapy until the real treatment-removzl of intensive aircraft movement from
lleathrow to the projected and much.disputed coastal airport at Maplin-can be completed.
The fact that Heathrow may still have 12% spare nlnway capacity by 1985 (12} is
immaterial. The popnlation around the airport has already run out of psychological reserves.
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Stockholm, Sweden

According to a gener;dly accepted definition, noise consists of ill] nndesirah]e sounds.
For the most part this definition has been used ill investi_;itions concerning the ef_cts of
community noise on individtz_iIs.

Tills prcseutation will give an overt'Jew of the medlodological problems ;tssociated
with studies of conmlunity response to noise. Comnlnnily _sponse can ine_m tile
coordinated ections from the uoannnnity wher_ lhe indlvidnals live to ch;inge conditions
thal _irc considered to be undesirable, for example altelnpls to remove tile Snllrce of noise
from tile anna;hLIt ¢omnronity response can also mean iedividn,IIs' experiences with the
effects of noise and their reactions to those experiences. As will later be slrown, a t;re;it
many irrelevant factors influence the individuals' willingness to join coordinnted acllmrs, Ior
exunlple, against a source of noise. For Ibis and other reasons, tile investigations of
commmrily noise and its efl'¢cts have been nro'_tly concerned with tile individuals'
annoyance reactions.

]n hitherto-reported inveslit,alions of the prewdenee of annoy=nreu reactions caused by
noise, a type of dose-response thinking has often been used. This nleens th:lt nttmnpts Imve
been made to correlate tile subjective reports of noise dislurhance to an objective measure
of sannd dosage (some combinetion of sound level and duration). When establishing norms,
it is necess_lry to estimate tile highest permissible dose on the basis of what re_lctioas
different doses give rise to. There are two possible approaches. One either tries to protect
tile most sensitive group or one st_rts from the "normal person's" reactions. In the first
approach tile search for the dose-response rehltionship begins with tile "most sensitive
group's" reaction to different doses, which also mmms Ibet less sensitive individuals are
automatically protected. In tile other approach tile search for tile dose-response relationship
begins with the normal population's responses. It is the hiller approach th;it bns been most
often used.

In attempts to m_Jp tile effects of comemnity noise, survey investigations Imve
traditionally been used. These, as a rule, have studied the disturbing effects of noise. Several
definitions have been used for "disturbances", which has often resulted in differently
phrased quesiions; consequently individuals have been classified as "disturbed" from
different starting points. In all cases, the assessment has been based on the individual's
report on his reactions to noise. This means that the individual not only has to try to
describe his own experiences but also to evaluate them. i

;
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Tile following will first describe bow Ibe effeuls of noise exposure have been studied hr
several investigations, Different methodological problems will then be eonsldercd, followed
by a discnssioo on tile possibilities for measuring tire rolatlonsblp belwcen noise exposure
and different disturbance reactions,

The reactions that hove been mainly used for ewlluating iodivhluals' experlenee of the
exposure conditimls are the so-called "dislnrbanee reactions". Empirical stmlies of what a
respondent really means when be stales thai be is "disturbed", "irritated" or "botbered'"
]lave not [31_endone. Tills means that when a person at an blterviow or with a qLlestlonn_lJr@
declares that he is dlslurbed, it is not posslbl_ to know more than dial tile exposaro
coneemed gives the respondent an experience of displeasure, tl|at is to say, something that is
not desirable.

Tile presence ofdistllrbance in tile above meanblg call be said to be the first dimension
of disturbance observed in the investigations that have been done. Other dimensions are the
intensity of disturbance stated hy tile respondent, the duration of distorbance-tbat is, tbe
frequency ;tad length of the occasions be is disturi)ed-and finally, the manifestations of the
dislurbaltce, snell as psychosomatic symptoms, actual _ctivity disturbances, attempts by
various means to bring ahout a change in the exposn_ situation.

Besides the aspects of disturbance reactions already mentioned there are also others
that should be considered. One of importance is bow conscious tl|e individual is of the
disturbance, which is possible to determine by studying the respondent's readiness to report
tile existence of annoyance.

The bnportanee of the disturbance reactions is decided partly by how ranch attention
the individual places on the disturbance problems, and partly by how great the disturbance
is seen in a relative sense-that is to say, seen in relation to disturbances from other
environmental factors. Both these dimensions of "importance" must be considered so that
tile elassilieation ofwhat disturbance reactions really mean will be more complete.

Investigations that have been published have mainly studied the following reactions to
noise exposure:

- reports on general disturbing experiences caused by noise exposure (both intensity
as well as Frequency)

- reports on disturbances of tile exposed individual's daily activities
- reports on psychosomatic symptoms as a result of noise exposure
- reports of complaints to some authority
- report of diflbrent types of activities the exposed individual has undertaken, such as

usblg noise protecting measures, to diminish tile actual noise exposure.
Very briefly we shall now recount a couple of investigations executed in tile United

States, Great Britain and Sweden where different reactions to noise exposure have been
studied, The first of these investigations is Bon;ky's study "Community Aspects of Aireraft
Annoyance", 1954. Quite often, inconsistent answers appear in the investigation; that is to
say, a given respondent may spontaneously state at one time that aircraft noise is a
disturbing Factor in the environment, but in response to a direct question concerning the

I occurrence of aircraft noise it has sometimes been the case that the respondent denies any
inconvenient0 caused by aircraft noise. It has tlrerefora been necessary to have a

. summari2ed conclusion of all the atatcme.nts e;';p_e_ed ill interviews concerning aircraft
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noise. In accordance with this principle two jn,.Iges, independently of eaell other, classilic,.I
tile respondents into different disturbance classes, such ;is "not bothered", "sonutwbal
bothered", and "greatly bollrered".

A Swedish aireraft-oolse invesfigatlon of 1958-59 studied tire applicabilily of fiorsky's
results to Swedish conditions. When sumnnlrizblg tile individual's reactions to aircraft noise,
however, answers to seven questions were used, of which the first five were open queslious

dealing with the individual's attltndes toward his home and bis conununity, llere the
respondent had tile opportunity to mention aircraft noise. Of tile last two qut:slions, one
dealt with noise in general, tire ollrer with aircraft specillcally.

An investigation by McKenneI in the Iteatbrow Airport area, done in the early 1960's,
attempted to t:onstrut:t a disturbance scale azccording to tile so-called Guttman principle.
This scale includes a qnestion concerning intensity of disturbances as well as questions
concerning other activity disturbances.

Tire Swedish traffic noise investigation performed in the years 1967-68 used a
combination of disturbance intensity and disturbance frequency to construct zt disturbant:e
index with six index values.

The Scandinavian aircraft noise investigation of 1972 used questions similar to those of
tile above-mentioned traffit: noise investigations. Considering questions dealing with
disturbance intensity, individuals were ckJssified into four different disturbance classes:
individuals who are not bothered by noise, individuals wbo urn not especially bothered by
noise, individuals who are rather bothered, and individuals who are very hotbered.

Reports of disturbance of the individual's daily aefivities in the above-menrioned
investigations have mainly concerned disturbances of sleep, rest, relaxation, and
t:ommunication difficulties. Different sot:ial epidemiologieal investigations of the
individual's experience with eomreunity noise have worked witb different definitions of
disturbance, whicb has made it difficult to t:ompare the results. Otber factors that have also
diminished tire comparability have to do with tile question's formulation and the way the
purpose of tire investigation is presented.

The following problems are involved in formulating questions:
- which verbal expression for disturbant:c should be used?
- should general or specific questions cont:emblg disturbance experiences be asked?
- should tile questions be open or smtetured?
'llte problem of which verbal expressions should be used for disturbance experiences

has been studied in a number of investigations, like that perforoled by Jonsson (I 963a) and
SSrensen and Jonsson (1973). These studies aimed, among other things, at clarifying tbe
connet:tion, from a linguistic point of view, between different "noise and air pollution
stimuli" on the one hand, and different verbal expressions for the reactions on tbe
other,-so-ealled response expressions. Stimuli were, for example, "aircraft noise" and "dust
or soot from industries". Response expressions were "unpleasant", "painful", "disturbing",
"irritating" and "troublesome".

The purpose was also to study what degree of injurious effect tile different response
expl'essions implied.

The results indicate that different verbal expressions used in annoyance studies can
express different degrees of injurious effect; that is to say, the pert:entage of interviewed
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indivldLlals indicating an bljnrh)us eftbct frmn expostm: can vary will1 the choice of tile
verbal expression bl the qtleStionnairg.

Questions Ihat dlrectly naln¢ a source of disturbance (specific questions) produce a
greater /|umber of disturbed r_spoodents them qnestlons dea]hlg with noise in gent,rot
(general questions) (Chapman, 1948). II has also been silown thai questions dealing wltb the
disturbance that individuals suffer from noise exposure give a lower dlslurbancc frequency if
no lixt,d allernatives are given (open questions) than if Ihere are fixt,d altenlalives
(Smlctared questions), (for exanlplt,, Arvldsson, 1972).

Another invesligalion by Jonsson (1963b) studied how disguising the invt`sfigalion's
purpose affected the nmnbt,r who reported that tht,y wt,re bothered. The rt,snlts proved that
many more individuals report that riley are bofllered by noise when tbt, purpose of thc
investig:ltion is clari_ed Ihan when it is not.

The investigations cited show Ill;it re;lay mort, h|dividuals claim to be disturbed or very
disturbed when the investigation's purpose is oat disguised, when direct annoyance
questions arc used inslt,;Id of general annoyance qncslions, and when the qllestlons are
structured instead of heing open. What type of qut,stionnalro gives the "fret," ya]tle iS ;it
present impossible to dt,eide, but it is conceivul)le that the n|easarcnlent methods used have
not overestimated tile freqnency of disturbed irldlvkluals.

What importance the above-tllentioned sonrces of error have for the assessmt`nlof
individual disturbance reactions is difficult to judge because both Ihe conslrucfion of tht,
questionn;dres and the control of tile measure's rclevanct, have been derived from the
individual's sul_icctive reports. An example of tilts mefllod of procedure is the control that
was used in the latest Scandinavian aircraft noise investigation (Arvidsson 1972). A clear
connection was found there bt,twet,n degree of disturbance and number of medical
symptoms, and the number of reporled activity disturbances, respectively,

Another relatt,d problt,m is that it eamlot be assmoed Ihat individuals have tile same
frame of reft,rence when judging the disturbing effect of a certain t,xposure. This means that
different individuals can assess Ihe same exposure diligently, even though tim exposure,
objectively viewed, causes the same reactions in tht, individuals. This can be due to lhc fact

that the importance of noise problems in relation to other problems-for exalnple, Economic
problems-art, experienced differently by different individuals.

The purpose of lhc invesfig:Jtions thal have heen done has, on the whole, been to give a
basis for an assessment of whether a certain noise exposure is agccplable or not. Tlris has led
to the problem of dividing, in a relevant way, the respondents into different disturbance
categories. When designing tile dose-response rt,hltionship, the earlier-mentioned
investigations and other published investigations of community noise have all proceeded
from tile principles timt have beeo used in earlier investigations of a similar type, and as a
rule tim boundary bt,tween bothered and not-botht,red indivkhlals has been set up without
careful consideration of Ihe to lal effect of noise upon a person.

It has long been known that reports of distarbing experiences used for mapping the
individual's reactions to noise exposure have been influenced not only by the charncteristics
of the stimuli and the exposure situation, but also by the individual's own attitudes, for
example, toward the source of noise. Thn_ wt, work with a measure of noise reaction that is
easily influenced by extraneous factors. When assessing the relevance of a statement on

I
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noise arlunyange it is therefor_ rlecessary In try In connect the report or the subjective
disturbance experience with some other part of tbe individual's lil'c situ_ition.

This connection can be made ill severalways. One can give file report a p_irtial social
anchorage, that is to say, assess tb_ inlportance of noise l;roblcms in rebltio,1 to I]le
occurrence of oilier probl_nls in the environment. Tile other lype of connection that canbe
given to a subjeclive report of noise disturbance is a so-called fkulCtional_mchonlge.This
nleans Ibal one sludies llow noise may causereactlmrs l]l_iI change the imlividual's ability to
fnnclion in a nornnll way in ills environlnent.

Finally, one can give tile report a physiological arlcl|or_Jgeand in Ibis way study how
noise slimulalion bring abe,.It changesin the individmd's physiological slalllS. This type of
reaction can of coursemean poor h_a]ll_, but it may not necessarily be the case.

When controlling the relevance of the measnre methods based ell the reports of
subjective _xperlenees, file last two mentioned types of corlnecllmrs shoukl be used.

If the functional or physiological connections are In be used it is necessary Io clearly
know what effects noise can have upon a person. In different contexts attefnpls ]UlV¢bl:_n
made to divide tlre effects of noise upon tile ifLdlvidual inlo differenl groups, taking into
consideration, afflong other things, tile type of the reaction and the measarement l]letbl)ds,

It can be said that tbe different classification proposals are mainly answered by a
classification of the effects in to the following four types;

1. Physiological effects
2. Effects upon different aclivities
3. Psychosomatic effects
4. Experienced psychiatricen'eets
The hst two types of effects have above all been studied by using survey metllods

while effects npon other activities have been studied both with laboratory experiments and
with traditional survey investigations. Only laboratory experbnents have been used to study
physiological effects.

In the difl_:rent laboratory' experiments it has been found that noise causes
pbysiological and performance-reduction effects, but only a few attempts have been done to
correlate simnltaneously these objectively measurable effects to the individnal's subjective
experiences of noise exposure. Ill some investigations, however, a similar methoa of
procedure has been used, among others, by Miller (1957) who did not find any relation
between performance changes and subjective annoyance experiences. On the oilier band
Moreau and Nordberg (1967) and Arvidsson (I 972) have found a relation.

To conclnde, a problem will be discussed which has not been considered very often in
reports dealing with investigations of the reaction to cnmnlunity noise, that is, the problem
of how much the differences between individuals' reactions :ire explained by the differences
in the exposure situation.

In published investigations, the emphasis has been mainly on studying the relationship
between dose and response at tbe aggregate level. This means that a number of atlas Inwe
been chosen with different exposures; wltbin earl; of these has then been studied the
percentage of respondents who claimed to be bothered or very bothered. This means that all

ii tire individuals within an area are assigned to the same dose group regardless of tile:i
individual's length of stay in the living area or the number of hours spent daily in that area.



A rCqLlirenlcnl for the ¢olnpO_ile dome ]nc+e+tlru to bt+'COml+ar;d+[e between different areas is
thal the inh_ibit:ints' ch:ir:ictcrislics shotdd l)e simil_ir in rel_ili(}i1 to lhe wlri;tbles th[It e_in

inl]utnlCe how nltlch the individtl;il is ;icluall_, present in his living area or his residence.

IE×;nnl_les of sluch vari;d)les _irt_ sex, age, civil st;ittus _nld lyl)e of work.) I_,_gardlng tile

rUSl)OnSe nleastJn_s _isetl Jn lhis lype of slttdies, one intlSt objecl to lhe tinct th;tt

¢on_ider_llJon oflen is not given Io lhc dislribt]tlon of tilt: response on c_kleg()ries other Ih_in

"very bolhered". Correl:itlons ol)lained ill studies _It file _tggreg;lle leveJ ;ire _]s n rule i)tlsecl

on l'_w obser+++lion pairs (I0-20). In1 this ¢onlext il shuuld be stnted that ecological

correl+tlions ummlly ;ire high, wllich is due In lhe filet lha! considenJtion is noi l+iken of the
individn;d vari[dions lhtlt apf+ear with re,_+ird I,-+l)olh dose mid response wilhin 111+respeclive
chosen _IreilS,

Sevend traffic ;rod aircr;d't noise inveslig_itions show, however, th;lt not more than

]O-20_J of the tot_fl varimlce (v:irianee aunorlg individLl;dS independtmt of the exposure level)
can be expkdned l+Jythe difference in dose ]evel; tile renmining v;iri:ince nlusl origiumte from

individual dilTerences. Apprnxinmtely the s:nu+ ratio for lhe expl;dned vari_lrlc+ h;is been

oblain_d from _lll;iJysls ol'dat_l that h:mdles dose-response relation of smell.
To stlnlm;lriz+, il can lle enlphasized th[it +yen if worthwhile resulls ]l;l',/e been obt;lined

fronl the up-lo-now published inveslig;ulions of people's retlclions to community noise, lher+
is still a lot Io do from the methodologic:d poinl of vle;+.

Tile methods for meusuring ;rod describing both exposnr,., and individtml response no
doubl have Io be refined.
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DECISION CRITERIA BASED ON SPATIO.TEMPORAL COMPARISONS
OF SURVEYS ON AIRCRAFT NOISE

Ariel ALEXANDRE

Environment Director_lte,OECD=

I. SYNTItESIS OF SURVEY FINDINGS

'File followiag syetlresis inaiuly collabines tile findings of tile United Kingdnal (I 9fi I
and [967), French ( 1965 ;tild 1972) and Datch (1964) surveys, which all use Gtlttlniln scale
alUllysis for Uleilsnrlflg aaeoylmee ;uld correlllting Jl with physical noise pllranrelers,

hi tile ill;llter of ;innoyauce scores, tire unnlber of steps used ill conslmcting Ihe
lulnoyalle¢ scale dilTcred from country to country (5 categories for France, 6 for Ihe United
Kingdoin lind 7 for tile Netherlands), so that for purposes of valid ¢oelp;irisoa tile raw
cables of aneoyauce scores have bad Io be converted into rcl;_tive cables-or '*annoyance
indices", i.e. into percentages of nlaximual 5, 6 lind 7 scores. Thus lhe mnximum aanoyancc
stole t_btalned in France is regarded as equiwdent to tile nuixlmum score obtained in the
United Kingdom zmd in the Netherhmds, while of course all intermediate scores have
likewise been converted into "degrees of relative ;mnoyauce".

At first the annoyance scores were correl;_led with separ;_te indices, since the precise
purpose of the surveys condacled ill each country was to calculate an index which would
best ml_resent annoyaece. Calculalions tmderlaken after tile surveys were Colldected,

however, showed thzit all indices were strongly intercorreklted. To make tile consolidated
findings intelligible, a single index therefm'e lnld to be chosen. The one index used in
conunon by tile British, French and Dutch researchers was the NNI, This allowed
interlnltiOu_ll coelpllrisou of I]le findings Io be Inilde.

Tile combined findings of tile 5 sun, eys c,_rried out ill tile United Kingdoru, ill France
and in I]re Netherlands appear ill Figure I hemwilh. These are tile average allllOyilncescores
classified by noise stratum for the two Brltlsh surveys, and by community surveyed for fire
two French surveys aed the Netherlands one (I).

(I) Sources of combined data in the figure:
- page 207, "Noise, Final Report", IIMSO, London, 1963 (London findings);
- page 192, "Second Survey of Aircraft Noise Annoyance Around London

(Heathrow) Airport", IIMSO, London, 1968 (London findings): we have
used the fiedings concerning
(a) tile zone within a lO-mile radius of Londou-lleathrow;
(b) the total mode of operalion of the airr, ort, for otherwise it would have

been impossible to make conlparismls wills the 1961 survey;
- pages 32 ;rod 142 of Report No. AAA - 16/67 of Association

d'Anthropologie Appllquee: "Enquete sur le bruit autour des aeroports",
Paris 1967 (Paris findings);

*Tills paper is being presented as a priwUeconlribulion; it does nol necessarilyreflect tileviews t}f

..... ?r the OECDon Ibis question.
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{R_sultatsde 5 enquires)
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Figure1: Relationshipbetween,nnoyanceandairc,lftnoise.

- page 92, No. I0-1970 of Revue Francaise d'Acoustlque, op, tit, (Netherlands
findings);

- unpublished findings of the French 1972 survey.
It will be noted that the average annoyance scores are closely linked to wlluus for the

NNI and that differences between countries are rather small (the difference within each
noise class does not exceed x 5 per cent).

No systematic variation is found bet;veen airports or between time periods except,
perhaps, that annoyance increases faster today between 35 and 45 NN! than was the case 8
or l 0 years ago.

ABhough all the enquiries show a very clear-cut correlation between aircraft noise

_1 indices and m,erage annoyance scores by noise chlss or location of the survey correlation
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(correlation coefficleats above .90 in France, the Nelhcrlands and the Unlted Kingdom),
they show relatively low correlation between tile noise intliccs and ht¢lirldttal annoyance
scores (correlation coefficients under .50). It is likely that personal factors, and doubtlessly
also those related to the kind of life one leads (children or nonE, all-tkly oz' occasional
presence at home, windows habitually opened or closed) us well as certain acoustical factors
(;Ipartnrent exposttre, window size, etc,) play a role in tile creation of the fEelhlg of
annoyance. Recent research(_) has shown that by including personal factors such :is fear of
airerashes, sensitivity to aoise in general altitudes towards tile usefulness of aviation, etc.,
the correlation with annoyance increases. Could we tllen suy that "appropriate educational
campaigns" would reduce annoyance? ']'his is not at all sure because, tile elimination of fear
and hostility with respecl Io an airport can only modify reactimls up to u certain threshold,
i.e, where sleep or conversalion ;Ire objectively disrupted, irrespective of the individual's
attitude towards aviatloa. Furthermore, we can't even be sure that annoyance is really
influenced by fear or hostilily, lit least when these feelings are ackaowledged orally in the
course of tile interview. It eoukl be Ill;it :amoyanEe itself unleashes a whole set of defensive
or aggressive reactions. This hypothesis seems in fact to be confirmed by tile Tracer Study
itself, which shows tbat the probable sequential relationship of "stages in response to
aireraft noise proceeds from hearing aircraft to disturbance of activities, thence to
nmloyance, and euhHiltaliHg ill the formatkm off u negatil,e altilltd¢ toward aircraft
noise'(2 ) We should not forget that when we are dealing wlth problems of this kind, even if
we come up with correlations, these do not clearly indic;ite the direction of the causality.
Thus WEhave to be very careful in interpreting the results. Which is first, the Iren or tile egg?
All we know is tbat fear and hostile attitudes increase with noise. In the exalnple of the. hen
mad tbe egg, it doesn't really matter whether annoyance is taken to be ben or egg. But noise
is the rooster, that's for sure. No rooster, no egg. To return to more serloos matters, we
should add that tbe Imbllc is increasingly seeking a better quality of life nnd fewer daily
disturbances. It is therefore highly probable that campaigns to pronlote tile easier
acceptance of aircraft nOiSEwoukl be offset Iry campaigns for Environmental improvenrent
led by associations for the protection of resideats in tlre vicinity of airports.

Knowledge of some personal wlriables tbe_l'ore seems to be of lbnited vahre for
decision makers. HowevEr, the following important conclusion emerged from all tile
surveys:

- even at high noise levels, a snlall number of people suffer little or no annoyance.
even at low noise levels, u small number of people are always annoyed (3).

O}ln particular, see "Commtmity Reacdon to Airp()rt Noise, Fired Report", TRACOR No,
T.70-AU.7454-U. AustinfTExas),United States, 1970.

(2),,Community ReaclionIo ,Mrporl Noise, Final Report", op. cir., pp. 78 and 86.
(-_)itha, often been claimedthai 10% of the population will always be annoyed, whatever the

conditions, while 20 Io 30%willremainImpertmbable.In fact, however, in truly quiet surroundings(bellow
15 NNI), only 5% are ;inaoyed;and in e×lremely noisy st|rroundings (above 65 NNI), only 10 to 15%
remain relatively tlnaffectcd, of wheal only 5% are not at all atmoyed. This has been found tit both Ibe

tI second Frenchsurveyand tileseco_tdBritishone.
I
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The existence of "inlf, erlnrbablu" just zls "externally diss;llisfied" subjects is n
reh_lively st_b]e factor in ;dI problenls ;ind for decision-making purposes must Ilrereforo be
taken into ;_ecnunt,

It is obvious, however, tlmt ;l dissatisfied group in nny population will ere;_te more
problems for the public authorities than a group of people who are a]w;lys satisfied with
their envirnnment, Complaints made in tile vicinity of airports are indeed likely to come
prinl;irily from a dlssntislied group whose general discontent will be crystallized arolmd tile
noise question. If these complaints increase in nnmber they will finally set in motion a true
wave of public protest width Collld then be joined by those people who are truly annoyed
but who don't necess;irily belong to the "extenlally dissatisfied" group.

But it is Iry no means certain that colnp]ainls are a good indie;itor of annoyance (4), as
the formtd:ltion of a complaint depends on many exogenous f;ictors ofa prectical (to WllonI
Sllould tire complaint be addressed?); political (to what exlent does one believe the
complaint will be taken into eonslderetion?) and economic nature (according to the United
Kingdom and United States snneys, compl;lints defend on levels of education, family
income and tile vahre of dwellings exposed to noise(s) ; from this it may moreover be
deduced that as the standard of living rises, complaints will increase or be formulated by
people at lower noise exposure levels than ill the past).

Furlhermore, while averz_ge annoyance in a given area can be predicted on tire basis of
the level of noise exposure in thnt area (see tire previous synthesis of Europeun surveys),
complaints c;m only be predicted by considering all the sociological, political and econon|ie
varitLbles charecterizing the population exposed to noise.

Complaints do of course annoy the people to whom they are addressed, tb,_t is, the
airports, the mnniclpal govcmnrent, etc. But the action taken by the public authorities
should be based on the annoyance to which the population is subjected and not the
annoyance to which tire administration is subjected.

In view of all tile foregoing red,sons, it seems advisable to lnke account of annoyance
rather than simply to eotmt complaints.

11. PRACTICAL USE OF SURVEY FINDINGS lrOR DECISION MAKING

We have already seen that ;I certain segment of tile population is Imrdly ever annoyed
even at very |ligb noise levels, wlrel_as even at very low noise levels a small section of tile
population will feel annoyed.

To circumvent Ibis problem of individtml variations of attitude with reg_lrd to noise, it

would thus be enough to consider the percentage of people annoyed neeording !o locality
(instead of considering the tlvenlge score, which conceals individu_ll variations). On whnt

('#)Nonethelesscomplaintsdo precipitateall awarenessof the probleln andit qllit¢ often happens that

surveysare organized only after Colnplaintshave been repeatedlymade.
(s) "Airerafl Noise Annoyance Around London (llenlhrow) Airport ', by A. C. gJeKennell,IIMSO,

1!163,pp. 7.1 to 7.4) and "Communily Renetion to AirportNoise,Fin_[ Report", byTRACOR, op.¢it., p.
84.
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criterion woukt decisions thin1 have to be based-whml 30 per cent of people arc annoyed or
90 perconE?The need to satisfy95 per centof the poptdatim]rattlerthan50 percenl
canuotbe establishedscientiflcalIy(notIonlcnliontllaltilesatisfactionof95 percentof

theinhabitantsofa cogqmunilynumbering500 peopleisradicallydifferenlfrom tryingto
satisfy50 percentofthepeopleina lown withapoptflalionof20,000).

Althoughthisproblememmet beresolved,itisstillimssiblctousetheratiocstablisbcd
betweentheperccnlageof peopleannoyedand thenoiselevelForpredictinglheresultsof

_my decisionswificbtonybe made, "peopleannoyed" beingdefinedby theirindividual
annoyancescores.

As an outcome of tll._ first United Kingdoln survey, Ibc investigators estimated those
people to be seriously annoyed whose annoyance score equalled a minimum of 4 (on a 6
point scale tile relative score comes to 65%) because above this scum aircraft annoyance
prevailed over all other causes of dissatisfaction with living conditions. In France, anyone
who scored 3 or more (on a 5 point scale) was considered seriously annoyed. In the
Netherlands, anyone who scored 4 or more (on a 7 point scale) was also considered seriously
annoyed.

The rcasnns employed by investigators in dctormbllng annoy_mce thresholds are of
course more complete and numerous than those Iwrc summarized (for details, reference may
be made to the researchers' reports). But tile snrecy fiudbzgs agree at least on Iwo major
points: 1) an annoyance thresl|old is exceeded when the amzoyancc score hulicatesfrequent
disturbance of _TJeech communication (conversallon and radio or TV reception); 2) this
annoyance threshold proves to be much tim same for nil Ihe surveys when expressed in
relative terms, Unquestionably, whenevur tile spoken word-man's principal means of
contact with tile outside world-can no longer be perceived on account of noise, annoyance
reaches a limit of tolerability wblch if exceeded interferes with the normal pattern of daily
living.

Figure 2 combines the findings of the European surveys by taking the above annoyance
criteria into account.

As these results expressed in NNI bare been ibund to correspond closely with tbose
obtained in the United States by K. D. Krytor using tlle CNR and NEF indices, tile NNI,
CNR and NEF indices may bc regarded as virtually interchangeable, subject to the margin of
error which must necessarily be expected in any such ewduation (6).

This metbod provides a valid tool for predicting tile probabi/iO, of annoyance: if, for
example, ill areas currently subjected to 60 NNI, the noise of each aircraft were to be
reduced by l0 dBA or tile air traffic were to be cut by three-quarters, the proportion of
people annoyed would fall from 75 to 50 per cool It wmdd thus be enough to know the
level of noise exposure for eacil area (in terms of NNI or CNR) to ascertain and predict how
many people will be objectively annoyed (according to the meaning attributed to
"annoyance" during the surveys, which implies Ihe disruption of a munber of activities),

(6)Kryler's¢siimate(whlcbcorrespondsIo tile lower parl of Ih¢curvein ourfigure)isquuledfrom
"The Effectsof Noiseon Mall",by K. D. Kryler, AcademicPress,New York, 1970 (ligurc 238 a).
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Figure 2: Percentage of annoyed parians in relation to nolle.

The percentage of annoyed people in each area can be predicted in simple terms by using
one of the following two formulasO):

2 (noise level in NNI - 25) or

percentage of annoyed people 2 (noise level in CNR - 85) or
2 (noise level in NEF - 15)

Individual reactions, which vary one from the other and cannot be forecast, thus form
a statistical whole that cnn be forecast when all the individual reactions in ;i given popula-

tion exposed to tile saree noise level are taken into consideration. (We are referring here to
the sum of individual reactions to annoyance and not to tile reaction of the community ;is a
whole which is expressed only in the form of petitions, defense associations, etc. and which,
as we have previously seen, depends on many other factors than noise alone.)

To sum up, tile surveys so far conducted have mode it possible to determine noise
indices which are closely correlated with average reactions of annnyanee in a population to

('OWe stlall here consider the indices to be interchangeable because they show much greater
intercorrelationthan correlationwith the annoyanceexperiencedby residentsaroundairports. In viewof
probable errorsof estimationOpproximately -+5 per cent in relation to the valuesobtained fronl the
precedingfigure), the multipleof tile logarithmfor tile numberof peaks (I 5 in thecaseof NNI and I0 for
CNR and NEF) has but a secondaryeffect. The proposedformulasmay be appliedwhenfile noise levelis at
least equivalent to 30 NN[(or 90 CNR, or20 NEF).
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establish lilnfls of noise aceephlbility based inl llw ntnnber and scope oi'aelivilies disrupted

by llOiSe, and to _stdllffte t]l_ pr(_portlou nf person_ tlnnoyed {i.ei whose _lnnoyance goes
beyond tile threshold of Ioleranee) aulong a popukltiml in terlns of rile latter's exlmsure to
uoise.

Tllese COll_:[n_JOllSdr_lWll fronl file sun'eys prt_vide praclical decision-nlaklng criteria
since Illuy provide fill cvahlaliotl of annoy;lice in Ilrobabillsti¢ terms, i.e, by allowing for
likely individual varkdious (wlllt:]l would n{)t be laken hIto ;I_:C()UUl it' aver;iCe annoyance
we.re merely ascertained in each area).

Tills criterion thns makes it possible to ¢aictdate Ilia Utllnber of people annoyed ill
some area in absolute terms: the percentage of people alutoycd-.wblch can lie predicted

wllenevcr tile noise to which the area is for will be) expo_;cd is known-need thus only be set

against tile popubltion daut;Jty I'(_r tbe ;l/'g[I, Actual "ln_lps of ;inllnyaneu" inigbt hence be

plotlud around airports, and used for reaching certain decisions concerning binding and

take-tiff paths, noise abatenlent procedures, tile preferential use of certah_ runways, elc, so

;Is to subjecl tile smallest possible ntmfl_er of people to noise (") .

II1. SIIORTCOMINGS OF SOCIAL SURVEYS AND NOISE INDICES

Ilowever, tile proposals here formulated sboukl be considered cautiously, as tile social

StlrVcys and noise indices arc guilty of a number of sbort¢ondngs whlch cantlol be iguordd.

It was pointed oat for instance flint as reactions to noise Yah' so greatly from one

person to the next, prcdlctions can only be consldered as relating Ic_an entire popnbltlon.
Is Otis a re;tint shorleonling of social surveys? Trne, tile effecllveucss of some noise-

abatement ineasttrc for n community's benefil may well be qnestioned ifoverall _lnnoyauee

dJminlshes while a few indivkhmls remain dissafislicd wilh the steps taken. Actually tbis

problem would assume m_tjor importance if noise were Ihe only issue revealing comparable

individual variations, But Ihere are nl_lny fields wllure tn_ljor varinlJons ill behavior occur. I t

may even be asked whether dlere is any single Iield unaffected by stleh variations and where

all decisions restdl in unanlnlons approval,

Since variations ifl individual behavior are universal and by no lneans peculiar Io noise,

there is no reason why they should create any specific problem for decision makers.

The real drawback of the social surveys is that they provide a good correlation between

annoyance and noise only for the daytime. In regard to uightlme noise it is not yet possible

to define an objective threshold of disturbauce, h wonkl appear Ihat in-deptll studies

concerning tile effects of aircraft noise Oll sleep are urgently needed. Tllese studies shoukl

include tile nleestlfernent orseeoud[iry effects of tile dJsttlri)ance of sleep: fatlgne, consnnlp-

tion of sleepbrg pills, job alertness and performance, etc. No overall study of Ibis kind has

(n)'l'he oilier erileria used at present as a basis for decisious concerning aircraft noise proteclk_n are
criteria of an economic nature (drop in housing values because of noise exposure and direct social costs of
IIOlSe); collIpad$ons and evaluations of psychological and social criteria as opposed to eeolu)luic crileria are

found in "Le temps da bruit", by A. Alexandre and J..Ph. Barde, published recently in France (Flare-
madon, Pads, 1973).
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yet been t]ndertaken, yet one is needed if any stmldards of ni,_bHime nolso which Ibe

majority of tbe popu]atlon can _lecept are to be proposed.
"|'be noise indices also have undoubted dr_lwbacks. To beghl with, a con|nlml lode×

Wotlld be doslrablo so t]lat noise a|latcnlent nluasores taken al tile hlturilation_ll level conld

be b_ised on ooberenl conclusions, At present the conversion of one index into another is
complicated by tile fact lilat tlle weighting for numbers of aircraft heard ;Is well ;is units
;_dopted |o ineasnre noise vary frool one conntry to aaolher, wilereas these units are so

closely iotercorr¢I:ited that tile nse of dl]A, recorded directly on a sonometer, proves fnlly
adeqnale.

Furthermore, rLoise indices give rise In problems of application, The contours of noise
eflnivalence plotted around airports should be calculated generously rather than over-

accnr_itely, slate tile paths followed by the v;_rions types of aircraft are shown to be far
from precise, and levels of noise transmitled to lhe grOtlll(I depend on vilrioLls nleteor-
ologieal and other factors. (;real c_im seems In be called for in Ibis connection, since

otherwise the plotting or some indo× values may f;dl to nlatch tile annoyaneo which is
actually i'clt. Because of the drawbacks illherent in the '_=_eof calculated noise contours,

SOOle airports propose more conlprehensive noise nlonitoring systems (for example
London-Heatbrow), All those problems are important and should not be overlooked on file
premise that they have not yet been sufficiently investigated.

0

o o

The social surveys have however already contributed zi great deal. They have made it

possible to determine noise tolerance limits based on simple criteria (tile disturbance of

essential daily activities) and also to c_dculate noise indices wbidl, notwithstanding certain

shortcomings, are simple, handy tools for predicting which areas around airports will be

exposed to noise causing some given degree of annoyance.
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PSYCHO-SOCIAL FACTORS IN AIRCRAFT NOISE ANNOYANCE

Aubrey McKenneII, ,.

University of Southampton,
England.

I. Aeousllcs, Noise Contrl_l P(diey and Conlt_ltlaily Response

For ;tdnlinlstr;itors, the ultim;tte criterion of whzlt c(_nslitutcs ;i noise i_roblem llcs not

so illtlCI1 ill Ibe p[lysic:ll or even ;Icnttsli¢_d cb;irileteristJcs of the noise sotlree ;is ill the I1;ltllrt'
and extenl of the public protesl that is generated. If people ill ¢*ulnnttnities responded In

noistr ill Ibe S;lllW fashion as sotJnd level inclcrs, or even like subjects ill Inbor;itory expcri-

int.'ills, lben policy tle¢isiolls for iloise control would he that much simpler, The facts about

¢olnnlanily responst.' to noise, as tllscovered by soci=ll surveys, ;trl_.lreviewed in this p:Jpel'.

raise awkward problcals for adnlinistr;itors ;tad legisl:ltive bodies, but need nevertheless to

be taken inlo account. The evidence reviewed comes m:linly from slttdies of aircraft noise

since this happens to be the field in whit:ll ¢olnnltHlily response has been alost thort_tlghly

investig:lted. The nlilin inlplicatlo]ls dr;iwn, however, will be scan to apply to other Sotlrces
of ¢_tvlronmental noise tlisturb;mct'.

2. Tile I_xpnsLlre-Ann(_y_ulce-Coalpblinl Paradigm

To understand ¢omnlunily re_tctiolls to noise il alight seem that all we b_]v¢ to consider

is a stinltlItls-response rel_ltion between, on tile nile h_lnd, tile degrc_ of noise exposurtr in _1

lee;lilly. ;ind on Ihe other, the voluale of cnlnpl;linl geller_ttetl. Un_rtnn;itely. the Iratb Js

not so _inll,;¢. _,|ttch of wb;tt I ba_e to S;ly concerns tile psycho-soci_d vari:_bles Ih_tt inter-

vene in and _ltt_tltl_lte this relationship. As a result, we sh;dl see thai compl;_inl :lctivity e;al
be _t inisleadiag index _o tile effect el'noise.

A dislinclion b;is tr.i be iI1_1d¢ between 'conlplainl' and 'anaoyance' reaclJons to n(Jise.

The terln "conlplaint' will be reserved for any kind of formal public action directed zlg=einst

tile noise ntdsance-writing to or lelephoning an ofliei;ll, signing ;t petition, joining ;i noise

protesl orgtlaiz;ltion, ;Htd so on. Those wile lake such ;_ctionwe sll_tll terln 'co.,] pla'l nts.

"File term 'annoyance' on the other h;ind will be reserved for die subjective feeling or

attitudinal reaction aroased by lhe noise. The annoyed may express such feelings verbally to

lheir imnledlnte friends, f=mlily or neighbours, but inosl of them do nol go ell to any other

kind of action. In f;=ct, unless we provide the Opl)nrltnlily for _=sample cross-section to

express SLICb I'eeling_s to interviewers ill 11social survey, we ',viii not normally le;irn aboat tile
degree of 'silent ;nmoyance' th:tt exists in a community. To this extent annoy;race e;m be

termed a latenl re_lcllon. Wc cannot simply illfer tilt., vOltllne ol';irdloy;irlCe from tile volllnle

of conlp]ailll. Of entlrs¢, it is true tb_ll a]lnost all complainants are annoyed-I say 'ahnost

all' be¢;luse Ihere ==re important exceptions even to Ibis (see Figure 5c). But Ibe reverse

certainty does not hold. All tile evidence indic;=tes dial conlplaill;ints are a very small

, I'r:_clion of tbnse equally anaoyed who do lint complain. i
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_0 Jllslgfldof the simple relation

Exposure _ Conll_laint

we have to posit a process sttch as

Exposore\ ..,Complaint
'_mnnoyance

We have already noted tbat the passage from annoyance to complaint is by no nleans
straightforward or inevitable, and we will return to tile influence at work here. But now
coosider the expostlle-annoyzlnce ann of tile total process.

3. Tim Low Correlation belween Exposure and Annoyance
A measure of mmoyanee can be obt;dned from social surveys. In the lleathrow survey

(I), for reasons of comparability, we followed Paul Borsky's earlier work (2) by construct-
ing a Guttman scale of annoyance-caused-througb-activitles-dlsturbed by airemft. Subse-
quent work (5) has established that noise annoyance can be measured much more simply,
and adequately enough for most practical purposes, by a slrnightforward self-rating ques-
tion.

Having established oar measure of annoyance let us turn to the relationship between it
and noise exposure. Figure I shows tile regression line through the n'tcans of the individual
annoyance seo_s in each noise exposure stratom. Data are taken from tile 1961 Ileatllrow
survey (I). The fit to rile means is very close. In fact it could hardly be bettered, But it is
important to note that what has been achieved is the prediction of tile central tendency of
response only, Tire prediction of indlvidtml annoyance reaction is poor. The correlation
coefficient between PNdll values and individual scores on tile annoyance scale was only .46.
111other words, in any one noise expostire stratum there is a great range of variation in tile
annoyance of individuals. This variafion mostly rellects differences in noise susceptibility
between neighbors, or individuals at the same exposure level. It can be accounted for
statistically by measures of psycho-social variables which affect annoyance independently of
noise exposure, The correlations and partial correlafinns in Table I (see especially the third
column) show tile results for some of the more important psycho-social variablas in the
1961 Heathrow survey (I). Figure 7 sbows how tile results for one of these variables look
when presertted graphically, Tile same basic findings emerged in the Second lleathrow
Survey (9) and in the Tracer study in tile U.S.A,, width are discussed further below,

These statistical facts correspond to the experience of field workers in u nolse-exposed
community, lo the same street one can find nlany people who scarcely notice tile noise even
thoug,h some of their neighbors are severely troubled by it. Geoerafizing, and taking an
inferential step wldch 1 shall attempt to justify shortly, one can expect to find whole
commmfities reacting quite differently to noise even though subjected to much the same
pbysical conditions of exposure,
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Tab[o1

VARIABLES WHICH OFFSET THE DEGREE OF AIRCRAFT ANNOYANCE
INDEPENDENTLY OF NOISE EXPOSURE LEVEL

PartialCorrelations

Correlation Cor_clalJon Variablesx Exposut_x
wnh wi$h Annoyance Annoyanc_

Annoyance Exposure (Exposure {Variableconstanl) constanl)
Variable (l) (2) (3) (4)

5. Numberofthin_m ,30 .07 .23 .42
disliked

{2, Preventability ,35 ,I[ ,34 ,42

16. Aircraft hdd to .38 .21 .33 38
affectheallh,

i8. Fear of aircrafl .52 .28 .45 ,30
ctazhina.

22. Generalatmude ,so ,15 ,43 .41
to nol_=,

25. Annoyance scale .25 - .03 .25 .43
for ttoi_eother
than aircraft.

34, Repottedfeelings .45 ,33 ,27 .35
andactivitiesof
neighbours.

4. Acoustical Laws as Central Tendencies in an Attitudinal Mix

Returning now to tile regression line in Figure l, tim importance of establishing law-
like rclntionships-sucb as the Noise and Number Index-which will predict the long.term

a_erage community response to noise, needs no urging. For convenience we will refer to
such a law as tile 'Central Tendency' or 'Acoustical' law. However, if our object is to predict

tile community response at a given point in time or in a particaiar locality it is important to
" recognisn the limitations of the Acoustical law. The very good fit to the means in Figore I

was obtained because all the various factors which lead individuals at fire same exposure
level to be more annoyed or less annoyed happened to counteract one another, in this

particular study, so that they balanced out around the central tendency. Tile Acoustical law

tells us nothing whatsoever about thn nature and extent of tile variation about tile central

tendency.
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Figure 8, based on combined data (24) from the Second IIeaihrow Survey and the
American Traeor study shows the effect oll tills variation of tile joint operation of two
particular psycho.social variables, namely the attitudes of Misfeasance (labelled Prevent-
ability in the British study) and Fear. The selected cmnbhlations of Fear and M_sfcasanee
yield three annoy_nlce curves. Those persons included hr the lower curve represent tile group
most favorsbly predisposed In aecollnnodate tile noise ill respect to tile particular psycho-
social wtriables under consideration. The top line of the figure represents the opposite
extreme, or the most psychologically hostile group. What tile results bring oat is that we
Ilave not one annoyance cn_e but a series of annoyance curves. In the mole coJ'_ventlonal
analysis these curves are collapsed to show only tile central tendency of annoyalree with
variatloll in exposun;, as in Figure 1. But tlds central tendency is tire resultant of a particular
combination of psychological predispositions that existed at a particular point of thne in a
partictdar locality. Generalizations front the central tendency results to other localities or to
the future in the same locality iloplicltly assume that tl;e attitude structure in these other
situations would replicate that found in the particular survey. It is evident that this particu-
lar assumption will not hold up if there is any change ill tbe mix of relevant psycho-soeial
attitudes in the population or if the mix is different between the populations being com-
pared.

Note also that in designing surveys to establish the central tendel'_cy relationship it is
important that n specific level of noise exposure is not represented by jast one locality. In
addition to gross individual differences in psychological predisposition there may well be
factors making for average differences between suhregiollS. It follows that surceys which
sample a large nnmber of localities are likely to provide the best basis for an unbiased
central tendency result. Samples drawn from a small number of subreglons on tile other
hand run the risk of regional biases which if extreme enough could distort, weaken, elimi-
nate or even reverse the expected central tendency result (e.g. reversal could occur if tile
bias ran counter to tile exposare So that tile noise sensitive in tile sample were drawn from
the quieter regions anti tile less sensitive from the more exposed regions).

S. Consequences for tile Spread of Annoyance
The individuals who balance out around the statistical average do not on that account

disappear even from communities for which the Central Tendency law holds good. To see
the practical consequences of this look at Figure 2. Column (b) of the table shows tile
percentage in each noise exposure stratum who tire 'annoyed'. The great majority of the
annoyed people are not to be found at the highest levels of noise exposure, but at several
levels below, The point being made is that these administratively awkward and over-
whelmlng facts of the situation are not predictable at all from tile Central Tendency law.
They arise completely out of tile departures from such a law.

6. CoJ'tsequences for tile Prediction of Cmnn|onity Response
Turning now to a second main consequence of dispersion about the central tendency,

we have already noted that the very close fit of the means to ilre regression line in Figure 1
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indicates that tile individual differences in noise annoyance were sufficiently v_ried as to
approximate randonntess in tltis stutly. This was a nice result to Ilave obtained at the time,
but witb hindsight I tbbtk it is not one that can be relied open to occur. The Central Lbnils
Theorent btappened to work for us on ibis occasion, But Ibere is no reason to think fitat tile

psycho-social variables will always or inevitably bahnlce out, Under tire infltlenee of, say,
anti-noise pnbliolty, they could well aggregate in one tlirectioo. A prediction solely on the
Central Tendency or Acoustical law could tlten be misleading.

flow misleudbtg? The answer turns on the relative weigbt to be attached to noise
exposure and psycho-soclal factors in predicting annoyance. Let us look at this, As noted,
tile correlation coefficient corresponding to the regression fit in Figure I was only .46. Thai
is, less than rote qnarter of the varhmce in individual annoyunce reactions can be attributed
to physical noise exposure as nreasured here, But before we can attribute the remaining
variance to psychrysocial factors, we have to show lbat it is not simply measurement error.*

7. Tbe Relative Importance of Acoustical nttd Psyeho-soeinl Factors
ltow far can the correlation between annoyance and noise exposure be ruised by

improving the index of noise exposure? In Figure I, PNdB measures an used, but the data
plot changes little when NNI values are substituted. Recalculating and putting in an objec-
tive measure corresponding to the Noise and Number Index makes little difference to the
regression fit. The correlation coefficient is raised from .46 to a nrere .48.

These are the data from which the Wilson Committee calculated tbe Noise and Number

Index (3). At the time tbey noted the imperfections in the data. Two recent major surveys,
in tile U,K. (9) and the U,S.A. (10), made vigorous atlempts to remove tbese imperfections.
In neither survey wli_ _ currelation greater than ,5 achieved between noise annoyance and
any of the combinations of noise exposnre parameter tbut were tried. In botb surveys, the
collective independent contribution of psycho-socbd variables to variance in annoyance was
approximately twice as great as the contribution due solely to noise exposure. Similar
results appear to Imve been found in community reaction to motor vehicle noise. In a study
(11) reviewed in reference (12), the analysts were able to predict whether an individual
would voluntarily express annoyance with freeway noise or not in 64 percent of the cases,
using attitudinal data from the interviews. A measure of freeway noise used alone yielded
only a 0.23 eormhltion. There is also tlte survey work (13) leading to the Traffic Noise
Index (TNI). In developing tills index Langdon and Griffiths unfortunately did not examine
tile role of uttitndinal factors. It is notable, however, that tile correlation between TNI and

individual annoyance scores falls to .29 from the ,88 using median values, reflecting tile
wide range of individual reaetlons,

*Ina survey of Noise Annoyancein CentralLondon (8) no correlationwas found betweenannoyance
;! and nl_asltrednoiseexposure. The reazonsfor lack of correlationhazeare thought to be tile restricted range

of noiseexposure considered,compared with that occurring gl lbe aircraftnoise sireat[on, and lhe Bacon-
' trolled distanceof the measuringpoint from the informant's home.
I
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II begins to _q_pear,therefore, that Ibe scope for impmving the objective chamcteriz_-
tiolr of Ibe slimLlins for aunoyancc amoul]ts to no n]ore tluln u few perccl_t_lgcpoints in
anlotml or anooyuoce variiloce explained, 1_vt2n wllefl all _wa_blb_e _icoustical knowledge is

utilized to file fall, by far the gre:itesl proportion of variance in annoyance will remain
atlribul_Jblc to the psycho-social facto_ independent of exposure,

8, Implication for Noise Exposure Indices
Tire low statistical correlation found between aniseexposure _Ind_innoyancehas an-

fommate implications for attempts or claims to base tile validity of particular noise ex-
posure imlices on multiple regression equations fitlcd to surw_/data. Whenthe frequency of
fli_its and their average loudness are usedjoinlly aspredictors, for example, tile alnotml of
aanoyallce vari_mce explained is only marginally higher thtla il is for eilller of these para-
meters used separately. It c_m be shown (see slatislic_d note on pages 186-7 of reference 9)
thai the weights attached to separ_lle paranleters in ;I composite index like the NNI can vary
enormously wilhoot having much effect on the value of the nmlliple correlation coefficient.
Accordingly. tile weight 15 for the number parameter in Ihe NNi is not critical. Neither are
the departures from 15 in the w_rlous alternative noise indices that have been proposed. The
notion ofsome kind o f °'lradc off" in annoyance between tile number of fllghIs over all area
and their average loudness may survive concepttudly, but its quantification in an empirically
validated equation still eludes us. The required study methodology I_ere may be difficult to
arrange in practice. Wi|ar seems to be called for is before-and-_ffter panel surveys of the s_me
community subjected to "natural" ehangas in _2xpOsllre parameters.

It should be noted that the difficulty of fixing tile weights for file parameters in a
composite noise index is not avoided by using tile Ceomll Tendency hlw. When individual
differences are balanced out by using median or average annoyance as the dependent vari-
able in regression, n'|ultiple correlations of tile order of ,9 _lreachieved, This leaves little
room for improvement. There has been insufficient secondary analysis of airport surveys to

i_ be emphatic on the point, but on a priori statistical gromlds it does seem tJlat tile various
measures that have been developed to deal with aircrafl noise (NNI, CNR, NEF, etc.) can be
expected to do about as well in prediction, despite the rather sophisticated differences
between them.

i The difficulty here in choosing between objective inclosures of community noise ex-
posure on statistical grounds parallels Illat found for fire relationship between single noise
measures and measures or individual's reactions under laboralory conditions. Literature
surveys by Botsford (14) and Parking (15), Young and Pcterson (16) and a study of the
varieties of PNdB by OIlerhead (17) imply that, statistically, lhere is no significant differ-
ence between tile various measures. Yomlg and Paterson (16) conch|de:

"For simple noise reporling and comparisons, tile public will benefit, at no loss of
precision, if sound level A (A-weighted souml level in dBA) is employed for aircraft

- noise as well as for oilier kinds of noise in the community."
Endorsing this conclusion, the Serendipity report (I 2) comments::J

"The point has been reached where researchers are striving for a level of precision
_l which exceeds their capability to collect, process and analyze data."

It seem_ Chat this eommcnt, thou/_l applied to laboratory studies, may apply equally to tile
methodology based on tile single cross-sectional survey.
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9, PercentilgeAnnoyed and Popldntion I)ensity ill Plannblg
The above are some of the facts width are not easy to acconlmmlale in i_lannhlg and

policy decisions for n(lise control. IIowever, towards this end, a helpful notion is the
criterion of "percentag_ annoyed", We may note that die percentages"bl cohnnn (b) of
Figure 2 rise ill a law_d w_tywith noise exposure, q'be prediction frmn noise exposure to
_auloyance in percerllage or probability terms appe;Irs nlom lawful themthe predlction of
individual annoyance. Pcrcent_lgeannoyance ealcuIaled t'ronl exposnre wdtles can Im com-
bined with popn];ition density figures to give the absohlte ntnllbers annoyed in _nry region.
Areas ill a mop can then be shaded accordingly, for sucb purposes as land-use decisions in
regional pbmning, tbe alignnlent of runw_lys, _md the determination of ilight routes. For a
discussion of tbe application of such connnunity nolse intlices see rel_rence (21), and for a
critique of tile concept reference (22).

10. Criterin o f 'Serious Annoymlce'
OIl tile percentage-annoyed criterion, annoyance is treated like inl nttl'ibnte. Since

annoyance is in fact n continuum permitting inlay degrees, tile use is bnplied of a cnt-off
point or fence vahte below which annoyance is nol cotmled and above which it is treated as
serious.

Ol_emtlomd meaning can be given to alternative fence vahles, and bunco to "annoy-

lace", by describing each score on tile amloyanee sca]e in Icrnls of specific types of reaution
which the average (or median) person reports at theft level of annoyance (see Fignm 3). Tbe
Wilson Committee (3) obese a score of between 3 and 4, since this is tile point beyond
which informants, anpronlpted, limned aircraft as more disturbing than lilly other features
of local living conditions (i.e, tile point at which noise disturbance becomes salient, Figure
3e) and tend to mention sleep disturbance (Figure 311), It is also the point at which people
rate themselves consciously at modenitely to very much annoyed (Figure 3b), and corre-
sponds to PNdB values of 103 and an NN1 of 50-60. Similar results were obtained ir_ the
second Heathrow survey (9).

11. ProblemsforlnternalionalStnndardsbasedonComnumityReactiml
Tile point at wbich noise becomes salient over otber inconveniences of living in an area

may not vary excessively between eommunitles with comparable standards of living. How-
ever, even if agreement can be reached on a cut-off point for "serious annoyance", other
difficulties should be noted. A percentage of noise-susceptible people ate seriously annoyed
even at very low levels of exposure (see Figure 2, column (b)). Moreover, for administrators
I0 percent of a population of 1,000 is a very different matter than the santo percentage era
population of one million (e,g. around l'leathrow). In general, the setting of standards of
acceptable living conditions in the light of survey data is a matter of balancing percentages
and absolnte numbers against economic, edministrative and political considerations. These
considerations can, of course, vary with both tile nature of the planning problem and
differences between countries in planning criteria. A notable attempt to assess tile costs of
noise disamenity in a total cost-benefit exercise for planning purposes was made by the
Roskill Commission on the Third London Airport (18). This cost-benefit exercise, however,
ires attracied sevcle cii_.Iclsm oii both sociologic.'_l C19) and economic (20) grounds, not lea_t
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for its treatment of the noise factor, At present it remains _m open qtnesrion how far
monetarization of the noise problem can provide a rolional basis for decision making.

12. Comlriaints as n Criterion: Characteristics of Coml)lainmlts
So f_lr we have been discussing only the relation belween noise expostlre mid annoy-

ance. Now let us look tit aiinoyance reactions i11 re|alJon to conlplldnt aetiv[ly. As o group,
numerically, those who register compkdnts constitute only a fraction of one percent both of
rire total exposed population, _nd even of the ar_noyed in riris population who do not
complain. In the Heathrow survey I drew a special s:.nple of comphdnts and analyzed their
ch_lraeteristics. Figure 5 shows some of the restdls. The main points to note are that, as
expected, eomplaimmts, by and large, are recruited from those who are highly ,annoyed
(Figure 5e), Like rile highly annoyed who do not eomphdn, :rod lbr the same reosons, most
complainants are not found at the highest noise levels, but are spread over _dlthe strata of
noise exposure (compare Figures 5e and 51").
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We r:m an elementary discrJminant fimction analysis to see what distinguished com-
pkdnaots lI'om those equ_dty ,_nnoyed, ,_nd equally exposed to tile noise, who took no
complaiut actiou. Briel]y, what we fotmd was that variables of occup_ltioual class, educ_t-
tional level and value of house, whlcb were quite unrelated to degree of annoyunce ii't 1961
now stood out as important. So did mclnbe_hip of or_anlzations and political activ-
ity. Complainants, in short, COlne from that section of the politically active, _lrticlll_tte
mlddle class who are sensitive to noise. There was no evidence tb_lt they were any inore
neurotle ill,in tile eqtudiy annoyed non-coulpiablants, bnt they did tend to be even lnom
convinced that the noise cotdd be prevented and that it was affecting their heallb.

In general, attenrpts to umlerstand cmnnnln[ty response to noise need to take iuto
account the fact that noise exposure information can describe only tile central tendency.
What has been said about annoyance in this respect applies with extra force to complaints.
The relationship between noise exposure and complaint ;ictlvity is attentmted by all Ihe
psycho-social factors in annoyance phts ihe filrtber factors whlcb determbac wlmther the
annoyed person will complain.

13. Political and Organizational Factors in Cmnplalnt
Comphdnts have, so far, been discussed as if each conrplaint constituted a discrete act

carrying unit weight. To leave the discussion here wouhl be to commit "the _tomlstlc
fallacy". In practice, of course, tbe weight carried by a complainant will be proportional to
his influence in the political hierarchy - and in this respect the ordinary citizen cannot be
equated with his local community leader, still less with his senator or member of parliament.

The volume and vigor of the complaints received from any community will also depend
on its level of organization for protests. In Bauer's tenos "we semn bound to find both some
communities whose organized response is disproportionate to the discomfort of its mem-
bers, and some whose members suffer in silence because tlmy do not have the disposition or
capacity to organize for protest" (23). Bauer also points out that airport officials and others
responsible for such problems have accumulated a great deal of informal, and largely unre-
corded, knowledge in tim course of their, for tile most part sensitive and sensible, dealings
with protesting cmnmunitles. There has, however, been little social research into the condi-
tions under which individual noise annoyance becomes translated into social action.

The study of further intervening variables describing the social structure and dynamics
of a community would seem to be called for here. For example, take a variable llke

"attitude to "thecontribution the airport makes to local prosperity". In the lleathrow survey
(1), this correlated hardly at all witb annoyance. It did, however, correlate-negatlvely-with
complaint activity. Yet clearly the effect of suell avatlable on complaint would depend on
the degree of identification of local residents witl! their community. Many features of the
community structure could influence this. A town where most people derived tlleir income
from the airport, for instance, would be influenced differently from a dormitory town in
wl|ich most men commute to work. More generally, over and above economic factors, there
are many features of the social and political structure, including the methods used by
community leaders to handle problems in the past, which could influence the course of

| development of a local noise protest movement. Such factors will vary between commuui-
ties, and vary even more between colnmunities in different nations.
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14, Long-term Sociological Changes which could influence Commauity Response Io Noise

Interesting speculations on tlrese changes have been presented by Bauer (23). It is

by now a clich_ that our ,lttitades towards noise and other forms of pollution are in a

state of profound transformation, and rilat we are in tile midst of tile first serious attempts

by Governments to manage the quality of our environment, and of planners to look at the

full range of consequences of existing or new teelmology. "file conservationist movement

• " itself is portly a product ofrlsing levels of affluence which are bringing about improvements

in people's living conditions, As the background level of other environmental inconveniences

diminishes, then tile point at which the noise nuisance stands oat as salient may be expected
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to occur at lower levelsof exposure. Further, in many conntries there arc indications that
largo segments of the public are coming increasingly to challenge the technicians' and
administrators'definition of tl|eir interest nnd to want directrepresentationin the decision
process, "lt'we are moving into a periodin which individualcitizens increasinglyexpect to
be free fromvarious termsof environmental nuisanceand////citizen groupsare tending more
and more to take an active role in tim decision-making process, then it is probable that
complaintsand effective organized protest will occur at lowerlevelsandfrequency rates of

, __........... noiseexposuretitan in thepast" (23). Thesespeculationsnln comlter to thehYlsothesisthat
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people wl]l learn Io adapt to rlolsc. There is litlle ,.leEnilive information either way. Same
relevznll data, not held 1obe definilive, is obtained by ¢ou)p:_rin_._Ihe results o1"the 196] and
left? siirveys aroilnd Ileathrow. In the illtCl_eUillg ye_lrSbetwecn Ibe two siirveys there W_l_
a considerable increasu in Ib_ nunlber of alrcrM'l beard (but not in tllelr average loudness),

Conlphllnts increased during rids period, but tile sllrvey tlat_Jrcve_llsno incre;ise for Ihe
_eneral populatio, ill eilher tim proportion spontaneously menriolrillg aircraft noise _lsa
disturbblg feature or tile averagescore on the annoyance scille {see rt._21"ellCe 9)chapler 4).
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A SURVEY OF AIRCRAFT NOISE IN SWITZERLAND

EtienneGrandjann, Peter Graf, Anselm Lauber,
HansPeterMeier, Richard Mi_ller

Department of Hygieneend Applied Physiology,SwissFederal
Institute of Technology,Cleusiusstrasse25, 8006 Zurich, Switzerland

1 Program and /_lelhods
Noise measurements and social stlrveys were carried out at tile three civil airports of

Zurich, Basle and Geneva in 1971/1972. Tile whole investigation included tile following
steps:

- Noise contours for 30, 40 and 50 NNI were calculated on the base of data given by ths
airport authorities and tile PNdR contours of the I.C.A.O.

- We chose randomly 400 houschokls in each noise contour zone preach airport for the
interviews.

- A fourth zone without aircraft noise was chosen randomly iu Znrlch, Geneva and Basle
,as a control group, which consisted of 400 households in Zurich and Geneva, and 200
in Basle. The choice was made in such a way that these control groups were com-
parable to tile other noise-exposed groups.

- Aircraft noise was measured around each airport at approximately 140 points. These
measuring points were located in such a way that representative results for a gronp of
interviewed households could be obtained. This made it possible for us to determine a
relatively precise measurenrent of aircraft noise exposure for each housallold.

- The noise was recorded for 24 hours at cecil point. We calculated tire mean annual
values in NN'I from these records for day and nighttime (06:00 - 22:00 hours and
22:00 - 06:00 hours, respectively). In addition, the following noise ratings were
determined with u statistical analysis:

cumulative noise levels L99, L50 , L 1 and L0. I

equivalent noise level Leq
noise pollution level LNp
traffic noise index TNI.

First analysis of the results showed a low correlation for Zurich between traffic noise
and individual ammyance. This led us to increase the number of measuring points in
Basle in order to get a better representativeness of tile acoustical data for traffic noise.

- A questionnaire, based on the O.E.C.D. procedure, was developed for the social survey.
A French tr_mslation was used for Geneva, which of course caused some semantic

" problems.

2 Results
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21 Noise mezlslJrelnents

Comp;trlson between tile previously-calculated noise conR_tn's end the oreostzred noise
vahres sbowed c]01recterislie differences: tile nleusured withes neur the I_lke-ofl" rtlnway are
snldiler catapulted with tile ca]ctllaled ones; tirey ;ire larger ;it a greuter dist;nlee from the

airport. These differences arc dne rcspectlvely to file greater ground atteflll_llion near the
airport and tlie large deviation of fligbl passes from tile route prescribed by the 0irport.

22 Noise and Annoyance
In tile interview the subjects were asked, by 0 direct qtlcstiou, to rate the degree of

annoyance due to aircraft noise on a llrertnolneter-iike scale+ This direct IZZeasurez11cnt nf
annoyance showed a better cobreidence with noise e×posnre tban the indirect procedure,
using a Guttman s¢01e.

The correlations of the individual vuh=es (Pearson's eoefllcient) between different noise

rating procedures are given in "lbhle L

Table I

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN 4 NOISE RATINGS AND THE INDIVIDUAL DEGREE
OF ANNOYANCE (SELF-RATING TEST ON A THERMOMETER-LIKE SCALE).

All value!are relatedto daytime noise106:00.22:00).

Alrporl t=gions
Zurlcll G_ncy_ 9a$1¢

1471 1524 944
Noiserallngs sl,bje¢:ls subjcctl subjects

Noise=_'IdnunlbcrindexNNI 0,53 0.60 0.53
Noim po0ulionl=_l LNp 0.44 0,27 0,16
nq uivaIentnoiseiewZ Leq 0,46 0.J0 0.I3
Cumulativenol_I_vcl LO.I 0,40 0.35 0,25

J

Differences between the NNI correlations and the other three are significant,
The differences between the three airports are due to the fact that airenfft noise is

dominant in Zurich while in Geneva and Basle, a greater part of traffic noise i0terfered with

the assessment of annoyance. We conclude, from tbese noise ratings, that the NNI procedure
Js to be prefer_d, especially wizen traffic and aircraft noise :ire mixed,
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Figure I shows tile incml annoyance wdoes for each airport in relation to the noise
exposure measured in NNI.

There is a clear difference between Basle and tile other two airports, We had reason to
assume Ihat tile. lower number of overflights ill Basle led to an tlnderestinlation of tlle NNI.
Ill fact, regression analysis showed a better correlation between noise and ;innoyilnce if we
put less emphasis ort tile number of overfligilts in tbe NNI formul_l. Rcsnlls of this analysis
are shown in FLl,,ure9 Acttntlly, the best regression was found when we t_sed6.6 x log N for
the number of overflights.

This result confirms simikJr observations made in a French (1), and a British (3)
investigation, We use, below, the corrected NNI for st_Ltistie:d purposes, bat tile results are
given in traditional NNI when Ihc dat,q are to be compared with otber results. It isnot our
intention to prejudice any necessary ftltnre inlem;tlionally-accepted noise exposnre assess-
meat with our corrected NN1.

One of the specific aims of tbis study was to compare tile effects of;_ircraft noise wilh
traffic noise. To ibis end, we used the same self-rating procedure by asking a direct question
about Iraffie noise annoyance. Table 2 shows the correlations obtained in Basle: we Ilad
satisfactory acoustical data of tr;iffic noise only there.

ZURICHiO GENEVA

• _ASLE

8 /o

6 ./"" /,/

0

0 10 20 30 t_0 50 130 70 IINI

;i Figure1: Meanannoyancevaluesfor ear.itairport,
_1 (Onthe iolf.rotingscale:10= intolerableannoyanceand0 = notatallannoyed)

ii NNI = LNp. 15logN - K
_ rind - 0,559 rm= 0.914
i,_r Interviewed=ubjects:Zurich= 1471;Geneva,=1524;Basle= 944,

"_ O"l" I
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Figure 2: Mean annoyancevaluesfor each airport related to a correctedNNI with lesseimphasison over-
flJohts.

NNIcorr' = LNp + 6.5. Io9 N. K
rind. =0.557 rim= 0.947
Interviewedsubjects:Zurich _'1471; Geneva= 1524; Basle= 944.

Tile individual eorrel_lion with tile L50 vahle was significantly higher titan all tit#
others. Furtlter analysis showed a relatively Iti_] independency of L50 from aircraft noise,
while the other rallugs were strongly influenced by boll] types of noise.

The ntean annoyance values in relation to tnfffic noise expressed in L50 are shown in
Figtlre 3

Another interesting comparison between aircraft and traffic noise is apparent if we

consider tile spontaneous answers to an open question concerning disturbing factors in tile

surroundings rlte results are given in Figure 4

Tile most striking point appears iu tire three Itislograms farthest to the right: there is a

decrease in complaints about aircraft or aircraft noise when traffic noise increases We

conclude thai the surrounding noise is relevant to the disturbing effect of aircraft noise

23 Noise and disturbed Activities

The effect of uoise on various activities was also studied with the aid of the O E.C.D.

: y qtlestinlmairt_ (dinmt ql_egtinn_) Tile re_llt_ fro!n Zudch and Geneva nre sltown in F/glare 5.
(We left out the results front Basle because of its small aircraft noise range.)
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Table 2

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN S NOISE RATINGS AND rNDWIDUAL DEGREES
OF ANNOYANCE DUE TO TRAFFIC NOISE IN BASLE.

All valuesarerelated to daytimehours (06:00-18:00).

Noise ratings Basle

944

subjects

Noise pollution level LNp 0.36

Equivalent noise level Leq 0.38

Cumulative noise level L50- 0.43

Cumulative noise level LB. 1- 0.25

Traffic noise index TNI 0.36

Noise and number index NNI 0.05

S

< t, _-"
o

,! == _ ..

= 2 ..=_"
.J

i f I I I " ,, . .

0 50 55 60 65 70 DB(A)

LSO

FI_uto 3: Nloln mnnoy_n_ valuosrelntodto the trnfflc nolle LSOin the Bad_ ragton.
I3. rind... 0.434 InlorviewudlubjuctJ: 044

rm - 0.040
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Figure 4: Disturbing factors r01ated to aircraft and traffic nobe in the Interviewed subjects' surroundings,

Ordinate: % of interviewed subjects giving owzmfzo_Ang answers. 100% • number of subjects

answering [n each noise c_teoory.

L50 values are expressed in dBIA).

At first glance, the figures aresimilar to those of the French and British studies(I, 2):
tbe communicative activities (conversation and television) are primarily distnrbed. A more
thorough analysis shows marked differences between the twoSwiss airports. We must point
out further that tile patterns of nigbt flights are different at tile two airports. It is therefore
doubtful whether we sbould relate tbe sleep disturbances to the day NNI v_lues.

In the Basle region we asked the subjects about disturbances due to traffic noise, The
disturbed activities in relation to tile traffic noise Lf0 are shown in Figure 6.

There is an interesting difference in the comparison between aircraft and traffio noise;
the rank order of disturbed activities is changed. Traffic noise disturbs primarily rest and
sleep while conversation is less disturbed. We assume that this is due to the different
characters of both noises.

The disturbed activities recorded at rile two Swiss airports were compared with the
French and British studies, and pat together in Table3.

Table 3 compares the disturbed activities of rcepomlents near Swiss, French and British
airports under similar noise exposure. TI_c differences between the three populations are
_markable. However, semantic differences probably intervene so that inferences about dif-
ferences in reaction levels should be drawn very cautiously.
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Figure5: Disturbed _ctivities du_ "_qrichand Geneva.
Geneva:807 subjectsan._werb_, "*sanswered•
Ordinate: % of answersin each no==, -,umber of Kubjectsannoyed by aircraft
noise ineach category.
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Figure 0: Traffic noiseand disturbed activltlez in 1heBasleregion, Subiectzwere questionedon disturb,
ancezdue to traffic noise.

Ordinate: % of answer= In each noise category. 507 lubjocts =nzwered. 100% = number of
subjectsannoyedby aircraft nobe ineach category.

TaBle 3

DISTURBED ACTIVITIES ATSWISS, FRENCH AND BRITISH AIRPORTS.

_ind of French study British study Swiss atudy
disturbance 64-89 R 47-52 NNI 47-52 NNI

DiBt.rbed _ubj_cts
(occaslonally - very often)

t t

Startled 29 59 51

A_l_ep 20 47 _45
Awake 37 64

Rest and recreation 50 44 57

Radio and t_levlslon 75 76 68

I_ousevibrating 69 75 60

Conversation 61 "73 71
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Tabf_4

ACTIVITIESDISTURBEDBYAIRCRAFTANDTRAFFICNOISE,
(Cumulntiv.froquoncy)

Kind of Noise exposure values at which
disturbance 50 % of subjects are disturbed

Airports of Geneva Region of
Zurich and Basle Basle

[

NNI L50

Startled 43 55

Sleeping 42 56

Rest and recreation 44 56

Radio and televislon 44 56

House vibrating 43 57

Conversation 45 57

Table4 shows mean NNI and L50 values of disturbed respondents for different activi-
ties. The mean values are relatively stable for aircraft as well as traffic noise. It is also
interesting to note that a mean value of 44 NN1 for aircraft noise corresponds to tile sue of
56 dB(A) for traffic noise.

!:. 24 Noise, Behavior and Well-Being
The answers to direct questions about tile effect of aireraft noise on tile use of ear

,_ protective devices, consumption of sleeping pills and the need to consult a doctor are given
in Figure 7.

There is a clear relation hetween these behavioral patterns and noise exposure, From
the medical point of view. we consider the strong increase of subjects taking sleeping pills
because of aircraft noise as a severe health-hazard.

The answers to direct questions about social habits are shown is Figure & Here. too, is
a clear effect of noise. We consider these restricting effects oil social habits as a serious loss
of life quality.

Noise has also a strong effect on people dosing their windows (see Figure 9), Open
windows and fresh air indoors are conditions for healthy living. The necessity to close
windows because of noise can also be evaluated as a loss of life quality.
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Figure7: Effectof aircraftnoheonuseo#earprotection,consumptionof ,;leepJn9 pillsandcomu[tation
of doctor,10Q%= numberof interviewedlubjecBin eachnoisecategory,

Like the French and British studies, we alto included some direct questions, for those
who are annoyed by aircraft noise, on their willingness to do something about it. Tim results
are given in Figure 10.

As expected, the real prolests are less frequent than the intended ones. But both show
a clear connection to noise exposure.

Figure 11 shows that the annoyed subjects primarily consider the political authorities
and technology as responsible for the insufficient noise abatement. It is striking that, with
inere_sing noise exposure, the responsibility for insufficient abatement is shifted from politi-
cal authorities to teehnolob'/.
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FiguroB: gffect of aircraft noise on the wish to move away, frequency of gning out and remaining
:' outdoors, 100%" numberof interviewedsubjectsin eachnoisecategory,
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FI0uro 10: Red and intended polirtea_protein againlt aircraft nobo. 100% = number of interviewed
_bJo=te in eachnoise©ateOor/,

The first question of the interview dealt with residence satisfaction. In another

question, we asked the subjects how their visitors judged the interviewees' residence

(supposed external judgement), The relation of these judgements to aircraft and traffic noise

are shown in Figure 12.

It is obvious that residence satisfaction decreases with increasing aircraft and traffic

noise. The results of the supposed externaljudgment confirm this statement.
Not only physical reactions, but also psychic and partly psychosomatic symptonrs

(digestive and heart troubles, sweating, restlessness, etc.), are important factors to be con-

sidered in relation to noise. A factor analysis of 31 statements showed that ] 8 of them were

related to one factor which, in our opinion, expresses a genera! mental status. 4 other

statements seemed to us to be connected to a state of chronic fatigue.

Neither tile general mental status nor chronic fatigue showed a significant relation to
noise exposure. This result, however, is not definite; it is possible that specific psychic and
social factors may i|lterfore and mask such effects of noise, Further investigations are

necessary for valid statements. The only significant factor was the consumption of tablets
mentioned above,
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25 Influence of social and psychic Factors on individual Ityperreactivity to Noise
Hyperreactivity only stands for reported annoyance in this study, in fi_ct, we deilne

hyperreactivity as a deviation of tile reported annoyance from the mean values.
A detailed discu_ion of all results derived from rids approach would exceed the limits

of this paper. We shall restrict oursch'csonly to the compilation shown in Figure 13.
All characteristics given in tile Figu_, though highly significant, have u relatively snml[

explanatory power, the clearest being found in tile cllarectcristie of strong fear of air
crushes.

On the other hand, we were surprised flint income and education had no direct in-
fluence on hyperreactivity; but these factors have an indirect influence on "attitudes" and
"flight experience".. Furthermore, tile influence of age oil hypcrreactlvity is eliminated if
"residence duration" is considered.

I
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Figure 12: Relation between residencesatisfactionandsupposedexternaljudgementtoalrcraftandtrnffic
noise. 100% = numberof interviewedtubject=(N) in eachnoise category.

Sumlnary

Noise measurements and social surveys with 3939 interviews were carried out at 3 civil

airports in Switzerland.

- The self-rated annoyance gave the best correlation with aircraft noise if this was ex-

pressed in NNI or n a corrected NNI (w tb less emp zasis on e number of fights)

- Tbe self-rated annoyance )'elated to traffic noise gave the best correlation with tile

cumulative noise level L50 (rind. = 0.43).
- There is a decrease in complaints about aircraft noise with increasing traffic noise for

the same aircraft noise exposure.

- Aircraft noise disturbs primarily communicative activities, while traffic noise interferes

more with rest and sleep.

- Use of protective devices, consumption of sleeping pills, consultation of doctors, wish

to move away, real and intended political protests, tendency to spend less spare time at

home, to go less outdoors or to keep windows closed, and residence dissatisfiletian are
increased wifil higher aircraft noise exposure,

- A factor analysis sbowcd no significant relation between a "mental health status-

factor" and noise exposure.
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Figuro13: Characteristicsof hypcrreactiveindividualsconcerningaircraftnoise.Diagramshowsindividual
characteristicswhicharesignificantlyover.ratedbythegroupof hyperreactiveindividuals,

- A group of subjeels hyperre;=ctive to aircr;ff[ nois_ rove;tied several significant ehanlc-
teristics such as fear, long residence duralJon, negaflvo _,tlitudes and no filght ex-
perience.
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AIRCRAFT NOISE DETERMINANTS FOR THE EXTENT OF
ANNOYANCE REACTIONS

RagnarRylander and StofanS_mnsen

Instituteof Socialand PreventiveMedicine,Universityof Geneva,
and the Department of EnvironmentalHygiene.

National EnvironmentProtection Board,Stockholm.

I, lelrodoction
From the public beaitit point of view, a satisfactory control of environmental ;Igents

call only he achieved in light of detailed information concerning dose-responsereh=donshlps
(wile, 1972). This presentation proposes to review various indices to express aircraft noise
in relation to the extent of annoyance in cxpos,.'d communifies, and to discuss tile dose-
response re|ationships fonnd.

2. Analysis
Aircraft anise exposure is a combination of several physical factors. Tile number of

overflights, their dur._fion and frequency spectra are some of tim most important pbysicaI
characteristics. It I_ been assumed that several of these contribute to the exposure reaction
and thus should be included in an index to express the noise exposure. These indices are
usu",dly constructed according to ttle acoustical principle of "equal energy" and contain
expressions for tile number of exposures as well as some mean noise level.

Tile NNI index was derived as a result of the first lteathrow study (HMSO, 196.3). The
concept of tile index is that both tile noise exposure level and tile number of overflights are
significant for expressing the exposure.

The exact formulation of tile index was obtained by adapting it to the data from the
field investigations using weighting factors. It should be noted tllat the investigation areas
with different exposure levels were not distinctly separated and that some combinations of
overflights/noise levels were poorly represented in tile material.

Another equ,'fl-encrgy index was developed according to results from an investigation
around Schipbol (Kosten etal., 1967). Interviews were peribrmed in 6 areas around the
airport and in addition to constants for the number of aircraft movements, arbitrary weight-
ing factors were included for the distribution of the flights over different hours.

The R. index was derived from results from a French investigation performed in
1965-66 (CSTI3, 1968). Social surveys as well as noise measurements were performed in 20
areas around tire airports of LeBourget, Orly, Marseilles and Lyon. Tile results on the extent
of annoyance in tile various areas were used to develop the French aircraft exposure index
R. Again a technical index was fitted to the results from the field study with an adjustment
of weighting factors to give the best adaptation.

A major study has been reported from tile United States (Hazard, 1971). Intczviews
were performed around tile airports of Atlanta, Dallas, Denver and Los Angeles. An analysis
of the correlation between exposure to noise and the extent of annoyance demonstrated
that the CNR index was about equal to NNI. However, the CNR index wan i'uund to be
,'nora stable in relation to variations in socio-psychological factoR.
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Various international bodies have then timber refined the indices by adding diflbrent
weighting dieters or modifying fi|e original values. Much of lifts work is based upon asselnp-
lions; sufficient inlbrnmtion on tile ilnportance of I]tesend.juslnlenls for Ibe developmenl of
tile exposure reaclions is not presenl,

Table ] sumnlarizes some of tile noise-exposure indices l[Ull have been rc|;]led to the
extenl of annoyancereactions in tile conmlnnity.

TableI

EXAMPLESOF INDICESUSEDTOEXPRESSAIRCRAFTNOISEEXPOSURE.

NNI = PNdBmax+ 15 IogN- 80 (England)
g = 20 log_ n • 10LA/I5.157 (llofiand)
R= PNdB+ I0 IogN• 30 (Fr_.nce)
CNR = PNdBmax + 10 lagN + K 1 (U.S.)

LpNcq - 10 log 10EPNdB/]O+ 10 log _ (ISO)

In a review of fi|en-available results. Alexandre (1970) was able to denlonstmte a very
close correlation between tile various types of noise indices. By standardizing the expres-

sions for tile annoyance reaction, be was also able to show a close agrcemenl aolong various
investigations concerning tile dose-response relationship. The correlation coefficient be.
tween noise exposure expressed as NNI and annoyance was r = 0.92.

From a scientific point of view. when nn index is developed by making a best fit to
existing data, it will be necessarily valid only for tbal particular set of darn and cannot be
genendized. This is illustrated in the second Heathrnw study (HMSO. 1971) in which the
weighting factor for "log N'" was found to be relatively arbitraw. As was pointed oat in tile
report, tile previously suggested value 15 can only be looked upon as one ofseveral weight-
ing faclom that can be used with the same degree of nceurncy, This conclusion is also
supported by findings in tile recent Swiss investigation, in which file weigJHing factor for the
NNI index was found to be about 7. again by adapting the NNI index against exisling dala
from lbe investigation.

Also in some investigations mere coincidence will make lhe data support tim equal
energy concept. This is pnrtieularly ln_e for tim data from tile French investigation 1965-6fi.
In /lie 4 areas with tim highest exposure, an increasing number of flight movements was
always aceomp_mied by a higher noise level, altl|oagh tl|ese factors are naturally inde-
pendent from eaell other.

In summary, tbe method of adapting data to a best fit relationship for the development
; of noise exposure indices fails to "prove" thai tile so-developed index is generally valid. This

is demonstrated by tile variation in the mathematical formulation of indices found in the
different field investigalions.

In a recent Scandinavian investigation on annoyance due to aircraft noise exposure, a
! different method was used to analyze tile noise exposare. In tile experimental design, tile

number of exposures and the noise levels were kept as independent variables. Variation in
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noise levels expressedin clB(A) were obtained by chooshlg areasat different distancesfrom
the runways, Variation in the ovcrllight frequency was obtained by sttulying are_lsaround
different airports. The number of exposures was expressed as tile total aircraft noise events
(hlndings and take offs) exceeding 70 dB(A).

When tile results were evalualed against tile equal-energy indicesused in olher investi-
gations (NNI. CNR, etc.) the correlatlon belween tile extent of meanannoyance and noise
exposure was found to be similar to that demonstrated in earlier studies(correlation coeffi-
cients .57-.74).

However,when the nnalysis considered Ihe number of overflights and noise levels
separately, a new reaction pattern developed. It was found that if the areas were divided
into such exposed to a low (< 35) and high f> 50) number of exposures, tile extent of the
annoyance in tile areas was determined by the nominal noise contour from the naislest
aircraft in tile area, expressed in riB(A).

For ldr& exposure areas with exposure frequencies from 50 to 180, a linear correlation
was obtained between dS(A) and annoyance (r = 0.99). In low exposure areas, tile extent of
annoyance was low, up to noise levels of 90 dB(A), whereafter an increase was found.

The dose-response relationship for tile high/low nxposure area principle versus dB(A)
levels and corresponding NNI values is illustrated in Figure I.

It is demonstrated in tile figure that the correlation between noise exposure and the
extent of annoyance was fair, when tile noise exposure was expressed as NNI, but improved
if a division was made into high and low exposure areas.

The conclusion drawn from this analysis is that both the numbe¢ of overflights and file
noise level are of importance in determining the extent of annoyance caused by exposure to
aircraft noise.. The number of overflights is only used to divide tile amos into exposure
categories, after which tile noise contour from the noisiest aircraft will determine the extent
Of anaoyanee.

This finding represents a new concept in the relation between airenuft noise and haman
reactions. If it is to be proclaimed generally valid, it should be present in investigations
performed earlier, provided the same analysis principle is applied. To evaluate this hypolhe-
sis, a cooperation was established with tile researchers who had participated in the French
investigation from 1965.66. The ureas involved in their stuclies were classified into high-or
low-exposure uatt_gories by using the number of overflights recorded in 1965-66. The noise
level [n each area was determined by plotting tile nominal noise contours for tile noisiest
aircraft at tile time, along the flight paths from the different airports. Tile results are
illustratnd in Figure 2.

It is seen in the figure that tile same type of dose-response relationship as demonstrated
in the Scandinavian investigation ¢oldd be found in the French study. This finding was
verified in tile analysis of 5 additional areas from a French investigation performed in 197 I.

A similar re-analysis is underway concerning the 1963 Sehiphol study, the Japanese
Yokota airbase slady, the Swiss sludy from 1971-73 and tile Geomal study from Munich
1969.

In summary, an analysis of tlne now available data on tile relalion between nirennft
noise exposure and Ihe extent of annoyance has demonstrated tile following:

I. A relatively good correlation is found between aircraft noise exposure expressed
as different equal-energy indices and the extent of annoyance reactions.
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2. An improved correlation can be demonstrated if tile overflight frequency is used
only to classify areas into exposure categories, whereafter the extent of annoy-
ante is related to the noise level in dB(A) from the noisiest aircraft type.

For the time being these conclusions are only valid for exposure frequencies up to
about 350/24 hours and for a diurnal treffie pattern that comprises about 10% night traffic.

3. Comments
The evaluation of the relation between aircraft noise exposure and the extent of

annoyance according to tile principles developed in the Scandinavian investigation, by and
large represents an increase of tire correlation between exposure and effect from about 0.85
to 0.99, At first glance, this increase in correlation might seem to be of academic interest

i only. Tilere are, however, some practical consequences which become important from a
public health point of view.
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If the NNI principle is used as illustrated rot the Scandimlvian material in Figure I, a
specific NN! vahre could represent a large wlfiation of tlre extent of annoyance in rire
exposed area (30 NNI = 3-40% very annoyed). This variation around a planning norm such
as NNI is not acceptable. The same al)plias to CNR where for the value 90 one can find
between 3 and 20% very am]oyed.

If the noise contours based upon the NNI concept are compared to those based upon
the max dB(A) concept, important differences are found in the extension of the runways.
Figure .3 illustrates NN1 values and riB(A) contours from the noisiest aircraft type at an
existing European medium-large ai_ort. The NNI calculations are based upon noise meas-
urenlents. It is seen in the figure that the critical noise contours based upon the NNI
concept will end sooner than those based upon the dB(A) max concept. A risk of not
protecting certain areas in the airport surroundings might therefore be present if equal
energy noise indices are used. The new contours are in certain cases slightly narrower at the
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Fiauru 3: Noilo contours from mnx dR(A) Iovol (solid lino) and NNI (dottod llno) around an airport.
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sides of file runway, since file n_w principle does not lake ill(() account Ihe number of
;ilrcnlfl movements once tills e_eeeds 50 per 24 honl_.

According to the new principles, _ittenlion should be focnsed on the noislesl type of
aircrafl ushlg_inalrport ii eertaln number of limes per d_iy.Tile erillcal zones usedsliotil(I be
basadllpon tile noise eooloil_ of lhls alrcrafi and will not he :ilTccled by ;l decreaseor fin
increase in Ihe ntlnlber ofilirerlifl lnovements, d_.changeof tile crltic;i] noise zoae dlie lo file
number of aircraft moveloenls occurs only when a specilic are;i is transformed I'ronl the high
exposure In a low exposure categoi3s,e.g, when fllglil diversion is applied ;ificr liike-ofr. If
tile ilolslesl aircraft type is changed to a quieter aircraft, Ihe critical llre;i will deem_lse
corresponding to tile difference between the two noise conlour_,

From a practical point of view. the new principles thusoffer interesting possibilities for
lraffle Conlrol in order to dimblish the annoyance ¢;lUsell by _lirer;lft. For each Iraffie
situation it is posslble in plot the critical lioise ¢ontmlrs based upon the noisiest type of
alrcr;ift. Noisy _drcreft cmdd be routed oul of ;ind into the idrporl _long speci;il zones
outslde popill;ited areas of towns. An allemlitlve would be to apply nolse ilb:llemenl pro-
;edures, which Wotlld nol have to be enforced ripen lhe less noisy ;lirer;ifl providing lllal
their noise contours ltliy wilhln tliose c;itlsed by the noisiest IdreraR ;ib;ltenleni.

Considerable effort is presently being devoted to continuing tile evilhnltion of the two
aircraft noise exposure concepts: the equ_ll..energy principle and the nlaxininm-nolse-
type-level principle. Tile re-analysis of previous investigations is still underw_ly and fiebl
experimenls are being designed to test. ;it the same Ioeillion, the validity of the two con-
cepts for expressing aireraR noise. Only when Ibis work is finished coo it be decided if tile
new principles are generally wllid to establish dose-respollse relationships for ;iirerllft noise.
In view of the important consequences for the forllltlliltion of criteria and staadards, tiffs
work is given a lligh priority.
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REACTION PATTERNS IN ANNOYANCE RESPONSETO AIRCRAFT NOISE

StefanS_rensen,Kenneth Berglundand RagnarRylander

National Environmental Protection Board
Stockholm, Sweden

I. lelroductJon

Tile relation between expostlre to aircr:lft noise ;llld the extent of inlaoy_laee reactions
has been studied ill several investig;ttions, and various factors inBeencing Ilia development of
;Innoyzlnce ]lave beet] evaluated (1). The purpose of this presentation is to analyze the
annoy_lnc¢ rellctlon with Ie_ferenee to the dose-response rel:ltionsllip found in a recent
Scandinavian investigation (2). hi file presentation, tile importance of a precise description
of tile dnnltion of tile noise exposure will be estimated. Different expressions for annoyance
will be evaluated, as well as reactions among persons with different individual charac-
teristics. The differeat factors ¢onlprising tile ;mnoy;mce will be evaluated using factor
analysis.

Figure 1 demonstrates tile dose-response relationship obtained in file Sc;mdinovian
investigation for high exposure areas.
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The subsequent annlysJs will he made with tlds dose-response relationship as file exped-
nlentu] mode].

2, The noise dose

The exposnre Io rloisc is usually deternllned by incasnring or estilnating [he nc_ise level

in Ihe irlvcs[ig;RtiOll nre;i. In order [u inlprovc tile dose csiinl_ilion, the indivldtt:al dose was
c:dculated l_r each respondcnl by determining the ilunlb_r of overllighls tc_ whlch e;lch

indlvJdu;ll was expt_etl. The respondellls were thell divided iulo two groups, dlose exposed
Io 50-120 and to more Ihan 120 overlllghts per day. 'File results showed that in both

exposure grottps the s:nlle original dose-response rel:atinnsh[l_ is _und. The results thtts

obtained support the conclusion froul the e:arlicr _nalysls their the nnnlbcr of exposures is
uot :adeterlnhl:an l _1"_lnnoy_lnde, once lh_se exceed 50 per 24 hotlrs.

3. Differen[ inlensity of annoyance

The S¢:andill:lvian JnvestJgatiou Ilses the expression "very annoyed" as a nle[tsllre of tile
extent of annoy;ulce in the exposed areal. If instead the expression "rn[her annoyed'" is used,

tile dose-response _lationship beconles less pronunnced, and for the expression "llttle
annoyed" the extent of the reaclion is independent of the noise level.

The dose-response rel:aflons for dif_rent levels of annoyance indicate that the lower
the :annoyance inteusity, the lower the correlation to the dose. Annoy:ante scales which

include expressions for low _nlnoyance thus seem to be less precise tll;tn those _lpi_lyJng
strong expressions for annoyaflC¢ only.

4.. Individual reactions

From _i practical poirl! of view it is dcslr_tble Io define the annoy:ance re:letJon in an
indivldu:ll rather th:an work with I11e_tiisfrom grollps of respondenls. This will allow a _rlo_

ex;ict predictlon, especJ;i]ly in populations which Ibr v:adous rensons dJl'li_r from the average.
Sever:al attclnpts h:av¢ been made to incre:ase Ihe rel_l[ively poor correlation between

noise exposure and iudlvldu;d annoyance by constrnction of annoyance scales or by _nlnlyz-
lug individual r;ictors SllCh [is socio-economic conditions. In tile folkmhlg, the influence of

sofnL_ individu:ll characteristics Ibr the exlent of annoyance will be analyzed. Figure 2
illustratesthe relntlonbetween the dl](A)-levelan,.ltileextentof "'very;mnoyed" formen
_lnd women,

It is seen in the llgttreIll:Jrfiles;nuedose-responserelationexistsfor bath sexes.

Women sho;va slightlylowerannoyance, btlt tillsdiffen:nccwas not statisticallysJgllific:anL

Tiledose-responserekdlon {'orindividualsremainingin the area durhlg tileday and
those working outside is shown in Fig. 3.

A difference is found between the two groups, and this increases with increasing dB(A)

levels. At tile 90-dB(A) level the difference ill ;innoyance is {ibollt ISTY,.
"Tile dose-response tel;ilion for different age groups is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Tile age grotlps 3 l-SO and 51-70 show sinlilar functlons bnt tile 20-3e-year group was
found to be different. At 70 dl](A) tile extent of annoyance was tile slnn/2 Os for tile other

groups but :at 90 dB(A) tile young nee group reports about 25% less annoyance than the

..... other ,groups. This p,attern is found for both men and women (F_g. 5),
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Tile difference in reaction pattern between age groups is frmnd also when the respond-
ents remaining in the area during the day are compared to those working outside (Fig. 6).

The results from these annlyses show that different reaction patterns exist for different
individual characteristics but thai they are present only at higher noise levels.

5. Expressions for annoyance
An analysis was made of the relation between noise exposure and different expressions

for annoyance, The results are presented in Table I.
It is seen in the table that television flicker was poorly correlated to the dB(A) level,

wbich indicates that it is not a relevant Expression for annoyance. A high corrahltion exists
between tl'm dB(A) level and disturbance of telephone conversation, normal conven:ztion,
and listening to radio/TV, This indicates that annoyance due to aircraft noise exposure to a
great extent can be defined as communication interference.

A factor analysis was performed for the various components of annoyance at different
noise levels. The results are shown in Table 2.

It is seen in the table tbat at the lower noise levels the factor that explained most of
the variance consisted of fear, nervousness and awakening. At the higher noise level, the
factor that explained most of the variance was based on interference with relaxatioa and
sleep.
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Table 1

CORRELATION BETWEENNOISE LEVEL AND DIFFERENT
EXPRESSIONSFOR ANNOYANCE.

Type of aclivilios/dismrbaaccs rxy

Conversation 0.96
Radto/TV 0.98
Tolephone 0.99

Sl0ep disturbance 0.63
Awakened 0.78
Resl/rcluxallon 0.57

Vibration 0.06
Startle 0.42
FlickeringTV-pic[ur¢ 0,14

Table 2

RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS AT DIFFERENT NOISE LEVELS.

70 dn(A) 90 da(A)
FI F2" FI F2

Frightened Radio/TV Sleep RadIo/TV
disturbance

Nervous Telephone Awakened Telephone
Awakened Conversation Rcst/rolax- Conversation

ation

The second most important factor for the variance was found to be communication
disturbances which was the same for both noise exposure levels. The factor analysis further
demonstrates that house vibrations, although closely correlated to tile dB(A) level, did not

form part of tile annoyance pattern.

The results from the factor analysis Ibus demonstrate that reaction patterns for annoy-
ance are different at different dB(A) levels, in view of results presented above, the reason

- - for this could be the influence of _gc; Lc., older people arc more easily disturbed during

sleep.
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A further An;flysN was therfare nlAch3 for different [ige groups tLdd for rspondents
who did nol rem=dn ht Ihe are==dndng the day. Tile resulls for the 90 dl](A) level arc shown
in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. Mean factor scoreIfactor 11 sleepingpmblemsl for tho_
who remain in the ;Ironduring the day and thozewho work outside
the area,divided into two aM groups,

Tile figure shows the "mean filctor score" for sleep disturbance According to Age and

stay in the area during the day. It is seen tlmt younger respondents reported less sleep
disturbance due to _ircr'aft noise and that respondents who work outside tile area during the

day report less sleep disturbance th,n thosA remaining in the area during the day.

A different pattern is obtained if the second factor for mnnoyAnce-communic:ltiort

.... interference-is an',dyzed in u similar way. These results are illustrated in Fit_. 8.

It is seen in the figure that tile importance of communication interference is greater

among those who work outside the commmtity during the day. However+ ,communication

........ ;. interference did liar vary with age.
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6. Comlnents

In summary, tile following conclusionscan be dnlwn from tile nnalysis performed on
respondentsexposedtonoiseconsistingofmore thanSO flildltexposures/day.

I. Tlle expression "very annoyed" shows tile best dose-responserelationship with
noiseexposure.

2. Inthegroupofrespondents,tileageand tiletimespentintheareaduringtheday
arcdeterminantsoffileextentofannoyance.

3.Tirevariouscomponentsintileoverallannoyancearcdifferentatdiffcrcntnoise
levels.

4. At higher noise levels, tile difference in reaction between ynnng and old _lgegroups
can be explained by differences in sleep disturbance, Communication interference was equal
for different ages.

Several of the colnponents of annoyance analyzed here have e_rlier been used to
construct annoyance scores,e.g. tile Gutlman scale,

Against the results from the present study, based upon the dose.response relationship

rained in earlier scores were found to be less important for annoyance. The relative im-
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portancc of the vadous conlllOil_llI_ w[l_ _lI_o found lo va_ witll the i)oi_ I_vels and with
¢crl_lill il|tlivld_l_LI charactcrislics.

The Gtlltill_ll s¢_llc_ _lr¢ Ihcrcfo_ 11_I ideal Io illcastlr¢ tile ¢x1¢111of allnoyal_CC in

exposed ¢Olll111Llllilics, cilhcr Io dclcrllllnc illdivldtlal reactions or Io _slablish l_ln r_ac-
lions il_ a group of illdivitlu;ds.

Wilh Ihe Icc]lt|iqLics aV_lilsblc Ioday it is ilU_Stlo]lablc if illeaning_ll dose-response

r_lalionshil)s C_lll b_ esl:lblished for indiviquals, h will thus nol be possible to tlsc lhc
rea¢lioll or" individunls Io cslahlJsh criluria, and ¢Ollsu,qucntly some killd ofa nl_al) re_Lc|ion
11_Isto be Llst:d, SludJcs arc lllldcr'way to furlher refine lhc ine;isLlrenlci1t, with t]i¢ objcclivc
of linally ¢sl_ib]ishh|[. _ hzcI1njqllt:_; which wi]l make lhe m_astlre]11_nl of i]idividtlal rgaclions
possihlc,
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THE REDUCTION OF AIRCRAFT NOISE IMPACT THROUGH
A DYNAMIC PREFERENTIAL RUNWAY SYSTEM*

Martin Gach
Freeport,New York 11520

_ilh the cxccptkm el_ Sections I and 2, significam extracts arc ilLClL+ded in I]li_; ]lilp0r flofii
RefcrerlCeS2 and3,

INTRODUCTION

One of the unfortunato results of tile growth of a highly inechanized and urban society
bas been t110 gradual increase of noise levels to which Ibe ordinary citizen is constantly
exposed. Power-driven machines make noise, and since macblnes serve people and art_cen-
tered in urb=m centers, tile impact of such emission on concentr=_ted populatlons which
continue to grow becomes a matter of increasing concern. Accordingly, the problem of
mass transportation associated with the development of blrger and ulom powerftd aircraft,

notwithstanding that noise complaints existed prior to the advent of snub aircraft, has
become particularly severe, especially in communities snrrounding airports. The intro-
duction of jet transport ,lircraft has raised tile problem to a critical level.

Tiffs problem of aircraft noise presently, and in the foreseeable futnre, is directly
rehlted to airport operations since an airport produces a higb concentration of low-flying
aircraft at its boundaries, witll increased engine settings, and in narrow flight paths. These
factors tend to emphasize and increase tile exposnm of connnunillus to anise.

Tile concern witb this problem develops from two different but complementary re-
quiremenls. First, as u matter of public respozlsibility it is necessary, to tile extent possible,
to protect communities from tile effecls of aircraft noise. This is directly related to the
second requirement, which is tile ordedy development and effective functioning of tile air
transport system and its protection from undue harassment. The resulllng combination of
requirements, wben rutionally considered, provides a better basis Ibr understanding the
relationship between tile airport's operation and tile community's reaetinn.

In order to improve this relatlonship, the Federal Aviation Administration Eastern
Region Noise Abatement Office conceived, for the summer of 1970, tile development and
thai of a modification to tile existent preferential runway system at Jobn F. Kennedy
Ininmatlon,'d Airport.

The motivation behind fills change stemmed from the Noise Abatement Officer's con-
cern that one of tbe primary sources of' public reaction to aircraft noise was the extended
periods of noise exposure experienced in the same communities, whieb resulted from the
use of tile then existent preferential rnoway system. This operational usage, during previous
summers, resulted in us much as 24 to 32 Ileum of continuous overfligbt on one community,
with resultant volatile public reaction.

It was suggested that whenever practicable, and when rnnway usage permitted, its
operational utilization not extend beyond all average eight-hour period. Subsequently, after
considerable study, this concept was fonnd to be acceptable by the airlines, tile Port Au-
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Ihorily and tim Federal Avklficm Administnliiun Air Truffle representative responsible for
tile control of traffic utilizing these rtmways.

INITIAL RUNWAY USE MODIFICATION

B_lscd Ilpon these determinations, a Ionr-nlonlll experilnmlla] prognull was inlple-
mented oil 1 June 1970 whk'h considered llle average weatber conditions dull prevailed for
tile p_lst eleven stmnners, square miles affeeled, nunlbers of people who resided nodcr tile
flight paths of tile airlines, and sehednllng demand correlated with hours of tile day bolh for
arrivals and dep_]rtures. I:rom tllese data a new runway index in lieu of the prefergntild
syslem previously in us_ was introduced by tbc Kennedy Control Tower, which index
outlined a pallern designed to ]hail the use of any parlicular pair of runways to not morn
than eight boars per day, when wiml and wealher conditions pemdtled.

Upon conlpleliorl of an evaluation, tile d_lla were analyzed and for this paper, speeifi I
cally rehlled Io tile noise compbfinl pattern. It was found thai when runway usage was
confined Io an average eight-hoar period, noise colnplaints maintained a low le'¢_I. Further,
tile invcstlgation revealed !hat when tile chronic complaints were removed from numerical
t_bles, during those limes when the runways were used wilhin tile eight-boar factor, noise
counplaints as received were insignific_mt, averaging Iwo 1o four a day.

Of gmaler significance was tile sudden rise ill noise compkdnt reception by offichd
channels when the runway usage exceeded eight Iloui'_, "tile proportionate rise was as much

as I O0 p_._rf.'cnI Oll nlany occasions wbml lilt! rnnway Bsage exceeded tile eigbt-Ilour lime
fr;une.

The adjuslment of the above described state of relative compatibiIRy between neigh-
boring conlnlunities and tile airport Illroogh tile aclion of changes to tile runway system
usage indicated tile praellcabilily of Ihe application of system solulions and tile forther
rcqniremenL for additional melhodology to be explored, cost effectiveness correlated, and
further aduptallons of tile principles involved to he considered for further soplfisticaliou of
Ibe System.

COMPUTERIZATION OF NEW SYSTEM

"File next _lpproprial¢ step was a Dyoalnic Pref_.,rcnlial Runway System (r)PP.S) using a
snlall eoolptlter as a part of IIle Sys[enl. This involved hardware and considerable prepara-
tion, Tile I"cderal Aviation Administration, the Port of New York and New Jersey Author-
ity, and the Aviation Developmeol Council jointly sponsored an efforl to have such a
system operatblg al J.F.K. in the stnnnler of 197 I. This System was developed and installed
on ;ill cxperimenla] basi_;, Because of contractual delays, it dkl not begin its operational tesl
tn.til 2 Augusl 197 h (Therefor,: only two monlhs of experience during the high complaint
sea,son were oblained.I

Tile parpose of lheSyslem was to determine;Illoptbnam mode of airport operatlon at
;Irly lime from Ihe standl*_oblt o_'colnlnnnily noise exposure. _y mode of operation is meant
d_e combiaalion of rnnways used for arrival and departures. Runway use syslems are basi-
cally noise :lb;_lemenl priorily listings of available operating modes and are widely used
Ibronghout the world. Tile use of the word "dynamic" in the DPRS retleels a distinction in
Ihat lhcre is no fixed priority, but ralher an order of' preference which changes according to
past and I_robableI'utare commnnityexpostlre conditlons.
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Design Goals
Tile following hnperatives, wblch form au intuitive basis for tile DPP.S, were con-

sidered desJgu goals for file new system oll the assumption thai their aellievemenl would
reduce coulnmnJty annoyance to aircraft operations.

I. Avoid excessivedwefl (periods of continued overflight).
2. Avoid exposing Ilia same community in tile same time period (partictllarly evening

and night) on successive days.
3. Recognize the need for efficient airport operation to m_tintair_ the air set'Vice re-

qulremenls of the conlmanity.
4. Provide suf_cJen[ Jnformatiorl to allow cogent seleclJon of alzernate runways.
5. Incorporate reasonable time of day and day of week sensitivity corrections.
There are two essential steps in z'niniu|ization of community noise disturbance by a

DPRS. Tile first step is to calculate the current disturbance el'each community, based upon
a complete history of exposure in that community. The second step in tile process is to
calculate tile hlrther effect of the future use of each runway combination in terms of
commtmity disturbmlce. Runway selections made on the basis of tile latter results can then
control ,lnd minimize disturbance.

The technical approach to calculation and utilization of ¢omnmnity disturbance data is
described in tile following sections.

Comnmnity Disturbance Model
The basic element of the I)PRS is a model for the disturb;race in each area of the

community, incorponlting all of tile factors known to be related to general distarbance.
These factors, wblch will be discussed individually, include for every flyover the time of day
and week, the noise levels produced and the number of persons exposed to those levels, am:t
the disturbance caused by previous flyovers. If all these factors are properly taken into
account, the best choice of runways from the noise standpoint can be delenrdned. The
DPRS does this and also simplifies the selection process by taking into account probable
traffic loads. The DPRS computer thus serves as a specialized accounting and decision-

! making device, tile purpose of which is to indicate tile optimum clloice of runways and at
the same time relieve the eoutroller of unnecessa_ work.

;r Figure I is a diagram of tile community disturbance model, In the JFK DPRS this
model is applied to each of four principal community zones lying under tile flight patlrs of

!: the four major runways. Tile input to the model is a FLYOVER EVENT affecting tile
" community of concern; this is specified as to time of occurrence and type, i.e,, approach ori

departure, If operations are frequent tllen the input rate is blgb. The TIME OF OCCUR-

i RENCE FACTOR reflects tile hlet that people are more sensitive to aircnlft flyover noise at
_ certain times of tile day or week. Tile weighfings used in tile present DPRS are given in tile
i following table:

Weekendsand

Itour, holidays _ dayi
0 00- ,9 -"-7----I- -7
1900.2159 3 ] 3

....... - 22_559 I0 i0
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I FLYOVER

EVENT , ,]

TINE OF
OCCURRENCE
FACTOR

Iro!,,_Arzoz_l

EAPOSURE '

FACTOR ..

l; Mo Y f
FACTOR J

I CO_foN'ITY I

DISTURBANCE

RATING I

Figur¢ 1 : Elem.nts of lho community disturbance model,
i ,

i

The_POPULATION/EXPOSURE FACTOR is present because different operations af-
fect different mlmbers of people. The effect of a f/yover on a given community is propor-
tional to the disturbance of the prototype individu_dtimes tile community population.
Since not every person in tile community isexposed to the same noise level,it isdesirable to
use a community weighting whicb reflects tile composite disturb_mce of the community.
The established EPNL contours for typical aircraft provide a basis for evaluating this wei_t-

Q i............ ing. Each pel_o, expo:ieu Lo tin individua] E['NL of 100 I_1NdBperceives twice as much
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noise as n person exposed to 90 EPNdB and four times as nltlch as a person exposed to 80
EPNdB. From this property of EPNL we can define tile comnlunlty sensitivity weighting as

W =fs p(x, y) N(x, y'J dxdy

where p(x, y} = popldaliotl density at latitude x, Iongilude y
N(x,y) = effcctivenoyvalueofallyoverat(x,y)

d = antilog [(F.PNdB -40)/33.21
S = area covered by the cnmnmnlty

In practice this weighting is calculated in the following way:

W=P90 * I +PIOO * 2+11110 * 4+PI20 * 8+ PI3(I * 16+ ...

where PL = poptdatim't within the (L) EPNdB contour but not within the (L+ I0) EI_'Ndll
contour. There are separate welglltings for arriwds and departures.

']'lie final operative element, the MEMORY FACTOI_., is of f,arlicular importance. The
effect of a particular flyover is dependent ripen preceding flyovers, i.e., upon pasl exposure.
Disturl'nmce potential is heightened after an unhlterrupted series of flyovers bnl decrellses
during a respite period. Thus tile total el'l_ct of a given number of flyover events is a
function of the temporal paltern of exposure. The significance td" this fact is Ibat, by
optimizing Ibis pattern, cmnmttnily disturbance nlay be decreased by decreasing the dunl-
tion of tile exposuzg. In order Io do this, however, it is necessary to incorpcmde a kind of

memory into the system wbicil slmtdatels the hypothesized hmoan reactimls. The DPRS
provides this in terms of the temporal func ion W = 2"(T/24). Each flyover event is weighted
by this I'mration according to the time (T) in hours Ihal has elapsed since it occurred.
Remote events carry less weight ;is they are "forgotten". On tile other hand, a succession of
recent events tends to maximize tbe weighted start of flyover events. Tile time period over
which such a eontinttlng succession occurs is called Ihe "dwell". It has been observed that
long dwells are slrongly asst_clated with conlnltmity disturbance.

Tile comnmnity disturbance model thus provides a means of eonlinuously cumpttting
the disturbance in each eammtlnity around Ihe airporl. It also is tile basis for assessing the
effect of contimdng openltions depending upon which rtmways are used. In the I)PI_S an
overall rating of disturbance Ibr all four comnumities is computed using the criterion that
tile disturbance ill any one community should not greatly e×ceed that ill anotber. This
rating is evahlaled by the I)PRS for each possible :firport operating mode for the present and
for probable future conditions. The latter are based upon wind predictions for the next 3.6.
9, and 12 hours, each successive set of predictions being discounted by half in the ovenlll
dlsttlrbaoee ruling. This rating, proportional to tile variance of the separate eonamtnllty
n_tings smmned over the prediction period, is the basis for rank ordering the possible
operating modes for present use. An additional function in the DPI_,Smonitors traffic load
versus Ume of day and causes operating modes with insuflieient capacity to be denoted by
tile symbol 1 rather than X in the printout for controller use.
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Fnnd+lnlenlals of OlleratJml

The I)PRS is physically emlmdicd in a Stllal] ¢olnpllter with Telelype Ioeated in tile
control tower. Data on aircraft oper;itiorls, wind conditions, and whld predictions ;ire read

into tbe systeln periodically. AI reguhlr infervals, or upon int_rrogalion, lhe syst_nl prints
out n currently optimunl lislingof operating modes for various wind conditionls. This ]isling

is delivered to the controller, who can then readily detcnnine the besl choice of rtnlways.

Operations data from tile ¢xisling CATER system (used for tower teeoxd keeping) include

(for the purposes of the I)PRS) lilne of day. runway used. and type of oper_fion, i.e.. arrival

or departure, for each aircraft operation at J IrK. These ;ire transferred by punched paper

tape, Weather d:lt;i, whieJl are Iranseribed remolely to tile tower Ioc[Itlon, consist of tile
predicted wind direction and speed for 3. 6, 9. ;rod 12 hours in Ibe future. Tile DPRS

interprets these data ill tt'rlllS of eolnlnnllity noise disturbance, accordJllg to tile model

discussed earlier, and ranks tile existing possiMe choices of aiqmrt operating mode in order
of increasing probable disturbance.

'Fable I is a lypewfilten condensed versiou of a DPRS printout. Listed under RUN-

WAY are the eight I_:_sible modes of operation. No distinction is made between left and

Table 1

SAMPLE DPRSPRINTOUT

COMPUT£RIZED NOZSE REDUCTION SYSTEM

DATE 08/02/7L TIME 2004 LAST OPERATION 1.902

WIND FACTORS 0-4
5 - 15 KNOTS KTS

221/ 311/ 041/ 131/ RUNWAY VALUE
311 041 131 221 AR DP

- X X X 13 13 0336

- "= I _ 13 22 0355

I - I 31 22 0355

X X X 31 31 0365

I I 4 13 0396

-' X" X 4 31 0434

: X X X " 4 4. 1165

X - X. X 22 22 .1796
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right runw;lys, althollgb ;ill ruaw;lys e_isl as par:lllels. C(mslraints on oh(lice of I'ullway!;
brelude both traffic b_ad and wintl. TIiose mt_de_ which art' nol e_ll_;ll_lccd"handling tile
normal Ir;d'l]c for the partictdar lilac of day t_l' the prinloul _neshown by I's. Usable irl(ldes
are represellted hy X'._in the WIND FACTORS ctdunnrs rm' which Ihey areapfu'opriate, "Tire
modes are listed in order of i_fcrence and the figtlres t)f Inerit on width tile order is based
ar_ Wen hi the VALUF. column. Tc_deturl]dUretile cLirrelil bestchc_ice,one siinply finds tile
highest X under the prcwdllng wintl contliti,m. If t'{_rsmile extraneous reas_m the cc_rre-
sponding runways al_:Ilol awdlablc, then one would go to Ihc i|exl highest X.

RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE
The operation of Ihe DP],_S under "real inpul" coutlilions is exlreurely complex, Tire

corenlunily disturbance modal is intuilively rc:nsonable, but il is p,2rhaps diffictdl to see bow
tile model achieves tile stated design goals. It was discovered early ill file trial program that
the system users coukl nol always predict Ilia DPI_.S recmnmendtxl runway usage. Close
examlnatknl, however, revealed tb;it ill every case 1Ire I)PI,_Swas simf, ly able to consider far
more inforlnation in its decisions fllan ;lily air traffic controller coukl reasonably bope Io be
able to conskler.

Tile effect of lbe system, however, can be illusln_led by examination of records for a
few days of ose. It is easiest to see Ibe improvenrenl offered by the DPRS by comparing
what actually occurred operationally during Ihose days In what woakl have occurred had
the prevlons preferential runway system (described ill JI:K Tower Bulletin 69-1) been used.
Figure 2 shows the overflight periods in each of four geographic sectors surroundirtg the
airport. Tile upper set of lines illoslretes what would have occurred had Ibe previous method
of operation been used during four particular days, while the lower set illustrates aclual

operation nnder tile DPRS. A solid lille represents a period of continuous arrivals or depart-
ores, or both. The dotted lines indic:tie periods of exlrenrely light traffic pectfliar to Sector
A.

Weather conditions during tiffs period woukl have Calrsed excessive dwell for oolnmuni-
ties in Sectors B and D, had tbe old system been in use. In contrast, tile DPRS used tbe
available flexibility of the airport to more equitably distribtlte tile operations over all
communities, while avoidbrg excessive dwell in any sector.

As described, fire DPRS does not expressly consider dwell. Rather the system records
each hrdividaal overtligllt, giving welgbt to increased sensitivity to evening and night opera-
lions, and to overflight of densely populated areas. Thus Figure 2 represents only the

ii resultant p;llterns fronl all intricata saries of inalllelnatical processes.
"Fable 2 is a compilation of some of the aspects of Figure 2. Cmnparison of actual

operation under the DPRS with operation under the old system shows the following:
I) Tile actual dwell periods were more evenly distributed ammrg Ihe sectors, and total

dwell was better distributed,

2) Tilere were more dwell periods, indicating a "breaking up" of tile exposure.
3) Tile mean dwell period was consklambly shortened for Sectors B and D, without

inereasingdwell in Sectors A and C beyoml reasonable limits.
4) The respite periods are also better distributed, more frequent, and more uniform.

- - 5) '.rile n{,'_htexI_osure (lO:00 p.m. to 7:00 _Hn) is mm'e nnilk, rm!y distributed
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Exposu_ Periods under Previ_u_ System (Estimated)
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Figure 2: DWELL I_atterns for previous systems and DPRg.



Teble 2

COMPARISON BY GEOGRAPHIC SECTORS OF PREVIOUS SYSTEM
OPERATIONS )ESTIMATED} WITH DPRS OPERATIONS )ACTUAL)

FOR 1 SEPTEMBER 1971 TflROUGH 4 SEPTEMBER 1971
•_ ,M

Provio_s SysCem Tr£al DPRS
PER_OP_L_NCE (Estimated). (Act0al)

MEASURES
A B • C D A 9 C D

Total hours dwell 16.0 68.2 35.4 83.8 35.4 37.9 65,3 52.2

Percentage of cecal 7.91 33,5 17.4 41.2 18.6 19.9 34.2 27.4
dwell

Dwell periods 4 4 6 4 7 6 6 7

_o _ean dwelt 4 0 17.1 5.9 21.0 5.1 6,3 10.9 7.4

Togal hours resp£ce 80.0 27.8 60.6 12.2 60.6 48.1 30.7 43.S

Respit:e periods 4 4' 5 I 3 "7 6 5 7

Mean respite 20.0 7.0 12.1 4.1 8.7 9.7 6.1 6.3

Tol;aL hours of. O. 20.2 27.8 23.4 15.0 10.2 29.5 16.8
n_._hc operations

Percentage of _ell 0. 29.6 78.5 27.9 42.4 26.9 45.2 32.2
Occurring aC nlghc ....

• 1'hose d_ta are apptoxima.¢e.
A_ezL A - Co_un_.¢£os NE of airpor¢ boundac'y )
Aze_ B - " 9E " " " )__ See Chafe 1
_eA C - ,I SW If IT II )

Area. D - ' " h_ " " " )

I
I

I
b

I
I



It is very important to note that the PRS does not "discriminate" against Sectors II and
D, as might appear from Figure 2. Previous amdyses demonstrutc tbut tile foruler system was
a good preferential runway system when viewe0 on a long-term basis but the application of
the DPRS equalizes tile exposure on a short-term basis. 'File addition of a computer pro-
vided the ubilily to anticipate and to compensate for the shorl-terru effects of weather and
other uncontrolled facfors.

It can be seen that the DPRS not only breaks up exposure, resulting in shorter dwell
periods, but that the system distributes exposure among the various sectors in a way which
is more eqtdtable. In these respects, tile DPRS may be expected to out-perlbrm a _,latlc
preferential runway system.

LIMITATIONS OF PRESENT SYSTEM

There are three types of constraint involved in tile present operation of the Df'RS:
external limitations, functional/imitations, and hick of conceptual validation.

External Limitations
External limitations are temporary conditions which are outside tile control of the

DPRS. The following constraints are all wltbin this category:
I) Adverse weatller conditions.
2) Non.availability of runways resulting from construction, maintenat_ce, or other con-

ditions.

3) Delays in input oftbe CATER punched paper tapes.
Since tile DPRS can better operate with maximum runway options and current infor-

mation, these constrainls should be minimized whenever possible (particularly during tile
complaint season).

Functional Limitations

Functional limitations are caused by lack of equipment or by airport geometry. Such
constraints are:

I) Elimination of some useful runway combinations because of operational safety
requirements or taxiway congestion.

2) Inability to account for variance in the noise levels of individual operations.
3) Inability to determine precise departure or arrival palbs, and exact commtmity

areas affected.
4) inability to effect more frequent runway changes wben needed.
These constraints are more severe than those in tile preceding category, but are well

witilin the present conceptual framework of the DPRS. Removal of any of these restrictions
could improve the performance of the system.

Conceptual Validation
Tile experience thus far with tile DPRS has demonstrated tile feasibility and practi-

cality of the system. While the results of implementation of file trial system were favorable,
the _oncepts and welghtin_ involved in formulation of the community disturbance model
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had little or no experimental contirntation. This model is tile heart of the DPt._S, so that
concenl over validation is appropriate. It is therefore hoped to conduct such studies in the
future.
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ABSTRACT

In all extcnslolt of reseilreh inetbodoJogy and strategies begun by earlier researchers,
data from a community noise survey were analyzed in an attempt to causally relate noise
exposure, psycbo-social wnlables ;lnd aircraft noise _meoy;ince. Results frual Ihese analyses
indie;Ited that noise exposure has a relatively small direct impact upon aircraft noise annoy-
anee. Intervening variables such as fear of alrcrzfft operation and concern for harmful effects
npoe health ;ire required ill the present causal schenla relating exposure ;hid annoyance, In
other words, ;lanoyance significantly increases or decreases wJlh noise exposure only to tile
extent that fear and lre;dth concern also ilrera;isc or dccrc;ise.

The resulls indicated Ihat health concern also served as a mediating wJriable in explain-
ing the relationship between beliefs of negligence (mlsfens;mce) oil the p;_rt of the aircraft
industry and aircraft noise annoyance.

Implications for tile nlodiating nature of aircraft fern _lnd heallh concern are discussed.
It is reasonable to expect that the quieter, though hlrger, aircraft currently being introduced
to international aircraft fleets will be effeclive in reducing aircraft annoyance in most
situations.

There c=m be little question that parsons exposed In aircraft noise experience annoy-
ance, irritation, and at times fenr. Many must wonder whelher intensive exposure to aircraft
operations might ;dso be physically and psychologically damtiging. While we am sure of
the experiential quality of life in ItJgh aircraft noise areas, a plrenomenologleal methodology
does not supply the kinds of evidence necessary for =Inadequate understanding of tile
dynamics of zdrereft noise annoyance. One person cannot speak for a population, and even
if he could, his mind would become hopelessly overloaded with confusing and often coil-
flitting infonnation.

By judicious usa of inttdtion and sophisticated data ;malysis tecbniques, however, one
can construct logical and consistent causal networks of v;irJables which will increase our
understanding of aircraft annoyance pllenomen;i.

r
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This paper will be focl_sed upon an nttde_rtatulbtg of the aircraft noise-annoyance
rdotionsbips r_ltber than simple predi_.tio/l. II is mlI_rtuoato that anaJyses are ellen slopped
whcu atleqllate prediction has been _lttained of ,q pbenolneoon whether or not these
eulpirically ba.sed "equatloos" make ally conceftu;d sense. Witboul givlng otlr poneblhlc
preulaturely, we believe th;tt one will find surprisiog and interestlog differences between
silnplc prediction1 approaches to the data in tJda tater ;aid a more extensive causal analysis
of tile aircr_lfi annoyance frobIeol.

I_evloos Research:
Early social survey studies in tile U.S.A. and Britain (Borsky, 1952; Borsky, 1961;

_,leKenncll, 1963) reported relatlonsbips between measures of alter;fit exposure and ;mnoy-
_alce. Tile _mooynnce variables used in these studies ',,,'ere based ilpoll reports of ;letivlties
dislttrbed by airci"aft noise and Ih¢ degree to wblcb this disturbance eansed annoyance,

In ;lddJlion, it was reported Ibat tile respondents reported l_ar of _lircraft oper_ltions
was also related to iunloyance, Also associated with annoy_lnce was the respondents' belief
thai aircrafl noise was "preventable" (/t,lcKenndl, 1963) and the respondents' perception of
"considerateness" of aircraft officials, pilots, etc, in keeping alrer'Jfi noise at a minimum
(llorsky, 196l).

In those slttdles there was litlle evidence to suggest anything but _l simple positive
rd_ltionship between noise exposure and ammy_alce since this pattern was consistenlly
ohtained. Indeed, Van Os (1967) in a Dutch study reported a correlation of.95 between
exposure and annoyance. This correlation, however, is tile rehdionshlp between nleaJt
_lnaoyant_e ratings and exposure for each survey location and would be considerably rednced
if individual annoyance rotings were used in comfullng the correlation.

TRACER (I 970), on the basis of survey data obtained in seven big city ;drports in the

U.S.A., reported tile first test of tile simple stimulus-response or exposure-annoyance model
implicitly assumed in Ihe earlier studies. The relationship between noise exposure and
anooyance, it was noted, dropped markedly when the effects of other variables, SLICllas
respondents' retorted fear of aircraft oper;ltions and feelings that aireraft noise conhl be
reduced ;rod for some insufficient reason w;ls not (feelings of misl'easance), were controlled
or held constanL, In feet, some of these variables (fear, noise susceptibility, adaptability) Ilad
agreatcr independent effect upon annoyance than (lid exposure.

As our sophistication in the analysis and meast_rement of the relevant variables grows,
so will our understanding of the dynamics of airerafl noise annoyaoec. This growth is seen
as a n_turnl extension of tile research methods and strategies begun by Borsky, McKennell
and TRACER,

THE SURVEY

"l
'L The data repotted here were obtained from a community noise survey conducted by
t Columbia University Noise Research Unit in Febrtmry-March, and August-October 1972.

=t The survey was conducted in order to pro;'ide _,,,,'_-'-for aH cvaiuu|ion of the Dynamic
; Preferenti:ll Runway System (a computerized method for assigning runway use) at John F.
i Kennedy International Airport (JFK), New York City, U.S.A,
I
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Smllpllng Design
TiLe sampling pl'OCt!dure was desipned so us Io unlxinlize the homogeneity of noise

cxpOSLree wJthbl each surveyed area, Since ilolse lcvt2]s fronl aircraft drop r+lpklly +is one
moves laterally awuy from landing and lake-off flip]It pulhs, tuld +IsOI1L+moves f+irtJlerfront
tile mid of a runway, it v+,tlsnecessary to intensively mmtple are;is only u few blocks io
diameter. Survey tructs were located I.I, 2.5 anti 5.2 mlb.,sI frmn rite end of tile various
rLntwuysul JFK,These sampling sites are presented bl Figure I.

All intervit!wcrs were given prcdesignalcd uddrcsses irl tire san]pie ureas, each conslslblg

of slnulI ehlsters or adj_icent bloc_s, In some ;issigmtlent locations where rite nn/nber of
dwellings was itreited, every Itot£sebnld was contacted. Jr+other ureus, eveP] ntil dwelling was
selected. [,_espoltdcnts were required to he over I8 years old, a pcrntanent resident of thut
dwelling und not in employment at that residence.

Aimrufl noise amloyance data for tile monlils of June and July exclusively were
directly obtained from those respondents (795) interviewed in Atlgust. Respondents inter-
viewed in Febm;try and March 1972, (670) however, were contacted by telephone at tlle
start of August in order to obtain annoyance datu for June and Jtdy.

All respondents (those interviewed in February, March and August t972) were con-
tacted by telephone at the start of October to obt+dn annoyance data for the months of
August and September,

Of 1740 assignments for the tbree distance ;Ireus, 1465 face-to-face interviews were
completed (85%), Interviewers were able to complete 1103 tclepltone follow-up interviews
bt order to obtain June-July, August-September annoyance ratings.

Community Qtrestionnaire
Tbe questionnaires used for tile face-to-lace interviews and for tire telephone interviews

are similar in many ways to instruments used in previous noise studies. Many items related
to aircraft noise annoyance, fear of aircraft opemtions, bdie£s in the negligence (rnis-
feasanee) of th0sc connected with aircraft operations, are very sintihlr to items used in
earlier questionnaires (Bo_ky, 1961; McKennell, 1963; TRACOR, 1970). Items related to
aircraft noise were interspersed nmong items asking about other kinds of disturbance in the
community.

PSYCHO-SOCIAL AND AIRCRAFT NOISE EXPOSURE VARIABLES

Aircraft Noise Annoyance
Previous researchers have used the aircraft noise distnrbanue model us u method for

measuring _m individual's positive or negative feelings towards aircraft noise+ The rationale

has been to mesmre the number of disturbances and the degree of annoyance caused by the
disturbance+ This Is tire basic model that has been employed in tim current study,

ISome loe_ltlonsl.l, 2.5, 5.2 miles from a runway were not _ampledbecause of I) practical
considerations (Ionfewresidents,local opposition)or, 2) the tractwas unsuitableforpurposesof the study

"_ from wideh tiffsdatawasobtained
P, P
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TRACOR (1970) has clilTerenti;iled belween the event of activity disturbance and ihe
onset of negitiive altitude. TRACER has presented evidence that suggests tilal tile two
concepts may not be synonymous .and lhat the eaesld relationship between disturbance _md
.annoyance ]'iJay vary with lhe noise stimtdtrs, For insi_anee, where sonic boom is the stimu-
lus, evidence ',','as presented illllt a negalive affect slate I)receded activity dlslurbance. For

.... normal nireraft operations, Ilowever, the sequence of effects was jusi the reverse. The
TRACER distinction serves as a reminder of possible differences in inlerpretation ror the
present aircraft nnnoyanee senile.
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Table I presents the aircraft annoyance items considered for inclusion in the present
anlloyanee scale. 2

Based upon a factor analysis (Principal ContponelltS, varinla× relation) it was determ-
ined lhaI all itenls except sleeping pill use formed a general factor. The annoyance scale was,
lherefore, conslructed by Stmlnnlling annoyanca ralings for the eleven rentainiug aclivily

disturbance itents. TRACOR (1970) had previously dentonstrnted that ;lit unequal weighting
syslem based upon factor loadhlgs contributed little to improvenlenl in the prediction of
annoyance by predictor variables sinlilar to those used in the preserd study. A measure of

internal consistency or reliability (coefficient alpha, cf. NunnaIly (1967) p. ]96) yielded

,.';dues of .91 anti .93 for IIt¢ aircraft noise annoyance scales for June-July and August-
September.

Table 1

AIRCRAFT NOISE ANNOYANCE SCALE ITEMS

I. Interferes with lislening Io radio or 'IV.

2. Makes Ihe TV picture flicker.
3. Startles or frightens anyone in family.
4, Disturbs fanlily's sleep,
5. Makes house rattle or shake,

6. Inlerferes with family's resl and relaxatkm.
7. Interferes wilh conversation.

8. Makes you keep your windows shut during the day.
9. Makes you keep your windows shut dudng Ih¢ nighl,

I0. Makes you feet tense and edgy.
I I. Gives you a headache.

i

Noise Exposure i

CNR (Composite Noise Rating, (Galloway and Bishop, 1970) ) was used as tile primary

measure of community aircraft noise exposure, CNR was calculated from known EPNL i

values for existing aircraft and operations data at JFK for the periods June-July and August- j
September 1972. Tile following equations were used in tile computation;

CNR, = EPNLj+I01Ogl0(NDj+NNj) -12

CNRj = IOIogl0jantilog (CNRj/IO),

where j refers to a particular cla_ of aircraft operation and NDj and NNj are tile mean
number of occurrences during day and night respectively.

Although there are a number of objections to tile nse of this scale, it seems to be

related to aircraft noise annoyance (us measured by rite activities disturbance model) as well

as any of the other conventional measures of axposam (TRACOR. 1970).

:Figure IA and 2A in Ih¢ appendix presentsthe distributionof the two annoyano¢ scale icole_. Each item was
scored 0-4with 4 rep[escnting hisll0stannoyance. Thi=produceda pos_ihl¢ran,geuf annoranc_ seorel of 0-44. i
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Fear

The fearscaleusediILthepresentstudyconsistedofa smnnl_ition of fmlr items from

the community queslionnairc. Respondents were asked to rate I) their dislike of unsafe

low-flying airplanes, 2) how much tile noise from airplanes startles or frightens them, 3)
how often they felt airplanes were flying too low for the safety of Ihc residents, 4) how
often thcy fell there was some dnnger tlult they might crash nearby.

These items have strong face validity as well as high item intereorrehltion. In addition,
a monbcr of tile items have bc_n shown to he rehited to annoyance in previons research
(Borsky, 1961; MeKcnnell, I963; TRACOR, 1970). Tire coefficient of reliability (alpha) for
tile fear scale is .83. 3

Misfeasance

The concept of misfeasance (TRACOR, 1970) is an outgrowth of Borsky's (1961)
concept of "considerateness" and McKennell's (1963) concept of "preventability". This
scale was intended to measure tile respondents' belief that various agents connected with
aircraft noise production are capable of reducing tile noise but for some insufficient reason
are not. The agents in the present scale include "the people who rtm tile airlines", "01e
airport officials", "tiLe other governmental officials", "the pilots", "the designers and
makers of airplanes", and "the community leaders". Each item was scored 0-4 with 4 being
highest misfeasance. This produced a possible range of misfeasance scores of 0-24. TILe
coefficient of reliability (alpha) for the misfeasance scale is .76.

Health Attitndes

McKenncll (1963) reported a strong relationship between tile belief that aircraft ex-
posure effected tile respondent's health and annoyance. In the present questionnaire, re-
spondents were asked "how ham'tful do you feel tile airphnle noise is to your health?" This
item was scored 0-4 with 4 being very much.

Importance of Aircraft
A small relationship (r = .I 2) was reported by MeKennell (1963) between an aircraft

importance scale and annoyance. In tile present study respondents were asked how im-
portant they felt commercial airplanes were to national well2_re, the community and their
own family. Each item was scored 0..4 with 4 meaning very important. The sBm of these
three items was termed respondents' feelings of aircraft importance.

The scales and items described thus far were included in tile present study because they
had demonstrated theoretical promise in previous research. TILe relationship between many
other items :in the present questionnaire and annoyance were computed, TILe increase in Ihe
understanding of annoyance, however, was minimal and will be discussed only brlefiy in a
later section.

3Figure3Ain the apl_ndixpmsenlsth_dlslributlonof fear scoresin the prewarstutlr.Eachitemwass_xl_d04
withhlghc_lfearbeins4, ThUproduo_aa po_tslbl¢rang_of f_arscore5tff0-16.
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RESULTS AND CAUSAL INTERPRETATIONS

Zero-order (Pearsoll) Correlations
Table 2 presents the zero-order or simple correlation coefficients between June-.luly

aircraft noise nnnoyanee (June annoyance)_ At_gt_st-Septelnber aircraft annoyance (August
nnooyanee), CNR computed for ,tune-July {,tune CNR), CNR compulecl for August-
September (August CNR), fear, mlsfeasnncc, health attltndes, aircr;fft importance (A/C
importance), and sex.

Of immediate interest is the fact that the correlations between aircraft noise annoyance
and the psycho-social variables decrease uniformly from Jnne-Jtdy to August-September, An
explanation for this phenomenon is not imnrediately apparent and rids writer will not
speculate as to possible reasons for this drop. More detailed analyses are underway and it is
hoped that the reasons will be determined. The directions of correlation in all eases remain
tile same with most variables (except sex) remaining signilicuntly related to annoyance for
tile months of Angust-September, Since tile patterns of relationship have not been cbunged
but only weakened in tile August data, it is reasonable to assume Ihat the sanle processes in
relation to annoyance are involved.

The l_ar and health-attitudes variables are highly correlated with June and Augnst
annoyance, indicating once again tlreir importance in relation to mm0yance. The greater a
respondent's expressed fear or aircraft opemtions and his belief in the harmful effects of
aircraft noise, the greater is his annoynncc with aircr;Ift noise.

It would seem from these correlations that tile misfeasance nnd CNR wtriables are

moderately related to both June ;ind August annoyance. Sm_dl correlations exist between
annoyance and the A/C importance and sex variables. In the case of A/C importance, the
more important a respondent believed aircraft to be, tile less annoying he rated aircraft
noise. Males reported less annoyance with nircrafl noise than women.

Variables which were minimally related to uircraft noise annoyance were respondent's
age, education, ownership of dwelling, income, length of residence in area and instnlln_ion of
air-condltioning in dwelling. In addition, oolse and general sensitivity scales were not related
to annoyance.

Multiple Regression Prediction Model
Multiple regression analyses were con|puled wilb June amloyanec anti Angust annoy-

ance as dependent variables and June CNR, August CNR, fear, health attitudes, misfeasance,

A/C importance, tied sex as predictor variables.
Tile analysis for the June-July period suggested that the fear and health attitudes

variables explained signitTeant amotmts of umloyance variance independent of the effects of
other predictor variables. Other variables contribnted little to :mnoyance prediction when
the other predictors were held eonstanL

While other variables had little value as independent predictors of annoyance fur the
June data, it seemed quite possible that they might be related to other predictors and thus
be rehlted indirectly to aneoynnce. Subsequent multiple regression amdyses with fear, health
attitudes and misfeasance as dependent variables indicated that CNR (,tune) and misfeasan'ce
were independently related to fear and health attitudes respectively, wlrile A[C hnportance
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Table 2

CORRELATIONCOEFFICIENTSFOR 1972SURVEYDATA

June August (3_R C_R Health A/C
Annoy.. , _Annoy. June Auj_us_ Fear Hls£. ...Acti_. Import. Se N

June Annoyance I;00 .. .

Augus_ Annoyence ,7z_.. . 1,00

c_ _R June .32 ,38 _,00
Oo

(2_R Aus_st ,33 ,38 .98 _.,00

Fnnr ,72 ,62 ,41. ,40 _,00

Mizfnesance .32 ,_7 ,_[O . . ,09 . "_30 I_00

Health Att£tuden .63 .5,5 ,_4 ,24 ,64 ,31 1,00 . ..

A/C Importance -.22 -.18 -.14 -.13 -.19 -.14 -.18 1,00

SOX , ",O_ -,08 -,,02 ..?.07 ..1_ ,OQ -.07 , , -.Ot_.- 1.,00

!!

xf.,r •



and sex seemed to have little independent rekdionsblp to any of the other predictor wlri-
abies.

The August regression analysis substantiated these findings with tile exception that a
sntall to moderate degree of independent rehdionship was indicated between August CNR
and August annoyance. Tire final set of predictor variables included CNR, fear, Irealtb
attitudes and misfeasance. The A/C importance and sex variables added little to ;In under-
standing of tire dynamics of aircraft noise annoyance and were tlrerefore eliminated from
further analyses and from subsequent theoretical models. Table 3 presents tile results of
multiple regression analyses wRb a reduced set of predictor variables. These analyses again

indicated tbat tire fear and health attitudes have far greater standardiz?d pretlicdon wei_hrq
than tire CNR or misfeasance variables.

Fear, health attitudes, misfeasance and CNR as a predictor set explained 58 per cent of
the annoyance variance for the months of June and July, For the months of August and
September, 45 per cent of the variance was aeeonnled for by these Four variables. These
percentages represent a considerable increase in tire amounts of annoyance explained by

CNR alone (10 per cent in June, 14 per cent in August).
Tire results presented here compare favorably with data presented By TRACOR

(1970). A maltiple regression analysis conducted by TRACOR with annoyance as depend-
eat variable yielded the following standardized regression weights: fear, .36; CNR, .16;
misfeasance, .06; imporlance o f Airport, .05.

On the basis of tlre similarity of these sets of data, it would seem [bat mis(ea_ance
attitudes are not related directly to aircraft noise annoyance. Tile observed similarity of the
August data and the TRACOR data suggest that a small to moderate independent relation-
ship exists between noise exposure and aircraft noise annoyance although the Jane data

would bring into question tire stability of this reh!tionsbip. It would be a mistake, however,
to assume that exposure and misfeasance are unimportant in understanding tire dylulmiea of
aircraft noise annoyance,

Causal Model

June annoyance and June CNR data were used in constructing a causal model between
CNR, fear, misfeasance and health attitudes since the relationships for Ibis period are
stronger than for the August period. Patterns for the August data will be compared later
with the June model.

The first step in developing a causal model is to identify those rebltionships in which
tire causal direction can clearly be inferred on an a priori basis. Our model assuan:s that
aireraft noise annoyance !s caused by some combination of antecedent variables such as
CNR, fear, llealth attitudes and misli:asanee, and not vice versa. It is also clear that CNR
cannot be caused by any combination of the other wtriables. It is not so clear as to tire
"natural" caasal directions between tire other variables.

Figure 2 presents the possihle catJsal relationships baaed upon tire above assumptions
and the simple or zero-order correlations. One-way arrows represent possible causation from
the variable at the tail of the arrow to tire variable at the point of tire arrow. I)oubreended
arrows indicate indeterminate causal relationships at this ata._e of the analysis.

. - The goal of £urther analyses is to validate each of these possible causal relations, i,e., to
identify each as real or spurious, This validation can be accomplished by the use ofparrial
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Tablo 3

BETAWEIGHTS (STANDARDIZED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS) AND BWEIGHTS
(UNSTANDARDIZED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS) FOR REGRESSION ANALYSES

WITH JUNEAND AUGUST AIRCRAFT NOISE ANNOYANCE AS DEPENDENT VARIABLES

TD_E PERIOD

Dependent Annoyance Annoyance
Variable June-July August-September

Beta Weights B Weights Beta Weighta B Wei&hts

0o (Stnndardized) (Unstand=rdized) ,.,,

Fear .50 1.22 .38 .96

_eclth
_ccitudea .28 2.23 .25 2.08

_la£ea,ancn .08 .18 .05 .14

_R .04' ,06 .17 .25

Regreselon
Conatant -4,74 -26.94

i¸



c_ ('June)

• 4 "_rO
,41

• 72

A_eaoya_o Cju.o) l

Figure 2: Pe.'_|lblecau_ r_ationshl_ ba_edu

,." coefficients. ' pen e priori e-umplfons and zeta,erder _Poarson)correl4t(on

:l

Fear ¢_

nnoyancefJune)

:: Figure3: Empir;coJ_yeJtablhhed _u_) ea_aflomh|ps.
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correlations, A partial correlation is tile relalionsllip between two variables that exists when
tile efl_cts of one or more other variables have been bold eonslan t or "partialled" out..

For instance, if a direct causal link exists betwt:en CNR and annoyance, the partbd
correlation between CNR :111(Iannoyance should iiot he no:it ze/'o wlren the effects of fear,
health attltudcs and misfeasance are p_lrti_dletlout. In fact, the correb]tion bet',roan CNR
and annoyance shrinks from .32 to .06. Weconchlde, therefore, that tlrere is llttle direcl
causal eflbct ofCNR npon annoyanceand remove thai arrow from tile nlodel.

Similar procedures will produce a silnplified model as presented ill Figure 3. Tbree
causal links have been substantiated; CNR _ t_ar, fear _- annoyance, health attitudes '-*-
;nlnoyance. "ilia two remaining double arrow relationships,.fear healtb attitudes anti
Irealth attltndcs ,_ misfeasance, require fiJrther clarification in order to establish causal
direction.

Double-ended arrows in a causal model imply reciprocal causatlml, i._. thai the pair of
variables are cans:ally dependent upon each olher. Tbls situation does not lend itself easily to
a simple "path analysis" of causation (Simoll, 1960). If possible, one wotdd like.to establisb
whether these relationships are really hi-directional since tile implications for reciprocal
causation situations are qulte different tbiln for tile unidirectional case. •

In tile absence of a priori knowledge as to causal direction between two varied)los, one
may analyze the data to see if both points of the arrow are required to explain Ihe d:lta. If
not, that point not required will be dropped from the model. For instance, since the
zero-order correhttion of .24 between CNR and health attltndes is reduced to .01 wlren the
effects of fear are partialled out, we infer IIn_ta fear "_"bealtb attitudes llnk exisls. In the
absence of other variables not measured, there is no other way to explain tile zero-order
correlation between CNR and ,health altitndes without including fear as an intervening
variable.

In a similar fashion it is observed that lhe zero-order correlation between misfeasance

and annoyance of.32 is reduced to .10 when the effects of health attitudes are pnrtialled
out, Tbis indicates that healtll attitudes ;Ire an intervening variable between misfeasance and
annoyance and tlmt _lmisfeasance _ health atliludes link exists.

The reduction of the zero-order correhdian between fear and misfeasance of.30 to. 14
wben the effects of lrealtb attitudes are partialled out necessitates tile existence of at least
one more arrow of causation. If health attitudes are an intervening variable between fear are:l
misfeasance either a Ireullh attitudes "-, fear link or a Irealth attitudes ", mlsfeasunee link, or
both, mtlst exist. i , .

It would seem qtdte likely tbat concern with the bealtll of one's family couh:l increase
one's fear concerning aircruft operations. On :1common sense basis it also would be logical
to expect a reciprocal relationship to exist between health attitudes and misfeashnce. The
sequence might be as follows: "l'ln concerned _lbout airemft noise and my fan'_ily's he:dth; I
wish something would be done abont the noise; If they can put a man on the moon they can
reduce the noise; therefore, the aircraft people aren't dohlg enough to rcdiice the noise (are
being n|isfeasant)." These proposed links are pare conjecture, however, and tile most one
can say is that at least one of these links must exist in order to explain tile simple relation-
ships among this set of variables.
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[;i_tlP_ 4 J]f_¢n|S ;I _¢h_nl;] [l_l_d upon IJl_ _;ILIS;I] i;If_runccs lll_td¢ so J';tr i;i the

discussion. The doucd ;lrro',vs represent ruciprocal reh_lionships which tllis investigator be-
[EL'YeSL'X[S_ bLll which IlltIS[ r_111_lJll |_n_l[iV(3 _11Ibis (Jlllc,

Tentative Roletionshtp ....

CNR (June)

Annoyar_e (June)

Fi0ure 4: Final causal model for the June CNF( and annoyance dat_. !

;:_-='-_anedRelationehip ........

Tentative Relecienihip ....

C_TP,(husuet)

•
,

^nnoyer_e (huBus|:)

Figure 5: FIn_l causal mad01 for the August CNR and annoymtce data,
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A causal nlode] for lbe Aa_llst dale incIndes a Calls;d arrow fronl CNR tOallUO)_anet.L

Although tile simple correh_Iion of .3B between CNR and _mnoyance is considerably re-
duced by p_Jrlialling roll tile eflbets of fear, lhe relationship remains greal cnough (.21) to
warrant incblsion in tile nlodel. J_'igtffc5 preset|Is lhe ¢_ItlS_dnlOdel for |Ire ALIgustdale,

We are nnsure of the cxpbalaLions [br finis dis¢rep;ulcy belweeo the causal nlodeIs for
June and August. We are curre]ltly hlvcsligalJng sources of variation bclween IIic two thnc
periods w|dch may have cootribuled to dlese differences in pallern,

IMPLICATIONS FROM THE CAUSAL MODEL

Fear of aircraft operations and concern with the barmftd effects of aircraft noise am
the major intervening variables in the proposed causal model. Incre_lses in noise exposure or
misfeasance beliefs can be expected to result in significant increases in aircraft annoyance
only to the extent that fear and he_iltb concerns are also increased. Tim present data and tile
TRACOR data suggest that exposure has a small independent effect upon annoyance, Tile
reliability of this relationship, however, is suspect.

What aspects of aircraft noise are reblted to fear of uircruft operations? Noise level is
one cue to the altitude of an aircraft. To a resident inside his honse, a louder aircraft may
indicate that there is a greater danger of that craft crashing near his home. If ibis is so, the
new generation of aircraft with quieter enghres should yield important pay-offs in terms of
annoyance since resklents would believe tile aircraft to be flying higher than they really are.
Interestingly, one might expect tile effects of tile qtfieter engines to be netltr;dized ontdoors
since visual cues would indicate the giant wide-body aircraft to be flying lower than tbey
actually are. A test of the indoor-outdoor differences in annoyance woukl be an intereslJng
investigation of the noise-as-danger cue thesis.

It bas been proposed that reciprocal relatlonships exist between fear '_, health attitudes
and healtll attitudes _-_"misfeasance beliefs, If so. these three variables comprise a feedback
system in which an increase in tbe first variable causes an increase hi a second variable which
"feeds back" or causes additional increase in the first variable, etc. Systems of flits kbld are
unstable (Turner and Stevens. 1959). The reverberation of causation ceases only beeaase of
the internal frictions of personality dynamics.

Tile three psycllo_oclal variables in tile proposed causal system, thereIbre, should not
be considered separately but us a general or central factor in the causal model. One would
expect that a decrease inany of the tllree variables would result in diminution of tile effects
of tile other psycho-social variables as well.

While this prediction requires further validation, it should offer encouragement to
tilose investigators and administrators wbo are developing teclmiques for _ttenuating atti-
tudes and feelings of fear, bealtll hazards and misfeasance. The effects of intervention and
change in .any of these variables would be amplified by the proposed system of reciprocal
relations.

In conclusion, we emphasize the tentative n:lture of the causal model presented here.
An attempt has been made to make causal inferences from correlational data. Tbe mode!,
however, has not been subjected to the rigors of experimentation on a more controlled
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basis. This model should be considered an intermediate step between descriptive, correln-
tional ;tn_dysls trod hllrd-nosed experimental v_dldation. In addition, one should keep io mind
that these data were obtained from respondents intensively exposed to _llrcraft noise. Causal
models b;lsed upon thi_ poptd_ztion may not be entirely generalizable to less-exposed
s[_olples.
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COMMUNITY RESPONSES TO AIRCRAFT NOISE IN LARGE AND
SMALL CITIES IN THE U.S.AY

Harrold P. Pattersonand William K.Conner

Tracer, Inc.
Austin, Texas 78721

From 19(,7 Ihrough 1969 connlltln[ties ;trotlnd tile airportsof seven hlrge cities ill tile
U.S.A. were surveyed (both soei_dly and ;tcoustically) for response to aircraft noise. Pro-
cedures, rnetbods, restdts trod reconlmentlations e;tll be I'¢mrldin Tracer (1970). Tile project
was conducted in two plmses. During Phase I, Dallas, lexas, Denver, (Solorado Cb+cago,
Illinois; _lnd Los Angeles, California. airports were surveyed :lnd 3,590 interviews collected.
Ph;me II involved Boston, Massaclmsetts; Miami, Florida; and New'fork, New York, ;drports;
2,912 irtterviews were collected for this phase.

In order to extend our knowledge about tile rel;ition bet_;,t_cn lower levels of noise
exposure (primarily involving lower i'_umbel's of aircraft) ;rodcommunity response, a second
project was initi:ded in 1970. b't this study two snndl cities, Reoo. Nevada, mid Chatta-
nooga, Tennessee, were surveyed usieg lechnlques ;nld procedures sinlJIar to those of the
previous project. In Ch:lttanooga 1,114 interviews were collecled; 84f_ were obtained in
Reno ('For details, see Conner ;reel Patten, on, 1972.)

Compnring responses between I;irge and small cities, one notices immediately that
responses in tile smnller cities are of;t different order. For almost all "re;ictlon" variables tile
intensity of response is less. This paper examines some of these differences, discusses tbe
rel;itlon between annoyance and noise expostlre, and stlggesls several ;dtemativc explana-
tions ibr these dit'fermlces.

Table I shows tbe distribution of ,_nnoyance _ and the nle;m CNI '_.(Composite Noise
Rating) _lmong the large and small cities. In terms of higll annoy;race, New York is the most
disturbed, followed by Los Angeles and Boston. Chic=lgo is about midway in the distribu-
tion. Clustered after Chlc=lgo are Dallas, Denver, and Miami. ReJ,to and Chatt;moog;i are
located ;It the very bottom of tile distribution. The spread of low, mediunl+ _lnd high
annoyance in the small cities is most simil;Ir to that of Denver. Mean CNR v:dnes are also
generally distributed in tile same nlanner. 'File not-nnexpected conclusion is that the _lmotln[
of high annoyance v;iries directly with the me;m level of CNR,

However, if we examine tile percentage of high annoy;race by each noise exposure
category for tbe large and small cities ('Figure I), we find that this percent;ige is generally

r less in each noise e;degory for the sn'mll cities. Only ;it the extremes (the 80-84, 85-89, and
; 125-129 categories) do the smalbcity _md l_trge-city responses coelpare. This would indicate

i that tile relation between ;innoy;mce :rod noise exposure is era different type in tile sm_dl
_, cities.
i

'i
:' IThis paper w;_sd_veloped from woTkperformed under the mtspicesof die N;nion;d Space and

_ AeronauticsAdministmlion-Cmnracts NASw.1549 and NAS1.10216by Tracer,1no., Austin,'rex,s, USA.
2"Anr_oyIJnc¢" refers Io the Aiinoyarlce-G scale d_v¢loped dtlrlrlg Pha_¢ l tff file ];irg¢-¢ilr ltudy zlllll _ul)_quenl] r
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Table 1

DISTRIBUTIDN OF ANNOYANCE AND MEAN CNR AMONG

LARGE AND SMALL CITIES IN THE U.S.A.

Annoyance
City Year Mean CNR SampleSize

Low Moderate High

Large

Chicago 1967 43% 23% 34% 107.3 872

Dallas 1967 52 23 25 Ii0.i 923

Denver 1967 62 17 21 99.5 1009

Los Angeles 1967 31 22 47 110.7 786

Boston 1969 29 28 43 107.5 1166

Miami 1969 56 23 21 106.3 676

New York 1969 14 23 63 114.6 1070

Small

Chattanooga 1970 74 18 9 101.2 ii14

Reno 1970 65 21 14 i01.i 846

*From Connor and Patterson, 1972, p. 24 and Appendix D,
p. 141, and Tracer, 1970, Appendix B, p. B-9.
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*From Connor and Patterson, 1972, Figures 6 and 7,
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A c]earer plclnr¢ of this annoyance din'erenli:ll is shown hi I=igure 2, where annc>yance
is regressedon CNR. In Ibis particular analysis, the IqlaseII sample of the large cities, being
closer temporally and methodologically to tile small-oily sample, is the basisof comparison.
Tile two regression lines are given by

Large city - Phase II: Annoy:race = -35.3 + 0,497 CNR
Small city : Annoyance = -9.2+0,19OCNP.

Tile ratio of Ihe Iwo slopes is 2.6, indicating a substantial difference between the two
relationships.

Other variables show tile same kind of pattern. Table 2 shows a comparison of six
variables which were found In be related to annoyance. "Fear" refers to tile anxiety over
tile possibility of aircraft crashing in the neighbodlood. "Susceptibility" deals with the
sensitivity to everyday z'_eighborhood noises, "Adaptability" m_.'anstile degree to which the
respondent is willing to tolerate more noise. "Misfeas:mcc" taps the respondent's belief that
public officials are not doing a proper job in preventing or reducing tile noise, "Importance"
refers to Ihe respondent's evaluation of air transportation. "Discussion" is the rate of
discussing aircraft noise with friends, relatives or neighbors. Except for "Susceptibility," and
possibly "Importance," there is a clearcut division between small and large cities. Ilowever,
there are similarities between Miami and the small cities, We also noted above tbat tile
distribution of annoy;nice in Ibe two small cities was sindlar to fllat in Denver. These
similarities indicate that differences in response are not necessarily related to diffcr,..,nces in
city size per se.

Tile question is to what Illese differences may be atlributed. Field and ineasuPanlent
techniques and procedures remained Ihe same over the two projects. Two possibilities are
differences in the formulation of the noise exposure parameter or difl_rences in sample
characteristics.

Exposure values were compuled according to Ibe Ibllowing formulae

CNR 10 log I 0 _ an fling (CNRj/10)
J

CNRj PNLj = 10fogl0 CNI)j + 20 NNj)- 12

where j is a single class of operation producing a particular noise characteristic at some

particular reference point, NDj and NNj are the nnmber of occurrences ill thai class during
tile periods 0600-2100 and 2100-0600, respectively, and PNLj is the energy-mean maximum
perceived noise level for that class. The PNL tbr each measured flyover was determined by
adding seven units to the maximum N-weighted level, tlds being tile eorreetiort factor
established flora the large-city data between the latter and the non-dlscrete-
frequency-corrected PNL calculated from band analysis.

There are two ways in Wllich tile above equations can be altered so as to produce a
shift in tile noise exposure. One is to have u drastic difference between nighttime and

. : daytime operations. The other is to use a difl_rent number correction than I0 log! 0 N,
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*From Connor and Patterson, 1972, Figure 9, p. 36.



Table 2

AN NOYANCE,RE LATED VARIABLES

Small City Large City - Phase II
Variable

ChatLanooga Reno Boston Miami New York

Highfear 18% 13% 44% 16% 51%

High susceptibility 5 9 i0 4 7

High Adaptability 57 61 29 50 19

High misfeasance 5 8 16 9 19

Low importance I i 4 2 6

High discussion 19 14 46 29 54

*From Connor and Patterson 1972, Table 4, p. 14_ and
Table l,'p. ii.



A differencehetween d:ly-nightoperationsarnong tilel;irgc;nldsmall citiescan he

quickly dismissed,in Figure3, _igr_ipbof Ibe percenl_igeof operationsag:dnslIb¢ tblleof

dry shows Ill_llthe p:illernin tilesnnt[lciliesistilesame _ISlllalinlhe largecities,

The use of 15 JogN t_rnl, as uned by Ibe Brilisll NNI uleasure (MeKennell, 1963), or of
a 13 log N ternl. :Is ill the Germ_al o index (Ijiirck el :d, 1969), inslead of tb4-' l0 log N ternl

wotdd Cnlllh;isiz¢thedlffcrencesInopenllioaCOllnlsbetween tilehlrguilnd_Inallcilics.This

could rcduct,[ipparelll_anloyanc_differences.'Filerange Of daJ])'operationCOLInlS_IIlhe

small city sllItJy ;VIIS 50 IO 54 (mean = 52). In lhe largeicily slndy tile rauge w_is 3._3 Io
1.573 (mcan -- 834). If a 15 lug N lernl were used, _m el'feclive sllift in 6 |mils could be

expected,

Table 3 shows wln_l woldd happen IO Ibe correI_lliou between _nlnoy_ince aud CN] _.if
tile eonsl_inl E is allured in tile lerm K log N bl lbe noise exposure fnrmul:ition.

('Olnl)arlng lhe correhtions across, one finds ]illlc eflbcl in changing Ibe constanl K.
Tile possibility Ill]l[ differences ill tile snla]l oily and large oily saulplcs _ire responsible

for tile differblg rebllion between annoyance und noise exposure must also be discoullted.

Table 4 shows a couipilrison of s;unpic cbar;Icleristlcs bclween tile snluil :ind large cilies. All
of Ibe values for the _lllali cities are within lilt! rmlge of v:dues for The large cilies, except for
residential mobility in Reno.

"l'hrce ol]ler possibililics exist I2)r explaining tile ;many:race difl_runtial: I ) n se_Isonal
efl'ecl, 2) differentia] rusponsc to [iilqenl'f vis-a-vis landb}g noise, _uld 3) varying ilnlOUlllS of
social inlen]clion.

All of the seven large cilies were studied in the sulnmcr, wbich is kllown to be tile
seilson for heightened reiielion. For example, as is shown ill Tuble 5, tile "conlpkdnt season"
at Kennedy Inlernational Airporl is June, July, and AugnsL which logelher accounl for 65

percent of lhe Iolal comphdnts in Ibe yc_Jr. Oil the olher baud, the small eilies were studied
in the winler, The mean monthly compbdnt ;it Kennedy during I]iC small-city survey period
(Oclober through Junaary) was ].9 percent. For Ibe large-oily st]rvey period (Max lllrough
September), il was 16.6 percent.

The hypolbesis being offered is that reaction Io noise exposllre is affected by the locus
of nonnul living aelivilies. During inclenlenl wertlu..r, individual ucllvily lends Io be con-
slralned towlJrd llle indoors, thus providing insu];llion froln aircnlft noise c.xpostlre. Under

bellur wealher condilinns lhe locus of individurl activity is mtJcll wider, lhus providing
greater exposure In noise. When tilese ideas _re applled to lhe snl;lll-cily dulu, we spcctdale
l]lat individtrds living under the s_inlc objectively measured noise condilions as in lbu large

cities did not react in lhe s_imc manner because lhe effective noise exposure was less.
An allenlative explanation for lhe unnoyance differential is that individuuls reuct dil L

ferently Io t_lkeofl_ vis-r-vis I_ndings. If we construct CNR measures separalely for I_dceoffs

and for ]_nldings, and lhen eorrelale tllesc with file combined CNR measures and anllOyUnec,
we obt;lin Ihe resells found in Tabl,) 6. Here we see that indeed there urn differences

between file sam]l and large cities. Tbe large-city noise exposure is bused lnostly on landings;

tile small-city noise exposure is based m:|inly on tukcofl:,_. One sees Ibis same effect wllen

annoyance is corrclaled with takeoffs and landings separately.

The hmding-doninatcd CNR measures for the hrge cities and the takeoff-domin_ded

CNR measures for the small cities :ire probubly due to u combination of geography and size.
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Figuro3: Porc_ntanooftotaldailyop_ration$bytimoofday.

The three PhasaII airports (Boston, Miami,and New York) am located by the ocean or next
to largely unpopulated land areas and all have multiple-runway systems. The options for
flight operations are thus greater. Where options exist, noise exposure from takeoffs is
normally reinimized, since takeoffs are considered noisier than landings. The airports at the
small cities had only one main runway and were inland. Very few options existed at these
locations,

• . . +
There msan rudlca Ion that these data show a greater sens)tv_ty to land ng noise than to

takeoff noise. Note that although the CNR for large cities is composed mostly of landing
noise (landings correlate 0.61 with the combined CNR in Table 6) and the CNRfor small
cities is composed mainly to takeoff noise (takeoffs correlate 0.83 with the combined CNR
in Table 6), annoyance correlates 0.42 with landings for the large cities but only0.21 with
takeoffs in the small cities• If sensitivity were the same, one would expect a highercorrela-
tion between takeoffs and annoyance in+the small cities.

A third possibility for the explanation of the annoyance differential is fire lesser
amount of social interaction focused on.aircraft noise in the small cities. For example, the
variable "discussion," which measures the number of times in 'an averageweek aircraft noise
was discussed with friends, relatives, or neighbors, was a significant predictor of annoy-
ance.s This was not the case in the large-city study. Yet, the percent with high discussion

•Discu_ion'wasranked61hamonglixpredictorsofannorznc_inaIllultiplereg:elsit)n1:heine.Itt_)rlclalcd0.20
withannoyance.SeeCannotandPancrson,1972;47-50andTable14.
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Table 3

CORRELATION OF ANNOYANCE WITH CNR-TYPE VARIABLES

Large City - Phase II Small City

CNR-Type
Variable Constant (K) Constant (K)

5 i0 15 20 5 i0 15 20

Landing 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.41 0.i4 0.13 0.13 0.12

Takeoff 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.17

Combined 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.40 0127 0.25 0.24 0.22

*From Connor and PatEerson, 1972, Table 7, p. 38.



Table 4

COMPARISONOFSAMPLECHARACTERISTICS

Small City Large City - Phase II
Characteristic

Chattanooga Reno Bos ton Miami New York

Percent High
OccupaLional Rating 25 19 22 20 37

Percent Income

$i0,000+ 39 50 37 36 56

Percent Education

More Tha n High School 32 34 29 43 38

Percent Age 60+ 24 16 24 33 13

Percent Homeowners 81 75 63 74 82

PercentHigh
Visitation , -- 39 39 50 35 54

!

Median Residential

1 Mobility 0.59 2.09 0.08 0.44 0.13

J
/

i *From Connor and Patterson, 1972, Table i, p. ii.
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Table5

PERCENTAGEOFANNUALCOMPLAINTSRECEIVEDBYMONTH,
1959.1967KENNEDYiNTERNATIONALAIRPORT

Percent of

Month Annual Complaints

Jan 20.0

Feb i.5

Mar 2.5

Apt 4.0

May 7.5

dun 18.0

dul 24.5

Aug 23.0

Sept i0.0

• Oct 3.5

Nov 2.0

Dec i.5

*From Conner and Patterson, 1972, Table 6p p. 32.

TabloE

CORRELATIONOFCNR,ELEMENTSWITHCNRANDANNOYANCE

Partial Large Ci_ies - Phase II Small Cities

CNR CNR Annoyance CNR Annoyance

Landings O.61 0•42 O.35 0.13

Takeoffs 0.29 0.03 0.93 0.21

I
[ *From Conner and Patcerson, 1972, Tables 7

and 8, p. 38.

,i
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rates `ire ninth lower ill the small cities tllan in tile large cities (seeT_tblc2). Wesuggest that
a ¢,-'rtnlnlevel ol'sochd rehll'orcement is necessary for a feeling of annoyance to develop, `ind
that the snla]] cilles fall below this level. Of eonrse, the idc`i of soci`iI reinforcement may
also be connected with seasonalvarJ`ifions ill social activities, indicating operation of an
hlteraction-lype wzrlabJe.

We do not hlsisl th`it the three possibilities for the explanation of tile annoyance
dlffercn tial addtlccd above are tile sole c`inses of the varying patterns of annoyance reactions
between tile small anti large cities. We do believe, Ilowever, that riley ;ire worth seriotls
coosideralion and that research into tile effects of alter`ill noise should begin to take into
ficcolnl[ such variables.

SUMMARY

In 1967 and I969, 6,502 interviews were collected ,iround tile airports of seven large
cities in the U.S.A, An additional I,g60 interviews were collected around airports of two
small cities in 1970. Acoustical snrveys were conducted p`ir;dlel to tile interviewing. A
comparison of responses to aircraft noise between the two-city types shows IIhlt tile inten-
sity of response is different in snlall cities than in large cities. In `ilmost all "'reaction"
wJriablcs the level of intensity is much lower in tile small cities. These differences, which
increased as noise levels increased (except at levels above CNR 130) could not be attributed
to differences ill tile forlnalation of noise exposnre ine`istlres nor in the sanlple cllarac-
leristics. Possible reasons for the differences are I) a seasonal effect, 2) differenti`iI response
to takeoff vis-a-vis hmdlng noise, and 3) varying amounts of soci,iI intcr`iction.
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MEASUREMENTS OF STREET NOISE IN WARSAW AND EVALUATION
OF ITS EFFECT ON THE ACOUSTIC CLIMATE OF DWELLINGS,

SCHOOLS,OFFICES, HOSPITALS, HOTELS AND PARKS; THE DEGREE
OF OFFENSIVENESS TO INHABITANTS IN THE LIGHT OF A QUESTIONNAIRE

Aleksander Brodniewicz

Department of Hygiene
Institute of BiologicalSciences,

Academy of Physical Culture
Warszawa,ul. Marymoncka, Poland

The progressof technic;d civilization, urbanizafion attd trend Iowards devc]opnlcnt of
motor transport _]mparalleled by steudy intensification of noise, owing to multiplication of
its sources and emission of very large amounts of acoustic energy. Noise is nlan's ¢OlUpUnlon
in industrial planls, workshops, offices, schools etc., markedly affecting tile efficiency,
quality and safety of work. Noise is tmavoidablc hi streets, me;ms of transport, shops,
catering or recreation places and even in ap;irtment hmtses expected to ensure silence and
repose. Thus, the disturbances in rest by day and especially during night sleep (botb being u
prerequisite of regeneration of strength and hcaltll) are greatly harmfid and entzdl major
bio-physical risk, in my opinion.

Noise nlost _verely affects the urban population exposed to 24 hours' loud street
noise and dwelling in many-storied rcsidcnti[d buildings wlthoLlt adequate sound-proofing; i
present-day building materials being less massive tlum in the past. tile insulating properties
nf wall_ and ceilings are much inferior. Street noise ro_lcbing tile apartnlcnts, Iogether with
sounds from neighboring quarters, e.g. conversation, ubiIdree's games and sllools, inappro-
priately-utilized musical instrumants, radio and television sets, househok] appliances, eleva-
tors and chutes, banging of doors, chair moving, ere., blend into a perpelual acoustic
inferno.

People subjected during conscious state and sleep to uninterrupted reception-against
their will-of acoustic disturbancas reaching thmn from all sides ;ire in no position to
effectively isolate themselves from tile environmental noise. Thus, in urban population the
import of audible sensations definitely outweighs that of all other ones, even visual. Tim fact
of u constant inclease in the percentage of urban polmhgion subjected to excessive city
noi_ gradually and imperceptibly impairing its comfort, stamina and health, lies been and
continues to be of concern to the community and authorities,

In Poland, the first studies of noise in tile cities of Warsaw, Cracow and Wiino had been
initiated in 1933 In tile Department of Hygiene of the University of Warsaw and then
reported by prof. W. Gadzikiewicz (1936). Their results are greatly usefid for comparative
purposes.

Rapid reconstruction of Poland as well as its intense economic and industrial develop-
mcnt after World War II have cleared a way for technical progress in all fields of activities,
together with noise as its inherently-present stigma and nuisance.

Initially, between 1945 and 1956, despite warnings of hygienists, this problmn had
been disregarded and unperceived from the standpoint of both health and economics. Only
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Table 1

RESULTS OF THE FIRST INVESTIGATIONS ON STREET NOISE

IN WARSAW
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file potential public healfll hazard I'roln noise, the lnultitnde nr compklhlts voiced by city

inhabil_alls, the increased nulnl)er of accldents augnlenllng economic danlage, and file over-

all social ioll)ortance of the probienl or noise made of the lattvr an object or nlany-sided

investigations _nld a source of co]leern lo tile authorilies, witil respect Io nle_lsures to be

taken to prevent and control noise. /'dosl studies have dealt with ev_duation or street and

aparlmenl building noise in the eilies or Poznan, Lodz, Cracow and, especially, Warsaw; the

capital w_ls partictdar]y SLlitable for investigating tile problem of noise, oil account or its
nlpid trnnsl'ormallon into a inodern industrial, trade and culture center.

The results of sludies perlbrnled by v_lrious medical and teehrlic:ll research cenlers

pernlitted characterlzatiorl of the biophysical paralneters or noise, their assessment rronl tile

standpoint of hygiene and, in parallel, exploration or the opinion or inhal_itallts hy means or

questionnaires.
My own investigations involved hals,' bolh in steels and railway iletwork, both being

in W;lrsaw an itltegral part of tile e y*s means of transport. Tile nlaln sources o1" noise were

studied and its physical properties (hltcnsity, spectrunh distribution in time) were charac-

lerized; analysis w_ls rome of its spatial range, and especially of its effect on tile acoustic
climate of apartments, schools, hotels, hosl)itals, offices, railway stations and perks both in
tile city center and suburban districts. Also, studios weru made of tile additional acoustic
]oad to wbicli passengers a_ expend ruring rides on a bns, tr_mlway, trolley bus lind electric
train; recently, tile problems or noise in sport centers (gylnllasia, swhnming pools) and

stnde_'_ts' dormitories were investigated as well i

To accurately record noise, which is a physical pllenolnenon rapidly challging as ;I
rtmction or dine and site, applic;ttlon was made or IlrueI-Kj;ter's nlicropllones and self-

recording clcetro-acousllc equipnlent, Philil_s-Professional ;old I_.lni tape recorders ;is well :Is I

of sound-level nletcrs of Polish nnike. Me;tserements were taken orl windless or nearly !
windless days at 1"13 selected situs in Warsaw, imder Cotlditions standardized with respect to

: localization el' equipnlenl etc. i

Tile overall results of Ihe investigatlons ell street noise ill Warsaw, including tables,

graphs and figures, were published asa monogr;ipb in 1963.

: In tiffs brier report, ollly tile most important rcsnlts will he snnlnled up in tile form of
I]gllr_S with a short connnentary. Sonrces of sounds least ¢OlltrlhulJng to generation of

'I street noise inchlde motor and rail vehicles as well ;is trolley buses (shirting. braking andt

:: signalling .,;ot.nlds), *fircral'l, ]oud-spe;lker broadcasting progr;mls, street v,,orks and blliidillg
" operations, sounds from railw;ty st:]lions, bridges and indtlstrial planls.
:' In tile relatively quiet sllburb;lll districls, ill addition to vehicular trarfic noise, there is

! a predonlinance or SOLnlds r_sllIting If'aM children's shanties and _allles, voices O[ passers-

: by, sot cs "re] ap rme btd gs, spor s ]elds, dog_'l'_ rkingetc
: Till: highest intensity of noise was observed along tlle hi:fin trarfie arteries _md their

crossings where tlna l_2corded nlaxinnl varied fronl 95 to I03 dB, with average intensity or
85-90 dLI. Tile highest noise level, I 12 dB, was noted in tile tunnel of tile East-West route,

dnring silmllt:nteous passage of tranlways, cars and of a Iraetor.
Other streets and squ;Ires wilb intense lr_lffic ;dso showed a very hiuh aver;)_e noise

level or 80-85 dB.



Motor vehicles, espeei:dly tractors, tramw;lyS, btlses, cars and motor ¢yelt_s are _lsource

of most intense and annoying slreel noise. Tllese rchllit_nslrips are clearly visu;dized ill Figs.

2, .3, and 4. showing-in parellel to noise recortls-tile inlensity of vehictdar Ir_tfl'ic at a busy

crossing (AI, Jerozolimskle and Nowy SWi;ll) ;rod o11 one of tile central bridges (SI;tsko

-Dabrowski Bridge).

Ill the central lrade districts, intense ooise prevails ;dso ot_ side-strt_ets, especi;dly those

with trolley bus lines. These streets, being narrow Ihougb of small traffic capacity, are

jnmmetl with vehicles and passers-by; chielly wBh one-way intense traffic, they ;ire lined

with a continuous row of many-storied baildirlgs.

It is stressed tlmt in big cities, street noise onlnterrttptedly previdl.,; day and night, as

well as throughotlt the whole y,aar. Tile lbrmer phenomenon is illustrated in Fig, 6, wl_tich
shows a nols_ level reenrd I:lken ill _1roonl oll the IVth floor of an apartment borise situated

near one of the ct._dral bridges.

i ii_ll ill i _" , : .... ,

', .... _ ' ' L WARSZAWA
• ,,,, , \

f

Figure1: Warsaw.
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h(xJi3.
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FiS_ te 4: Dependence of street noise of tr_ffic intonsity of the Silosia. Bridge during 24 hour¢
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Figure5; Noiselevelin asectionof thecentralpartof Wnrsaw.

_. Owing to a sobstantlal drop in vehicle traffic at night, ;it this time the mean noise level
decreases; however, at night tile amf, lltnde of noise, fluctuations (40.44 dB) is greater th;m
the amplitude in the daytbne (22-25 dB). So high a level of fluctuations of the audible
dist|lrbanees at night, their irregularity and frequent reetirrence at brief timu inlervals,
seem-from the standpoint of hygiene-even more objectionable.

The railway network, the inahl lines of which cross Ihe most densely populated dis-
tricts of Warsaw, is also ;in integral part of the city's communication system and a source or
intense noise. The penetration range arid degree of nuisance of railway noise mainly depend
on the kind and course of tracks along bridges and eznbanknlents; the intensity of day and
night railway traffic, rapid passenger transportation and transport of goods; lack of protec-
tive zones and noise-breaking barriers; speed and direction of wields; etc, ;:

Small passenger stations and central railway stations, as well as apartment buildings
sitttated near them, are most exposed to railway noise.
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Figure G: Nobo level records (in decibels)during 24 hours in 0 room, with open window,on the4th floor
ofan apartmenthouse_Jtuatednearoneof central bridges(speedof recordingO, 003 rnmbec).

Table 2

NOISE LEVEL MEASURED AT ELECTRIC RAILWAY STATIONS IN WARSAW{dRA}

He. Rail_ nta_ion PZa_fo_,na on o_tv_ Placfo_c_a du.r_ Loud _pe_ko_,

2 8rodmlo_cle _q - _* _ - 57 7_ - _5

6 _ K_ _6- 9_ 52 - 5_ 6o- 6_
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Table 3

NOISE LEVEL MEASURED AT MAIN RAILWAY STATIONS IN WARSAW (dBA|

_lo. _ _a.'tJ.wa3 6_at_on _._- _tatioa Plat£o_o Loud spo_=_

,,o 2 Cez_tr_..z_ 5t_ - 61 _ - 61 - - 5,3 - 66 . -

3 Weehoct_._ 61 - 65 _ - ?2 6_ - 63 80 - _ - -

5 G_a/m_ 62 - 76 60 - ?u - - _9 - 69 _i - E_S



Noise levels are excessively high also ill tire neighborhood of many betels and other
public utility Infildiags, Oil these grounds, tile location of some of them is greatly inappr-
oprinle,

Special c,onsidt_r;lllon was given to fire acoustic climate inside betels, hospitals, research

[nsliltltes and se!lools, as well as to the distm'bances in Ihis climate enttscd by exlernal noise
prevailillg ill their cnvirmmlcnt.

liiephysical risk entailed by noise is higlrest in case of patients and convalescents,
interfering with treatment and often causing its prolongation, on account of tbeir
augmented susceptibility to any kind of stress.

Tilehigh degree of nuisance resulting from street noise is confirnled by cortlpklints of
patients, opinions of physicians and results of mensurcnlents presented in Table 4. (Fig. 7).

A modern hotel is expected, nside from providing conditions of hygiene, comfort and
esthetics, to insure silence as n fundantental biological n2qaimmenl wbich is a prcreqtdsile of
good general feeling, rest and sleep. In what measure large hotels in Warsaw nreet these
requirements is illustrated in Table 5 and Fig. 3, 8 and 9. j

Tile level of noise reaching tile surroundings of research institutes depends whether
they face the street or are sittmted either inskl¢ a park or else at tile rear of front buihlhlgs
sbiekling them from street noise.

Noise levels measured in the neighborhood of several research institutes wiried within
the following ranges:

- minbnlan 45-73 dBA
- mediunl 50-82 dBA
- maximun_ 58-98 dBA

The amount and intensity of attdible stimuli _eaching an individual daring a definite
lbne interval eonslitul¢ a measure of psycbophysical noise load; sonre relevatlt data arc
sbown in"Fables 6 and 7.

Special attention has to be given to school noise. Modem scbool is, irrespective of its
character or specializatlon, an institution devoted to intense systematic mental work requir-
ing it calm and quiet climate. Creation of an appropriate climate in sclmols is a mnjor
pedagogical problem decisive of tile intelligibility of speech as a universal means of conunun-
ieation permitting attainment of the intended educational aims.

In Poland, file problem of school noise Ires come into prominence, and studies of its
various aspects (acoustic, pedagogical, bygieoic nnd social) have been tlndertnken in the
fifties. To illeslrate the acoustic climate in an elementary school in Warsaw (TPD No. 27,
situated at a distance of 50 and 100 m, respectively, from two streets), it is worthwhile to
quote Ihe results of mcasnrements-pnralleled by all inquiry-perfonned in winter when
most of the time tile windows were closed and both pupils and staff mainly stayed indoors.

Loudness level in class ill the course of n lesson carried on fairly quietly amounted to
59-92 phons; during a lesson of pbysieal exercise, 59-72 phons; in the recreation hall during
breaklhst break, 57-80 phons; in the teachers' room during break, 57-72 phons.
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Table 4

STREET NOISE LEVEL MEASUREMENTS IN THE

ENVIRONMENT OF HOSPITALS, in dSA

ITo Pop,noon _J_¢or_oon _L@_
lloopit_.

q _l_atolo_oal It. _9-93 _ 65 _3 52 65-_ 53 _3 _8-50

2 _zbiet_k_ Uo 6_ _9 53-5_ 63 _8-_0 _-_6 _1_._6 "_ 42 ¸

c_.ona Ddlsu Ba
Z;O. q. 100-102 _9 7_-77 92 _ 72-7_ _6-_7 ! _-50 _5-_8

_J

t_l llo° _° _ 65-6? _-_6 9_-97 (,5 _5-78 72-?6 _;-50 _5

92 65 75-76 83 I_ ?_-76 9q 56 65-66

B 6ro_ho_ 6oapiCe._. 8_-._.5 .Se 6.5 I_1 65 70-72 79 53 32-_5

9 Pod.l.at;z'_.o01¢rJ.o 9G-97 68-?2 90 92-99 6r.p'GG 73-7_ 92 62-G_1 72-?_

"tO Hoooz)it_ of PC,,-
d._a'tz"J.o6_6¢_ 90 70-.72 78-_0 93 63.-_ ?u.-?2 82 p6 7o
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Figure7: StrootnoitoIovolInawardof pod]etri=Hospitalsituatedinoneof ¢_ntfalitreetsindbA.
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Table E

STREET NOISE LEVEL IN THE ENVIRONMENTOF

SOME HOTELS MEASURED 1''58 in dEA

, i

I '`o Uo_al ]ro_m;o_ J_'t*z.a_zzz IIl_z,_

zw,.x _ le41,Ja _ zt,_z' ze,e,ll_zm muz _ aed,J._,l

t I Qrue,'`o_,q. ee-_5 ' ee _-_9 e'_.._ 6_ _'_7o ep 45-pa 6r,..rm

3 wc,-t_Mn

P,o,_L 9.5-o,_ ,3 J_0-62 8991 6, ?5-?6 'to ,2-44 .-56

4 x _ zl _,_;ex sT 7 4 90.oj1 73 _ _ 6_ 53t_

D_hur_. 1967 - tza dU/,_J

2

_;,._ ?_.. ,o 7o - "3 r_ .
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Tat)re 6

NUMBEN OF ACOUSTIC IMPULSES OF STREET NOISE AUDIBLE INSIDE

DIFFERENT ROOMS OURING 15 MINUTES

IIO DI_oo o_' iIiVOC_iGatlOJ_9 ih_bo_'Of 261)_oo_ oVO_

_oi_o _OVOl of:

g

95 d_ A _0 d_ A 85 _

DOpe,o_ _e_Llu_r_cs

C_i_._ _oBpi_ulI:o.q 22 q29 _b2

2 l[oBp_' OE _od_at_lo 8_8e _ 16 111

_par_=ol_t, IVth 1*loop w on one OE

central Street ? 1_ _._2

central _'eot 26 I_6

6 la_e_awa }lore1 21 9_ _0

? L D M _{otel

b/ ZZ%z'd $100_, _act_t_ o,_o
ot c*_rol Dubllc oquareo 1 _2 _I0

o/ lZl z_' Eloo_,_aoA*_ o_o

o_ cea_'_l s_ree_ 7 1_ 20_

8 OE_Ace o£ Polish P_eo_ _o_c_,

9 _dlto_it_OATIco, one o_

Ce:l_al etteeCs I_ IG_ _98

of oe_o_ b_id6ea _1 _0 17_
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The resulls of ml inquiry OI1 noisu, c;_rric{Ioft{ ill the Same school (rtrspondents: q87
ptlpils, 7-1,4years el'age, arid 19school st;_ff tnenlb¢l_), ;1_ presented in Table 7.

Table 7

IJcrccplioll c_f P_q_ils
itoise ;ts: Schtml naff

dtl[ing illl_ll I_1] Ii_(ll_l_rs

tltlrillg pl;tytJlne work _)r rest

indifferen! 73 41ix I
pleasing 44
ttoublest_ll_e 370 (75%) ,14] I I

XilI_i tldillg 12 II Illlil:i With ulll- tit bil;lleral he;trin_ bllp;liflnelll

Parks lind pttblic gardens, much altended for their recre;trioll value, :are repnted to be
oases of tranquility. Me;=snrenlents taken in I I parks sllowed that on tile whole only about
h;llf of thenl, especially the billy elves, come up to expectation (Table 8).

Noise levels in p=lrksvaried within Ihe fbllowing r.unges:

- inininlulll 35 - 60 dBA
-- nledinm 38 - 68 dBA
- m;lximunl 42 - 84 dBA

Rapid urbanization of Polish cities, involving predominance of many_toried buildings,
brings about m_lrked concentration of iltb;Lbltanls ill apartnlent borises and recreation are_ts
tltt_lehed to residential settlements. The resulting intensification of noise level is, however,
nlneh less dislnrbing Ihan th;lt arlsillg from the developlnenl of meier lr;insporI. The nllnl-

ber of e_lrs being parked along qttle! slreets wilhin residetltial selllelllents _nd even on the
pavement next Io bniMings continnally increases, raiding to noise inside the apartments.
These facts often lind expression in critic_d articles pnblished in tile local newspapers, .us
well as in compkdnls lodged with the :mthorities.

The number of complaints yearly pouring in to tile W;lrsaw Sanitation and l_pidemiol-
ogy Station was as follows:

1967- 7,:1
1968 - 145
1969 - 206
1970-212
1971-216
1972 - 205

To explore the opinion of inhabit._nts on tile decree of nuis_mee caused by city noise,
an inquiry was curried out. Its greatly simplilied results ;ire recorded in T;lble 9.

7
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Tuble 8

NOISE LEVEL MEASUREM£NTS IN WARSAW GARDENS ANO PARKS

IN dBA

_:o park or ltoleo level

PUblic Gardon

. ....

2 SaDI'-_G_n 6_ - 70 55 60 - 62

P_aco oX Cui_u_e

a_d Sc1_o G_ea ?2 _8 - 60 66 - 67

4 S}:ar_,zow_kl Pa:k 61 _5 50 -

9 P_wlolo pa:k 67 _4 49 - 51

6 BotamlcaJl Garden 62 _ 4_ . _ll

9 Lazloakl Park _6 _7 _0 - _

,,.,,,,

9 Citodel Garden 61 l_ _2

10 _a_wioc Pa_k 56 zt_ z_'_ _ _B
.,, .,
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Tabtog

RESIJLTSOF $UF_VEY ON NOt$_ tNAPARTMEN'_$ AND ON THE DEGREE OF

iTS ANNOYANCE TO RESPONDENT iNHABITANTS OF WARSAW

,,,Jw,

1 ot_oae wlLlaJ.e_ 7.5 _

2 pl_ma_ pa_$n_ overho_cl _tl ,_

I

,5 _a_ooC loud ap_k_a 9 _

_e_aa_:_an p).aeoa a_c.

/

7 o_ "12 ,°" I

:! After sysl_matic studies of city noise between 1958 and 1960, the restdts of which had

_ been published as a monograph in 1963, fi_ther pertinent noise me;isaremcnts were per-

fanned during 1968-1969r AS a reanlt of collaborative work of tile Warsaw Sanit_ltion and

_' Epidemiology Station and Institute of Building Technique an "Acoustic map of Warsaw"

; clzarscterizing traffic noise (cars, traznwzzys, airplanes) according to the criteria of loudness
level and as a fanction of frequency was prepared, It provides city-planners and architects

with valuable hlformation, being of assistance in prospective planning of the development of
Warsaw,

In confomlity with tl_e "Acoustic rnap of Warsaw", tile Warsaw Sanitary Service keeps
9 •carryillg out-qlt .-year intt;lvals-supplvnlentary control lTlensurements; tile latest series of

noise determinations was perFornlcd in 197 I.
The results showed that owing to improved condition of street surfaces, better techni-

cal state of vehicles as well as to standa_ls restricting the noise of passenger ears to 80 dB(A)

and that of bnsos and trucks to 85 riB(/',), nmximel noise levels at central street crossings

exhibit a pronoenced daerease, compared with the past yeats.

:- " Tile preseet brief survey of the results of investigations on tile acoustic elimata of

Warsaw proves that in Poland, city noise commands continually increasing interest: Its
social, sanitary, economic and work safety aspects.
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Many years' activities of several research inslitules, an increasing number of specialists,
as well as vivid co-operation oi' the public opillion and of lhe press has contrlbnled to rapid
progress and popularization of bioacoLlslles of cities and towns, especially with respecl to
noise prevention and control, hl Poland tile inosl imporlant achievelneots in lhis lleld
consist of acoustic slandards that are obligatory in tile buiklirlg In]de, bio-requirements in
city and regional phnnling, setting up of new researchcenters attached to the Polish Acad-
emy of Sciences,organizalion of lhe Polish Acoustic Society, prep;Iration of a dnd't of lhe
Noise Control Act and calling into being lhe nalion-wide "League for Noise Control" ill
1970.

Tile effects of all these practical steps and progress it] noise control measures can best
be observed in case of tile constantly expanding city of Warsaw as a test model for oilier
Polish cities.

In Warsaw, practical realization of the principles of noise prevention is exemplified by
zoning of the city, modernization of its road network, as well as by building of new railway
stations, hotels and schools wiB1 considenltion gwen to noise-nbsorblng nlaterial and to
bio-reqoirements in city-planning.
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A NEW FIELD SURVEY-LABORATORY METHODOLOGY
FOR STUDYING HUMAN RESPONSE TO NOISE

Paul N, Borsky
H.Skipton Leonard
Columbia University

Schoolof Public Health

SUMMARY

I. "lbe 0oise I+l(ml Ih_ Bocint_727 ;lirpktlW wilb engine ira';tithe01is judged sit_niJ'icantly
le_;smmoying Ih;ul Ihe slandard ualre;ik,d 727 in liiIItJJllg _q_pro;lehCsfor Ih¢ Ibn.'e noise
I,.'v_.'lsIbund ;Jrresidcati;fl :=ruasI.[, 2,5 ;IllLJ3.._ nlill2tlfrntll landing tou,:lld,._wo.

2. /_+ additiomll simuhd+d vngilw Iretttlet.,rll I;ll1[[illg noise, ;iboul doubt,+' lh_: ;ltlcl111a-
liOI1 el+IllU UCtual I+ocint_modified ;lirplane was also judg,:d signil'icanlly lessannoying IIIm+
tht: ;lettl;llly r_.'lrolitlL,d pl;lue Ior Ihe noisv lewis at 1.1:111¢12.5 milvm I'roel touchdown, For
Ihe mot'c di_lant circa al 3.5 nlil¢_+allaoy;u|ce judgmenl_; for the two lypes of tr+:;ttlllellt
were ;ibout Ib_ SaltlC, hul tilt' ;iddiliallal uois++ r+'ductioa ;it Ibis disl;mce w;is k'P+_Ihan ]
EI_NIIIL

3. All three grotlpS of stlb.jeetsl+rolalhe ¢liffL:rcultdi_lancL.+ar,.-'asreporlt..d Iheseslgnil]-
C_llll ntduclioes in _lllllOytlnct2for Ih¢ Iwo lypc.+of _'ngJnL,IYL';ItI11f211[N,Since th_ d_l]nJlion of
Ibe ;mnoyam:e tuff! in the I'_llbl[_ _¢tllt' '+V;ISk'ft IO ea,:b subj,.'¢t, however, it cannot hL,
tlSStlnl_+'d lbtfl ;ll| _IVUP;II_L ' ntlnlel-i¢;ll l]il]'t.+fen_+ • c;111 btt inlcl+prel_.,d ill l_.'rlll_; of ;I per_x.'nl;ig+'

c11;111g¢ in aUllOy+lllCt. `.

4+ In geaera], Jl W;l_lbuml th_ll a r+du,.:lio++of (_I-PNdI.I i+,roducedlU landing oper_llJon_;
by the Boei0L_i+¢lrofJlairpklm., resulted ill tlbetll :10.7 reduction hi tha ;w<.'rag_.,annoym+ce
score. Oll zl scab: ;vhera "[)" repn.'seatseo annoy;mcu alld "4" me;insvt'ry much annoyance.

5. At Ih++'illdoor noh¢ levels heard at I.I 10Jk's I'roln Ioechdown (95,9 F+PNdl]
tllll_'aled and _9.fi EI)NdB for lh_' I3otting_lrol'Jt _'llgillt_). averagerel)ort+-'d;Hi)it)yahoois
rctluced from a score of 3.5S to 2.95, Of,.,vt..n grcaler possibl_,importance,however, is th_
drop I11 tile hJ_lt'_it ;inaoy;inee +'4,+ ratings fronl 7_2%of all tilll+_j¢+l+tbr lie.' tlutrL,;ltCd
;lirplml_, to Olfly 34r;, oFa[I subjects for the retrofit airpb_a_,,

6, At Ihe sonlew]lal int.)r_̀ tlJtil;lel 3,5 nlJl¢ tlr¢a, Ih+ indoor noise is redtl¢,.:dfree1 _2.3
to ?5,O I++'PNdl]tllld _lvttr+lg+allll[)ya]_¢escurf,' drops fronl 1.55 to o01y 1.03, with "0"
mlnoymlce rt.'pOllSiucr_:t_singfrom 185+of all subj_.,clsft+r Ihe untreated 727 la 40% for Ib¢
retrol]l airplane.

7. These positive I]lltling:; of rcduct'd annoyat|¢e for the 727 relrofit pzlck;ige;=revalid
for tile conditions lesled - indoor noise levels interfcriag with communicatJo0s activilies
e0g;Jg.,:din by only modt:ralcly fearful rvsklents. "l'be efli:cls of higher outdoor noist_ levels
oil olber lyFes of xvsklents engagedin diflbrent ,nativities cannot bc prcdi¢lcd without a_:ltml
study,

8. The new methodelogy developed by Celumbia University ef an integrated field-
servey-labor;=tory sludy Ires baal| successfully used in ml investigado0 of lilt., retrofit noise
problem. A repn_s_at;=live mlmpIc of previously inlerviuwed residents, eh=ssified according to
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selected psychok_glcal characteristics, participated in a realistic controlled laboratory
experiment. Their generally relaxed behavior, observctl tllrough a one-w;ly mirror, and their
voluntary connnell[S ill debrief big sessions intlicated Ihat they felt they were I1c;iring real
airpknles as e×periellced in their homes. Many subjects in Ihc discussions sl',3ntaneotlsly
compared their t_wn tls_t:tl btmre noise reactions to Ibose reported in Ihe laboratory.
Another tecbnic;d accompllsbnlent was Ibe development o1"the experimental sotmd tapes
rrom cnglneerhlg tlat_l. This capability will enable testing buman respollses to fly-overs of
I_ropos,-'d airplanes that exist only n u lg ecrs lr w g boards. It ;dso demonslrates the
ability to test Ibr nre;in[ngful annoyaaee responses to tire great wlriety o1"variables that
describe the real noise enviromlleltt.

A NEW FIELD SURVEY-LABORATORY METHODOLOGY FOR
STUDYING HUMAN RESPONSE TO NOISE

I. h|lroductim|

Tbis is the first IIl;ljor study usittg a new nacthodology developed at Cobanbla Uni-
versity to study hLaoan response to noise. Our approach difl_rs front standard psycho-
acoustic labor;linty proce(hlr¢,,: in six major aspects.

I. Sabiects were randoozlt, selected from poptdatioas actaally exposed to
e/ll,irollDlellla] noise.

Most psycltozlcoustlcians use students or other volunteers as subjects. Wltile this is a
readily available convenient procedure, the representativeness or bias of such a sample is
unknown. At Cobtmbia, a random s_mlple of almost 1700 residents in tile viciuity of JFK
Airport, who are exposed to knowll noise environulcnls, were interviewed in their ItoiBes as
part of _1 regtdar hour-long commanity study. These respondents are used as a pool of
eligible laboratory subjects.

2. St_b-sa/llples of ReSlloudents. with known psychological prcdL;positio_tal
characteristics u,ere lavHed to participate lit tile laboralor), experimellt.

Previous community surveys in the United Statas (I ,2), England (3), Netherlands (4),
Sweden (5), France (6) and elsewhere, Itave clearly identified the importance of socio-
psychological variables in explaining v;iriance in =mnoyanee responses. Figure 1, which
snmmari:_es recent British and Antcrican surveys, clearly indicates how feelings of fear and
n'dsfeasance together witb noise exposure levels, differentiate annoyance responses. From
our survey questionnaires, a subsample of over 500 residents were classified as moderately
fearful and invited to participate in tlds study.

3. TILL'Ittborator), is a realistic replication of a typical middle class Ih,ing room.

Most laboratories arc small acoustic cbalobers with bare walls and floors made of

acoustic absorbent maierhd_. As Figure 2 sho;;'s, oar labor:_tory looks like and provides the
atmosphere of a real living room.
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4. The l[l'lJl'ers /udged hy the sub/cots xlJtl/td like rl'al ahT_htnes trim,Dig acrr_ss

the morn t)vml h']7 It, r(q,ht.

M(Isl prcviolls sllldJes ]lLIVC iisecl a lllOl%Op]lOllJC or sIcftto spcltker syxlclll, where Ihe

SOlllld slarls from _1 fixed direclion, pe_lks zllld recedes bzlck inlo The Slllll_ dim¢llon. Our

Jrbortltory rises i] qli;IdrllphOlli¢ Sysll:lll which provides the ilhlsioll of dJrcctJollillily ;ind
illOy_/llt_nI ovcrJle=ld,

_°I---_°.....-_........_)_-__-c_==_--_.........i....I

.c"! 1_-...... I..... _ij!___ i----4 .... -_'t ...... I.......... J.................. Ji

n 6 .... _--.-/----_l ...... _.......... NOgeczr- NO t4,_teq_,ancc r
t s I / I I , • . , "
8 ..... ['7 -] ....... I ........ _.,..r¢:r-,o..i_,i.,e_,cnc= I

o..... ......r..........l...... "-'o°.'°oo,

<_G 9G-99 100-104 105-109 I10.[I .1 115--

CfJR

_olum_,a Univ_rsiiy. Noi_u ft_e_rctl Un,t

Figure 1. Reported high annoyance with _Jrcrafl nolle by CNR-FEAR8 nillfooiaDce
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F_gure2, pictureofinteriorof laboratory

5. The spired tapes ttxed lit this e.x'perltnettt were geaeraled eh'ctroMcal_l' frota
eng#teering data. rather than simple fieM recordi,gx.

6. Sub]errs _vre engttged #; a real task of watch#tg it color TI t pt_gmot, so that
the alrlUane flyor,ers were a¢lttalll, tntwanted.

Most p_lst studies ask snbjecls to judge diffcrcn_ noises, wlrere the prlnl'al3, task is the
listening to SOullds and nl;Iklng judgements. Since noise, by dt_finizion.,is ttnw;'alted sotllld,
these sounds in past studies were not u,w_nted, bnt the focal point of lhe sttltl_,. In our
project, the sonnds interfered with the desired t'ask of watching _md listening Io :l TV
progranl. Consequen fly. rc_l 'all'aOyilrlc_responses were possible lind coukl be recordt, d.

I1. A Compartltive St.dy of Am'loyanee Judgements of Three 727 Airplnnes in Landing
Altl)renches - One a Standnrd Aircraft and Two with AeousfienUy Treated N;]celles

Since tl'_'aissue of whether or not Io reqtfire older ;lircraft to be relrofilted is so timely
and important, it was decided Io use this question as the b;_sls for the first snbst_mlive study
*atthe new labot_tory.
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A. Experimental Design

I. Acoustic Characteristics to he Tested

Since prior experience indicates that tile maxJnuuu duralion of a lztl_oratory session
should nomlafly not exceed I_$ - 2 hours, lhe number of physical v_Lriablusthat ccndd be
included ill this experiment was limited to the lbllowing:

a. Type of aircra]? - 727 (JTSD engine)

While the 707 and DC-8 are larger and noisier aircraft, there is general agreement that
must of them will probably be phased out of the active fleets in the next 5-10 ye;irs. The
727. however, is expecled to continue Io be an Jmporlanl shorl and intermedinte range
aircraft well into the '80s, and thus was selected for this initi:d test.

b. T),pe of operation - landing

Boeing Aircraft Company has developed and certified a retrofit package for the 727
that prodt|ced a measured noise reduction of about 6 EPNdB in landing noise at 1,1 miles
frum touchdown. Tile measured reduction in lake-off uoJse levels was much less. so it
appeared logical to test first the nleartingfnlness of landing noise reduction.

ir

i e. Nt.nber of noise le_,els tested - three

i The following three noise levels were tested: '111e levels correspond to noise produced
; at tile following altitudes along the glide slope: level A at 370', level B at 750' and level C at

about 100fl'. These altitudes correspond to tile following later_ll dislal_ces from touchdo;vn:
1.1 miles, 2.5 miles and about 3.5 miles from touchdown.

:I d. Number of retro_t treatments tested, tn,o
I:

The untreated 727 landing noise was compared to the actual Boeing nreasurcd redl_e-
i lion of about EPNdB and a flleoretical noise with abotlt a 12 EPNdB reduction. These three

::! noise groups will be referred to _:
?
:_ IJ- Untreuted

TI - |.ow goal attenuation - 6
:i T2 - High goal attenuation - 12

e. Rate of operatiolls - 20 per hottr

A flyover was programmed, on tile average, eve_' three minutes, which correspm'lds
epproximalely to tile average daytime rate of operations at JFK Airport.

J
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f. Tl_eofda..al?ertoo o.ear(,e,enOg

It was decided that during this time pedod TV viewing normally occurs.

g, Location oJ'stlbject - inside a Ilvit_groom - windores open

The outside noise spectra and le',,els were adjusted in accordance with suggested SAE
wdues for northefn clbnate, inside rumn, open window conditions (7).

h. Ambian t noi.re level ill room - 60 dBA

Tile average ambient noise level was about 60 dBA and was provided principally by a
color TV program which the subjects watched.

2. l-.'xperimental Enl,lrotlmetll

a. Acoustic ¢ul_ifottlneltg

All tests were conducted in a triple-wall sound-proof IAC chamber (Model 400-A),
I8'XI4'. with an 8' ceiling, furnished as a typieai living room in a middle class house. The
dmwlng in Figure 3 shows a schematic of tile interior of the room and its furnishings, with
the location of a couch comfortably seating three persons, a low cocktail table and two
chairs facing a 23" color SetchelI-Carison (Model 5 EC 904) television set, and simulated
windows in two of the walls. Four Klipschorn loudspeakers were located in the corners of
the room, and a one-way mirror in the wall alongside the television set permitted observation of
the subjects from the control room located adjacent to the acoustic chamber. The floor
was eoven:d by a rug, and all interior surfaces had pictures and drapes of the types used in
the average home, so that the interior appearances and sound conditions were as realistic as
possible. Figure 3 presents a schematic drawing of the room,

The aircraft sounds in the chamber were produced by the Ibur Klipscborn corner-born
speakers to provide an accurate replication of a fly-over as heard under actual conditions in
an average homo. The airplane was heard flying directly over the room from left to right, at
the sound pressure levels which are board in a typical northeastern United States house with
the windows open. Our previous studies have shown that the use of the four-speaker system
gives a true sensation of overhead flight in the direction of tlaE phasing of the speakers. They
have also shown that listeners inside a room judge a direction of motion of tbe ontside
aircraft and, therefore, the sense of directionality must be provided to fulfill the subject's
expectations (8).

b. Sound reproduction system

The ail'cntft flyovers were reproduced by the followhlg sound system. The recording of
the flight was played back by a Crown model got) tape recorder. The left and right channels
were connected to two calibrated variable attenuators (Davcn T-730G) which were used to
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obtain accunJte rcpe;it;Jhle setlings of the r0produccd sotlnd pressl]re level in the ehanlber,
Tile eleclrit:al sigmds fire, ugh the attenuators wereamplified by Iwo Crown Model DC 300
power ;anpllfiei_ h;iving :m output power nJlingof 150 watts per chanuel, which powered
tile four loudspeakers.

The systt_ul is eap;ible of producing _l sound pressure level of over 120 d|] in the
chamber, The lowest anlblent noise level in the ch;unber is 14 dBA, ;rod therefore, the
awfihlble dyn:anic nmge is 105 dB. When Ihe subjects were in lhe room, with the heating or
aireondi/ionillg systcln bl opemllml, lh¢ _nllbieat noise level averaged;ibont 30 dl]A. The
sound of the lelevision _q was ;_djusted to n nleaa level of 60 dllA during the tests.

Sonnd pms_;er¢ levels of lbe flyovers in Ibe chamber welt calibrated prior to each
session with a II&K model 2204 Sound Level/_leler. Rndmose ARJ-6 audiometers were used
for testing tile subjecls' herring.

c, Tl/ l_ro,VmlHswatched

A comparison or nalionul Nielsen rathl.gs indicated flint "All in file Family" was one of
file most popuhJr half hour TV programs and that "Ironsides" was one of the nlost fre-
quently-watched hour-long programs, A salall telephone survey of Long Island resldellts
confflrnled these uationnl ratings, so il was decided to video tape these two programs for tlSe
ill the experlnlellt.

d, Order o.f jZrtn'ers prese, ted

Subjects jtldged three noise levels - A, B ;rod 12and three comparison flights at each
level -- 13, TI and T2. To cotmterb;llanec eoulpletely these nine types of fllghts was not
fe_Jsible, but 36 r_ndonl order combinations did succeed in eliminating possible order effecls,
Since there were 36 different orde.,s of stin|ulus p_sentatloe, il was necessary to have a
n'dnimu m of 36 subjects from each of the three distance areas being tested, or a total of 108
subjects in all.

c. Sttb/ects Io he Tested

A _roup of 108 subjects were selected fronl a pool of 1651 persons previously inter-
viewed by tile Cohnnbia University Noise Research Unit in March and Augast 1972. These
rdspolldcnts resided ill 13 sample survey areas WlliC]lwere selected seas to Jnclnde persons
living about I. I, 2.5 and 5.2 miles away from vndoas runways at JFK International Airport
and located directly under primary binding and lake-off flight paths as designated by the
FAA. A highly concentrated random sampling procedure was employed which maximized
tile uniformity of aircraft noise exposure within sampling areas and I_tween sampling areas
of comparable distance from JFK runways, Respondents for the. sun,eys were reqnired to be
permanent residents of an assigned block and at least 18 years old. In addition, only one
respondent from each household was interviewed, No domestics or hired household
employees were interviewed, nor were persons with a poor command of the English
bmguage,
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Th,.' intcrvk, w,; .;,vr, ged ;d_ottt arl bcl_lr it1 I¢llglb ;ind p(oc_edud I'roul b_cJlcr;t]qtte_,tions
;ibon I lik¢_. ;incl _[i_.likcs ;II}(_LII Ilei_[ll'Rll'b(IcRI _Hvir(}lnne]ll_; Io inor_ _;pL'¢il]¢ pel'c_plion_; .alld
_;icli(in_, t{I geHer;ll u(>i_.¢ ;llni fin_dly to ;lil'¢r_lfl ii(}i_,e cxin)sLnes, Si11¢¢ pluvioLl_ _;urvey

rese;Jrc]l llad ¢learl)' denlc_rlslrated th.al _JIlvl{_y;irlce was rel_Jled to iIsycbl_i¢_gic_d _md ;itli-
ILJdin;ll vari_d_les ;is well _ls Io IJ]e noise _lilnllh]s. it w;is decided to selecl ;I luode_ttely

predis]l_.,_'d group of residents as the lUC_l ;wer;ige grc_up for tbls firsl experin]ent, ;Jrnl tcsl
Ihe extremely t_lvor_d_le or nnr_lVOl';d]l¢ grolll}S in other experinl_nts.

I_nch survey respoJnlcnl was cl.assilied _ls t_J the exlenl to wllicb lie _r she [b;ired
;Jircr_d'l nperalions ;tronnd his or her b(une _lud Ihe exleul Io Wlllcb h¢ or she believed

v.ario.s iIl_rllll_lctl_riilg, _lirl_orl ;Jnd ¢onlnnmity org;Jniz_llions to be inis[b_ls.anl with respccl
to colltrollin_ .aircr_lfl noise. Only 531 rcspondenls were ¢l;issit]cd ;_snlod_r;Jtely Ib_trl_ll uud
eligible t.a p.articip;Jt_ in the p_sent study. N_ ;ittenlpt was in;tde t_ select _ s_bs;Jnlpie of
respondellts witll respe¢l to the nllsI_;is_lncc v_lri;li_le, il was dccit]ed to use a st.alislical

eo-v.ari_ln¢eurlulysis i_r this v;tri;Ible.

3. Prtsrl'¢htrrs U_c'd

Respondents clas,;ifiod us moder.ately fi.,;irful were telephoned by .a member of IhL'
Noise Rese;_rch Unit St_ff _md invited to Ibe rese;_rch htcility in Hte Eflk}wing m_mner:

"llullo: I .arn , ;_ supervisor fr(nll Co[tilubi_l Uui','ersity Rese_trch

Ccllter. May [ spc;ik to (the per,_'rstt B,hlJ It'tls htterl'ielt'_'d earlicr)? I want to tbilnk you for

heiplng tlS ill our Sttnly of ¢olnnltudt.V probleuls by ;lUSwerirlg ;dl of otlr qnesliotls on Ibe
interview, As you prob_lbly know, we I+oluld tbilt ;llrend't iloise is one of tile major CO/ICCRlS

ill yotlr an.'_l. J'_or Ibis retlSOlh oily p].aune_, airpkme nl.alltlf.actllrers tnld interested colnlnu-

nity .and ellVil'Ol+lnlenttd grotlps b_lv_ asked ns to Colldtlcl ;111bltensivL, +_ludy bile .aircraft

noise specifically.

'+Wilile we kllow lll_ll ;llnlosl everyone w_lllls less noise, wL+ dorl't know ilow m.aeh

_Jircrufr noise ?UtlSl be redtlced hi order to be acceptable to lhc pill]lie, COltllnbi;l University
bus conslrllCted a special res¢ilrch center, m.'.arby, in Fr, nklin SOle;Ire. to which we _Ir¢
inviting citizens, like yourself, to help ill Ibis vital, _md wc llope interesting research. Our

p.articirln.als will relax ill .a living room, watching popul.ar TV sbows while different lypes of
uircrafl fly over. Tlle p.arlicil',ants are simply .asked Io judge tile .annoying qualities of the
v.arious aircr.aft.

"You will receive $6 ;=s.asin.all lokeu of th.anks lbr your cooperulion ;illd tile study will

take front 1½ to 2 hours. We will .also provide door-lo-door Iransport=_tion .and refrcs]unents.
We have ;t number of ullcrnative times .arld chutes Ibr olJr study .and wotdd .appreci¢ge
knowing when it would be. besl for you to come.. First, could you come ........... ?"

: Three subje.cls were scheduled for e.ach session. One. sl_hjecl lived in one of Ihe s;nnple

are.as I.I miles from .a JFK runway, .and the other Iwo subjccls lived 2.5 ilnd 5,2 miles from
.a JFK runw=ly. Thus, .all three lypes of subjects received e..acborder of slimohls presenhdion.
Upon .arrivld .at tile rese..arch f.acility, the three, subjee.ts were escorled inlo tile living room

._d _sked to sit on the couch in .aspecified location.

In tile event that u subject fzdled to keep his .appobltment or it w_is not possible Io
schedule three subjects at the same tbne, ,'1staff member who w==snot known to tile re._l
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subjel.'ls subsliltlled Ibr the a[1S¢l|tSLiDject,St) I]lal Ihre¢ ll¢;rSOllawer¢ alW:lySpresellt for
each session. Actually 18 addltimlal repeat sessionshad to lie scheduled wilb real subjects
for the stimuhls _quenc_s Ihal had nsed s_ll_stiltJtesubjects. Tire sul_iccts were then given
the following instructions:

+'Pleasego into tile livlrlg roonl and be sealed over Iler_ (indicate posilion). As yotl
kllow, Cohnnbia University Ilas an e:Ctell:;iveL*llvJronlnenlalresearehi_rogranl, of which our
gronp is a p_lrt. We _lreinterested in leanrinLjmore abUtlt ]low people rt'spond to (IJfl_.'renl
noises, t,spe¢ially lllose from airphme flyovers,

"We are gohlg Io hal'<'a Tl/._howforJ'otl to watch and e,,ehope you elljoy it. Fronl time to
tlnle you will hear airpIanes flying over licit, _o!ne inay appe_lr louder; other qtlleter.

OccaMonallj, you Wit] hear a voice from th;&;p,:aker fl_oint to front over TV), askingyou to
recordj,oltr response_ to the airptanes wirieh you have jusl hetlrd here.

"This is ),oar reaction sheet. (See Figure 4). In rile I]rst eohlmn, I would like yet, to
indicate the extent to which the aircraft flyovels you hear here interfere wilh your watching
and listening to tile TV program. In tile secontl colunln, I would like you to indicate tile
extent to which they bolhered or annoyed yea.

"There is no right or wrong answer -- We just '.','atll to knuw how you t'eel. You will
notice on the right hand side of the sheet, a Ihernlometer with numbers from 0 to 4. 0
means that the airplanes did nol interfere at all or that you were not mmoyed at all 4 lneans
tJlat tile interlerence or anllOy_mce was i,et_F/Illicit. Ally rlulnber ill betweeu would indicate
that your feelings were some tiling greater than 0 bnt less than the top category of 4.

'T'lease also notice that there are '_ lin,.;. Thr'n ' will be 9 different times when a voice

will ask you to record your responses. Yon will lint be required Io tie this after each aircraft
flyover, but only when you hear a voice fronl the speaker. After each time yotl he_lr the
voice _lsking you for your response, you will enter two numbers on each llne; one In indicate
how you feel about the amount of intertcreeeeand tileotherto expresstileextent of _our

annoyance witil the airend't which you heanl shree the previous tittle you recordetl)'our
responses.

"1 wonld like yon to remain seated itlllil the end of the first session, which will be
about 30 minutes. Then, we will have _ brief coffee-break. In all, there will he three
30-minute sessions. If at any time during the session you want In talk to one of us for
example; if the TV picture or sotmd goes off, you can do so by pressing tile button on top
of the TV speaker and then you will be able to talk.

"'Please try to record your own personal feelings about the airplanes /'lying here. Try
not to influence each other by avoiding rely discussion or indication of Ilow you, yourself,
feel about them. Of course, if you want to talk about the TV progranL as yon would at
hmne, feel free to do so. OK?"

At this point the TV monitor was activated and tile interior and exterior chamber
doors were closed by the departing experimenter,

The first segment of the session consisted of a 27-minute video-taped "All in the
Family" program wl_tichhad previously been rated as one of file most interesting and most
watched TV programs. Coincident with llclivation of the TV monitor, a Crown 800

I quadraphonic tape deck was engaged which produced simulated aircraft flyovers with a
mean inter-flight interval of about three minutes. Nine such simtriated flyovers occurred in
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fll_' living ruonl durint! flli_ SL'L_IllelII of the .,,.,.,siun, AFter ill,-' fllild, t,ixlh and ninlh flyovers

file SLIhjeL:I'. xw:r_.' H.'IItlL+sted. vi_l ;I !,_'l):ll':lte erlice eh_lllllUl, It) nl:lk_: jlld_elllt211[!; ;it; t(i Iht2

:mlloyhlg ;llld illlerfL'l'ing qllality of lhe Ilyo,+'er_,_,illCt: lil_' previoll!, reiplest for .jnd_ltlents. Ill

_1 plo.,ioll_; in_.qhod_l(_Jzic_ll Mlltly (_t), Jl W_lS I'otllld tll;ll _llllloyance jtl¢I2[lllCnls %t+'_.'lnIo
slalfilize _ll'ler I',rc_._:lllalioIT of Ihree stinmli,

At file elld o1' file "All in Ih¢ F;.nily" prc,pr;.n, Ihe eXl_.'rinlerller re-ellt..,red file livinp
fiionl _tllE]asked it" lit,-' suhjecls wished Io _,tr_.'lch. u_,¢ file lmthroom or would like some tea
or c(l fl_.'L'.

hl lh_' sectmd and l]fit'd sessions, lline flyovepi were also presenled. "l+hc TV progrmn

I'(ir these"ses+;iOllSconsisted cfl';lll "ll'Ollsid_.'s" series episode.
At Ill,-' enEI of Ihe third sessi_m, file experinlenler re-entered file living ro_mz along ',villi

an mldio-lechni_.'iarl and ;ludiolu_.'lry n.,cords were.,obhlil_ed vi_l Iwo I_.tldmo_;eARJ-(_ Clinic_d

flekesy ;_udi_Ineters. Since only two subjects could be lested al ;i thne. the third _+llbjecl w;is

a'.ked to w;zit ill tile r_:c..THiOll room until tile first two subjects ]l;id heen lested.
The slLl'_iecls w..:r¢ Ihell thanked and del_ricL'_.,d,given $fi fl_r parlicip;llizlg ill Ihe _;tttdy

and driven home if they had I_ee_lprovided with trallSl'_orl;Hion to tile ftlcility.

4. ,_'lOlllllIl£.l' o] .,llza_l'lil'_ll l)e,_k'll

Thl'I'i+ Jll'Jll('JpIl[ h.rlU_lhe,_e._ were Jlll'e._l_._llled-

;t. t!ach r,_,trofit treatm,.'nt (i[ ;_nd "1"2) would he judged signlficalltly less

+lntlnying th_in IIle sttllldard tlnlrt+'ilted (U) 727 landizlg.
b. I!aeh retrofil tr¢;lllllellt would I',e jlldged less +mtl0yizlk_ than the Lin-

t n.'ated 727 at each o1" tile three levels or'noise tested (A, I+& C).

¢. "File lype of suh.ject's normal noise envirOlllllellt (r_sitlellce) wonld he

related to ;tllllOylnl¢_.' jtltlgnlenls. Mor_.+ specit'ic;dly, it was expected flt;ll nleall allnoyance
r;ith_gs, in g¢ller_ll, would Ii:wL, file rmlk ,++rder from greatest Io le:ist for 5.2 mile, 2.5 mile
and hi mile tlistanee subjects.

These' pretJictiOll. _ were based on the concept IJlat e,'leJl persoll h;is ;1 "'conlp:lrison

I_vel" (9) b[ised upon previous experience against wi|icil he judges new experiences,
For instar+ce, 5.2-mile-distanl subjects should perceive simulated flyovers in tile A tape

+series to be more annoying thin++would std+,jecls living 2,5 or I. I miles from JIZ'K since these

flyovers, in general, :,re relatively louder in relation to Iheir normal experience than for the

oilier residential groups. By the s;m_e token, (.' series t_q_es should be less annoying for 1,]

mile subjects Ihan for the 2.5 or 5.2 ndle subjects, since they are relatively quieter than the

aettl_l] exposure levci_ for rile other two gl'ollps of stll)jeels.

I], Findings

h J_.ej_r(!selllillJl'elle._s ofre.rpr_ll_JelllS ill field surrey

All inlerVj_wers were given predesignated ilddrusses ill Ihirtecll priln_lry sanlpl_ ar_as,

e:P_.h eo!!!+J,+tJll_ hi' _m:JII tiLde+letS of ;tdi_¢ent blocks. In sonic assip_nments where tile lltlll|bel*
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of dwellin,_ in a saalple area was limited, every household was c_)ntacted. In other ar_as,
every n'th dwelling was randomly selected. Oi,er S.¢_ o]'al/ass_mm'nts were interl,iewed,
5% were not coutacled, and only 12_ reJil._edaJtitlterl,ielt,. In get]oral, this completion rate
compares very _lvorably with siulilar surveys in major Inetropolitan areas, and the 1651
respondents can be considered fully repl'es_ntalive of rife populatiorls in the are_lssurveyed.

As indicated ill tile description of file e×perimenlal design, 53 I respondents, or ahoul ._
third of the total survey s;nnple, were ¢htssified as _xpressing moderate fuar of alrplan_
operations aml, thus, bec_nlreeligib],.' for tile laboratory study. Since this is one of fire first
attempts to use a representative population sample in a nlajor l)sychophysica] ]aboralory
study, the outcome of tile invit_]tions to participate in tile laboratory is of sorTieinteresl,
Abottt one-third ufall persotts who were cmltacted actually participated ill the laborator,
tests. All almost equal nunlber were judged not physically _d_leIn cooperate within the time
limits set for the study. These respondents indicated that their work or home responsibilities
(infants, multiple jobs, elc.) made it very difl]cult for them to meet our laboratory
s¢lredules. Some of these persons might have been convinced to cooperate if the htb
schedules were changed or adult baby sitters were provided. The ofirer major reason for
non-availability was poor health reported mostly by the elderlY and Ibw of these could be

,¢ ,
expected to travel to the laboratory. Only 17,_ oJ those ira,lied ivcre considered "hard
refusttls", while the iomalning 15% were busy at tile time of our initial cont:rets and were
not called back because the required number of subjects had been obtained.

Tim question arises about the rel_resetlttttil,cltcss of lhe sltbjecls who were tested in the
laboratory, since they constituted only one-third of those invited to participate. Most lab-
oratory studies cannot ewduate tile representativeness of their sabjects, since they rely oa
readily available volunteers. A comparison of selected responses obtained from the initial
field survey enables such at1 ewduation. These tklta indicate that tile laboratory sub-sample
was generally representative of the full sample in all aspects considered most signil]canl to
this study.

2. D !scription of _ Irplane Flvorers

Tile aircraft flyovers which were reproduced in file lest chanlhcr were lhose of a
staudard untreated 727, a low-goal treatment 727, and a high-goal treamrent 727 landing, at
distances of 1.1 miles, 2.5 miles and 3.5 miles from touchdown.

The test tapes were based on actual Columbia UuiversiW field recordings of standard
727 flights at these distances, with modifications for the low-goal treated engine according
to information provided by Boeing. The hlgh-goal treatnrent assumes tile same spectral
changes ;is the low-goal, with more attenu;ition. Since actual recordings of the low-goal aud

high-goal treated aircraft were unavailable, it was necessal3.' to introduce the measured
spectral and time history effects of these treatments by electronically modifying the record-
ings of the standard aircraft.

Since the Boeing data were for outdoor sound levels, tile modification of the Columbia
test tapes to provide for tile various engine treatments had, therefore, outdoor souml levels.
The final test tapes, however, incorporated outdoor-indoor sound pressure level aud

frequency response corrections ( 18 dBA at 1000 Hz) as given by SAE recommendations for
co/d-climate houses with windows open (7).
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Figure 5 presents the actual indoor Columbia University noise spectra for the one-mile
distance noise levels used in tire experiment. The untreated 727 noise is compared with the
low goal TI and high goal T2 noises, As previously noted, tile high goal spectrum was
assumed to be similar to tile low goal TI engine treatment with additional attenuation. This
assumption was necessary since file high goal test engine had not yet been completed by
Boning at tile time of this experiment,

Table I presents some selected tlcoustlc smnmary measures of the flyovers actually
healxl indoors and judged by the subjecls,

TABLE 1

INDOORNOISELEVELSOFFLYOVERSPRESENTEDTO THESUBJECT8

dllA EPNL
Ntlmber Changes Number Changes

LevelA (I ,I miles)
Untreated(U) 80 95.9
Low Goal (1"1) 73 -7 89.6 .6.3
HighGoal 0`2) 68 -5 84.1 -5.5

Lewl g (2.5 miles)
Untrealed(U) 72 88.2
Low Goal0`1) 65 -7 81,9 .6,3
HighGoal 0"2) 59 -6 74.8 .7.1

LevelC (3.5 miles)
Untreated (O) 66 82,3
LowGoal0`1) 60 .6 75.0 -7,3
HighGoal 0'2) 57 .3 72,2 -2.8

,_Uetl test tape consistea of a sei of 9 flyovers at one specific distance for the three
types of aircraft. Each type of aireraft flight is repeated three times at approximately
three-minute intervals.

3. Judgments of "Annoyance"

a. Summary ore fleets

The main analytical scheme for evaluating reported annoyance and interference was an
Analysis of Covnrianee. All subjects judged the same 27 flyovers, which consisted of com-
binations of three noise levels CA, B and C), and three types of engine treatment (untreated,
treatment I and treatment 2). In this type of repeated measures design, attitudes of
misfeasance could have a possibln effect only upon subject residence differences, since as

; noted, the same subjects judge all noise levelsand treatments. Table 2 presents a summary,,of
the covadance analysis, i

t
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF COVARIANCE ANALYSIS OF ANNOYANCE

Sources of Variatiorl

Sums of Degrees o1" Mean

Squares Fteed_m Square F Value

TOTAL 1841 .SO 971

[_tween Subjects 542.70 107

Sabjeet residence {A) 35.00 2 17.50 3.62 p< .05
Error (A) 507.70 105 4.83

Subject residence

Adjusted for Misfeasance 30.05 2 15.03 3.14 p < .05

Adjusted error (A) 501.46 I05 4.78

Within subjects 1298.89 864

t_:vel of Noise (B) 529.64 2 264.82 257,11 p < .01
Subjects X level 77.1 I 4 19.28 18.72 p < .01

Error (B) 216.81 210 1.03

Treatments (C) 21 1.57 2 105,79 179,31 p < ,O1

Subject; XTr_alment .94 4 .24 .41 n.s,
Error(C) 123.71 2I0 ,5¢)

I.e_¢1X Trcalmen_ 14. t4 4 3.54 7,8"1p < ,Ol
Subj. X level X Trealment 7.8 8 .98 2.18 p < .05
I:.rrt_r (D) 187.14 420 AS

AS can be seen, annoyance judgnnlents for dil'fercnl levels of noise ;rod engint_ treat-

meats wen very significantly different. The analysis indicates that tile differences reported

could have occurred by chance in less than one cilse out of 100. (p < .01 ) The differences in

judgements attributed to the residence types ',','ere also statistically significant anti could

have occurred by chance in less than five cases out of 100 (p < .05).
The effect of utisfe;_sance on between-subject dil'lbrcnces was of relatively minor

importance. Tile following interactions of life main vari;d_les were also signJficantly related

to annoyance judgnmenls: a. subjects and level of noise; b. level of noise and engine treat-
nlents; c. subjects, levels of noise aml engine treatmen ts.

The interaction of subject differences and engine treatments, however, was not signifi-

cant. Likewise, unreported analyses indicated that the varied order of presenting the levels

of noise and engine treatn|entz succeeded in eliminating ;lay signil'ic;in[ order of pfesenta-

- t!on eff,..'ets. !n stmlnn_ry, the r'nn in l!nd interaction effects, combined, explained abotH 44%

of all the reported variations in annoyance responses.
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b. Elf eels of lloise h,l,el and ellgill¢ Irealmelll

Figt_re 6 graphically presents tile differenl illel)ll _llnloy_mce retings by snbjects for
varyir_g noise levels lind ellgJne Ireatments. It should be noted tb_lt stlbjects wero fl'ee to rate

annoyance frorll "0" meaning "not lit all" to "4", dul'ingd as "very milch". It is qnite

evident that there were stable differetlces in annoyance between anlreated and treatments

for each level of noise. It can also be noted that there is a consistent reduction in annoy_mce

with lower level of noise, llypothesis I and 2 have been confirmed by these results. As can

be seen, the differences in annoyenee between treatments ;It level C ere smaller th_ln at tile

other noise levels. This pattern is reflected in the significant interaction of noise level and

treatments reported in Teble 2. (F-3.54, dr-4, 420, p < .01) In fact, a "t" test of the

difference between tile means of amloy_mce for TI and T2 treatments at level C indicated

no significant difference.
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Figure 8, Moanannoyanm foranginanoi_orevelsand tteatmonts "
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This is rret an uric×peeled finding, if"one considers the EPNL levels. The actlnd EPNL
reductions between treated and untreated A & I1 level noises are abont 6-7 EPNdll, while
tile EPNdB difference between treatalaut 1 & 2 at level C is on_l, 2.8, a muclt smaller
redttclion. Furthermore, the absolute level of thase noises was close to the TV soand level
and represented minimum C group masking.

Table 3 pre.sents' the tneau annoyance I,ahres Ibr each level of noise and type or
treatment as well ;Is the frequmrey dlstrlbutiou of annoyunce judgements. As can be _en,
when annoyance judgements for untre_lted 727s are comp_lred to treamrenls 1 & 2 noises,
the drop in higher annoyance (4 & 3 ratings) is quite sharp in noise levels A & B, Corre-
spondingly, tile number of no annoyaacc answers increases in these corllparisons.

TABLE 3

ANNOYANCERESPONSESBY LEVELOFNOISEANDENGINETREATMENT

Annoyance Scores
I.,e_l Engine

Of Noise Treatment Mean 4 3 2 1 0

A U 3.58 72% 18% 6% 3% I%
TI 2.95 34 36 22 7 I
T2 2.23 16 29 29 16 1O

B U 2.56 23 32 27 12 6
TI 1.74 8 19 32 22 19
T2 1.23 3 15 19 2g 24

C U 1.55 2 12 42 26 18
TI 1.03 I 9 21 29 40
T2 .g0 0 8 15 25 52

c. Thc effects of sub/ect differeaces on annoyance

Figure 7 presents the relationships between average annoyance ratings by different
subject groups for the three noise levels. As can be seen, while each subject group rates noise
level A>level B >level C. the highest average annoyance is reported by the 2.5 mile group
(X=2.5) which is only a little higher than average annoyance for the 5.2 mile residents
(X=2.03). Tire closest I.I mile group reported an average annoyance of only 1.70, These
findings partially confirm our third hypothesis. The pattern of results, however, does not
correspond entirely to otrr predictions. While the mean annoyance for subjects at 2.5 miles
was greater than that for subjects at I.I miles, tile mean for the 5.2 mile group was not
greater than the 2.5 mile me;ms.
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d. Relationships befit,celt reported an/toyultce attd EPNdB noise lcl,el

Figure 8 pre.sel_ts u sumnlary of tile average UllnOyUllee jlldgloents for tile tl[ne aircraft
flyovers expressed in EPNdI3 levels. "File same noise level and trcnlnlent differences may be

noted, but since tile acoustic stinlllhls. Js now expressed ill eOllunon EPNL units, a lllorc

general relationship may be observed. A leasl squares regression lhle has been plotted ill

Figure 6 for all 108 subject judgnlents Ibr the nine noise stimuli. Tile correspond#tg correla.

tion coefficient ivas .62. significant at the p < .005 level. The correlation coefficient be-

tween EPNL _nd only the tt#te meatl atoto),atlce Pahtes was .971. From the plotted regres-

sion line, it appears that below 75 EPNdB, reported annoyance is less than 1.0, and that an

increase of I0 EPNdB restdts in an average increase of I. 17 in rated annoyance. It sbotlld be
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emphasized that these are the reported annoyance relationships fouled in lids particIdar

experhnellt alld sholiId not be ;lsstnlled to be wdid For olher types of ;lircriill ill olhcr nlod_s
of operation. AddilloE_al experizll¢llts will be needed to arrive al i_ossihly ino_ general
rclationshlps.

C. OveraU Strategy for Fl.lrther Research

Th_ genera| objeelives of our hlhoratory program aru Io disentangle file con|plex inter-

actionsof yaliationshl Ooise envirolln_enlsand SLlnII11_I[edcolnlllUllity_inlloy_inceresl_onses.

By obtaining greater control over both the physical ;lnd psychological variabk's wil]l our

new field-laboratory methodology, it is hoped Ihut empiricld data C_lll be developed to
substitule for tt_e '*best jodgenlenls" Ihal now constitute the weighls use_L in colnposilc
noise indexes. This inforlnatioo is needed to provide the criteria reqtfired For developlllent
of standards tbr noise regulations.
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[t is our _lnalyli¢_dstralegy to acconlpllsh th s general uhjec ve in the fnl]nwhlg fl_ree
st_ges_

I. Eslablish the relationships belweell _lnnoyallc_ ;uld accept_d_ilil:., and
different _lircraft (spectra and le_'_'ldil'l_rences)in I_Ln(lhlp_uldt_lke-off operations. 'lllis will
establish the r;itlge or" vari;d_ility and n_e:lllingl'ulness o1" _Jlll_oy_lu_ceand _lcceptabillty
respol_ses.

2. Eslal_lish the relatitmships belwecn _lnlloyaulce and acceptability ;llld
tlil"l_r_Llt colobit_atic_ns(operatinn mixes) ot'aircraft in I;indillg _lndt;tke-cJffoperations. This
will provld_ :111empirical basis for c_n|hJning diffcrclll physical stitnuli into I11e_lilingl'ttl

i _lnnoy:_nc_units.

3. Eslablish lhe rcl;itiotlsllip._ belw_en annoyance alld accepl_tbility and wtria-
tions in frequenc,Y of ol_er:kliollsover time of difl_rent mixes of :lircr_lft. This l_nstphase"will
n-'plieate_1realistic conlplex conm_unity eXl_OStlr_In aircraft noise.

It is hoped th_tt Jnsighlsgaillcd _tt eachslag¢o1"research wi[I help six_l_lit'y and combine
v_lri;_l_lesin fnrther n_scurchpr(_iecs For exatnple, a single ioeasnr_;loeot unit like EPNL
inay prove fully descriptive of the nl_my type_ of aircr_ffl ;tt_tloperatiolts.
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AN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDY ON THE EFFECTS OF
AIRCRAFT NOISE ON MAN

B. Rohrmann, R. Schfimer, A. Sch/imor.Kohrs,
R. Guski, H.-O. Finku

Un,_versityof Mannheim
Mannheim, Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Steadily increasing air traffic exposes more and more individuals to nolse;expan-
sion of towns intensifies this problem. Thus the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinsehaft (DFG)
initiated an interdisciplinary project enabling scientific research on the effects of aircraft
noise on man to be conducted,

1.2 Tile following prinmry questimls were to be clarified:
- Which sociological, psychological and physiological effects of aircraft noise are

ascertainable? Under what conditions do they occur'?
- In what way are reactions to aircraft noise determined by influences of the social

environment or by psychic and somatic attributes of the individual concerned?
- To what extent does the acoustical characterization of noise exposure covary with

the ascertained effects of noise on man? (See Fig. 1).
1.3 The tc,".mof the project was composed of 6 sections: I
- "acoustical section" (Dipl.-Ing. H.-O. Flake,

Dir. u. Prof. Dr. R. blarthr)
- "medical section" (Prof. Dr. A,W. v. Eiff, Prof. Dr.

L, Horbach, PD Dr, H. Jorgens)
- "organizational section" (Dipl,-Psych, B. Rohrmann)
- "psychological section" (Dipl.-Psych. R. Guski,

Prof, Dr, H, Hormann)
- "social-scientific section" (Prof, Dr, M, Irle, Dr, R, Schumer,

Dipl.-Psych. A. Schumcr-Kohrs)
- "work-physioingicai section" (Prof, Dr. Dr, G, Jansen)

2. PLANNING AND DESIGN

2.1 It was agreed to survey and test highly populated communities (i.e. large cities)
situated in close proximity to a large international airport. After considerable metliod-
ologicai preparation and a jointly conducted preliminary study (ltamburg t966), the main
study was perfom|ed in MSncl|en (1969); each section executed its investigations on the
same respomlents (at the same place and during the same period).

2.2 In tile preliminary study, a sample of noise-exposed respondents was contrasted
with a control group not exposed to aircraft noise (contrast group design), For the main
study, that area in which aircraft noise domblated over all other noise sources was selected.
The area defined (after previous acoustical measurements) by a noise curve around the
airport Mtinchen-Riem covers about 30 km 2 and contains more than 100,0ll0 inhabitants

led



AIRCRAFTNOISE:SOMEPOSSIBLEINTERDEPENDENCIES
f

STIMULUS // ", REACTIO______ N
number, v/ _._:...._ \, psychic,

E .--.:/i} ,o ,o ood
durotion, _...'_--'.:::...;......) somatic,
timing x,_, '_>7 perceptions

offl ects

Fioure1.Somapo.ible interdependencies

(1969). Near the airport, the number of daily flyovers was about 80, in tile outer parts
about 20; the mean A-weighted sound levels ranged frmn 75 to 107. Aircraft noise exposure
in this area was divided into 32 levels; each level was equally considered in the sample
(quasi-continuous approach).

2.3 In order to provide a close association between respondents and noise data, a
group of respondents, clustered at one place (i.e. respondents from h'ouses close together)
was selected for each of the 3 '_ defined noise levels. In each of thase sample clusters one
locality tbr sound measurements was designated. The anocation of the 32 clusters complied
with two (hlerarehieal) principles: firstly, to represent the aircraft noise levels equally (one

cluster per noise level); secondly, to represent the demographic structure (stratified sample).
Drawing of clusters and persons was randomized. The survey was based on preselected
addresses (about 30 per cluster, 952 altogether). Figure 2 shows the resulting area and
clusters.

2.4 The general, interdisciplinarily investigated, sample was drawn randomly from

inhabitants ranging from 21 to 60 years of age. But the interviews were extended to persons
of 15 to 70 years, as well as to former inhabitants of tire 32 clusters who had moved within
bi_nchen or left it during the last 12 months before the study (additional samples 'youths'
and 'old people', 'migrators within Miinchen', 'migrators out of Mfmchen'). Part of the
respondents took part in a retest.
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SURVEYAREAandCLUSTERI...32inMUNICH(,---Ikr

Figure 2, Survoy area

2.5 The data collection program consisted of tile following steps:
- Social seientillc interview based upon standardized questionnaires (at the respond-

eats homes, 1 hour);
- psychological and physiological experiments and tests (at the test station, 2 hours);

- medical case !+istory, examinqtion, and experiments (_attbe test station, 2hears);
- :_coustical measaremeots ( I control point per cluster).
2.6 Tile survey yielded a total of 660 usable socinl-sclentific interviews ('generalsample

plus 'youths' nnd 'old people'); further. 152 interviews with migrators and 115 retests; 400
psychological/physiological and 400 medical tesls. 357 individuals went through the entire
program,

77 % of the eligible individuals were interviewed. 72 % of the individuals invited to the
test station were induced to take part in the entire program.

, #

3. ACOUSTICAL _,IEASUREMENT

3.1 Noise recording was done by portable measuring instruments which could record
the noise events m£tomalieally at each measurement point for 24 hours. The measurements
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were carded oul over a periodoF 7 :recks.l:lyovcrstoldh_ickgroLlndlloisuwcr_ scpnr_t(eJy

rccoFdudby lwo Ir;icksofa hlperecorderand cva]tt_ttudlhclc_ifleritl[hc hlh,
3._ From lllusc(J;iI;_,valuesfor lhu A-wcighlcd f']yovcrand b_ickgrottlldlevels,forthe

duratlon of single overflighlsand for the nulnbcr of the flyoverevents wu_, defhlcd.The

usu_d rulingcriteria,as they _ir¢l)roposcdJrlv;ir[otlscotln[rk_sfor thejtldgJllCI1tof aircraff

nolsc(O, NNZ, CNR, NEI v,R,elc.),were ¢alcul_ited,

Figure 3 shows the chlssificaI_onof sample cluslersaccording to nLlnlber_nd mc_n

noiselove[of nyover cvctlls.

3.3 1"hementioned measures arelfighlycorrcJalcdwith each other (r=.97)and there-

fore can be seen _tscquiwdcnt with regardto the ,.taraof Ibisstudy, Cor_l;itJOlly,bclwcen

fhesc mc_tsurcs and v;nriablcs of dlsturbml¢c _.d _ll;lOyilllCU by alrcr_ft noi_ show ,1

tendency formc_istJrcsinvolvingfrequencyof flyoverstobe mm'c highlycorr_h_Icdwith the

_mnoyancc '.mriableslh;m |11c_]Stll_$involvingthe nolsclevelof flyovers.
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3.4 After systematic comparison and oplhnlzalion of the wcigbtlng of the different
sharesfor level and frequency in the ca/euhJtion formulas, a rating criterion, called aircraft
noise rating criterion FIll ("Flugl_mrbewertungsmass l") was derived from tire data of tire
study:

N

F81 = 10log _ 10LAj'_lo÷10log N-50
i=1

LAi-,-A-weightedflyoverlevel

t_ ..-,-.numberof overflightsper d_y

50 ---- conslenI

3.5 FBI was developed with the goal of considering only components wlfich exhibit
meaningful relations to the annoyance variables aml being simple in composition and also in
measurement necessities. Tbis measure - FBI - was used for lbe analyses reported below,

4 ,SOCIAL SURVEY

4.1 The main purpose of tile social-scientific part of Ib¢ study was to clarify tlre
following questions:

- To what extent does the stimulus 'aircraft noise' dctennlne reactions to aircraft
noise (such as dissatisfaction or annoyance)?

- Which (moderator) variables ;ire apt to explain differing individual reactions under
the same condition of aircraft noise?

4.2 Topics and variable constmctlon technique were mainly in the frame of other
aircraft noise surveys (e.g., tire Tmcor studies). "l'lle st:;biii[y _.uefficients (computed on
N=115 retest subjects) indicate a relest-stability of tire survey wlriables that is on the whole
satisfactory,

4,3 According to intercorrelations of the variables witb the stimulns, the individual
variables were classified in two groups:

- Reaction variables, consisting of all tbose variables significantly related to one of tire
stimulus variables,

- Moderator wiriables, consisling of all those variables sbowing very slight or no
correlation with the stimulus variables but wbicb correhtted with the reaction variables-i,e.,
variables which contributed to the prediction of reactions independently of stbnoli.

The relationships belween tire variables were analyzed by multivariate procedures
including regression-, factor- and discriminanl-anMyses. The relative contribution of stimulus
and moderator Variables to tbe prediction of reactions was determined.

4.4 The analyses show that the greater tbe aircraft noise the greater
- tlre rated loudness of aircraft noise (r'=.30 with F_I)
- the perceived number of aircraft noise events (1'=.47)
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-- disturbances of connntnlicatitltl (e,g.disturbances hi conver_afiml, in lislening to
radio/TV) (r=.56)

- disturbances of tranquillity and rebl×afion (r=.39)
--the sensation of Inlin(r:,28)
- the perceived pllysical eOllSequmlces (such as walls trmnbIing) {r=,34)
- the ntnnber of snbjecls Sl_Ontaneonsly naming aircraft noise when asked far incon-

veniences (r%35)
the lunnber of subjects spontaneously nalnblg aircraft noise W]lml asked far condi-

tions inlpairing beahb and life (r=.34)
- dissatisfaction with the neigbboarbood (especially dissatisfaction wilh ils recreation

VabLe(_.51)
- tile rated intolerablmless of aircraft noise (r=.39)
- tile freqne)lcy of taking part in social action (sucb as participating in protest demon-

smnions against aircraft noise) 0=.23)
- the frequency of taking physical actilm (such ;is installing double windows) (r=. 16).
These relations ;ire line;_r; curvilinear determirmtion coeffid_.'nts lead only to all insig-

nificant increase over Ihrear deternlination coefficlents, Figure 4 shows means and standard
deviations of tile variable. "disturbances ill conuntinicatiml", for each level of aircraft noise.

Tile described relationships are by no means perfect ones: Tile highest correlalloll
Ibtnld amounts to only .58, L.e., only approxbnately 1/3 of tile variability in reactions can
be predicted by means of olin slimulus variable alone. Even when correlating more than one
stJnlulns variable witb encb reaction w_rlable (multiple correlation) or with more than one
reaction variable (canonical correlation) a considerable amounl of tile variability remains
tmpredicted.

4.5 The mosl efficient moderator variables are those referring directly to noise in
general (such as sensitivity to noise or indifference or adaptability to noise) or to air traffic
or aircraft noise fsnch as tbe belief that aircraft noise is health impairing, or attributed value
of air traffic, or knowledge abont aircraft noise reeelved by mass media), i.e., ap;Irt from the
StJlnuhts variables, tile above variables contribute most to tile prediction of reactions.

4.6 When annlyzing tbe relationsldps between variables in different subgroups it
appears that they differ in some respects - e.g.: Amdyzing the relationship between the
'noise adaptability factor score' (or 'indifference to noise') and tile 'global reaction' (factor
score extracted from all reaction wlfiables) for various degrees of exposure to aircraft noise,
it appears that the greater the exposure tbe closer the relntionsblp between adaptability to
noise and the global renction. A simple mnltiplicative model, or tbn conception that such
moderators as noise adaptability or noise sensitivity work like an amplifier of the sthnulus,
is suitable for describing tile data.

4.7 A survey of people who had moved from the research area either to other parts of
Mihlchen or ontside of M_'mchen did not indicate that tile sample of the main study would
be biased by selective migrntion of tbose snbjeets who were espeekdly sensitive and/or who
felt particnlarly affected by aircraft noise.

5 PSYCItOPHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS

5.1 The investigations, which psychologists and work-physlologists have done togetber
in the laboratory, were concerned with information processing behavior, and they were
de_gncd to test two alternative hypotheses: on one band the hypothesis of 'adaptive
coping' with aircraft noise, which assumes the learning of tedmiqaes for disturbance-free
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information processing in spite of the noise, and a decrement of physiological responses
towards the presentation of noise. On the other hand stood the hypothesis of 'delhnsiv¢

. blocking', which assumes ;m interruption of information processing and a physiological stme
of defense against ooise as a eollsequencc of frequent and intense day-by-day aircraft noise.

5.2 Tile investigations had three aspects:
- the general _ctivation theory and its possible splitting up into 'orienting' and 'defen-

sive' components,
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- tile distraction theory, which assumes ;i damping or disturbance of the inforrnation
input in one sense modaiity in the case of simultaneous stimulation of several modaiities,
and

- a possible change in tile connection between aircraft noise stimulus and aircraft noise
reaction by pelsonality charectcristics.

5.3 Besides the manifold personality tests, recognition, memory, and signal tracking
tasks, the behaviour of vasoreotoric and n|useular activity was continuously recorded in
experireental sitaations with quiet nod noise interchanging.

5.4 The results, especially those of the psychopbysiological experiments, do not
confirm tile hypothesis of 'adaptive coping' with aircraft noise: with increasing day-by-day
aircreft noise exposure, tbe physiological response to the onset of noise in the laboratory
increases. This response consists of a conslriction of tile blood vessels at the finger and at
tile temple, an inc,"easc in the electrical muscle activity, a decrease of the heart retc and an
increase in the tracking error rate. This complex reaction was called "defensive reactirel"
following SOKOLOV and the interpretation goes towards a blocking of infonnation recep-
tion processes. The reaction correlates positively both with intensity and frequency of
aireraft movements (r=.21), and it occurs especially with persons of low mobility, strong
conse_ative tendencies and very high blood pressure.

5.5 It shonld be mentioned that he;Iring ability, measured at 5 tone frequencies,
decreases with increasing aircraft noise exposure as a (statistically insignificant) tcrelcncy,

5.6 Other aspects of human behavior, such as infonnation processing in complex
stimulus situations, are not so much affeeled by aircraft noise as such, but arc affected
indirectly via negative attitudes or annoyatlce related to aircraft noise, especially the per-
Ibnnance requiring attention in noisy conditions. For instance, the discrimination of opticai
signs during concomitant presentation of white noise or spokan numbers is irepaired by
aircraft noise or by the annoyance caused by aircraft noise.

6, MEDICAL INVESTIGATIONS

6.1 la the medical laboratory investigation prograre, the clinical status was assessed by
means of anarenesis and examination of tile body; analyses of blood and urine, and experi-
mental tests of vegetative functions were performed in order to check whether the day-by-
day aircraft noise was associated with illness of the blood circulatory system, with diabetes
recllitus and states of nervous irritability, or also whether io_or functional changes in
situations of greater load could be sc_n as first steps of saree illness.

6,2 During the physiological experiments, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, heart
rate, respiration rate, and electrical muscle activity were recorded for 34 reinutes, and the
subjects were submitted to quiet, mental al_tbrectic, and continuous and discontinuous
white noise.

6.3 Tile anaiyses done with the medical data demonstrate that aircraft noise does not
cause reanlfest illness, but that it contributes as a tendency to changes in vegetative func-
tions, especially the blood pressnre.

7. INTERDISCIPLINARY INTERPRETATIONS

7,1 In interdisciplinary statistical analyses, the diftbrcnt data decks were integrated
(N3357), Some results:

.... - The sociological, the psycl|ologieal, and the physiological variables of aircraft noise
effects show very low intercorrelatlons (r about, 15).
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- Using an interdisciplin;iry set of soeiologic_d, psychological, and physiologicld
moderators, one third of the wldability of soeiopsyehological aunoyanee is determi,ed (as it
is done by the acoustical stimulus variables).

Other ;malyses ([dso within the sectlmls) concerned special subgnmps and cross valithl-
lion attempts by split-half techniques.

7.2 Soule ideas lind analyses concerned tile mecbanisnl of moderators. In tile present
data a moderator has mostly n "regulating' effect (attenuating or intensifying) on the
reaction to :drcrafl noise, but ether impacl models carl be differentiated, as well, such as n
'switch oil' effect (reaction appears only in a ccrtaill subgroup), or 'switch over' effect
(depending on the level of the nloderator different reactions to aircraft noise result) or a
'mediating' effect (an initial reaction acts as lhe moderator of a secondary reaction).

7.3 Such chains of reactions arc being described in v;irlous path models. One of these
models for tire effects of aircraft noise (using nine variables), which reproduces tile empirical
intercorrelation matrix, shows (see Fig. 5) that within the surveyed data set there are two
'direct' enbcts of aircraft noise, firstly, an intensification of verbalized :mnoyance and
impairment by aircraft rmise ("RIU") and secondly, (weaker) the intensification of the
physiological defense reaction to (laboratory) noise ('DEF"). The annoyance by aircraft
noise furthermore CatlSeSimpacts on thP2e 'indirect' effects of aircraft noise, namely fear
associations ("FAF"), lessening of attention ("AUF"), and increase in blood pressure
("RRD"),

In addition, the model shews tile impact of tile considered moderators on tile reac-
tions.

Indifference to noise ("ROLl") moderates annoyance by aircraft noise and fear associa-
tions concerning aircraft; age and sex influence all three 'indirect' effects of aircraft noise.

7.4 With referanc,,' to noLseprotection zones (as they arc defined in LISA, GB or BRD)
tile data demonstrate Ihat outside of these areasconsiderable portion,_ of the populalion are
affected by aircraft noise and its consequences (see Fig, 6). In highly nolse-exposed areas
more than 3/4 of the inhabitants feel that aircraft noise interferes with their livbrg condi-
tions.

7,5 It is important in this cannectiou to take into account the distribution of popula-
tion (see Tab. I below), The absolute number of individuals increases considerably toward
the less noise-exposed clusters (on account of their larger extensiml). This population,
feeling disturbed in their communication aml impaired in their rest and recreation, ix less
numerous in relative ternls, but ixconsiderably larger in absolute terms.

This fact allows for predictions of effects of aircraft noise to be expected on behalf of
the further increase of air traffic as well as o f tile greater density of population.

7.6 Concluding from the results of this study one can say:
- Based upml the WHO-definition of health 'as a state of an optimal physical, psycho-

logical and social well-being', exposure to aircraft noise is a serious impairment to the
population.

- The reduction of aircraft noise is a problem for those producing the noise (e.g,
airlines, aircraft industry) and also for those distributing the noise (e.g, city planners), That
is, it ix a problem involving aspecls of engineering as well as of policy.

For a detailed report on methods, results, and consequences of tile study see:
"DFG..Forschungsbericht: Flugl_rmwirkungen - eine interdiszlplinare Untersnchung llber die
Auswirkungen des Flugl_irms auf den Menschan" (with English summaries; Bonn, Snmmer
1973).

. _ References will he found there.
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FB1 aircraft noise exposure
AGE ROBindifferenceto noise

R1U annoyance end disturbance
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DEF physioL defense reaction

SEX FAFfear associations
RRDdiastolicbroodpressure
AUFattention performance

Figure 5. Path model of the e|fects of aircraft noFle
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TAIILE I NUMBER OF PEOPLEANNOYED BY AIRCRAFT NOISE

NoiseZone A B C D

Population 45.000 44.000 15,000 2,000

FBI (dB(A)) 65,1 74,6 82,7 90,8

dlsturbcd in rel. 21% 43c,_ 56% 70%

COllllT[tll_jL_dt [0 fl

and relaxation abs. 9.400 18.900 8.400 1.400

teL: percentage in the sample
abs.: cslimaled part of population
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RATING THE TOTAL NOISE ENVIRONMENT
IDEAL OR PRAGMATIC APPROACH?

D.W. Robinson
National Physical Laboratory, England

Ophlions differ on tile emphasis Io hc placed on the quantitative aspecl of environ-
alental noise rating, llnlnau reacEons am so ntlnmrous and so vadahJe thai it may seeln
possible to make only broad qna]itaEve statements about them. Itowcver, Ihose wI]o arc
concerned willl noise as a pnblic ]mallh problem must adopt a more positive attitude Io
thesedifficulties. In this paper we lake the posilion that quantitative methods are necessary
asa hasis of planning and for coinparlng d:lla oa a uniI_rln tooling throtlghout the world.
TIle qncstioa we have to consider, therefore, is lhis: If noise assessmentis not an exact
science to whal extant is il possible and usefid to treat Ihe prob]an] in a strictly quantitative
way?

We caa readily dispose of one part of thisproblem, l':very sonnd thal enters a listener's
carllrstundergoesa processof "anraltransdaction",lhedetailsofwhicharewelleslab°
lisimdwith the possibleexccpllonof soundshavingverylow frcquenclcsor impulsive
character.The transdtictionprocesscan bestudiedh'_tilelaboratory,and thcresultsaretoa
large extcnl already ensJlriacd ia standard procedures stleh as []lOSe for calcularing loudness
(ISO, 19611). As a general rule. the more faidlfully one wishes to mirror the workings of the
ear as a lransducer, the more compliealed the forn'nda one will have to choose. In the
context of Iotal noise environmcflt rating, however. Ihe diftbrcnces between the ','arlons
measures are merely margimd, being overshadowed by other factors (Botsford, 1969; Yotmg

and Paterson, 1969). Ilure we shall make no dizt!._etlon; the symbol Le (for "ear-welghted
sound level") may be underslood by the leal]_.f whichever way lie chooses to stand for
loudness level, perceived noise level, pc:iceiveti level, D-weighted sound level or A-weighled
sound level. Since the last two arc tile easiest to measure and the last is by far tile most

widely used, them is much to be said for identifying Lc with A-weighted sound level. At
least this will avoid false precision when we come to consider the less deterministic processes
that follow aural transduclion. It is :_ certain aspect of these processes with which we are
concerned, zmd for want of a better term we shall refer to "general adverse reaction" (GAR)
to mean that part of a person's total response to undesired community noise which cannot
be attributed to a spcciEc disturbance such as speech masking. GAR may be roughly
equated with "annoyance" or "dissatisfaction".

The transduction process is largely independent of tile conditions in which a sound is
heard. Contrariwise, GAR is very much a function of the state of mind and activity of the
hearer. Moreover, it is generally the product of a continual succession of noises, rather than
single acoustic events. Whereas one can speak legitimately of the loudness of ml isolated
sound and evaluate it precisely in the phon or sone scale, it is meaningless to speak of the
annoyance of a sound out of its context. Exactly which psychological entities one can
equate with GAR is hard to say, but "arousal" iscertainly a component and such concepts
arc not susceptible of measurement with the same repeatability and simplicity as loudness.
Tile latter is simply a function of the intensity and spectrum of a sound; hrnadly speaking,
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duration is involved only when tile whole event is briefcmupared with the auditory integra-
tion tiure (a few hundred milliseconds at most). Time enters into GAI_. in _m altogetber
different way. however. With an ongoing noise, _trousal will cmllinne to increase for long

periods, perhaps honrs or days. Furtbermora, arousal is augmented by perceived changes in
tile sfinluhls so that :l noise which is varying evokes a greater rc_tction Ib_ln one which is
constant. Thus, both dttratlon ilnd tenlporal variation :ire itwolved, tirol in order to represent
GAR in terms of tile physical p;lrameters of tile stinluhts it is ttecess;iry to know tile whole
history of Le as a function of time from start to finish of the exposure.

The development of Iondness theory began with observations at all experimental level
and these were subsequently interpreted by hypotheses about fire fnnctioning of the audi-
tory mechanism. It eulndnated in the elegmlt procedure due to Zwicker in which each step
can be identified with physiological mechanisms of the ear. In the case of GAR we are
concerned with the filnctioning of the whole anditory system plus its interactions with the
other sensory nlodes and tile autonomic and bebavionral stales of tile auditory. It is no
wonder that a close-knit theory of GAR, analogmls to loudness theory, is elusive and may
iudeed be unattainable.

In ml idealized system one might envisage tile envlronmeotal lie[so _1__ stressor defined
by a number of physical components and the induced GAR us a "strain" having many
subjective components. The solution would then consist of determining the nmtrix of rela-
tions between these components by some Ibrm of prlncipal-filctor analysis. Since the matrix
would inevitably vary from person to person as well as from time to time, tbe nsefillness of
sucb an ambitious project would be in questioft from the outset. At a lower level of
soplristication, let us confine attention to an "average" or "typical" response instead of that
of the individual person and limit consideration to a single subjective dinrenslon. The attrac-
tion of this approach is tbat it will at least distinguisb the importance of rite various physical
parameters, Since we shall identify this single subjective dimension with GAR we must
attempt to give it a more specific definition. In hlct we sball equate it with tile Guttman
scales of annoyance or unacceptability, that have been developed for use in surveys, or
alternatively with the scores obtained o'n rating scales and semantic differential question-
naires used in laboratory studies. It is difficult to prove that these all measure the same thing
but they seem to be closely related to one anolber. Even with these simplifications it is
clearly beyond the scope of psychological theory to proceed frmn first principles to a
formula relating the parameters of a noise environment to GAR. We ntust advance, as with
the history of loudness theory, from a starting point of observation and then see whether
the results admit of interpretation according to accepted psychological theory. The observa-
tions, naturally, are harder to come by than data from loudness experiments,

The pragmatic moll od of studying t le relations between noise and adverse reaction
which automatically takes the context factors into account is by means Of su_'eys, and a
retrospective study of the results of such investigations aright be expected to yield some
insight i_tto the general workings of GAR formation. Unfortunately no common method-
elegy h_ been employed and surveys have almost all been amdysed individually. This has
led to diverse fore'mite. Surveys are undeniably appropriate for determining absolute
reactions in given circumstances and fiserefore, by extemion, to setting noise limits in
broadi_,' similar situations, However, the experimental variables are not controllable and the
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method does not lend itself to the lesling of bypotileses or Io the extraction of underlying
cause-effect relationships. In practice, lhe resnli:sof snrveys are treated by nltdtiple correla-
tion annlysls to relate the obvlous pbysical variables to the subjective scores by means of an
equation (nsually linear) wllid only over the range of tlle variables cncotnllered in Ibe
particular survey. ExtrnpoblliOns ['1"o111sneh auaiyses are nlanifostly hazardous, and an
example will illustrate one of the limitations, hl (lie lleatbrow Airport Survey of 1961
(Mr,Kennel], 1963), file only noise considered was lhal of the airaraft in flighl. The reselling
index (NN[) llas nevertheless been widely applied in planning studies for other airporls
where it is almost certain that the prcvedling background noise is quite different froth what
it wes arotmd IIeatbrow. One must view these applications with scepticism. In principle, tile
background noise at tilt" sites surveyed aronnd lleathrow conld have been included as an
additional experimental observation and introduced into the multiple regression analysis,
but in fact it was not. Tile fact that this would have been a difflcult thing to do does not
mean that it would have been irrelewlnt.

Furthermore, surveys on different sources of nnise have used different methods for
expressing the physical parameters. Consequently we find Ibrmulae cast in incmnpatible
moulds. But tile fact that all tllese studies concern the reactions of people in their horn|hi
habitats to a common stimulus, namely a noise strain, suggests the possibility that tile
results may in fact be more alike tl|an they have been made to appear: the diversity of the
formulae may well conct,al an underlying unity. In 1969 tile writer ntrelnpted a synthesis of
some stmvey data on aircraft noise and motor lrafl_¢ noise as well ;is certain laboratory
results on the trade-off between noise level alld duration for t,qnal perceived objectiona-
bleness. It was found possible to do so in a very simple way, in the formula lbr Noise
l_ollution Level (Robinson, 1971). The nmtive for Ibis reexamination was not simply the
acadernit, pursuit of econolnlt,al formoJation although such bns often been tile way of
scientific advance-for example, the progressive et,onoluy of the Ptolemaic, Copernican and
Keplerian laws of motion of tl]e celestinl bodies. Nor was it an attempt to make n great leap
to some fomlula based inevitably on psychological theory. In fact Ihe reason wns Ihc much
more prosaic one of handling prediction problems in siluatimls nol Explicitly studied in Ihe
sarvt,ys, namely cast's where two or more noises co-exist or where noises of a new or
hypothetical kind are'concerned. An example of the first category is the case already cited
of airt,raft noise around an airport superin|posed on the prevailing ambient noise; typical of
Ihe second kind is the consideration of proposed VTOL aircraft operations in nrbnn are;_s
already subjected to a known environnlentai noise climate. It is impossible to handle these
mixed situations by means of the sluwey fornmlae as they stand.

Tile concept of Noise l'olh|tion Level was arrived tit inductively from certain experi-
mental results which clearly indicated that the mean hoist, level (more exactly, the equiva-

lent continuous noise level Leq) fails to explain the differences of reaction to traffic noise at
different sites (Grifflths and L_mgdon, 1968). "fhe less constant tile noise level, the greater
tile adverse reaction. On the other build it is obvions that lie inean UOlSe level nlus also
play a pari, nnd tbc simplest wny to embody these two principles was to form a new

measure which increased With both fat,tots. Lcq being the most straightforward measure of
mean level, standard deviation s being the basic nleasnre of variability, and a linear combi.
nation of these two being the simplest algebraic mltity, it reqnired only to determine the

value of one arbitrary constant k to complele the Mark I formula LNp = Lcq + k.s.
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It happens that (L 10" L90)/s is equal to 2.56 for a Gaussian distribution of noise levels
and since this value of k fitted tile data rather well it was selected for convenience. The

interesting consequences of tile LNp formula wlmn applied Io aircraft noise am illustrated in
Fig. 1, Here the growth of LNp with tile number of overnights is contrasted with the
empirical relation found from tile Heathrow survey, namely an increase going as I5 log N.
The salient points am that LNp implies a similar mean rate of increase (although the relation
is curvilinear) and that tile curve does not descend to an indeterminate value at N = O but to
a floor determined by the ambient noise level. The particular eases shown are for back-
ground noise 20 and 25 dB below the avemgl; peak noise of the aircraft; note that tile higher
background leads to a lower value of LNp at high traffic as found by Bottom ( 1971 ).

Certain features of tire formula call be verified in the laboratory, even though sneh
tests cannot be used to determine absolute acceptability points on the scale. Three such
experiments are briefly described here. To induce a constant "set" in the subjects, a peneiI-
and-paper task is given but the task scores am not of primary interest, At the end of each
exposure lasting 30 minutes, reactions to the noise am scored by a battery of rating scales
and a multi-item semantic differential test. The latter is found to be repeatable and fairly
sensitive to changes in the noise environment (Anderson, 1971). To establish a baseline
(Experiment I) the subjects received constant noise at 8 fixed levels from 60 to 95 dB(A)
with some repeats; a reasonably linear relation between test score ,and noise level resulted
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(Anderson and Robinson, 197l), In Experiment II tile noise was punctuated at irregublr
intervals (averaging 3 per minute) by a inudcr noise peaking to 5. I0 or 15 dB above tile
steady level. Tile effect is greatly to increase tile test scores, Tile peaks have. of course, some

effect on Leq. but a m,ch grealer effect on tile turin k.s in tile formula for LNp. Tbe
subjective scores reflect this greater increase (Fuller zmd Robinson, 1973). In Experiment 111
two steady noises differing in level by 16 dS(A) were presented alternately for Il total of 15
minutes each. Four configtlrations were tested, the noise bursts being of 5-see, 15-see. 5-rain
and 15-rain duration respectively. Tile test scores are slightly hig/rer for fire intermediate
burst durations than for either the longest or shorlest but much the greater effect is the
consistently high scores in Experiment 111 relative to tile results for a steady noise of the

same Leq. Tile results of the three experiments are plotted in Fig 2 against l.eq (left) and
LNp (rig/). The "perfec ' ra ing recast re would bring the da Jpoints wHlnn a narrow band
whose width would be determin0d solely by random error. Tile standard error of the results

is typically 0.04 units on the ordinate scale. It is clear that Leq is considerably less effective
in explaining tile results than LNP. The finer points of the results show that LNp does not
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provide a complete exl)lanatioll either, bul IIlis is scarcely surprising in view of the rudi-
nlentary dedwttJon of Ihe Mark I forn%ala. There is i_o dottbt thai re(ilrenlents wottld brillg
tile data into still closer alignment. Some indications of tile direction which these develop-
merits might take are Ilow given but at this point is is necess;try to illtroduce _1cautionary
note: can the added complication be justified in vie',,,' of the relative success of the simple
fora'lula?

Sl',ortcomillgs of the formula become apparent whell the! ride of iloise level fluctuHtions
is elthcr very slow or very fast. To take all extreme example of a noise which clitoris I0 dB
during the morning and fells 10 dB dttring the afternoon at a very slow rate, it is intuitively
ob',-iotm that s, '_vhlchis a gross ineasure of variability, cannot be correct; tile lisleller nlight
well be quite tlf_aware of tile chatlges artd consequently would sul'l_r no a='otlsal as a result.
An idea of how the speed of Ihe fluctuations may be accormllnodated in a more general
forlr, ala [s provided by Fig. 3 (Robinson, 1972). llere the variations of noise level are
represented in the frequency domain from abot_t 5 .uHz (corresponding to a time of 8 hours)
to about 1.5 llz (corresponding to a time constant of auditory temporal integration of 10

8hours 1hour 1Omin. 1rain. lOsec. 1sac. 1OOmsec,
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ms). This is a sptol of sonre ]8 octaves _md it would be amazing if tile processes governing
GAI_. behaved unifomlly over such a wtst range. Mare likely the low and Irigb frequency
componenls of the noise level flnctu;ttion spectrum are subjectively downweigllted, sonre-
what us illustrated. Tile true shape of the tlpproprlate weighting flmetion could, in principle,
be determined by straigbtlbrward though laboriou_ experltrrents. The "cut-off frequencies"
are conjectar;ll but tbey seem likely to be associated with tinre-eunstnnts of the order of a
few seconds and _vernl minutes respectively. A computer realisation for u M;irk 2 LNp
modified on these lines is illustrated in Fig. 4. Tbe complication which this refinement
entails is tbat the calculation no longer depends only on the statistic s obtainable from the
overall'hlstogram of noise levels, but is essentially an ou-llne process taking the level varia-
tions and their rates of cbanRe into ;=ccount as they occur. An elementary explanation of
this scheme is that wlriatious on the scale of a n|inute are fast enough for people to be very
aware of tbem but not so fast they they easily habituate to them. For two different reasons,
slower or faster cbanges are less annoying. The modified LNp formula converges to the
simple one when the periodicities lie between the lower and upper lin_ils mentioned, and to

Leq at the extremes of periodicity,
Thtts there are possibilities of refining tire formula at the expense of complicating the

calculation, The mtthor's opinion is tbat such developments inky be premature but tbat the
time is certainly opportuzre for general adoption of LNP in its simple Mark I form and we
shall conclude this paper with an example to illustrate tbc powerful practical advant_lges
which it offels, Tbis is the problem of determining the maximum acceptable noise level in a
residential area urising from projected V/STOL aircraft operating in Ihe vicinity, given an

F"'TTql--L'-'q F"'71

• t -5 soc, _ J rl'_._'_ ='j-''--

DIGITAL _ IP_COMPUTER

Figure4, Computerrealizationof modifiedLNpformula
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engineering estimate of Ihe overlligllt noisc/titne signature and of the trafiic. The method
proceeds as follows. One ill,st determines a typical background noise distribution for the
type of area affected and hence calculates the pre-existblg LNp. By ._ssigninga trial value of
tho peak level of Ibg aircraft noise, one fimn calculates the combined noise level distrlbution
and hence tile new vaIue of kNp. Tile result depends oll tile anlonn[ of _raffic lind to a lesser

gxtont on tba stiltistieal variation of _igbt paths and SOLiree noise levels, IIwse data being

part of tile given englneedng cstinmtes. Using a series of Iria] wdnes, peak aircraft uoise level
is obtained as a fnnction of tim inerenlent in LNp. It remains to fix acrilerlon of '+saficnco _'

(say I dB or 3 dl_),meaning tim maxhnunl permissible inerenlent in LNp. The peak level can
Uren be mad off directly and the problem is solved. The reader will ask: Ilow does one
decide on dre edtmion of salience? This step calls for a value judgement to be made and it is
possible to answer it in terms of "percentage of persons annoyed" from data in the litera-
ture. In conclusion it should be noted that the only alternative to LNp which permits an

analysis on similar lines is Leq. But tile disadvantage of this measure is its relatively poor
correspondence to GAR, as sbown both in survey results and in tile laboratory experinrents
described here.
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MOTOR VEHICLE NOISE: IDENTIFICATION AND
ANALYSIS OF SITUATIONS CONTRIBUTIbiG TO ANNOYANCE*

William J. Galloway
Glenn Jones

Bolt BeranakandNewman Inc.
CanogaPark, California

Noise is a common and frequent source of annoyance in today's society, In many
communities the prevalent soumes of noise are motor vehicles. Laboratory psychoacoustic
evaluations can provkla much insight on the comparative loudness of various vehicle sounds
and even provide some objective meaanre of their acceptability uadcr conlrollad situations.
Studies of the annoyance of people from noise exposure in real living environments, how-
ever, show that attitudinal and situational factors in flucnce annoyance to the same. or even
greater, degree as the noise exposure itself (1,2,3,4).

This project was directed towards identifying a number of motor-vcbicle-noise-
gcoeratcd "situations," quantifying the annoy;inca they create, and relatieg the physical
characteristics of noise to this annoyance. Tile situations were identified by a social survey.
The physical evaluation involved both measurements of the statistics of the noise at the
interview sites and the analysis of the noise of discrete vehicle events. Tile results of this
work arc described in detail in a series of technical reports (5,6,7,8). The highlights of the
investigation an: summarized in this paper.

ANNOYANCE FROM MOTOR VEHICLE NOISE

In order to relate the physical noise of motor vehicles to tile annoyance produced, it is
necessary first to have some notion of how these factors are identified and interact. A social

survey was designed and conducted to achieve this goal. From the onset, the program
sponsors and investigators assmned that annoyance is not a response that is solely related to
a set of sound stimuli or noises, Rather, a complex context was assumed in which
annoyance is not only stimulated by the physical _md tempoanl characteristics of certain
sounds emitted by motor vehicles, but in which the annoyance is snbstantially coaditioncd
by the meanings that the noise may have for people in terms of:

vehicle maneuver, driver behavior, and driver responsibility; tile activities in which the
auditors ere engaged when they hear tile sounds and the effects of the noise on those
activities; the barriers and distances between auditors and sources; tile place when: and
times when the sounds are heard; the individuals' sasanptibilily to noise; the indi-
viduals' backgrounds and their station in life; the individuals' beliefs and attitudes,
especially their attitudes towards vehicles and persons that make the noise.
These multidimensional contests are called "situations." While this study does not

assess the contribution of each situational dimension to annoyance, it does recognize that
annoyance occurs in a context.

*Research sponsored by the Auiomubll¢ Manufa_tui'etn A_ut:h[ion
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SUI_.VI'-'YI_,I'.'SI'.'AI_.CIIDESIGN - The research design considered annoyance in two
dimensions: (,xtellslt),, tile ntullber (or proportion) of persons annoyed, and intensity, tile
degree to which people are annoyed. Previous stttdies teml to confonnd lhese tlimensions by
n_l_orting tile zltlmbcr of pc_ons above a certain level of amreyance. One of Ib¢ reasons
restdts are difficult to eomf, are from one study to another is thai rilese levels lend not to be
tmilbrm.

All important objective has been to isolate and describe situations in whlcb annoyance
from nretor vehicle noise occurs. Ideally, these situatlons would constitllte tile itldepetldetlt
variables, We conceptualize tile independent variables ;is all those forces external to tile
auditor that net in a situation to determine bls annoyance, qlley include the sources ofnolse,
the setting and maneuvers of the noise-making VEhiEIES,factors afl_ctlng the propagation of
the sottnd, acoustical qlullJties of rile sounds that reach the auditor, and tire auditor's
location and activity.

ffven though riley are judged pbenomenologically, tile independent variables :Ire con-
ditions extersial to Ihe respondent. Tile cotid#ionitlg variables, on the other hand, are
c_nditions that inhere in the respondent. Wc have deliberately limited these to perceptions
about the source of qualities that would not change tile noise, but might influence an
auditor's reaction to it, effects on activities, beliel_sabout tile reactions of otbers, and status.

Variable Type Measure

Perceptions of source - It automobile: type, sport or
faluily

- if automobile: mannfacture,
foreign or domestic

- if automobile or nlotomycle:
driver, young or old

- legality of vehicle operation
- driver control of noise

Effect OOactivity -- effect: none, makes harder,
interrupts, stops

Sbarcdness of annoyance - annoyed: respondent alone,
personal acquaintances, public

Status - sex
- age
- occupation of head of household
- education of respondent
- income of househokl

Three classes of variables thus constitute the elements in the research design: illdependent
variables are dhneusions of situations, hlterw, nhlg variables are attributes oJ"persons, the
dependent variable is atoloyance. The object of the research is to determine the levels of
nnnoyance induced by situations that are varied combinations of sources and settines and to
parcel out the individual attributes that influence tbe independent-dependent variable rela-
tionship.
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SAMI"LE DESIGN - The sampling i',rocess was ¢onsistt:nlIy gtdded by Ihe fact tbat Ihe
tlreorctical unit of ;malysis ill this study is I[re sillt_llioa bl which people are ilnnoyetl by

nnise arising frolll elotor vehicles. The p;iralOClers of tile poptllation of these sitllallons are
not knt_wn, Iberelin'e nut salnpling of them has heen intlirecl, Theoretically, the populatloll
to be sampled conslsled of the sitttations ill wllich pcuplc experienced annoyance fronl noise
nlade by alotur vehicles. A direct salnplillg of this popuhltion is nol feasible since its
parameters cannot be estimated, llowever, we can ilSSllnle fiitlt these silttalions are distrib-
uted like the popul;tlion of persons exposed to motor vehicle noise, hence when we sample
these people, and elicit l_'onl theln the molor vehicle n,3isu situations that cause them
ilnnoytlnce, we assllllre tll_ll We bare sanlpled the situatimls Ihenlselves.

Our resources were insufi'icicnt to s;enple the entire popuhttion exposed to motor
vehicle noise, hence we confined ourselves tt_ u systematic sampling in two rnetropolltan
areas-Los Angeles and Bo_;lon. This choice ;vas based on two considerations; first they were
accessible aad second riley offer very different environmental eonditlOllS, A snnlllur sanlple
was also taken in Detroit in order to provide sites that could Inure conveniently be explored
in depth by research personnel from file automobile industry.

We wanted to be sure Ibat tllrce kinds of noise environments were represented in the
oeigbborhoods that ,.',,ere selected: (I) neighborhoutls near ellougb to limited access high-
ways that tile SOtlnds of individual vehicles could frequently be dislJnguisbed, (2) neighbor-
hoods tllal were nlore distanl frmo freew;lys, but where noise fronl Ihem wasslill audible,
:rod (3) neighborhoods that were dominated by stop-and-go traffic. Astratified sample was
planned in order to increase fire certainly that oeigllborhoods with these characteristics
would be iuchtded. This entailed the systematic drawing of a large flrst-phase sample, strati-
fying tile neighborlloods, then drawing from each stratum, The final sample fires remalned
unweighted.

Dwellings within neighborhoods were to be characterized by tmifoml exterior noise
environments. A fixed quota of households was chosen tbr each neighborhood, Within each
household, a systenlatic selection of the individual to be interviewed was planned by rotating
sets of instructions to tile interviewers that designated fire person to be interviewed by tlre
size of households. Persons were identified by ranking then| _ccording Io SEXand age. Tile
research design required that the Ic','els al'ld sources of annoyance in Each neighborbood
cotdd be specified and. at tile sllnle time, that the neighborbonds constitute a representative
sanlple of eacll of the two major metropolitan ureas. This crealed a trade-off between the
number of respondents in each neighborhood and the number of neighborhoods in each
area. In pre-testing lhe questionnaire, it was detertnined that descriptively and intuitively
one could cbamcterize a neigllborhood's noise environment after about lwenly completed
interviews. This allowed 25 neighborhood sites each for Boston and Los Angeles (and I 0 for
Detroit) to be sampled.

SAMPLE SELECTION - Once ileighborhoods had been selected, a set of dwellings in
tile neighborhood filat would provide suitable targets for interviews had to be chosen. The
crtleial problem in milking these choiees was to select dwellings whose noise environnlent
was unifom'l. Because the solution to this problem rested primarily on judgnrents about
noise, the task of cbt_osing the eligible dwellings for each neighborhood site wn_ performed

by acousticians. The acoustician, followin_ a prescribed set of site appraisal procedures, was
asked to take the addres_ of a single dwelling and build a researchable neighborhoocl around
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it; be wus asked also to provide au imprcssioulsfi¢ description of the neighborhood he
defined.

lie recorded in detail the tr;ll'llc Ilow, physical characterislics, and noise patterns of
each of Ibe roudways from which Irafilc noise wasaudible from file sidewldk in front of the
Illrget acldress,fie also oludt: a general record of non-truffle noises aud their sources. Ills
descfiplians were impressionistic :rod were limited to asingle poiut in time.

|la_qug thtls evaluated tile target address, his next task was to select _l group of
chvellings thul hod veI_ siulilar external noise exposures. After tile ucoastlclan had selected a
quota of eligible dwellings in a neighborhood, be was asked Itl make an impressionistic
e]larecterixalion of it Ju non-acOLIStlcal terms, lie w;is ;Lsked to draw a ulap showing noise

souJ_es and eligible dwelliugs, to describe land use inehrding prevailing balhling types and
distributions, to rate the level of neighborhood maintenance, and to typify the populafinn
in terms of racial mixture, age distribution, occuputio0nfl patterns, and inemne level, lie also
photographed tile target _aldress and the streel on which tile t_nget adtlress fronled.

INTERVIEWS-Tile 1200 interviews were couduceed by teleplreue, selecting telephone
•numbers from a reverse order telephone directory on the basis of tile addresses identified in
file site evahmtion. Tile method of interview, selectlou of iudividnal within file household,
and the interview protocol itself are discussed in detail in Reference 5 and will not be
treated farther here.

Certain resolts of the interview will help in understanding tile composition of the
respondents. Although an even balance was desired, 62% of the respondents were women,
.t8% men. No one under 18 years old was interviewed, and relativety balanced percentuges
of 5 year increment groups were geuemlly obtained from "20" to "over 65" years old,
Education level, income level, occupational status Cthus allowing cootpulation of the
l)unean |ndex of socio.-economic status*) wl2rd obtained front all respondents, whether or
not they described u vehicle noise situation. Detailed further data was oblalned from only
the 549 respondents who identified any annoying vehicle noise situation.

ANNOYANCE FROM ALL MOTOR VEHICLES - In analysis, motor vehicle noise
(regardless of tile type of vehicle or the part of tim vehicle from which tile noise arose) may
first be cmlsidered as u single entity. Annoyance from different motor vehicle sources is
considered later in the section. One of file first categorizations determined was tile respond-
cat's rating of the noisiness of his home and working environments, This was evaluated on a
seven point scale ranging from "not noisy at all" (rated 1) to "unbearably noisy" (rated 7),
On tills basis 72% rated their neighborhoods "noisy" (i,¢., from 2 to 7) with an average
score of 3.2. In terms of their work environments, 66% rated their environment "noisy"
with _maverage seem of 3.9.

Next, the n._spondents were asked to identity the proportional contribution of various
noise sources to tile total noisiness or their neighborhood, While tile percentages by soaree
differed slightly from city to city, fire overall average is quite representative of the overall
survey, By general classification the following percentage contributions were stated for
various noise sources:

*This scale assesses occupations in terms of prestige, education and income. The larger the
index number, the higher is the status associated with tha occupation.
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Aireraft ]5%
Constrnctiou 1%
ludnMrial <]%
Motor Vehicles 55%
Lawn Mowers, Snowblowers 2%
Radio _md TV 2%
Voices 12%
Other Noises 6%
Not Ascertained 8%

"File rennlining bulk o1" the analysis is concerned wlth scores of amloyance rather than
itoi._Dtc.ss.When asked to identify whether they were anuoyed by vehicle noise 54_ were not
aanoyod, while 46% were, with an aver;Ige inleusity of annoyance of 4.2 on u scale where 3
stood for "quite aunoyillg," 4 for "definitely annoying," and 5 for "strongly anrloying."
The range of annoyance intensity is quite large, having a standard deviation for individual
judgements of 1.6.

With respect to other variables, tile following points were observed:
a') Men aad wolncn exhibit about the same degree of annoyance to vehicle noise,
b) The age grotlp from 20-29 is I.g times as likely to be annoyed as the average, and

those over 60 ;ire only 0.6 times as likely to be aanoyed. The other age grolJps are
essentially equal to the overall average,

c) Education level enters slrollgl)_ iu[o tile percenlage of annoyed versus not
annoyed:

Highest School % of % Annoyed/
Level Attended Total % Not Annoyed

Elemantary q 0.4

High School 46 0.8

College 42 1.6

Not Ascertained 3

d) On an income basis, lllose with annual income closest to $5,000 were 0.7 as likely
to express mmoyance as the santple whole; those with $25,000 were twice as
likely to express annoyance.

Similarly, some general results on situ_':iolral ch,'lracteristies were identified:
a) Eighty percent of all annoying vehicles are moving.
b) Where no individual vehicle is identified, leaving a residual of"tmffic noise," tile

annoyance is less intense, and can be rated in terms of gross flow parameters.
Heavy traffic, 57% of the total, had an annoyance score of 4.0 on the seven point
scale, slightly lower than the 4.2 observed for all categories. Intermediate traffic,
27% of tile total, and ligltt traffic, 8% of the total, with both having scores of 3.2.
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¢) Although half the movhlg vehicle responses were stated to be mnler"acceIerating"
conditions, tile differences in annoyance as a function of speed state were
not statistically signific;int.

d) Over half tile annoying noise situations from identifiable vehicles origimtte on city
streets. 307,, on main streets, 27% on side streets. Twice as re;my originate on
main roads-hmdevzlrds, thorotlghfarcs, highways (18%)-as originate on limited
access roadw;lys-freaw_lys, expressways, tnmpikes (9%). Iteavily travelled (main)
roads and streets seem to he tile source of more annoyance than side roads and
streets.

e) Sitmltions zlre ranked ill intensity according to distance; 90% of all annoying
situations oeenr wititin a block of tile noise source, 70% within an estimated 100
feet.

The respondents were queried about various acoustical factors assoeiated with the vehicle
noise situations. Among their judgments the following re_Its were ohtalned:

a) When asked to judge tile Iottd/le_s of the situations tiley described on a seven
point scale, th,.' respondents rated the following dislribtltion:

Category % Avemge
Intensity Score

Deafening(7) 9 6.2

Extremely (6) 13 5.1

Very (5) 25 4.6

(just plain) (4) 19 4.1

Quite (3) 18 3.3

Mildly ('2) 13 3. I

Not at all (1) 2 2.5

Not rclewml 3

Average 4.2

b) Loudness accounted for one-third of tile variance in overoll annoyance; the
average IotldlleSs scor_ was etluaJ to the average annoyance score.

c) .Indgments of pitch (e,g. fi'equeney) showed little variation in intensity of annoy-
ante; low and mixed frequency noises pretiolninated.

d) With respect to duration, sounds longer than five seconds but short ofcontimmus

seemed to predominate, No particular dependence of annoyance intensity with
duration was observed,

e) Between 90% and 95% of the annoying noises recur at least weekly, most of them
daily. However. except for a very few cases, frequency of onset does not affect
intensity of annoyance,
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Qaestlons related to the setting in,'which the respondent Ihought aboul the vehicle
noise slluations revealed:

a) Seventy-seveu perci_nt experienced tile noise_ h_:their home; 12% while in transit;
mriy 5% while at work.

b) Rollghly two-thirds of tile annoying ulotor vehicle situations can be chnntetarized
by tile tiara of (lay in which they occur. Over twice ;is many situations are fonnd
at evening or at night as in tile daytime, llowever, these factors make nosignifi-
cant difference in levels of annoyance, hi nearly a third of the situations, time of
day is immalerial.

c) Annoyance occurs most frequently when people are sleeping, followed in order
by listening to TV, radio or recordings; mental activity such _ reading, writing or
just thinking; driving; conversing; resting; and walking.

d) Motor vehicle noise stops only a few activities, however in nearly two-thirds of
the cases it either iuterrupts them or it makes them more difficult, la 16%of the
cases it does not affect tl-.• activities.

Investigation of Ihe conditioning variables, those which may predispose annoyance bat
not intdnsieally influence the stored, revanled:

a) The question of whether family cars or sports cars were more annoying was
irrelevant in half tile cases; in the other half, sports cars were slightly more
annoying than family cars, and were speeilied twice as often as frailly cars.

b) Whether an automobile was foreign or'd0mestic was also irrelevant half the time;
however, when specified, domestic cars were cited three times as often as foreign
cars.

c) Half the time drivers under 25 years old were cited as being responsible for
annoying op_ratiou of vehicles: one-thlrd of tile time age was irrelevant,

d) In over half tile cases, drivers were thought to be operating their automobiles and
motorcycles l_gally; in nearly 3095 they were thought to be operating illeg_dly.
This perception raises tile annoyance one-half a scale point relative to tile legal
operation.

e) In almost half the cases, it was thought that the noise produced by the vehicle was
easily withia tile control of tile operator; in 15% more, it was thought lie could
control tile noise if he tried. In only slightly less than one-tbird of the instances
was it thought that the driver emdd not control noise through his operation of the
vehicle.

f) The annoyed individuals believe flint in over 60% of tile situations the annoyance
is shared by the public at large, in 20% the annoyance is shared by individual
acquaintances, and in only 5% is it tire respondent alone who is annoyed.

ANALYSIS OF VEHICLE NOISE SOURCE PATTERNS - In each interview an
attempt was made to have the respondents identify, wherever possible, not only vehicle
type/situation, but what part of tile vehicle st:elllet[ to be causing file annoyance, In tile
resultant analysis, five gross categories could be defined as follows:

i
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Average Intensity Percent of
Vehicle Type of Annoyance Total Cases

Buses 5.I 3

Motorcycles 4.5 23

Trucks 4.3 20

Automobiles 4.2 36

Traffic 3.7 17

In order to retain an adequate sample size, busses and gasoline powered trucks could
not be subdivided diesel trucks could be divided into two categories, automobiles into six,
while no attempt was made to subdivide traffic in general (the residual when no specific
vehicle is identifiable) or motorcycles. For the resulting twelve categories, the annoyance
analysis of Table I results. This approach to classificetion precludes a straightforward
interpretation of extansity since all categories are not the result of a uniform pr6cedure.
Ollo can manipulate extansity of annoyance by the llnaness of his divisions. Hence, one can
logically compare bus and motorcycle noise but not motorcycle noise and automobile
exhaust noise. Intensity, on the other hand, is logically comparable between any groups
since the acts of classification does not directly alter it. Because of the mass of data and the
results of the general analysis, the number of dimensions examined for the twelve specific
sources was reduced to the following 19:

Variable Dimension

Independent

Source (If traffic) volume
Part of vehicle

Propagation Distance
Obstructions
Season

Vehicle setting Movement
(If moving) speed state
(If moving) type of roadway

Acoustical properties Loudness
Pitch
Duration

Auditor's Location of respondent
orientation Activity

Effect on Activity
Time of day
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Conditioning Variables

Auditor's Drivercontrol of noise

perceptions Legality of operation

Publle nature Public reactions

of annoyance

A detailed evaluation of eacb source pattern is provided in Reference 5, including a
textual Summary of the pattem it provides. An overview of each source's relationship to
annoyance is provided in Table I.

INTERVIEW SITE NOISE MEASUREMENTS

On-site noise measurements were gathered at 20 sites out of file total of 60 sites at
which interviews were taken. The purposes for these measurements were three-fold:

I. To provide a quantitative description of the noise environments at the different
sites,

2. To provide noise data for eorvelation with interview judgments of sites noisiness
and vehicle annoyance,

3. To provide data for comi_aring tile several different noise measures which are
often used in describing traffic and community noise.

SITE NOISE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES - At each of tile sites, a noise measure-
ment position was located at or near the residence of one or more of the survey respond-
ents, The microphone was placed 35 li_et I_'om the roadway wherever possible and at least
10 feet from any large object or wall, At each position, a 10-min noise sample was recorded
approximately once each hour over the course of an entire 24-hour day. Although the
measurements were not necessarily taken in successive hours, all measurements were
obtained on week days. All noise measurements were obtained by recording the signals on
magnetic tape with later analysis of tile tapes in the laboratory. During the field recording, a
log was kept of the various discrete noise intrusions that occurred,

In the laboratory, the recorded tapes were analyzed to obtaiu the A-weighted sound
level, with more complete spectral analyses in one-third and full octave bands reserved for
selected discrete vehicle noise events occurring during measurement periods,

For these measurements, the A-level was felt to be a good choice for weighting the
frequency spectra because of previous high correlations of A-level with subjective judgments
of individual vehicles In terms of noisiness or loudness. However, one of the major problems
in community noise analysis is that of describing the time-varying character of the noise
levels. To permit comparison of several of the community noise measures that have recently
been advocated, the recorded 10-rain noise samples were analyzed with a statistical distribu-
tion analyzer. The distribution analyzer determined the proportion of time that the noise
signal fell within specified noise level ranges. From this distribution data, the levels exceeded

90% of time (L90), those exceeded S0% of the time (Ls0) and those exceeded 10% (LI0)
and 1% of the time (LI) were obtained.
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Tablet

ALL VEHICLES: ANNOYANCE BY SOURCE PATTERN

Pat_er_n Annoyance

Rxeenslty Inten_le_
Standard

Rank Number Percent Rank Mean DevlatJon

BUSSes 1B 20 3 1 5,1 1.8
D_esel trucks:

Auditor in translt 6 30 _ 2 Q.9 1.2
Automobiles: Tire screech 8 27 q 3 4.7 1.7
Automobiles: Exhaust noise 3 97 14 4 _.5 1.7
Motorcycles 1 160 23 5 4.5 1.5
Diesel tru_ks:

Auditor at home or a_ work
(or loca_1on is not relevant) 4 88 12 6 4.2 _.6

Automobiles: Noise orlEln
irrelevant, brake squeal 8 27 4 7 4.1 1.5

Automobiles: Siren noise 11 21 3 8 4.0 1.8
Automobiles: Engine noise 5 _4 6 9 3.8 1.4
Gasoline trucks 10 26 4 10 3.8 1.5
Traffic [lov_ 2 I15 17 ii 3,7 1.5
Automobiles: Horns and
oeheP nolses 8 27 4 12 3.3 1,7

Unclassdfled 11 B 5.6 n,6

Total i 693 100 _.2 1.6

Recopitulaelon:
Busses 5 20 3 1 5.1 1.8
Motorcycles 2 160 23 2 4.5 1.5
Trucks 3 144 20 3 4.3 1.5
Automobiles 1 248 36 4 4.2 1.7
Tratti'c flm_ _ 115 17 5 3.7 1.5
Not relevant 6 i 6.3 0.8

From the statistical distribution, tile cncrgy mean value w_ also computed, as well as

two noise rating scales that have recently been developed. These am tile traffic noise index
(TNI) and the noise pollution level (NPL). Both of these measures arc attempts to provide a
mc_ingfuI noise measure which reflects both the variability of the noise environment and
the magnitude of the average or background noise level. In differing degrees, each measure

accounts for the belief that one's annoyance may be influenced by the time varying charac-
ter of the noise signal as well as the absolute level of the noise. These measures arc defined
as (9,10):

NPL = Leq +256s (I)
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where Leq is the energy mean noise level and s is file sl;mdard deviation in level

TNI = L50+4(LI0- L90)- 30 (2)

SELECTION OF SITES - Tire 20 silos selected (9 in Los Angeles, 8 ill Boston and 3 in
Detroit) inchude those which ranked highest in motor vehicle _nmoyance :is interpretod in
terms of tile product of intensity and ex tensity of annoyance scores for tile following motor
vehicle categories:

aulomobiles (engine and exhaust noise), diesel trucks (observed at home or work),
motorcycles, gasoline tracks, busses and traffic flow.

Selection was filrther conditioned by review of traffic situations :it or near the silo plus
screening of sites Io eliminate extremes in sociological or econonlic influences, Sevenll sites
were added to obtain u saulpli0g of sites where very low annoyance scores were observed.

In terms of their location with respect to tr_Jffic-i.e., near light traffic, heavy traffic or
limited access highways--filree of the 20 sites were localed near or adjacent to limlted-access
highways (freeways), 1 I were ocated near heavy street traffic ;tad the remaining 6 positions
were exposed to light traffio. (See Table Ill for traffic definitions.)

NOISE LEVEL VARIATION AMONG SITES - There was considerable w_riation in the

noise environment among the different sites. In addilion to Ihe changes in magnitude of
noise levels between sites, tbem are also distinct differences in the patterns of noise levels
during the day, with the Los Angeles site showing a greater change between daytime and
nighttime levels.

To simplify comparisons, the hourly noise patterns have been summarized to obtain
average noise measures for day, evening and nighttime periods and further discussion will be
confined to noise measures averaged over these three daily periods, In terms of the daytime
period (arbitrarily taken as 7 a,m. to 7 p.m.) and the nighttime period (from 10 p.m. to 7
a.m.), Table 11 lists the minimum, the maximum and the modia0 noise levels for the 20 sites.
Also shown is tile range between nfiniumm and maximum noise levels among tile 20 sites. In
terms of the statistlenl noise measures, the noise level variation among sites ranged from
about 20 dB dnring the day to the order of 30 dB during the night, The NPL and TNI
measures generally show u ranch wider dynamic spread.

Also showu in Table I1 is the variation in TNI values when computed from an average
distribution of levels over a 24-hour period, in accordance with tbe way in whleh the TNI
measure was originally defined. On a 24-hour basis, the range of TN1 values is markedly
reduced.

NOISE CHARACTERIZATION OF SITES - Conlparison of noise levels for sites in the
same classification with regard to traffic shows that the noise levels for tire three freeway
sites clustered quite closely together but that the range of noise levels for sites classified as
light traffic or heavy traffic spread over a considerable overlapping range. There is an

increase of approximately 6 to I0 dB between the LS0 levels from light to heavy traffic
situations and another increase of 2 to 6 dB for freeway sites. Sites near freeway traffic
show a much smaller change in noise levels from day to night then do light traffic sites.

A detailed breakdown of tile identity of specific noise intrusions is given in Table 111.
Tile upper portion of the tnhln list_ tile average number of noise intrusions per 10-min
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Table 2.

VARIATIONIN NOISELEVELSAMONG20NEIGHBORHOODSITES

Noise Level in dR

Noise
Mcasuro Minimum Median ,V,ax_mum Range

A. Day

LgO 36 49,5 63 27

LSO _1.5 56 65.5 24

LIO 53 64 70.5 17.5

Ll 63.5 7o 86 22.5

NPL 65.5 ?5 88.5 23

'?:;I 54.5 72 103 J18.5

B* _Jizh t

Lf,o 26.5 38.5 5_ 27.5

L50 30 43.5 60.5 30,5

LIO 35.5 54 67 31,5

L1 45,5 63 75.5 30.0

t;PL 46 67 91 115

TEI 45 73 13IJ 89

I C. 24=Hour
Average

LSO 36,5 51 64.5 28

•";;i _d5.5 59 87 111.5

sample for the three siteclossificntioos for day and oight poriods, Succeedingrows in the
table show the relative frequency of noise intrusion sources. Of particular note is the sharp
decrease in frequency of diesel truck intrusions in other Ihan freeway sittlatJons, and the
sizable increase in proportion of hum_ and anhnel sounds at tile lighl traffic sltes. Tlresc
changesreflectchangesinmotor vehiclecompositionswithsiteclassificationsand changes
in background ,oise levels, with possibilities of many human and animal sounds being
masked by tile Ifiglrernoise levels typical of freeway sites.
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Table 3.
AVERAGE NUMBER OF NOISE INTRUSIONS AND RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE

FOR DIFFERENT SOURCESOF NOISE INTRUSION

Freeway. Heavy Traffic _ LIF_htTraffic N*

D__Z _-Ji_ Ba_Z Night Da_AZ Nl_/Zh_t.
AvoraBe Number of
Noise Intrusions Per
i0 _.llnuteSample 11.8 11.0 12.5 9.7 17.8 8.2

Relative Frequency,
of i'lotse lntruslon.__s

Automobiles 31.Bg 39.9% 67.2," 81.5_ 58.6% 55.6._

Diesel Trucl:s 31.4 I12.8 1.7 1.7 1.5 1,8

Gasoline Trucks 10.5 %7 5.2 2.7 7.4 1.4

r.lotorcycles 2.1 0,3 1.1 0.4 0 0.4

Buses 2.2 2.4 <0,01 0 0.6 0.8

Drake or Tire Squeal 0.3 3.2 0.1 2.6 0 1.3

Dorn, S_r_n 3.2 _2.5 _.-_L --2.--6 in. . l_
Total Notor Vehicle 81.6 96.8 78.6 91.6 69.3 62.6

.Aircraft 9.3 2.8 1O._ 4.3 7.1 4.7

Human and Animal -_'] 9._ ll.S _.8 2).6

Total Non-Motor Vehicle 18.4 3.1 21._ 8.3 30.7 37.4

I L_ss tham 8 vehlcles/mlnute

J" Between 1 and 8 vehlcles/mlnute

Also to he noted in Table Ill is the extremely small proportion of motorcycle noise
intmstions recorded at tim 20 sites. These proportions can be compared wifl} the interview
results where motorcycles accounted for 23% of the total eases of motor vehicle annoyance!

CORRELATION BETWEEN VARIOUS NOISE LEVEL MEASURES - The correla-

tions that may exist between wtrious noise level measures are of interest since tlrere are

sizable differences in the complexities determining the various measures. Thus if a simple

measnre is very highly correlated with a more complex one, tbe simple measure may often
suffice. To shed some light on this nreasnrement concern, Table IV lists the correl4tion

coefficient and standard errors of estimate for several noise level comparisons. There is a

high correlation between the LIB and LS0 values, with somewhat lower correlations of tbe

other measures with tire LS0 values,
CORRELATION OF NOISE MEASUREMENTS WITH INTERVIEW RESPONSES -

As previottsly described, one of the fit_t qnestions asked respondents was their rating of the

noisiness of their home and their working environment, Noisiness was evaluated on a 7-point

scale that varied from "not noisy at all," (rated 1) to "unbearably noisy" (rated 7), Tbe

percentage of those responding who classified their neighborhoods as noisy (a rating of 2 or
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Table 4

CORRELATIONS OF SEVERAL SITE NOISE MEASURES

(DAY, EVENING AND NIGHT VALUES)

CQ_Pel_%tlon $eanda_.dEl,rot
Nolso Measures CoofIlciene, of Es_imat0.dB

L90 vorr.us LSO 0.97 2.0

LIO LSO 0.93 3.o

L1 LSO 0.83 4.2

i'IPL " 1,50 0.65 6.9

TNI LS0 0.28 18,9

L1 L]0 0,9l& 2.5

TNI " NPL 0.82 9,6

Leg " LS0 0,91 3.1

mo,,e on tile 7-point sc;de) ranged front 67% in Detroit and 68% in Los Angeles, to 77% in

Boston. For individual sites, the noisiness scores ranged from 2.2 to 4.8.

Coolparison of tile site noise levels with {ire average site iloisiness scores shows quite

good correlation between several of the site noise trteastzms and noisiness scores. Table V

lists tire Pearson product moment regression coeflicicnts for several noise me;isnfes. |;'.egres-

slon ¢oet'ficients of the onler of 0.6 or slightly better are observed for sevend of the noise

measures, including L I, LI0, L50 and NPL. Slightly lower correlation is observed for tile

TNI averaged over a 24.hour polled, with distinctly lower correlaiion observed for tl_e TNI

computed separately for day and evening periods, ' '

CorrehRion of the same site noise data with tile scores for vehicle annoyance (averaged
over the individual sites) show much more scatter and signillc,'/ntly lower correlation coeffi-

cient vahles. For example, the correlation coefficient for comparison of site noise levels with

the extensity of vehicle annoyance drops to 0.3 or less. When correlated with Ihe intensity

of the annoyance scores, the correlation coeffieiefits ,are similarly slnall,'and, in fact, the

slope of the mgrL'ssion Ibie becomes negative! Thus; while lhc respondentjndgments of site
noisiness are in quite salisfactory agreement with site noise measurements, v_:hicle annoy.

anee scores (considering only site-related motor vehicle noise) are poorly related to the site
noise levels.

CORRELATION OF ANNOYANCE WITIt LOUDNESS

hi the analysis of the survey data on judged aonoyance, two factors stand out. Fir_ L

the largest component of variance was intensity of loudness, accounting for about a third of
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TableB

CORRELATIONOFVARIOUSNOISEMEASURESWITH
INTENSITYOFNEIGHBORHOODNOISINESSRATINGS

Noise Time St_ndaz'd _rror Corre_ation
Measure PeriOd of Estimat_jdB Coo_ficlentj

Sylx

LSO day 5,3 dB 0.61_
night g,'9 O.57
24-hr 6.1 0,60

LIO day _.2 0.66
nl_he 7.4 0.61
2_l-hr 5,3 0.66

L1 day 4.6 0.61;
night 6.7 0.56

HPL day 6.1 0._8
night 9,5 0,59

T_I day 12,7 0,17

_-hr 10.1 0.5_

the variance in annoyance (or about 0.6 of the standard deviation) in almost all cases.
Secondly, file average intensity of annoyance, by sitoation, however, was sometimes greater
and sometimes less than the grand averages. Closer inspection of these rasalts shows that, by
noise situation, three sep_ate correlations can be made of judged loudness with annoyance.
These data are shown in Fig. 1. This figure indicates a classification of the situations into

three categories (although we cannot be sure that we have correctly identified the factors
that distinguish them):

• Standard -stuat ons where normally anticipated operations occur, presumably
reasonable and legal use in involved, and the driver is more or less doing as ex-
pected. The loudness of the vehicle noise source correlates directly to annoyano_.
In this category are the. following:

, At!tomobiles - exhaust, engine, transmission
Diesel trucks - heard at home or work

Motorcycles
Traffic in general

2. Extra.Ammying - situations which are unusually close to the observer wizen he is
in transit, - busses along curbside, diesel trucks while passing another vehicle,
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situalious where umlstnal abuse of autonrobiles is involved, presumedly cour-
trollable and possible illegal - e.g, "pecliug rubber.'"

3. Suh-Ann_o, ing - situations which are loud. but because of their presumed utility,
legality, infretlucney of occurrence, and location of tile auditor, are less annoying
Ib:m thelr loudness would indic._tc - sirens, delivery trucks, horns,

"fhese three categorizations provkle correlation coefficients of 0.98 better for each of
the three categories. Without tile categorization, i.e., without assigning a semantic content
to tire situation, the gross correlation of loudness with annoyance drops to 0.73.

One of the interesting points of this categorization is the similarity in slopes of anuoy-
anee versus loudness for (he three cases. This permits several assumptions:

I. The relative annoyance of standard category noises can be intereompared strictly
on tile basis of noise level and noise exposure.

2. Withiu a category, a similar statclnent can be made for tile olhar cases.
3. Alteration of the non-acoustical parameters in the non-standard cases can be

translated into an equivalent physical noise reduetlon or increase.

SELECTIVE NOISE REDUCTION

'llle consequences of these observations and insight on tile situational and attitudinal
:tspects of noise provided by the survey results suggest a way of quantifying the relative
effects on annoyance in mixed traffic situations. Clearly, mandating an equal noise reduc-
tion on all vehicles of, say 5 dB, is an inefficient way to improve tile environment.

In all tile silttations described above, within a category, the louder the noise, the more
annoying. Therefore. noise control of the loudest noise sources shouhl be of first priority.
Since the loudest noise sources are generally the smallest in number in the total vehicle
population, incremental noise reduction of these sources might materially improve the
environment.

We can examine several eases to evaluate this effect quantitatively, utilizing the Noise
Pollution Level concept which is specifically designed to examine the effect of composite
noise sources on annoyance. Robinson (9) has suggested a numerical value of 72 for NP[.
expressed in units of A-weighted sound level as an upper limit of seceptability; in his
analysis, this constitutes an acceptable environment for about two-thirds of a population,

Consider the effect of reducing diesel truck noise levels by 5 dB in a freeway situation
of 2000 vehicles per hour moving at an average speed of 50 mph (80 kin/h) where the trucks
are 5% of the mix. At 100 ft, (30 m) a typical NPL for current automobiles alone is 72.
With a 5% mix of contemporary diesels tile value of NPL rises to 83, Reducing the peak
noise of trucks by 5 dB reduces tile composite NPL to 72.3, or a level essentially the same as
that for automobiles alone.

As another example, consider the impingement of diesel trnek noise at night _n an area
having a relatively low background noise level. At a maximum A-weighted sound level of 80
dB, superposed on a background level of 40 dBA, 30 trucks per hour at a speed of 60 mph
(96 kin/h) generate an NPL value of g4 at 100 ft. One can calculate that the acceptable NPL
value of 72 would be reached if the maximum level of the truck noise were reduced by a
little more than 13 dB. It is worth noting that 30 automobiles per hour would generate an

! NPLofabout63.b

i _oi
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'T]les¢exanlpies show fllat nloderale decreases in the noise level or noisy vehiclesc_re
_cilieve n slgni_crett _dtleli0rl in the overell noise environlnetlt. It is not neceSS_lryto r_duce
;ill vehicle noise to levelscomparable with automobile noise levels in order to reake nrejor
ireprovemeo t_

What steps ere1be takan to improve the acceptability of tire "extra-ennoying" situa-
tions? Clearly, those noise eventscansed by misuse or abuse of vehiclesare usuallybeyond
the control of the nlantlfecttlrer. Tile annoyance dtlc to noise from bussesand dieseltrucks,
however, is within his control. Redtretion in composite noise environments erelsed by
improved noise control of tlrese events can be computed in n fashion similar to tireexaroples
given above, since the slopes of annoyance and loudness arc similar for the "oxtr;_.annoying"
and _'standnrd" categories,

SUMMARY

A social survey has been ased to describe twelve motor vehicle generMed noise ".situa-
tions" which cause annoyance. Coreprehensive noise measurements at the interview sites
and for st_lected individual vehicle events indicate that physical description of noise at the
sites has approximately a 0.6 correlation with annoyance. Segregation of the individual
"situations" into three categories which ore dependent on attitudinal aspects of tile "situa-
tion" provide correlations between judged loudness and annoyance of 0.97 and higher.
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SUMMARY

Ira Hirsh
Central Institute for

The Deaf
St. Louis, Missouri

Mr, Chairnl;in, th_lllk you for tilil( killd introduction.

Ladies alld gentlemen, let m¢ b_,ginwith a prel'_ce to lay remarks. Tlds is by way of
excuses. First, I received ouly o0e tff tile pafJers before comiug to I)ubrovnik, and I received
four papers since COUlillg to l)tlhromik; but tllen 1 knew that I would not have time to reiul
them anyway heel=use I had come here to listen. Ti)us, tids xulllulary wilt retlect only wilat
We ilave all ileard in the spokt_n ]eclares, ;ind sonletlnlcs tllrougb translatioas. Secoud, there
is U stroog Imllptariou to be a critic or discussant as opposed to stnluoarizer; J h;ive tried to
resist that temptation but 1 have aot succeeded completely. Third, since no one can be a
specialist in all of tile fields discussed, tile summary may fail to represent all adeqe:lte
uuderst;mdJng on my part of some of the lectures. For this. 1 can oldy express regret thai

the task was uot given to sonleoue ;isbroad as Leibnitz.
I propose to organize the summary in the following way. We will take the title of the

eouferc0cc aud turiq it arolmd, aud ask: "Is Noise Exposure a llealth I_robleul?''
Consideration of that question le;ids to a preceding queslion, namely, "Are there effects
from noise exposure'. )'', and thell, "DO such efl_:cts constitute a health problem?" That
question leads to still another; "Can we give criteria, in the sense that /',lr. Suess tlsed the
term, for good health against which such eflbcts call be evaluated?" Then finally, "Is it
passible to specify levels of noise exposure such that these criteria for good health can be
mainlained?"

Auditory effects -- laboratory studies

We eouslder first lhe auditory effects - tile effects of uoise Oll tile auditory systenl. By
now it is quite clear from labor;dory studies and from field studies thai heariug fuuctiou
deteriorates during noise expasure (muskhlg) and after noise exposure. We know something
of the nlechanism and quite a lot about the physical aspects of noise that will predict the
amount of permanent hearing 10ss. So there are after-effects. They represent a departure
from guod heaitll, and tile maiu controversies concern ilow loach llearing loss represents an
adequate criterion of good healt]l, how we calculate exposure over time, aud what arc tile
relations among temporary, asymptotic, and pennanent threshold shifts.

From the hlboratory we have heard many reports of biological studies on the auditory
system. The general paper by I)r, I'ldredge reported ell both tcluporary ;rod permanent
shifts, observed changes of electrical potentials from the cochlea and also electrical
potentials from the auditory nerve, He reminded us that the older literature had already
established that hlgh-iutensity soutlds do damage hearing functions and damage tissues of
the auditory system, These were demonstrated in other papers - by Dr, Jankowski, and also,
in response to ilnptdses, by Dr. I}ierut'f. But Dr. Eldredge was interested in hringhlg to our
attention laboratory studies with aldmals, where tile noise levels were more representative of
those to which man is exposed, lower noise levels and longer exposure durations. The other
novel contribution of his paper w==sthe careful correlation between allatomical, physio-
logical and behavioral studies on tile same subjects with respect to temporary tbreshhold
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shift and asymptotic threshold shift. Of particular interest lmm was the asymptotic
threshold shift indicating a kind of equilibrimn that obtains for levels of acoustic
stimulation, with a very regular set of rules that relate this "plateau" or asymptotic
threshold shift to the stimulus intensity - the same rule, by tile way, for the octave-band
centered at 500 liz and tile octave-band centered at 4000 llz, if only you correct for
differences ill sensitivity, lie is speaking of how damage, as well as this equilibrated
threshold shift, occurs in response to levels on tim order of 65 dB. The anatomical studios
point to damage, particularly of outer hair cells, tim thickening of their walls, and Dr,
llaider reminded us thai the cell damage that is often brought by certain drugs is enhanced
in the presence also of noise.

l have included, under biological studies of auditory effects, some of tile observations
of Dr, Haider, particularly the combination of noise and other physical agents, especially
vibration. He appeared In be rather discouraging in his report, since I believe that he
reported that sometimes there were additive effects, sometimes synergistic, sometimes
antagonistic, sometimes none. In the same context, l should remind you of special kinds of
acoustic stimulation, the low frequencies about which Dr. Nixon was concerned, and for
which we seem to tolerate very high levels and very long durations without serious
temporary threshold shift. Similar conclusions appear, according to Dr. Acton, for
ultrasonic sounds.

Now before we come to translate these kinds of observations into functional changes in
heating, we must be reminded that changes in hearing - heating loss or deafness - also
develop for other reasons. Dr. Spoor told us that the differentiation between noise-induced
hearing loss and presbyaeasis is not always easy, especially since, for the population at large,
there is considerable overlap between the distributions of hearing loss that characterize the
different decades of age, In fact, the upper and lower quartilas of successive decades of age
almost touch each other, and sometimes overlap, His discussion of presbyaeusis, and those
relations emphasized by Dr. Bochenek, reminded us that there is a close relation between
disturbances of the circulatory system and the auditory system, and the two of course
become very seriously entangled,

Now we can speak of auditory effects studied psychophysically, that is, in the laboratory
- audiologically, if you prcfar. We didn't hear very much about temporary threshold shift
studies. These, as you know, are studies for which our chairman, Dr. Ward, has become
famous and his own studies, and those of others, became tile basis for the CHABA
damage-risk curves. The relationships appear to be reasonably secure with some important
details about frequency and cumulative exposure still to be worked out, And here we must
thank Dr. Kraak for his contribution, for his relations between recovery and duration of
exposure and the mati|ematieal representation that I think moves us forward toward closing
a gap between temporary and permanent threshold shift.

I will not dwell hero on issues raised by Dr. Ward's discussion of susceptibility, mostly
because Ire did not seem very enthusiastic about the possibilities. The agreement between
temporary and permanent shift is apparently not perfect. Dr. Kylin told us, for example,
that young adults studied in the laboratory yielded, from a specified noise exposure, less
temporary threshold shift after two minutes than the permanent threshold shift that would
have been predicted by the present rules under the ISO Recommendation 1999. Temporary
threshold shift is also evident in recordings of evoked potentials from the brain, according to
Dr. Gruberova. But in addition, she contends that them are additional, mor_ ".'-.tegtativ0
functiofis that need to be accounted for in those potential changes.
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Auditory effects - field studies

Along with the psychophysical studies that emplmslze temporary il|rcshold shift, we have
lind many reports in this conference about gemdne field studies of changes in the hearing of
workers exposed In more or less specified anise levels. Hearing loss is not merely of
laboratory interest, The comparability among different studies in different countries is
probably now improved by the international agreements oil ways of representing the noise
through the ISO Recommendations.

The diagnostic characterization of workers exposed habituaUy to noise, as alluded to by
Dr, Sulkowski, reminds us again of snnre of tire difficulties in separating this group from
odrer kinds of sensodneural losses, Some of us who thought that Reeommelldation 1999
was predicting too conservatively were rather surprised by Dr. Raber's findings, lie reported
raueh lower incidences of homing loss than would have been predicted by the
Recommendation. We are told that there was considerable discussion about that
recommendation, and in particular the way in which noise level is cumulated over time, We
won't go back over that in detail, but I would remind you tbat tlmre are at least two ways of
making that cumulation over time; one that has been accepted internationally, and one that
is proposed, at least in the United States, where the trading of intensity and time is
represented by a ratio of S dB per doubling in time as opposed to 3 dB per doubling in time.
1was interested to hear in Mrs. Passchier-Vermeer's review that the only justification for the
5.riB trade comes from relatively high-intensity studies, and involves predictions made for
what we now call the speech frequencies 500, 1000. 2000 Hz.

For a long time acoustic impulses were considered rather special and outside of the
general rules that would be given for continuous noise and intermittent noise. Bat Dr. Coles
seems to tell us that maybe they're less special than we thought, and in fact the changes in
the auditory functions that follow impulse stimulation may be brought also under the
equal-ener_ rule, In this connection, Dr. Dieroff told of physiological or biological
reactions to impulses that are quite similar to those of noise except for some temporal
disparity between the cochlear potentials and the nerve potentials. Similarly, Dr, Kuzniarz
took this impulse work into the field and reported to us on fire hearing losses that attend
the operation of drop forges,

Auditory effects - speechperception

Now I will return in a few minutes to the problem of hearing loss following noise
exposure, and in particular to the question of what is "good health" with respect to healing,
But before 1 do that, 1 want to talk about another kind of auditory effect: not the hearing
threshold change, but rather the simultaneous reduction or interference with speech percep-
tion, another auditory function. Here, Dr. Webster reviewed for us mostly laboratory
studies. Keep in mind, however, that almost all of the social su_eys that were discussed
subsequently quite often mention interference with speech cemmunicetion or television as
one 9 f the Important components of annoyance, 1 think the only exception was Dr. Gallo-
way,land it may be that in California people do not listen to speech very much.

The criterion with respect to speech interference has been too much neglected. More than
any other effect of noise_ it can he specifically related to spectrum. Webster told us that the
freqdencies in the noise that are most important for predicting speech interference depend
upon the level of speech performance that will be required. That's an important point. If the
criterion is understanding sentences, then octave b_mds centered at 500, !000, 2000 Hz will
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predict tile failure of intelligibility very well. If there is _Jhigher level of perl'orn_ance -
single-_ord intelligibility, for example, at perhaps 75 percent - tilen you wmdd do better to
avcrage the frequencies at 1000 and 2000 Ilz. And if it is a ver_; high level perfornnmce,
perhaps 90 or 95 pcrecnt intelligibility of olre-syllablc words, then you shoukl use all four
frequencies, as now recommended in an international draft rccomnlendation on speech
interference: 500, I000, 2000 and 400_ Ilz.

We nlust bear in mind that 01use considerations are for rather ordinary speech-hearing
conditions, and are based on acoustic factors alone. Surely, I)r, Tobias demonstrated some
.other factors, strategies that listeners can learn to use in difficuR commuuieatlons sitnations,
and these have not been part of our audlmnetrlc calcalafimrs,

There is a clear effect of noise on speech and the question is, "is it a health problem'?"
Certainly, satisfactory speech cmnreunication coukl be brought under the concept of human
well being or welfare, And even if not, even if we nmst use a health criterion, then 1would
remind you of some of tile discussion offered by Dr. ltausman on the psychological effect
of deafness. 1 do not believe it appropriate to have brought tlmt discussion to bear upon
persons who lose their hearing due to exposure to noise, because tile ,autborities whom he
quoted were talking about the psychological accompaniments of substantial bearing losses,
on file order of 50 to 60 dB in the speech frequencies. These are people who, in the
presence of a live talker, do not hear his sounds. These sounds of a live talker are not audilfie
to such people, much less understandable, Such extensive lrearing loss wmlld be mlosmd in
the individual who is exposed to occupational noise, wlrem we have first high-frequency
losses and, only after a very long time, substantial losses in the speech frequencies, floweret,
1 tlfink tbat it is proper to use these psychological considerations with respect to speech
interference in the presence of noise. If it is true, ;Ix Dr, lkmsman suggested, and as 1 think
Dr. tlerridge implied later on, that the sense of isolation that results from inability to
communicate with one s fellow is a serious matter of mental health, then intrusive noise that
makes speech perception impossible becomes a serious health problem. Personally, 1 believe
that if you look at Webster's figure, when the Conference is published, and think about a
perfectly reasonable criterion for good Imalth with respect to speech interference, 1 should
think it would be the ability to hear one's fellow beings when they are speaking at a distance
of something like two meters.

Hearing impairment

Let me use this discussion of additory effects with respect to speech perception to return
to what constitutes hearing impairment, wlmn bearing is lost as a result of noise exposure.
The present rules, referred to in oul- d seussions by t m express o I "AAOO" - t e American
Academy of Up It lalmo ogy and Otolaryngo ogy. in tim Umted States -- lave two ztems,
both questioned in tbe discussions presented by Dr. Glorlg and DL Kryter. One of t le two
items ix the so-called "low fence", that is to say, that bearing impairment does not exist - is
not significant, if you like, or does not represent bad health - until it exceeds 25 dB on the

average at the frequencies 500, 1000_ 2000 l-lz. Now I am craning back to these audionretric
frequencies by analogy to the octave-band systems discussed by Dr. Webster in his
diseesslon of speech interference: 25 dB ow fefic¢; average hearing usa at 500. 1900,2000
liz. Now in point of fact, and here I am just departing for a moment from nw role as
summarizer, tllose items that wer_ agreed to come from some relations tlmt were not spelled
out completely in our discussion file otller day, If you take n large group of hard-of-hearing

' patients and correlate tbe bearing losses at i.dlvidual pure tone frequencies wi_ll tilel
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threshold Ibr speedl intelligibility (thai means 0i¢ levels at which the listeners oblaln 50
percent correct inlelllgibiliW), the hlgbest correlation is between thnl speech threshold and
the frequencies 500, I000, and 2000 Hz. Tbnt threshold in absolale ternls is about 20 dB
SPL.

Speech is spoken at a level of aboat 70 dB ;it a distance of one nleter, tdthougb as Dr.
Kryter i'_olnted out, people ar_ often farther away than 1 meter and lint everybody tnlks at
70 dll, so maybe the more appropriate ligure is 60, At any rate, the typical level Js 40dB
above the nonnal threshold for speech reception, a hairly good safew factor, Yell still have
15 dB left, so to speak, if you discount 25 dB hearing loss for speech and c_lll that the
Ihrcsbold of bearing impairment. Sbnihtrly, witb respect to frequency, tbose three
ffequerJcies that I mentioned are sufficient to predict file threshold for speech.

Now the point that's made in that discussion is exactly the saale point that Webster inade
in discussing speech interference. Fifty percent of n llst of words represmlts a rather low
level or intelligibility, but adequnte for a high degree of tmderstandirtg of sentences, wldeh is
what tbe committee in the U,S, thought they were predicting. If you wish to provide your
listener with better speecb perception Iban that, then yon nluy have to irlcltlde higher
frequencies. You may have to move toward the conditions that Dr. Webster described as an
articulation index of ,35 or .5 as opposed to ,2. In this case the criterion for health becomes
a specification of articubltlon indices. What are yon shooting for? What is the goal? Then we
can tell yon what freqnencies {o use, 1do not believe that 4000 llz should be blclnded by
reasoning about speech perception, wben in fact file people who are suggesting tbat it be
included are doing so because they want to predict damage to tile auditory system, rnlber
dmn damage to speech perception, If yon want to predict damage to the auditory system,
then yon might as well use file audiometry proposed by l)r. Fletcher hi the very blgh
freq_lencies above 8000 llz and tbat will tell you ;Jbont damage to tile auditory system even
sooner. But neither Dr, Fleteber nor Dr. Flottorp nor Dr, l)ieroff has told us about the
relation between those bigh frequencies and speech porter, lion. (By the way, if we can agree
that a rensonable criterion for speech intelligibility is being able to bear another talker at a
distance of 2 meters, then this coincides pretty well with a bearing loss in the quiet of about
25 decibels, It's the same criterion.)

i General biological effects

With respect to more general biological effecls, we thank l)r. Jansen Ibr his review.Tile
i laboratory studies that he spoke abont invob,ed activation responses tbat include inhibition
; of g;lalri¢_juices, lower skin resistance, modified pulse rate, increased metabolism - in

goner;d, modifieatibns in what have been called the vegetative fimctions, some with
orienting conlpnnents. Fnrtbermore, nlost of these effects are qldte clear for noise levels of
90-95 dBA and above, although sofne of them, involving blood volunle changes, occur in
response to noises as low as fi0 or 70 dBA, l:.ven here he notes, as dkl severed olbers, that
there is psychological iateraetlml with these vegetntive responses to noise, in tbe sense flat
yon gel cbmlges in the response depmlding ml stleb Ibblgs as tile meaning of tile sdund. Dr.
Kryter's report enlpbas]zed nlon_ tile cbange, lhan tile aeltlal level of souml - change eltber
from noise to qniet, or change frmn quiet to noise. In fact his report made me think of an
older psychological theory (atldbuted, in nor eotmtry at least, to Harry Helson) called
adaptation /eve[. Ally cll;nlge represents a departure from wbnt is tile enstoln;lry level of
sensory levelJo f stintubltJon,

?
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Dr. Gfiel'ahu found it useful to use tile ovarian cycle :is a controlled variation in general
uctivity aud could conclude o11the basis of her study lb:lt the associated aulnnonlic nervous
s_,'stcul respom_es are sulaller as tile general autonomic level is higher. We bad also a report
fronl DF, Markiewicz ell chemical effects ill file laboratory, and hera he and we were reminded
that tile rat nlay be more active ill this regard than alan. It's qaite clear that Iris Jnteresl ill

that kind of study and others like it is not so muell in provklJng a direct ;issessmelll of Ibes¢
effects in loan bill ruther studylug the Ulecbanisnl wllereby tbcse cbanges take place.

As we move from these gener;d biological effects to the qpestioa of whether they
represent a health problem, we find considerably more by way of field studies th_nl we did
same time ago. Tllere may be correlates of these general biological effects that become
health problems. Dr, Boehenek, for example, reminded us about the incidence of heart
disease Jn persons exposed to noise. We have Dr. Cohen's report oll the v_lriety of medical
symptoms as well as the increase in accident rate for those exposed to noise, and, _lgaJn, the
difference for those exposed In levels above 90 or 95 dB and those exposed below. On tile
olher hand, Dr. Carlestam found some trouble showing great effects, either in fatigue or
adrenalin in comparable exposures. The problem is again tile relation between these effects
_nld any long-tern1 cumulative ones. When 1 say this 1wish 1had before me the proceedings
of the first of these Conferences, held in the United States in 1968, where 1 think we had
Ibe same sentence, that wbill we ueed are cunlulafive long-term studies.

Sleep

We were surprised by solnn of the material bl the sesslou OI1sleep interference as a_lother
el'feet. I thought that things were quite stable in that speckdity, but now I find that such
concepts as levels of sleep, as represenled by stages in EEG records, are being qtlestioned. 1
was particularly interested to listen, as perhaps some of you were, to Dr, Williams' emphasis
on individuals' vurlation, relative to arousal by noise, habituation, quality and meaning of
the sounds, and such things as the fact that infrequent sounds will arouse at lower levels
thall fret]tlent sounds, lie warned tlS not to asgnzlle that, since sounds lllUSt be well above
lbreshold to awakell persons, tile sensory system itself was asleep, but raffler that more
central processes were involved. We heard about sleep responses after exposures to aircraft
Iloise fi'onl Dr. Lukas, to sonic borons from Dr. Collbls, amid during loony days of
stiululation by brief pure tones called "pings" by Dr. Johnson, Tile EEG indices appear to
be somewhat ambiguous with respect to dimensions of noise exposure. But what was
interesting in the point of agreement, I thought, between Dr. Jolmson and Dr, Muzet was
Ihat despite variability in the physiologleal indicators, like the EEG records, the one thing
Ihat stood out was the subjective report, "l find difficulty in getting to sleep," What
becomes interesting about that, at least for legal or governmental authorities, is that that
I)eCOlllns die basis of anooyIlllCe UlUgb more clearly than ally physiological response of
which tilt: eonlplainlult is unaware. Dr. l_'rJedulan's illteresling ¢olnparisou of noise alld
lien-noise couples gives a quite clear in(licaliou that airport noise involves less lime in deep
skep and more time in light sleep and more awakening. "is this a health problem?" _lgaiu we
ask, Suatly, there is an effect. People can be awakened, and Ibis call be sludled with sleep
Jlldlcators sbnJlar to those Munlioned already,

Dr. Herbert, in reporting his experiments on psychological performance after sleep
dt2privatiou, mentioned interesting but small interactlon_: bul nn m_ior d,-'eremente !_
performance, llere again we must note that he studied that behavior only over a period of a
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few days, and dk[ not stndy stlbjects who laid been awakened over a period of weeks or
months.

Human pnrformance

Wu now conic to the psychological or perfornlauce aspects of noise, whelber a
performance undertaken duriltg noise exposure, or following the tmise, is affected. We have
to thank Dr, Guiian for a very good review or that cxperlnleul_d work. I pL'rson;lily tilank
her also for including annoyance under these psycbologlca] aspecls. As you know, it has
been difflcuit over tile years to show clear decrements in perfonllance due to noise. And so
both tbe public and file engineers and the governnlent aulborities who arc asked to consider
these aspects of noise s_ly, '"I,'ilc psychologists don't know how t_ do it {Jr they don't know
what they're talking about, bccau:,e this elm gets a positive result, that one a negative result,
this one gets zero results." I think that Ibe l]eld is now becoming clear, due to workers like
Dr. Gulian and otJlers who can tell us what are the important varklbles.

The tasks tbetnselves turn ou! to be very important: whether one measures spaed or
accuracy, whether the task involves high levels of thoughl or cognition, whether the task
itself is represented by a high level of complexity _vlth respect to, for example, the number
of stimuli among whicb a subject must choose, Then tile noise itself turns out to be
important, not only with respect to its acoustical or physical aspects, but such things as
whether it is continuous or intermittent, whether it has predominantly high frequencies or
low (and a very unfortunate interaction between those first two terms), and finally, tile
meaning of the noise. Then there are still other features, as pointed quite clearly by Dr.
Broadbent, like the level of arousal and its role in tile task being undertaken. There are some
tasks where arous;ll represents sometlling more like distraction, where Ibc perfomlance
shows a decrement, but there arc others where performance will benefit from increasiiIg tim
state of arousal. Tllere is certainly a lack of unanimity among these results, cad I interpret
the absence of unanimity as meaning that this kind of study must continue. Certainly the
reports by Dr. Hartley, Dr. Harris and Dr. Broadbent serve as examples of tile interaction
among these kinds of variables.

Within that same group, I think all of us were hnpressed with the way in which Dr. Glass's
laboratory study could point out the role of controllability of the one's environment or the
feeling tlmt "1 can do sonrething about it." That was under laboratory control and appeared
to reflect very well the importance of this item, which is called "misfeasance" by some of
the survey people when they talk about the important non-acoustical variables in the
responses, of subjects. This seenrs quite close also to the conception that Dr. Herridge
introduced in his studies of psychiatrlc symptoms of tile residents of the lleathrnw ghetto.

Study of tbese tbree groups of effects, the general biological, sleep and psychological
perfomtanees will tmdoubtedly continue, They do not seem ready for incorporation in
health criteria; they probably represent some of the bases o1' wll;it are annoyance reactions
in _urveys and thus they remain important, practically,

/ Now, it is with some timidily that I approach tile snbject of amloyance and what Dr.
Robinson called "general auditory reaction" in the last discussion, But Dr. Ward in his
introduction had more trepidation titan l do; in fact he seems to worry about things like a
person's feelings. Yet that's what annoyance is all about - people's feelings - and this is
manifested in questionnaires and interviews that emnpdse tile basis of surveys,

There are three important problems, I helix,re, One bus to do with consistency and
meaning of annoyance responses; the second has to do with the dependence of these
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responses on uon-_lCOUSticnlvariables like fear: and Ihe filircl has lO do with tile best
predictb,e conlbination or calctdation of !evel, duration _mdntunber of occurrences.

I:or the first two itelus. Dr..Ionsson wasquitc discouraging, al le_lslabotnl tile 0zvsent. lie
wotdd llke to extend tile methodology, and perhaps 1 infer too uluch, but lie seemsto say
that th_Jtis not quite ready yet for tntillzntion by authorities.

I)r. Alextuu.lre w_ls somewhal more sangtnlne. I|c finds, for cxanlpl¢, coasldcrable
_lgreement_uuoug Etlfopcan stlrvey.s fiult reIale ;uluoyance scores to exposare. |tul we we_
all renlblded of tile ilnportance ofstJch psychological factors asfc_lr, tile l_:elingsabout who
is responsible for noise and so on. by a wlriety of oar survey reports: Dr. McKennell. Dr.
Leoll_lrcl, Dr. Grand|canand his eollcagtlcsand Dr. Rohrmann as well.

You bare to bc carefid, I Ibink, aboul the conclaslous that you inigbt make about some
of these reports. If yea find that there is a low correlatlon bctweou annoyance response
(ho,,vever defined) and e×posare level, that does not mean Ih_lt exposure level is
unbnl_ortunt or that we can forget about noise coutrol. The Mternative meaning is that if
you want to predict _lnooyan¢c _aclions prcclsely with correbltiOnS of 0.9, then tile
psychosocial factors must be added to the noise levels Ibr those predictions. For noise
control ;old for planning we can work with low correlations their aver_lge across great ranges
of these psycllologieal factors ill large groups of individuals, We can work wJt|l Ihe kind of
overage, relutlons displayed ill Dr. Alexandre's slides. Furthernlore, you know, we can
legislate about tile noise level, but we cannot legislate the incideace of fear.

Now, as for the best representation of noise exposure level or inde>:, there are several
problerns that are quite similar to tllose involved when we attempt to specify damage risk
with respect to |renting loss. Dr. McKennell noted in his summary that the number of
operations per day predicts pretty well the anuoyanee of response, without regard to level.
Contrarily, Dr. Sfrensen told as tbat number is most useful when levels ore high, and
Rybnldcr finds that level alone is sufi'icient after the mlmber reaches a high wdue. I suppose
we have to remlnd ourselves, as we _nnsider each report, that tile correlation between
annoyance and ally one varklb]e, "X j', is always low whenever tile r,luge of variation in "X"
is snrall.

Now with respect to tile weighting coefficient that sbotdd be Mlaehed to a number of
operations, whether it is 6.6 or 10 or 15 times tile logarithm, that seems a little more
difficult to select. Aulhorifies have selected for us in a sense. You see the difference
between this coefficieat and that one, and such things as which welghtblg is best, can only
be addressed by the relatively large and admittedly clumsy surveys done on large
populations. We have been told filat tile variability associated with sttch techniques is quite
high. SurVEys represent, therefore, rather insensitive measures to changes in such things as
weighfing, whether perceived noise level or A-weighting. Laboratory methods can show
differences reliably. But in the case of the logarithm of a number of flights and its
coefficient, you cannot take a labor_ltory judgment of souletbing that must extend over
months. The effects of such extended numbers over time can be, told only in tile sort of
attitude that gets built up over time. and is revealed in the survey technlques.

Dr. Robinson's emphasis this nloming, on the necessity that fluctuation must olso be
introduced into this overall measure of noise exposure, is agreed to by nlany. For ex_iulple,
Dr. Eldmd, who gave us a review of some of these calculation schemes, reminded us that
among sonic of the first ones, background level was considered very important, ll's not
quite exactly file same as a fluctuation measured in terms of the standard deviation, but at
least tile two take c,ire of tile same omission froln nlore frequently-used schemes. 'lqle
evaluation of an improvement in prediction by Noise l'ollution Level _md ils inclusion of
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flliclLlation shon]d COilflnll_. It sh_m]d 1_1[.:¢place under Ib¢ StLidy of scientists of V_II'iOLIS
sorts, bul I :nn not sure that olbcr procedures should be ab_ladoned bl the presellce of its
candidacy, because we c_ln see now some influence oJ" Sl_lil(l_lrtliz_ttiorl and use of shnltblrd
rLdes by tile attthorJtJes, and I don't tbJllk tll_ll sholdd be tJntlone, even if sonic of these
procedures might be cll_llge(I _r tile better it'_ the filtnre.

Now Jt may be silly Io stmllnarJze a stlnlnulry but let me renflnd yon of several gelleral
obse_aflons. There appe:lr to be two groups of levels of concerll to tts. Ill the reglott of 50
to 60 dBA ther_ arc clear changes deluonstraled in th_ labor_lto_ _ls afler..cf_cts of
stb_ndatJon. Ill addJtJoa, tlult _gion represents a nul_Jnal eric for speech Jnter_rence. Then
we have, several lens of decibels above th:lt, another region -_ 90-95 dB - wbere the
biological efi'ccls bccoinc clear and where file auditory systenl c_mbe pcrnlanently danlaged.
Ill fact, fllat 90 dB, which has been [Isod as kind of a floor in tile United States with respect
to occaputitnlld bearing loss, is probably leo high, in view of some of file reports we've

beard _lt this eonfel'ence _tboul pernlanent loss foilowillg sa¢ll noise exposure. It was tile
alplla and file omega of tile conference th;it Mtracted inost of our att¢llfion - that is,
concern witll hearing Joss and speech interference in the first day, alld with annoyance in
tile last days. I don't know whetbcr this is because those two represent fertile fields for

argumentation about bow to define noise exposure, or wbelber fllose two are most clearly

subject to interpret_ltion as health problems. My guess is that it is tile latter: the hearing loss
is clear, tile annoyance and its ;icconlpanying feelings -- particldarly lb:lt were described to
us by our psychiatric colle_Jgues yesterday -itre serious.

The work on psychological llerfonnanee, oil biologicM effects, on changes in sleep
records, and so on - flint will continne. It is of greM interest to tile persons who work ill

those fields, who understand each other well, and appreciate Ibis or that detail being
brougbt under control. Tbey do not appear yet to provide tts with the kind of sure evidence

that will be n matter of concern and control by authorities. It is important that we stand on

past work, as it has been applied. We nltlSt not kick it aside as we take filrtber steps forward,
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